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Introduction 
The following essays are a selection of the papers delivered at the comprehensive and 
stimulating conference, ‗The British World: Religion, Memory, Society and Culture‘, held at 
the University of Queensland from July 2nd-5th, 2012.  Each of the following essays has been 
subject to double blind peer review and they represent a selection of the papers delivered 
orally over the four days of the conference.   
For many years now, it seems as though British studies have been withering on the 
vine at Australian universities.  Whereas once it seemed no History Department at an 
Australian university was complete without a Tudor and Stuart specialist, and British 
history and literature were enshrined as axiomatically important parts of the curriculum, a 
reverse of a cultural cringe and an engagement with Asia has seen British studies decline. 
This conference was therefore something of an experiment, and the conveners were 
delighted to see the range of the papers which emerged and the diversity of universities and 
disciplinary fields from where scholars, by no means all of them consciously or clearly 
working in any field associated with ‗British studies‘, emerged to offer papers.   
In this volume we present papers which address various aspects of the history, 
literature, religion and identities of the British world, not simply in the British Isles 
themselves, but a wider world stretching across both hemispheres.  In terms of chronology 
the earliest paper in this collection deals with the Anglo-Saxon Church; the latest with the 
impact of war trauma on British journalists in the 21st century.  Between those two come a 
diversity of papers addressing facets of the British world, including the exercise of 
supernatural power in the Renaissance, the persecution of witches, the writing of literature 
in ‗outposts‘ such as New Zealand, the Jack the Ripper killings and the possibility of 
devolution within the United Kingdom. 
The purpose of the conference was to push the boundaries of what we now think of 
or recognise as the ‗British World‘, doing so mostly but by no means exclusively from 
Australian perspectives.  Certainly the papers which follow suggest the complexity of 
claiming a British identity, or even of defining its space and borders.  The papers also give 
an sense of the some of the latest research being conducted by scholars into British studies, 
the pathways they are taking and the conclusions they are reaching.   
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Burning Prophecies: The Scholastic Tradition of Comet Interpretation as found in 
the Works of the Venerable Bede 
Jessica Hudepohl, University of Queensland1 
Introduction 
‗They are born suddenly, portending a change of royal power or plague or war or winds or 
heat.‘ Bede‘s work De Natura Rerum (On the Nature of Things) has played an essential role in 
transmitting comet interpretation into the Middle Ages, providing the basis for 
astronomers‘s conclusions about portents and harbingers for centuries after his death. Bede 
declared that there were three broad outcomes of the appearance of a comet in the sky: 
political upheaval; disease; and extreme changes in weather patterns. But from where did he 
draw these interpretations? Was he influenced by prevailing Anglo-Saxon folkloric beliefs2, 
or did his notions have a more academic basis? I suggest that Bede‘s work forms part of a 
greater tradition of scholarly comet interpretation, one whose origins date far back into 
antiquity. His section regarding comets in this encyclopaedic work bears no evidence of 
regional differences to the traditional Greek and Roman model; it can therefore be assumed 
that Bede‘s notions of both the physical and prognostic nature of comets were drawn 
entirely from classical and early medieval academic works. This paper will trace and explore 
the influences of a number of great scholars on the works of Bede, focusing on his On the 
Nature of things and his Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum (Ecclesiastical History of the 
English People). I aim to establish a context of long standing tradition of comet 
interpretation into which the works of Bede can be placed, but I will also show how this 
tradition of scholarly prognostication influenced his recording of historical events. To this 
end, I will deconstruct and analyse Bede‘s description of two comets in the year 729, and 
how his knowledge of cometary interpretation affected his relaying of events that occurred 
during this period.  
 
Greeks, Romans, and Cosmic Prophecy 
The most basic of these interpretations found in Bede‘s work was that the appearance of 
comets somehow had an adverse affect on the weather; this notion can be traced back to 
Aristotle and his celestial work, the Meteorologica. Aristotle‘s understanding of the dry 
physical nature of comets led to the observation that comets presaged dry winds, drought, 
                                                 
1 Email: jessica.hudepohl@uqconnect.edu.au 
2 Larger studies of Anglo-Saxon methods of prognostication show little to no evidence of popular comet 
interpretation. See, László Sándor Chardonnens, Anglo-Saxon Prognostics, 900-1100: Study and Texts (Leiden: 
Brill, 2007); Roy Michael Liuzza, ‗Anglo-Saxon prognostics in context: a survey and handlist of manuscripts,‘ 
Anglo-Saxon England 30 (2001), pp. 181-230. 
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tidal waves, and storms. This notion held fast through the ages, and is evident in all the key 
astronomical works leading up to, and beyond, the writing of Bede‘s own On the Nature of 
Things in the eighth century. The Greek‘s treatise had a lasting impact on the field of 
astronomy up until the time of Isaac Newton.3  As Aristotle‘s theories formed the basis of 
comet interpretation for more than a millennia, it is necessary to outline them, so as to be 
able to fully understand their influence over the many scholars that succeeded him. 
As they were based upon reasonable scientific observations, it is easy to see why 
Aristotle‘s notions regarding the nature of comets were held for so long. Aristotle believed 
that the earth, or terrestrial region, was composed of fire, air, earth, and water4, and that 
various combinations of these elements were the material cause of sub-lunar events. 5  
Regarding the cause and physical make-up of comets, the philosopher‘s theories centred 
mostly around the combination of fire, air, and to a lesser extent, water. The air that 
immediately surrounded earth was seen to be moist and vaporous, and contained the earth‘s 
exhalations, whereas the realm above it was hot and dry. Aristotle believed that these 
exhalations were potentially like fire, being naturally hot and dry themselves.6  
According to Aristotle, the terrestrial region was made up of two layers; the fiery 
upper layer, and a lower layer of air.7 Due to the continuous motion of fire and air between 
these two layers, when a particle became heavy, it sank down to the airy layer, expelling 
heat which returned to the upper layer.8 Other particles were in turn carried up from the 
lower layer by these fiery exhalations. Thus if the comet was formed in the upper fiery layer 
of the terrestrial region, then it was caused by the combustion of exhalations, which was in 
turn caused by revolution of celestial bodies.9 However, if its formation took place in the 
lower layer, then the comet‘s motion was caused by the condensation that resulted from the 
cooling of the more humid exhalations.10. The latter comet‘s inclination was established 
when the air surrounding the exhalation condensed and contracted, propelling heat 
upwards and shooting the comet downwards.11 This continuous transition between the two 
levels ‗[rarefied] and inflame[d] the air,‘ causing the objects in motion to melt.12  Aristotle 
believed that shooting stars provided proof that the celestial region itself was neither hot 
                                                 
3 H.D.P. Lee, introduction to Meteorologica by Aristotle (London: Heinemann, 1952), p.xxvi. 
4 Aristotle, Meteorologica (trans. H.D.P. Lee), (London:Heinemann, 1952), p.7. 
5 Aristotle, Meteorologica,  p. 9. 
6 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.21. 
7 Aristotle, Meteorologica, footnote a, p.23. 
8 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.23. 
9 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.35. 
10 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.35. 
11 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.35. 
12 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.23 
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nor fiery, as the projectiles originated within the terrestrial region. However, the motion of 
the heavens caused the fire surrounding these objects to scatter, and forcibly sent them on a 
downwards trajectory through the terrestrial sphere.13 
In his Meterologica, Aristotle listed two types of exhalations that rose from the 
earth‘s surface into the terrestrial region and caused comets.14 The first was somewhat 
vaporous and rose from water found within and upon the earth; the second was drier, and 
had a windy, smoke-like character, rising from the earth itself. As the latter was the hotter 
of the two forms of exhalation, it ascended into the upper layer of the terrestrial sphere, 
while the watery nature of the vaporous form made it heavier, causing it to sink below the 
windy exhalation.15 Thus according to Aristotle‘s model, there is a layer of warm, dry, fiery 
substances beneath the celestial region, which moved in a circular motion, and beneath that 
was a layer of air. This fiery substance extended out and surrounded the terrestrial sphere, 
which ignited upon the slightest celestial revolution, setting it into motion.  
The form of these exhalations dictated the comets‘ visible shape. If the exhalation 
extended equally in all directions, what was known as a long-haired star occurred. 16 
However, when the exhalation only extended lengthwise, the resulting shape was referred 
to as a bearded star.17  This bearded star could take on a variety of shapes, including what 
was known as a torch, a goat, and of course, a shooting star. The goat shape referred to the 
sparks that were thrown from the body of the comet, a result of small matter catching fire at 
the sides, while still attached to the main blazing body.18  The absence of these sparks 
resulted in the formation of the torch shape. Finally, Aristotle believed that a shooting star 
was formed when parts of the exhalation were broken into small particles and scattered 
both vertically and horizontally19 from the main body. These three types of bearded star 
became the basis of physical cometary description; these shapes are repeated in a number of 
subsequent astronomical works, including those of Seneca the Younger and Pliny the Elder, 
lending further evidence to the existence of a scholarly tradition of comet interpretation. 
Aristotle theorized that as comets derived their existence from an abundance of hot, 
dry exhalations, their occurrence dried out the air, evaporating any existing moisture. It is 
due to this phenomenon that he believed that a comet‘s appearance signalled the coming of 
wind and drought. A higher frequency in their appearance and the greater their numbers 
                                                 
13 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.25. 
14 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.29. 
15 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.29. 
16 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.51. 
17 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.51. 
18Aristotle, Meteorologica, pp.31-33. 
19 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.33. 
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indicated the coming years would be ‗notoriously dry and windy‘.20 However, if the comets 
appeared less frequently, and were dimmer and smaller in size, their effects were less 
significant, though the wind would still be excessive in regards to its strength or duration.21 
Aristotle believed these winds to be so strong that they caused the large stone that fell on 
Aegospotami: the winds first tossed it up into the air and the stone fell later that day. 
Coincidentally, a comet was seen in the west at the time of this phenomenon. The 
philosopher also linked this particular comet to a tidal wave that struck Achaea in 373-372 
BC.22 Its appearance was believed to have caused a conflict of winds, with strong northerlies 
blowing within the gulf, whilst southerly winds blew outside it. Aristotle later extended this 
theory of coincidence to the appearance of a comet in 341-0 BC, whose sighting in the 
equinoctial circle coincided with the great storm of Corinth.23 Aristotle‘s notion that comets 
could affect the weather of the coming year and cause the occurrence of natural disasters 
continued to be prevalent in astrological texts throughout late antiquity and the early 
medieval period.  
By the early first century, however, a more socio-political understanding of a comet‘s 
implications joined this meteorological interpretation of their appearance. The Roman poet 
Marcus Manilius believed that comets also predicted disease and political discord. His poem, 
Astronomica, detailed at length how the occurrences of comets affected the fates of mortals; 
he held that they portended war both domestic and abroad, strife among kin, and the 
coming of grievous illness.24 Although little is known about the author himself, other than 
the remote possibility that Manilius may have been the son of a slave-cum-astrologer25, his 
five-book poem Astronomica survives today remarkably intact and has a traceable history. It 
is believed that the text enjoyed a degree of circulation a century after its composition in 
AD 9-15. 26  However, after the fourth century, mention of the text disappears until it 
resurfaces in the tenth century, where it is listed in archetype form in a Bobbio catalogue.27 
Nevertheless, this does not mean that Manilius‘ work ceased to influence scholars between 
the fifth and tenth centuries; concepts and themes found within this source continuously 
appear throughout successive texts into the early medieval period. Therefore, while it is 
uncertain whether a version of the Astronomica survived on the British Isles during the time 
                                                 
20 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.55. 
21 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.55. 
22 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p.55. 
23 Aristotle, Meteorologica, p. 57. 
24 Marcus Manilius, Astronomica (trans. G.P.Goold), (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1977), p.75. 
25 G.P. Goold, introduction of Astronomica, p.xi. 
26 Goold, introduction of Astronomica, p.xiii. 
27 Goold, introduction of Astronomica, p.xiv. 
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of Bede, it is plausible to suggest that his notions of earthly consequence were transmitted 
through the works of Seneca and Pliny the Elder. Both of these scholars show strong 
similarities to the interpretations of Manilius, and were likely to have been heavily 
influenced by him. 
These recurring themes of socio-political conflict are primarily found in Book One of 
Manilius‘ Astronomica. This book discusses the physical nature of comets, as well as their 
prognostic meanings. Although Manilius loosely reflects Aristotle in his concept of the 
physical nature of comets, his interpretation of them widely differs. In the Astronomica, we 
see a transition from natural to divine causes behind the appearance and prophetic character 
of comets. Departing from the reasoned and scientific explanation of dried out atmospheres 
causing natural disasters, Manilius raised the notion that the heavens used comets to 
communicate with humans, offering warnings of impending doom.28  For the first time, 
scholars saw comets as having influence over events outside the natural and agricultural 
sphere; Manilius also described comets as portending ill fortune in the societal and political 
realms. War, sudden insurrection, treachery, and civil discord were all seen to be potential 
calamities that could erupt upon the appearance of a comet29; on a more communal level, 
this phenomenon was also thought to herald familial feuding, conspiracy, and murder.30 
Manilius drew upon historical events to reinforce these interpretations, providing examples 
such as the betrayal and murder of Julius Caesar by Brutus and Cassius, as well as the 
ensuing war with Augustus, and general cases of sons rising against fathers.31 He believed 
that disaster befell men due to their own actions, as they failed to heed the message relayed 
by the heavens.32  
It is evident that the themes of death and destruction found in Bede‘s works 
stemmed from the notions found within Manilius‘ poem. Appearing at times of great 
upheaval33, comets were also used to explain the sudden coming of grievous illness and the 
slow decline of bodies, as well as the blighting of fields.34 According to the poet, their 
occurrence often proclaimed mass deaths, threatening the earth with a future of unending 
funeral pyres, as if heaven and nature themselves were also stricken and doomed to share 
                                                 
28 Manilius Astronomica, p.75. 
29 ‗[S]o of late in foreign parts, when, its oaths foresworn, barbarous Germany made away with our 
commander Varus and stained the fields with three legions‘ blood, did menacing lights burn in every quarter 
of the skies; nature herself waged war with fire, marshalling her forces against us and threatening our 
destruction‘. Manilius, Astronomica, p.77. See also Sara Schechner Genuth, Comets, Popular Culture, and the Birth 
of Modern Cosmology (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, c1997), p.22. 
30 Genuth, Comets, p.23 
31 Manilius, Astronomica, p.77. 
32 Manilius, Astronomica, p.77. 
33 Manilius, Astronomica, p.71. 
34 Manilius, Astronomica, p.75. 
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the fate of men.35 Thus it is with the Astronomica that we see a turning point in comet 
interpretation – the notion that celestial powers dictated the fates of mortals, and that 
comets were a means of notifying them of imminent ill fortune. By removing the blame from 
humans and placing it on an external force, scholars were able to explain away the failings 
of rulers and lesser individuals, as well as finding reason behind natural disasters and 
plagues. However, this concept of celestial dictation also added structure to events that were 
out of one‘s control, allowing people to prepare themselves for what was to come.  
 Another advance in the interpretation of comets came when the meteorological and 
socio-political interpretations were merged into a single, greater theory of prognostication, 
as seen in the works of Seneca the Younger. While showing thematic similarities to 
Manilius‘ work, Seneca appears to follow the example of Aristotle regarding the nature of 
comets, adopting the latter‘s geographical and meteorological approach in his work, 
Naturales Quaestiones (Natural Questions).36 Written in the earlier part of the AD 60s, just 
prior to Seneca‘s death, this text focuses on the practice of meteorology rather than that of 
astrology, and studies the various physical phenomena that appeared in the sky.37  Although 
Roman historian Cassiodorus is believed to have used Seneca‘s work De forma mundi 
(Description of the World) 38  in the sixth century, by the seventh century, the scholar‘s 
influence on thought in his native Spain was no longer directly acknowledged.39 However, 
just as with Marcus Manilius, Seneca‘s work was extremely important in the transmission 
of comet interpretation into the medieval period. His influence on early medieval authors 
such as Cassiodorus ensured that a new era of scholars were aware of the prophetic 
importance of comets. 
In his chapter on comets, Seneca did not dwell long on the physical make-up of these 
phenomena. He acknowledged that these phenomena were not just seen in one quadrant of 
the sky, as they appeared in both the east and west, though most commonly in the north. 
Following the example of Aristotle, Seneca also believed that the differing nature of comets 
was due to their shape. 40  Although they took different forms, including flames that 
                                                 
35 Manilius, Astronomica, p.75.  
36 Edward Grant, The Foundations of Modern Science in the Middle Ages: Their Religious, Institutional, and 
Intellectual contexts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p.12. 
37 Seneca, Lucius Annaeus, Natural Questions (trans. Harry M. Hine), (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2010), p.42. 
38 Believed to have once formed one of two books on astronomy at the beginning of Seneca‘s Natural Questions; 
David Pingree, ‗Book Review – Seneca‘s Naturales Quaestiones,‘ review of Senecas Naturales Quaestiones: 
Komposition, Naturphilosophische Aussagen und Ihre Quellen, by Nikolaus Gross, Journal for the History of 
Astronomy 23, 2 (May, 1992), p.146. 
39 Anthony Grafton et al, (eds), The Classical Tradition, (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, 2010), p.874. 
40 Seneca, Natural Questions, p.121. 
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resembled a beard, scattered fiery hair in all directions, or tapered to a point, Seneca 
acknowledged that all comets were essentially the same41. It is therefore possible to suggest 
that he placed no prognostic emphasis on their shape, and that his noting of their differing 
forms were merely for scientific benefit, not scholastic interpretation.  
Significantly, however, it appears that a comet‘s hue was of the utmost importance 
when it came to celestial prognostication. Scholars believed the comet‘s colour had 
prophetic connotations; among the possible colours were a dim red, a brilliantly clear and 
pure light, impure flames with vast amounts of smoky heat, and a menacing blood red.42 
The last of these was interpreted as an omen of bloodshed to come43, reflecting the socio-
political upheaval described by Manilius. Seneca also drew on Aristotle‘s theory that comets 
signal natural disasters for the year to come, repeating almost verbatim that stormy 
weather, severe winds, and rain followed their appearance.44 Although it is evident that 
Seneca had read Aristotle, and quoted the philosopher heavily throughout his treatise, it can 
be argued that he was more concerned with expounding the general theory based off the 
Greek‘s work, rather than relating the original theory itself.45 In doing so, he succeeded in 
blending the notions of Aristotle and Manilius into one interpretation, and provided an 
alternate view on the importance of a comet‘s physical appearance. 
Pliny the Elder, a contemporary of Seneca, extended the tradition of comet 
interpretation even further. Written approximately ten years after Seneca‘s work in the AD 
70s, also shortly before his own death46, Pliny‘s encyclopaedic treatise Naturalis Historia 
(Natural History) is most known for its development of a system for classifying comets. This 
catalogue has been repeated and elaborated on throughout the Middle Ages up until the 
seventeenth century47, making it one of the most important celestial works of the early 
medieval period. The compilation also offered possibly the earliest calculation of the longest 
and shortest period that a comet stayed visible for, which was eighty and seven days 
respectively.48  
Unlike Seneca, Pliny noted that a comet‘s prognostic meaning was largely dictated 
by its physical shape. His work contained one of the largest catalogues of comet shapes; 
                                                 
41 Seneca, Natural Questions, p.121. 
42 Seneca, Natural Questions, p.125. 
43 Seneca, Natural Questions, p.121. 
44 Seneca, Natural Questions, p.132. 
45 J.J.Hall, ‗Seneca as a Source for Earlier Thought (Especially Meteorology),‘ The Classical Quarterly New 
Series 27, 2 (1977), p.414. 
46 Seneca, Natural Questions, p.42. 
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according to him, there were at least ten or eleven different types of comet, which, along 
with the forms described by Aristotle, included the javelin star, which appeared to be a 
quiver full of darts and was seen to be a terrible portent. The dagger and quoit stars were of 
a similar appearance, being shorter and sloping to a point, sporting no rays. However, while 
the former had a pale colour that resembled the gleam of a flashing sword49, the latter shape 
was coloured amber, and emitted a scattered form from its edge. Given such a militaristic 
descriptions, it is possible that these particular comet shapes were seen as being indicative of 
warfare, or some other form of violence. In addition to these forms, the scholar also 
mentioned the cask-shaped tub star, which was surrounded by a smoky light; the aptly 
named, horn-shaped horn star; and the horse star, which resembled a horse‘s mane, and 
moved in a rapid, circular motion. 50  Finally, the last shape described was the comet 
attributed to Zeus; a shining comet with silvery tresses which resembled a man‘s 
countenance, and glowed so brightly that it was nearly impossible to look at.51 
In his interpretations of comets, Pliny reflected both Aristotelian and Manilian 
influences. He quoted Aristotle‘s belief that the occurrence of many comets at the same time 
signified the coming of severe winds and heat52, and many of the militaristic interpretations 
Pliny made mirror those found in Manilius; he even references similar Roman events as 
evidence. However, in addition to his belief that shape played a strong role in determining 
the meaning of a comet, the academic also goes into detail regarding how the region of the 
sky dictated the type of event foretold. For example, if a pair of flute-like comets, which 
indicated the arts and music, appeared in the ‗privates‘ of a constellation, it signified coming 
immorality.53 However, if a comet appeared in the ‗head‘ of the Northern constellation, 
between the great and little bear, or in that of the Southern Serpent, then an act of 
poisoning was predicted.54 Comets that appeared in the western sky were perceived by Pliny 
to be terrifying omens, and ones not easily atoned for; according to him, it was comets such 
as these that appeared during the war between Pompey and Julius Caesar, the civil war of 
Octavian, the poisoning of Claudius Caesar, and throughout the reign of Nero.55 It has been 
shown that to link comets of misfortune to historical Roman events was by now a tradition 
itself;  however, it is uncertain if these interpretations of misfortune were held 
contemporaneously to the occurrences described, and if such knowledge was widespread. If 
                                                 
49 Pliny, Natural History, p.233. 
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so, such knowledge could have influenced the perpetrators of the predicted acts. Did the 
comet predicting the death of Claudius appear before or after the conspirators decided to 
poison him? Did its appearance inspire them, or did they conclude that they had divine 
approval for what they had planned? With the help of astronomical and historical 
calculations, we can attempt to date these sightings 56  and thus begin to answer such 
questions; however, to fully explore the moral implications of comet occurrences would 
require another paper dedicated to the subject.  
 
Comets, History, and Hidden Agendas 
Through the transmission of classical theories via the works of Pliny the Elder and Seneca, 
early medieval chroniclers took a scientific view of astrology when interpreting the meaning 
of comets.57 According to Flint, the notion that comets portended disasters was gladly 
employed by medieval chroniclers, who used them to explain events which likely had more 
complex reasons for their cause.58 However, as the ideas of ancient Greek and Roman 
authors entered into Christian theology59, it was necessary to alter the philosophies to suit 
the religious beliefs of the time. Thus the natural explanations for calamities which did not 
acknowledge the power of God were augmented, and as a result, it became implied that 
comets were warnings of God‘s impending punishment.  
Bede‘s work on the natural world, On the Nature of Things, listed comets as 
prognostic of changes in both weather and political climates in the year to come. Evidently 
drawing on Pliny the Elder‘s Natural History (AD77), Bede described the phenomena as 
being indicative of drought, winds, plague, war, and changes in royal power.60  While he 
mentions the appearance of comets a number times throughout his History, Bede‘s entry for 
the year 729 is the clearest example of how the knowledge of comet interpretation affected 
how he recorded history. Almost all the effects of comet appearances he describes in On the 
Nature of Things are mentioned, and while it appears that the events of a number of years 
were condensed into the one entry, other contemporary sources concur that the events that 
Bede describes did in fact occur around the year 729. 
Appearing in January, two comets were seen around the sun, ‗striking great terror 
into all beholders‘. As one appeared before sunrise, and the other after sunset, these comets 
                                                 
56 See D. Justin Schove, Chronology of Eclipses and Comets, AD 1-1000 (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1984). 
57 In this case, the term scientific refers to the creation of observational conclusions. 
58 I.J. Valerie Flint, The Rise of Magic in Early Medieval Europe (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), p.136. 
59 Herbert Schutz, The Carolingians in Central Europe: Their History, Arts, and Architecture: A Cultural History of 
Central Europe, 750-900 (Boston: Brill, 2004), p.154. 
60 Bede, On the Nature of Things and On Times (trans. Calvin B. Kendall and Faith Wallis), (Liverpool: 
Liverpool University Press, 2010), p.89.  
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were seen as predicting catastrophe to occur during both day and night, foretelling ‗disaster 
to east and west alike‘. Together with their northward facing ‗fierce torch-like trains‘, these 
fiery stars remained in the sky for almost a fortnight. Around the same time as these 
portents appeared in the sky, ‗a terrible plague‘ of Saracens attacked Gaul ‗with cruel 
bloodshed‘. However, Bede notes that soon after this event, the Muslim attackers received 
their ‗due reward‘ from the same region. Both Bishop Egbert and the Northumbrian king, 
Osric, also died during the year 729; the former on Easter day, and the latter soon 
afterwards on May 9. 
There is no doubt that Bede‘s classical knowledge influenced his recording of the 
events occurring in AD 729. It is believed that with his knowledge of classical comet 
interpretation, Bede called to mind the most of the prognostic traits of a comet in his 
account for 729, merging Saracen incursions and the deaths of kings and bishops to coincide 
with the appearance of twin comets.61 While it is plausible that Bede unconsciously made 
links between the events and the comets‘ prophecies, it is apparent that in some cases, Bede 
purposefully presented his history to reinforce these predictions. At the very least, his 
description of the events conformed to the notion that two comets at once traditionally 
implied dire events to come. Preceding the sun in the morning, and following as it set at 
night, the twin comets were seen to presage disaster in both the east and west.62 Due to the 
times of day during which they appeared, Bede also predicted that those in these regions 
would suffer calamitous events day and night.63 Given the slow travel of news, and the 
various methods of calculating years, it would have been easy for the monk to draw 
correlations between the implications of the phenomena and actual events that transpired. 
However, it is interesting to note that none of the events mentioned in conjunction with the 
comet occurrence disagree with what the phenomenon was thought to predict. Additionally, 
while it is plausible to suggest that, for the large part, Bede unknowingly omitted events 
that did not tie in with the comets‘ dire predictions, there is evidence that Bede made 
conscious use of language to ensure the fulfillment of such a prophesy was recorded.  
While some of his descriptions are vague, it is possible to trace the events relayed by 
Bede to actual occurrences. Although it is clear that he linked the comet interpretation of 
disaster in the East to an attack on Gaul by the Saracens64, McClure and Collins suggest 
                                                 
61 Bede, The Ecclesiastical History of the English People: The Greater Chronicle; Bede's Letter to Egbert (ed. Judith 
McClure and Roger Collins), (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), p.288. 
62 Bede, The Ecclesiastical History, p.288. 
63 Bede, The Ecclesiastical History, p.288. 
64 John Victor Tolan, Saracens: Islam in the Medieval European Imagination (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2002), p.75. 
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that no Arab attacks on the Frankish kingdoms occurred in AD 729.65 In fact, Bede most 
likely referred to an earlier event, namely the first major spate of Muslim attacks on Gaul in 
721.66 It is highly probable that Bede‘s description of the Saracen raids as an exercise of 
‗cruel bloodshed‘ 67  refers to the atrocities that occurred during this conflict. Saracen 
commander Emir al-Semah led his army across the Pyrenees and captured the city of 
Narbonne, then the capital of Septimania.68 Upon seizing the city, al-Semah ordered the 
execution of all the male inhabitants, and for all the women and children to be sold into 
slavery.69 Soon after establishing their Gallic base, al-Semah and his men pushed forward 
into the west, only to have their progress halted by Duke Eudes (Odo) of Aquitaine at 
Toulouse.70 The ensuing siege and defeat of the invaders at the hands of the Duke lead to an 
appallingly high level of casualties on the Saracen side; in addition to the sheer size of the 
army, it appears that their families had accompanied the Muslim soldiers.71 Included in 
those killed in battle was the family of their leader, Emir al-Sameh. Due to the swift and 
severe crushing of the Saracen forces by the hand of a Frankish duke, it is likely that this 
defeat was the ‗due reward‘ described by Bede in his account. 
It is probable that Bede‘s predictions of calamity in the west referred to events 
occurring in Anglo-Saxon England72, and appear to focus on the socio-political aspect of 
comet prognostication. The deaths of Bishop Egbert of Kent and King Osric of 
Northumbria tie in with the established tradition of comet interpretation, representing the 
change of stately power that was thought to follow the phenomenon. Although Bede‘s 
description of the bishop‘s death is surprisingly accurate, with accounts found in both Anglo 
Saxon Chronicle MSS and Æthelweard concurring that the bishop died in AD 729, his 
account of King Osric‘s death once again suggests Bede‘s tendency to assimilate events. 
Using the subsequent chronicles as a reference point, it becomes clear that he brought the 
King‘s death forward by two years in order to complete his cometary trifecta.73 Although 
                                                 
65 Bede, Ecclesiastical History, p.418. 
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Bede himself lists Osric as dying the same year as Bishop Egbert, both the Winchester MS 
and Æthelweard‘s chronicles list the king dying two years later in 731. As the king‘s demise 
occurred around the same time the History was completed, it is possible that Bede linked the 
royal‘s death to the comet in order to reflect on the current ruler; upon Osric‘s death, 
Ceolwulf, brother of Osric‘s predecessor Cenred, was appointed as king of Northumbria. 
Bede reports that his reign was so full of conflict and commotion that at the time of writing, 
it was impossible to predict how the situation would be resolved.74 It is difficult to discern 
the exact nature of the conflicts, but as the translation by Miller suggests that they were 
particularly violent75, it is possible that Bede saw these events to be the trouble between kin 
that was predicted by Manilius. 
While it is doubtful that Bede consciously altered the dates of all the events 
mentioned in his entry for 729, it is clear that he employed a clever literary technique in 
order to achieve the last comet trait of foretelling pestilence. Through specifically referring 
to the Saracen incursion as a ‗terrible plague‘76, he drew to mind the trials and punishment 
suffered by the Hebrews in the Old Testament77, reflecting the suffering of the Franks at 
the hands of Muslim invaders. This was followed by a vindication of Christian superiority78, 
revealing a secondary agenda in this account. In order to re-enforce the authority of 
Christianity as the one true religion, the Saracens were punished not only for the atrocities 
committed by them, but also for their perfida, their erroneous faith.79 Through showing the 
consequences of adhering to other religions, Bede ensured that the converted would remain 
faithful to Christian custom. 
 
Conclusion  
It appears that Bede‘s account for the year 729 was a mixture of unconscious connection 
making at the time of recording, and a careful choice of words to fit with prophecies. We 
know that he specifically chose the word for plague to describe the Saracen incursion in 
Gaul, thus showing that in this case, there was a conscious effort to fulfil all aspects of the 
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comet prophecy. It is plausible to suggest that Bede used the cosmic phenomenon to 
reinforce the impression of Christian power and legitimacy over that of the heretics, a tactic 
that he is seen to use a throughout his ecclesiastical history. Nevertheless, it cannot 
assumed that Bede was entirely sceptical of the prediction process. Given that he dedicated 
part of his encyclopaedic entry on comets to describing their prognostic implications, it is 
clear that, to some extent, Bede did believe that comets foretold certain events of ill fortune. 
What is most likely to have happened is that during the process of recording his history, 
Bede noticed that many of the events that had occurred around the year 729 could be 
explained by the appearance of the twin comets, and so he connected them as such.  
There is a rich tradition of comet interpretation that dates back to antiquity and the 
time of Aristotle. Over the centuries, the practice of deciphering the prophetic implications 
of comet appearances evolved from predicting various changes in weather to foretelling 
socio-political conflicts and widespread disease. Each of the works discussed in this paper 
have played an important role in this evolution of thought, expanding and refining the 
notions of their predecessors, until finally these concepts reached the Venerable Bede. His 
Ecclesiastical History shows the intersection of comet interpretation with history, lending 
itself not only as an explanation for a variety of calamities, but as a mode through which one 
could reinforce religious convictions. It is through Bede that we gain much of our Anglo-
Saxon history; through understanding the scholastic traditions that influenced Bede, we can 
discern the importance behind the recording of such cosmic events, and how contemporary 
readers in turn understood their meaning. 
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‘Words of Art’: Magic and Language in Early Modern England 
Kim Wilkins, University of Queensland 
Introduction 
In the wake of the Reformation in England, two significant areas of social concern were 
language and magic. The early modern period was an era of growing print technology, 
debates over Biblical interpretation, valorisation of vernacular languages, and the large-
scale importation of foreign words. It was also the era of the witch-hunt, the heretic, the 
natural magician, the astrologer and the alchemist. These two issues—language and 
magic—share foundations in that they are both concerned with control and meaning.  
Concerns about magic in early modern England can be read, in many ways, as veiled 
concerns about language. While I do not posit there is a necessary relationship between 
these two sets of concerns, affinities between them are certainly worth exploration.  
 Anthropological accounts stress the fundamental importance of language to magic. 
Magical names, words, inscriptions and books are the magician's tools of trade. The 
celebrated medieval magician Henry Cornelius Agrippa, for example, believed that to write 
in Hebrew could affect the universe. Words are an invisible means by which certain actions 
are performed; that is, in some ways language is always magical. Linguistic activity was one 
of the themes at the epicentre of Protestant reform in debates over scriptural interpretation, 
in translations of the Bible into common language, and in the way that printing transformed 
what could have been an academic theological debate into a mass popular movement. This 
paper analyses a range of primary texts to argue that reform and magic both contributed to 
a crisis of meaning in early modern England, arousing anxieties about knowability, about 
social integrity, and about the moral and ethical use of the medium of language.  
 
Sources for magic 
Magic's importance in the English Early Modern popular consciousness can be assessed by 
tallying of magical texts and texts about magic being produced or made available. Between 
1570 and 1620, approximately 24 plays which feature magician figures were written. In 
1652, Elias Ashmole compiled a 468-page anthology of English poetry about ‗Divine 
Mysteries of Hermetique Learning‘ called Theatrum Chemicum Brittanicu.1 The works of 
many European magicians became available in English translation. Six works of Giordano 
Bruno were in print by 1585, Agrippa's De Incertitudine was translated in 1569, and a 
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number of the works of the Swiss hermetic scientist Paracelsus became available in the 
1580s. Continental editions were also circulating in England, and the library of Lord John, 
the first Baron Lumley held the complete works of Giovanni Pico della Mirandola and 
Marsilio Ficino even though Lumley himself was not particularly interested in magic.2 
Watt's Bibliotecha Brittanica records that between 1530 and 1650, 104 separate publications 
were made available in England on magic, astrology, alchemy, necromancy and conjuring, 
many of them condemnations. 
 
Magic and Human Agency 
 
Poets that lasting marble seek/ Must carve in Latin, or in Greek;/ 
We write in sand; our language grows,/And like the tide our work 
o'erflows. (Edmund Waller ‗Of English Verse‘) 
 
The practisers heereof... have devised words of art, sentences and 
epithets obscure, and confections so innumerable... as confound the 
capacities. (Reginald Scot The Discoverie of Witchcraft) 
 
Fears arose in the English Early Modern period that language was not so much mimetic of 
reality but rather a force that could organise and affect reality. Related fears were also felt 
about the power of magic, where a specialised language may create an uncontrollable 
multiplicity of intentions in the world. Both concerns ultimately raise issues of human 
agency and identity. A number of ideas about language were debated at this time, the most 
common debate being the one between linguistic materialism and nominalism.3 On the one 
hand, the generally held materialist view of language was that there existed a concrete 
relationship between word and object. On the other hand, nominalists argued that objects 
had nothing in common but the names society arbitrarily bestowed upon them, that is, 
‗what all chairs have in common is that they are called ―chairs‖‘.4  The names for objects are 
not imagined to play any role in bringing the object into existence. For this reason, 
nominalism and linguistic materialism both posit a dualistic view of language: words exist 
which correspond to objects that are separate from them. A word‘s existence come after the 
thing: language is an imitation of reality.5 A far more unsettling shift in views of language 
and meaning in the Renaissance was the move from theories in which language was 
                                                 
2 Barbara Traister, Heavenly Necromancers: The Magician in English Renaissance Drama (Columbia: University of 
Missouri Press, 1984), p.12 
3  Judith H. Anderson, Words That Matter: Linguistic Perception in Renaissance English (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1996), p.16. 
4 Simon Blackburn, Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), p.264. 
5 Richard Waswo, Language and Meaning in the Renaissance (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987). 
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correspondent to the world, to theories in which language was seen as constitutive of the 
world: ‗correspondent language‘ is passive and mimetic; ‗constitutive language‘ is active or 
has metaphysical agency.  
 This shift can be traced in three main fields. First, humanist philosophers, in 
resurrecting the classical past, became aware of the historical context of language.  Valla, for 
example, compared the Latin used in ancient Rome with the Latin used in medieval Europe 
and found they were quite different.6 Valla proved that Latin and Greek, rather than being 
the languages of permanence, were subject to the purposes of the users and were not 
therefore capable of retaining an eternal, concrete meaning. Second, there was an increased 
interest in vernaculars. Spenser celebrated the ‗natural speach‘ of his ‗owne country‘ and 
used mock archaic English in his works, affirming that ‗our Mother tongue‘ was ‗truely of it 
self... both ful enough for prose and stately enough for verse‘.7 One of the signature acts of 
many Protestant reformers was to translate the Bible into the vernacular. This interest in 
vernacular emphasised the use of language by people in local contexts, unsettling the notion 
of a pre-existing, perfectly correct correspondence between word and world. 8   Third, 
Protestantism itself contributed to the move away from correspondent theories of language.  
The reliance in Protestantism on the re-alignment of Biblical meaning opened the 
floodgates for scriptural interpretation. The most fundamental instance of correspondent 
language—God's word to God's meaning—was undermined. The rejection of Catholic 
signifying sacraments and figures also helped to modify notions that words were static 
receptacles of meaning.9 Increasingly in the Renaissance, then, meaning was seen not as a 
thing, but as an activity in response to the necessities and intentions of individuals in 
different circumstances.   
 These changing philosophical views contributed to understandable anxieties.  A 
correspondent model of language appeals to the human need for certainty and closure, while 
a view that sees language as constitutive may suggest uncontrollable multiplicity and chaos. 
A fear of the constitutive power of language is central to suspicions about magic. According 
to Agrippa, ‗with a magical whispering‘ magicians can affect the world so that ‗swift rivers 
are turned back, the slow sea is bound, the winds are breathed out with one accord, the Sun 
is stopped, the Moon is clarified, the Stars are pulled out, the day is kept back, the night is 
                                                 
6 Waswo, Language and Meaning, p.79. 
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prolonged‘. 10   If this is the case, what, then, are the limits of the magician's power? 
Renaissance tracts frequently voice anxieties about the power of magical language. James 
Mason expresses a fear of the ‗set forme of words‘ by which ‗extraordinary worke, or 
wonder might be wrought‘,11 while King James VI and I warns that magicians are ‗maisters 
and commanders‘ of devils.12 Moreover, the conception of magical power appears to arouse a 
fear of the impossibility of closure. Francis Coxe imagines only an ‗infinite volume‘ could 
‗conteyne‘ the evil persons and practices of magic 13 , while Henry Howard, Earl of 
Northampton tells that ‗wicked spirits‘ are so multitudinous that they ‗swarme‘ around the 
magician.14 Magicians themselves share anxieties about language out of control, and appear 
to be equally invested in the desire for linguistic containment. Upon summoning a spirit in 
his magical ‗shewstone‘, John Dee's immediate question is ‗of your name... for distinction 
and instructions sake, in the trade of these mysteries‘.15  He appears to imply that names 
assist in creating an order which relies on concrete correspondence.  He needs the spirit's 
name for ‗distinction‘ among ‗mysteries‘. ‗How shall I do for the letters?‘ he writes 
elsewhere. ‗How shall I do for the Tables where certain letters are to be written in all the 
void places, seeing they will not justly agree?16 Dee evidences a desire to reassert a simple 
correspondence between word and meaning. This contradiction neatly encapsulates feelings 
about ordinary language in the Renaissance: if language is constitutive it declares the power 
of human agency, so central to humanism; however, it also threatens chaotic multiplicity 
and an endless impossibility of absolute meaning. 
 
Social Power 
 
The Magitian useth these signes which Satan and he had agreed 
upon. (John Weemse ‗A Treatise of the Forre Degenerate Sons‘) 
 
Ye shall therefore take the usual speach of the Court, and that of 
London and the shires lying about London within LX miles, and not 
much above.... herein we are already ruled by th'English Dictionaries 
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and other bookes written by learned men, and therefore it needeth 
none other direction in that behalfe. (George Puttenham ‗Arte of 
English Poesie‘) 
 
Magical language as the basis of an alternative, perhaps even demonic, society was a fear 
displayed by denouncers of magic in the Renaissance. Language also appears to be at the 
heart of some significant concerns about social integrity at this time. The increased use of 
print aroused suspicions from both the upper and lower orders of Renaissance society. For 
educated classes, the extension of printed literature to lower classes meant a possibility that 
exclusive knowledge might be disseminated to vulgar minds. The Venetian scholar Filippo 
di Strata records the following sentiment: ‗Est virgo hec penna, meretrix est stampificata‘ (the 
pen is a virgin, the printing press a whore). For lower classes, the printed word might be 
suspected as a tool of domination, recording the obligations of the poor and mediating the 
decisions of authority. ‗Is not this a lamentable thing,‘ the rebel Cade asks in Shakespeare's 
II Henry VI, ‗That parchment, being scribbled o'er, should undo a man?‘ In the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries the growth of the print industry and the spread of humanism to 
England meant large quantities of classical texts became available to English readers. 
Additionally, imperialism and increased foreign trade brought the English into contact with 
speakers of other languages and introduced objects for which no English word existed. 
Consequently, there was considerable importation of words from foreign sources into the 
language at this time.17  
 These changes were not without opponents. Many scholars thought foreign words 
were defiling the English language. Edmund Spenser complained that the language had 
been ‗patched up‘ with ‗peces and rags of other languages, borrowing here of the french, 
there of the Italian, every where of the Latine.... So now they have made our English tonge, 
a gallimaufry or hodge podge of al other speches‘.18 The sixteenth-century humanist John 
Cheke proposed replacing foreign words with English ones.  He preferred ‗washing‘ to 
‗baptism‘, ‗uprising‘ to ‗resurrection‘, and ‗hundreder‘ to ‗centurion‘.19 Spelling reformers and 
experts on correct vocabulary proliferated and multiple editions of dictionaries became 
available and widely sought after in attempts to stabilise and fix a rapidly mutating 
language.20  
 Moreover, long-term royal instability exacerbated concerns about foreign language.   
                                                 
17 Gert. Ronberg, A Way With Words: The Language of English Renaissance Literature (London: Edward Arnold, 
1992), pp.17-18. 
18 Spencer, ‗Epistle‘, pp.91-97. 
19 Ronberg, Way with Words, pp.19-21. 
20 Ronberg, Way with Words, p.2; Anderson, Words That Matter, p.1. 
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Mary's marriage into the Spanish royal family, Elizabeth's vacillation over marriage to the 
Duke of Anjou, and even the accession of the Scottish James VI to the English throne 
threatened to compromise the use of the English language from the sovereign downwards. 
John Bradford, in a long protest against the planned coronation of Philip of Spain in 
England, warns that the Spanish will ‗speake like faithful frends til they have their purpose‘ 
and then ‗beraile you like devils with cursinge, grining, swering‘ in their own ‗masking and 
mumbling‘ language.  He suggests that those ‗that speake Spanishe‘ should be ‗banished 
from the courte‘. 21  The Spaniards' sinister behaviour is conflated with their language.  
Bradford is not comfortable with that language being spoken so close to the seat of power in 
England, lest it prove detrimental to the integrity of existing institutions. Concerns about 
social purity, social integrity, and social power through language manifest as three related 
anxieties about magical language: that it may be employed to disrupt usual social 
configurations, to subvert royal authority, and to cultivate alternative societies which may 
have detrimental power over existing societies.   
 Francis Bacon's transparent fear of the undue social mobility available to users of 
magical language exemplifies an imagined social reconfiguration: ‗...it may be pretended that 
ceremonies, characters and charms do work.... yet I should hold them unlawful, as opposing 
to that first edict which God gave unto man, ―In sudore vultus comedes panem tuum‖.  [In the 
sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat thy bread (Genesis 3:19)].  For they propound those noble 
effects, which God hath set forth unto man to be bought at the price of labour, to be attained 
by a few easy and slothful observances.‘22 For Bacon, labour, rather than the writings and 
rituals of magic, is the route to ‗noble effects‘. While this quotation refers ostensibly to the 
gaining of knowledge, a few key words betray a concern over unusual class mobility. The 
inclusion of the Biblical reference, in which sweat must be expended to earn the barest 
necessities, suggests the physical labour of the lowest classes. Nobility and labour are linked 
in terms of knowledge by Bacon, but in terms of class they are never linked.  Nobility of 
class is attained through heredity. Bacon may in fact be worried that movement to the upper 
classes may be achieved through magic, and nobility may no longer be the reserve of the 
privileged few. By invoking God's edicts and quoting from the Bible, Bacon attempts to 
reassert the authority of the religious word over the ‗characters‘ of the magician. As 
religious authority is highly resistant to scrutiny, Bacon veils his class anxieties under a 
sturdy cover of divine endorsement. 
                                                 
21 John Bradford, The Copye of a Letter (London, 1556), sig.B7, G1. 
22 Francis Bacon, The Advancement of Learning and New Atlantis (ed. Arthur Johnston), (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1974 [1605]), pp.115-16. 
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 A significant threat to royal authority may be posed by magic. The fear that 
magicians wish to usurp royal power is evident in Henry Howard's treatise against 
prophecies and magic. Prophets, according to Howard, are ultimately concerned with ‗future 
causes and affaires of the Commonwealth.... As how long the Prince shall reigne? Who shall 
succeede, and by what meane? What houses shall recouer or decay?‘ He advises that those 
possessing royal power must ‗beware of these enquirers after heyres to Crownes... that none 
presume to leape into their chayres of state and Maiesty, before their backes bee turned‘.23 
An inquirer's interest in the future of royalty is equated with ambition to control that future. 
Evidence suggests that his fears may not have been unfounded. John Dee and his assistant 
Edward Kelley interrogated spirits on behalf of the ambitious Count Lasky of Poland. One 
record of their conversations with Galwa said of Lasky ‗His name is in the book of Life: The 
Sun shall not passe his course before he be a King‘.24 
 Reginald Scot also suggests that magicians are interested in royal power.  He 
describes them working with ‗a kind of majestie, and with authoritie they call up by name, 
and have at their commandment seventie and nine principall and princelie devils, who have 
under them, as their ministers, a great multitude of legions of pettie devils‘.25 Scot describes 
here a similar structure to an earthly monarchy, over which the magician presides using the 
magical language of demonic names and spoken commandments. He goes on to list the 
devils, and their titles all echo temporal nobility: ‗great duke‘, ‗great marquesse‘, ‗great 
president‘, ‗great earle‘. 26  This demonic monarchy suggests two anxieties. At best, the 
magician as a radical individual play-acts at ‗majestie‘ and exercises a kind of royal power. 
For a sceptic like Scot he may hold dangerous delusions, but he is still only an individual. At 
worst, a whole other monarchy governed by devils is posited, and the language of their 
administration is not available to members of ordinary social groups. Earthly social power is 
in danger from unearthly and unsocial means.  
 A common criticism of magical language is that deliberate obscurity and the making 
of words ‗enigmatical‘ on purpose make it inaccessible to the lay person.27  ‗What else are all 
your terms,‘ complains Surly to Subtle in Ben Jonson‘s The Alchemist, ‗Your lato, azoch, 
zernich, chibrit, heautarit.../And worlds of other strange ingredients,/Would burst a man to 
name?‘  To which Subtle replies enigmatically, ‗all these named, / Intending but one thing; 
which art our writers / Used to obscure their art‘ (2.3.184-200). Although a point of scorn 
                                                 
23 Howard, Defensative, pp.19-20. 
24 Dee, True and Faithful Relation, p.17. 
25 Reginal Scot, The Discoverie of Witchcraft (New York: Dover, 1972 [1584]), p.217. 
26 Scot, Discoverie, pp.217-25. 
27 Bacon, Advancement, p.135. 
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for the sceptic, the unintelligibility of magical terms is a site of profound anxieties for the 
believer. The exclusive nature of magical language is at the heart of fears about imagined 
alternative societies governed by the magician or, worse, the devil. Coxe anxiously describes 
the ‗certayne bokes, called bokes of consecration‘ which magicians possess ‗after their owne 
order‘.28   
 Their ‗owne order‘ suggests a self-governing social group, with rites codified in 
‗bokes‘.  The key reason that this social group is an alternative society rather than a part of 
existing society is the use of a different language. That this language is potentially used to 
employ supernatural power makes the alternative society a far more significant threat to 
existing social order than any other foreign-speaking society. The original meaning of 
‗conjure‘ is to swear together. At a fundamental linguistic level, the magician's chief 
occupation, conjury, presents a threat of conspiracy and secret societies, bound together by 
sworn words. 
 Conspiracies are often characterised not just taking place between groups of humans 
but between human magicians and diabolical agents. Like John Weemse, who saw magical 
language being agreed upon with Satan, Henry Howard also depicts the magician 
conspiring with otherworldly beings: 
hauing sequestred himselfe from the fellowship of men, and dealings 
of the world, for the space of many yeares ... frequenting onely 
solitary Woods and Caues, that by this meane he might acquaint 
himselfe the better, and become more inward with the Fairies and 
Satires; [the magician] was at the last enformed by the principall of 
that vngodly crew... 29 
  
The ‗principall‘ probably refers to Satan. Howard imagines the magician being ‗inward‘ with 
the supernatural creatures, implying a close and intimate alliance. By describing the 
magician's co-conspirators as an ‗vngodly crew‘ he implies both religious deviance, and a 
devalued social group. Important here is the way that the magician is seen to be haunting 
places on the margins of the world, both temporally and geographically. He separates 
himself for ‗many yeares‘ in ‗solitary Woods and Caues‘ from the ‗dealings of the world‘.   
 This withdrawal from the world is another way in which magic produces an 
alternative to existing society. The discarding of temporal ties and the transcending of 
common concerns in favour of cosmic affairs are seen as part of the purifying process of 
                                                 
28 Coxe, Short Treatise, p.18. 
29 John Weemse, A Treatise of the Forre Degenerate Sonnes, Viz the Atheist, the Idolater, the Magician, and the Jew 
(London, 1636), p.82. 
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preparing for magic.30 However, there is always the threat that the retreat from the social is 
fundamentally aligned with a desire to examine and alter the social while concealed. A 
withdrawal from society is easily demonised by those already concerned about the integrity 
of social structures and how they may be deformed by magic. 
 Speech, according to Jonson, is ‗the instrument of society‘,31 that is, language is the 
tool by which social formations develop and cohere. It is little surprise, then, that 
contentions about language should raise uncertainties about society's ability to hold 
together and consistently produce meaning. Magic, with its rootedness in language, is a 
readily available metaphor by which to express concerns about language's power to 
rearrange, realign, or replace the structures of society. 
 
Magic and the Ethics of Writing 
 
Onely the Poet, disdayning to be tied to any such subiection, lifted 
vp with the vigor of his owne inuention, dooth growe in effect 
another nature, in making things either better then Nature bringeth 
forth, or, quite newe, formes such as neuer were in Nature. (Sir 
Philip Sidney ‗Apology for Poetry‘) 
 
They say that the power of enchantments and verses is so great, that 
it is believed they are able to subvert almost all Nature. (Henry 
Cornelius Agrippa ‗Three Books of Occult Philosophy‘) 
 
Not all reactions to the changing roles and nature of language in Early Modern England 
were negative. Not surprisingly, writers saw the possibilities in language, especially the 
potential for its constitutive powers, as exhilarating rather than frightening. Humanism 
resurrected the figure of the writer, quite literally in the case of Dante and Virgil, as 
somebody invested with great power and worthy of great admiration. Never before had 
poets and dramatists been so self-consciously aware of the power and properties of the 
creative process. There developed a drawing together of the descriptions used to outline the 
functions and powers of writers and of magicians, especially in Early Modern literary texts 
such as Spenser's Faerie Queene or Shakespeare's The Tempest. It was as though the writer 
found in the magician an ideal figure for the creative artist and his moral responsibilities. 
Writers like Sidney and Jonson were clearly concerned enough about the role and 
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responsibility of the writer to produce prose works which dealt with the power of the pen, 
sometimes describing the writer in similar terms to the magician. There are a number of 
parallels between the writer's and the magician's intellectual ethos. The writer, like the 
magician, is primarily concerned with texts and knowledge. The fundamental tool of both is 
the word. In some contemporary texts which discuss the role and the ability of the writer, 
the descriptions align him very closely with the magician. The magician must spend a long 
time preparing himself intellectually for magic. According to Jonson, the poet also requires 
‗an exactness of study and a multiplicity of reading‘.32 Here, the intensity of intellectual craft 
is emphasised. Studying and reading are the mutual preparations for both the effective 
magician and the effective writer. Both vocations are heavily invested in the value of the 
text. The magician is positioned within an ancient intellectual tradition. Renaissance 
magicians based their studies on the mysticism of ancient Hebrews, Greeks and Egyptians, 
their ‗track‘ noted in a long list by Agrippa.33 Poetry is also described as a skill passed down 
‗from the Hebrews... Greeks... Latins‘.34 Sidney cites the ancient Romans who called their 
poet ‗Vates, which is as much as a Diuiner, Fore-seer, or Prophet‘. 35  Both writer and 
magician position themselves within centuries-old traditions to lend authority and 
distinction to their work. These traditions give an almost mystical validation to both crafts. 
The magician has the ability to receive visions and interpret the future, like Merlin's 
‗suddein fit‘ when he speaks of the future of the English throne. 36  Poets, according to 
Puttenham, originally ‗came by instinct diuine‘ through ‗continuall studie and 
contemplation‘ meaning they were ‗apt to receaue visions... which made them vtter 
prophesies and foretell things to come‘.37   
 The magician reaches for or possesses supernatural or super-mortal power, 
encouraging Faustus's claim that ‗a sound magician is a mighty god‘ (1.1.64). For Jonson, 
poetry is also of ‗divine instinct‘ that ‗utters somewhat above a mortal mouth‘. 38   The 
writer's task is, in this way, imbued with supernatural resonance.The magician uses words 
to control the elements.  Merlin can ‗by words... call out of the sky/Both Sunne and Moone, 
and make them him obay‘ (3.3.12). Similarly, the poet has ‗all, from Dante his heaven to hys 
                                                 
32 Jonson, ‗Timber‘, pp.2505-06. 
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hell, vnder the authoritie of his penne‘.39  Even the power of language to gain command over 
elements is suggested as a shared function of magician and writer.   
 These descriptions, written by men concerned with defining their own craft, suggest 
that those engaged in writing saw the magician as a suitable image for the poet. The effects 
of magic and the effects of writing are also comparable, especially for those who believe that 
magic is only illusion. For Bacon, magic is ‗fraught with much fabulous matter‘ and has 
‗better intelligence and confederacy with the imagination of man than with his reason‘ 
(Bacon 30-31).  Fable and imagination are the tools of fiction, that is, the tools of the 
creative artist rather than the apparatus to affect reality by the command of supernatural 
power.   
 To those for whom magic is a reality and not an illusion, the tricking of the senses is 
a concern. Henry Howard complains that the percipient's senses are tricked by magic ‗by 
which we are moued to misdeeme of things that are subject to the sences, ouerseeing what 
indeed we see, & yet thinking that we see what we do not‘.40 The writer's creative product 
works a similar kind of magic on the senses. The act of reading involves viewing through 
the external sense of vision an ‗anonymous parade of printed letters‘. Somehow, those 
images are displaced in our perception by an ‗image of a world‘ that does not otherwise 
exist.41 Like the trickery of magic, writing results in our ‗ouerseeing‘ an intangible, imagined 
vision rather than an actual one. 
 
Conclusion  
Words, rituals, the creation and control of unembodied beings and convincing illusions are 
all seen as concerns common to magician and creative writer, and many texts about magic 
seem aware of these commonalities.  More than that, the ambiguous nature of the magician 
figure makes him an ideal locus for contestation about the moral concerns of the writer. 
Agrippa sees magicians as ‗Professors‘ of the ‗highest and most sacred Philosophy‘.42 To 
James I, they are ‗schollers‘ in ‗the deuils schole‘, guilty of ‗an horrible defection from God‘ 
(10-11). Scot sees them rather as credulous fools who ‗may soone be brought to beleeve that 
the moone is made of greene cheese‘.43 The possibility that the magician may be honourable 
and wise, evil and godless, or just plain foolish means he provides the writer with the scope 
to explore ethical concerns about the creative use of language.  
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 Perhaps this is why we see figures like Marlowe's Faustus, Shakespeare's Prospero, 
Spenser's Merlin, and Jonson's Alchemist so commonly in Renaissance literature. The 
creative use of language is quite clearly common to both writers and magicians, so it is 
understandable that one can stand so readily for the other.  Nor is it a surprise to find 
writers willing to represent the much-maligned figure of the magician favourably, if not 
unambiguously so. We cannot finally decide if Faustus is an evil man or a victim of 
humanism's promises of impressive agency, if Prospero is a grand and wise philosopher or 
an over-controlling bully, if Merlin is a champion of empire or a sinister character furtively 
withdrawn from the world. It is this very ambiguity which makes the magician useful to 
writers in exploring the ambiguities of the ethics of representation. In that exploration, the 
writer as an individual faces the challenge of realising his own moral responsibilities for the 
use of language in a society uncertain about linguistic power. The writer can perhaps show 
how the dangers in human agency and social power arising from magic and language may 
be contained by a consideration of ethics. 
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Encounters with the Past: An Antiquarian and the British World, 1890-1916 
Geoffrey A.C. Ginn, University of Queensland1 
Introduction 
A fusion of historical and spiritual interests gave John Sebastian Marlow Ward a singularly 
unusual career. A quintessential late-Victorian, born in 1885 and spending his childhood in 
London, Ward was an enthusiastic antiquarian and lifelong collector of artworks and 
artefacts from world civilisations. An equally enthusiastic Freemason, he studied history at 
Cambridge, taught the subject at grammar schools and abroad, and later on worked as an 
economic analyst for the Federation of British Industries. What distinguishes him from his 
peers, however, is that from his mid-20s, Ward commenced an avid ‗spiritual journey‘, 
beginning with the onset of mysterious clairvoyant visions and messages from deceased 
members of his family. His psychic inner life gradually shaded into religious mysticism, 
climaxing around 1930 with the announcement of his millenarian Christian mission, 
influenced by Eastern notions of karma and reincarnation, and centred in his neo-medieval 
abbey on the outskirts of London from 1930 to 1946. My recent biography attempts to 
explain how Ward‘s innovative and remarkably successful heritage museum – the Abbey 
Folk Park, attached to Ward‘s small community at New Barnet from 1934-1940 – related to 
his religious calling and esotericism.2  
In this paper I move away from the major themes of the book to focus on a number 
of subsidiary aspects more directly. I want to consider, firstly, some of the childhood 
influences and experiences that made him as an antiquarian – these, I think, were quite 
conventional, even if Ward responded to these experiences with a sharper enthusiasm than 
most of his contemporaries would have done. Secondly, in keeping with the themes of the 
conference, I will trace Ward‘s engagement with the British World of his day and how he 
interpreted the imperial ‗other‘ – specifically, the cultures of colonial Burma during WWI, 
when he was a school headmaster in Rangoon – through the lenses provided by his 
antiquarianism, his esoteric Freemasonry and his amateur anthropology. All three were 
explicitly British modes of organising and making sense of the world; and each reinforced 
and informed the other (at least I would argue they certainly did so in Ward‘s case). When 
intertwined, in this case they lent themselves to more liberal and inclusive readings of the 
non-British World than we might expect.  
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Ward and his background 
Ward was the son of a lowly Anglican clergyman and grew up in West Kensington, a 
solidly respectable middle class suburb on London‘s western fringe. The unpublished 
memoirs of his childhood written in the late-1940s describe neighbourhood games, 
voracious reading, and visits to the landmark museums, galleries and exhibition halls of 
Victorian London. His imagination was stimulated by these influences and he developed a 
youthful passion for history and archaeological relics. He excelled in history at school, 
remembering how he was unexpectedly placed top of the history class, a moment that ‗had a 
profound impression on my whole future at school.‘  
I realized in a flash that History was ‗my subject‘ and I was 
henceforth always first each term, not only at Colet Court but also 
the whole time I was at Merchant Taylors.  I might be bad at 
languages and worse at mathematics but in History I knew I could 
be top if I worked, and work I did.  It was partly that I loved the 
subject but partly also that I felt it was ‗my subject‘ and was 
determined not to let anyone beat me.3 
 
Ward‘s historical imagination was also sparked by rambles through London‘s 
historic streetscape. With a school-friend named Wallace he often spent Wednesday 
afternoons at the British Museum, from where they set out to explore the lanes of ‗Old 
London‘ in search of forgotten historic byways and architectural gems. The first excursion 
took them to the evocative streets of crooked townhouses and shops built by Elizabethan 
clothiers and drapers around Bartholomew‘s Fair. On their first outing, when they stepped 
through an arch into Cloth Fair, the boys ‗saw before us a narrow lane flanked on either side 
by fine half-timbered houses, whose upper storeys overhung the street…I gasped with 
surprise,‘ Ward recalled nearly fifty years later. The moment impressed itself on his 
memory:  
We wandered up and down the street studying the old buildings 
which were, alas, rather shabby and dilapidated, and they were worse 
inside than out judging by the glimpses we obtained through open 
doors.  It was in short a slum, but what a picturesque slum. What it 
needed was a careful restoration by a competent architect and it 
would have become one of the archaeological treasures and show 
places of London. I thought so then and even dreamed and planned 
how I would do it when I grew up and became wealthy, but long 
before I was old enough to start an agitation in its favour it had been 
allowed to collapse and now every house has vanished.4     
                                                 
3 Abbey Museum of Art and Archaeology: J.S.M. Ward, ‗Autobiography vol. 3, 1896-7‘ (ms). 
4 J.S.M. Ward, ‗Autobiography vol. 6, 1900, Chapter 40: The Archaeology of London.‘ Ward was not alone in 
this interest. One antiquarian wrote during World War I that a ‗recent proposal to pull [Cloth Fair] down 
and widen the thoroughfares [was] opposed on account of the interest attaching to the street, being one of the 
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The magnificent medieval church of St Bartholomew-the-Great at West Smithfield 
nearby also captured their imagination. A Norman priory that had been dissolved in the 
sixteenth century, its cloisters and outbuildings sold off and the chancel turned over to the 
local Anglican parish, the ‗vast, dark and Romanesque‘5 old church was still awe-inspiring. 
The massive Norman pillars and arches filled him, Ward recalled, with ‗awe and reverence‘, 
that brimmed in his memory in the language of romantic love: ‗This, even in its mutilated 
state, was far grander and more impressive than any other church I knew…I fell to St Bart‘s 
at once and have remained true to that first love ever since. Again and again I would return 
to it, go over old ground and explore the fresh discoveries.‘  
At this time the local parish had bought back the stables and other surviving 
structures around the church, and volunteers had organised themselves to assist the 
excavation and renovation work. Ward‘s memoir captures his excitement as fragments of 
ornamental stone were collected together, doorways and fireplaces were unbricked, and 
shards of illuminated glass were pieced together. The verger showed them a trestle table 
scattered with carved pieces of stone during their first visit. ‗How we pored over those 
interesting relics of the past,‘ Ward remembered fondly, ‗and on seeing how I loved every 
little bit, the old man, on a subsequent occasion, found two or three pieces which had been 
left in the courtyard near the crypt door and gave them to me.‘6 These were treasured by 
the young antiquarian, and occupied pride of place in his first museum in the attic of his 
parents‘ house.  
Another destination was the remains of the priory church of St John at Clerkenwell. 
After passing through the reconstructed main building, the two boys descended to the 
crypt: ‗At last we were in mediaeval London,‘ Ward later recalled in his memoir. They 
explored the empty nave, which Wallace‘s father had cleared out, and came to a point on the 
wall at one end that was rough and uneven. Wallace explained its significance:  
‗When they were clearing the crypt,‘ said he, ‗the workmen 
discovered an opening here which have access to a long narrow 
passage. They explored it for about a hundred yards and then were 
stopped because the roof of the tunnel had fallen in. They said it was 
running in the direction of St Paul‘s Cathedral, and there is a local 
                                                                                                                                                        
oldest left in the city and retaining an appearance of antiquity.‘ Henry Harben, A Dictionary of London (London: 
Herbert Jenkins, 1918), p.154.    
5 Sir John Betjeman, Sir John Betjeman’s Guide to English Parish Churches (ed. Nigel Kerr) (London: 
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century work‘, p.123.  
6 Ward, ‗Autobiography vol. 6, 1900, Chapter 40: The Archaeology of London.‘  
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tradition that it goes all the way to St Paul‘s and once opened into its 
crypt....Father says such passages were quite common in old 
ecclesiastical buildings and were intended to enable people who had 
taken sanctuary in the church to escape from it, unseen by their 
pursuers.‘7 
 
These were decisive childhood experiences, which sparked the imagination and 
imprinted Ward with a romantic antiquarianism that never dimmed. He was nearly 
nineteen years old when he arrived at Trinity Hall, Cambridge, to read history and English 
literature. He was initiated there as a Freemason, joining the Isaac Newton University 
Lodge in March 1906. Participation in the brotherhood of ‗The Craft‘ was quite routine for 
respectable young men of the Edwardian middle class, particularly those that looked 
forward to careers in the professions and public service. Membership in a lodge established 
a network of acquaintances and introductions that could prove extremely valuable. In a 
highly class-bound and status-conscious society, Freemasonry also offered, paradoxically, an 
egalitarian social outlet where the gentry, the emerging middle class, tradesmen, 
shopkeepers and even the occasional working man could meet and mingle as fellow 
masons.8  
But John Ward embraced Freemasonry with exceptional enthusiasm. His historical 
imagination responded to Freemasonry‘s archaic rituals, and its esoteric mysteries avowedly 
derived from ancient traditions, redolent of deep and obscure origins prior to the 
institutional formation of Grand Lodge in 1717. Some Masonic antiquarians claimed a 
direct continuation from the medieval stonemasons‘ guilds, others saw an ancient origin for 
the brotherhood in the cults and secret orders of the classical world, while a third line of 
descent originated with the primeval rites of Near Eastern worship.9 The historian J.M. 
Roberts is blunt on this point: such views are ‗almost entirely rubbish, mumbo-jumbo to 
which modern masons only give veneration or lip-service because [they are] traditional to 
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Studies 15,1 (1940), pp.70-2 for a pithily dismissive summary of the extravagant origin theories. 
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the Craft.‘ 10  But in the eyes of the Masonic pseudo-historians and many practicing 
Freemasons of Ward‘s day, the Craft was self-evidently a system of ancient knowledge, its 
profound spiritual insights cloaked in a mysterious heritage of symbolism and ritual. 
Masonic study thus promised to reward the young Freemason – as he worked his way 
through the lore and ritual of the three basic Masonic degrees, and then, perhaps, into the 
arcane ‗higher degrees‘ of related esoteric traditions – with insights into the spiritual 
dimension of the human condition. For such men Freemasonry went beyond mere 
camaraderie and social networking, because the lodges‘ fraternal and charitable activities 
were always enclosed within an essential, defining function: the preservation and 
continuation of a Masonic heritage allegedly grounded in an ancient and mysterious 
knowledge. 
 
Freemasonry in Rangoon 
In 1914, nearly thirty years old and an experienced schoolmaster, this antiquarian-minded, 
history-teaching Freemason was appointed headmaster of the Diocesan Boys School in 
Rangoon, Burma. Ward acclimatized quickly, helped by the membership of a local Masonic 
lodge, the Rangoon Lodge (No. 1268) that he joined shortly after arrival, and was soon 
elected its Secretary. Although in Burma for less than two years, Ward‘s time there was 
highly significant on several fronts. The exuberant imperialism of his childhood matured 
into a more considered and circumspect outlook. His attitudes continued to reflect certain 
commonplace assumptions of the day, but to his credit he shunned the crass racial ideologies 
that helped justify European imperialism to favour a more open-minded and liberal sense of 
cultural difference. His eager fascination with Burmese ethnography, in particular, gave a 
new aspect to his interest in antiquities, folklore, heritage and culture. His instinctive 
attraction to Freemasonry, meanwhile, quickened as he realized the potential of a 
comparative or ‗anthropological‘ approach to the study of Masonic rituals and traditions.   
Ward attended countless meetings and installations in Rangoon‘s impressive New 
Masonic Temple as his studies in Masonic ritual deepened during 1915. But he did not seek 
out insular expatriates with a nostalgic taste for home, like so many English Freemasons 
stranded abroad. On the contrary, he ‗made it a matter of principle to visit as many lodges 
as I could‘ while living in Burma or travelling in India.11 Freemasonry in colonial Rangoon 
(as elsewhere) had been intrinsic to British empire-building since the mid-nineteenth 
century. As Harland-Jacobs writes, ‗merchants and colonial administrators, soldiers and 
                                                 
10 Roberts, The Mythology of the Secret Societies, p.34.  
11 J.S.M. Ward, ‗Some Masonic Experiences in India‘ The Masonic Record 1,4 (March 1921), p.148.  
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officers, and ordinary colonists of all types joined the brotherhood because membership 
offered a passport to convivial society, moral and spiritual refinement, material assistance, 
and social advancement in all parts of the empire.‘12 By Ward‘s time the District Grand 
Lodge of Burma counted over a dozen member lodges. While some of these remained 
exclusively white and mainly British, others admitted brethren from diverse ethnic and 
racial backgrounds. Such ‗cosmopolitan‘ lodges could be regarded as living exemplars of the 
Masonic creed of universal fraternity. When a deputation of the United Grand Lodge of 
England led by Lord Cornwallis visited the Indian dominions and Burma in 1927-28, for 
example, the members agreed that the extent of inter-racial fraternity they had observed 
was quite remarkable. The deputation reported that Masonic brotherhood was a living 
reality on the sub-continent, that the ‗most impressive feature, par excellence,‘  
…was the assembly in Lodge of Brethren of varying Nationalities, 
men of culture and distinction, working in amicable rivalry to render 
as perfectly as possible our beautiful Ritual. We have seen as many 
as five volumes of the Sacred Law in use at one & the same time, & 
Brethren of the following among other Races, taken at random – 
Europeans, Parsis, Chinese, Burmese, Hindus, Americans, 
Mohammedans, Sikhs, Armenians, Greeks, Bengalis, Jews, 
Arocanese, Ceylonese, Punjabis, Madrassis, etc., participating in the 
Ceremonies. The brotherhood of Man, under such circumstances, 
becomes a living reality.13  
 
Although relations between these lodges and those that remained ‗English‘ or white 
were generally cordial, there were inevitably undercurrents and tensions. Harland-Jacobs 
argues that ‗[T]he empire became a practical testing-ground of Freemasons‘ commitment 
to their ideology of cosmopolitan brotherhood in an age of increasingly racialized 
attitudes.‘14   ‗Cosmopolitanism‘ and the desirability (or otherwise) of multi-racial lodge 
membership was thus the single great issue of colonial Freemasonry, especially in South 
Asian territories like Burma, and Ward had direct and forceful opinions on the issue. He 
took a progressive stance on the issue of ‗native admissions‘ and mixed-race lodges. He 
objected, for example, to the exclusion from European lodges of Indians, Chinese and 
Malays purely on the basis of colour, as he felt that their alternative cultural traditions 
provided one key to Freemasonry‘s complexity. ‗I freely acknowledge,‘ he wrote in one of 
his early studies of Masonic tradition, ‗that Hindoo philosophy has helped me to unravel 
numerous difficult problems in Freemasonry, and I should be sorry to have to say that such 
                                                 
12 Harland-Jacobs, Builders of Empire, p.3. 
13 Library and Museum of Freemasonry, Freemasons‘ Hall, London: United Grand Lodge of England, ‗Report 
of the Deputation appointed by the M.W. Grand Master to visit the District Grand Lodges of India, Burma 
and Ceylon‘ (typescript, 1928), p.4. 
14 Harland-Jacobs, Builders of Empire, p.6.  
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men should be excluded simply because they are darker in colour than I am.‘15 Despite the 
fact that his primary membership was not in a cosmopolitan lodge, he found ‗much to 
interest me in them, and much worthy of praise.‘16 His words were reinforced by actions, as 
he studied and took his Mark Master Degree in the Mark Lodge of the ‗mixed-race‘ Star of 
Burma Lodge.  
But their true fellowship and fraternity was only one aspect of the cosmopolitan 
lodges that he felt worthy of acclaim. The regular gathering of men of so many faiths and 
creeds in the common working of Masonic ritual was, for Ward at least, a compelling and 
deeply significant spectacle. He found the Star of Burma, for example, ‗most interesting, a 
Lodge in which practically every race in Burma was represented.‘ 
The Worshipful Master was a Eurasian, the Senior Warden a Hindu 
and a worshipper of Shiva, the Destroyer.  The Junior Warden was a 
Hindu and worshipper of Vishnu.  The secretary was a Moslem, the 
Past Master a Burmese, the Treasurer a Chinaman.  The senior 
Deacon was an Armenian and the Junior Deacon an eastern Jew, the 
Inner Guard a Parsee and so on.17 
 
Ward dined at another cosmopolitan lodge, ‗Victoria in Burma‘, in Rangoon‘s old 
teak-built Masonic Hall, and recalled ‗a very good banquet, too; we avoided meat, but with 
fish and fowls for those who wanted them, no one missed it. Some of the Brethren drank 
wine, others did not, but we all dined together in perfect peace and harmony. After dinner 
we had native Indian and Burmese songs, and the usual loyal toasts in English.‘18 ‗A finer 
example of the Universal Brotherhood of Freemasonry it would be difficult to imagine,‘ 
Ward concluded, but for him at least such gatherings had deeper significance than mere 
inter-racial conviviality.  
 
Masons and anthropology 
As his conviction grew that Freemasonry was a direct survival of an ancient belief system 
that underpinned all the major religions, he was encouraged by the fact that followers of 
such diversity could find common cause in the Craft, its symbolism and ritual. The assembly 
of diverse faiths and creeds within the fraternal embrace of Freemasonry seemed a profound 
revelation.  Ward‘s studies and Burmese experiences convinced him that Freemasonry was 
not just immeasurably ancient, in fact prehistoric, but that its heritage of ritual and 
symbolism could be traced in a direct lineage to the very earliest rites and ceremonies of 
                                                 
15 J.S.M. Ward, Freemasonry, its Aims and Ideals (London: William Rider & Son, 1923), p.150. 
16 Ward, ‗Some Masonic Experiences in India‘, p.148. 
17 Abbey Museum of Art and Archaeology: Ward, ‗Diary‘ vol.5, ‗Autobiographical Notes‘ of 26 October 1947.    
18 Ward, ‗Some Masonic Experiences in India‘, p.150. 
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primitive humanity, and that it thus had enormous spiritual value for modern humankind. 
He dedicated himself through the 1920s to writing Masonic articles and books to promote 
this view. ‗Step by step I have endeavoured to show the main changes which have occurred 
in the long history of what we now call ‗Freemasonry‘,‘ he explained in his Outline History of 
Freemasonry, ‗but despite the apparent changes wrought by differences of time and place, in 
the great fundamentals, which really matter, she is still the same as she was when in Egypt 
the Mysteries were young, and in India the Gods were without a name.‘19 The esoteric 
traditions now embodied by the Craft had survived largely because of the innately 
conservative habits, the vigilant antiquarianism, of lodge brethren down the ages. If 
Freemasonry provided a unique panorama of a universal human heritage, Ward was eager 
to applaud the work of its loyal and dedicated custodians, men much like himself. ‗It should 
be remembered‘, he later wrote in The Aims and Ideals of Freemasonry,  
that there are large numbers of men who love things just because 
they are old, – old castles, old churches, old furniture appeal to them, 
– not only because they are usually artistic, but because they glimpse 
some of the romance and history of the past. Such men have 
sufficient imagination to be able to envisage the life of the past, and 
it interests them. Naturally, a living organism, such as Freemasonry, 
which avowedly traces its roots back into the distant past and claims 
to be working ceremonies which have come down through at least 
two centuries, and possibly longer, arouses their enthusiasm. 
Moreover, such men form a much-needed brake on those who are 
forever desiring to revise and alter our old ceremonies, or to 
introduce innovations… 20 
 
Ward‘s interest in the heritage of Freemasonry was decisively shaped by these 
anthropological experiences in Burma. After returning to London, he and others like him in 
the Masonic Study Society (an association he helped establish in the early 1920s) urged a 
loosely anthropological approach to Masonic inquiry. For ten years Bro. Ward wrote 
articles, essays and books interpreting Masonic lore and symbolism along these lines: some 
were little more than esoteric journalism, but he was justifiably proud of longer studies such 
as Freemasonry and the Ancient Gods (his first major book, published in mid-1921), An 
Interpretation of our Masonic Symbols (1924), Who Was Hiram Abiff? (1926) and the two-
volume The Sign Language of the Mysteries (1928). He also pioneered research and 
interpretation of the Chinese triads and secret societies in a three-volume work The Hung 
Society (1925) with fellow-Mason W.G. Stirling, an Assistant Protector of the Chinese in 
Singapore. By the end of the decade he was one of the best-known Masonic scholars in the 
                                                 
19 J.S.M Ward, An Outline History of Freemasonry (London: Baskerville Press, 1924), pp.ii-iii. 
20 Ward, Freemasonry, pp.63-4. 
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English-speaking world, and had helped lead his new ‗anthropological‘ school of Masonic 
historians into controversial new territory.21 Freemasonry was undoubtedly fertile ground 
for the ‗invention of tradition‘, as later historians have termed it, but Ward insisted that his 
‗anthropological‘ approach was scientific rather than merely speculative. There were ‗laws of 
symbolism like those of any other science,‘ he declared with the positivist certainty of his 
age, ‗and, though some freedom is permitted the interpreter, yet he is bounded and limited 
in his interpretation by the fundamental meaning of the symbols he is explaining.‘ As he 
wrote in An Interpretation of our Masonic Symbols, 
…more than one meaning lies hidden in our silent emblems, and the 
ostensible explanation given in the ceremony is usually neither the 
original nor the most profound meaning attached to it. My 
object…is to arouse in others the desire to probe into their inner 
meaning and to study it for themselves. I have not attempted to be 
exhaustive, but have aimed at leading others to embark on the same 
fascinating task. I assure them that there is room for others, and that, 
though my interpretations be correct, there is no reason why other 
interpretations should not be equally valid, and of equal assistance to 
others in the task of learning to understand what our mysteries 
strive to teach.22   
 
There is insufficient space here to elaborate the esoteric scheme Ward felt he had 
deciphered in the semiotics of Masonic ritual, his sense of ‗what our mysteries strive to 
teach.‘ His most succinct statement was that, like the ancient mystery cults, Freemasonry 
‗taught the...great lesson; that within himself man had the power to raise himself towards 
the Divine Source of his being,‘ as he explained to the readers of The Occult Review.23 This 
was a mystical theme that Ward personally felt had been corroborated by his own psychic 
clairvoyance – again, a subject for which there is insufficient space in the present discussion. 
The important point presently at issue is that this preoccupation with Freemasonry‘s 
semiotic heritage and the meaning of ‗silent emblems‘ first arose during Ward‘s time in the 
East, kindled by the vivid cultural heterogeneity of the Burmese setting. His zest for 
antiquities, collectibles and anthropological artefacts was similarly fostered by the dizzying 
cultural environment of the exotic Far East: Ward was a frequent visitor to antique dealers 
and curio shops in Rangoon, purchasing artworks, statuettes, examples of handicrafts and 
carvings for his burgeoning private collection.  
                                                 
21 See the articles and proceedings in Transactions of the Masonic Study Society, especially volumes 1-13 (1921-
1935). 
22 J.S.M. Ward, An Interpretation of our Masonic Symbols (London: Baskerville Press, 1924), p.154, 158. See the 
essays in Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger (eds), The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983). 
23 J.S.M. Ward, ‗Freemasonry: the Heir of the Ancient Mysteries‘ The Occult Review 37, 6 (June 1923), p.348.  
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In this way his youthful romantic antiquarianism blossomed into a mature 
appreciation of cultural cosmopolitanism embracing material artefacts and living 
ethnography alike. The annual Shi‘ite festival of Mahorhan, for example, fascinated him in 
November 1915 as processions by Rangoon‘s Islamic community filled the streets. He 
recalled the scene: 
As the procession moved through the streets the men (no women 
were present) chanted wild dirges and beat their chests, tore their 
garments and threw dust on their heads. In Morocco and Persia, I 
am told, they gash themselves with knives (like the ancient priests of 
Baal) but in Burma the police had stopped that horrible feature. As 
the drums rolled, the crowd grew more and more excited and hurled 
into the air blazing torches and discharged blank cartridges from 
antiquated guns....Every now and then men armed with swords and 
shields converged in mock battles, clashing sword on each others‘ 
swords or shields. This was supposed to represent the battles 
between the two parties and it was done to weird rhythmic step and 
was really a kind of dance.24   
 
At its climax the procession plunged the paper and bamboo ‗tombs‘ representing 
those of the Shi‘ite martyrs Hassan and Hussain into large bathing tanks near the Shwe 
Dagon Pagoda. ‗The ceremony,‘ Ward commented in characteristic style, ‗has undoubtedly 
incorporated many pre-Moslem features and appear to be derived from the heathen cult of 
Tammuz – the Dying god.‘25 On another occasion, one of the Burmese teachers from his 
school took him to a traditional village some distance from the city, where the body of a 
Buddhist monk was being prepared for cremation. To Ward‘s initial puzzlement, the 
occasion was marked by gaity and celebration. The deeper religious significance of the 
moment, however, helped to explain the curious festal mood:  
Near the village a number of booths had been erected, mostly made 
of palm matting, and near them was the funeral stand.  This was a 
tall structure about 30 ft. high built in a series of terraces and 
surmounted by a pagoda-shaped canopy.  Here lay the body of the 
monk which had been removed from its coffin.  He had been dead a 
year and some kind of embalming process had been employed but 
not too successfully.  The funeral stand was made of a bamboo 
framework covered with paper and the paper sides were decorated 
with paintings by a Burmese artist.  Presently the monk‘s empty 
coffin was carried round by a number of men and all the unmarried 
girls crowded round it and tried to touch it amid much laughter and 
joking.  My companion told me that those girls who touched the 
coffin would get married within the year.  He could not explain why 
                                                 
24 Abbey Museum of Art and Archaeology: J.S.M Ward, ‗Diary‘ vol. 5, ‗Autobiographical Notes‘ of 26 October 
1947. 
25 Abbey Museum of Art and Archaeology: J.S.M. Ward, ‗Diary‘ vol. 5, ‗Autobiographical Notes‘ of 26 October 
1947. 
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the touching of the coffin of a man vowed to celibacy would lead to 
matrimony but such was the belief.26  
 
We see very clearly here the characteristic amateur anthropology of probably 
numerous colonial administrators and civil servants of the period: it was derived, I argue, 
from an active curiosity about cultural difference, which stimulated comparative readings of 
cultural systems and their meanings. In Ward‘s case this was given an analytical gloss by 
evocations of J.G. Frazer‘s landmark text in the anthropology of religion, The Golden Bough: 
the reference to touching the coffin, for example, cites Frazer‘s notion of ‗sympathetic 
magic‘, while the explicit reference to Tammuz highlights one of Frazer‘s archetypal 
examples of ritual death and resurrection (in this case, from ancient Sumer). This link 
between antiquarianism and amateur anthropology as part of the British colonial experience 
is something that is worthy of further research and scrutiny.27  
In Ward‘s case, though, after a few months in Rangoon he had collected a set of 
Burmese folk stories, which he collated and re-told for children in a publication, Fairy Tales 
and Legends of Burma. ‗I have gathered them from many sources and people,‘ he wrote in the 
book‘s introduction. ‗Some are just folk-tales told round the village fire or on the pagoda 
platform at night, and listened to with bated breath‘28; others had broader cultural and even 
mystical dimensions. Some were ‗religious in tone and having a moral meaning attached to 
them, were related by venerable hpoonghis or monks. The same stories, generally in a more 
elaborate form, are found in the sacred books of Buddhism, and these are perhaps the 
noblest of all.‘ 29  The little volume thus encapsulates the flavour of Ward‘s interests, 
especially his anthropological curiosity, which shaded into a romantic fascination with 
folklore, historical pageant and curiosities of language and material artefact. For the 
remainder of his life, Ward enthusiastically promoted an Eastern cosmology, in which he 
found important correlations with his own Spiritualist convictions. In the manner of late-
Victorian and Edwardian theosophy, in Ward‘s interests the transcendental insights of 
Eastern religion (uncovered, as it were, by his anthropological curiosity) merged with the 
conventional Anglicanism of his upbringing to establish the essence of Ward‘s personal 
faith and his sense of purpose in life.  
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Conclusion 
We can also note, in closing, the rapid development of Ward‘s sense of humanity‘s universal 
spiritual heritage that resulted from the cultural exposure of his time in Burma.  It was 
given psychological momentum by his Spiritualist convictions, but it was also given a 
particular shape and form by the blend of antiquarianism, esoteric Freemasonry and 
amateur anthropology: three features that Ward certainly shared with many 
contemporaries.  He was fascinated by ‗survivals‘ and antiquities, and what such relics 
seemed to say about the vast evolutionary patterns of human history: when he gazed upon 
the exotic landscape of the East through the lens of an imaginative, anthropological 
Freemasonry he found traces everywhere of something he could regard as a universal 
heritage of mystical enlightenment. His personal synthesis may have been unusual and 
fairly singular, but the experiences and influences that took him there were surely not 
unique.  
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Women and the Gaze: Sexual Knowledge and the Fatal Woman in The Changeling 
Amy Antonio, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
Thomas Middleton and William Rowley‘s The Changeling (1622) is a Jacobean tragedy that 
dramatizes Renaissance fears about female sexuality. The play‘s heroine, Beatrice-Joanna, 
plots the murder of her husband-to-be, the man chosen for her by her father, in order to 
marry the man of her own choosing.2 A great deal of anxiety is provoked by the male 
playwrights who represent women as desiring subjects. Although there are only three 
women in The Changeling, and one of these, Isabella, is the chaste wife of Lollio in the play‘s 
subplot, the play, overall, showcases the changeability of women‘s bodies, ‗their ability to 
change shape and hide secrets‘,3 and man‘s inability to know women. Although there are a 
number of fantastical moments in the play, the likelihood of which can be questioned (for 
example, the bed trick and C-M potion, which serve to exacerbate male anxieties regarding 
women‘s unknowability), the drama as a whole exists at a heightened and highly charged 
level of reality, in which Beatrice-Joanna undertakes acts that place her far beyond 
acceptable conventions of womanhood in the early modern period.  
Beatrice-Joanna can be meaningfully interpreted as a Renaissance fatal woman, a 
femme fatale type figure who lures men into danger, destruction and even death by means of 
her overarching seductive charm.4 The parallels between these two figures—an aversion to 
the institution of marriage and the instigation of murder to attain one‘s desires—suggests 
an underlying cultural continuity with the implication that both the femme fatale of 1940s 
and 1950s film noir and the fatal woman of the Renaissance spring from the same 
psychological and ideological roots.  That is, the common root lies in masculine anxieties 
that are relatively independent of historical period and social structure. While the anxieties 
that have elucidated the figure of the fatal woman may have existed perennially, there are 
certain socio-historic factors that coincide with the fatal woman‘s presence in the 
Renaissance era. Changes to the institution of love and marriage during the period 
contributed to women‘s changing status in society. During the sixteenth century, there was 
an increasing tendency towards companionate marriage (marriage for companionship and 
affective ties) at the expense of arranged unions (marriage for social and economic reasons).5 
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The right of veto implied by the former entails the existence of romantic feelings prior to 
consummation and, as such, strongly implies social and legal recognition of the possibility 
that sexual desire might uneasily coexist with romantic idealization out of wedlock. A 
distinction must necessarily be drawn between the power of veto based on a woman‘s 
amorous response to a man‘s proposal and female agency of desire implying active initiation. 
From a male point of view, the former continued to stress wives as objects of desire. It 
supposed that women only had the power to respond to male instigation of sexuality and 
romance. However, in The Changeling, the male playwrights experimented with the idea of 
women as subjects with agency, who aggressively pursued their desires.  
 
Theorizing the fatal woman 
Romantic or companionate love was a derivative of the courtly love tradition, prevalent in 
the eleventh century.6 Courtly love allowed certain liberation of the individual to choose his 
or her lovers and to pursue pleasure for its own sake. Although the courting process often 
concluded with marriage, these unions were formed on the basis of overpowering mutual 
attraction alone.7 As an ideological position, this represented a threat to the traditional ways 
of the nobility (among whom arranged practices dominated) and their property, since the 
choice of a mate was so intimately bound up to the future of patrimony. 8 The problem here 
is not the knowledge that women have sexual desires but the threat that new cultural 
practices might mean a loss of male control over the legitimate expression of desire. In The 
Changeling, the male playwrights depict the formation of a marital union by the couple 
themselves. The problem with this representation of marriage is that it is initiated, firstly, 
against the will of the parents and, secondly, by the woman herself. That the dramatists 
allowed the expression of female desire only to subsequently chastise and punish women for 
their actions suggests a certain uneasiness regarding the possibility of female agency. The 
men in the plays fail to overcome the cultural biases that often lead them to view strong 
women with suspicion following the possibility that a woman may woo and choose a man 
for herself. Furthermore, the possibility that women might initiate a sexual union invoked 
male anxieties regarding the woman who possessed desires of her own, who was an active 
agent in her own fate, rather than a submissive object at the dictates of men. 
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I contend that there is a fatal woman on the Renaissance stage who combines 
adultery, murder and insubordination. This figure embodies the same characteristics as the 
twentieth century‘s femme fatale, because she is similarly drawn from an archetypal pattern 
of male anxieties regarding sexually appetitive women. Furthermore, the method I have 
used to demonstrate the presence of the fatal woman in Renaissance theatre—using 
techniques extracted from cinematic studies of the femme fatale in film noir—involves the 
reworking of cinematic concepts, such as the gaze, for application to Renaissance theatre. 
Laura Mulvey formulated a theory of the gaze as gendered masculine. Using the 
concepts of Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan, she argued that the cinematic apparatus of 
classical Hollywood cinema inevitably placed the spectator in a masculine subject position, 
while the woman on screen was rendered the object of desire. In her groundbreaking article, 
‗Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema‘, Mulvey claims that the gaze is characterized by the 
taking of the female body as the quintessential and problematic object of vision.9 Tania 
Modleski‘s conceptualization of the gaze is similarly grounded in terms of the shot/reverse 
shot formation in which men look at women who look. According to this formulation of the 
gaze, a shot of a woman is followed by a shot of a man, who is a surrogate for the male 
spectator, who is also looking at her. 10 This flickering of perspectives from the woman to 
the man is deliberately structured in such a way that it is the man who gets the last look. 
The woman‘s look is returned and contained by an all-powerful, overarching, male gaze.11 
Mulvey and Modleski‘s perspectives closely resemble Jean Paul Sartre‘s notion of 
voyeurism. In Being and Nothingness (1943), Sartre claims that the voyeur has his ear to the 
door and looks at others through the keyhole. The observer hears footsteps and knows that 
someone is looking at him/her. The gaze destroys the look, annihilates it, and casts the 
subject who is looking into the position of being looked at. According to Sartre, the gaze is 
analogous to the search for knowledge. That is, Sartre envisages the relationship between 
knower and known as a violation by sight, in which the subject of the gaze seeks to discover 
(be it sexually) the object of their vision.12 Although Sartre provides the groundwork for 
subsequent theories of the gaze, unlike Mulvey and Modleski, he did not necessarily posit a 
male subject/female object dichotomy. The significance of his theoretical position, in terms 
of the possibility of a male or female bearer of the gaze and his claim that it is analogous to 
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the search for knowledge, is crucial to my reconceptualization of the gaze in Renaissance 
theatre. 
While Mulvey‘s and Modleski‘s gaze is a literal phenomenon, which manifests in the 
physical act of looking at someone, I claim (and in so doing, invoke Sartre‘s notion of the 
voyeur) that the possession of knowledge is concomitant with the possession of the gaze in 
Renaissance theatre. Whoever has knowledge has power, which in turn implies control of 
the gaze. With minimal reworking of the parameters that constitute the gaze, specifically, 
its reformulation as concomitant to the possession of knowledge, it will be shown that the 
gaze is applicable to media other than cinema. That is, I will demonstrate that a version of 
the gaze operates in the Renaissance theatre and that the woman who appropriates the gaze 
is the fatal woman.  
Mulvey and Modleski have provided the terms of the debate, which have profoundly 
influenced my application of the gaze to Renaissance theatre. I propose that the gaze in 
Renaissance theatre contains three aspects: knowledge; masquerade and desire. The fatal 
woman knows about female enjoyment. However, in order to conceal knowledge pertaining 
to women‘s status as subjects of desire for men, the fatal woman masquerades, playing along 
with the rules of the game in a bid to hide her own subjectivity. Taken in isolation, these 
three elements present us with three different figures. Knowledge regarding sexual 
satisfaction belongs to the wanton or strumpet while the feminine performance of 
masquerade is a feature of the coquette or coveted woman. On the other hand, the woman 
who desires, who has control over her own body and destiny is the shrew. As such, it is only 
when all three characteristics are taken together that the figure of the fatal woman emerges 
and, on the Renaissance stage, Middleton and Rowley‘s Beatrice-Joanna is the embodiment 
of the fatal woman. 
 
The unknowable Beatrice-Joanna 
Beatrice-Joanna localizes contemporary fears and fantasies about women, sexuality and 
marriage. I look at Middleton and Rowley‘s The Changeling and the play‘s central 
protagonist, Beatrice-Joanna, in light of a dialectics of control in which the male gaze tries 
to objectify women. In order to discuss the ways Beatrice-Joanna adheres to my 
construction of the fatal woman, I will employ Tania Modleski‘s contention regarding the 
need of ‗man‘ to control the gaze and the ways in which female desire evades such control. I 
will explore, in particular, the C-M potion as a manifestation of anxieties regarding men‘s 
inability to understand women‘s bodies. Beatrice-Joanna‘s discovery of the C-M potion and 
the manuscript that documents how to fake virginity contributes to her indelible knowledge 
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regarding female sexual enjoyment and the attendant control over the gaze that this 
knowledge implies. The C-M potion makes explicit early modern anxieties regarding 
women‘s unknowability and exemplifies Beatrice-Joanna‘s status as a fatal woman. 
Modleski asserts that the greatest threat the femme fatale poses for the male relates 
to his fear of castration. In classical film, this anxiety is alleviated by the shot/reverse shot 
formation, a filmic technique that guarantees male possession of the gaze because he is 
habitually given the last look.13 The problem in The Changeling, however, is that the men do 
not possess Beatrice-Joanna at all. On the contrary, she is posited within the diegesis as all-
seeing and is never sutured in as the object of man‘s look. In Middleton and Rowley‘s play, 
Beatrice-Joanna‘s father, Vermandero, arranges her marriage to Alonzo de Piracquo but she 
is in love with Alsemero. The latter would also be a suitable match so long as Alonzo was 
out of the way. Beatrice-Joanna, therefore, employs the use of her servant De Flores (whom 
she despises) to kill her intended. He does as instructed and brings back her dead fiancée‘s 
finger as proof of the deed, expecting for his services, a reward of a sexual nature (‗Never 
was man/Dearlier rewarded‘ (2.2.138-40)) and not of the gold Beatrice-Joanna offered him. 
Having surrendered her virginity on the eve of her wedding to Alsemero, the most 
obvious example of Beatrice-Joanna eluding the male gaze resides in her frustration of 
Alsemero‘s attempt to ascertain whether or not she is in fact a virgin. She agonizes that she 
will be found out by Alsemero on her wedding night: ‗Never was bride so fearfully 
distressed…There‘s no venturing/Into his bed, what course so‘er I light upon,/Without my 
shame‘ (4.1.2-13). At the exact moment when Beatrice-Joanna feels most exposed to 
Alsemero‘s penetrating gaze, her eyes fall upon the cabinet of secrets: ‗Here‘s his 
closet,/The key left in‘t‘ (4.1.17-8). The key to Alsemero‘s closet enables her to ‗beguile the 
master of the mystery‘ (l4.1.39), when she uncovers a manuscript entitled ‗The Book of 
Experiments,/Called Secrets in Nature‘ (4.2.24-5). This climactic scene epitomizes the 
operation of the gaze in Renaissance theatre. Following her sexual rendezvous with De 
Flores, Beatrice-Joanna acquires ineradicable knowledge about the experience of female 
pleasure and this knowledge is heightened by her discovery of the manuscript, which 
documents how to stimulate the throes of passion and how to ‗fake it‘.  
The fatal woman of the Renaissance possesses an indelible knowledge about female 
sexuality, which denotes female appropriation of the gaze. The ideal woman of the early 
modern period, however, is the object and not the bearer of the gaze. When writers theorize 
the female gaze and apply a connection between sight and desire to women, it becomes, as 
                                                 
13 Modleski, Women, p.52. 
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Jean Marsden observes, a source of consternation, a harbinger of social disintegration.14 
This is undoubtedly because the desiring female recalls representations of the shrew, the 
woman-on-top, whose open display of sexuality is inappropriate to her status as a woman. 
Excessive female desire is the source of moral chaos in these Renaissance plays. Henceforth, 
the problem with Beatrice-Joanna in The Changeling is that she usurps the male prerogative 
of control over the gaze and instead becomes the bearer of the gaze. In finding the Book of 
Experiments, she surpasses Alsemero‘s knowledge of female sexuality and claims a special 
knowledge of women that men lack—how to ‗fake it‘. 
Beatrice-Joanna, having found the book of secrets, proceeds to read the manuscript 
that is accompanied by the subtitle, ‗How to know whether a woman be with child or no‘ 
(4.1.26) and the procedure used to ascertain if a woman is pregnant, which involves feeding 
her two spoonfuls of the white water contained in glass C. If she is pregnant, ‗she sleeps full 
twelve hours after‘ (4.1.34-5). Upon finding the pregnancy test, Beatrice-Joanna instigates 
her plan to outwit Alsemero: ‗None of that water comes into my belly:/I‘ll know you from a 
hundred. I could break you now,/Or turn you into milk, and so beguile/The master of the 
mystery.‘ (4.1.36-9). It is not this practice outlined in folio forty-five that gives rise to 
Beatrice-Joanna‘s great consternation, but rather ‗that which is next is ten times worse‘ 
(4.1.40)—the chapter in Alsemero‘s book entitled ‗How to know whether a woman be a 
maid or not‘ (4.1.41)—that makes the pregnancy test redundant. The procedure outlined 
entails that the suspected party be given ‗the quantity / of a spoonful of the water in the 
glass M‘ (4.1.46-7). The potion ‗‘twill make / her incontinently gape, then fall into a sudden 
sneezing, last into a violent laughter‘ (4.1.49-50). If the woman does not exhibit these 
symptoms then she is not a virgin. 
Having discovered the book and potions, Beatrice-Joanna persuades her waiting-
woman, Diaphanta, to take the potions so that she may see its effects and mimic them if 
necessary: ‗Now, if the experiment be true, ‗twill/praise itself/And give me noble ease‘ 
(4.1.105-7). Diaphanta does not ‗question what ‗tis, but take[s] it‘ (4.1.104). She duly gapes, 
‗there‘s the first symptom‘ (4.1.108), sneezes, ‗and what haste it makes / To fall into the 
second‘ (4.1.108-9), laughs and falls into melancholy. Thus instructed, Beatrice-Joanna is 
equipped with the ability to feign the symptoms of virginity. After Jasperino confides in 
Alsemero his suspicion that Beatrice-Joanna is not the virgin she claims to be, Alsemero is 
given a motive to try the M potion on her. Beatrice-Joanna muses: ‗I am suspected…I‘m put 
now to my cunning; th‘ effects I know/If I can but feign ‘em handsomely‘ (4.2.132, 136-7). 
                                                 
14 Jean Marsden, Fatal Desire: Women, Sexuality and the English Stage, 1660-1720 (Ithaca, New York: Cornell 
University Press, 2006), pp.67-8. 
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Beatrice-Joanna‘s usurpation of Alsemero‘s ‗most admirable secret‘ (4.2.110) frustrates his 
police prerogative over her body, and her possession of this secret (how to ‗fake it‘) attests 
to women‘s privileged position in relation to knowledge and, therefore, female control of the 
gaze.  
In The Changeling, Beatrice-Joanna fears that Alsemero will detect her deflowered 
condition. Marjorie Garber contends that Glass M, ‘How to know whether a woman be a 
maid or not‘ (4.1.41), represents the fruits of a male fantasy, of a male doctor/lover who is at 
once inventor and investigator of female pleasure. He will attempt to elicit signs of sexual 
pleasure from a woman in their most manifest form.15 However, rather than disempowering 
women, Beatrice-Joanna‘s ability to fake orgasm allows her to control her personal 
relationship with Alsemero and enjoy the effects that her faking has on him.16 That is, in 
relation to a dialectics of control, Alsemero assumes the position of the male gaze in an 
attempt to objectify women. The problem Alsemero encounters is that having observed the 
potion‘s effects, Beatrice-Joanna has learnt how to respond to Glass M and so exhibits the 
appropriate symptoms—gaping, sneezing, laughing and melancholy—in the appropriate 
order.  
Beatrice-Joanna has evaded the gaze that Alsemero wielded to control her sexuality 
and usurped his position as master of the mystery. In light of her performance, Alsemero is 
won over, convinced that she is ‗chaste as the breath of heaven‘ (4.2.149-50). Garber notes 
that Beatrice-Joanna learns what every woman knows, how to ‗fake it‘. She produces the 
symptoms that delight her husband and confirm his apparent mastery of her.17 Beatrice-
Joanna‘s ability to ‗fake it‘ leads us inevitably to the notion of female masquerade as a means 
to evade the male gaze by feigning virtue and virginity and thus retaining her status as 
desirable to men. Beatrice-Joanna‘s masquerade conceals her sexual experience and hides 
the inevitable truth of female deceitfulness from the men in the play, which makes manifest 
the theme of women‘s unknowability. 
Alsemero imagines that his scientific experiments will allow him unlimited access to 
the hidden secrets of women‘s bodies. Given Renaissance fears about female unknowability, 
this would represent an attractive fantasy to male audience members.18 Alsemero believes 
that he is in possession of an infallible means of prying into the last secrets of women and 
thus exercises an unchallengeable control over them. However, Beatrice-Joanna‘s 
                                                 
15 M. Garber, ‗The Insincerity of Women‘ In Desire in the Renaissance, (eds Valeria Finucci and Regina 
Schwartz), (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), p.26. 
16 Garber, ‗Insincerity‘, p.8.  
17 Garber, ‗Insincerity‘, p.27. 
18 Hopkins, The Female Hero, 15. 
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preemptive discovery of the manuscript injures the position of superiority he would have 
otherwise possessed. The potions and philters in Alsemero‘s pharmacy have been designed 
to decipher and thus to control women‘s bodies and women‘s pleasures; but by learning to 
fake the response of pleasure, by masquerading as a virgin, Beatrice-Joanna takes control of 
the relationship and possesses a knowledge of sex that men do not.  
The Changeling is a play about the pleasure and danger of women‘s desire. Beatrice-
Joanna‘s ruse to employ De Flores to dispatch her inconvenient fiancé leads to a relationship 
in which loathing and desire are intertwined, and finally beyond her control. In the play, 
Garber notes that both the insincerity of concealing sexual responsiveness and the sincerity 
of faking it, elicit fear and excitement concerning a woman‘s sexual pleasure. If you can ‗fake 
it‘, you have got it made.19 After all, women‘s sexuality is a dark continent—the unknown 
and unknowable, the less masterable and controllable answer to the question, what do 
women want? What is most disconcerting for men is the possibility that women are in 
control of the sexual rhetoric of desire and, furthermore, that women may act on and pursue 
these desires.20 In The Changeling, the scene in which Beatrice-Joanna drops her glove and 
De Flores retrieves it for her emits an angry response on the part of the heroine: ‗Mischief 
on your officious forwardness!/Who bade you stoop? They touch my hand no 
more/Take ‘em and draw off thine own skin with ‘em‘ (1.1.225-8). The point of the glove 
episode, however, is to announce that women do desire and that in dropping the glove, 
Beatrice-Joanna exercised her right to choose a partner, to act on her desires. Needless to 
say, the conflation of The Changeling’s heroine with the notoriously fatal woman is inevitable.  
Beatrice-Joanna has, until now, been permitted to look freely. She has appropriated 
the male gaze that sought to control women and usurped the privileged position of men as 
subjects of the gaze. We must now look at why Beatrice-Joanna is finally removed from the 
play, whilst her accomplice and would-be-assassin, goes free. The Changeling is structured in 
such a way as to denounce that the object women cannot know or possess relates to sex. 
Thus, in this play, women‘s acquisition of sexual knowledge is dangerous and deadly to men 
because he, in contrast, knows nothing. Following her experience of the sexual act, Beatrice-
Joanna learns about female sexual pleasure and how to ‗fake it‘. Although the manifestation 
of enjoyment is externally perceptible, this pleasure can be feigned or performed to give the 
illusion of satisfaction even if, internally, Beatrice-Joanna experiences none. Such knowledge 
is unavailable to the men in the play because they are unable and unwilling to penetrate the 
surface and uncover the desire beneath as this would point to an inability to satisfy women, 
                                                 
19 Garber, ‗Insincerity‘, p.28. 
20 Garber, ‗Insincerity‘, p.30.  
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and Beatrice-Joanna in particular, and suggest, moreover, the possibility of his being lacking 
or castrated.  
According to Modleski, the femme fatale is inevitably subject to ‗brutal devaluation 
and punishment‘ by the conclusion of the narrative. She notes the ways in which this usually 
pertains to an investigation of the female body,21 the likes of which are employed by the men 
in The Changeling, as Jasperino attests to when he announces, ‗‘tis not a shallow probe/Can 
search this ulcer soundly, I fear you‘ll find it/Full of corruption‘ (5.3.7-9). The manuscript 
entitled ‗The Book of Experiment,/Called Secrets in Nature‘ (4.2.24-5) is a kind of key that 
will potentially unlock the truth of Beatrice-Joanna‘s virginity. Not only does Beatrice-
Joanna discover the truth about women‘s ability to ‗fake it‘ when she stumbles upon 
Alsemero‘s potions, but her subsequent masquerade of femininity, ‗there was a visor/O‘er 
that cunning face‘ (5.3.46-7), and her performance as a chaste virgin to please Alsemero 
suggests that she, likewise, possesses an ineffaceable knowledge that femininity is a 
construction that women put on for men. The fatal woman desires and it is part-and-parcel 
of this desire to see and to know. In the case of the male protagonist in these texts, however, 
fetishism is born out of a refusal to see and know. The fatal woman will never show her true 
intentions to anyone, especially not the hero she has inveigled, even if this entails his and 
her own death.22 This is likewise the case with Beatrice-Joanna who, only at the very end, 
will admit that she instigated the murder of Alonzo, ‘your love has made me/A cruel 
murd‘ress‘ (5.3.64-5), to get the man she wanted. However, she follows her confession of 
murder with a denial of the accusation of adultery against her: ‗To your bed‘s scandal, I 
stand up innocent‘ (5.3.63).  
It seems only reasonable to question why Beatrice-Joanna would refute claims of 
adultery whilst readily disclosing her part in the more severe crime of murder. Beatrice-
Joanna ‗discover[s] her freedom in the moment of her embrace of the inevitability of 
causation‘.23 The unconscious motivations that have driven her throughout the narrative—
the desire to desire—are only attainable in death. Beatrice-Joanna realizes that her 
insistence on freedom is a delusion and that she has all along been fated to die. She therefore 
turns, according to Elizabeth Bronfen, ‗what is inevitable into a source of power‘. Beatrice-
Joanna does not contest the murder charge because a guilty verdict and punishment of 
death will grant her the freedom she has sought unwaveringly since the beginning of the 
play. She finally apprehends that in early modern society, there is no appropriate outlet for 
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her unabashed independence and that her union with Alsemero, although preferable in her 
opinion to a marriage arranged by her father, will nevertheless require her subjection in the 
patriarchal institution of monogamous matrimony. Although the dangerous female is finally 
contained within the patriarchal narrative, we can still debate whether she is punished and 
removed from the play because of her sexual transgressions or whether, in the words of 
Stanley Cavell, she comes to perform tragic acceptance, ‗an enactment not of fate but of 
responsibility, including the responsibility for fate‘.24 
In Renaissance thinking, there was a tendency to conflate the first act of sexual 
intercourse with the emergence of an insatiable female appetite and desire for sex. If a 
woman‘s knowledge and desire for sex was aroused by the man with whom she first 
engaged in the act of copulation, the subsequent anxiety ensued that from the moment the 
woman attained this sexual knowledge, she would be compelled to act in pursuit of her own 
desires. It is De Flores who takes Beatrice-Joanna‘s virginity from her claiming that ‗thou‘lt 
love anon/What thou so fear‘st to venture on‘ (3.4.171-2), which subsequently catapults her 
pursuit for the satisfaction of desire. Beatrice-Joanna already knows about sex and female 
enjoyment, following her lovers tryst with De Flores; however, when she stumbles upon the 
Book of Secrets in Nature, she acquires additional knowledge about women‘s capacity to fake 
sexual pleasure. The symptoms that Alsemero‘s book describes, gaping, sneezing, laughing 
and melancholy, clearly parallel a description of female orgasm. In trying the potions on 
Diaphanta, she too acquires an understanding and knowledge about sex that eludes the men 
in the play, particularly Alsemero who, despite being in possession of the Book of Secrets, is 
unable to detect a true virgin from a woman who is ‗faking it‘ and, in turn, finds himself on 
the receiving end of a bed-trick. Beatrice-Joanna‘s father, Vermandero, likewise finds the 
sound of a woman‘s passion indecipherable and frightening. He asks, ‗What horrid sounds 
are these?‘ (5.3.141)  When Diaphanta takes the place of Alsemero‘s wife in the marriage 
bed he is similarly unable to distinguish between the two women. It is no coincidence that 
both Diaphanta and Beatrice-Joanna should die, as both women possess a knowledge that is 
unknowable and unattainable by men: sex and female enjoyment.   
Diaphanta‘s acquisition of knowledge about female sexual enjoyment begins in the 
first scene of act four, when Beatrice-Joanna coerces her to take a swig from ‗a glass 
inscribed there with the letter M‘ (4.2.114). Diaphanta exhibits the symptoms that confirm 
her maiden status and upon discovering that the potions effects are ‗so pleasurable!‘ (4.1.15) 
she asks Beatrice-Joanna for ‗but one swig more‘ (4.1.16). Diaphanta‘s accruement of 
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knowledge confirms Renaissance fears that women‘s desire is excited from the moment she 
first experiences the throes of passion, which is confirmed in Diaphanta‘s admission that ‗I 
love the burthen‘ (4.1.125). She relishes the opportunity to enjoy Beatrice-Joanna‘s ‗first 
night‘s pleasure‘ (4.1.87) in her place and so conceal the latter‘s deflowered state. Diaphanta, 
like Beatrice-Joanna, possesses her own lusts and desires. Having constructed the elaborate 
bridal substitution, Beatrice-Joanna waits in fury outside the bridal chamber as she realizes 
that Diaphanta is enjoying herself instead of coming out ‗about midnight‘ (4.1.126) as 
instructed: ‗One struck, and yet she lies by! O my fears! / This strumpet serves her own 
ends…/Devours the pleasure with a greedy appetite‘ (5.1.1-3). When Diaphanta eventually 
emerges from the bridal chamber when ‗three struck by Saint Sebastian‘s‘ (5.1.77), and 
admits that, ‗in troth I was so well, I ev‘n forgot myself‘ (5.1.75), Beatrice-Joanna‘s anxieties 
are affirmed.  
The bed-trick complicates the relationship between inner intention and external 
behaviour. The moral of the bed-trick is that a wise man should not trust what he sees. He 
must learn to penetrate the veneer of appearances to grasp the hidden reality. The 
alienation of surface from depth means that a person‘s thoughts and passions are not 
immediately accessible to others.25 Surfaces of the body are capable, as we have seen, of 
being theatricalized, so that while they can be made to seem absolutely trustworthy, they 
never actually are so. We remain aware and it is continually insisted upon that fakery is 
possible.26 The bed-trick merely reinforces the notion of woman as mimesis, highlighting 
her unknowability, while she, in turn, possesses knowledge about female pleasure that is 
commensurate with woman‘s possession of the gaze. 
 
Conclusion 
While the men in The Changeling are finally granted narrative ownership of women, they 
are not granted the visual correlatives of possession, knowledge, and control. The men in 
The Changeling are ultimately denied knowledge and the control of the gaze that this implies. 
Garber notes that once Beatrice-Joanna learns to stimulate the throes of passion from 
Alsemero‘s own pharmacy, she is in control.27 Her ability to pursue her own desires and 
‗fake it‘, with no one the wiser but herself, undermines the ‗technicians of pleasure‘ who 
solicit for their science, according to Linda Williams ‗further confessions of the hidden 
                                                 
25 Katharine Maus, Inwardness and Theatre in the English Renaissance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1995), p.4-5. 
26 Maus, Inwardness, p.130. 
27 Garber, ‗Insincerity‘, p.28.  
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secrets of female pleasure‘.28 In an ideal world, the male physician‘s quest for certainty and 
power is attained by observing women‘s symptoms. Following the detection of her secrets, 
he shares this knowledge with his male friends. However, as is made manifest in The 
Changeling, so long as women do not reveal that they have ‗acted‘, or stimulated the spasms 
of pleasure in bed, they maintain a trust shared between every female in the world.29 The 
possibility that women are indeed ‗faking it‘ protects the privacy and control of pleasure 
that men attempt (or purport) to elicit.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
28 Linda Williams, Hard Core: Power, Pleasure, and the ‘Frenzy of the Visible (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1989), .53. 
29 Garber, ‗Insincerity‘, p.30. 
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Witchcraft and Deviant Sexuality: A Case Study of Dr Lambe 
Charlotte Millar, University of Melbourne1 
Introduction 
On Friday the 13th 1628, John Lambe, the eighty-year-old infamous witch, fortune-teller 
and alleged rapist, was assaulted by ‗the boys of the towne and other unruly people‘ on his 
way home from the Fortune Theatre in London.2  Despite the efforts of four constables, 
Lambe was beaten with ‗stones and cudgels‘ to such an extent that ‗his skull was broken, 
one of his eyes hung out of his head, and all partes of his body [were] bruised and wounded 
so much, that no part was left to receive a wound‘.3 Unsurprisingly, Lambe died in the early 
hours of the next morning.        
While not well known today, John Lambe was one of the most notorious men of his 
generation. Over his lifetime, he developed a reputation for fortune telling, curing disease 
and conjuring familiar spirits as well as being able to find lost or hidden objects and making 
powerful charms and potions. He started life as a private tutor to the children of ‗divers 
gentlemen‘, before styling himself a doctor and then a magical healer, or cunning man.4 He 
also gained much acclaim as a fortune-teller but his reputation was sullied by numerous 
witchcraft accusations and his alleged rape of an eleven-year-old girl. He was involved in 
two witchcraft trials in Worcester at the 1608 Assizes; at both of which he was found 
guilty.5 Although witchcraft was made a capital crime in the Witchcraft Act of 1604, Lambe 
was imprisoned rather than executed.6 He was first housed in Worcester Castle. However, 
after Lambe‘s arraignment, ‗the High Sheriffe, [and] the Foreman of the Jury, to the 
number of forty dyed all within one fortnight.‘ 7   After this incident, the people of 
Worchester were so fearful of Lambe that they demanded his removal to the King‘s Bench 
Prison at London, Southwark.8 Lambe appears to have remained here in London where ‗he 
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2 Anon., A Briefe Description of the Notorious Life of John Lambe, otherwise called Doctor Lambe. Together with his 
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4 Anon., A Briefe Description, A2r. 
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lived in great plenty of money, and much resorted to by people of severall conditions‘ until 
he was arraigned for rape in 1623.9 Lambe was convicted of this rape but obtained a royal 
pardon that not only acquitted him of rape but also made him a free man.10 Five years after 
this indictment Lambe was beaten to death.    
Such was the impact of Lambe‘s violent death that his story was retold in a ballad, a 
biography, two plays and, almost thirty years later, in two witchcraft pamphlets.11 Lambe‘s 
notoriety was also often referred to as a colourful aside in seemingly unrelated plays and 
pamphlets including John Webster‘s The Faire Maide of the Inne and Ben Jonson‘s The Staple 
of News. Altogether there are more than a dozen different references in print to Lambe. 
These include a biography, two ballads, a broadsheet, two pamphlets, a book, four plays, 
diaries and some poems and verse libels.12 These sources also include six images.13 Nearly 
all of these sources depict Lambe as a sexually deviant witch.    
    
                                                 
9 It is possible that Dr Lambe was released from prison before this date as his indictment for rape describes 
him as being late of St. George, Southwark, London. There is much confusion about the dates of Dr Lambe‘s 
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number of contemporary sources to substantiate this claim. Bellany, ‗The Murder of John Lambe‘, pp.49-50 
footnote 42. James Sharpe has claimed that the rape occurred in 1623, whereas Bellany suggests 1624. Sharpe, 
Instruments of Darkness, p.43 and Bellany, ‗The Murder of John Lambe‘, pp.49-50 footnote 42. The biography 
states that the rape occurred on the ‗tenth day of June, in the yeare of the Raigne of our Souveraine Lord 
James by the grace of God, of England, France and Ireland King, Defender of the Faith &c, the 21 and of 
Scotland the 56.‘ (C1r) This would place the attack in 1623.  
10 Bellany, ‗The Murder of John Lambe‘, p.50. 
11 Parker, The Tragedy of Doctor Lambe; Anon., A Briefe Description, 1628; Anon., Dr. Lambe and the Witches, 
approx 1626, republished with new scenes, 1634; Edmond Bower, Doctor Lamb revived, or, Witchcraft condemned 
in Anne Bodenham, (London: Printed by T.W. for Richard Best and John Place, 1653); James Bower, Doctor 
Lamb’s darling: or, Strange and terrible News from Salisbury, (London: Printed for G. Horton, 1653). 
12 Anon., A Briefe Description; Martin Parker, The Tragedy of Doctor Lambe, (London: printed for H.G., 1628); 
Anon., [The Sal]isbury assizes. [...]ard of witchcraft. Being a True Relation of one Mistris Bodnan living in 
Fisherton, next house but one to the gallowes, who being [a] Witch seduced a maid, called by name, Anne Stiles, to the 
same abominable and detested action of vvitchcraft; which VVitch for that action was executed the 19 day of March 1653. 
To the tune of Bragandary, (London: s.n., 1653); John Vicars, Against William Li-lie (alias) Lillie, that most 
audacious atheisticall rayling Rabsheca, that impious witch or wizard, and most abominable sorcerer, or star-gazer of 
London, and all his Odious Almanacks and Others, (London: s.n, 1652); Edmond Bower, Doctor Lamb revived, or, 
Witchcraft condemned in Anne Bodenham, (London: Printed by T.W. for Richard Best and John Place, 1653; 
James Bower, Doctor Lamb’s darling: or, Strange and terrible News from Salisbury, (London: Printed for G. 
Horton, 1653); R.B., The Kingdom of Darkness: or the History of Daemons, Specters, Witches, Apparitions, Possessions, 
Disturbances, and other Wonderful and Supernatural Delusions, Mischievous Feats, and Malicious Impostures of the 
Devil, (London: printed for Nathanial Crouch at the Bell in the Poultry near Cheapside, 1688); Anon., Doctor 
Lambe and the Witches, date and publication details unknown; Anon., An ould play, with some new scenes, Doctor 
Lambe and the Witches, to Salisbury Courte, the 16th August 1634, (1634); John Webster, ‗The Faire Maide of the 
Inne‘, in The Complete Works of John Webster (ed. F. L. Lucas), (New York: Gordian Press, 1966); Ben Jonson, 
The Staple of News (ed. Anthony Parr), (Manchster: Manchester Unviersity Press, 1988). 
13 R.B., The Kingdom of Darkness, B1r; Anon., A Briefe Description, frontispiece; Parker, The Tragedy of Doctor 
Lambe, frontispiece (two images) and Anon., [The Sal]isbury assizes. [...]ard of witchcraft. 
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Lambe as a male witch 
As a male witch in seventeenth-century England, Lambe is a rarity. Women predominated 
in witchcraft narratives and as little as ten percent of accused witches were men.14 It is 
important, therefore, to analyse the way Lambe‘s gender and his sexuality are portrayed in 
popular printed culture. This paper will analyse all sources that refer to Lambe‘s gender or 
sexuality and argue that Lambe was seen not just as a witch but, almost equally importantly, 
as a sexually deviant man. Although Lambe has been the subject of a number of historical 
articles, other scholars do not tend to focus on his masculinity.15 The exception is Karin 
Amundsen who discusses the portrayal of Lambe‘s manhood. She only, however, draws on a 
very limited range of sources.16 The paper will begin by examining Lambe‘s perceived 
sexual deviancy across a broad range of sources and then turn to analysing how these 
accounts of seemingly masculine acts can be reconciled with the print that attempts to 
effeminize him. I make comparison between Lambe and his alleged successor, Anne 
Bodenham. Bodenham (a witch who is linked with Lambe in popular print more than thirty 
years after his death) is portrayed, like Lambe, as not conforming to her traditional gender 
role. Malcolm Gaskill has written an excellent article on the ties between these two witches. 
His focus, however, is on how they are represented in print: not their sexuality.    
The clearest depiction of Dr Lambe‘s unorthodox sexual behaviour can be seen in 
the literature discussing his alleged rape of eleven-year-old Joan Seager. The implications of 
this incident as an example of Lambe‘s connection with sexual deviancy have not yet been 
analysed by historians. Even Karin Amundsen (who focuses particularly on Lambe‘s 
masculinity) has overlooked it.17 The 1628 A Briefe Description describes this incident in 
detail (although parts of it appear to have been censored by the author or printer).18 The 
anonymous biography describes how Lambe ‗feloniously and violently did ravish, deflowre 
and carnally know‘ Joan Seager.19 The attack occurred while Lambe was in prison for 
witchcraft, either in 1622 or 1623.20 The biography tells us that Joan Seager came to see 
Lambe to give him some herbs. She found him with ‗his man‘ who Lambe ‗sent out…on a 
                                                 
14 Sharpe, Instruments of Darkness, p.169. 
15 The four main articles that discuss Lambe are: Bellany, ‗The Murder of John Lambe‘; Gaskill, ‗Witchcraft, 
Politics, and Memory in Seventeenth-Century England‘; Leba M. Goldstein, ‗The Life and Death of John 
Lambe,‘ Guildhall Studies in London History 4 (1979) and Karin Amundsen, ‗The Duke‘s Devil and Doctor 
Lambe‘s Darling: A Case Study of the Male Witch in Early Modern England‘ Psi Sigma Journal (2004). 
16 Amundsen only looks at two of the twelve printed sources that discuss the life of Dr Lambe. These are 
Anon., A Briefe Description and Edmond Bower, Doctor Lamb revived. 
17 Amundsen, ‗The Duke‘s Devil‘.  
18 The pamphlet contains a passage that states ‗There are certaine passages which are upon the Records which 
for Modestie sake are here omitted.‘ Anon, A Briefe Description, C2v 
19 Anon, A Briefe Description, C1r. 
20 Bellany, ‗The Murder of John Lambe‘, p.50. 
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message and lockt the doore‘.21 He then ‗tooke [Joan] and ledde her into his Closet and 
made fast that doore, and tooke her uppon a Joynt-stoole, and put his tongue in her mouth 
to kisse her.‘22 Joan was ‗wonderous fearefull‘ of the doctor but was unable to escape.23 At 
this point sections of the biography have been omitted ‗for Modestie sake‘.24 The evidence of 
the rape comes from a neighbour‘s examination of Joan, which was recorded in the pamphlet. 
The neighbour, Mabell Swinnerton, attempted to dress Joan‘s wounds. She told the court 
that Joan‘s private parts ‗did smoake like a pot that had seething liquor in it‘ and that she 
had been ‗burnt‘ by Lambe‘s ‗foule body‘.25 The use of the word ‗burnt‘ could imply that 
Lambe has infected Joan with venereal disease, therefore depicting him as unclean. 26 
Swinnerton also noted that Lambe‘s maid, Becke, had attempted to dress Joan with a 
‗venimous substance‘ that ‗had festered the place where it stucke, as if one had touched it 
with an end of Iron.‘27      
As well as possibly referring to venereal disease, the reference to ‗seething liquor‘ 
could also refer more broadly to Joan‘s body being disturbed by Lambe‘s attack. During the 
early-modern period, the body was understood ‗as something that was constantly changing, 
absorbing, excreting, flowing, sweating, being bled, cupped and purged.‘28 The body was 
constantly changing and the ‗health of the physical body depended on the flow of fluids.‘29 
Given this understanding of the body, Joan‘s body ‗smoking‘ as if it had ‗seething liquor in 
it‘ would suggest that Joan‘s body had been seriously damaged during her ordeal.30 This 
idea can be taken further if we accept Ulinka Rublack‘s suggestion that the health of the 
body was, at this time, intrinsically tied to the emotions. As Rublack has argued, both the 
body and the emotions were viewed as a ‗flow‘.31 The description of Joan‘s ‗seething‘ body 
could suggest that her emotional response to Lambe‘s attack was reflected in her bodily 
reactions. In this way, Lambe has not just damaged Joan‘s body (and possibly infected her 
with venereal disease) but has also had a profound emotional impact upon her, which has 
manifested itself in her physical reactions.      
                                                 
21 Anon, A Briefe Description, C2r. 
22 Anon, A Briefe Description, C2r-v.  
23 Anon, A Briefe Description, C2v. 
24 Anon, A Briefe Description, C2v. 
25 Anon, A Briefe Description, C2v and C3v. 
26 See the Oxford English Dictonary ‗burn, v.‘ entry 14. e: ‗to infect with sores; esp. with venereal disease.‘ 
Found [Online]: 
http://www.oed.com.ezp.lib.unimelb.edu.au/view/Entry/25028?rskey=38lBVt&result=4&isAdvanced=false#
eid 23rd January 2012.  
27 Anon, A Briefe Description, C2v. 
28 Ulinka Rublack, ‗Fluxes: the Early Modern Body and the Emotions‘, History Workshop Journal 53 (2002), p.2. 
29 Anon, A Briefe Description, p.8. 
30 Anon, A Briefe Description, C2v. 
31 Rublack, ‗Fluxes‘, p.2, 
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This disturbing narration is not the only account to associate Lambe with deviant 
sexuality. John Webster‘s 1626 play The Faire Maide of the Inne refers to Lambe through the 
villain Forobosco.32 This reference to Lambe in a popular play hints at just how widely his 
infamy was spreading. Forobosco reminisces about the time he spent in England under the 
name of Dr Lambstones. During this time Forobosco was admired by women who visited 
him ‗either to further their lust, or reveng injuries.‘33 Forobosco also claims that these 
women came to see him to ‗learne what fortune should betide them in their first marriage‘, 
reminding the viewer of Lambe‘s talent for prophecy.34 Forobosco makes it clear that he (as 
Dr. Lambstones) is a fraud and a liar, who practises fortune-telling for money and illicit 
sex.35    
As well as telling us that women came to Forobosco (Dr. Lambstones) to ‗further 
their lust‘, Forobosco also tells us that ‗women were [his] only admirers‘ and that he 
discovered that of the women who sought advice from him he ‗found above 94 to have lost 
their maidenheads.‘36 The play suggests that these women have come to Lambe to see ‗what 
fortune should betide them in their first marriage‘ and to, presumably, see whether their 
maidenheads were intact.37 Forobosco‘s friend and assistant, the Clowne, said he ‗was faine 
to be [Dr Lambstones‘] male midwife, and worke [the information concerning their 
maidenheads] out of [the women] by circumstance‘ and that he had ‗frequent resort‘ to 
‗handling [women‘s] urinalls and their cases‘.38 Dr Lambstones‘ [Lambe‘s] association with 
women‘s urine could be interpreted in two ways. Firstly, urine was commonly used by 
physicians to diagnose illness.39 Secondly, and less innocently, witches were believed to use 
urine to both bewitch and unwitch.40 Given Lambe‘s reputation as a witch it is likely that a 
reader would associate Lambe‘s handling of urine with both of these interpretations. The 
rather disturbing way in which Dr Lambstones‘ practice is described creates an image of 
Lambe as an unscrupulous man who unnecessarily invades women‘s bodies for money. 
Webster‘s play is careful to emphasize Lambe‘s corrupt nature with his many references to 
                                                 
32 Bellany has remarked upon this fictional villain‘s relation to Lambe. This is only a passing reference and 
makes no mention of any sexual connotations. Bellany, ‗The Murder of John Lambe‘, p.51.  
33 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, p.215. 
34 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, p.215. 
35 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, pp.215-16. 
36 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, pp.215-16. 
37 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, p.215.  
38 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, p.215. 
39 Rublack, ‗Fluxes‘, p.11.  
40 This belief is visible in a number of different forms. For example see Hans de Waardt, ‗Cunning Folk‘, in 
Richard M. Golden (ed.), Encyclopedia of Witchcraft: The Western tradition (Santa Barbara, California: ABC-
CLIO, 2006), p.238.  
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how he tricked or ‗cozend‘ many women and made ‗so much gold‘.41 Forobosco questioning 
his assistant‘s seeming indifference to women‘s bodies furthers this deviancy. Forobosco 
asks the Clowne why:  
for all this frequent resort of women and thy handling of their 
urinalls and cases, thou art not given to lechery - what should be the 
reason of it? Thou hast wholsome flesh enough about thee; me 
thinkes the divell should tempt thee to‘t.42 
 
The author of this play makes it clear that not only is the Clowne behaving in a 
deviant way, his lack of interest in these women‘s bodies is suspect and unnatural. This is 
confirmed by the Clowne‘s own admission that he is an instrument of the Devil.43 This 
passage also emphasizes that Dr Lambstones is a lecherous man who thinks of his female 
patients in sexual terms. Webster makes it clear that, if Dr. Lambstones were in the 
Clowne‘s place, he, unlike the Clowne, would be tempted to lechery. These references 
associate Lambe and his practices with an unnatural and ungodly sexuality that corrupts 
those around him.    
Many of the ideas present in Webster‘s The Faire Maid of the Inne, mirror The Briefe 
Description’s account of the rape of Joan Seager. The biography suggests that, in the same 
way that Forobosco‘s Clowne was complicit in ‗Dr Lambstones‘‘ corruption of his female 
clients, there were many associated with Lambe who attempted to cover up or completely 
ignore his crime. In The Briefe Desciption, the manservant obediently left Dr Lambe with a 
young, unchaperoned girl. Lambe‘s maid went further than simply turning a blind eye and 
actually attempted to help cover up the crime by dressing Joan‘s wounds. The maid‘s ‗base 
substance‘ burnt Joan as did direct contact with Lambe‘s body.44 Although the word ‗burnt‘ 
may refer to venereal disease, the images of a young ‗virgine‘ body being burnt and seriously 
wounded by the touch of these two people, suggests a hellish, diabolical quality that, in turn, 
supports the pamphlet‘s original assertion that Lambe is not a normal human being, but a 
devil or witch.45 Swinnerton hints that this is the case but she also suggests that Lambe 
could have ‗delt with some uncleane person‘ suggesting that his lifestyle is, at the very least, 
immoral.46            
The retelling of the rape is not the only section of Lambe‘s biography that 
emphasizes his deviant sexuality. Throughout this work he is described as a ‗wicked‘ and 
                                                 
41 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, p.215. 
42 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, p.215. 
43 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, p.215. 
44 Anon, A Briefe Description, C2v. 
45 Anon, A Briefe Description, C1r. 
46 Anon, A Briefe Description, C3v. 
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‗lewd‘ man who ‗wrought…many mischiefs and divisions…between marryed people.‘47 He 
was also believed to be able to make men impotent and prevent them ‗begetting of 
children‘.48 Lambe, here, is described in similar terms to female witches who were believed to 
make men impotent and kill children, thus destroying the traditional family unit. These 
descriptions depict Lambe as one who is attempting to destroy the family sphere through 
magic. As well as these more sinister acts, Lambe had a reputation for pulling humiliating 
sexualized pranks. His biography tells how Lambe magically tricked a woman into believing 
there was a puddle in her way. The woman lifted up her skirts to avoid the puddle, much to 
the amusement of those around her.49       
 Both the biography and Webster‘s The Faire Maid of the Inne emphasize Lambe‘s 
relationships with women. In the biography Swinnerton goes to the prison to confront 
Lambe after she has discovered how Joan has been mistreated. She finds Lambe in a chamber 
‗well fraught with women, not past three men at all‘.50 Swinnerton sees Lambe but she does 
not recognize him, as he is ‗very busie foulding of linen, shaking them betwixt him and 
another, and a white cloath pinde about him.‘51 Swinnerton is surprised to find the infamous 
doctor engaged in women‘s work and assumes that this man could not be Lambe. Whereas 
in The Faire Maide of the Inne, Lambe is surrounded by women who attempt to ‗further their 
lust‘, this depiction in the biography attempts to feminize him. 52  In this way Lambe‘s 
portrayal in print simultaneously effeminizes him and also suggests that he has many sexual 
encounters with women. Karin Amundsen‘s argument that Lambe, in his biography, is 
perceived as both effeminate and sexually deviant is a useful starting point, but it does not 
suggest how we are meant to reconcile these traits.53 Amundsen also bases her finding on a 
very limited range of sources, thus being unable to reach a comprehensive conclusion about 
how his masculinity was portrayed. To understand these seemingly conflicting ideas, it is 
necessary to more closely examine how early moderns understood Lambe as a male witch in 
terms of gender and how he was portrayed as not conforming to his traditional gender role.  
 
Manhood and Masculinity in Early Modern England 
Lambe‘s portrayal as both effeminate and sexually deviant complicates our understanding of 
him. Although these two traits seem to create opposite impressions of him, they can both be 
                                                 
47 Anon, A Briefe Description, A2r and A2r. 
48 Anon, A Briefe Description, B1r. 
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50 Anon, A Briefe Description, C3r. 
51 Anon, A Briefe Description, C3r 
52 Webster, The Faire Maide of the Inne, p.215. 
53 Amundsen, ‗The Duke‘s Devil and Dr. Lambe‘s Darling‘, p.46. 
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reconciled by an analysis of the expectations placed on men in seventeenth-century England. 
Seventeenth-century English society placed stringent expectations on what was considered 
manly and how boys, adolescents and men achieved their status as ‗men‘. In the words of 
Foyster, ‗manhood in the early modern period was a status to be acquired‘ and not 
something that was assumed.54 Both marital status and age were taken into account, as was a 
man‘s self-control and his general behaviour. Marriage was, by far, the most important 
indicator of manhood and was ‗at the core of patriarchy‘. 55  Contemporaries viewed 
unmarried men as ‗directionless, insensible and out of control‘.56 As marriage was popularly 
viewed as ‗the gateway to manhood‘, Lambe, as an unmarried man, would have been viewed 
as incomplete and unmanly.57 This view of him would have been augmented by his advanced 
age of eighty. Old age and marriage were both key factors in determining a man‘s manliness 
and old age was often seen as grounds for disqualification from socially constructed 
manhood.58 During the early modern period a man‘s reason was dependent on his manhood 
and it was ‗in danger of being lost in old age.‘59 For a man to lose his reason was to risk 
becoming effeminate as women were traditionally viewed as having less reason than men.60 
One contemporary argued that men over the age of 80 were good ‗for nothing but to sit in a 
chaire in their chamber.‘61 Alex Shepard has pointed out that this contemporary was actually 
being rather generous; many other contemporaries claimed that men over the age of 60 or 70 
were incapable of contributing meaningfully to society.62  For men to retain any patriarchal 
authority in old age, they needed to have ‗lived righteously in the past‘.63 In the case of 
Lambe, a convicted witch and acquitted rapist, old age and his bachelorhood would have led 
to him being perceived as not having achieved the socially constructed goals of manhood. 
These traits would also have contributed to his depiction as a dangerous witch. As Elizabeth 
Kent has argued, male witches were often viewed as men who ‗leaked envy and anger, 
aggression and revenge, malice and spite.‘ 64  Lambe‘s alleged rape of Joan Seager was 
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extremely violent and it not only disqualifies him from manhood but also strengthens his 
portrayal as a witch.      
As an elderly man, Lambe would have been expected to behave in a certain way. Old 
men were ‗deemed (and expected to be) chaste.‘65 Lambe‘s alleged rape of Joan Seager shows 
him as a man driven by his lusts and inflamed by sexual desire. As well as this being socially 
unacceptable for a man of Lambe‘s age, many conduct writers of the seventeenth century 
warned that ‗men who made themselves contemptible by…lewdnesse…surrendered their 
authority.‘66 Lambe then, as a man who is lustful, unmarried and old, can be portrayed as the 
exact opposite of what was considered manly in seventeenth-century England.    
It may seem difficult to reconcile Lambe‘s aggressive sexuality and his portrayal as a 
lustful old man with his simultaneous effeminacy but, in fact, these depictions both show the 
reader that Lambe does not conform to his traditional gender role.67 Lambe‘s deviation from 
the ideals of manhood would have been labelled in terms of ‗effeminacy, bestiality, and 
servile bondage.‘68 Furthermore, Lambe‘s interactions with demons and the Devil would 
have led to many viewing him as effeminate. As Gaskill argues, ‗demonism conferred upon 
men the most despicable female characteristics – weakness, spite, envy, wantonness, and 
inconstancy…A real man, it was felt, had no need of magical power to make his way in the 
world.‘69 Ultimately, Lambe‘s unmarried status, his advanced age and his interaction with 
witchcraft and the Devil, would all have combined to portray him as somebody who had 
failed to achieve manhood.          
Not surprisingly, apart from having different societal expectations placed upon them, 
men and women were also viewed differently in terms of witchcraft. As a male witch Lambe 
was portrayed differently from his female equivalents. Men as witches represented a ‗failing 
of masculinity‘, something that was just as threatening as female witches who became 
witches because of a ‗malevolent widowhood‘.70 Witches of both genders were marked out as 
failing to conform to their traditional gender roles. They were, however, perceived 
differently. Male witches, who made up approximately ten percent of the accused, were 
believed to engage with a more ‗bookish‘ type of witchcraft than female witches. 71  
Contemporaries defined certain diabolical activities, such as conjuring, enchanting and 
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sorcery, as exclusively masculine.72 Female witches were only rarely accused of these types 
of practices.73 These are all activities that Lambe was proficient in, suggesting the extent to 
which his witchcraft was portrayed within a gendered framework.    
 
Lambe and his apprentice 
Popular print works depicted Lambe as having an apprentice or successor, Anne Bodenham. 
A brief comparison between Lambe and Bodenham serves to highlight the gendered 
differences (and similarities) in their portrayal as witches. As Lambe‘s alleged successor, 
Bodenham was also proficient in this bookish form of witchcraft, thus creating another link 
between the two. Despite Bodenham‘s gender she has engaged with a more male form of 
witchcraft. This simultaneously strengthens her connection with Lambe and also creates an 
image of her as unfeminine. As Lambe seems effeminate and a failure of masculinity, 
Bodenham may have been viewed in comparable terms in relation to ideals of femininity. 
Women who were unmarried and past childbearing age were often seen as having no part in 
a traditional societal order.74 Also like Lambe, Bodenham is sexualized by the popular print 
surrounding her, particularly in regards to her relationship with him. The print written 
about Bodenham consists of two pamphlets, published within a week of each other in 1653, a 
longer book published in 1688 and a ballad published in 1653 that has yet to be analysed by 
historians.75 The first pamphlet is much longer than the second and seems to have almost 
wholly inspired the shorter work. The more detailed Anne Bodenham pamphlet tells us that 
she lived with Lambe, thus hinting at an unorthodox sexual relationship and reconfirming 
readers‘ views (formed from earlier print culture) about the sexually promiscuous nature of 
Lambe and his associates. This impression would have been enforced from a reading of these 
two pamphlets that claim that Bodenham is ‗lewde‘ and ‗base‘, and that the maid, Anne Stiles, 
who has been seduced into witchcraft by her mistress, is a ‗whore‘.76   Stiles is further 
sexualized in the 1688 book, The Kingdom of Darkness.77 In this work‘s illustration of Anne 
Bodenham and Anne Stiles, Stiles‘ breasts and nipples are on display above her dress (fig. 1). 
 The longer Anne Bodenham pamphlet continues to present her witchcraft in a 
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sexualized light, noting how the women searching Bodenham‘s body for Devil‘s marks 
found:  
a certain mark or Teat, about the length and bignesse of the Niple of 
a Womans breast, and hollow and soft as a Niple, with a hole on the 
top of it and…likewise found in her secret place another Teat, soft, 
and like the former on her shoulder.78  
 
This sexualized description, partnered with the information that Bodenham lived, 
presumably inappropriately, with Lambe suggests to the reader that Anne was a supposedly 
immoral woman. Her association with Lambe only furthers his own perception as sexually 
deviant.          
 
Conclusion 
The story of Dr Lambe provides a compelling example of the links between witchcraft and 
sexuality in early-modern England. His depiction in print highlights the ways in which male 
witches were not simply effeminized but were perceived as failing to achieve manhood and 
engage with their traditional gender role. Lambe‘s portrayal in print as a sexually deviant or 
effeminate man is not just visible in one or two pieces of popular print concerning Lambe but 
is evident in nearly all of the printed sources. In this way, we can see a clear English 
preoccupation with the links between sexuality, manhood and witchcraft.  
Appendix 
   
 
                                                 
78 R.B., The Kingdom of Darkness, E2v [28]. 
Figure 1 – B., R. The Kingdom of 
Darkness: or the history of daemons, specters, 
witches, apparitions, possessions, 
disturbances, and other wonderful and 
supernatural delusions, mischievous feats, 
and malicious impostures of the Devil. 
London: printed for Nathanial Crouch at 
the Bell in the Poultry near Cheapside, 
1688. B1r.  
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Flirting with Power:  Gender and Politics in Twenty-First-Century Representations 
of Anne Boleyn as Queen Consort 
Laura Saxton, Australian Catholic University1 
Introduction 
The role of queen consort in early modern Europe was defined in terms consistent with 
those of a wife.2 This is clearly demonstrated in A Treatise on the Prerogatives of a Queen 
Consort of England [sic], which states that, although ‗the use of the word now hath made it 
clearly applicable to Queens also, that are sole and supreme in Government‘, the word queen 
‗signifies that Habitude which is betwixt her and the King; as they are Husband and Wife; 
rather than Supremacy of Power or Place‘ [sic].3 It is this perception of sixteenth-century 
royal marriage that permeates many twenty-first-century narratives that attend to this era.4 
These often perceive Boleyn as having failed to conform to the expectations that her 
position demanded; she did not produce the longed for male heir, nor is she remembered as 
having been a dutiful wife.5  
The extent to which Boleyn directly influenced the politics of Henry‘s reign, both 
prior to and during their marriage is essential to perceptions of her adherence to the 
conventional role of queen consort. Representations of the couple‘s power dynamics vary 
significantly, with depictions of Boleyn ranging from domineering, insightful or absent, 
depending on the author‘s own perspective. She is often positioned as the instigator of such 
events as Henry‘s separation from Katherine and the execution of Sir Thomas More.  
           This paper will examine representations of Anne Boleyn‘s role in state affairs in 
various genres of historical writing published since 2000, taking as example the arrest and 
execution of Sir Thomas More. Utilising a postmodern theoretical perspective, it will 
analyse four recent texts that prominently feature Boleyn: Suzannah Dunn‘s The Queen of 
Subtleties, Hilary Mantel‘s Wolf Hall and Bring up the Bodies and David Starkey‘s ‗Rival 
Queens‘ in Six Wives: the Queens of Henry VIII.  It will suggest that each author actively 
                                                 
1 Email: Laura.Saxton@acu.edu.au 
2 See David Loades, Tudor Queens of England (London: Continuum, 2009), p.4. A queen consort ‗should show 
all those qualities that were held to be virtues in contemporary women, but an enhanced degree because of her 
unique position‘.  
3 A Treatise on the Prerogatives of a Queen Consort of England (London: His Majesty‘s law printers, for W. Owen, 
1762), p.5. 
4 See Frances E. Dolan, Marriage and Violence: The Early Modern Legacy (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2009), p.132. ‗While popular biographers and novelists share somewhat reductive 
assumptions about what marriage meant for women in the Tudor period, popular biographers articulate those 
assumptions most directly and authoritatively. Marriage, they explain, offered women a route to social 
advancement and security, yet it also required their ‗subjection,‘ ‗subjugation,‘ or ‗self-abnegation‘. 
5 It should be noted, however, that many modern narratives position Boleyn as having succeeded in producing 
a legitimate heir - in spite of her peers‘ perception to the contrary - as they write with the knowledge of 
Elizabeth‘s legacy as queen regnant.   
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constructs their own narrative using the historical imagination, in turn creating their own 
characterisations, despite perceived variations in genre, truth status, style and audience. It 
will analyse the way in which language and literary archetypes, rather than evidence, are 
employed by authors to construct their own portrayals of Boleyn as queen consort and, 
subsequently, her relationship with Henry VIII. 
 
Suzannah Dunn – The Queen of Subtleties 
Dunn‘s 2004 novel opens with Boleyn writing to her daughter Elizabeth from the Tower of 
London on the eve of her execution. Her purpose is redemption, recording her life in order 
that her daughter will one day remember her. ‗Elizabeth, you‘ll be told lies about me, or 
perhaps even nothing at all‘, she writes, ‗I don‘t know which is worse‘.6 What follows is a 
candid – and often unflattering – account of her past, in which she is spiteful, unforgiving 
and ready to sacrifice others for her own ambition. Given that her purpose is to convey her 
own account of her life for her daughter, anticipating that polemic will dominate 
posthumous discussions of her, a narrative that flatters her would not be unsurprising. This 
version of Anne that Anne herself provides, however, is brash, cruel and unrepentant.  
The voice of Lucy Cornwallis, the king‘s fictional confectioner, constitutes the 
secondary narrative of the novel, appearing in alternating chapters. This narrative follows 
the course of Boleyn‘s reign, culminating in the execution of Lucy‘s valued friend Mark 
Smeaton. As a member of the working classes, Lucy offers an interesting perspective. She is 
seen to articulate the fear and contempt of the people as they witness the upheaval 
instigated by Henry‘s divorce. However, her role within the royal kitchens and, in particular, 
her friendship with the ill-fated Mark ensures that her impression of the unfolding events is 
informed by her proximity to them. Her grief for those who suffered on account of Henry‘s 
second marriage, particularly the ill-fated Mark, is reflected in her negative opinion of 
Boleyn.  
 
Hilary Mantel – Wolf Hall and Bring up the Bodies 
Mantel makes Thomas Cromwell, Henry VIII‘s Vicar General, her protagonist in Wolf Hall 
and Bring up the bodies, the first two instalments of a planned trilogy. Wolf Hall, the 2009 
Man Booker winner, charts the period of Henry and Anne‘s relationship, from the first 
rumours that Henry wishes to separate from Katherine, to Thomas More‘s execution, while 
Bring up the bodies, published in 2012, continues the story to the point of Anne‘s own 
                                                 
6 Suzannah Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties (London: Flamingo, 2004), p.1. 
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execution. Boleyn is at the centre of the key political issues of the day; thus her presence 
drives this narrative, although she is a somewhat distant figure. As Cromwell‘s role in 
procuring Henry‘s annulment becomes increasingly prominent, he becomes acquainted with 
Anne who, as in previous renditions, is intelligent, controlling, ambitious and quick-
tempered – ‗there is one quick way to please that lady‘, Cromwell observes, ‗and that is to 
crown her queen‘.7 The association between Cromwell and Boleyn is not a personal one and, 
although Anne is outspoken regarding affairs of state, her private thoughts and desires are 
rarely exposed.  
 
David Starkey – ‘Rival queens’ in Six Wives: the Queens of Henry VIII 
In his introduction to the non-fiction  but popular text Six wives: the queens of Henry VIII, 
Starkey posits that Henry‘s marital history, ‗as conventionally told‘, offers ‗almost the full 
range of female stereotypes: the Saint, the Schemer, the Doormat, the Dim Fat Girl, the 
Sexy Teenager and the Bluestocking‘.8 With this book, he reconsiders these archetypes and 
offers a new perspective on the women who inspired them. ‗As far as Henry‘s second Queen, 
Anne Boleyn, is concerned‘, he suggests that ‗there was neither the need nor the 
opportunity for such fundamental reconsideration of character‘.9 Although this is, in part, 
due to previous scholarship, he suggests that ‗it has been Anne‘s fate to be vilified rather 
that idealised (and enemies, I feel, tend to be rather more honest than friends)‘.10 Yet this 
narrative is not an unflattering account of Boleyn; Starkey perceives her as a flawed yet 
formidable and exciting woman. This version of Boleyn is a ‗brutal and effective politician‘,11 
who possessed both ‗character, intelligence and presence‘ and a ‗shrewish side‘.12 Starkey 
describes the history of Henry VIII and his wives as ‗one of the world‘s great stories‘,13 and, 
unlike G. W. Bernard who unequivocally distances himself from authors of fiction,14 appears 
to embrace the popularity of his subject matter and his vast audience. As Brad Hooper posits, 
‗this is history made as fluent and compelling as excellent fiction‘.15  
                                                 
7 Hilary Mantel, Wolf Hall (London: Harper Collins Publishers, 2009), p.166. 
8 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.xv. 
9 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.xxi. 
10 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.xxi. 
11 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.555. 
12 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.564-5. 
13 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.xvi. 
14 G. W. Bernard, Anne Boleyn: Fatal Attractions (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2010), p.ix. 
Bernard states that ‗historical playwrights, historical novelists and film directors are perfectly free to use their 
imaginations to fill in the enormous gaps in our knowledge, and if they do so for dramatic effect, that 
undoubtedly makes for good reading and viewing. But precisely because such representations can be powerful 
and make a deep impact, they risk embedding images that are at best fanciful and at worst downright false‘. 
15 Brad Hooper, ‗Starkey, David. Six Wives: the Queens of Henry VIII (Book Review)(Young Adult 
Review)(Brief Article)‘, Booklist 99, 21 (2003), p.1860. 
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‘We edit their writings, we rewrite their lives’.16 
Historical fiction has traditionally been of limited interest to both literary scholars and 
historians who have disregarded the form as a contradictory amalgamation of two distinct 
forms of prose.17 With its deliberate fictionalisation of events and individuals, and direct 
appropriation of a plot from the past, the historical novel has often been considered to have 
been incapable of achieving either the accuracy demanded by history, or the creative 
demands of literature. Despite these traditional delineations, postmodern discourse of recent 
years has asserted that historians are not alone in their ability to engage with the past, nor 
are their narratives devoid of fiction.    
The contention that history is primarily a literary genre has been amongst the more 
controversial aspects of such discourse, with the use of narrative to convey the individual 
interpretations of historians central to this claim. Whilst this structure ensures that 
historical texts bear a strong resemblance to their literary counterparts, it is the 
configuration of the past to meet the demands of the form that is of particular interest. As 
Rosenstone posits, ‗narrated in the third person‘, these are ‗linear stories with a clear sense 
of cause and effect, and a beginning, a middle, and an end‘.18 This order is imposed upon the 
chaotic reality of the past by the historian who must construct a narrative which is 
intelligible, and which attributes significant meaning to the events described. 19  In 
formulating such stories, authors regularly engage in the act of characterisation. Aspects of 
an individual‘s persona - including their affective interactions, motivations, personality and 
intellect - are often described by historians, in spite of the intangible nature of such 
characteristics. Agents are thus transformed into ‗the kind of intending, feeling, and 
thinking subjects with whom the reader can identify and empathize, in the way one does 
with characters in fictional stories‘.20  
As with many aspects of postmodernism, it is difficult to offer a succinct definition of 
postmodern historical fiction. In her 1988 work A Poetics of Postmodernism, Linda Hutcheon 
introduced ‗historiographic metafiction‘ as a category of analysis, referring to novels that 
                                                 
16 Mantel, Wolf Hall, p.649. 
17 Dean Rehberger, ‗Vulgar fiction, impure history: The neglect of historical fiction‘, Journal of American 
Culture 18, 4 (1995), p.59. 
18 Robert A. Rosenstone, ‗Introduction: practice and theory‘, in Experiments in rethinking history (eds Alun 
Munslow and Robert A. Rosenstone), (New York: Routledge, 2004), p.1. 
19 See Amy J. Elias, ‗Metahistorical romance, the historical sublime, and dialogic history‘, Rethinking History: 
The Journal of Theory and Practice 9, 2 (2005), p.160. Elias states that ‗postmodernity, if it exists, attacks the 
belief that humankind can perceive or understand anything beyond the language that defines it or the culture 
it constructs (and that constructs it in turn). Post-modernity retains one idea common to the other two phases 
of intellectual history - namely that history is chaotic - but it loses faith that a supra-historical vision of that 
history, either by God or by man, is possible‘. 
20 Hayden White, ‗Historical emplotment and the problem of truth‘, in The History and Narrative Reader (ed. 
Geoffrey Roberts), (London: Routledge, 2001), p.380. 
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feature individuals and events from the past, yet are self-reflexive about their own role in 
shaping and fictionalising that past.21 Within this pattern, any reconstruction of the past as 
it once was is impossible, problematizing the notion that true knowledge about the past is 
attainable. Instead, writers offer their own interpretations and representations. Yet this 
does not indicate a nihilistic attitude towards history, as these novels ‗return to history with 
a vengeance‘.22  They crave historical knowledge, whilst simultaneously acknowledging and 
accepting the impossibility of gaining it; authentic historical knowledge is ‗the place of 
ecstasy‘ that ‗is always receding, always out of reach‘.23    
Historical narratives of Anne Boleyn are apt case studies of this postmodern 
conceptualisation of history. Boleyn can be considered to be one of the ‗privileged oppressed‘, 
a term referring to those noble and royal women whose history has been obscured - often 
because of their gender - in spite of their public and affluent positions.24  Her story is 
perennially fascinating, as demonstrated by the sheer volume of work dedicated to her life 
and character, yet much of what is known about Boleyn is clouded by rhetoric, rumour and 
propaganda. Few sources predate her relationship with Henry thus descriptions of her 
actions, temperament and appearance are often sullied by the biases of her observers. The 
controversy that defines both her rise to, and fall from prominence entails that surviving 
evidence written by her contemporaries is characterised by political and religious rhetoric. 
Hence, her history as received consists largely of conjecture.  
 
‘No one could claim Anne Boleyn was either meek or patient’.25 
On 6 July 1535 More was executed as a traitor, having objected to taking the Oath of 
Supremacy, which required Henry‘s subjects to swear their loyalty to the king, not only as 
monarch, but also as Supreme Head of the Church in England.26 Hence More is invariably 
remembered as a victim of Henry‘s determination to set aside Katherine in favour of Anne; 
indeed String describes him as ‗the most famous victim of the Henrican break with Rome‘.27 
The extent to which Boleyn influenced Henry‘s decision to prosecute More is a source of 
contention in each of the texts examined in this paper.  
                                                 
21 Linda Hutcheon, A Poetics of Postmodernism: History, Theory, Fiction (New York: Routledge, 1988), p.5. 
22 Elias, ‗Metahistorical romance, the historical sublime, and dialogic history‘, p.163. 
23 Elias, Sublime Desire: History and Post-1960s Fiction (Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University 
Press, 2001), 19. 
24 See Theresa Earenfight, ‗Highly visible, often obscured: the difficulty of seeing queens and noble women‘, 
Medieval Feminist Forum 44, 1 (2008), pp.86-7.  
25 Loades, Tudor Queens of England, p.7. 
26 Ernest Reynolds, Margaret Roper: Eldest Daughter of St. Thomas More (London : Burns & Oates, 1960), p.108. 
27 String and Bull, ‗Introduction‘, p.8. 
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This should not suggest, however, that either Henry or Anne are characterised as 
having fabricated the charges against More. Although he refrains from publicly speaking 
out against Henry‘s authority, More‘s disapproval is apparent. This is demonstrated by the 
ways in which Starkey, Dunn and Mantel each consider More‘s conspicuous absence from 
Boleyn‘s coronation. Each author plays upon Henry‘s tyrannical reputation,28 aware that the 
image of Henry VIII with which many twenty-first-century readers are familiar is defined 
by ‗passion, rage, and lust combined in potent, if often laughable, bouts of animalistic 
behaviour‘. 29  More‘s unambiguous condemnation of Henry‘s choices signals that he is 
placing himself in danger.  
In The queen of subtleties, the character of Thomas Cromwell suggests that More 
may be funding traitorous propaganda and Anne believes this ‗made sense‘.30 ‗More‘s views 
were well-know‘, Boleyn reflects, ‗despite his reticence‘, and it is ‗his absence from [her] 
coronation‘ that legitimises their suspicions.31 Starkey also notes More‘s failure to attend 
Boleyn‘s coronation and indicates the danger of this choice in light of the strength of the 
visibly pregnant queen‘s position; had she been carrying a male child, ‗it would be the heir of 
England and Anne would be impregnable‘.32 He names More as one of ‗a few‘ dissenters 
who ‗were conscientious (or fanatical) enough to ignore‘ this strength.33 Dunn has Boleyn 
questioning More‘s loyalty, thus demonstrating the ways in which his choices have left in a 
precarious position, whilst Starkey‘s use of the term ‗fanatical‘ warns the reader that 
accusations of dissent are likely. He does not suggest that More‘s concerns were erroneous; 
he does however firmly position this as a moral stance and as an emotional, rather than a 
rational, decision. ‗Mantel also touches upon this theme in Wolf Hall in which Cromwell 
encourages More to attend the coronation: 
‗I would leave‘, he says, ‗in time. I‘m not going to miss the 
coronation. I‘ve got my new clothes to wear. Will you not come and 
bear us company?‘ 
‗You‘ll be company for each other, in Hell.‘34 
 
Like Starkey, who suggests that ‗well wishers sent More £20 to buy a new gown, but still 
he stayed away‘,35 Mantel effectively conveys More‘s belief that it would be immoral to 
                                                 
28 Ives, ‗Will the real Henry VIII please stand up?‘, p.33. Ives states that ‗between 1509 and 1547, more 
English nobles were executed than under any other monarch before or since‘. 
29 Greg Walker, ‗―A great guy with his chopper?‖ The sex life of Henry VIII on screen and in the flesh‘, in 
Tudorism: Historical Imagination and the Appropriation of the Sixteenth Century (eds Tatiana .C. String and Marcus 
Bull), (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), p.226. 
30 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.207.  
31 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.207. 
32 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.503. 
33 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.503. 
34  Mantel, Wolf Hall, p.459. 
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attend, in spite of the active encouragement of others. She also illustrates the way in which 
his refusal leaves him vulnerable, with Cromwell responding that ‗‗the queen looks 
well...your queen, I mean, not mine‘‘.36 When More counters that he has ‗‗no correspondence 
with the Princess Dowager‘‘, Cromwell concludes that this is ‗‗good‘‘ as he is planning to 
take action against others communicating with Katherine.37 With this thinly veiled threat, 
Mantel‘s Cromwell conveys to More that he is aware of his allegiance and that there are 
grave consequences for holding such a position. The familiar image of Henry as a tyrant and 
the knowledge that More will be executed as a traitor entails that the reader recognises that 
this constitutes a very real threat. 
This passage also acts as an example of how Mantel‘s characterisation of More 
contradicts the archetypal of martyr that is perhaps best demonstrated by Robert Bolt‘s A 
man for all seasons.38 This More is stubborn, malicious, and condescending, hence he is seen, 
not as a victim, but as contributing to his own downfall. When More expresses his belief 
that those who show support for Boleyn will be damned, Cromwell reflects that ‗this is what 
you forget, this vehemence; his ability to make his twisted jokes, but not take them‘.39 
Cromwell does not embark on self-reflection but instead considers More‘s malice. Similarly, 
as Cromwell interrogates More, he exclaims: 
‗your undivided church has liked nothing better than persecuting its 
own members, burning them and hacking them apart when they 
stood by their own conscious, slashing their bellies open and feeding 
their guts to dogs. You call history to your aid, but what is history 
to you? It is a mirror that flatters Thomas More. But I have another 
mirror, I hold it up and it shows a vain and dangerous man, and 
when I turn it about it shows a killer, for you will drag down with 
you God knows how many, who will only have the suffering and not 
your martyr‘s gratification‘.40  
 
                                                                                                                                                        
35 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.503. 
36 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.503. 
37 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.503. 
38 Vit Wagner, ‗Book review: Bring up the bodies, by Hilary Mantel‘, National Post 2012, 
http://arts.nationalpost.com/2012/05/18/book-review-bring-up-the-bodies-by-hilary-mantel/ (accessed May 
21, 2012). In describing Mantel‘s portrayal of Cromwell, Wagner suggests that ‗this is not hagiography by 
any means. Certainly not of the sort perpetrated in A man for all seasons, Robert Bolt‘s play about Thomas 
More, a Cromwell rival not treated nearly as admiringly by Mantel‘. 
39 Mantel, Wolf Hall, p.459. 
40 Mantel, Wolf Hall, p.566. In referring to a figurative historical mirror, Mantel also alerts her reader to the 
mutability of history. It is for this self-reflexive quality that both Wolf Hall and Bring up the bodies can be 
considered to be postmodern historical novels. Mantel calls to attention the subjective quality of history, 
highlighting the importance of individual perspectives in narrating the past. In doing so, she dismantles the 
self-perception of her own version of More, and the dominant characterization of recent times. She reminds 
her audience that the image of More as scholar, humanist and martyr is merely one of innumerable portrayals. 
She does not preference her own portrayal, but instead merely reminds her audience that identity is mutable, 
and no persona can be definitive.   
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Here, Mantel highlights those aspects of More‘s history that are incongruent with the 
popular imagery of martyr, in particular his persecution of those he believed were heretics. 
In adopting the (imagined) perspective of Cromwell, who is sympathetic to religious reform, 
Mantel presents an antipathetic view of More‘s own religious ideals and thus calls attention 
to the subjective nature of martyrdom. He believes his refusal to acquiesce is an act of faith, 
yet for Cromwell ‗this is not about your God, or my God, or about God at all‘, rather it is a 
question of ‗which will you have: Henry Tudor or Alessandro Farnese? The King of 
England at Whitehall, or some fantastically corrupt foreigner in the Vatican?‘41 For him 
‗this oath is a test of loyalty‘ and ‗if you will not swear it, you indict yourself, by implication: 
traitor, rebel.‘42 
In these passages that question More‘s own culpability, Boleyn is notably absent; it 
is her mere presence, not her direct influence that is significant. Yet it is in the private 
sphere, in which marital interactions are described, that Boleyn‘s sway over Henry is 
considered significant. Mantel‘s choice of protagonist is essential here as Cromwell holds a 
position of trust which entails that he is privy to the changing nature of the king‘s 
relationship with Boleyn and is also, on occasion, taken into her confidence. It is in these 
interactions that her political influence is evident. Dunn also offers the reader a fictional 
insight into the personal interactions between Anne and Henry, yet first person narration 
entails that the reader is also privy to Boleyn‘s own perspectives on their relationship. The 
secondary narrative of Lucy Cornwallis presents an alternative view of events in which the 
confectioner perceives Boleyn as the instigator of the events brought about by the divorce - 
including More‘s execution - and thus attributes blame to her. Starkey‘s work, however, is a 
nonfictional history and, as such, its narration is not limited to imagining this past from the 
perspective of an individual. His stated intention in writing Six wives was, however, to 
chronicle the lives of Henry‘s consorts. Thus in describing the events which culminated in 
More‘s execution, Starkey‘s focuses remains the implications for Boleyn and her 
involvement in this episode.      
Each author positions Boleyn as integral to the events involving More. For Starkey, 
this relates primarily to their opposing religious views.43 Mantel and Dunn‘s respective 
characterisations of Boleyn, however, each consider More‘s antipathy to be personal, rather 
                                                 
41 Mantel, Bring up the Bodies (London: Fourth Estate, 2012), pp.46-7. 
42 Mantel, Bring up the Bodies, p.42. 
43 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.378. Starkey names More ‗the bitterest enemy of [Simon] Fish, Anne and George 
Boleyn and everything they stood for‘. 
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than informed by religious sentiment.44 They look to other characters who believe, not only 
that she is responsible for More‘s execution, but also that she has acted out of spite. These 
parties are excluded from conversations that occur between the king and queen, yet they 
believe Boleyn‘s persuasion to be integral to Henry‘s decision. In Wolf Hall, as prominent 
members of the nobility gather to discuss how they can persuade the king to omit More‘s 
name from a bill of attainder, Boleyn‘s uncle, the Duke of Norfolk, suggests that ‗‗‗it‘s my 
niece, I suppose, who wants him brought to book. She takes it personally. Women do‘‘.‘45 
Similarly, in The queen of subtleties, when discussing the imminent execution of Bishop 
Fisher and the likelihood that More will ‗‗‗go the same way‘‘‘, Lucy exclaims that ‗‗‗[Boleyn] 
put him up to it‘‘‘ believing that Henry is no butcher.46 Despite stating that the enmity 
between Boleyn and More was based on religious differences, Starkey also suggests that 
there was a personal dimension to the relationship. He writes that ‗Anne undoubtedly 
rejoiced‘ following the executions of More and Fisher as ‗they had been her enemies and 
they were gone‘.47 He then goes on to question rhetorically whether she would ‗get her way‘ 
in procuring ‗other, yet more distinguished victims‘.48  
These examples each demonstrate the ways in which - as Mark Smeaton tells Lucy - 
Boleyn is considered in relation to More‘s execution irrespective of whether she had any 
direct influence in the matter.49 Yet it does not confirm the accuracy of their interpretations. 
These assessments of her character are also framed in distinctly feminine terms, with her 
gender essential to the manner in which others perceive her political influence. She would 
be expected to intercede for accused parties where appropriate, not insist on their 
prosecution as it was ‗it was in motherhood and in intercession that a Queen Consort found 
her fulfilment, and both were distinctively female accomplishments‘.50 Conventionally, the 
role within the political sphere was largely dynastic, and, as Holly Hurlburt has noted, ‗even 
the most powerful late medieval consorts participated infrequently in the fundamental 
                                                 
44 Mantel, Wolf Hall, p.629. Boleyn exclaims, ‗‗‗It‘s all about me...when finally you have out of More what 
troubles his singular conscience, you will find that what is at the root of it is that he will not bend his knee to 
my queenship‘‘.‘ Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.253. Dunn‘s version of Boleyn states that ‗no one has died for 
his or her beliefs while I‘ve been queen‘, maintaining that those who had been executed - including More - had 
died as traitors, not heretics. ‗―This wasn‘t about God‖, she continues, ―it was about me; Henry and me‖.‘ 
45 Mantel, Wolf hall, p.547. 
46 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, pp.72-3 Lucy argues that ‗‗‗she put him up to it...he wouldn‘t have done it, 
otherwise, would he‘‘‘, as Henry is ‗‗‗a king known all over the world for his love of debate, his love of thinkers 
and writers...a big hearted man. Huge-spirited. Generous to a fault‘‘.‘ 
47 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.524. 
48 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.524. 
49 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.73. Mark defends Anne, arguing that ‗‗‗there‘s a lot that‘s done in her name. 
Others want something done and she gets the blame‘‘.‘ 
50 Loades, Tudor Queens, p.12. 
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power-building activities of states‘.51 Anne‘s apparent behavior to the contrary is thus seen 
to be problematic.52 She is represented as the archetypal evil queen,53 motivated by a desire 
for vengeance and intent on the persecution of her enemies. Mantel‘s Cromwell observes 
her as she ‗circles the room, agitated, less than regal...veering towards Henry, touching his 
sleeve, touching his hand‘ as she declares ‗she will have no peace till Fisher is dead, till More 
is dead‘.54 As such, her political sway is  defined in gendered terms as it seems to stem, not 
from her intelligence or the respect Henry holds for her opinion, but rather her incessant 
and irrational behaviour.   
This should not suggest, however, that these authors characterize Boleyn as lacking 
intelligence or skill.55 Mantel, Dunn and Starkey each perceive her as intelligent, efficient 
and capable. 56  Dunn‘s representation of Boleyn considers the ways in which the male 
dominated court ‗didn‘t even know I was coming...me being a woman‘.57 This should not 
suggest, however, that these authors characterize Boleyn as lacking genuine influence or 
skill. Mantel, Dunn and Starkey each perceive her as intelligent, efficient and capable.58 
Dunn‘s representation of Boleyn considers the ways in which the male dominated court 
‗didn‘t even know I was coming...me being a woman‘.59 Although others, as demonstrated 
by Mark and Lucy, critique her as a political entity as she transgresses her role as consort, 
Anne considers this an advantage as her enemies underestimate her skill. Her talent, she 
suggests, was to ‗flinch at nothing to rid [Henry] of that used-up wife‘.60 Similarly, Starkey 
posits that Anne and Henry represented a united political front.61  Starkey and Dunn each 
represent Boleyn as a willing and ruthless political player with Starkey describing her as 
                                                 
51 Holly S. Hurlburt, ‗Public exposure? Consorts and ritual in late medieval Europe: the example of the 
entrance of the dogaresse of Venice‘, in Gendering the Master Narrative: Women and Power in the Middle Ages 
(eds. Mary C. Erler and Maryanne Kowaleski), (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2003), pp.174-5. 
52 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.74. As Mark argues that Boleyn cannot be blamed for the king‘s actions, 
Lucy counters that ‗‗She didn‘t plead for them, did she...maybe she didn‘t want those men to be ripped up at 
Tyburn, but she didn‘t plead for them‘, to which he replies ‗how do we know? Maybe she did. She probably 
did‘‘. This debate within the text highlights the ways in which Dunn‘s assertions about Anne‘s behaviour, as 
with all other historical narratives, rest largely on conjecture.  
53 Starkey, ‗Rival queens‘, p.285. Starkey describes Anne as ‗Lady Macbeth‘. 
54 Mantel, Wolf Hall, p.630. 
55 Mantel, Wolf Hall, p.204. Cromwell observes ‗speed, intelligence and rigour‘ in Boleyn. 
56 Mantel, Wolf Hall, p.204. 
57 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.24. 
58 Mantel, Wolf hall, p.204.  
59 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.24. 
60 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.24. 
61 Starkey, ‗Rival Queens‘, pp.285-6. ‗in the Divorce, Anne and Henry were one. They debated it and discussed 
it; they exchanged ideas and agents; they devised strategies and stratagems. And they did all this 
together...They were in short Macbeth and Lady Macbeth - and Anne, like Lady Macbeth, frequently took the 
initiative. She was the bolder of the pair, the more radical and, arguably, the more principled. The girl from 
Hever, the cocotte of the Court of Queen Claude of France, had metamorphosed into ‗one of the makers of 
history‘‘. 
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‗Lady Macbeth‘.62 All of these narratives see Anne, like Lady Macbeth, ‗caught up in a 
single-minded obsession with ambition‘.63 Each author positions this vehemence as being 
key to her eventual downfall: as a mistress, Anne ‗had been exciting‘ but she was ‗too 
demanding, too mercurial and tempestuous, to make a good wife‘.64 Hence each author 
positions the failure of the marriage and Anne‘s subsequent execution as an example of ‗the 
calamity that results when actions are taken in the name of pure will and selfish ambition, 
the very opposite of actions in harmony with the feminine, both as a gender and a 
principle‘.65 
More‘s execution is seen by these authors as a turning point in the marriage. As a 
trusted and respected confidant to Henry,66 Boleyn‘s perceived role in his execution is seen 
as having been detrimental to their relationship. ‗All the righteous indignation around when 
Fisher died‘, recalls Anne in The queen of subtleties, ‗was nothing compared to when More 
went to the block. But guess whose voice joined in, this time? Henry‘s.‘67 She furiously 
evokes a scene in which she confronts Henry, angry at his belief that she had forced him to 
have More executed.68 When he counters that ―if it weren‘t for you, none of this‘d be 
happening‖, she responds ―if it wasn‘t for me, you‘d still be in a marriage that was no 
marriage at all‖.69 Anne, writing with hindsight, believes that this encounter signaled that 
they had ‗reached the brink, and, at that stage, the only imaginable way was backwards‘.70    
Similarly, Wolf Hall concludes on the day of More‘s execution, which can be seen as 
a significant milestone for Anne as her campaign against one of the most admired men in 
Henry‘s court is successful. Yet as Cromwell plans the forthcoming progress to Wolf Hall, 
the Seymour family seat, Mantel once again plays upon her audience‘s knowledge of the 
events that are about to unfold: Anne will be arrested and executed and Jane Seymour will 
replace her as queen consort.71 Thus More‘s death represents Anne reaching the height of 
her powers. Indeed, this is reflected in the opening sections of Bring up the bodies in which 
it is made clear that she is unlikely to continue to enjoy such influence. As Henry pursues 
                                                 
62 Starkey, ‗Rival Queens‘, pp.285-6. 
63 Tom Absher, ‗Macbeth‘, in Men and the Goddess (Vermont: Park Street Press, 1990), p.74. 
64 Starkey, ‗Rival Queens‘, p.585. Starkey ponders Henry‘s attraction to Jane Seymour, considering his 
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65 Absher, ‗Macbeth‘, p.69. 
66 Starkey, ‗Rival Queens‘, p.379. Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.94. 
67 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.257. 
68 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.257. 
69 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.258. 
70 Dunn, The Queen of Subtleties, p.259. 
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Jane Seymour, Cromwell reflects upon the changing nature of the royal couple‘s relationship 
and Boleyn‘s ever receding influence: 
While I am in Henry‘s favour, I doubt the queen can do me any harm. 
She has her spites, she has her little rages; she is volatile and Henry 
knows it. It was what fascinated the king…but now when Anne 
appears he sometimes looks harassed. You can see his gaze growing 
distant when she begins one of her rants, and if he were not such a 
gentleman he would pull his hat down over his ear.72 
 
‘What can you expect when historians begin using their imaginations?’73 
In describing Sir Thomas More‘s resignation as Lord Chancellor, Starkey asserts that More 
‗had lost the behind-the-scenes battle for the King‘s mind‘, the implication being that Boleyn 
had emerged from this particular battle as victor.74 This image of a manipulative Anne, 
shaping the decisions of a suggestible monarch before she, in turn, becomes one of his 
victims, is a common one. This is demonstrated by each of the texts examined in this paper. 
Dunn, Mantel and Starkey each ‗insist on Anne‘s intellectual...agency, but undermine that 
agency by insisting on her threatening excessiveness - usually represented in terms of 
hysterical speech‘.75 This incessant and irrational behavior is seen to indicate that, as queen 
consort she transgressed her prescribed role: an action that resulted in the mortal 
destruction of both her and More, and the moral destruction of Henry. Despite contrasts in 
genre, audience, intention and style, Dunn, Mantel and Starkey each construct 
characterisations of Boleyn with their chosen use of language. They evoke familiar literary 
archetypes – the despot, the martyr and the evil queen – and in doing so create individual 
stories about the past that resonate with a contemporary audience. These characterisations 
can be considered to be hybrids of fact and fiction, yet they each actively contribute to the 
ways in which Anne Boleyn, as a significant historical persona, is remembered. 
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The Trauma of Puberty for Daughters in Godly Households 
Ursula Potter, University of Sydney 
Introduction 
In his masterpiece on the emotional effects of Protestant doctrine in early modern Europe, 
the French historian Jean Delumeau makes the following statement: ‗One might think that 
Protestant theology had eradicated the brand of pessimism (with regard to the world and 
man) that had characterized monastic literature. It so happened, however, that exactly the 
opposite occurred. . . . It was in the sixteenth century, and specifically in Protestant 
theology, that the accusation of man and the world reached its climax.‘ He points out that 
Luther and all but one of his successors ‗urged all Christians to ‗despair totally of 
themselves in order to be able to receive Christ‘s grace.‘‘1 Indeed, this lesson in despair for 
salvation was so well learned in England that it led to a sharp rise in the number of spiritual 
and mental health cases, and it seems women were more affected than men. We know from 
medical case books and treatises that a disproportionate number of women consulted 
physicians for help with anxiety, depression, sleeplessness, and other symptoms of mental 
and emotional distress related to religious doubts or fears. Richard Napier (1559-1643), 
physician and cleric, saw hundreds of patients who feared they were either haunted or 
bewitched, or were suffering from some kind of religious anxiety or spiritual problem. Many 
told Napier they despaired of salvation and gave ‗fearfulness‘ as a symptom.  
By far the majority of these patients were women and a significant proportion was 
under 20.2 It is perhaps not surprising Napier should see so many patients with spiritual 
anxieties, he was after all also the rector of the parish in which he practised, but Napier was 
particularly critical of the excessive religious zeal adopted by many Puritans. Napier‘s 
observations are backed up by others of the period, such as Robert Burton (1577-1640) who 
wrote extensively and tellingly on religious melancholy in his great opus, The Anatomy of 
Melancholy. Like Napier, Burton was scathing about the damaging effects of religious zeal, 
and he too pinpointed an excessive focus on damnation and hell: ‗the terrible meditation of 
hell-fire, and eternal punishment, much torments a sinful silly soul‘ he declared, and by 
‗silly‘ he implies women or ignorant, illiterate men, or those of an overly melancholic 
disposition: ‗this meditation terrifies these poor distressed souls, especially if their bodies be 
predisposed by melancholy, they religiously given, and have tender consciences, every small 
object affrights them, the very inconsiderate reading of Scripture itself, and 
                                                 
1 Jean Delumeau, Sin and Fear: The Emergence of a Western Guilt Culture 13th – 18th Centuries (trans. Eric 
Nicholson), (New York: St. Martin‘s Press, 1990), pp.27-28. The exception was Erasmus. 
2 Michael MacDonald, Mystical Bedlam: Madness, Anxiety, and Healing in Seventeenth-Century England 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), pp.20-2; 244 and 233. 
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misinterpretation of some places of it.‘ Women, because they comprise the weaker sex and 
are more timorous, are particularly vulnerable to the influence of zealous pastors who 
preach hellfire and damnation.3 What Napier and Burton have to say about women and 
religious zeal, is borne out by the stories of many pious women themselves, mainly from 
Puritan families. Their autobiographies, memoirs or verses reveal periods of acute distress 
and spiritual trauma and a remarkable number of them locate the beginnings of such trauma 
in their early years of puberty or adolescence, that is between the ages of about 11 and 15.4 
In many instances they experienced their first spiritual ‗stirrings‘ – as they were often 
described – just as their bodies were experiencing the first stirrings of fertility and the 
libido.  
 
Puberty in Early Modern England 
For devout girls, puberty must have been a truly fearful prospect in seventeenth-century 
England. There were two well-founded reasons to fear this stage of life, one medical and 
one religious. The first, which was commonly propagated by the medical profession from 
the late sixteenth century onwards, was the potentially fatal disease of green sickness, a 
condition which affected virgins from well-to-do lifestyles and which occurred at or shortly 
after menarche (the onset of menstruation). This potentially fatal condition was marked by a 
wide range of symptoms, including eating disorders, palpitations, lethargy, mental and 
emotional instability, promiscuous behaviour or frigidity, and sometimes suicidal thoughts.5 
By the early 1600s the condition had become so common that the astrologer/physician 
Simon Forman, could claim it as a marker of the young female body:  
Is there any difference of diseases in respect of the age? [Yes]. … 
For children are subject to the red gum, to worms, to the smallpox, 
to measles, to scabs etc., which old folk are not. Again, young maids 
are subject to the green sickness, which old women nor children are 
not.6  
 
The fact that the dramatic rise of green sickness in England can be dated back to the 1550s, 
raises the interesting possibility that green sickness was a physical manifestation of a form 
of spiritual despair generated in young girls by Protestant theology. Protestant propaganda 
                                                 
3 Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy (eds Floyd Dell and Paul Jordan-Smith), (New York: Tudor 
Publishing Company, 1938), pp.940-1, 889-90, 968.  
4 Napier‘s case notes identify nearly 90 girls aged between 10 and 19 who presented with some form of mental 
illness; MacDonald, Mystical Bedlam, p.233. 
5 For the medical history of this condition see Helen King, The Disease of Virgins: Green Sickness, Chlorosis and 
the Problems of Puberty (London and New York: Routledge , 2004). For literary contexts see Ursula Potter, 
‗Navigating the Dangers of Female Puberty in Renaissance Drama,‘ SEL (Spring) 2013, forthcoming. 
6 Citation in MacDonald, Mystical Bedlam, p.33. 
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would have found in green sickness a useful argument against enforced chastity and a 
welcome tool for disparaging the vocation of nun. 
The second cause to fear puberty was the Protestant reading of sexual and carnal sin 
as a form of internal Satanic temptation. It was the Protestants who developed the 
longstanding Augustinian notion that temptation is sin, since temptation expresses the 
general concupiscence that has marked all humanity since the original transgression.7 Thus 
virtually all human feelings, desires, fears, and thoughts could be understood as temptations 
fostered by the Devil, and in the case of youth lust was, of course, deemed the most common 
temptation.  The consequences of this concept of an internal demon, controlling both body 
and mind, must have been particularly damaging for pubescent girls from godly families. 
Certainly it led many to mistrust their own emotions, even their own thoughts.  Reading 
through the diaries and biographies of devout seventeenth-century women, it is evident that 
for most of them the spiritual guidance they received from Protestant and Puritan sources 
actually encouraged them to mistrust and fear their own bodies, and to view the carnal 
world as the Devil‘s domain.8  Cases of demonic possession, such as the public case of 
fourteen-year old Mary Glover, whose fits were commonly imputed to the Devil and not to 
natural causes, could only have reinforced such perceptions.9 This paper explores a number 
of seventeenth-century girls and young women in detail in order to account for attitudes to 
puberty and responses, both male and female, lay and clerical, to burgeoning female 
sexuality. 
For girls from godly households, then, as they approached ‗ripeness‘, as the time of 
menarche was popularly called, there were powerful reasons to be apprehensive for both 
their spiritual and physical health. Fourteen is the age most frequently cited for female 
puberty in medieval and early modern texts.  Fourteen represents the onset of fertility and 
the first stirrings of the libido, it is a dangerous time, as Robert Burton asserts: girls 
generally ‗begin to sprout hairs [pubescere], as they call it, or yearn for a male‘ he writes, ‗at 
fourteen years old, then they do offer themselves, and some plainly rage. … Many amongst 
us after they come into the teens, do not live without husbands, but linger.‘ 10  Burton 
favoured marriage as the answer, as did many physicians. For spiritual advisers however, 
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subjugation of the flesh to the mind was the solution.  Puritan guides always reiterate the 
need to overcome bodily desires, even those authors who were favourable to conjugal 
relations, because the sexual act itself was sinful by dint of Original Sin. Lust must be killed, 
or it will surely kill the body and bring everlasting death, writes Francis Rous in his guide 
to spiritual union with Christ.11 For girls brought up in godly households the arrival of 
menstruation may well have become a fearful sign of the devil‘s invasion of the body, not a 
joyful sign of fertility and future motherhood, but a foretelling of lust and damnation. The 
Bible does nothing to alleviate such fears, since it uses the biblical symbol of menstruating 
women to define profanity,12 a simile used by preachers and theological writers as they 
sought to make the meaning of such texts plain lest people should sin through ignorance.13  
In a seventeenth-century poem entitled Verses Made by a Maid under 14 we are given 
a vivid depiction of the tormented mind of a young girl desperate for the mental peace, 
emotional security, and joy of blessed union with Christ, as her body propels her into the 
sexual, carnal world of ‗filthy drosse,‘ where ‗Satan seeks souls to devour.‘ The poem‘s title 
makes it absolutely clear this is about the onset of sexual maturity and the spiritual dangers 
this presents. The poem‘s young persona pleads with God: ‗Teach me, O Lord, while I am 
young,/Out of the Divels claws to run‘ and ‗With God the Lord would I could walk,/Then I 
should not tormented be.‘ Though she fears the terrors of death, she reasons it were better 
to die, than to live in sin and be condemned to ‗this cursed place called Hell.‘14 The poem 
reflects the fears thundered forth in Protestant and Puritan tracts of a world in which the 
body is enemy to the soul, and what a foul and disgusting enemy it is: ‗What hast thou to 
doe O soule, any longer among these grosse, thicke, and bodily things here below‘? To be 
without lust is to reach close to heaven: ‗For the first soule was happy before she was 
married to lust. … To be without lust is a true Paradise.‘15 The shame attached to sexuality 
is a biological burden inherited by women, more than men, and a burden keenly felt by 
many young women, such as young Sarah Davey: ‗Oh Lord, my sins, my corruptions, my 
daily actings, besides that guilt of original sin brought into the world with me, was enough 
                                                 
11 Francis Rous, The Mysticall Marriage. Experimentall Discoveries of the heavenly Marriage betweene a Soule and 
her Saviour (London, 1631), p.38. 
12  For example, Ezekial xviii.18; Isaiah xxx.22.  
13 Patricia Crawford, Blood, Bodies and Families in Early Modern England, Women and Men in History (Harlow: 
Pearson Longman, 2004), p.29.  
14 Reading Early Modern Women. An Anthology of Texts in Manuscript and Print 1550-1700 (eds Helen Ostovich 
and Elizabeth Sauer), (New York and London: Routledge, 2004), p.82.  
15 Rous, Mysticall Marriage, pp.3, 38-9.  
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to have sunk me into the bottomless pit for ever‘.16  Further evidence comes from women‘s 
religious poetry, such as that of Anne Bradstreet (1613-1672): 
Ah me! Conceiv‘d in sin, and born with sorrow,  
A nothing, here to day, and gone to morrow. 
Whose mean beginning, blushing can‘t reveal, 
But night and darkeness, must with shame conceal.17 
Or these verses written by Princess Elizabeth Stuart (1596-1660) when she was just 13 
years old:  
Thence they [our souls] go to hellish flame, 
Ever tortur‘d in the same , 
With perpetuall blott of name, 
Flowt, reproach, and endless shame. 
 
Torment not to be exprest, 
But O then! How greatly blest, 
Whose desires are wholly addrest 
To the heavenly thinges and best.18  
 
These two verses encapsulate the overwhelming obsession with fear and hope in young 
girls, fear of the horrors of damnation and hope of redemption through spiritual union with 
Christ. Every girl must have been conscious of this fearful inheritance, particularly those 
familiar with the defence of women pamphlets of 1617, which debated the doctrine of 
Original Sin, and the argument that the Devil found women an easier prey than men.19  
In the face of such damning prospects what did Puritan doctrine recommend? 
Conquer the body and its temptations through fasting, prayer and striving for perfection. ‗If 
thou have some mighty enemie, that hath beene too hard for thee, even some raging and 
wasting concupiscence, feare, distrust, or other tentation see the way to conquer him,‘  urges 
Francis Rous in Mysticall Marriage. 20  Puritan manuals provide tantalising images of a 
rapturous union with Christ achieved through virginal innocence, and the pursuit of virtue 
and perfection, as exemplified in the parable of the Wise Virgins who were well prepared to 
meet their celestial bridegroom, unlike their foolish light-hearted counterparts. Prayer, 
                                                 
16 Sarah Davey, Heaven Realized, or the holy pleasure of daily intimate communion with God … Being a part of the 
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fasting and the daily examination of one‘s conscience were the well-accepted means to 
spiritual redemption, but, as the memoirs show us, they were equally likely to cause 
spiritual torment.  
Whole chapters were written on the merits, protocols and purposes of fasting. 
Fasting was the approved and proven means to transcend the body, subdue the flesh, aid 
worship, and to examine one‘s conscience.21 Fasting was a means to quicken fervency in 
prayer, and so achieve a closer union with God.22 Fasting for religious purposes ‗is the most 
excellent of all,‘ we read, ‗because it refers immediately to God, who by this means is 
satisfi‘d for sins; because it abates the lust of the flesh, and raises the spirit to contemplation 
of sublime things, purifying the soul, and subduing the flesh to the spirit.‘23 It was well 
recognised, if only in token comments, that fasting as a means to spiritual union was fraught 
with health risks: ‗It is something of a dangerous exercise,‘ warns the godly minister Samuel 
Clarke (1599-1682), when praising how Jane Radcliffe‘s ‗delight in communion with God, 
made her mindless of meat, and careless of provision for the flesh.‘24 Robert Burton is 
scathing about immoderate fasting, and suggests that far from reaching spiritual 
communion with God it allows the Devil to enter the mind: ‗What strange accidents 
proceed from fasting; dreams, superstition, contempt of torments, desire of death, prophesies, 
paradoxes, madness.‘25 Even a guide dedicated to the merits of fasting, The Holy Exercise of 
Fasting, voices concern that young daughters must not fast without their father‘s approval.26  
How parents control fasting is another matter. In the four examples to follow one 
father does take a great interest in his daughter‘s diet, and probably does have considerable 
influence on her. In another case there is no father, but a distraught mother watching her 
daughter wasting away. In the third, fasting is not mentioned, but rather the pursuit of 
virtuous perfection and innocence, which in itself would have required a strict approach to 
food. All three of these girls are very young when their religious torments start, all three 
come from godly families, and all three have mothers who are zealously religious 
themselves.  
 
 
                                                 
21 Louis Bayly, The Practice of Pietie (London, 1620), p.201.  
22 Nicholas Bownde, The Holy Exercise of Fasting (Cambridge, 1604), pp.95-97.   
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Elizabeth Isham (1609-1654)27  
Born into a well to do Northamptonshire Puritan family, Elizabeth was educated in the 
scriptures and religious devotion early on. At around the age of 11 she started having 
frightening dreams: ‗I well remember the fearfull dremes of fighting with the devil, and 
calling to thee my God for healpe‘ she writes, ‗although I was not in that extremity of 
crying out in my sleepe as my cosen was.‘28 Like many other young girls of similar age, she 
had an idealized vision of spiritual purity, as Bride of Christ. She yearned to be prepared, 
‗like those wise Vergins to meete my Celestiall bridegrome.‘ She followed the stories of the 
joys of the Protestant Martyrs, and was enthralled by the ‗Blessedness of everlasting life,‘ 
and the ‗unspeakable joys thereof.‘ Food is mentioned frequently, particularly in relation to 
health and humoral disposition, with confusion as to which foods were good for her, but also 
often with guilt. Her father took a keen interest in the humoral values of food: ‗My father 
reproved me for my eating of those things which were not good for me with my too full 
feeding, and my slothfullnes.‘ She remembers being rebuked by the Puritan pastor, Mr. Dod, 
who caught her eating a piece of fruit when she was fasting, with the result that ever since 
she was ‗the more carefull to avoide the eateing of fruit at unseasonable times though they 
temted mee never so much.‘29 In her thirteenth year she suffered from faintness when rising 
in the morning, which she would treat by having something to eat, but was unsure whether 
the faintness was a sign of eating too little or too much, and again she feels guilty that she 
may have used her health as an excuse to merely give in to temptation. Much later in her 
life, her guilt over food comes back to haunt her in the form of an infirmity (wind and cholic), 
for which she begs God‘s pardon. In Elizabeth‘s fourteenth year she craved spicy foods, and 
was given medicine to ‗warm her stomack‘. In her fifteenth year she describes her 
disposition as possibly melancholy, but claims it has never done her any harm.30  As a 
humoural disposition, melancholy was an indicator of a refined sensibility, but it was also 
known as the Devil‘s Bath, for its predisposition to spiritual despair, and to green sickness.31  
Elizabeth was in fact diagnosed with green sickness albeit in a fairly mild form, 
characterised by lethargy and fullness (plumpness), which she eventually grew out of: ‗Now 
I growing out of that greene sicknes was not so dull as before therefore my mother was 
better pleased with mee, though she was always kind to me still pittying me when I looked 
                                                 
27 Elizabeth Isham, Book of Remembrance (1638-9) www.warwick.ac.uk/english/perdita/, accessed 26 June 
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ill.‘32 One of the physicians attending the Isham household was Richard Napier. We never 
know whether Elizabeth discusses her spiritual anxieties with her parents or with her 
physicians. She is more likely to have used her sister as her confidante. It is noteworthy, 
though, that as she gets older she deliberately avoids marriage, being too much attached to 
the single life and – perhaps – the avoidance of future temptations; ‗under the shape of an 
husband it is a cruelle enemy and a very murtherer of the soule‘ claims Francis Rous.33 
Other young women voiced such fears. For An Collins marriage in this world is but a sham 
happiness compared to union with Christ:  
There is a kind of counterfeit content 
Wherewith some are deceived, ‗tis to be feared, 
Who think they need not sorrow or lament, 
Being to sensual pleasures so endeared; 
… 
Then let them know, that would enjoy 
The firm fruition 
Of his sweet presence, he will stay 
With single hearts alone. 
 
Such blessed union comes at some cost to the body:  
They that are Christ‘s truly. 
The flesh du crucify 
With its affections vile.34  
 
Sarah Wight (1632-)35 
My next example is that of Sarah Wight, whose religious conversion and her long fasting 
were recorded by the Reverend Henry Jesse, and published in 1647 when she was 15 years 
old. Jesse describes her conversion as from ‗a child of God‘s wrath,‘ ‗born of flesh and bloud, 
borne in sinne‘ to being borne of God above. Sarah was brought up in a godly family, with a 
mother who suffered for several years so severely from ‗deep afflictions of Spirit and 
Temptations,‘ that she sent Sarah as a very young child to live with her Grandmother. 
Sarah returned home aged about 9, where she ‗gave herself much to read and study the 
Scriptures.‘36 We are told that she was by nature tender hearted, and often afflicted in Spirit. 
At the age of about 12 she committed two sins, both trivial in themselves but which 
triggered her deep-seated fear of damnation:   
                                                 
32 Isham, Book of Remembrance, 19r. 
33 Rous, Mystical Marriage, pp.19, 24. 
34 An Collins, ‗Divine Songs and Meditations,‘ Her Own Life: Autobiographical writings by seventeenth-century 
Englishwomen (eds Elspeth Graham, Hilary Hinds, Elaine Hobby and Helen Wilcox) (London and New York: 
Routledge, 1989), p.64. 
35 Henry Jesse, The exceeding Riches of Grace Advanced By the Spirit of Grace, in an Empty, Nothing Creature, viz. 
Mris Sarah Wight . . . (London: Henry Overton and Hannah Allen, 1647).  
36 Jesse, The exceeding Riches of Grace, pp.5, 6. 
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The beginning of her more violent Temptations was thus: Her 
Superior bid her doe a small thing, judging it meet and lawfull: Shee 
did it, doubtingly, fearing it was unlawfull: and as shee did it, a great 
Trembling in her hands and body fell upon her: being condemned in 
herself. About a moneth after, returning home, having been abroad 
shee had lost her hood, and knew shee had lost it. Her Mother asked 
her, for her hood. Shee suddenly answered, My Grand-mother hath 
it. Her heart condemned her instantly, and trembled again 
exceedingly. And these were the first chief occasions of her deep 
despaire: And upon this shee cast into her Conscience that shee was 
both a Thiefe and a lyar, and was terrified ever since, that shee was 
shut out of Heaven, and must be damn‘d, damn‘d.37  
 
For the next four years, until nearly sixteen years old, Sarah was ‗oft in such extremities, 
shee could believe nothing but Hell and Wrath - to be her Portion, and at other times that 
there was no heaven, nor hell, but in our Conscience, and that shee was damn‘d already 
being an unbeleever.‘ She started to question the existence of God, rationalising that 
Heaven and Hell were figments of the Conscience, yet felt as if she was walking daily in the 
midst of fire and brimstone. When she turned to the Bible for comfort she found only 
further condemnation, often citing Job. 38  Several times Satan‘s temptations led her to 
attempt suicide. For seventy days Sarah fasted, during which time she experienced a trance, 
trembling, weeping, ‗hands and feet clunched, so as shee could not stand; struck blind and 
deaf, her eyes being fast closed up.‘ Many came to witness her trauma, their names listed in 
the text by the Reverend Jesse as testimony to the veracity of her fast. Finally, after four 
years and aged 15, she suffers a month of severe temptations by Satan: ‗Satan having but a 
short time so to torment her, her stormes and tempests were greatest of all‘ before turning 
the corner to recovery.  Now Sarah starts taking a little water, sits up and talks at length: 
‗with a most sweet and cheerful heavenly countenance, and with much brokennesse of heart, 
in an humble melting manner, Tears sometimes trickling down,‘ she urges her audience 
(and Jesse his readers) to recognise the great mercy of Jesus Christ, who has come to ‗open a 
fountain [of mercy] for Judah and Jerusalem, for sin, and for uncleannesse.‘  Sarah compares 
herself to Judah ‗that play‘d the Harlot‘ and Jerusalem whose ‗skirts were full of bloud‘, and 
is now willing to be persuaded that despite her sin and her uncleanness she is acceptable to 
Jesus.39 Sarah is not a sexual figure, yet these final references invoke female sexuality and 
raise the possibility that perhaps some of her spiritual trauma was triggered by 
menstruation and a sense of uncleanness.  
                                                 
37 Jesse, The exceeding Riches of Grace, p.7. 
38 Jesse, The exceeding Riches of Grace, pp.7, 11, 9, 12. 
39 Jesse, The exceeding Riches of Grace, pp.15, 10, 17. 
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Hannah Allen (c1638-)40 
Hannah was sent to London aged 12 to live with her aunt and to go to school. While at 
school she became ill (from an unidentified cause) and she returned to her mother, at which 
time ‗it pleased God to work in me earnest breathings after the ways of God.‘ She then 
started to have religious doubts, ‗the enemy of my Soul striving to crush such hopeful 
beginnings in the bud, cast in horrible blasphemous thoughts and injections into my mind, 
insomuch that I was seldom free day or night.‘ She did not tell her mother of her anxieties: 
‗I being young and also bearing this burthen alone, not so much as acquainting my Mother 
with it, but by degrees these Temptations grew to that height, that I was perswaded I had 
sinned the Unpardonable Sin‘ (unbelief).41 In the title to Hannah‘s story she identifies her 
melancholy nature, and thus vulnerability to Satan‘s ‗Strategies‘ as she calls them, but she 
also makes the point that even the most cheerful-natured person ‗may be broken down and 
overwhelmed either by the immediate impressions of God‘s wrath upon the Soul, or the 
letting loose of those Bandogs of Hell to affright and terrifie it.‘42 Terrified by scriptural 
passages, Hannah is one of those whose misreading of Scriptures and religious books only 
aggravates her trauma: ‗Many places of Scripture I would repeat with much terrour, 
applying them to myself.‘ After reading in one of Mr. [Richard] Baxter‘s books ‗that the 
Love I formerly had to God, was Carnal and Diabolical,‘ she finds herself unable to trust her 
emotions, or even her love for Christ, misinterpreting them as Satan‘s temptations.  Later in 
her life she would attribute much of her despair to her reading: ‗I would wish I had never 
seen Book, or learned letter; I would say it had been happy for me if I had been born blind.‘43 
Sarah‘s family tried hard to help her, her Aunt convinced that it was due to Sarah‘s 
melancholy disposition: ‗would you but believe you were melancholy it might be a great 
means to bring you out of this Condition,‘ she urges her. Hannah does eventually recover, 
aided by a happy marriage and a child, but when her husband dies overseas she, now aged 
27, falls back into despair, sends her child to her mother, and stops eating: ‗Towards Winter 
I grew to Eat very little (much less than I did before) so that I was exceeding Lean; and at 
last nothing but Skin and Bones.‘ Her reasons for not eating are her association of food with 
the sins of the flesh and the Devil:  ‗I would say still that every bit I did Eat hastened my 
Ruin; and that I had it with a dreadful Curse, and what I Eat encreased the Fire within me, 
                                                 
40 Hannah Allen, ‗Satan‘s Methods and Malice Baffled‘, A Narrative of God’s Gracious Dealings with that Choice 
Christian Mrs. Hannah Allen (Afterwards married to Mr. Hatt,) reciting the great Advantages the Devil made of her 
deep Melancholy, and the Triumphant Victories, Rich and Sovereign Graces, God gave her over all his Stratagems and 
Devices (London: printed by John Wallis, 1683).  
41 Allen, A Narrative of God’s Gracious Dealings, pp.2, 4. 
42 Allen, A Narrative of God’s Gracious Dealings, pp.ii-iii. 
43 Allen, A Narrative of God’s Gracious Dealings, pp.24, 49, 59. 
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which would at last burn me up; and I would now willingly live out of Hell as long as I 
could.‘44 Food, and specifically meat, was so universally accepted as the prime source of lust, 
that Hannah‘s term ‗the Fire within me‘ suggests she is battling sexual temptations or 
frustrations.  
 
Sarah Davey45 
Sarah Davey was brought up in a religious household with a godly education by her parents. 
She experienced her spiritual stirrings at a young age: ‗ being young, the Lord was pleased 
in the freeness of his grace to kindle in my heart some small sparks of affections to himself.‘ 
At the age of about ten she blamed herself for the death of her baby brother; she explains 
she had not observed the Sabbath, but rather had taken care of the younger children and the 
following day the baby died. Not long after her mother died, and her grief was all the 
greater because she had been close to her mother: ‗I was a sickly child . . .  subject to divers 
bodily infirmities‘ she says, and this ‗made my mother the more tender of me, hence I was 
more sensible of my great loss.‘46 Sarah was later sent away to school, where she was cured 
of her long-standing illness. At school she apparently enjoyed secular pleasures with the 
other girls, becoming complacent towards ‗the dishonouring of God‘s name‘ [swearing?] 
and ‗lulled asleep by Satan in sinful security.‘ However, ‗some afflictions some outward 
trouble‘ (with other girls?) brought her back into the religious fold with renewed zeal. She 
returned home, having finished her schooling aged probably around 15, and was soon 
comforted by the first sermon she heard from a Mr. Pierce, on the subject of ‗Thou art all 
fair my love, there is no spot in thee.‘ This filled her with longing to be such a one, and then 
renewed fears and doubts assailed her, ‗Satan brought into my mind my evil and unworthy 
walkings.‘  Sarah‘s need for counselling is clear, but she couldn‘t bring herself to talk about 
her fears: ‗I would fain have related my condition and declared my doubts, but could not do 
it,‘ instead she turns to Book of Job which she finds mirrors her own feelings of despair. Like 
many other young girls, she yearns to be a Bride of Christ: ‘My soul longed for such a 
heavenly communion, which put me much at the throne of grace to desire one glimpse of his 
glory, but Satan‘s suggestion … persuade me I was a hypocrite, fallen from grace,‘ and when 
she hears a sermon on the Parable of the ten virgins, it convinces her she is a hypocrite: 
‗how far a carnal outwards professor might be like a real Christian, and yet have never a 
                                                 
44 Allen, A Narrative of God’s Gracious Dealings, pp.60, 64-65. 
45 Sarah Davey, Heaven Realized, or the holy pleasure of daily intimate communion with God … Being a part of the 
precious relics written with her own hand (1670), from an extract in Her Own Life: Autobiographical writings by 
seventeenth-century Englishwomen, pp.168-175. 
46 Davey, Heaven Realized, pp.168-9. 
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dram of grace.‘47 Sarah‘s eventual return to a state of happiness and faith came about as the 
result of finding close friendship with another pious woman, and joining her in the 
congregational church known as Independents.  
Much of what these girls were being taught in theological and doctrinal terms about 
themselves, was not all that different to pre-Reformation guides, such as the Instruction of a 
Christen Woman (1529), written by the Spanish humanist, Juan Luis Vives for the education 
of Katherine of Aragon‘s daughter Mary. This particular guide was reprinted in England 
several times including an edition adapted for Puritan purposes.  So why should the increase 
in cases of spiritual despair and in mental health among young women rise so significantly 
in the early seventeenth century? Perhaps the answer lies in the loss of the support systems 
available to young daughters in Catholic England, allowing a mediated relationship with 
God, attended by the comfort and support of regular confessors, the intercessory powers of 
the Virgin Mary and of numerous Saints, and nuns as role models. The Protestant denial of 
such comforts, while continuing to exact the same expectations of female virtue, and making 
one‘s conscience one‘s confessor, unwittingly traumatised many young women.  Possibly, 
however, more damaging for all girls entering the first stages of womanhood was the 
Protestant emphasis on original sin as an internalised concept of sin located in their 
developing sexuality.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
47 Davey, Heaven Realized, pp.174-5. 
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Controlling the Powerful: Final Judgement Oaths, Memory, the Exchequer and the 
Board of Doom (Greencloth) 
Sybil M. Jack, University of Sydney1 
In 1698 Whitehall Palace caught fire: 
At about 4 o'clock in the afternoon of 4th January, 1697–8 a Dutch 
woman in Col. Stanley's lodgings, close to the Earl of Portland's 
house by the river side, having occasion to dry some linen, lighted a 
fire of charcoal, and left the linen hanging in too close proximity. It 
caught fire, and soon the hangings and furniture of the room were 
involved. The conflagration spread, and the greater part of the 
Palace was destroyed. The havoc extended northwards to Sir 
Alexander Frasier's house in Scotland Yard.2  
 
This was more than a mere destruction of the ramshackle buildings of the Palace of 
Whitehall. It produced the destruction of the records of the management of the Court for 
three hundred years and more. The Privy Council books and the Treasury books were saved 
but evidently all the records of the Household Courts were destroyed. As a result our 
appreciation of how the Court was controlled is for the most part reduced to the references 
in law reports and cases in other courts, cases that have crept into correspondence of 
courtiers or discussions of the political intrigues or the occasional case like that of 
Christopher Marlowe‘s inquest, copies of which were called for some reason into another 
Court.3  
Because the records are gone, we do not stop to think about how the daily sins and 
personal conflicts of a group of people, all of them in way or another direct royal servants, 
were dealt with. There were both criminal and civil disputes. These had to be handled 
alongside the problems of material existence in which the officers in charge of the 
departments had to provide shelter, food and drink, clothing and horses, religious services 
and entertainment for a disparate body of people, roughly the size of a small town, whose 
composition changed daily and which moved, regularly but not always entirely predictably 
around the countryside. The members of this body had varying rights to provision for 
themselves and a specified number of servants which had to be controlled since in the 
                                                 
1 Email: sybil.jack@bigpond.com 
2 Montagu H. Cox and Philip Norman (eds) Survey of London Vol 13 1930, volume 13: St Margaret, Westminster, 
part II: Whitehall I (1930), pp. IV-VII. URL: http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=67770%20, 
accessed 17 July 2012; Simon Thurley, Whitehall Palace: An Architectural History of the Royal Apartments, 1240-
1698 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999). 
3 Leslie Hotson The Death of Christopher Marlowe (Nonesuch Press, 1925) first drew literary attention to this 
inquest held by William Danby the coroner of the queen‘s household. Charles Nicholl, The Reckoning: The 
Murder of Christopher Marlowe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992); See further Peter Farey doubting 
that the court was at Greenwich when Marlow‘s inquest was held and so whether the death was at the time 
within the verge; Was Marlowe's Inquest Void?  www2.prestel.co.uk/rey/inquest.html, accessed 17 July 2012. 
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interests of prestige and position there was a constant tendency for the numbers of servants 
to increase and for individuals who had no formal rights to insinuate themselves into the 
daily routine. Moreover, many of those involved were the most prominent in the land.  
The Board of Greencloth that controlled all this needed a powerful hand but it is 
usually dismissed as a minor element in Court life, an aspect of the current scholarship that 
this paper aims to remedy. David Loades4 mentions it only in passing, noting that when the 
Board of Greencloth was sitting in judgment as a tribunal the presence of at least one of the 
‗white sticks‘ was necessary and in The Tudor Court 1547-1558 mentions it only once as ‗the 
Counting house or Board of Greencloth‘5 saying ‗all subordinate departments accounted 
there…and the whole budget of the Household was centrally controlled‘. In his biography 
of Winchester he dismisses it as a routine position.6  Other writers on the Court do not offer 
any insight. Simon Adams says that ‗the Board of Greencloth effectively ran the Household 
throughout‘7 but does not discuss the implications of this. Only W.R. Jones has discussed it 
in any detail for the late medieval period.8 Douglas G. Greene in writing of the Marshalsea 
speaks of it as a curious tribunal but does not elaborate on where the curiosity might lie.9 
Even though it was a Court of Record — and a Court of Record was the apex of the 
government of the kingdom — we have, in short, largely forgotten the peripatetic court of 
the Verge (the court of the king‘s household).  We have also forgotten its parallels, the 
Court of the Marshalsea, the Coroner of the Household, the Clerk of the Market, and the 
overriding authority of the Steward and the Marshal in matters both criminal and civil 
within 12 miles of the monarch‘s person.  By the 16th century the court in the Verge was no 
longer usually called the Lord Steward‘s court but the Board of the Green Cloth.  If 
anything we assume that the Privy Council managed such matters but although they 
certainly interested themselves in some cases, careful attention to the wording of the entries 
shows that the judgment took place elsewhere. 
                                                 
4 David Michael Loades The Tudor Court (Bangor: Headstart History, 1992), p.60; Loades, The Life and Career 
of William Paulet (c.1475-1572), Lord Treasurer and First Marquis of Winchester (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), p.21.  
5 Loades, Intrigue and Treason: The Tudor Court, 1547-1558 (Harlow: Pearson Education, 2004), p.2. 
6 Loades, William Paulet, p.21.  
7 Simon Adams Leicester and the Court: Essays on Elizabethan Politics (New York: Manchester University Press, 
2002), p.120; those who write on the court as an economic institution also bypass it, such as Maurice Aymard 
and Marzio Achille Romani, La cour comme institution économique (Paris: de la maison des sciences de l'homme 
1998). 
8 W. R. Jones ‗The Court of the Verge: The Jurisdiction of the Steward and Marshal of the Household in Later 
Medieval England‘, Journal of British Studies 10, 1 (1970), pp. 1-29; W.R.Jones, The Court of the Verge: The 
Jurisdiction of the Steward and Marshal of the Household in Later Medieval England (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1970).  See also Marjorie K. McIntosh, ‗Immediate royal justice: the Marshalsea Court in 
Havering, 1358‘, Speculum, 54, 4 (1979), pp. 727–733. 
9 Douglas G. Greene ‗The Court of the Marshalsea in Late Tudor and Stuart England‘, The American Journal of 
Legal History 20, 4 (1976), pp. 267-281. 
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Historical Context 
The Household courts were probably the oldest courts from which the sedentary Courts like 
King‘s Bench or Common Pleas had split off.  We have perhaps been encouraged to neglect 
them by the common lawyers who were nervous of  a Court that was run by those not 
trained in Common Law and from which there was no appeal. Francis Bacon, who sat as a 
judge in the court at least once, reminded George Villiers that the Board was a kind of 
Council and a Court of Justice also. This from a man who was cautious about the ‗green 
cloth law‘ saying he had no opinion of it farther that it is regulated by the just rules of the 
common laws of England, which implies that it might have had some different laws of its 
own.10 
This was a Court with power of life and death. Sometimes referred to as the Board of 
Doom, it was presided over by the lord steward (for a time called the Lord Great Master) 
who was judge of life and limb. 11 In his absence the treasurer or comptroller presided 
attended by the other principal household officers. By 1598 it was in ordinary circumstances 
presided over by the cofferer.12  One of the two clerks of the Greencloth and one of the two 
clerks controller were required to sit with the judges as auditors and counsellors to help 
keep the courts and the statutes and formal order of the household They are often referred 
to as the judges of the comptinghouse.13  The other clerks were in attendance. They sat with 
the steward as ‗recorders and witnesses to the truth.‘ The presiding officer had the power 
with the advice and counsel of the board to alter customs in the court for the better.  Their 
meetings are referred to as the Sessions.14 The Liber Niger (c. reign of Edward IV) speaks of 
the board as ‗alwaye representing the kinges power in toching matters of this household.‘ 
The treasurer, cofferer and controller could in the steward‘s absence sentence 
wrongdoers.15 The early household statutes of Henry VIII's reign required the lord steward, 
the treasurer and controller or two of them to call the cofferer ‗and all other such officers of 
the household as they shall think mete‘ together in the counting house to make policy 
                                                 
10 Francis Bacon, The Works of Francis Bacon, lord chancellor of England, Volume 2 (ed. Basil Montagu), 
(Philadelphia: A. Hart, late Carey & Hart, 1850), 3 vols., pp.387-8. 
11 In an Act of 1539 he was described as master or lord steward of the king's most honourable household In 
the 16th century, and later they were always peers  
12 As its records now start in 1598 can one assume that its practices at that date reflect earlier usage? 
13Huntington Library HM41955 f18 (copy of Liber Niger Edward IV) HM41955 is a contemporary volume of 
copies of the regulations as printed in A Collection of Ordinances and Regulations for the Government of the Royal 
Household London Society of Antiquaries (1790) and ‗Exerpts from the Manuscript of William Dunche‘ (ed. 
A.W.Murray and E.F.Bosanquet), The Genealogist, new series XXIX (pp.12ff) and XXX (pp.18ff) Henceforth 
referred to as HM41955. 
14Huntington Library HM41955 f39. 
15Huntington Library HM41955 f33. 
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decisions.16  The extent of their authority within the Verge was virtually unlimited. William 
Lambarde   noted in 1579 that the Marshal ‗has the place of  the king to hear and determine 
pleas of  the crown within the Verge‘, specifying merely ‗that the seneschal or Steward and 
the Marshall of  the Kings Household should not hold Plea of  Frank tenement but content 
themselves with the hearing of  trespasses, contacts and covenants made within the Verge‘.17 
Francis Bacon in 1611 addressed those summoned under a commission of  oyer and 
terminer held for the Verge by reminding them that ‗the king was the fountain of  justice 
and government …this commission ordained for the king‘s servants and household ought in 
the execution of  justice to be exemplary unto other places.‘ He went on to say that ‗this 
jurisdiction was in ancient time executed and since by statute ratified by the lord steward 
with great ceremony in the nature of  a peculiar King‘s Bench for the Verge‘; for it was 
thought a kind of  eclipsing to the king‘s honour that where the king was, any justice should 
be sought but immediately from his own officers. The jurors were to present offences 
concerning God and his church, the king and his state; the king‘s people and capital offences 
and the king‘s people and offences not capital. He went on to specify what these were, 
including treason, murder, the ravishing of  women, burglaries, robberies, and a list of  
things including weights and measures and whether the Clerk of  the Market had done his 
duty.18 
 
Jurisdictions 
The court had jurisdiction over members of the household living within ‗the Verge‘, defined 
as within 12 miles (19 km) of the King's person, wherever that might be. Moreover, on the 
established principle that applied in most other royal law courts because the king could not 
be deprived of the services of his ‗family‘, cases involving them would be brought in to the 
household courts. Because they followed the monarch, they were ‗ambulatory‘ courts, but 
they could handle pleas of trespass, pleas of contempt, and cases of debt where one party 
was a member of the court and all other cases personal where both were. Of course they 
were clever devices to enable people not formally connected with the court to get their cases 
heard.  
As a further marker of  identity, it had its own coat of  arms:  
this office bearith armes of a chief grounde and defence in to all other 
officers a feilde of gren a key and a rod of silver saulter signifieng 
                                                 
16Huntington Library HM41955 f165. 
17  William Lambarde Archeion (1636 edn), pp27-8; for a use of the verge see Doug  Escew , ‗Soldiers, Prisoners, 
Patrimony: King Lear and the place of  the sovereign‘,  Cahiers Elizabethain, 78 (2010), pp.29-38, where he argues that the 
verge was commonly regarded as corrupt, especially due to the activities of  the Knight Marshal‘s Men,  
18 Bacon, Works of Francis Bacon, pp.289-93. 
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that this office does opene and ponish other officers. It is shewed by 
bookes of kinges houses that the greate courtes of Englond toke 
their originalles in this office.19  
 
These arms were displayed alongside the monarchs in the court rooms.  
Although the records are lost, we get the occasional insight into the court at its legal 
work from cases brought in King‘s Bench and Common Pleas alleging misuse. In 1611 when 
the prerogative courts were under attack, one Johns brought a case against Smith for false 
imprisonment for fourteen days. Smith‘s defence was that the Marshalsea had jurisdiction to 
hold all pleas of  all trespasses within the Verge and that there were diverse officers called 
portatores virgarum who were offices of  the court and that all writs were directed to the 
marshal to be executed by himself  or such officers by his commandment ore tenus. He 
brought a plaint for trespass within the Verge and thereupon a precept was made 23 
September 1609 to the marshal to take the plaintiff  ad habendum his body at the next court 
and that the marshal commanded one Riseby being portator virgae there to take him.20 This 
was a Court operating like any other and it continued to do so for centuries. 
There were changes from time to time and various monarchs reinforced its power. 
Henry VII had found it necessary to emphasise its powers in matters of treason in 1491. In 
1543, Henry VIII reinforced the court‘s power over offences.  This was clarification, not 
addition.21  In 1609 James, reorganizing aspects of  court management and pressing law 
reform on the parliament of  1610, issued a commission by letter patent for the court of  the 
Verge for cases of trespass and other personal actions where neither party was a royal 
servant. Due to infighting about the jurisdiction of the altered court it was replaced in 1630 
by the Palace Court which was set up for the trial of personal pleas and actions arising 
within 12 miles of the palace of Westminster which did not fall within the jurisdiction of the 
city of London or other liberties.   
The ‗Court within the Verge‘, whatever it was called, was thus not just a bit of the 
bureaucratic structure dealing with material matters, although that was one of its functions; 
it was also a Court that could judge men up to the rank of lords for such matters as treason 
and dueling within the Verge. Eighteenth-century legal dictionaries still had these powers 
very much in mind when they advise us about suspicious deaths within the Verge.22 The 
                                                 
19Huntington Library HM41955 f38. 
20 Sir George Croke Reports (1683) vol 3, p314.  
21 the Act 33 Henry VIIIc12 Henry John Stephen, James Fitzjames Stephen, New Commentaries on the Laws of 
England: (partly founded on Blackstone), (Gale: Making of Modern Law, 2010), vol. 4;  Statutes of the Realm (12 
vols) (London Record Commission), vol 3, p.668.  
22 Definitions of all this can be found in Works such as Giles Jacob‘s A New Law Dictionary (1750 and later 
editions). 
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coroner of the Verge presented his finding on them to the court of the Steward and the 
marshal.23 The Board as a court was therefore an awesome place where men and women 
answered on their oath to the matters involving them. People would remember the Bible:  
‗And I sawe a great white seate [or throne24] and him that sat on it from Whose face fled 
away both the earth and heaven and their place was no more found.25  And I saw the dead, 
both great and small stand before God and the books were opened; also another book was 
opened which is the book of life; and the dead were judged of those things which were 
written in the books according to their deeds26 [or works in later versions].  This is that 
second death. And if anyone's name was not found written in the book of life he was thrown 
into the lake of fire‘.27 It is the source for the many physical representations of the day of 
judgement both over the entrance portals of churches and cathedrals and in the wards of the 
hospitals which catered for the dying. 
This was the image before them when people had to make a mere earthly accounting 
to the individual whose divine right it was to sit on an earthly throne and in whose hands 
rested the power of ordinary mercy or severe punishment.  Clement Armstrong made it 
plain: ‗Non other right order can be of a common weal but by a like ordinance ministered in 
earth like as in heavyn‘.  Richard FitzNigel, the earliest writer on the Exchequer makes the 
relationship explicit:  
For it is a good thing to seek the flowers of a mystic meaning among 
the thorns and thistles of this world… in the whole account of the 
Exchequer… holy mysteries hide themselves.  For the diversity of 
                                                 
23 William Haskins, A Treatise of the Pleas of the Crown (London: His Majesty‘s Law Printers, 1787), p74.  
24The word throne is used in the King James Version: ‗And I sawe a great white throne and him that sat on it  
from whose face the earth and the heavens fled away; also uses works rather than deeds and whosoever.‘ 
25Revelations 20.11 in the 1535 Coverdale version. The Vulgate reads ‗Et vidi thronum magnum candidum et 
sedentem super eum cujus conspectum fugit terra et coelum et locus non est inventus eis.  Et vidi mortuos magnos et 
pusillos stantes in cnspectu throni et libri aperti sunt at alius Liber apertus est qui est Vitae et judicati sunt mortui ex his 
quae scripta erant in libris secundum opera ipsorum. Haec est mors secunda Et qui non inventus est in Libro Vitae scripta 
missus est in stagnum ignis.‘ The Wyclif or Lollard Bible has: ‗And Y saw a great white trone and oon sittyng on 
it fro whos syte ye erth fled and hevene and ye places not founden of thest; I say deed men gret and small 
stondyng in ye lyt of ye throme and bookis weren openyd and deed men were denyed these thinges that weren 
written in ye bookes after the werkes of hem and ye see that his deed men that weren in it and devil and helle 
...this is the second deth they that was not founden written in the book of lif was sent into ye pool of fyer.‘ 
The Huntington version of Matthews 1537 version lacks the last chapters of revelations which are however 
written in in a 16th century hand. The original Matthews version is the same as Coverdale‘s except that in v15 
it reads whosoever, not anyone's name.  The manuscript version however has ‗And I saw a great white throne  
.....and there was found noe place for them;  and the bokes  were opened which is the booke of life and the deed 
were judged according to their workes‘.  On the last printed page of this is a trimmed manuscript note ‗Robeart 
Coke..... of  Braidon in the sayd county of Suffolke‘; the Taverner 1539 version is identical to Coverdale; the 
Huntington version of Cranmer's is identical to Matthews except that it omits also in verse 15. 
26Revelations 20: 12 
27 Thus Coverdale's translation of Revelations 20:11-15 Revelations 20:15  See also; 1 Enoch 47:3, 90:20; ‗This 
is God the Father judging as it is in Daniel‘; Daniel 7 9-14 ‗I beheld till the thrones were cast downe and the 
ancient oof dayes did sit....thousand thousands ministered until him and ten thousand times tenthousand stood 
before him ; the iudgment was set and the books were opened. Not the son. The son judges in John 5: 22 
Matthew 7:22-23;  25 31-46; Acts 17: 31; II Cor 5 :10 
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the functions, the authority of the judge, the King‘s image expressed 
in his seal, the issue of summonses, the writing of the Rolls, the 
account of stewardships, the exaction of debts, the condemnation or 
acquittal of the accused, all figure of that ‗strict account‘ which shall 
be revealed when the books of all are opened and the door shut 
(Revelations 20:12; Matt 25:10).28   
 
This concept remained active for centuries. Sir Thomas Tempest drew out the same analogy 
in 1638.29  
 
Duties 
A peripatetic court raised problems about when the authority appeared and disappeared and 
the Verge might be seen to exist in palaces where the monarch was expected even when not 
immediately resident. For practical reasons, the royal whereabouts had to be established 
well in advance if possible so that the provisions could be directed to the appropriate venue 
and all made ready for the royal arrival. The rights and privileges of all palaces for 
exemption from writs from other courts were argued as late as the nineteenth century.30 
The boundaries of the palaces themselves were set out in statutes.31   But direct royal 
authority went beyond them before the Civil war. What did the Verge cover, however? A 
twelve mile radius from the Palace of Whitehall would encompass all London and a twelve 
mile radius from Greenwich a good deal of London. In the 14th century various towns 
complained of the intrusion of the officers of Verge and their right to hear cases of 
trespass.32 In practice what little evidence there is suggests that it restricted its jurisdiction 
to members of the household and the coroner did not usually involve himself in other deaths, 
even in co-operation with the coroner of the area, which was what had been long established. 
By the 18th century after the changes brought about by Charles I‗s letters patent 
                                                 
28Richard FitzNigel, Dialogus De Scaccario: The Course of the Exchequer (ed and trans Charles Johnson with 
corrections by F.E.L.Carter and D.E.Greenway), (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983),  p.26. 
29The books of records of what men did were what must serve to judge them by. ‗The majesty royall is of so 
great dignyte that yt can nether gyve nor take nor have knowledge of any thing but by matter of record.  
There can no folyt[fault] or other naturall defect or imperfection be imputed unto it.  The king is charged 
with the publick and general care of all his subiectes to maynteyn godes true religion amongst them and to 
defend theym against foreyn and home enemies to preserve them in tranquillity and peace, to mynister equal 
justice to all and to protect the law by which justice is to be ministered. And in respect herof the kynge is not 
bounden to regard his private affayres. But the law taketh the charge of his private causes and requireth every 
private subiecte to be carefull of theym and the law wylleth that true and certen informacion be gyven to the 
king where losse and preiudice may fall unto hym by such grants as he maketh wherein the subiect is to search 
for and take knowledge of such former grants of record as the king hath made and must use no fraud nor 
deceit but informe the king fully and truelly of the whoele‘. Huntington Library Ellesmere 482 f255. 
30 The Law Times Reports: Containing all the Cases Argued and Determined in the House of Lords (London: Law 
Times Office, 1860), Vol.23 ‗nulla citations aut summonitiones liceat fieri cuicunque infra palatium regis‘. 
31 Statute 28 Henry VIII c12; in the case of the New Palace of Westminster including the park Henry had 
enclosed of brick and stone, and usually covered many acres; Whitehall 23 and Greenwich 168.  
32 Christine D. Liddy, War Politics and Finance in Late-Medieval English Towns: Bristol, York and the Crown, 
1350-1400 (Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2005), p.174. 
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establishing the Palace court in place of the Verge its general authority certainly excluded 
London although in the areas it did cover other authorities were excluded.33 
The Lord Steward and his court were therefore rather more than a ‗curious 
tribunal‘.34 Selected and appointed by the monarch with the white staff as the emblem and 
warrant of his authority the Steward was in some ways more important than the Lord 
Chamberlain.  The daily work of supervising the material needs was indeed part of the 
court‘s job. In December 1539 at Greenwich Henry drew up an ordinance for ordering the 
household. The Grand master, the treasurer and comptroller or one of them at the least 
were to be daily in the compting house between 8 and 9 in the morning with the cofferer, 
masters of household clerks of the Greencloth and one of the clerks controller at least.  
They were to have brought before them all the books of brevements of all the officers of 
household declaring the expenses for the day before to check for waste and to punish it if 
discovered. The treasurer, the steward's second-in-command, took over when the steward 
was absent, and had the general oversight of policy. It is clear from some surviving orders 
that he did so on various occasions.35  It was the treasurer who directed the clerk of the 
crown to make all the commissions for purveyance for the household twice yearly.36 The 
controller could also issue ordinances if the steward and treasurer were both absent.37 
In the absence of the great officers the ‗masters of the household‘ are to do all this 
and to punish offenders. The job specifications for all the clerks enable one to follow the 
complex process of managing a small city. Each of the subsidiary offices, and they were 
many38, had its own staff of appointed clerks, yeomen, sergeants and purveyors as well as 
specialists such as (in the stables) farriers.  These were usually allowed one or two servants 
of their own. Their accounts were made up monthly and yearly and they were settled in the 
                                                 
33 John Trusler The London Adviser and Guide: Containing Every Instruction and Information (London: for the 
author, 1790). 
34 The Board of Green Cloth only finally disappeared in the reform of local government licensing in 2004, 
brought about by the Licensing Ct 2003 (section 195). 
35Huntington Library HM41955 f96; when he makes an order for the archbishop of Canterbury at Hampton 
Court 6 November 34 Henry VIII to enable him to have bouche of court in the council chamber when the Lord 
great master is away and there are not the minimum number of earls and so on as specified in the ordinances. 
The treasurer of the household was, according to W C Richardson, an honorary position and it was the 
cofferer who took the money and supervised the counting house.  This is probably true so far as the daily 
conduct of household business is concerned, but not for all things. 
36Huntington Library HM41955 f15d. 
37The detailed instructions give an impression of the processes. For example, ‗the cofferer shall daily sit at the 
greencloth with other officers at the ingrossing of the books to entreat upon the causes of the house.  The 
cofferer was weekly to take out the proportion of the clerks accountant for the provision to be made in every 
officer for the week to come and to call the purveyors delivering them the proportion so the good be provided 
of the best.  The purveyors were to be given money in prest and the surveyors to monthly enter the provisions 
they have made with their clerk of the office‘; Huntington Library HM41955 f85. 
38bakehouse, pantry, cellar, spicery, ewery, kitchen, accatry, larder, pultry, pastry and sawcery, scullery and 
woodyard, almonery. 
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Household mainly by the cofferer.39 The clerk of the Greencloth and the clerk controller 
were a critical part of the accounting process. They had, in fact, power to act independently 
of the higher officers in ‗small accustomed and cotidian thinges‘ and could also command the 
departmental officers and determine things in the ordinary course.  It was they who did the 
detailed work such as summoning the creditors at the end of the year who were in a position 
to give an immediate overview of the state of the household.  
Legal issues arose quite frequently. The clerk controller was responsible for the 
clerk of the market to ensure that all dealings between the king‘s court and the people were 
‗upright and indifferent.‘ If not, the Board could give judgement. The same was true of 
purveyance. The clerk was to make debentures immediately goods were certified 
warrantable to the farmers in the country ‗so that there could be no grudging.‘ These were 
to be in his own hand, so that the counting house when paying could know the authenticity 
from the handwriting. An accountant in arrears was committed to the Marshalsea. 
Purveyors had to have their licences checked half yearly and new ones issued.40 
The relationships between the accountants could be complicated; the spicery for 
example, was concerned with linen canvas, an issue that also involved the Great 
Wardrobe.41 It could also be complicated because what was paid for from the Household 
however was not necessarily limited to the ordinary Household subsidiary departments. 
The treasurer or effectively the cofferer could be ordered to pay any bills that the monarch 
or council might find necessary. Thus in 1544 when Henry was abroad, John Ryther was 
the source for considerable sums that Benjamin Gonson needed for naval accounts.42  
The Exchequer was only distantly involved in the business of the Greencloth.43 It 
was principally through the cofferer‘s account that the Exchequer took a role in overseeing 
the management of the Household.44 The Board of Greencloth could charge and discharge 
                                                 
39 National Archives exchequer E351/1795. 
40Huntington Library HM41955 f41. 
41Huntington Library HM41955 f133.  
42 James Gairdner and R. H. Brodie (eds), Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, Henry VIII, Volume 19 Part 2: 
August-December 1544 (London: Longman, Green, Longman and Roberts, 1905), no.644. 
43The controller‘s job was itemised office by office in great detail about 1532 by Boys as part of an attempt to 
explain the rise in costs. It can be dated from the references to Anne Boleyn as marques of Pembroke and the 
long continuance of the parliament which has brought many people to court. In the bakehouse he was to 
oversee the wheat and the fanning of it so that there was no waste and to see to the weight of the bread, in the 
pantry he was to see adequate provision of bread, and that the officer or his clerk be daily in the counting 
house at the greencloth with the clerk of the greencloth at the streking and reforming of the pantry roll 
according to the record of the hall chamber and all offices and also of all ordinate liveries and to see no more 
allowed and engrossed than is ordinary  Item that the said clerk at çasting up of all brevements had his docket 
of controlment apart by hmself and do cast up the brevements striken and allowed with the clerk of greencloth 
and as they be agreed in casting of the same he to enter the same in his docket like as the clerkes of the 
greencloth doth in thewes. 
44 Which were heard regularly in the Exchequer throughout Henry VIII and Edward VI's reign; National 
Archives LS (Lord Steward‘s department) 133; kept with the Pipe records as E351/1794,1795. 
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all other accounts of the court ‗by record‘.45 These summary results ended in the Cofferer‘s 
accounts. These alone were normally heard in the Exchequer.46  This was not a formality. 
In the first few years of Henry VIII's reign, the Exchequer was pursuing William Cope, and 
Robert Cheseman to account for his father Edward Cope‘s time as cofferer to Henry VII. 
Cope was eventually attached to answer divers debts and was committed to the Fleet.47 
Eventually Robert was also put in the Fleet and appeared at the bar. On 19 July 1514 (5 
Henry VIII) he obtained bail48 and was given a day to appear in Michaelmas term.  This was 
put off from term to term until Henry VIII was persuaded to sign letters patent dated 20 
March 1517 which pardoned him - so the barons dismissed him ‗salve semper accone regis si 
alias &c‘.49 John Shirley, cofferer at the beginning of Henry's reign, faced a similar situation.50  
Occasionally subsidiary household accounts normally given the quietus est by the 
Board came before the Exchequer51 if a subsidiary officer disputed the findings of the Board. 
Then, however, perhaps because of political manoeuvring subsidiary officers were admitted 
to account in the Exchequer ‗by writ of privy seal according to the testimony of the 
cofferer.‘  For example in Michaelmas 1518 the claims of Roger More, serjeant of the 
pistrine, were heard in the Exchequer.52 In another case William Abbott sergeant of the 
wine cellar at Hampton Court to Henry VIII and Edward VI who had been granted 
Hartland Abbey by Henry53 owed various sums, which were in the records of the Exchequer 
but not in the Greencloth in enrolled household accounts.  He was released from them by a 
writ to the barons. On the other hand when the men in charge of subsidiary offices owed 
money, these were noted in the accounts and they could eventually end up as amounts to be 
pursued by the sheriff on the pipe roll.54  
                                                 
 45Huntington Library HM41955 f38. 
46 The practice was for the Kings Remembrancer to enrol on his memoranda roll the estreat from the pells 
which charged the cofferer with the receipt of moneys from the Exchequer. These were not all the moneys he 
received, but was the authority to summons him to account. 
47 National Archives Exchequer E368/Recorda Trinity 3 Henry VIII rot1. 
48 On the surety of John Danaster of London, John Oalkrmer of London, John Copewell and Christopher  
Arundel. 
49 National Archives Exchequer E159/288 Michaelmas 1 Henry VIII Communia rot 36. Robert Cheseman 
remained at Henry's court; a fine Holbein painting of him aged 48 now hangs in the museum in the Hague 
50 In Trinity 2 Henry VIII he was admitted to account for his office from 30 April 1 Henry VIII to October 2 
Henry VIII. The account is noted in the views and states of account for the same term, where he is also 
accounting for the wardrobeE368/ Recorda Trinity 2 Henry VIII rot 2; states and views of account Trinity 2 
Henry VIII rot 2. 
 
52National Archives Exchequer E159/306 Recorda Michaelmas 19 Henry VIII rot 19. 
53 Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, Henry VIII, Volume 19 Part 2: August-December 1544 (1905), pp. 
158-197. 
54When Ranulph Dodde sergeant of the vitell office was in debt for £18 in 1553-4 and £133-2-6 1/2 in 1554-
5 it is noted in the summary household account and noted in the pipe under adhuc res Essex. 11 Eliz National 
Archives Exchequer E351/1795; When Owen Horwood as clerk of the kitchen to Philip and Mary died 
apparently in debt, however, his widow and her new husband Walter Ruding were first brought before the 
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Disputes could also arise when the cofferer‘s accounts were not scrupulously kept. 
On 1 October 1551 (5 Edward VI) there were various victuals which were in the subsidiary 
offices but which had not been included in John Rither's accounts. They are noted against 
each office and it is said that Rither will be charged on his next account.55 These then had to 
be dealt with by petition setting out the record, which had to be duly examined and the 
correction petitioned for. This suggests that Rither might be subject to a legal case in the 
Verge.56  
In 1523 an act of parliament (14 Henry VIII c 19) reorganised the whole system and 
the role of Exchequer altered. The Treasurer of the Chamber, who was not formally 
required to account to anyone but the King, was made responsible for household 
assignments, and the Cofferer, the Masters of the Jewel House, Great Wardrobe and Works 
were formally constituted as ‗Foreign‘ accountants of General Surveyors.57 This does not 
seem to have been a success. The king was constantly sending privy seals to the treasurer 
and barons to take Household accounts.58 In 1531 the 1523 act was repealed. 
The Exchequer process shows us some of the problems that could afflict even 
trusted officials. Edmund Peckham had been cofferer since 1524.  At Easter 1531 a writ of 
privy seal ordered the treasurer and barons to take his account as cofferer.59 He came to do 
so in Michaelmas but the account cannot have been completed.60 In Michaelmas 1532 the 
indenture between Brian Tuke, by this time treasurer of the household and Peckham 
concerning the expenses of the household was enrolled in the Exchequer as was the normal 
practice.61 As Sir Henry Guilford who had been controller had died it was his widow Maria 
his executor who was bound to testify to the cofferer's account.62  This proved impossible so 
two years later, on 28 June and then 27 July 1534 so that the account could be dealt with 
Guilford‘s testimony was ‗presented‘ in the form of an affidavit testified by Thomas Duke of 
                                                                                                                                                        
council in the Marches of Wales under a general commission to hear accounts given the Council in 1555.  This 
may have been because he was also receiver of fines and the hearing was handed back to Winchester as lord 
treasurer because of the Council's uncertainty and the size of the debt State Papers 46/8 f53. 
55 The departments named are the pistrini John Heath, the paneteria John Jostelyn, the buttelerie William 
Abbot, the wardrobe, Richard Ward clerk, the conquina and larder, John Bryckell, the emptorie  Roger Moore, 
the pantrie , the scuttillia, John Korral, the salsarie, Thomas Dorer, the aula and camera John Bryce and the 
stable, Henry Leigh, clerk. 
56Huntington Library HM41955 f166 petitions for 4 Mary from the great wardrobe, the stables, and 
elsewhere. Here the examiner is Wentworth. 
57 Nevertheless, in 18 Henry VIII 1526, the exchequer enrols the indenture between Henry Wyatt treasurer of 
the King‘s chamber and John Shirley the cofferer of the household concerning the payment of moneys over the 
expenses of the household. An indenture was the accepted way of handling the relationship between two 
officers. National Archives Exchequer E159/305 record Trinity 18 Henry VIII rot 1. 
58 National Archives Exchequer E159/305 recorda Michaelmas 18 Henry VIII rot 22, 25. 
59National Archives Exchequer E159/309 Recorda Easter 23  Henry VIII rot 9.  
60National Archives Exchequer E159/310 Recorda Michaelmas 23 Henry VIII. 
61National Archives Exchequer E159/311 Recorda Trinity 24 Henry VIII rot 34. 
62 National Archives Exchequer E159/311 Recorda Hilary 24 Henry VIII rot 11. 
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Norfolk, who was not only Lord Treasurer, but Lord High Steward and by this time earl 
marshal in both of which offices he was part of the Board of Greencloth, produced by the 
hand of Thomas Danyell, his clerk in the Exchequer of receipt.  This was a schedule drawn 
from the pells of the money for expenses paid by assignment to Edmund Peckham cofferer 
of the household.63  It was agreed that Peckham should be distrained to answer for this 
money and the sheriff of London was duly instructed - but did not return the writ, 
presumably because Peckham was ‗within the Verge‘.64 In Trinity 1535 Peckham came of his 
own accord and finally completed the account in Hilary 1539.65 While this was pending he 
has been called to account for later periods and the indenture between the treasurer of the 
chamber and the cofferer was enrolled again.66   
 
Conclusion 
The relationship of the Court of Greencloth with the Exchequer was therefore very much 
that of one legal court checking on the activities of another. The hearing of financial 
accounts was at both courts very much a legal hearing even if its financial processes differed 
from the separate but related activity in its criminal and civil judgments. The Exchequer of 
Audit or the Upper Exchequer played a crucial role in ensuring that those that had financial 
dealings with the Crown did not cheat it. The function of accounting in the exchequer, 
however, was not purely financial.  The significance of what was done did not turn entirely 
on its monetary outcome because the business of the Exchequer was to control the overall 
government of the kingdom and to ensure its efficient regulation. Only in very specific 
circumstances, therefore, did the Exchequer overrule the Household.  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
63 £57-14-6 on 8 May 22 Henry VIII and then £19,394-16-4 on 26 April Easter 23 Henry VIII  and 9 June  a 
further amount for the feast of St George National Archives Exchequer E159/312 Recorda Trinity 25 Henry 
VIII rot1, 8 E159/313 Trinity 26 Henry VIII the record of the £19,394-16-4 is repeated. 
64National Archives Exchequer E159/312, where the obligations taken and the process are spread over several 
sections. 
65National Archives Exchequer E159/312 adhuc recorda Trinity  25 Henry VIII rot viij; ix. 
66 National Archives Exchequer E159/314 Recorda Trinity 27Henry VIII rot15. E159/315 Recorda Easter 28 
Henry VIII rot 4. E159/315 Recorda Easter 28 Henry VIII rot 4. 
E159/317 recordsa Easter 30 Henry VIII rot 16 E159/319 Recorda Easter 32 Henry VIII rot 3 E159/321 
Recorda Easter 33 Henry VIII rot 6. E159/323 Recorda Easter 35 Henry VIII rot 50. 
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Not Just a Quaint Object: The Value of Material Culture to the History of England’s 
Religious Past 
Irena Larking, University of Queensland1 
Introduction 
In 1984 Patrick Collinson, in his essay ‗The Elizabethan Church and the New Religion‘, 
made the following statement: 
 
[I]t is proper to measure the strength of pre-Reformation religious 
sentiment by its material remains, [but] it would be a mistake to 
gauge the quality of post-Reformation religion by the same 
criterion....Protestantism exposed the imagination to the invisible 
Word. It was a religion of plentiful prayers uttered in the name of a 
still and seated congregation and of readings from an English Bible: 
above all a religion of the sermon...The sacraments of baptism and 
the Lord‘s Supper still held an important symbolic place in 
Protestantism, but...the liturgical principles implicit in medieval 
church buildings were irrelevant and were disregarded...2 
 
Collinson makes two related claims about how post-Reformation faith was experienced and 
what material historians should use in telling that story. Firstly, historians should not look 
for the post-Reformation religious experience by its material remains, suggesting that 
Collinson believes that material objects and the space they occupied were not important to 
post-Reformation parishioners. Secondly, because material remains were not important to 
post-Reformation parishioners, it stands to reason that they are not important to historians 
attempting to piece together the collective faith community to which they belonged. 
This statement is nearly thirty years old, yet historians who have employed material 
culture as part of their primary research in telling the history of the Reformation end their 
stories in the opening years of Elizabeth‘s reign or earlier. Historians who have drawn on 
material culture for post-Reformation history have done so primarily in exploring the 
iconoclastic activities of the early Reformation or the Civil Wars. These histories 
demonstrate how effective material culture analysis can be.3  
                                                 
1 Email: irena.larking@uqconnect.edu.au 
2 Patrick Collinson, ‗The Elizabethan Church and the New Religion‘ in Christopher Haigh (ed.), The Reign of 
Elizabeth I (London: MacMillan, 1984), p.171. 
3 For histories on the late medieval and early Reformation period in England that employ aspects of material 
culture in some form see Roberta Gilchrist in her work Gender and Material Culture: The Archaeology of Religious 
Women (London: Routledge,1994, paperback edn 1997); Kathleen Kamerick, Popular Piety and Art in the Late 
Middle Ages: Image Worship and Idolatry in England, 1350-1500 (New York: Palgrave, 2002); Susan Wabuda, 
Preaching During the English Reformation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002);  Susan Wabuda, 
‗Triple-Deckers and Eagle Lecterns: Church Furniture for the Book in Late Medieval and Early Modern 
England‘, R. N. Swanson (ed.), The Church and the Book, Papers read at the 2001 Summer Meeting and the 
2000 Winter Meeting of the Ecclesiastical Historical Society (Woodbridge: Boydell & Brewer, 2004), pp.143-
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Collinson rightly pointed out that hearing and reading the Word was central to the 
post-Reformation experience of religion. But he underestimated the importance that 
material culture played in embedding the Reformation within parish communities.  As the 
ubiquitous Catholic objects and ceremonies were central to the collective faith experience of 
the parish within the church space prior to the Reformation, so too was the re-formation and 
re-ordering of those same objects and ceremonies within the same church space in 
Protestant England. The parish church was the spiritual heart of the parish during the 
medieval and early modern periods. In the layout of its internal spaces and the objects that 
occupied those spaces, the history of that community worship experience over the course of 
the late medieval and early modern period is embedded in its very fabric.  
In recent years, several historians have adopted material culture as their 
methodological trajectory to explore England‘s religious past during the early modern 
period. Such studies have explored the role of the altar table or communion table in the 
establishment of Protestant doctrine. Others have adopted this methodology and applied it 
to landscape and how it came under the influence of the Reformation. Still others have 
undertaken a survey of England‘s religious history through its material remains and written 
records.4  
                                                                                                                                                        
152; Judith Middleton-Stewart, Inward Purity and Outward Splendour: Death and Remembrance in the Deanery of 
Dunwich, Suffolk, 1370-1547 (Norwich: Boydell Press, 2001); Eamon Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars , 2nd edn 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005); Eamon Duffy, Voices of Morebath (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2001); Margaret Aston, England’s Iconoclasts: Laws Against Images (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988);  
Margaret Aston, ‗Lap Books and Lectern Books: The Revelatory Book in the Reformation‘ in R. N. Swanson 
(ed.), The Church and the Book, pp.163-189; Matthew Milner, The Senses and the English Reformation (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2011). For post-Reformation histories that employ aspects of material culture see Julie Spraggon, 
Puritan Iconoclasm during the English Civil War (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2003); Christopher Marsh, Music 
and Society in Early Modern England (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010).  The interactive DVD-
ROM, The English Parish Church Through the Centuries (2010) created by Christianity and Culture includes a 3-
D model that recreates the parish church from the Norman period until c. 1500. It is unfortunate that the 
creators did not continue the historical 3-D modelling into the sixteenth or even seventeenth century. It is 
also worth pointing out that historians owe a intellectual debt to archaeologists for whom material culture is 
the way in which the past is accessed. See Andrew Jones, Memory and Material Culture (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007); Warwick Rodwell, The Archaeology of Churches (Gloucestershire: Tempus Publishing 
Limited, 2005). 
4 Nigel Yates, Buildings, Faith and Worship: The Liturgical Arrangements of Anglican Churches 1600 – 1900 , 2nd 
edn, (New York: Clarendon Press, 2000) and Will Coster and Andrew Spicer (eds), Defining the Holy: Sacred 
Space in Early Modern Europe (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005); Kenneth Fincham and Nicholas Tyacke, Altars 
Restored: the Changing Face of English Religious Worship, 1547 – c. 1700 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2007); Alexandra Walsham, ‗Sacred Topography and Social Memory: Religious Culture and the Landscape in 
Early Modern Britain and Ireland‘, Journal of Religious History 36, 1 (March 2012), p. 32. See also Alexandra 
Walsham, The Reformation of the Landscape: Religion, Identity, and Memory in Early Modern Britain and Ireland 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011); Robert Whitting, The Reformation of the English Parish Church 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010). See also Tara Hamling and Catherine Richardson, 
‗Introduction‘ in Tara Hamling and Catherine Richardson (eds), Everyday Objects: Medieval and Early Modern 
Material Culture and its Meanings (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2010), p.5. 
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This paper will explore the churchwardens‘ accounts in conjunction with some of the 
more revealing material remains of the parish church in Tilney All Saints, Norfolk (plate 1).5 
It will demonstrate the validity of extending a material culture approach to England‘s 
religious past after the early years of Elizabeth‘s reign showing that English religious 
history, at a parish level, cannot be fully appreciated without the fabric of ritual practices. It 
was through the process of re-ordering the church space, the objects within it and how 
parishioners, acting as a collective faith community, interacted with their re-formed spaces 
and objects that the Reformation became a reality. As Margaret Aston aptly states the 
‗Reformation for most believers meant the reformation of their parish church.‘ 6  The 
transcribed churchwardens‘ accounts for Tilney All Saints that start at 1443 and end in 1589 
are very detailed.7 As far as can be ascertained, the original churchwardens‘ accounts have 
not survived. Yet in the written and physical records, All Saints provides a glimpse into that 
history, which is at times contentious, for this collective faith community. 
 
Tilney and its church 
Prior to the Reformation the parish church of Tilney All Saints was vibrant and its 
collective faith community was active. Not only did the churchwardens regularly collect 
rents from church lands, but they also received numerous bequests towards the upkeep of 
the church building and various objects within the church. In 1452 the churchwardens, 
Nicholai Emneth and Thome Costyn, received 10s. each from the guilds of St Trinity, St 
Edmund and St Mary of the Purification.8 In 1509 the churchwardens, Robertus Segrave 
and Ricardus Talpe, received several bequests for the upkeep of the church and liturgical 
objects. One such bequest was from Ricardus Lany who gave 33s. 4d. towards the purchase 
of the silver candelabra or candlestick that sat above the high altar.9 In the same year the 
churchwardens received 3s. 4d. from Nicholai Say towards reparations of the church.10 
Amongst the objects that filled the church were several images and side altars. 
There seems to be little doubt that these were treasured by the parishioners of Tilney All 
Saints. The expenditure on images, tabernacles and side altars represents the parish acting, 
                                                 
5 Author‘s own photograph. 
6 Aston, England’s Iconoclasts, vol.1, p.16. 
7 A.G. Stallard, transcribed. The Transcript for the churchwardens’ accounts of the parish of Tilney All Saints, 
Norfolk, 1443 – 1589 (LondonL Mitchell Hughes and Clarke, 1922) 
8 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.13. 
9 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.104. Text reads: ‗In primis a Thoma Lany pro legato Ricardi patris sui 
pro emendo par candelobrorum argentorum supra (summo) Altari‘. Author‘s own translation. I would like to thank 
Hollie Thomas for her assistance with my Latin translations. 
10 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.104. Text reads: ‗Item a Ricardo (Mallham) pro legato Nicholai Say iam 
nuper defunct ad reparacionem Ecclesie‘. Author‘s own translation. 
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through the churchwardens, as a collective faith community.  We can gather from the 
churchwardens‘ accounts that there were at least three chapels within the church - Trinity 
Chapel, St Edmund‘s Chapel and The Blessed Virgin Chapel – which presumably belonged 
to their corresponding guilds.11 Yet the churchwardens maintained these chapels and, in 
doing so, showed that these chapels were important to the collective faith experience of the 
parish. In 1479 the churchwardens Roberti Dodde and Johannis Non paid 4d. for the 
mending of the window in the Trinity chapel. 12  In 1503 the churchwardens Ricardi 
Brampton and Willelmi Baldyng paid 5s. 11d. towards the altars in the chapels of the 
Blessed Virgin and St Edmund.13 
Physical evidence of the existence of these chapels and images is currently visible 
within the church. Their physical location indicates how at least some of the images may 
have been arranged within the nave and side aisles. We can get a sense of part of the track 
that the Sunday processions prior to Mass (at which time the side altars and the 
congregation were blessed) would have taken through the church.14 For example, at east 
ends of both the north and south aisle are chapels (figure 1: A and B).15 The north aisle 
chapel (plate 2) extends the length of the choir and chancel, whilst the south aisle chapel 
currently extends the length of the chancel only.16 The north aisle chapel also has a gate 
that opens out into the chancel. 17  According to tradition the north aisle chapel was 
dedicated to the Virgin, and maintains this dedication. Although the altar is long gone, 
evidence for its presence survives in the canopied piscina located in the south-east corner of 
the chapel (figure 1: C). A 1946 photograph shows that this chapel also had an aumbry 
enclosed behind a wooden door, but  
 
                                                 
11 For references to these chapels see Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, pp.52, 46, 61. For references to 
corresponding guilds see Stallard, Transcripts...Tilney All Saints, pp.13, 17, 66. 
12 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.52. Text reads: ‗Item pro faccione fenestre in capella Sancte Trinitatis‘.  
13 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.90. Text reads: ‗Item pro le Bukkram empt pro Altare Omnium 
Sanctorum Beate Marie et Sancti Edmundi & facture (eorundem)‘. 
14 Duffy, The Stripping of the Altars, p.124. 
15 The church dates from the twelfth century, with a thirteenth century tower. At some point between the 
thirteenth and fourteenth century the tower was separated from the rest of the church;  the two sections 
became joined in the fourteenth century. See C. L. S. Linnell, ‗All Saints‘ Church in the village of Tillney All 
Saints‘ (1963), reprinted by Tilney All Saints Local History Group, 2008, pp.5,6; Nickolaus Pevsner and Bill 
Wilson, Norfolk 2: North-West and South (London: Penguin, 1999), p.732. The petition at the west end of the 
north aisle is more recent. 
16 North aisle chapel dedicated to the Virgin, looking east. Author‘s own photograph. 
17 Only the gate in the north aisle chapel was noted on my 2011 visit. 
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this feature is no longer visible.18  This point suggests that this chapel was physically 
independent of the chancel, in that the serving priest did not have to dispose of the sacred 
water and wine in the chancel piscine and the chapel had the capacity to store its own Host.  
In addition to the north aisle chapel, is the south aisle chapel (dedication unknown). 
It is currently about half the size of the north aisle chapel. But it is possible that this chapel 
originally extended to the west end of the choir as its Perpendicular style parclose screen 
extends this far.19 Like the north aisle chapel, this chapel also had an aumbry which was 
visible at least up until 1946.20 Yet, unlike the north aisle chapel, there is no evidence of a 
piscina.21  If there was a piscina, then this chapel may also have been physically independent 
of the chancel. At the south-west corner of the chapel is a large niche with a simply 
                                                 
18 Archive material held by the National Monuments Record (the public archive of English Heritage): 
B/62025, AA47/952. It is possible that the aumbry is either hidden behind the blue curtain at the east end of 
the chapel, or the insert has been filled in. 
19 Pevsner and Wilson, Norfolk 2: North-West and South, p.732. Pevnser and Wilson state that the parclose 
screen of the north aisle is also Perpendicular. According to the National Monuments Record, the parclose 
screens were modified during the Victorian period, but the report does not specify in what way. The gates are 
Jacobean. See Archive material held by the National Monuments Record: B/62025, BFO34298 – 2237, (1 Dec., 
1984), p.3. 
20  Archive material held by the National Monuments Record: B/62025, AA47/959. 
21 It is possible that one was present and it has been since filled in. 
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decorated canopy, suggesting a fourteenth century date (plate 3, figure 1: D).22 It is likely 
that this niche was home to an image, possibly the patron saint of the chapel or perhaps 
another image. 
In addition to these chapels there were several niches within the nave and side aisles. 
One of these was located just to the west of the north aisle chapel (figure 1: E). All that 
remains is the apex of the canopy that protrudes just beyond the wall. The accounts do not 
specify what image may have occupied this niche, but at the very least it gives us an 
indication as to the pathway that the procession prior to mass took. Another possible niche 
was imbedded into a pillar located about half way down the south aisle (plate 4, figure 1: 
F).23 All that remains of this niche is the outline where it has been filled in at some point. 
According to the National Monuments Record for All Saints, both the north and south 
aisles also had several piscinas (figure 1: G and H, and two in the north aisle but location 
not specified), as well as aumbries on the west side (figure 1: I and J) that were visible in 
1946. 24 This suggests that there were four other altars within the church besides those 
within the chapels. In addition to the niches discussed above, the National Monuments 
Record also noted two additional and adjacent niches that were visible in 1946, one on the 
north-east of the south aisle and one on the south-east of the south aisle (figure 1: K and 
L).25 From the photographs the niches were carved into a stone wall, which suggests that 
these two niches may have been in the south aisle chapel. Again, it is difficult to know to 
whom these altars were dedicated or what images were housed in these niches. But what it 
does indicate is that All Saints was awash with images and had multiple Masses, of which 
the surviving material remains are probably a fraction of the original number. 
 
Tilney and Edward VI 
The early years of the Reformation and Counter Reformation from about 1538 – 1558, also 
made their mark on All Saints church, though not surprisingly there are only a few material 
remains from this period. Still, the accounts do provide much of the evidence for how the 
Reformation became embedded within the fabric of the church during this time. Like 
churches across the country the churchwardens would have received the directive of Henry 
VIII in the 1538 Royal Injunctions to remove the many candles that were placed before 
                                                 
22 It was during the fourteenth century that both the north and south aisles were extended to the east end of 
the chancel. Barbara Pearman, ‗A History of All Saints Church, Tilney‘ (unpublished), 2. Author‘s own 
photograph. 
23 Author‘s own photograph. 
24 Archive material held by the National Monuments Record: B/62025, AA47/ 943, AA47/960, AA47/941, 
AA47/942, AA47/952, AA47/959. All locations on the floor plan are approximate. 
25 Archive material held by the National Monuments Record: B/62025, AA47/953, AA47/954. 
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images. 26  Yet despite this royal directive, the churchwardens still maintained several 
candles, in addition to the candles that were still permissible. The churchwardens continued 
to take up collections for the Paschal Candle during the 1540s, as well as maintaining 
candles during the festivals of Hallowmas and Christmas and Easter. 27  The Royal 
Injunctions did not mention candles on festivals and so the parish was not technically 
disregarding or in breach of the directive. Nevertheless this may have been a loophole that 
the churchwardens were prepared to exploit because their allegiance was to the early forms 
of ritual. 
Having been so active during the late medieval period, the speed with which the 
parishioners adhered to the re-ordering under Edward VI is quite remarkable. Within the 
first two years of Edward‘s reign and the introduction of Protestant theology and liturgy, 
the churchwardens of Tilney All Saints undertook the removal of its ‗superstitious‘ objects 
and the re-ordering of its church for reformed worship. Thus, by 1549 the high altar, side 
altars, wall images and metal had gone or had been sold.28 The churchwardens had replaced 
these superstitious objects with a make-shift communion table, an English Bible, a psalter 
and Paraphrases, and the 1549 Prayer Book, all of which comprised the material culture of 
Reformed worship.29  
Despite this flurry of work the accounts also record some anomalies, which may 
suggest that this parish, or at least certain individuals within the parish, were still 
sympathetic towards Catholic liturgical practice. For example, in 1548 the churchwardens 
Wyllyam Playne and Rychard Talpe paid 4d. ‗for mending of the Alther of Sent Edmunde.‘ 
30 In the same year the churchwardens paid 2d. to one ‗Syr Gylbert for the pax.‘ 31 Both of 
these objects were made illegal in 1547, so these payments suggest that there may have 
been some tension amongst at least some of the parishioners regarding just how far they 
would re-form their church.  
It is perhaps thus not surprising that under Queen Mary the church was re-ordered 
for Catholic worship with just as much fervour. Aside from the necessary plate and service 
books that were needed, it is worth looking at the progress by which some of the larger 
objects and images were replaced. In 1553, for example, the churchwardens Herry Fisher 
and Symon Walpoll commissioned the making and installation of the new high altar for 4s. 
                                                 
26 W. H. Frere, ed. Visitation Articles and Injunctions of the period of the Reformation, 1 (London: Longmans, 
Green, 1910), p.38. 
27 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, pp.158, 160, 165, 166, 167, 168. 
28 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, pp.172, 173, 174,   
29 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, pp.170, 172, 174   
30 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.173. 
31 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.173. 
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10d.32 In 1554 the Easter Sepulchre had been returned to the church, possibly by Master 
Vyker who had purchased it in 1548.33 In 1555 the churchwardens John Crane and Antony 
Adyson commissioned the making and installation of the rood. In order to install the rood 
the pulpit had to be removed and then repositioned, which suggests that the pulpit may 
have been positioned in the centre of the roodscreen.34 In 1556 or 1557 the churchwardens 
William Pellam and Francis Hudson commissioned the painting of three images.35 It is 
difficult to know whether these images were painted on a wall or whether these were 
statues that had been removed, returned and were now painted. Yet within the context of its 
other activities during Mary‘s reign, it further suggests that at least some within the parish 
of Tilney All Saints were supportive of the iconography of Catholic faith and may even have 
worked to preserve what had been removed under Edward. 
 
Elizabethan alterations 
In 1558 Elizabeth I, Mary‘s half sister, acceded to the throne. Evangelical religion returned 
and Catholicism was forced into retreat. In this year the churchwardens purchased a new 
Prayer Book and three psalters.36 In 1560 the parish received a new communion table and 
‗Bybyll stonds‘.37 In 1572 a collection was taken up to fund the writing of scripture texts on 
the interior church walls.38 In addition to the objects mentioned, the churchwardens also 
purchased new plate for Holy Communion. In 1559 the churchwardens, John Pellam and 
Wylliam Howse, purchased a ‗pewter potell for [the] church‘ for 13d.39 Nearly ten years 
later, in 1567, the churchwardens, [?John] Pellam and W[illia]m Dowe, commissioned the 
casting of a new communion cup for the total cost of 8s. 8d.40 It is not clear whether the new 
communion cup also came with a matching paten, which was used to serve the communion 
bread, but it is a possibility.41  
Yet, within the newly re-formed parish of Tilney All Saints there were individuals 
who were partial to a ceremonial style of worship and who were prepared to make their 
views known. This can be seen in the way in which communion bread expenses were 
recorded in the accounts. The accounts for 1560 contain an odd entry, for in that year the 
                                                 
32 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.179. 
33 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, pp.181, 173. 
34 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, pp.182-3. 
35 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.187. 
36 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.192. 
37 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.194. 
38 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.217. 
39 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.192. 
40 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.207. 
41 Whiting, Reformation of the English Parish Church, p.62. 
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churchwardens, John Crane and Water Claye, paid 1d. ‗for Syngyng brede‘.42 The term 
singing bread is a reference to the pre-Reformation wafer that was used during the Mass.43 
Given the shift by the parish back to reformed patterns of worship, this term seems out of 
place. This term is used two more times in the same year.44 It is possible that this was 
simply a mistake, as it is unlikely that wafers were used. However it may be that either one 
or both of the churchwardens were not happy with the change in worship and decided to use 
a Catholic term as a means of verbal and public protest.  At the end of each year these 
accounts were read aloud to the parish within the church, ensuring that their protest was 
heard and possibly condoned by some in the parish. Both Crane and Claye were reappointed 
as churchwardens in 1561. In this year they used the term ‗Communyone cakes‘, another 
pre-Reformation term for the Mass wafer. 45  Yet Crane and Clay were not the only 
parishioners to employ this form of protest. In 1567, the same year that the new communion 
cup was purchased, the churchwardens Pellam and Dowe used the term ‗houslyng bread‘, 
which refers to the consecrated elements, either in giving or receiving.46 The use of Catholic 
terminology to describe a Protestant sacramental activity, albeit in a manner that was 
seemingly uncontroversial, may suggest that there was an undercurrent of dissent against 
Protestant worship and its material markers in Tilney All Saints.  At the least it is 
suggestive that older practices stayed long in some people‘s memories.  
 
Jacobean additions 
It appears that this tension continued into the early part of the seventeenth century and is 
evident through its roodscreen and its altar rails. Elizabeth maintained that roodscreens 
ought to be left in the church for the sake of decency and order, even though liturgically 
they served no purpose.47 At some point the roodscreen was removed, but the accounts do 
not record any payment for this removal. So it is possible that it was either removed or 
destroyed by iconoclasts. But in 1618 a new roodscreen was installed in the church (figure 1: 
M, plate 5A and 5B).48 It spans the width of the chancel and incorporates a solid dado with 
some carving and traceried arches in its upper section. The carved traceried section is 
                                                 
42 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.193. 
43 David Yaxley, A Researcher’s Glossary of words found in historical documents of East Anglia (Norfolk: Larks 
Press, 2003), p.189. 
44 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.194. 
45 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, p.196; Tudor Royal Proclamations, vol.2, p.131. According to the 1559 
Royal Injunctions singing cakes were used for private Masses. 
46 Stallard, Transcript...Tilney All Saints, 2p.07; Yaxley, A Researcher’s Glossary, p.106.  
47 W. H. Frere, ed. Visitation Articles and Injunctions of the period of the Reformation, vol.3, pp.108, 109. 
48Roodscreen, looking east.  Author‘s own photographs. 
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possibly a late-seventeenth-century addition to the structure.49 Above the entrance is a 
small plaque with the date 1618 but no other inscriptions were noted. It is difficult to know 
whether this screen was gifted to the parish or whether it was a parish initiative. George 
Yule claims that screens ‗became the norm in Jacobean churches‘, but admits that that such 
screens were indicative of ‗the conservative nature of Jacobean church [furnishings].‘50 It is 
true that some churches did install Jacobean screens, but they were far from the norm in 
parish churches. 51  Nevertheless what we can know is that this parish, or influential 
individuals within the parish, was keen to promote decency and order, perhaps even a kind 
of ‗beauty of holiness‘ that pre-empted the Laudian initiatives of the 1630s.   
The roodscreen is not the only surviving object that supports the possibility that 
there was an active conservative element within Tilney All Saints. The church is still in 
possession of its seventeenth-century altar rails (figure 1: N, plate 6).52 There is some debate 
over the date of the rails. D. P. Mortlock and C. V. Roberts state that the rails are Jacobean 
but a report carried out by the National Monuments Record state that the rails are probably 
Caroline, if they are original. Nikolaus Pevsner and Bill Wilson date the rails to the 
seventeenth century only.53 If it were only the rails that were installed then a Caroline date 
would be plausible. But given the installation of a roodscreen in 1618, a Jacobean date is 
equally plausible. The altar rails certainly indicate that there were those within the parish 
who were keen to maintain a sense of decency and order, especially since the rails were not 
destroyed during the turbulent 1640s.  
Despite the survival of its roodscreen and altar rails, Tilney All Saints was not 
immune from the iconoclastic activities that took place during the 1640s. The upheavals of 
the Civil Wars may have further intensified already existing tensions within the parish. Yet 
it appears that this destruction may have been minimal. Across the country we know that 
churchyard and gable crosses were being broken, stained glass and memorial brasses were 
being removed, as well as anything else that seemed questionable or that hinted of popery. 
                                                 
49 According to Pevsner and Bill Wilson the arches have late seventeenth century foliage, suggesting 
subsequent modification. Nikolaus Pevsner and Bill Wilson, Norfolk 2: North-West and South, p.732. 
50 George Yule, ‗James VI and I: furnishing the churches in his two kingdoms‘ in Anthony Fletcher and Peter 
Roberts (eds), Religion, Culture and Society in Early Modern Britain (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1994), pp.182-208, 193, 203. The quote actually reads ‗church buildings‘, but from the context of the paper I 
believe Yule means the furnishings rather than churches that were built during the early seventeenth century. 
51 Whiting argues that the production of screens during the post-Reformation period was lower than before 
the Reformation. Furthermore, the destruction of screens continued into the later part of the sixteenth century 
and into the seventeenth century, ‗especially in the south and east‘. Whiting, Reformation of the English Parish 
Church, pp.7, 16.  
52 Author‘s own photograph. 
53 D. P. Mortlock and C. V. Robers, A Guide to Norfolk Churches (Cambridge: The Luterworth Press, 2007), 
p.288; Pevsner and Wilson, Norfolk 2: North-West and South, p.733. Pevsner and Wilson state that the altar rail 
is seventeenth century. Archive material held by the National Monuments Record: BFO34298 – 2237 (1 Dec., 
1984), p.3. 
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For the parish of Tilney All Saints, its crosses did not completely escape the impact of 
iconoclasm. On the gable of the east end of the chancel is the base of a former cross. This 
has since been replaced with either a Victorian or more recent cross (plate 7).54 Significantly, 
on the gable of the south porch there is another cross that appears to match its base and the 
cross is more weathered than the chancel cross (plate 8).55  If this cross is original, it 
suggests that it may not have been removed, or perhaps both the base and the cross were 
removed from the south porch and then replaced soon after.  
Tilney All Saints‘ gable crosses were not the only crosses that received attention. 
Prior to the Reformation Tilney All Saints was in possession of a churchyard cross, 
constructed in the fourteenth century, although its actual shape is in the form of an 
obelisk.56 Currently the base is positioned near the south porch and the top half, engraved 
with a shield-like image, is in the church (figure 1: O and P, plates 9A and 9B).57 It is not 
known when the cross broke, but its survival suggests that it may have been standing 
during the 1640s and 1650s. It is also possible that its shape may have preserved it from 
total destruction.  
Within the church we can see a similar story of destruction and survival. It has 
already been mentioned that the rails are in situ and the fact that the roodscreen has also 
survived suggests that there were some individuals who were influential enough to limit the 
degree of destruction. But like the chancel gable cross, some of the carved angels on the 
fifteenth century double hammerbeam roof were not so fortunate. In one section of the roof 
there are three figures, two of which are angels, and all have lost their heads (plate 10).58 It 
appears that the hotter sorts of Protestants were attempting to make their mark within 
Tilney, but perhaps not enough to change the nature of its corporate faith experience. 
 
Conclusion 
The history of All Saints church in the parish of Tilney is the history of its parishioners who 
sought to create or maintain a space with appropriate objects that were conducive to an 
acceptable collective faith experience. As a result of the Reformation that collective faith 
experience was clearly not the same for everyone, and it appears that there were those 
within this community that had very different ideas about what form that collective faith 
experience should take. It was a debate over faith and the function that objects played 
                                                 
54 Exterior, east end of chancel looking west. Author‘s own photograph. 
55 South porch. Author‘s own photograph. 
56 Pevsner and Wilson, Norfolk 2, p.733. 
57 Author‘s own photograph. Plate 9B has been rotated 180 degrees. 
58 Author‘s own photograph. 
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within the sacred space of the church. From the recording of singing cakes for communion, 
to the installation of the roodscreen and the defacement of angels on the hammerbeam roof, 
it appears that the debate over the most appropriate way to worship remained unresolved. 
Far from being quaint objects from a distant religious past, churchwardens‘ accounts and 
material remains provide important evidence in tracing a contested history of that religious 
past, especially when written evidence is minimal or non-existent. At times it may be 
difficult to accurately date such objects, or identify when certain events took place, thus 
making conclusions about their provenance tentative. Despite this limitation, the surviving 
accounts in conjunction with the material remains of parish churches nevertheless bring an 
added dimension to the telling of England‘s religious past, without which such history 
would just be words on a page. 
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Testing the Limits: Archbishop Bancroft and Exorcism Cases in the High 
Commission Marcus K. Harmes, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
Richard Bancroft became a bishop in a period marked by argument over the legal and 
coercive powers of bishops.2  He attempted to contradict common law verdicts in a period 
defined by jurisdictional conflict, especially between prerogative courts and common law 
courts, but also where bishops struggled to negotiate the range of their authority against 
competing forces, from the monarch downwards.3  More broadly, justices of King‘s Bench 
questioned the range and extent of the jurisdictions of a number of bodies.  For instance the 
turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was marked by conflict between the 
common law courts and the Court of Marshalsea, the court which had traditionally tried 
cases related to the monarch‘s immediate surroundings.4  Another contested jurisdiction 
was the High Commission, which jurists criticised as being a ‗foreign‘ court.5 Although as 
originally established the High Commission had functioned with the participation of both 
churchmen and laity, by the end of Elizabeth‘s reign its powers were widely disputed by lay 
privy councillors and parliamentarians.6  The ecclesiastical jurisdiction punished a range of 
social and sexual offences, such as women who were scolds. 7   It was also Bancroft‘s 
instrument for punishing as frauds people whose possessions had been accepted as genuine 
by the common law courts.  
As an investigator of cases of alleged maleficium Bancroft organised the defences of 
women accused of bewitching people, interrogated the supposed demoniacs, extracted 
confessions of fraudulent practice and adduced medical evidence to counteract claims of 
possession.  In doing so, Bancroft cut across verdicts which had been reached under Sir 
Edmund Anderson, the Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, a Calvinist, and a 
convinced believer in the reality of witchcraft.8  But Bancroft‘s actions represent more than 
an individual conflict but rather reveal the active clash between the secular courts and the 
                                                 
1 Email: Marcus.harmes@usq.edu.au 
2 Stuart Barton Babbage, Puritanism and Richard Bancroft (London: SPCK, 1962), pp.103-5. 
3 For an account of contrasting understandings of prerogative laws see Sybil M. Jack, ‗In Search of the Custom 
of the Exchequer‘, Parergon new series 11, 2 (1993), pp.89-105, 98. 
4 Douglas G. Greene, ‗The Court of Marshalsea in Late Tudor and Stuart England‘, American Journal of Legal 
History 20, 4 (1976), pp.267-281. 
5 Greene, ‗The Court of Marshalsea‘, p.268. 
6 Leland H. Carlson, ‗The Court of High Commission: A Newly Discovered Elizabethan Letters Patent, 20 
June 1589‘, Huntingdon Library Quarterly 45, 4 (1982), pp.295-315, 298. 
7 Michael MacDonald, ‗Women and Madness in Tudor and Stuart England‘, Social Research 53, 2 (1986), 
pp.261-281, 273, 277. 
8 DNB. 
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ecclesiastical High Commission, a clash promoted and polemically used by episcopal 
opponents. 
To place the cases of exorcism in their context, and to understand how Bishop 
Bancroft used them to express episcopal authority, it is necessary to consider the nature of 
the polemic against bishops in this period. It is significant that Bancroft was the leading 
episcopal opponent of the judicial processes against women accused of bewitchment, as he 
was easily the most combative occupant of the bench of bishops in the reign of James I.9  His 
actions in defending episcopacy point to the sources of attack and their substantive 
arguments.  When he was still the Bishop of London, Bancroft was entrusted by Archbishop 
Whitgift (d.1604) with organizing the defence of the episcopate on a number of fronts.  One 
of these was against anti-episcopal agitation which emerged from puritan laity and clergy, 
who posited that continental reformations, which had settled authority on presbyters or in 
consistory, were an affront to the continued survival of bishops in the reformed English 
Church.10  The same puritan circles were also the patrons of exorcists and exorcisms, which 
became assemblies of prayerful co-religionists and were sites of significant anti-episcopal 
sentiment.11  Bancroft in particular mobilized episcopal defences against puritan agitation 
embodied in the Millenary Petition of 1603 and the Hampton Court Conference of 1604, 
both of which articulated the deficiencies in the extent to which the English Church and 
State had carried reform. 12   Many writings on the Church‘s hierarchy reconstruct an 
episcopate which experienced a combative relationship with Puritanism, a nebulous but 
broadly anti-episcopal group of laity and churchmen which urged the further reformation of 
the Church.   Challenges to episcopal functions were inspired by the widely-held and 
strongly expressed view that the Reformation was not a fixed point in time, but rather a 
process not yet completed.13  
As agents of ecclesiastical authority, but subject to the civil authority of monarchy 
and magistracy, the jurisdictional position of the bishops was ambiguous.  Legal opinion in 
                                                 
9 Brownlow, Devils of Denham, p.35.  This aspect of Bancroft‘s personality and career is attested by numerous 
actions, including raising a troop of pikemen to defeat the uprising by the Earl of Essex; Alan Haynes, Robert 
Cecil 1st Earl of Salisbury: Servant of Two Sovereigns (London: Peter Owen, 1989), p.144.  
10 Calvin‘s Institutes placed the responsibility for ecclesiastical rule and order in the hands of magistracy and 
community, an idea that English theologians were still grappling with by the late-sixteenth century.   
11 Darren Oldridge, ‗Protestant Conceptions of the Devil in Early Stuart England‘, History 85, 278 (2000), 
pp.232-246, 241. 
12 Alastair Bellany, ‗A Poem on the Archbishop‘s Hearse: Puritanism, Libel and Sedition after the Hampton 
Court Conference‘, Journal of British Studies 34, 1 (1995), pp.137-164. 
13 Diarmaid MacCulloch, The Boy King: Edward VI and the Protestant Reformation (New York: Palgrave, 1999), 
pp.199-200.  The implications of a ‗Long Reformation‘ are explored in Jeremy Gregory, ‗The Eighteenth-
Century Reformation: The Pastoral Task of Anglican Clergy after 1689‘, in J. Haydon Walsh, and S. Taylor 
(eds), The Church of England c.1689 – c.1833: From Toleration to Tractarianism (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993), pp. 67-89.  
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post-Reformation England suggested that civil law and ecclesiastical law derived from 
different sources – the former from natural law, the latter from divine and positive law.14  
Bishops sat at the confluence of both, and post-Reformation understandings of law left their 
status and authority unresolved.  Bishops knew themselves to be servants of the supreme 
governor of the Church, whose position was established by Act of Parliament.15  They also 
grew accustomed to being told what to do by monarchs, as Henry VIII, Edward VI and 
Elizabeth did not hesitate to issue injunctions relating to religion.  This establishment did 
mean that bishops could demand obedience to their power; the Church was linked to 
monarchy, and disobedience to one was disobedience to the other.  Bishops accordingly 
possessed significant powers to enforce conformity and punish backsliding, even if these 
powers were not as extensive or as formalised as those which the 1662 Act of Uniformity 
would later impose.16  Bishops operated through their own courts, and canon law operated 
in a separate jurisdiction to the secular courts.17  Bishops could assert their financial rights 
and contest opposition by using the ecclesiastical courts.18  However the confusions and 
ambiguities inherent in episcopal office continued to inform much anti-episcopal polemic, 
which brought into question the range and extent of episcopal functions and indeed 
challenged the continuing existence of bishops.    
Although bishops were subject to puritan attack, clearly conciliar and judicial circles 
were also unsympathetic to the range of their powers.  One arena where the power of 
bishops was challenged was ongoing dispute over the powers of High Commission.  A test 
case of 1592 had presented a challenge to the powers of the Commission, but real 
contestation took place once James VI of Scotland had acceded to the English throne, and 
became involved in interminable disagreements between Bancroft, on behalf of the 
prerogative commission, and the justices of the King‘s Bench and Common Pleas, including 
Anderson but with particular involvement of Sir Edward Coke, who succeeded Anderson at 
the Common Pleas.  The three-way disputes involving High Commission (especially 
Bancroft), the King and the Judges of King‘s Bench and Common Pleas (especially Coke) 
were ultimately inconclusive respecting the powers of the High Commission, even though 
new letters patent were issued and limited the scope of the Commission to certain matters 
                                                 
14 I am indebted to Sybil M. Jack for this point.   
15 J.A.I.Champion, The Pillars of Priestcraft Shaken: The Church of England and its Enemies 1660-1730 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), p.91. 
16 J.F. McGregor, ‗Paul Best and the Limits of Toleration in Civil War England‘, Parergon 21, 2 (2004), p.95. 
17 Some differences are spelt out in R.H.Helmholz, Canon Law and the Law of England (London: Hambledon 
Press, 1987), p.33. 
18 John G. Hoffman, ‗Another Side of  ―Thorough‖: John Cosin and the Administration, Discipline and Finance 
in the Church of England, 1624-1644‘, Albion 13, 4 (1981), pp.347-363, 348. 
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including heresy and schism.19  The contestation between bishops and judges was further 
fought out at the Hampton Court Conference of 1604, and between 1607 and 1611 in what 
the historian of Jacobean jurisprudence Loius Knafla calls a great debate between lawyers 
and civilians (including churchmen) over the jurisdiction of ecclesiastical courts. 20   As 
records of these major discussions make clear, the jurist Edward Coke urged the reduction 
of the authority of ecclesiastical commissions, an argument also made by Ellesmere, the 
Lord Chancellor.21  Ultimately, these arguments reached the Privy Council, where Bancroft 
and Coke argued their respective cases for the powers of High Commission and common 
law.22   
Coke in particular was a combative opponent, using writs of prohibition in order to 
undercut the authority of the High Commission. However he did not destroy it and James‘s 
moderation did little to resolve the original source of disagreement: the vagueness of the 
letters patent and the scope of the High Commission‘s powers.  Instead the disagreements 
settled down because Bancroft died in 1610 and one of the major antagonists thus was 
removed from the scene.   
While the disputes between King, bishop and judges were inconclusive, Bancroft was 
decisive in how he handled cases of exorcism; his actions participated in jurisdictional 
conflicts, as they represent Bancroft clawing back control of the cases from the Common 
Law courts and defying the verdicts of those courts.  They accordingly testify to a common 
pattern of legal activity in this period, whereby Bancroft operated under letters patent 
which gave him wide but nebulous powers and where he confronted other jurisdictions.   
Bancroft‘s decisive actions had a number of implications.  One was to bring into 
question the common law verdicts.  But another outcome was to provoke the writing of 
propaganda.  While jurisdictional conflict remained unresolved, Bancroft‘s intervention in 
the exorcism cases suggested to polemicists the idea of the ungodly bishop as a force in 
opposition to the godly exorcists (and by extension the learned jurists).  Accordingly, 
surveys of the exorcism cases which Bancroft engaged with brings to light one particular 
dimension of how the jurisdictional conflicts played out.  By contesting common law 
verdicts, Bancroft laid himself open to propaganda against the order of bishops.  But it also 
becomes clear that Bancroft fought this polemic, intervening in cases to discredit exorcisms 
which the common law courts had accepted as genuine, doing so to neutralise propaganda 
against his order that the exorcisms had facilitated.   
                                                 
19 R.G.Usher, The Rise and Fall of the High Commission (The Lawbook Exchange, 1913), pp.236-46. 
20 Knafla, Law and Politics, p.138. 
21 Knafla, Law and Politics, pp.138-139. 
22 Knafla, Law and Politics, pp.138-139. 
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Such was the case when Bishop Bancroft was tasked with investigating a number of 
dispossessions which had been conducted by Puritan clergy.  In each case he operated in 
tandem with his chaplain Samuel Harsnet (d.1631), and their involvement led to the 
discrediting of exorcists, the assertion that the demoniacs were frauds and the concomitant 
challenge to common law verdicts that had found old women guilty of bewitchment.  The 
first of these was in 1599 when Bancroft and Harsnet discredited John Darrel, an exorcist 
from Ashby-de-la-Zouche, who claimed to have successfully dispossessed Will Somers, a 
fiddler‘s apprentice.23  In 1602 they examined the dispossession of Mary Glover, again 
mobilising evidence against the puritan exorcists and in favour of the witch accused of the 
bewitchment.24  In 1605 came the case of Anne Gunter, who was brought to Lambeth 
Palace and who ultimately confessed that her possession had been faked.25 In these cases, 
Bancroft took a consistent approach, investigating and disputing the claims of genuine 
possession and effective exorcism.  If a person had been accused of witchcraft, Bancroft also 
worked assiduously in their defence, for instance organising the defence of Elizabeth 
Jackson, the woman accused of Glover‘s possession.   
The cases of exorcism which Bancroft investigated were specific flashpoints of 
conflict between Bancroft and Anderson.  In the Mary Glover case in particular, Bancroft 
reveals himself at his most obstructive to the judicial punishment of an accused witch, 
punishment presided over by Anderson, and at his most anxious to promote views contrary 
to the accepted wisdom on witches.  The Glover case, especially the trial of Elizabeth 
Jackson, accused of bewitchment, before Lord Chief Justice Anderson, has been described by 
Orna Alyagon Darr as a ‗battle of experts‘.26  Among these experts was the physician Dr 
Edward Jorden, who testified that Glover‘s fits were natural in origin, and who also 
insinuated that they may have been faked.  Jorden‘s evidence was directly challenged from 
the bench by the Lord Chief Justice, who compelled Jorden to retract the insinuation of 
fakery and whose summing up to jurors made clear his direction that they were not to trust 
medical evidence implicitly, especially in a case where ‗the presumptions are so great and the 
                                                 
23 The cases were all pursued in the contemporary literature, including Darrel‘s self-defence A True Narration 
of the Strange and Grevous Vexation by the Devil, of 7 Persons in Lancashire, and William Somers of Nottingham 
(1600); he was defending himself from Harnset‘s A Discovery of the Fraudulent Practices of John Darrell Bachelor 
of Arts (1599). 
24 Contemporary tracts are in Michael MacDonald (ed.), Witchcraft and Hysteria in Elizabethan London (London: 
Tavistock/Routledge, 1991). 
25 James Sharpe, The Bewitching of Anne Gunter: A Horrible and True Story of Deception, Witchcraft, Murder and the 
King of England (New York: Routledge, 2001).  Sharpe‘s text is a work of popular history and is lightly 
referenced.   
26 Orna Alyagon Darr, Marks of an Absolute Witch: Evidentiary Dilemmas in Early Modern England (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2011), p.210. 
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circumstances so apparent‘.27  Bancroft played no role in the actual trial, in which Jackson 
was found guilty and sentenced to be pilloried, but behind the scenes he worked with the 
Recorder of London, John Croke, to conduct experiments into Glover‘s possession.  After 
the trial he most likely encouraged Jorden to publish a tract restating the evidence which the 
Lord Chief Justice had so emphatically ridiculed in court.28 
Exorcists and their sympathisers were alert to this struggle.  In his apologetical 
tract the exorcist John Darrel suggested that by disbelieving in the reality of Will Somers‘ 
bewitchment, Bancroft had placed himself in opposition to ‗Judge, Iustices of the Peace, and 
Iurie‘.29  Similarly the apologetical tract Triall of Maist. Dorrell asserted that the prelates 
were a force in opposition to the judiciary.30  Darrel also compared Bancroft‘s powers with 
the common law courts, stressing that the treatment of witnesses by the High Commission 
was different to ‗anie other court of justice in England‘, in terms of the disparagement of the 
defence witnesses.31  Darrel‘s assessment of Bancroft‘s relationship with the judiciary is not 
to be trusted at face value; after all, it suited him to suggest that Bancroft was not part of a 
general consensus.  Nonetheless, there is a measure of reality in his assessment, as Lord 
Chief Justice Sir Edmund Anderson did boast that he had had hanged over twenty witches 
during his career at the bench.32  Darrel‘s associates and supporters approved of this robust 
justice.  The 1599 tract the Triall of Maist. Dorrell reported Chief Justice Anderson sending 
a convicted witch to hang at the Tyburn gallows and generally saluted him as a very just 
member of the bench.33 
 
Bancroft and the course of justice 
The fact that Bancroft and Anderson disagreed with each other was noted in contemporary 
literature.  The contestation between them, and between their approaches to witches and 
exorcists, was brought out most strongly in Triall of Maist. Dorrell from 1599.  The text 
counterposes the limitations of Bancroft‘s ecclesiastical judgment with Anderson‘s 
jurisprudence; thus the signs of possession which Bancroft dismissed ‗The Iudge 
                                                 
27 Darr, Marks of an Absolute Witch, p.221. 
28 Darr, Marks of an Absolute Witch, p.222; Levack, ‗Possession, Witchcraft and the Law in Jacobean England‘, 
p.1634. 
29 Darrel, A Brief Apologie, p.30. 
30 Anon., The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, or A Collection of Defences (1599).   
31 A Briefe Narration of the Possession, Dispossession and Repossession of William Sommers (Amsterdam [?], 1598).  
32 Clive Holmes, ‗Popular Culture?: Witches, Magistrates and Divines in Early Modern England‘, in Steven L. 
Kaplan (ed.), Understanding Popular Culture: Europe from the Middle Ages to the Nineteenth Century (Berlin and 
New York: Mouton, 1984), pp.86-91.  Anderson is recalled as a jurist of an independent cast of mind; see his 
entry in the Dictionary of National Biography.   
33 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.92. 
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acknowledged them [to be] very wonderful‘.34  The tract narrated an encounter between 
Bancroft and Anderson, in court and during the prosecution of an accused witch, during 
which Bancroft ‗smiled (at no laughing matter)‘. The tract also reported that Bancroft was 
rebuked from the bench for laughing at reports of what Anderson considered to be the 
afflictions of the genuinely bewitched.35  The authenticity of the encounter between Bancroft 
and Anderson cannot be substantiated, although it was also reported in the manuscript 
‗Mary Glover‘s Late Woeful Case‘ (BL Sloane MS 831), which was circulating by 1603.36  
Where it matters however is the way in which it seemingly encapsulated conflict between 
judiciary and episcopacy and fuelled polemical literature which suggested antipathy between 
the church courts and the common law courts.   
The Triall of Maist. Dorrell is an important work for understanding how Bancroft‘s 
reactions to exorcists and witches were understood by unsympathetic contemporaries, but 
further how the jurisdictional conflict between High Commission and the Common Pleas 
was narrated in contemporary polemic.  The contrast between episcopal and judicial 
procedures runs through the Triall of Maist. Dorrell, the writer asserting that Darrel ‗hath 
not had convenient place to defend himself‘ against charges brought with the ‗heaped 
informacions‘ gathered by the prelates. 37   The writer of this tract was sensitive to 
distinctions between different jurisdictions, but also argued that the procedure of the High 
Commission disadvantaged Somers and Darrel, for ‗circumstances be but halfe a profe in the 
civill lawe, and that in a case where one sufficient witnesse speakes fully to the matter‘.38   
The complaints which Darrel and anonymous writers sympathetic to him raised 
about the proceedings of the High Commission were not new.  Parliamentarians and puritan 
clergy both objected to the procedures of the High Commission, including the 
administration of oaths ex officio, meaning that people under interrogation were sworn to 
truthfully answer questions at a time when they remained ignorant of the question‘s content.  
Common lawyers objected to procedures which did not conform to the patterns of their own 
jurisdictions but which defined the interrogative procedures of this rival jurisdiction. 39 
Darrel‘s supporters took this point further, suggesting that the High Commission was 
inherently partial, and its procedures relating to interrogation and oaths allowed Bancroft to 
                                                 
34 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.47. 
35 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.88. 
36 BL Sloane MS 831; edited and transcribed in MacDonald (ed.), Witchcraft and Hysteria in Elizabethan London. 
37 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.4. 
38 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.41. 
39 David Loades, Politics and the Nation 1450-1660: Obedience, Resistance and Public Order (London: Fontana, 
1974), pp.324-5. 
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preside ‗not as Iudge indifferently disposed‘, but as the adversary of Darrel.40  Throughout 
the tract The Triall of Maist. Dorrell  ‗her Maiesties Courts of Iustice‘ are compared against 
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners; in the former ‗both parties been not onely permitted to 
pleade and prove for them selves‘, but other fair procedures contrast with the summary 
proceedings of the Commission.41    These complaints are supplemented by other writings 
sympathetic to Darrel.  A Briefe Narration of the Possession, Dispossession and Repossession of 
William Sommers compared the treatment of witnesses by the High Commission and other 
courts.42 
These complaints about how the Commission administered justice were not 
confessionally neutral.  Instead their focus was episcopacy and the cases of exorcism became 
opportunities to raise propaganda against bishops.  According to the author of the Triall, the 
putative unfairness of the Commission stemmed from the ‗L.B. of London‘, who ‗doth forbid‘ 
fairness in its dealings.43  Along with other bishops, Bancroft was alleged to have a ‗secret 
persuasion‘ of Darrel‘s guilt.44  The author of the Briefe Narration drew a similar conclusion, 
arguing that Darrel was the specific target of episcopal animosity.45  Similarly the Survey of 
Certaine Dialogical Discourses, a lengthy summary and refutation of arguments against Darrel, 
reported the Church‘s argument that Darrel was taking on himself duties and 
responsibilities that were not his responsibility, again emphasising the impression that the 
hierarchy was focussed on the persecution of Darrel.46  Several points of importance emerge 
from this survey of what polemicists said about courts, judges and bishops as they 
intersected with exorcisms.   
Unfavourable comparisons of common law with church law were nothing new; 
importantly, neither was anti-episcopal polemic.  But here the two converge.  The 
procedures of High Commission as related to the administration of oaths, the questioning of 
witnesses and the supremacy of bishops in its procedures allowed anti-episcopal polemicists 
to suggest that not only was High Commission biased, but that Bancroft in particular was a 
partial investigator, and was the adversary of Darrel.  One of Darrel‘s sympathisers 
suggested that Darrel‘s prosecution transcended the impersonal and institutional: ‗Harsnet 
[Bancroft‘s chaplain] threatened them, not with the high Commission so much, as with the 
                                                 
40 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.43. 
41 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, pp.72-73. 
42 Brief Narration, sig.B3. 
43 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.74. 
44 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.90. 
45 Briefe Narration, sig.B4. 
46 Survey of Certaine Dialogical Discourses: written by Iohn Deacon and Iohn Walker (1602), p.60. 
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L.B. of London‘, who was ‗Domine fac totum among the high Commissioners‘.47  Similarly the 
tract asserted Bancroft‘s personal animosity: ‗For the L.B. of London had said he [Darrel] 
should not [be] out of prison while hee were B. of London‘.48  Whether or not Bancroft 
really felt so personally antipathetic towards Darrel is not a point that can be adjudicated; 
what matters is how the fact people believed him to be this way participated in 
contemporary anti-episcopal discourse.  Making the contest this personal did in fact 
illuminate broader realities.  Contest between one exorcist and one bishop was a means for 
polemicists to suggest that Darrel‘s opponents were popish.49  This claim resonated and fed 
off decades of polemic which had made this point.  Reformers across Europe came to the 
conclusion that bishops had no place in reformed religion.50  Episcopacy rarely survived on 
the continent, reformed authority being embedded instead in presbytery, magistracy or 
consistory.51  The leaders of the Scottish Kirk declared that episcopacy was unscriptural.52  
The Lords of the Congregation thus gave voice to the view that episcopacy was a popish 
remnant and an embodiment of incomplete reform.  Alexandra Walsham points out that 
ongoing and enduring reform was a feature of anti-episcopal thought, among which she 
includes the Elizabethan don Thomas Cartwright and the tracts published by ‗Martin 
Marprelate‘ which condemned episcopacy as a popish relic.53   
The way bishops executed justice became part of the substance of anti-episcopal 
propaganda.  Implicitly, the bishops were popish, by refusing to punish popish exorcists 
when they would pursue Protestant exorcists.54  Explicitly the tract The Triall of Maist. 
Dorrell argued that deficiencies in the administration of justice were not simply inherent to 
the High Commission but were popish in origin and character.  These deficiencies 
polemicists related back directly to the episcopate of the Church of England. The Triall of 
Maist. Dorrell at the last brought back complaints about justice to the continued presence of 
                                                 
47The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, pp.44, 59. 
48 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.49. 
49 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.44. 
50 On the Swiss suspicion of bishops see Patrick Collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement (London: Cape, 
1967), pp.104-5. 
51 On the post-Reformation survival of episcopacy see John Spurr, The Restoration Church of England, 1646-
1689 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1991), p.109 and Maurice Elliott, Episcopacy in the thinking of Thomas 
Cranmer (1489-1556), Queen‘s University Belfast PhD, 2001, pp.5-6.  Apart from the occasional Scandinavian 
Lutheran bishop and the English episcopate, episcopacy also survived in the reformed Church of Transylvania.  
I am grateful to Diarmaid MacCulloch for this point.  See also Patrick Collinson, John Craig and Brett Usher 
(eds), Conferences and Combination Lectures in the Elizabethan Church: Dedham and Bury St Edmunds 1582-1590 
(Boydell Press/Church of England Record Society, vol.10, 2003), p.xxii.  They argue that the survival of 
dioceses was ‗unique‘ to England, but this term is too precise.      
52 On Scottish fears of bishops see Alan. R. MacDonald, ‗James VI and I, the Church of Scotland, and British 
Ecclesiastical Convergence‘, Historical Journal 48, 4 (2005), p.889.   
53 Alexandra Walsham, Charitable Hatred: Tolerance and Intolerance in England 1500 – 1700 (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 2006), p.17.    
54 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.75. 
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bishops in the Church, for the ‗hatred which the L.Bb. (Cant. & London)‘ was directed 
through the Commission ‗against those that desire reform of the church‘.55  Indeed, the 
‗credit by working miracles in the casting out Devills‘ was an objection to exorcists made by 
episcopal supporters, who connected such claims with ecclesiastical rebels such as the 
Genevans, or those who wished to replace episcopacy with consistory.56  This comparison 
runs to the core of the writings about the exorcisms which Bancroft investigated; it is 
suggestive of how anti-episcopal impulses show themselves in these writings, and how the 
idea of jurisdictional conflict, if amplified in polemic, was used to suggest the romanish 
severity of bishops.  It further clarifies Bancroft‘s concern to intervene and discredit cases 
which functioned as polemic against his order.  Confronting and contradicting exorcists 
became an immediately compelling method for neutralising occasions for propaganda 
against episcopacy.     
 
Conclusion 
To desire reform of the Church at the end of the sixteenth century meant to wish to do away 
with bishops.  Ultimately, evidence concerning the punishment of exorcists connects back to 
contemporary debate about episcopacy.  Propaganda in favour of exorcists was also 
propaganda against bishops.  Comparison between the common law courts and the High 
Commission undoubtedly exaggerated the implications for justice of the prerogative powers 
of the Commission and its inquisitorial techniques.  Even arguing by exaggeration however, 
the contrasts delineated between the justice meted out by bishops and that by judges such as 
Edmund Anderson were confessionally charged.  To assert that exorcists were treated 
unfairly by Bishop Bancroft, and to compare Bancroft‘s attitude with Anderson‘s, was also to 
enter into arguments about the government of the Church of England by bishops.  By 
suggesting not simply the disbelief of bishops in the reality of these bewitchments and 
exorcisms, but the harshness of their treatment of exorcists in the High Commission, anti-
episcopal writers located bishops and judges in the mutually exclusive camps of the ungodly 
and the godly.  Undoubtedly there was some level of disagreement between Bancroft and 
Anderson. That Anderson may have rebuked Bancroft for his attitude is suggestive of this 
point.  However the differences between them also existed in the minds and desires of anti-
episcopal writers.  Finding their own church far from the standards of the best and most 
godly European confessions, precisely because their church still had bishops, the idea of 
conflict between judges and bishops was accordingly useful.  Judges not only testified to the 
                                                 
55 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.79. 
56 The Triall of Maist. Dorrell, p.80. 
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wonderful abilities of the exorcists, they also threw into relief the severity of romanizing 
bishops.  Bancroft‘s intervention into cases of exorcism has been accounted for in various 
ways: his scepticism is one frequently encountered explanation.  While the common law 
courts and the Commission existed at times in tension with each other, and unquestionably 
differed in their operations and their approach to evidence, jurisdictional conflict in these 
cases was also part of anti-episcopal polemic.  It was important to Bancroft to neutralise this 
through the harsh treatment of the exorcists. 
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‘To pay our wonted tribute,’ or Topical Specificity in Cymbeline 
Laurie Johnson, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
Shakespeare scholarship habitually scorns topical readings if perhaps for no other reason, as 
Leah Marcus observed in Puzzling Shakespeare,2 than because it is also a staple of anti-
Stratfordian claims that the Earl of Oxford or some other author wrote Shakespeare‘s plays. 
Nevertheless, the late plays are also invariably read as Shakespeare‘s topical homage to his 
king and patron, James Stuart. It was taken as given by many critics writing at around the 
same time, and indeed by Marcus herself, that the division of the kingdoms that confronts 
King Lear is a commentary on James‘s own project for union, circa 1606.3 Along the same 
lines, the later Cymbeline (1610) is frequently seen as a portrayal of issues tied to British 
national identity in keeping with the campaign to imagine Jacobean rule as the union of the 
previously disparate monarchies of England, Scotland, and Wales. The largest portion of 
the ‗James‘ section of Puzzling Shakespeare attends to a reading of Cymbeline as topical in 
1610 to the extent that it presents both ‗a partial analogue and prefiguration‘ of Jacobean 
Britain,4 while Willy Maley has examined the potential for the play‘s Roman connections to 
engage with debates being held at that time in Parliament over the nomenclature of ‗Great 
Britain‘: ‗What we are presented with in Cymbeline is a Union Jack in the box ... cloudily 
wrapped in a rapprochement between Britain and Rome.‘5 Huw Griffiths has examined the 
distributions of geographical markers in the play to show that ‗Britain‘ is constructed as a 
geopolitical reality in distinction from Wales and Rome in Cymbeline, whereas naming of 
this kind was relatively absent from King Lear,6 and Ros King‘s extensive study, Cymbeline: 
Constructions of Britain, provides readings of the play‘s relevance to British national identity 
formations from the Jacobean period to the twenty-first century. 7  In all these topical 
readings of Cymbeline, in particular, the focus is on what we might call ‗big-picture 
topicality,‘ given the coverage of issues of nationhood, political union, and kingship writ 
                                                 
1 Email: Laurence.johnson@usq.edu.au 
2 Leah S. Marcus, Puzzling Shakespeare: Local Reading and its Discontents (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1988), pp.34-35. 
3 See, for example, Steven Urkowitz, Shakespeare’s Revision of King Lear (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1980); Gary Taylor and Michael Warren (eds), The Division of the Kingdoms: Shakespeare’s Two Versions of King 
Lear (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983); Marcus, Puzzling Shakespeare, pp.148-56; and Annabel Patterson, 
Shakespeare and the Popular Voice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), pp.106-108. 
4 Marcus, Puzzling Shakespeare, p.125. 
5 Willy Maley, ‗Postcolonial Shakespeare: British Identity Formation and Cymbeline,‘ in Shakespeare’s Late Plays: 
New Readings (eds Jennifer Richards and Richard Knowles), (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1999), 
pp.145-57; esp. 148-49. 
6 Huw Griffiths, ‗The Geographies of Shakespeare‘s Cymbeline,‘ English Literary Renaissance 34, 3 (2000), 
pp.339-58. 
7 Ros King, Cymbeline: Constructions of Britain (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005). 
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large. Demonstrating that the late plays are typically Jacobean does, of course, aid in 
undermining the Oxfordian argument—Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford, died in June, 
1604—but it also means that the analysis of topicality in the play stops short of identifying 
more precise historical analogues. This essay argues that one immediately relevant analogue 
can be found in a prominent figure in Elizabethan and Jacobean politics: Sir (he was 
knighted by James in 1603) Julius Caesar. I contend that some features of the play can be 
seen to oscillate between the big-picture topical references to British union and a more 
localised concern with rendering account for a number of personal conflicts in which the 
players and their patrons had been embroiled with Caesar.  
 
British history and British fortunes 
Certainly, no other Shakespeare play is so concerned with the fortunes of ‗Britain‘ even 
though it is something of an anachronous subject of the play—the historical Cunobelinus 
was ruler only of a group of tribes around Hertfordshire in Southern England and it is the 
Roman biographer Seutonius who gives to him the designation ‗Britannorum Rex‘ (King of 
Britain) seventy years after his death.8 Yet Britain as it is portrayed in Cymbeline is not 
Shakespeare‘s creation: Shakespeare‘s debts to Geoffrey of Monmouth and Raphael 
Holinshed, chroniclers of British history, are slight but noteworthy. Monmouth anglicized 
the monarch‘s name to be Kymbelinus and gave the names of his sons as Guiderius and 
Arviragus,9 and Holinshed only changed the Latin name formation to give the monarch‘s 
name as Kymbeline.10 Shakespeare may have owed greater debts in the construction of 
Cymbeline‘s Britain to the iconography of the savages of the New World initially generated 
by Theodore de Bry and later adapted by John Speed in 1611 to illustrate contrasts between 
barbaric pre-Cunobeline Picts and civilised Britons. 11  As Richard Hingley has shown, 
William Camden‘s series of editions of Britannia (1586 onwards) and John Clapham‘s The 
Historie of Great Britannie (1606) had drawn on a discovery of Cunobeline coins as the basis 
for the historiographical re-imagining of the reign of Cunobelinus as the dawn of civilised 
Britain. Speed‘s twin volumes The Historie of Great Britaine and The Theatre of the Empire of 
Great Britaine (1611) appropriate de Bry‘s images as illustrations of the rise of civilised 
                                                 
8 Martin Millett, The Romanization of Britain: An Essay in Archaeological Interpretation (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990), p. 21. 
9 J.A. Giles (ed.) The British History of Geoffrey of Monmouth in Twelve Books (trans. A. Thomson), (London, 
1842), vol.IV, pp.11-12, 75. 
10 Yet he retains the Latin formations for Guiderius and Arvarigus. Walter George.Boswell-Stone, 
Shakespeare’s Holinshed: The Chronicle and the Historical Plays Compared, 2nd edn (New York: Dover 
Publications, 1968), p.10. 
11 Richard Hingley, The Recovery of Roman Britain 1586-1906: A Colony So Fertile (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2008), pp. 29-52. 
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Britain, linked to historical maps of the locations of the peoples of the British isles. Hingley 
lists Cymbeline as a 1611 play, enabling him to situate Speed as a source for Shakespeare, but 
even if we date Cymbeline to 1610, therefore before Speed, Hingley‘s observations about the 
climate of opinion in which Cymbeline was written remain valid.12 The Britons as depicted in 
Cymbeline repeatedly find themselves conflicted between their savage heredity and their 
newly Roman heritage. Yet there remain parts of the play that cannot be traced either to old 
history or contemporary iconography: the storyline in which Belarius steals Cymbeline‘s 
two sons is, for example, missing from any of the play‘s sources. Indeed, even the depiction 
of Cymbeline as a monarch who is declared the enemy of Rome over the matter of the 
unpaid annual tribute of three thousand pounds, is apocryphal. Both Monmouth‘s and 
Holinshed‘s Kymbelinus maintained peaceful relations with Rome; his successor Guiderius 
was personally responsible for withholding the annual tribute and led the resistance against 
the resulting Roman invasion. Such changes should alert us to questions of motive: if the 
play serves to blend topical immediacy with historical source materials, what purpose is 
served by changing the source materials? I proceed here from the assumption that one 
reason to change received history is to foreground a more contemporary or topical point of 
reference.   
 
Sir Julius Caesar and his critics 
Critical debates about the play‘s depiction of British relations with Rome c.1610 focus 
rightly on the question of whether Cymbeline‘s capitulation to Rome is a negative or 
positive commentary on James‘s relations with Rome and his reluctance to more vigorously 
police the Oath of Allegiance that he had instigated in 1606.13 The Oath had attracted 
vitriolic responses from both the Pope and Cardinal Bellarmine, and James penned A 
Premonition to Christian Princes, his response to the latter, in 1609. It is difficult to reconcile 
Cymbeline‘s submission to Rome with James‘s steadfast opposition, but I will show here 
that the Elizabethan Caesar represents a topical reference point through which Shakespeare 
manages the link between the Premonition and Cymbeline‘s final decision to ‗pay our wonted 
tribute‘ (5.6.463)14 to Rome. Before I do this, it is important first to consider why the 
Elizabethan Julius Caesar should be a target for topical references c.1610. One answer to 
                                                 
12 Hingley adds John Fletcher‘s Bonduca (1609) and a range of official documents and letters to support a claim 
that Camden‘s re-imagining of Cunobeline rule as the dawn of Britain had gained substantial purchase by 
1609. Hingley, Recovery, p.44.  
13 See, for example, Donna B. Hamilton, Shakespeare and the Politics of Protestant England (Lexington: The 
University Press of Kentucky, 1992), pp.128-62. 
14 All references to Shakespeare plays are from John Jowett, William Montgomery, Gary Taylor, and Stanley 
Wells (eds), The Oxford Shakespeare: The Complete Works, 2nd edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2005). 
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this question is this: because he had been consistently a target for topical material in plays 
performed by Shakespeare‘s company for at least seventeen years. As early as late in 1593, 
an obvious topical reference to Caesar, then Master of St Katherine‘s home for the infirm, 
was included in the play of 1 Edward IV written by Thomas Heywood and performed by 
The Earl of Derby‘s Men. The play includes the character named as the Master of St. 
Katherine‘s, who is then derided at the end for being a killjoy who brings the entertainment 
to a close, which Richard Rowland identifies as a cue for Elizabethan audiences to identify 
this figure with the contemporary Caesar.15 Although it is not known for certain whether 
Shakespeare was a member of this company (an incarnation of Lord Strange‘s Men, and of 
which most of the personnel formed The Lord Chamberlain‘s Men in 1594), there are many 
scholars who argue that this is the case.16  In any case, even if Shakespeare was not a 
member of the company that produced a jibe at Caesar in a Heywood play of 1593, we can 
be more certain that Shakespeare is directly involved in the production of a play which, in 
1596, conspicuously makes a derogatory topical reference to this figure: The Merchant of 
Venice.  
Similar mocking gestures can be found in both Julius Caesar and Hamlet (1599).17 
The decision to perform a play about the assassination of Julius Caesar in the initial 
repertory at the newly opened Globe Theatre is easily read on these terms alone as a nod 
and a wink in the direction of the Elizabethan Caesar: Totus mundus agit histrionem, indeed.18 
Polonius draws the audience‘s attention to the same historical event and the play in which it 
is enacted when he informs Hamlet that he acted as Julius Caesar and was ‗killed i‘th‘ 
Capitoll. Brutus killed me‘ (Hamlet, 3.2.99-100). Polonius‘s death reinforces the reference, 
and possibly adds a further level of sinister mockery in the direction of the figure that bears 
the same name as the assassinated Roman Emperor. Hamlet himself provides a potentially 
cryptic reference to the mixed successes in the career advancement of the Elizabethan 
                                                 
15 Thomas Heywood, The First and Second Parts of King Edward IV: By Thomas Heywood (ed. Richard Rowland), 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988), p.199. 
16 See, for example, Heywood, Edward IV, 2; Robert E. Burkhart, ‗Finding Shakespeare‘s ―Lost Years‖,‘ 
Shakespeare Quarterly 29, 1 (1978), pp.77-79; Katherine Duncan-Jones, Ungentle Shakespeare: Scenes from His Life 
(London: The Arden Shakespeare, 2001), pp.30-50; Terence G. Schoone-Jongen, Shakespeare’s Companies: 
William Shakespeare’s Early Career and the Acting Companies, 1577-1594 (Farnham: Ashgate, 2008), pp.173-77.  
17 The dates of both plays are held to be in dispute by some scholars, but I am persuaded by the arguments for 
both plays to have been among those planned for initial production at the new Globe Theatre in 1599. See, for 
example, Steve Sohmer, ‗12 June 1599: Opening Day at Shakespeare‘s Globe,‘ Early Modern Literary Studies 3, 
1 (1997), pp.1-46; James Shapiro, A Year in the Life of William Shakespeare: 1599 (New York: HarperCollins 
Publishers, 2005), pp.284-320. 
18 ‗The whole world plays the player,‘ held by convention to have been the Latin motto of the Globe Theatre. 
For a detailed historical examination of the likelihood of this having actually been the case, see Tiffany Stern, 
‗Was Totus Mundus Agit Histrionem Ever the Motto of the Globe Theatre?‘ Theatre Notebook 51 (1997), pp.122-
27. 
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Caesar at this time. In what is now arguably the most famous Shakespearean soliloquy of 
them all, Hamlet asks ‗To be or not to be?‘ before contemplating the range of tribulations 
that ‗the whips and scorns of time‘ might inflict upon a person, including ‗the proud man‘s 
contumely,‘ ‗the law‘s delay,‘ and ‗the insolence of office‘ (3.1.58-75). The reference a few 
lines later to a ‗bare bodkin‘ is, as it happens, also a potential reference to the historical 
Caesar: among the sources from which the playwright might have taken the term ‗bodkin‘, 
two of the most famous are Chaucer‘s ‗Monk‘s Tale‘ and John Lydgate‘s translation of The 
Fall of Princes, both of which describe the manner in which Caesar was assassinated as being 
with bodkins.19 Hamlet‘s tribulations can easily be read as referring to other characters in 
the play—‘disprized love‘ for Ophelia, ‗merit of th‘unworthy‘ and ‗the insolence of office‘ for 
Claudius, for example. Yet we might wonder why there is a reference to the law‘s delay, 
when no part of the play until this point has made an issue of any delay in law? Indeed, the 
very opposite applied with Hamlet being denied the opportunity to contest the election 
because of the speed with which Claudius was able to secure the crown. The ‗poor man‘s 
contumely‘ may seem equally out of place in the concerns of the Prince, but to the ears of 
the Elizabethan, circa 1599, it would have resonated with perfect clarity the ridicule that 
Caesar had brought upon his own Court of Requests after the publication in 1598 of his The 
Ancient State Authoritie, and Proceedings of the Court of Requests, in which he complained that 
judges sitting with the Common Pleas and Queen‘s Bench had undermined his Court‘s 
authority, such that Requests had come to be viewed as ‗a general and public disgrace 
among the vulgar sort.‘20 The ‗Poor Man‘s Court,‘ as Caesar‘s Court came to be popularly 
known, was not helped by his eager protestations, and Hamlet‘s observations about the 
‗poor man‘s contumely‘ and the law‘s delay would have pointed in this context straight to 
Caesar‘s recent complaints. 
Without going into other plays in any detail, it is not hard to imagine similar topical 
use is made of Caesar‘s name in subsequent plays. In Measure for Measure (1603), for example, 
we find Escalus, who compares himself with the historical Caesar by name in his first 
exchange with Pompey (2.1.238), passing judgements willy-nilly while his counterpart, 
named Justice, is kept silent throughout the play but for the briefest exchange with Escalus 
at the end of the same scene. Antony and Cleopatra (1606) uses Octavius Caesar as a pivotal 
figure and he is named as Caesar on 159 occasions—the name of Caesar appears more often 
in this play, in fact, than in the play that bears Julius Caesar‘s name. Thus we might find 
                                                 
19 William Shakespeare, Hamlet Arden 3 edition (eds Ann Thompson and Neil Taylor), (London: Arden, 2006), 
n 286; Oxford English Dictionary, ‗bodkin, n.1‘. 
20 Tim Stretton, Women Waging Law in Elizabethan England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 
pp.72-73. 
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potential references to the Elizabethan Caesar in Octavius‘s handling of the messenger‘s 
news of the pirates in Act 1, Scene 4—Caesar having instituted new measures to clamp 
down on piracy during his time with the Admiralty—or in any number of jibes uttered 
about Caesar by the Egyptians in the play, or indeed in Caesar‘s own reference to perjury 
and ‗law‘ when describing women‘s weaknesses to Thidius (3.12.29-33), which could lock in 
an association for the Elizabethan audience between Cleopatra and the women‘s business 
that frequently concerned the Court of Requests.21 If Shakespeare might have seemed to be 
peaking in his mockery of Caesar with this play, a significant change in circumstances took 
place in the same year. On 3 July, 1606, the Elizabethan Caesar was appointed by James as 
Chancellor and Under Treasurer of the Exchequer.22 This appointment made Caesar one of 
the most powerful figures in England, gaining direct authority over the finances of the 
realm. Caesar‘s appointment appears to coincide with a cessation in Shakespeare‘s use of the 
name in his plays. While the name of Caesar appears in half of all Shakespeare‘s plays, the 
name is absent from those that follow the appointment of Sir Julius Caesar to the 
Exchequer: the period from 1606 to 1610 saw the appearance in the repertory of The King‘s 
Men of Pericles, Coriolanus, Winter’s Tale, King Lear, and The Tempest, none of which contain 
even passing reference to the name of Caesar. Cymbeline bookends this period and it marks 
the return to the use of the name Caesar in one of Shakespeare‘s plays: the name is used 
twelve times in reference to both Julius and Augustus Caesar. 
 
Why did Shakespeare become topical? 
If the play‘s references to Caesar signal the return to topical references to the Elizabethan 
Caesar, we must remain mindful of this hiatus in which five plays and the better part of four 
years passed without any such reference, since this hiatus speaks, perchance, to motive. 
Why, we might ask, would Shakespeare risk offence in this way, and why would the 
reference be considered topical c.1610? I want to begin answering this by looking back to 
1608, when tragedy twice befell Caesar. From his first marriage, Caesar had fathered five 
children, three of whom died in infancy, the last of which also claimed Caesar‘s first wife, 
Dorcas, in 1595. By what may seem a twist of fate, he two surviving children were those 
that had been named after their mother and father. By 1608, then, his 24 year old daughter 
and his 20 year old son continued to preserve the lasting memory of his first marriage with 
                                                 
21 In at least one non-Shakespearean play of this period, the company presented the fall of Caesar in a manner 
that could be read as topical: as Roslyn Knutson has shown, the controversial Sejanus by Ben Jonson depicts an 
over-reaching Sejanus plotting the fall of Caesar in order to gain advancement. Roslyn Lander Knutson, The 
Repertory of Shakespeare’s Company, 1594-1613 (Fayetteville: The University of Arkansas Press, 1991), p. 128. 
22 Hill, Bench, pp.119, 282n20. 
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their names, Dorcas and Julius. In 1608, both of Caesar‘s adult children died, only a few 
months apart. Dorcas died of dropsy, but the events surrounding the death of Julius have an 
uncanny ring to them: he was a student in Padua and after being injured in a fencing contest, 
sought revenge on his opponent, attempting to shoot him with a pistol, before falling over 
and being run through; Caesar spent March and April of 1608 petitioning both the King and 
his ambassador in Venice to have his son‘s killer, Antonio Brochetta, tried for the murder. 
Echoes of Merchant, with a Venetian setting and its depiction of the pursuit of a debtor 
named Antonio, might have seemed eerily too close to the bone if Shakespeare was 
contemplating any return to the topical treatment of Caesar at this time. That Merchant had 
been revived for two performances at Court in 1605 should not be overlooked here: it was 
still in the active repertory of the King‘s Men, almost a decade after it had been written, up 
to a year before Caesar‘s appointment to the Exchequer. 23  Following this tragedy, 
throughout 1609, Caesar focused his activities on attempting with the Earl of Salisbury, 
Robert Cecil, to solve the problems of the finances of King James. Their combined efforts 
culminated in Cecil‘s proposal in February, 1610, of the Great Contract, an agreement that 
would see James relinquish all claims to moneys from the complicated and outdated feudal 
rights system in exchange for a single fixed annual payment from each of the realm‘s 
parliaments.24 Debates about the Contract endured throughout the first half of 1610, with 
both James and the MPs threatening to abandon the proposal at different times, and only 
direct intervention by Caesar had enabled the topic to maintain any momentum beyond the 
summer recess, although we should remember that neither Caesar nor Cecil were in a 
position to implement them without parliamentary sanction.25 The proposal was finally 
abandoned late in the year. Caesar had supported the proposal in session but he privately 
wrote that it did not go nearly far enough in securing sufficient revenue to enable James to 
govern effectively. 
I argue here that the topicality of Caesar references in Cymbeline, written during 
1610, hinge on the role that the Chancellor of the Exchequer had taken in brokering a peace, 
albeit unsuccessfully, for an agreement that would see annual payments made directly from 
provincial parliaments to the monarch of the realm. Yet I also think that the untimely 
demise of Caesar‘s two adult children in 1608 is present as a tragic memory to which the 
resolution of Cymbeline pays respect. It is not hard to imagine that the tribute of three 
                                                 
23 James C. Bulman, Shakespeare in Performance: The Merchant of Venice (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 1991), p.13. 
24 Hill, Bench, pp.150-81. 
25 On Cecil and Caeasr‘s collaboraton see John Cramsie, Kingship and Crown: Finance under James VI and I, 
1603-1625 (Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2002), p.80. 
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thousand pounds demanded by the long deceased Julius Caesar constitutes a none-too-sly 
wink at the current Chancellor of the Exchequer, not only in the sense that it addresses his 
well known habit of being outspoken on the matter of debts owing to him but also in the 
sense that his current job was overseeing the proper procedures of the court. John Currin 
has shown that the role of the Exchequer was delimited during the creation of the ‗chamber 
system‘ by Henry VII, with the oversight of diplomatic expenditures devolving in informal 
fashion to the Privy Chamber, so the Exchequer assumed a more domestic accountancy role, 
balancing the treasury books.26 If the role of the Chancellor of the Exchequer had remained 
unchanged by the eight men who held the position after the death of Henry VII, 
nevertheless, it is abundantly clear from the historical record that Caesar took it upon 
himself to reinvigorate the office: as Lamar Hill has shown, Caesar‘s first year in office was 
spent coming to grips with the scale of the machinery of State over which he now presided, 
pursuing what changes he deemed necessary to protect himself against any perception of 
impropriety, but by the end of that first year in office, his mind turned to broader questions 
of his responsibility to the King; Caesar himself wrote in a letter of 9 June, 1607, ‗how can 
the kings majesty pay that which he owes when that which is owing is unpaied?‘27 His next 
years in the role are marked by the push for the Great Contract, of course, as well as a 
staggering amount of correspondence sent out from the Office of the Exchequer to press the 
King‘s debtors into settling their debts.28 To these same debtors, his correspondence as 
Chancellor and Under Treasurer must have seemed remarkably familiar; Hill notes that his 
earlier career was marked by a propensity for complaining about financial matters: ‗Caesar 
complained of financial difficulty at every turn—overworked, underpaid, expending his 
wealth in the queen‘s service, losing an inheritance (so he said) for want of compensation.‘29 
That Caesar‘s pursuit of the debt continues to haunt subsequent generations of English 
monarchs and Roman Emperors in Shakespeare‘s Cymbeline could be read as the hyperbolic 
inflation of this Elizabethan Caesar‘s notorious persistence in fiscal affairs. In the play‘s 
most telling paradox, Cymbeline is triumphant over Roman military forces yet cedes to 
Caesar the long unpaid tribute.  
Yet if Shakespeare wants the ending of Cymbeline to represent the payment of an 
overdue tribute to the present Caesar, it is not enough, I suggest, for the tribute to be a 
representation of a financial settlement. Although hyperbolic, the representation will also be 
                                                 
26 John M. Currin, ‗―Pro Expensus Ambassatorum‖: Diplomacy and Financial Administration in the Reign of 
Henry VII,‘ The English Historical Review 108, 428 (1993), pp.589-609. 
27 Hill, Bench, pp.126-30, 283, n43. 
28 Hill, Bench, pp.150-78. 
29 Hill, Bench, p.88. 
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reductive, in so far as it defines the figure simply as the caricature of a debt collector. In the 
happy return of Cymbeline‘s two sons, however, we may glimpse a presentation of a 
fantastic scenario that the Elizabethan Caesar might well have wished for after 1608. 
Having been stolen as infants by Belarius, Cymbeline‘s sons are renamed as Polydore and 
Cadwal. The second name may have been taken from an ancient king of a region of northern 
Wales known as Gwynedd (or Venedocia, as the Romans called it),30 which may well be 
read as a reference to the fact that in 1610, James‘s son Henry was invested as Prince of 
Wales in an act that formally united the Scottish, English, and Welsh titles held by the heir 
to the English throne. The name Polydore seems only to refer to one of Raphael 
Holinshed‘s acknowledged sources for his Chronicles, the Italian historian Polydore Virgil, 
author of Anglica Historia (1534).31 Yet in the names that are invented for these two sons, I 
think we also see an echo of a gesture toward the Elizabethan Caesar‘s deceased daughter 
and wife (both of whom were named Dorcas), resonating in one half of each name: Poly-dore 
and Cad-wal. Furthermore, in the final scene in which Posthumus—whose name translates 
as ‗after-death‘—is spared from the gallows, Cymbeline‘s sons are resurrected: he thought 
them to have been dead for twenty years, but now they are returned. It is a fantasy of 
resurrection that Caesar himself would have dearly hoped to experience, and it is in this, I 
suggest that the play‘s final scene gives to Caesar overdue tribute by virtue of presenting to 
him the fantastic possibility of a return of the deceased.  
 
Venice 
There is one other major event of 1609 that is worth discussing here, and it is one in which 
Caesar played a small but significant role. I have already mentioned the political fallout that 
was current in 1609 from the publication of James‘s Premonition. One local expression of this 
fallout took place when the English Ambassador to Venice, Henry Wotton, presented a 
copy of the book to the Duke at the palace, who received the book smilingly but then had it 
immediately suppressed.32 Wotton ostensibly resigned in a fury, but James accepted the 
political reality of the Duke‘s reaction and asked Caesar to intercede with Lord Salisbury.33  
We should remember that ambassadors could not simply resign without the King‘s 
permission.  The Venetian Ambassador to England was also a key to these negotiations. His 
name was Marc‘Antonio Correr. Once again, Venice was a focus of Caesar‘s attentions, and 
                                                 
30 Horace Howard Furness, jr.,(ed), The Tragedie of Cymbeline: A New Variorum Edition (Philadelphia: 
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once again, the name of an Antonio was pivotal. Such matters are purely coincidental, to be 
sure, but it is worth again reminding ourselves that if Merchant had once been written to 
mock Caesar, coincidences of this kind might have served to twist the dagger. In the events 
of 1609, though, the potential for mockery went beyond the personal life of the Elizabethan 
Caesar. Now, the names and locations reverberating with a potential for renewed topicality 
were contributing to a potential flashpoint in the ongoing and volatile relations between 
England and Rome over the Oath of Allegiance. Just as Cymbeline might have written back 
to Caesar in tribute, as an apology of sorts for previous topically constructed references in 
the plays from around 1596 to 1605, the depiction of Cymbeline‘s relations with Rome also 
addresses itself to Caesar‘s and, by further extension, James‘s dealings in 1609 with Rome. 
The precipitating factor compelling James to pen his Premonition was of course Bellarmine‘s 
refutations of the Oath of Allegiance, and I suggest that we can read the name of the 
outlawed Belarius as a play on Bellarmine‘s name, wherein the ‗mine‘ in Bellarmine becomes 
the ‗i + us‘ in Belarius, and the name he takes on in his exile, Morgan, means literally ‗big 
mouth‘ from the early modern meanings of ‗mor‘ and ‗gan‘.34 Cymbeline‘s decision to pardon 
Belarius can be read along such lines as the escalation of Cymbeline‘s and therefore Britain‘s 
beneficence above that of Rome, or in the same chain of associations, of James‘s moral 
superiority over Bellarmine.  
Lest Shakespeare‘s audiences for this play be unsure of the topicality of ongoing 
disputes over James‘s Premonition, the play adds an additional series of cues. One explicit 
reference is to be found when the Italian Giacomo is trying to seduce Innogen in the first 
Act: he refers to her touch as being able to ‗force the feeler‘s soul / To th‘oath of loyalty‘ 
(1.6.102-103) and he opposes it to ‗falsehood,‘ a word he repeats immediately—‘falsehood—
falsehood as with labour‘ (1.6.108-109). In James‘s Premonition, he protests at Bellarmine 
accusing him seven times of using ‗falsehood‘ in his document instituting the Oath of 
Allegiance.35 Beyond this level of resonance, though, there is one way in which the play 
evokes the Premonition and at the same time offers a show of peace to the Elizabethan 
Caesar, to be found in a line penned by James: while describing the death of Christ at the 
hands of the Romans, James concludes nevertheless that ‗he could not be a friend to Caesar, 
that was not his enemie.‘ 36  Cymbeline is explicitly described in terms of this same 
contradiction. At the start of Act Three, Lucius declares he is sorry that he must pronounce 
‗Caesar, that hath more kings his servants than/Thyself domestic officers—thine enemy‘ 
                                                 
34 Oxford English Dictionary, ‗more, adj., pron., adv., n.3, and  prep.‘ and ‗gan, n.1‘ 
35 King James I, The Political Works of James I (ed. Charles Howard McIlwain), (Union, New Jersey: The 
Lawbook Exchange, 2002), p.115. 
36 James, Premonition, p.131. 
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(3.1.63-64) to Cymbeline. By the end of the play, Cymbeline wins the conflict but submits 
once more to Caesar, both friend and enemy in equal measure. In an analogous move, the 
play also submits at last to the very Caesar to whom the players had been belligerent in the 
past, but to whom they now—after their former enemy had endured extreme tragedy and 
remarkable success in turn—offered tribute in the form of topical references that enable 
Caesar to be aligned both with the Roman Emperor to whom Cymbeline pays tribute as 
well as to the self same ancient British monarch, to whom Jacobean supporters were turning 
to build a new myth of origin. While it engages with the iconography of early Britain in 
retelling one of that nation‘s foundational stories, then, this very Jacobean play was 
nevertheless just as concerned with topical material on a far more myopic scale. The 
precipice on which the British world of Cymbeline teeters, albeit as pure anachronism, is 
thus also a locus for a personal set of commentaries on a key contemporary figure and the 
long standing scores that the company sought fit, perhaps, at last to settle. 
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Supernatural Illness in Early Modern England: Some Cultural Variations 
Judith Bonzol, University of Sydney1 
Introduction 
In 1605 the Scottish chronicler Robert Johnston commented in his Historia Rerum 
Britannicarum on the English demoniac Anne Gunter:  
To the great wonder of bystanders she lacked all sense of pain when 
she was stuck with pins. … Not only was this wonderful in the eyes 
of those who were present, but she also cast out of her mouth and 
throat needles and pins in an extraordinary fashion.2 
 
The early modern period has been described by historians as ‗the golden age of the 
demoniac‘, 3  largely because of the traumatic religious and civil transformations and 
disruptions that occurred during this period. The way in which demonic possession and 
bewitchment manifested, however, had some distinct cultural variations throughout the 
various regions of Western Europe. This paper explores the symptoms of demonic 
possession and bewitchment in early modern England and discusses the cultural variations 
that were distinctive, or least particularly prevalent, in England. Not only were English 
Protestant attitudes towards family and children reflected in the symptoms of demonic 
possession, but also religious intervention, reinforced by medical interpretations, narrowed 
the range of symptoms that were accepted as demonic. Because supernatural afflictions had 
the potential to be exploited by both Catholics and Protestants for the purposes of 
propaganda, the state, as Richard Raiswell argues, ‗imposed a new, more rigorous and 
exacting burden of proof for demoniacs to meet.‘4 This resulted in the strong suggestion 
that the symptoms of demonic possession were being shaped by sufferers to meet the 
expectations of observers. 
Historians of witchcraft and demonic possession have noted that the behaviour of 
demoniacs in England tended to be milder and more innocent than in continental Europe 
where the manifestations of demonic possession could be quite bizarre, extreme, and 
concupiscent.5 This cultural variation can be attributed to a number of factors, but the one 
                                                 
1 Email: judith.bonzol@sydney.edu.au 
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University Press, 1976), p.60. 
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most commonly given is that, unlike continental Europe and Scotland, judicial torture was 
not used in England to extract confessions in witchcraft cases. Devil worship was primarily 
an elite notion, but diabolism filtered into popular culture when charges against witches 
were read out at executions, and through sermons.6 There is little doubt that preaching and 
proselytizing disseminated diabolical beliefs in communities, but the notion that this was 
reflected in the behaviour of demoniacs; in the construction of their dreams, visions and 
apparitions, warrants further investigation. 7   Nevertheless, elite diabolical beliefs were 
clearly evident in the way that demonic possession was interpreted by authorities on the 
Continent, especially in the nature of the corporeal interaction between demons and 
demoniacs. Consequently the sexual nature of alleged diabolical interference with demoniacs 
was not as evident in England as it was elsewhere. 
The notion that demonic possession was connected to the sexual anxieties of young 
women is particularly apparent in cases of group possession in France. As Moshe Sluhovsky 
has noted, ‗sexual expressions and metaphors, explicit sexual gestures, accusations, and 
fantasies … characterized the numerous cases of multipossessions in French convents in the 
seventeenth century.‘ 8  Sexual connotations were also evident in individual possessions and 
Sluhovsky convincingly argues that this was the result of personal sexual anxiety displayed 
within a highly charged atmosphere of intense religious rivalry.9 Such potent dramatic 
performances of possession and exorcism occurred amidst the chaotic religious ferment of 
early modern Europe and often involved young women, but there were also cases of 
demonic possession involving younger children and adolescents. Lyndal Roper has recorded 
several cases from the German territories which she attributes to psychological fears and 
anxieties within an ambience saturated with malevolent witchcraft, diabolical seduction, and 
Devilish pacts.10  Moreover, children manifesting inexplicable symptoms of possession in 
Germany, the Basque country, and Sweden were sometimes charged with witchcraft, along 
with the sexual implications of congress with the Devil that witchcraft charges implied – a 
                                                 
6 Brian P. Levack, The Witch-Hunt in Early Modern Europe, 3rd ed. (Harlow: Pearson Education, 2006), p.60; James 
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belief that was much more prevalent on the Continent than it was in England. 11 Possessed 
children and adolescents were rarely accused of witchcraft in England. 
The absence of group possessions in England is another conspicuous variant. In 
regions of France, Italy, Spain and the Netherlands, there were numerous cases of group 
possessions of nuns in convents, and occasionally there were also clusters of possession 
cases amongst children and adolescents in orphanages and other charitable institutions.12  
While it is understandable that there were no group possessions of nuns in Protestant 
England, as there were no convents, there were likewise no recorded cases of group 
possessions in charitable institutions, orphanages, hospitals, and schools established to care 
for and educate the poor, particularly abandoned children and orphans.13  Instead demonic 
possession nearly always took place among the younger members of families, occasionally 
extending to siblings or servants and apprentices within the same household. Indeed 
English witchcraft trials and pamphlets reveal disproportionately high numbers of children 
and young adolescents, both male and female, suffering from perceived supernatural 
afflictions within the context of the family or household.14 
The age of the demoniacs is particularly revealing about families in Protestant 
England. Historians often interpret the indicators of demonic possession as an inversion of 
socially acceptable behaviour and stories of possession are generally understood as a 
challenge by children and young adults to parental and religious authority. According to 
Marion Gibson, demonic possession represented a ‗rebellion of the young … when children 
defied their parents or refused to behave at school.‘15 James Sharpe has pointed out that the 
more extreme manifestations of demonic possession and bewitchment can be seen as an 
opportunity for licensed misbehaviour, and an outlet for suppressed desires in an oppressive 
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environment, especially amongst children living in godly households.16 But this rebellion 
did not extend to inappropriate sexual behaviour. 
Instead rebellion was more likely to manifest in the form of violent reaction to 
prayer or Bible readings, throwing Bibles into the fire, and similar behaviour.  Disrespect 
shown to the Bible was especially abhorrent in the reformed Church of England where the 
Bible had taken central place as the foremost source of religious truth, and reading the Bible 
aloud in the vernacular in godly households was widely practised.  Irreverent conduct 
towards the Bible was often cited in court records and pamphlets as evidence of possession 
or bewitchment, and could well have been a response to an upbringing where the behaviour 
of the young was subjected to strict moral codes, sermonizing, Bible readings, lectures, and 
physical punishment.17  For example, in the Throckmorton case in 1589, five possessed 
sisters, aged between nine and fifteen, were ‗very well, and out of their fits‘ until the village 
parson, Doctor Dorington, insisted they all kneel down to pray after supper: ‗no sooner had 
he uttered the first word, [when]… all the children fell into fittes‘. When Dorington prayed 
the children screeched and shouted, but ‗when he ended, they ended‘.18 Adults interpreted 
this as evidence that a ―wicked spirite‖ conveyed by a witch was compelling the children to 
behave inappropriately.  
I have argued elsewhere that there was more to these manifestations of demonic 
possession than the rebelliousness and disobedience of children.19  Fear and anxiety were 
also crucial factors, particularly in a milieu where belief in witchcraft was commonplace.  
Children‘s imaginations were sparked by stories and rumours of witchcraft circulating in 
the community; panic and unease were exacerbated by sermons conjuring vivid and 
troubling images of witches, demons, hellfire, public calamities, and the searing 
consequences of succumbing to the temptations of the Devil.20  The English Protestant 
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obsession with temptation, ‗the satanic intrusion into the mind‘, was a notion that 
permeated sermons, devotional writings, conduct books and catechisms.21   Once adults 
accepted the fevered imaginings of children, resulting from this potent combination of fear 
and anxiety, tension and rebellion, as a manifestation of demonic possession, their fantasies 
of witchcraft were likely to be believed. Indeed children and their families were often the 
accusers of witches in England, and from around the end of the sixteenth century demonic 
possession was nearly always attributed to witchcraft. 
 
Children and witchcraft 
This tendency to attribute demonic possession to witchcraft was apparent throughout most 
regions of Western Europe, but it was particularly pervasive in England.  The notion that 
malicious possessing spirits could be instigated, controlled, and transmitted by witches 
meant that culpability was detracted from the victims, and the traditional perception of 
elites that demonic possession was the result of inherent sin and depravity was not readily 
applied in cases where children were concerned.22 From a religious perspective, children 
were associated with innocence and virginity, despite the concept of original sin, and were 
traditionally seen as being closer to the spiritual world than adults. Consequently, they 
were thought more likely to be gifted with powers of prophecy and divination, and children 
perceived to be supernaturally afflicted were lavished with care and concern, their every 
utterance recorded and treated with special significance. 23  This naturally had the 
consequence of reinforcing the behaviour that attracted this type of attention.  
The reluctance to assign accountability to children was also supported in medical 
literature where children before the age of puberty were regarded as ‗unsexed‘, in the sense 
that there was little difference between the humoral make-up of boys and girls.24 Children 
were warm and moist, their power of reason weak, or, as one medical writer put it, their 
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rational soul was ‗drowned and drunk with moisture and humours.‘25 This meant that they 
were emotionally erratic, more prone to anger, and less capable of self-moderation than 
adults, signifying that their spirits were easily overcome or manipulated.26 According to the 
scholar Joseph Glanvill, the susceptibility of ‗Children and timerous Persons‘ to diabolical 
illness was widely recognized ―because their Spirits and Imaginations being weak and 
passive, are not able to resist the fatal Influence‖.27 The clergyman John Gaule, in keeping 
with popular beliefs of the time, noted ‗that witches have power over Infants, more then the 
Aged; over Women, more then over men; and over Women with Child, more then others.‘28 
Furthermore, the emotional excesses of youth, due to an overabundance of heat and 
moisture, meant that adolescent males had little control over their bodies and minds, 
making them more prone to manipulation by evil spirits and witches.29 Adults, particularly 
adult males, were meant to have more control over their passions, and were therefore less 
likely to succumb to possession and become victims of witchcraft. 
 
The Church of England and exorcism 
This high incidence of witchcraft accusations connected to demonic possession in England 
can also be attributed in part to the Church of England‘s position on exorcism. It is no 
coincidence that the growing attribution of demonic possession to witchcraft accelerated 
dramatically towards the end of the sixteenth century at around the same time as the 
Church of England was campaigning for the elimination of public healing rituals of 
dispossession. This was because the success of these rituals had been used by godly clerics 
to celebrate the superiority of communal prayer and fasting, not only over the pretensions 
of Catholic exorcism, but also over the remedies of physicians and folk healers.30  As these 
rituals became increasingly under threat in England towards the end of the sixteenth 
century, witches were more commonly blamed for causing supernatural afflictions. In the 
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words of Richard Raiswell, ‗once possession was linked to witch belief [in England], witches 
were found lurking behind the torments of almost every demoniac‘.31   
 This growing tendency to attribute possession to witchcraft was blamed at the time 
on Protestant extremists like John Darrell. Darrell had acquired a reputation as a spiritual 
healer in 1586 when he was consulted about Katherine Wright, a young demoniac from 
Mansfield in Nottinghamshire. Regarded as ‗a man of hope, for the releeving of those which 
were distressed in that sort‘, Darrell expelled her demons with two epic sessions of prayer 
and Bible readings.32  He referred to fasting and prayer as ‗supernatural medicine … for the 
curinge of this unnatural or rather supernaturall disease: for it cometh not from nature, but 
something els.‘33 A vital part of Darrell‘s therapy was to encourage his patients to name a 
responsible witch, so that she, or he in some cases, could be prosecuted, thereby assisting 
the healing process. Samuel Harsnett, who became chaplain to the Bishop of London, 
Richard Bancroft, in 1597, was Darrell‘s chief adversary, and claimed that Darrell 
deliberately manipulated his patients into naming a witch as responsible for their 
sufferings.34 He noted that it seemed important to Darrell‘s ‗dignitie‘ to be able to ‗declare 
who sent the Devill into his patient.‘35 In the late 1590s, Darrell and some of his supporters 
conducted several triumphant exorcisms, all accompanied by controversial witchcraft 
accusations.36 This sparked a mass of anti-Puritan rhetoric disparaging such practices as 
fraudulent, theatrical performances.37 The Church Canons of 1604 exhorted ‗Ministers not 
to appoint publicke or private Fasts, or Prophesies, or to exorcize, but by authority.‘38 Thus 
public healing sessions of prayer and fasting were expressly forbidden, except by ‗Licence 
and direction of the Bishop‘, but as no such licences were granted, public dispossession 
rituals became unavailable to spiritual healers, except during the unregulated period of the 
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Civil War and Interregnum.39 Deprived of the cathartic release of a healing ritual, the 
tendency for people to blame witches in prominent cases of demonic possession became a 
key imperative in the quest for healing.  
The significance of demonic possession and healing to the evangelical cause can be 
seen in the numerous pamphlets that were published at this time for purposes of religious 
propaganda. In George More‘s account of the possession of seven members of the Starkie 
household in Lancashire around the end of the sixteenth century, the symptoms described 
are copious and acute.  The young demoniacs had strange visions and trances; they thought 
demons were tormenting them; they heard fearful voices; in their fits they were unaware of 
everything else going on around them; they shrieked, howled, and shouted; their swollen 
bodies were verified by many eye-witnesses; they strained and vomited; their joints were 
inflexible; their faces were disfigured; they demonstrated extraordinary strength; they 
blasphemed God and the Bible and reviled the preachers; their symptoms became much 
worse when prayers were read; ‗filthy and unsavoury speeches‘ were uttered;  they were 
blind, deaf and dumb for several days; they ate or drank nothing for many days at a time; 
and when they came out of their fits, they appeared completely normal as if ‗they felt very 
little or no hurt at all‘.40 More, who was an associate of John Darrell,  wrote the account 
from prison, and was desperate to authenticate the possession in order to clear himself and 
Darrell from charges of ‗cosinage and counterfeiting‘, as well as from Samuel Harsnett‘s 
accusation that he and Darrell were ‗a couple of cousining hipocrites‘.41  More also stated his 
intention to refute the claims of ‗papistes‘ that the dispossession of the seven in Lancashire 
by ‗Preachers of the Gospell‘ was nothing but ‗conjuring and knavery ... for if the Church of 
Englande have this power to cast out devils, then the Church of Rome is a false Church, for 
there ca[n] be but one true Church‘.42 For More, the listing of so many extreme symptoms 
in this case validated the possession in the eyes of his readers. The presence of one or two 
symptoms could be interpreted as a natural illness, but the fact that seven people shared so 
many rare and strange symptoms could only mean that the possession was legitimate.43  
The pamphlet was a blatant attempt to vindicate prayer and fasting as the only authentic 
approach of dispossession. Many other pamphlets describing possession were embellished in 
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this way to advocate a particular religious position, or to vindicate a witchcraft accusation, 
and were the subject of controversy and debate. 
Medical opinion was also malleable when it came to diagnosing demonic possession. 
It was acknowledged by some medical writers that the symptoms of some illnesses could 
understandably be mistaken for demonic possession. These included: uterine disorders, such 
as suffocation of the mother; maladies, such as the falling sickness, that caused convulsions 
and fits; and illnesses like melancholy that disturbed the mind and aggravated the 
imagination. Some physicians were more sceptical than others. The physician and natural 
philosopher Thomas Willis, for instance, wrote that ‗many who were taken to be 
Daemonaicks, or possessed with the Devil ... were only Epilepticks.‘44 The Northumbrian 
physician John Cotta famously described in detail some of the bizarre symptoms that 
sufferers of ‗falling sicknesses‘ could experience: insensitivity to pain, trance like states, 
frothing at the mouth, strange shrieking sounds; ‗some have their limbes ... sodainly with 
violence snatched up and carried aloft ... some have their faces continually deformed and 
drawne awrie ... their eyes with inordinate twinklings, ravings, and rollings disfigured‘.45  
But despite his adamant assertions that far too many natural illnesses were blamed on 
witchcraft, Cotta accepted that the possession of the Throckmorton children was genuine 
because physicians from Cambridge University had made the original diagnosis. Social 
factors, such as the high status of the Throckmorton family and the network of connections 
with Cambridge University, may have played a part in Cotta‘s opinion. This explains, at 
least in part, how similar categories of unusual symptoms could be attributed to natural 
diseases or aggravated imaginations in some cases, and to demonic possession in others.46 
 
The diagnosis of supernatural illness 
There were, moreover, a number of symptoms that most physicians acknowledged as 
infallible signs of supernatural illness. The English apothecary and medical practitioner, 
William Drage, produced an entire text devoted to supernatural disease. 47  While he 
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acknowledged that many cases of supernatural illness were diagnosed incorrectly or were 
simulated, he based his Daimonomageia on authenticated case studies from different times 
and places.48  He defined supernatural illnesses as those that had ‗strange and unaccustomed 
symptoms, and commonly preternaturally violent, very seldom or not at all curable by 
Ordinary and Natural Remedies‘.49 Some of these symptoms included vomiting copious 
amounts of blood or voiding hundreds of worms, accompanied by intense pain.  He listed 
other manifestations of supernatural disease:  convulsions, swelling of the tongue causing 
inability to speak or swallow, visions of witches, and bestial sounds emanating from the 
afflicted, such as ‗Cats mewing‘, ‗Dogs barking‘ or ‗Cows lowing‘.50 Another sure sign of 
possession by witchcraft was twisted and contorted limbs, with the ‗neck turned behind him‘ 
and lying immobile for long periods ‗as if dead‘.51 Running and jumping around frantically, 
with preternatural athletic ability also indicated as a supernatural disease. There was for 
Drage a multitude of unusual symptoms that could be defined as demonic and only one or 
two needed to be present to make a supernatural diagnosis. 
Physicians more sceptical than Drage also acknowledged that some symptoms were 
so strange and unusual they could only be explained in supernatural terms. Cotta 
maintained that if natural remedies did not work, or had strange side-effects, then the 
patient must be truly possessed or bewitched.52 Thomas Willis also accepted that some 
convulsive disorders were supernatural in origin. This was especially so, he said, when 
patients had symptoms such as severe contortions or extreme strength that ‗surpasses all 
human force‘, or when strange objects were ‗cast forth by Vomit; or a live Eel … voided by 
Stool, without doubt it may be believed that the devil has, and doth perform his parts in this 
Tragedy.‘53  
It must be noted though that medical and religious writers often reported the 
symptoms of demonic possession in keeping with accounts they had read from the 
Continent where symptoms, as I have said, tended to be more bizarre and extreme. When 
they listed symptoms that they believed were clear evidence of demonic possession, they 
mentioned behaviour that was rarely cited in the English courts. One of these, listed by 
Drage and others, was a demonstrated ability by the possessed person to speak ‗languages 
they never learned‘.54  He noted, by way of example, that two physicians, who assisted in a 
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diagnosis of demonic possession in Hertfordshire around 1664, had recently been in France 
where they witnessed the possession of ‗a whole Convent of Nunns.‘55 This was probably 
the group possession of nuns at the Ursuline convent at Auxonne in 1658 to1663.  However, 
instances of demoniacs speaking Latin, or languages other than English, were never (as far 
as I know) mentioned in the English courts, but were cited in published sources, particularly 
in works of nonconformist propaganda. The ejected minister Samuel Clarke, for instance, 
recalled that John Fox, a man from Nottingham with only basic literacy skills, ‗blasphemed 
fearfully … both in Hebrew and in Greek … and backed his Allegations with Sayings out of 
the Fathers and Poets in their own language, which he readily quoted.‘56 Similarly, Richard 
Dugdale, whom the nonconformist minister John Carrington exorcized in 1689, ‗when his 
Fits seized him‘ was reputed to speak ‗Latin, Greek and other Languages very well.‘57 Both 
Dugdale and Carrington were accused of fraud by the Anglican curate, Zachary Taylor.58 So 
while English scholars often cited this phenomenon as an assured sign of demonic 
possession, it was one that mostly occurred in accounts intent on authenticating a 
contentious religious position. 
Another indication of diabolical affliction, according to scholars, was the ability of 
the sick to ‗prophecie of things to come, above human capacatie‘ and ‗foretel truly things 
that afterward come to pass.‘ 59  The demonstration of clairvoyance or prophecy was 
sometimes mentioned in cases of demonic possession in the courts, most notably Anne 
Gunter‘s case in the Star Chamber early in the seventeenth century. Several witnesses, 
including physicians John Hall and Robert Vilvaine from Oxford University, stated that 
Anne Gunter was able to prophesy events and reveal the contents of private 
conversations.60 She was treated sympathetically by the authorities, perhaps because her 
clairvoyant abilities were relatively harmless and politically innocuous. Being able to tell 
how much money people had in their purses, or what someone would be wearing before 
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they came into the room, was hardly a cause for concern. In other cases demonstrations of 
clairvoyance and prophecy could be politically contentious. The apparent prophetic 
statements of Anna Trapnel, for instance, resulted in charges of witchcraft, vagrancy, 
madness, whoredom and seditious intent.61 Prophecy was another symptom that was often 
mentioned in published sources of religious dissention, particularly during the Civil War 
and Commonwealth when religious writers interpreted the utterings of possessed children 
as profound and prophetic religious pronouncements. They suggested that their young 
relatives had been chosen by God for special attention and that the nature of the possession 
divine rather than demonic.62 Most of the recorded cases of prophecy and clairvoyance 
associated with possession appeared in these types of religious texts. 
In fact many of the more severe and unusual symptoms of demonic possession were 
recounted at second or third hand and published to support a particular religious position. 
This can be seen in writers such as Richard Bovet who wrote a sensational account of 
demonic possession of the Merideth children, in Bristol in 1684, to bolster belief in the 
reality of witchcraft against the dreaded possibility that England was returning to 
Catholicism after the Restoration and in the midst of the constitutional crises regarding the 
possible succession of the Catholic Duke of York.63 Increasing instances of supernatural 
occurrences were, for Bovet, an indication that the return of Catholicism was imminent. The 
children, he said, complained of ‗intolerable pains‘ in their heads, their limbs were ‗distorted 
into unimaginable alterations‘, and they crept around the floor ‗like so many cats‘. One 
observer noted that they would ‗hang about the walls, and Cieling of the Room, like Flies or 
Spiders.‘64  Although physicians had suggested that the children were suffering from a 
natural illness, Bovet insisted that their illness had been caused by witches because of the 
severity of their symptoms. 
Another area where symptoms of demonic possession appeared particularly extreme 
was in scientific writing. The clergyman and member of the Royal Society Joseph Glanvill, 
as historians acknowledge, used highly critical and empirical methods of inquiry to support 
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the existence of witchcraft and to refute the sceptics.65  He reinforced his thesis that witches 
could cause illness by citing evidence from witchcraft trials, such as that of Elizabeth Style 
in 1664, in which Richard Hill related that his thirteen-year-old daughter, Elizabeth, 
‗though held in a Chair by four or five People, sometimes six, by the Arms, Legs, and 
Shoulders, she would rise out of her Chair, and raise her body about three or four foot high. 
And that after, in her fits, she would have holes made in her Hand-wrists, Face, Neck, and 
other parts of her Body‘.66 Certain that such ‗Eye and Ear-witnesses‘ could confirm the 
reality of witchcraft, Glanvill stated, ‗the more absurd and unaccountable these actions seem, 
the greater confirmations are they to me of the truth of those Relations.‘67 Once again these 
and other observations of the more extreme symptoms of demonic possession were related 
at second and third hand and not directly observed by the commentators.  
First-hand accounts were given in the courts by ordinary by people who believed 
that they or members of their families had been bewitched. Symptoms of bewitchment 
described in witchcraft trial records were often distressing, debilitating, and painful, 
sometimes resulting in death or permanent impairment. Witnesses in the assize courts in 
the late-sixteenth and seventeenth centuries mentioned crippling illnesses and paralysis, 
particularly in children, and frequently used phrases such as, ‗languished then died‘ and 
‗strangely handled.‘68 Many of these symptoms must have been attributed to natural causes 
in the courts, since a significant proportion of the women charged of witchcraft in these 
cases were found not guilty.  During the early Stuart period, the Church of England‘s 
position on exorcism, discussed above, and James I‘s new-found interest in exposing 
demoniacs as fraudulent meant that accusations of witchcraft linked to possession were 
subjected to even greater scrutiny.69 As a consequence there was in the seventeenth century 
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a contraction in the symptoms that authorities were prepared to countenance as genuine 
symptoms of demonic possession.70 Hence, in witness statements in the courts, there was 
increasing emphasis placed on particularly strange and unusual symptoms. These included 
loss of speech, violent convulsions, paralysis, long periods without eating, and 
demonstrations of unnatural strength. Sufferers often complained that someone was 
pricking them with pins, choking them, or pinching and pulling at their flesh. Frightening 
visions of the witch, or the witch‘s animal familiar, believed to be responsible for the victim‘s 
suffering, was often crucial to supernatural interpretation.71    
As examinations of demoniacs to test for fraud became more rigorous in England, 
certain symptoms of demonic possession became more prominent. Curious swellings and 
lumps roving around the body were frequently cited as sure signs of possession. William 
Langford, a surgeon from Nottingham, swore that William Sommers, a musician‘s 
apprentice exorcized by Darrell, was possessed because, along with many strange and 
unusual symptoms, he had a swelling in his stomach the size of a ‗goose eg, or a halfe penie 
white loafe‘, which ascended up to his chest and into his throat.72 Another witness, Thomas 
Graie, believed that Sommers was dissembling and swore that he had achieved the effect of 
the wandering lump by moving his clenched fist around under the ‗covering of the bed.‘73 
Nevertheless, this symptom of the moving lump became increasingly common as an 
indicator of possession. When, in 1615, Edward Nyndge rewrote his account of his brother‘s 
possession that occurred in 1573, he included a description of a ‗certaine swelling or variable 
lumpe to a great bignesse swiftly running up and downe between the flesh and the skin‘, 
which was missing from his earlier account.74 The lump was most likely a literary invention 
derived from reports of the William Sommers case.75 
Symptoms of demonic possession that were considered very difficult to simulate 
became particularly apparent. Insensitivity to pain was an often cited symptom of possessed 
behaviour regarded as genuine because it could be easily verified. Demoniacs had to 
undergo a series of tests to authenticate the legitimacy of this symptom. Sommers had ‗pins 
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thrust deepe into his hand, and leg, to trie if he did counterfeit.‘76 Gunter was subjected to 
tests using ‗firebrands, candles, horns, and drums‘ and she was frequently pricked with 
pins.77 William Perry was whipped and had needles thrust into his toes and fingers, ‗yet 
could he not be discerned by either shrieking or shrinking, to bewray the least passion or 
feeling.‘78 If demoniacs were able to pass these tests without appearing to feel any pain, their 
possession was more likely to be regarded as authentic, and consequently this symptom was 
frequently cited as an indication that the possession was genuine. 
For early modern people the vomiting of foreign objects was a particularly 
convincing sign of bewitchment or demonic possession, as the presence of crooked pins, 
nails, feathers and the like, was clear evidence of a malevolent force at work. Court records 
frequently make reference to this and this was cited by people as convincing evidence that 
possession was genuine. Witnesses in Anne Gunter‘s case, for instance, mentioned in their 
evidence to the Star Chamber that she not only vomited copious quantities of pins, but 
ejected them from her nose when sneezing and passed them in her urine.79 Many similar 
examples were cited in witch trials by witnesses at the assizes. William Drage referred to 
some of these cases to support his accounts of bewitched people vomiting, or otherwise 
voiding, pins, needles, pieces of wood, nails, stones, pieces of cloth and bone, and other 
strange objects. In some cases, he said, suspected victims of witchcraft were posthumously 
dissected and objects found inside them, such as ‗Iron knives‘, ‗smooth pieces of Wood‘, ‗Iron 
Tools‘, and ‗a bundle of Hair‘.80 This, for Drage, was irrefutable medical proof of witchcraft. 
This symptom became even more apparent in the second half of the seventeenth 
century when witnesses frequently declared the presence of pins and other strange objects 
as evidence that an illness had been caused by witchcraft. At the trial of William and Mary 
Wade, in 1656 at the Yorkshire assizes, several witnesses deposed that a fourteen-year-old 
girl from a Yorkshire gentry family, Elizabeth Mallory, after having a number of ‗strange 
fitts‘, vomited such strange things as ‗blottinge pap[er] full of pins and thred tied about … 
[and] a lumpe of towe with pins and thred tied about it and a piece of wooll [with] pins in 
it  … [and] two feathers and a stick.‘81 At the Dorset summer sessions in 1687, the Torches 
of Lyme Regis claimed that their eighteen-year-old son, Nathaniel, had been having very 
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violent fits, needing at least six people to hold him down in the bed, and ‗severall Pins … 
and one iron Nayle‘ were taken out of his body.  In the same case, Mary Tillman deposed 
that her eighteen-year-old daughter, before she died, had violent fits and ‗severall Brass pins 
taken out of her Body from severall places.‘ 82  Although the suspected witch, Deanes 
Grimmerton, was eventually acquitted, the extraction of pins and nails from the bodies of 
victims remained convincing evidence of witchcraft for many people. 
In the closing decades of the seventeenth century the vomiting of foreign objects had 
almost become mandatory if witchcraft accusations were to make it as far as the courts. At 
the Taunton assizes in Somerset around 1680, evidence was given about a thirteen-year-old 
girl who spat out pins every time the suspected witch came near her.83 In another case from 
Taunton about ten years later, witnesses swore they had seen Mary Hill vomit up hundreds 
of pins and nails, pieces of brass, and spoon handles.84  These types of symptoms were 
reinforced in the numerous witchcraft-possession narratives that were published at this time. 
Richard Dugdale, the Surrey demoniac, in a case that attracted considerable controversy, 
reputedly vomited several large stones and flints, gold, silver and brass rings, and ‗an Hair 
Button‘.85 At the close of the century, Richard Hathaway, who was claiming to have been 
bewitched by Sarah Morduck, had, according to witnesses, eaten nothing for ten weeks and 
was vomiting pins and nails in great abundance.86  Thus the voiding of foreign objects 
became increasingly evident in court records and witchcraft possession narratives during 
the seventeenth century. 
 
Conclusion 
Protestant notions of family, elite concepts of the Devil and demonism, the struggle by the 
Church of England to eliminate popular exorcisms, and educated medical opinion all 
contributed to cultural variations in demonic possession in early modern England. The 
greater burden of proof imposed on demoniacs by religious authorities, combined with a 
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narrowing of symptoms that physicians and other educated commentators were prepared to 
countenance as genuine signs of supernatural affliction over the course of the seventeenth 
century, meant that certain symptoms became more apparent in demonic possession cases. 
This supports the theory that symptoms were being shaped, albeit unconsciously, to meet 
the narrowing range of indicators that were being considered in the courts and elsewhere as 
infallible evidence of bewitchment. While the possibility of fraud was often considered in 
many cases of demonic possession, the voiding of pins and foreign objects, especially when 
coupled with insensitivity to pain and a range of other unusual symptoms, reinforced the 
authenticity of many cases of demonic possession. This made the case against witches 
particularly damning in the eyes of ordinary people.  
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‘The Abolitionists of Slavery among Women’: Transatlantic Foundations of the 
Woman-Slave Analogy 
Ana Stevenson, University of Queensland 
Introduction 
The transatlantic nature of the eighteenth and nineteenth century antislavery and women‘s 
rights movements was well understood by the global community of social reformers.  At the 
Tenth National Women‘s Rights Convention in 1860, Ernestine Rose, the Polish immigrant 
of Jewish heritage and renowned orator of the American women‘s rights movement, stated: 
Our movement is cosmopolitan.  It claims the rights of woman 
wherever woman exists, and this claim makes itself felt wherever 
woman is wronged.  In England, great efforts have been made of late 
years, and great accessions have been made to the rights and 
liberties of women.  The same thing is taking place in France and 
Germany, and, in fact, everywhere.1 
During this same period, the enslavement of African peoples and those of African descent 
also ‗generated explosive political struggles,‘ which ultimately lead to the gradual abolition 
of slavery throughout the Atlantic regions.2  At the same time, the women of these Western 
transatlantic nations ‗created and encountered unprecedented opportunities for self-
discovery, intellectual exploration, and political engagement on behalf of the enslaved, and 
on their own behalf as well.‘3  In doing so, these women invoked a distinctive rhetorical 
device, the woman-slave analogy, which had its foundations in a myriad of international 
reform movements from the Enlightenment period onwards.  The woman-slave analogy 
repeatedly compared the condition of and restrictions upon (white) women to that of slaves.  
As Paulina Wright Davis said in 1853, ‗We are the abolitionists of slavery among women, 
and demand emancipation on the soil, not colonisation on the clouds.‘4 
Many writers, from ancient times to the present, have utilised an analogy which 
equated the subjugation of white women to that of the slave.  The analogy turns on the 
perception that the position of women in Western society was, historically, so restricting 
that the condition of women was no better, nor any freer, than the condition of slaves.  
Many reformers across the transatlantic utilised this rhetorical device to critique the social, 
legal, cultural and political restrictions placed upon the women whose lives they 
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endeavoured to transform.  This rhetorical device gained linguistic credence from the 
seventeenth century onwards, particularly through the work of women writers, novelists, 
orators and other intellectuals.  As the rhetorical use of the slavery analogy became a 
feature of writings of Enlightenment humanism, it also became a key critique and 
expression of early abolitionism and feminism.  Consequently, it came to inform a number of 
texts that were a part of the broader critique of the position of women in an increasingly 
interconnected world.  However, interpretations of the woman-slave analogy differed from 
nation to nation, specifically in regards to the actual presence, distance from or complete 
absence of literal  slavery.  By investigating the works of a variety of writers and reformers, 
I will examine how the application of the woman-slave analogy differed among Western 
women.  This provides new insight into how the woman-slave analogy operated as a 
rhetorical device into different parts of the Western world. 
Historical Foundations of Woman Slavery 
‗If all men are born free, how is it that all women are born slaves?‘5 
Mary Astell (1666-1730), 
Some Reflections upon Marriage (1700) 
The experience of women throughout much of human history has been related to the 
subordinate status of the female sex.  While the causes, correlations and consequences of the 
various kinds of gender arrangements in different societies throughout history are still the 
basis for much scholarship, developments in anthropology and prehistory give insight into 
the early dispersion of gender roles. 6   As institutionalised societal hierarchies and the 
market economy helped develop notions of the state, class, taxation and slavery, these so-
called patriarchal social structures contributed to the gradual institutionalisation of the 
subordination of women.7  These emerging hierarchies ‗altered definitions of the social roles 
of men and women,‘ as disparity began to develop in terms of gender, as well as class and 
occupation.8  Gerda Lerner contends that the ‗oppression of women antedates slavery and 
makes it possible,‘ evolving primarily from the sexual exploitation of female war captives.9  
Alongside the existing practices of patrilineal marital exchange and the emerging practice 
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of concubinage, female sexuality and reproductive capacity increasingly became a 
commodity, rendering women as ‗a group with less autonomy than men.‘ 10   These 
examinations of the development of slavery demonstrate how gender played into its 
discursive formation, and how the female gender could be devalued as a result. 
Consequently, Western women have routinely been marginalised by the moral and 
social standards propounded by those in power, with writers interpreting the condition of 
women as analogous to the condition of slaves.  Ideas that critiqued the disempowerment 
and lack of autonomy among women began to make use of this analogy, which derived from 
the historical experience of women and the subsequent legal, social and cultural 
manifestations thereof.  In their early compilations of the histories of women, pioneer 
feminists reiterated these themes, as they often wrote about women in terms of ‗an 
oppressed group and its struggle against its oppressors.‘11  Lydia Maria Child (1802-1880) 
prefaced her The History of the Condition of Women, in Various Ages and Nations (1835) with an 
excerpt from Lord Byron‘s (1788-1824) The Corsair (1814): 
I am a slave, a favoured slave 
At best, to share his splendour, and seem very blest; 
When weary of these fleeting charms and me, 
There yawns the sack, and yonder rolls the sea. 
What! am I then a toy for dotard‘s play, 
To wear but till the gilding frets away?12 
 
The history continues to discuss the various ways in which women around the world, in 
various times and places, have been ‗enslaved.‘  Consequently, the historical position and 
experience of women came to be increasingly understood in terms of slavery.13 
From the seventeenth century onwards, ‗women came to view their own 
emancipation in terms that drew on their understanding of slavery as a gendered 
institution.‘14  Some of the first examples of the woman-slave analogy in modern times came 
from the French women novelists of the mid-seventeenth century.15  These novelists, later 
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labelled Les Précieuses, denounced the institution of marriage, maintaining that women‘s 
situation and experience of marriage was analogous to slavery.16  This was accompanied by 
calls for ‗women‘s ‗liberty‘ and ... ‗equality of the sexes‘ in various combinations and 
permutations, juxtaposing ‗freedom‘ with ‗slavery‘.‘17  In his two-volume novel La Prétieuse, 
the abbé Michel de Pure (1620-1680) passionately denounced the institution of marriage: ‗Is 
there a tyranny in the world more cruel, more severe, more insupportable than that of these 
chains which endure to the tomb?‘18  In her novels, Madeleine de Scudéry (1607-1701) 
recognised marriage ‗as a trap that would provide a woman only with a master, rather than 
a lover or partner.‘19  Within this context, such writers critiqued women‘s powerlessness in 
choosing marriage partners and their consequent ‗subjection in marriage,‘ which was 
expressed by denouncing marriage as slavery and thus invoking the woman-slave analogy.20  
In this early context, the use of the woman-slave analogy was largely a rhetorical device to 
explain the dependence and subjection experienced by women in marriage – as opposed to 
making a rhetorical link to any form of racial slavery. 
However, during this same time period, the slavery analogy was also being invoked 
by other French writers, particularly male explorers and commentators on the West Indies.  
These writers ‗freely deployed‘ the slavery analogy ‗to describe the relations between the 
sexes among the indigenous peoples (les sauvages) of those areas…‘21  Hence, in spite of its 
literary uses, which were somewhat obscured from the idea of racial slavery, the woman-
slave analogy soon gained racialised connotations.  Subsequently, the explanation for the 
rhetorical logic and influence of the woman-slave analogy evolved from the social mores 
that permeated European society during the Enlightenment period. 
The Woman-Slave Analogy and Transatlantic Enlightenment Thought 
‗Was not the world a vast prison, and women born slaves?‘22 
Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797) 
Maria; or, the Wrongs of Woman, A Fragment (1798) 
                                                                                                                                                        
Emancipation (ed. Kathryn Kish Sklar and James Brewer Stewart), (Yale: Yale University Press, 2007), pp.59-
73. 
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The early feminist ideas that formed part of Enlightenment thinking expanded upon these 
themes, which challenged the prevailing understandings and expectations surrounding 
women in transatlantic nations.  Enlightenment thought foregrounded ‗human rights, and 
the ideals of liberty and equality‘ as ‗the best hope for human progress.‘23  Where the 
Enlightenment had its foundation in the concept of equality among men, early abolitionist 
and feminist thought sought to emphasise that this not include slaves or women.  The 
notions of individual freedom that characterised Enlightenment thought ‗made slavery seem 
an unnatural anachronism.‘ 24   Hence, slavery came to be seen increasingly as an 
abomination, whether it was manifested in terms of the racial slavery of Africans and other 
native groups, or the more philosophically understood ‗slavery‘ endured by women.  In 
extrapolation, early feminists sought to base ‗their arguments for legal, economic, and social 
equality between the sexes on natural rights‘ – the pre-existing, specific rights to which one 
is born and which the state has the duty to protect.25  In their development and critique of 
Enlightenment thought, Clare Midgely suggests that these early feminists ‗positioned the 
emancipation of women as the culmination of the progress of Western civilisation, and 
presented the oppression of women, like the enslavement of Africans, as out of place and out 
of time in developed Western society.‘ 26   The philosophy of the Enlightenment thus 
provided the catalyst for feminist thinking that interpreted the experience of Western 
women in terms of ‗slavery.‘ 
In reading these early transatlantic feminist writings of the woman-slave analogy, 
thematic understandings of the analogy emerge: sexual slavery and victimhood slavery; 
marital and legal slavery; domestic and labour slavery; spiritual slavery; fashion and 
physical slavery.  This tradition continued in the Western context throughout the 
eighteenth century in many forms of discourse; however, it increasingly correlated with 
overtones of colonial and racial slavery.  Moreover, the general revolutionary ferment 
throughout Europe during this period opened broader discussions of politics which likewise 
created space for the discussion of women‘s place in society. 
In England during the eighteenth century, writers such as Mary Astell (1666-1730) 
and Catherine Macauly (1731-1791) made use of the woman-slave analogy, particularly in 
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their call for the better education of women and daughters.27  Later in the century, women 
in France challenged the call for ‗Liberté, égalité, fraternité‘ which characterised the French 
Revolution, as well as its Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Male Citizen (1789).  Their 
use of the slavery analogy to elucidate the plight of women was coupled with ‗the imagery of 
breaking chains – and equal rights.‘28  Indeed, in 1791, Olympe de Gouges (1748-1793) 
challenged the notion of ‗fraternité‘ in her Declaration of the Rights of Woman and the Female 
Citizen.  As the French Revolution of 1789 helped extend ‗the concept of emancipation to 
people who were not enslaved,‘ early feminists in Germany and other parts of Europe 
critically explored the concept of ‗frauenemancipation.‘ 29   Following the 1848 March 
Revolution, Louise Otto (1819-1895) printed a ‗Call to German Women and Girls for the 
Establishment of a True Female Emancipation‘ in 1849, which was prefaced editorially by 
her critique of male reformers who excluded women from the demands they made for 
themselves.30  While there is evidence that there was some reciprocal knowledge of and 
communication between some of these women, others were completely unaware of their 
predecessors, or disregarded them in terms of their personal morality.31  Hence, despite 
their disparate time periods and locations, it has been suggested by Bonnie S. Anderson that 
these burgeoning feminist thinkers were connected by ‗a common body of international 
literature‘ that provided both ‗news and confirmation of a shared outlook and sensibility.‘32 
However, in the British context, the slavery analogy came to be used in a more 
developed way.  According to Clare Midgely, this discourse ‗developed in the context of 
Britain‘s imperial expansion,‘ suggesting that, when writers compared British women to 
slaves, they were ‗referring on some occasions to African slaves in the British colonies or 
the United States, on others to women enslaved in the ‗despotic‘ ‗oriental‘ harem, and on 
others to the ill-treatment of women in ‗savage‘ societies.‘33  Rather than appearing as ‗a 
univocal white woman-black male slave analogy,‘ Midgely describes this as ‗a ‗triple 
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discourse‘ of slavery.‘34  The later writings of the Englishwoman Mary Wollstonecraft 
(1759-1797) are expressive of such a discourse. 
In her early writings, Wollstonecraft articulated the concept of slavery that had 
inspired the writings of women throughout the seventeenth century, with the idea that 
‗marriage was a form of slavery; wives were slaves to husbands.‘35  Subsequent to her 1790 
A Vindication of the Rights of Men, Wollstonecraft published A Vindication of the Rights of 
Woman in 1792.  This was written against the background of the French Revolution and in 
the context of her expanding understanding of the uses to which the slavery analogy could 
be devoted.36  Wollstonecraft contended: ‗Many are the causes that, in the present corrupt 
state of society, contribute to enslave women by cramping their understandings and 
sharpening their senses.‘37  These reasons included the slavery of love and marriage, an 
insufficient education which rendered women ‗the slaves of prejudices‘ and ‗the slave of 
sensibility,‘ the slavery of dependence and fashion, as well as civil and political slavery.38  
While this document ‗favoured a discourse on slavery that highlighted female subjugation,‘ 
it also used the plight of colonial slaves as a metaphor for the plight of white women.39  
Wollstonecraft also asked: ‗Is one half of the human species, like the poor African slaves, to 
be subject to prejudices that brutalise them...?‘40  Moreover, she maintained that women 
were ‗[c]onfined then in cages, like the feathered race,‘ having ‗nothing to do but to plume 
themselves, and stalk with mock-majesty from perch to perch.‘41  Thus, the use of the 
slavery analogy enabled Wollstonecraft compare women to the wretched condition of 
colonial slaves, but in a context of remoteness that failed to encourage self-identification. 
Women on the other side of the world also built on this ideological framework 
throughout the nineteenth century.  Through the more immediate and direct presence of 
slavery within the United States, the woman-slave analogy became pervasive and was 
constantly utilised in the rhetoric of the antislavery and women‘s rights movements. 
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The Woman-Slave Analogy in America 
‗Can you not see that women could do, and would do a hundred times more for the slave if 
she were not fettered?‘42 
Angelina E. Grimké (1805-1879) 
Weld-Grinké Letters, I (c.1838) 
As transatlantic European cultures explored the ideas surrounding the Enlightenment and 
the rights of man, ideas pertaining to the ‗emancipation‘ of women from ‗slavery‘ also 
developed in the United States following the American Revolution (1775-1783).  As a 
consequence of the perceived ‗tyranny‘ and ‗slavery‘ faced by the British colony of America, 
the American Revolution brought about radical change in ‗the laws governing the 
relationship between ruler and ruled, subjects and the king.‘ 43   As the characterising 
document of the American Revolution – ‗THE FOUNDING DOCUMENT‘ –the Declaration of 
Independence became the ‗American Enlightenment‘s equivalent to sacred scripture.‘ 44  
Abigail Adams (1744-1818), the wife John Adams (1735-1826), characterised men as 
‗Naturally Tyrannical‘ masters who wished women to be their slaves. 45   In her 
condemnation of men who treat women ‗only as the vassals of your Sex,‘ she called her 
husband to give women a political voice: 
I can not say that I think you very generous to the Ladies, for whilst 
you are proclaiming peace and good will to Men, Emancipating all 
Nations, you insist upon retaining an absolute power over Wives. ... 
[W]e have it in our power not only to free ourselves but to subdue 
our Masters, and without violence throw both your natural and legal 
authority at our feet – 
‗Charm by accepting, by submitting sway 
Yet have our Humour most when we obey.‘46 
Hence, from the beginning of American nationhood, the disenfranchisement of women was 
interpreted by women as political slavery, and critiqued in terms of the woman-slave 
analogy.  Despite Adams‘ urging for the founding fathers to guarantee the rights of women 
within the early Constitution, women remained disenfranchised. 
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However, from the mid-1830s onwards, the Declaration of Independence found itself 
the object of criticism and censure from American antislavery and women‘s rights activists 
alike: while sanctioning slavery, it systematically excluded women from its wording.47  The 
song, God Save America, published in the Philadelphia Minerva in 1795, expressed some of 
these sentiments: 
GOD save each Female‘s 
right, 
Show to her ravish‘d fight 
Woman is Free; 
Let Freedom‘s voice prevail, 
And draw aside the vale 
[sic], 
Supreme Indulgence hail. 
Sweet liberty. ... 
Think of the cruel 
chain, 
Endure no more the 
pain of slavery: – 
Why should a tyrant 
bid; 
Her providence 
assign‘d 
Her soul to be confin‘d, 
Is not her gentile mind 
By virtue led? ... 
A voice re-echoing 
round, 
With joyful accents 
found, 
‗Woman is Free; 
Assert the noble claim, 
All selfish arts disdain;‘ 
Hark how the note 
proclaim, 
‗Woman is Free!‘48 
However, the presence of slavery within the United States made the plight of the slave and 
the experience of women all the more tangible.  The exclusion of women, like slaves, from 
the democratic theory behind the Constitution assumed that women did not have the ‗basic 
level of independence‘ necessary for participation ‗in civil society: self-ownership.‘49  While 
the common law treated slaves as property, white women could not be bought or sold; yet 
upon marriage, law and social custom entrusted the control of the married woman‘s person, 
property and labour to the husband.50  Consequently, ‗slaves of either sex and any age, 
married white women, and children did not possess the requisite self-ownership to 
participate in the political community.51  Lydia Maria Child (1802-1880), an abolitionist and 
women‘s rights advocate, reflected upon these themes: ‗The comparison between women 
and the coloured race is striking[.] ...  Both are characterised by affection more than 
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intellect; both are excessively adhesive in their attachments; both ... have a tendency to 
submission; and hence, both have been kept in subjection by physical force, and considered 
rather in the light of property, than as individuals.‘52 
The early female abolitionists in the United States made use of the woman-slave 
analogy within an environment of antislavery reform.  The southern abolitionist sisters, 
Angelina and Sarah Grimké, made use of the woman-slave analogy as an extension of their 
antislavery oratory and writings.  Of the two sisters, Sarah focused more on women‘s rights 
than antislavery. 53   Her philosophy regarding the ‗emancipation‘ of women was based 
primarily on theological arguments, with a strong focus on how the legal standing of 
women help could set them ‗free.‘  In her 1837 Letters on the Equality of the Sexes and the 
Condition of Women, Grimké stated: ‗The existing laws can answer that she is your slave, 
your bauble, the victim of your passions, the sharer willingly and unwillingly of your 
licentiousness.‘54  However, Grimké‘s perception of women‘s rights first came through her 
antislavery convictions: ‗It was when my soul was deeply moved at wrongs of the slave that 
I first perceived distinctly the subject condition of women. ...  It requires but little thought 
to see that the condition of women and that of slaves are in many respects parallel.‘55  Thus, 
the actual presence of slaves in American society helped catalyse and normalise the use of 
the woman-slave analogy in the American context. 
Despite the effective use of the woman-slave analogy in these transatlantic contexts, 
white writers and reformers nonetheless rendered black women – the actual slaves of 
transatlantic history – conspicuous due to their absence.  Indeed, as examined by bell hooks, 
when discussing the black experience historically, the focus is upon the black men, while 
white women are the focus of gender consideration, thus rendering the experience of black 
women invisible.56  As one of the fundamental missions of abolitionism, white antislavery 
advocates such as Angelina Grimké publicly sympathised with the slaves: ‗I owe it to the 
suffering slave ... to do all that I can to overturn a system of complicated crimes, ... cemented 
by the blood and sweat and tears of my sisters in bonds.‘57  In spite of the ‗sisterhood‘ 
proclaimed between white women‘s rights advocates and their black ‗sisters,‘ Shirley J. Yee 
maintains that ‗white women, as a group, could not always be trusted to evaluate their own 
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complicity in racism or even to understand black women‘s concerns.‘58  It has been disputed 
that white women‘s rights advocates included the ‗interests of black women only as a handy 
rhetorical device,‘ a conclusion that is consistent with the transatlantic use of the woman-
slave analogy by white women and men.59 
These transatlantic writers expressed their ideological dissent in terms of the 
woman-slave analogy, enabling them to pertinently critique the subjection experienced by 
(white) women.  It becomes apparent that differences of interpretation occurred across the 
transatlantic, when writers understood the woman-slave analogy in metaphorical terms, or 
as a direct legacy of (racial) slavery.  In particular, the use of the woman-slave analogy in 
the British context did not encourage the same degree of self-identification that it did in the 
American context.  It is therefore necessary to further consider how the presence of (racial) 
slavery in America, during both the colonial and republican periods, helped shape the use of 
the woman-slave analogy, particularly in the context of social reform.  However, it is 
necessary to acknowledge the problems inherent in the use of the woman-slave analogy, 
particularly the blatant oversight of the experience of black women.  It nonetheless remains 
important to investigate how these transatlantic ‗abolitionists of slavery among women‘ 
invoked the rhetoric of the woman-slave analogy, and how they challenged existing power 
structures and promoted the ideals of social reform. 
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The Body in the Dock: The Aestheticism of Oscar Wilde 
Barbara Harmes, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
In Oscar Wilde‘s The Picture of Dorian Grey, Lord Henry Wotton famously, or perhaps 
infamously, declared that ‗the only thing worse than being talked about is not being talked 
about‘.2 As we can now appreciate, the words were prescient; but for Wilde, it was perhaps 
ultimately worse to be talked about.  Yet comments such as this suggest to us how Wilde 
revelled in social success, yet attempted to do so on his own terms, a near-impossible task in 
fin de siėcle England.  During the final decades of the nineteenth century, bourgeois English 
society reacted to what it perceived as cultural disorder and perverse sexuality by enforcing 
discursive controls; this paper explores their impact on Wilde and Wildean aestheticism.  
The particular emphasis here is possibly the most significant events in Wilde‘s life: his trials 
and conviction.  Public response to Wilde‘s aestheticism was always fluid; by 1895, when 
aestheticism had shaded first into decadence and then into homosexuality, the reaction of 
bourgeois society – intensified by censorious narratives in the popular press – was marked 
by fierce invective. 
Aesthetics is a complex notion that could be most simply described as ‗the religion of 
beauty‘, in which art has no purpose but to be exquisite.  One of the more significant 
symbols was the lily – an object of precious loveliness, to be contemplated, but having no 
useful function.  Integral to the aesthetic experience, then, is the notion that art is alienated 
from normal social life.3  That being the case, we could say that art is opposed to nature; it is 
also opposed to normative behaviour. Taking this a step further, it could be argued that the 
aesthetic provides a discourse in which to critique the materialist bourgeois society which 
engendered it. Through Oscar Wilde‘s re-orientation of the aesthetic into an advocacy of 
freedom and licence, his criticism – however implicit – of materialist culture became more 
pointed; at the same time, his aestheticism undermined bourgeois ideology and became more 
threatening to respectable middle-class English society.  By affirming the value and 
independence of literature and asserting the notion that art with no function has a purpose 
of its own, it denatured and exposed what had been an unspoken, even unconscious, 
normative process.  The practices that had been taken for granted as normal and natural 
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were revealed to be artifices.  Wildean aestheticism laid bare, as artificial, the construction 
of subjectivity. 
Aestheticism therefor provided a base for the criticism of society and a refusal to 
conform to normative standards of behaviour.  Reginia Gagnier correctly states that: ‗The 
aestheticism of the 1890s was an engaged protest against … the whole middle-class desire 
to conform‘,4 and by insisting that art was an end in itself, this aestheticism was disengaged 
from material society and the establishment; alienated from the concept of usefulness and 
the predominant ethos of utilitarianism. In turn, bourgeois society increasingly rejected 
behaviour associated with aestheticism.  ‗Aesthete‘ joined ‗Decadent‘ as a pejorative term, 
connoting – among other disturbing characteristics – artificiality, egoism, ennui, exhaustion 
and impotence.  Jerome Buckley explains: ‗Aware of their attributes and proud of their title, 
the Decadents suffered – or affected to suffer—the ineffable weariness of strayed revellers 
lost in a palace of fading illusion‘.5  
However, aesthetics is also inscribed within a framework of knowledge-power, 
described by Terry Eagleton, as belonging to ‗a whole apparatus of power in the field of 
culture.‘6  While for Wilde, the aesthetic was a way to subvert bourgeois material culture, in 
many ways it had, as Eagleton points out, less to do with art than with ‗a whole programme 
of social, psychical and political reconstruction.‘ 7   In other words, while it may have 
provided a platform for aesthetes to challenge the respectability of middle-class culture, 
aesthetics was inextricably linked with notions of hegemonic control from that same middle 
class.  But Wilde was unaware of this until his trials.   
 
Discourses of Aestheticism 
If the aesthete was characterized by affected, effeminate modes of conduct, he was also 
licentious and wilful, with overtones of ambiguous sexuality.  Cartoons and articles alike 
deployed the stereotypical image of the aesthete – world-weary, effeminate, drooping and 
devoted to effete accessories – to further the assault on aestheticism. This world-weariness 
is the focus of George Du Maurier‘s cartoon in Punch, October 15, 1892.  Entitled ―Post-
Prandial Pessimists‖, the cartoon showed two languid aesthetes or decadents, characterized 
by ennui and reclining in an elaborately furnished room.  The caption reads: 
Scene. The smoking-room at the Decadents 
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First Decadent (M.A. Oxon). ―After all, Smythe, what would life be 
like without coffee?‖ 
Second Decadent (B.A Camb). ―True, Jeohnes, True!  And yet, after all, 
what is life with coffee?‖ (p. 174) 
Du Maurier‘s cartoon encapsulates the supposed idleness and cynicism of aesthetes and 
decadents, as did another Du Maurier character, the art tutor Maudle, who advocated that 
young men should just ‗exquisitely be‘. 
One of the most savage and sustained attacks on aestheticism came from the author 
Vernon Lee (the pseudonym of Violet Paget).  In 1884 she published her single novel Miss 
Brown, which characterized the aesthetes Perry, Hamlin and Postlethwaite (based quite 
openly although loosely on Swinburne, Rossetti and Wilde) as dissolute, ignoble and 
degenerate. It was a far more savage indictment of aestheticism than the cartoons of Punch 
and an early example of the criticism which was to intensify, particularly in the 1890s.  
Violet Paget had an intimate knowledge of aesthetic groups in London and this gave 
credibility to her account of their decadent lifestyle.  Her novel contrasted the dissolute 
aesthetes with the pure Miss Brown, their beautiful servant.  Like Du Maurier, Lee 
lampooned their affected aesthetic appearance: Hamlin, she wrote, was ‗dressed in green silk, 
with rose garlands on his head, while Perry led a chorus of praise, dressed in indigo 
velveteen, with peacocks‘ feathers in hiss buttonhole, and silver-gilt grasshoppers in his 
hair‘. 8  Her most unkind comments were reserved for the ‗unwieldy‘ Postlethwaite, ‗a 
Japanese lily bobbing out of the buttonhole of his ancestral dress-coat.‘9 However, if the 
intention of pejorative texts such as these was to downplay aestheticism and decadence, the 
attacks were counterproductive; they intensified public interest in aesthetes and publicized 
their movement.  Although some doubts have been expressed about the existence of a 
cohesive ‗school‘ of aesthetes at this time, many contemporary commentators were to 
ascribe to the aesthetes a unity of purpose sufficient to constitute a movement.  As early as 
1881, in his article ‗The Aesthetic Movement in England‘, Walter Hamilton wrote: ‗It has 
been insinuated that the [Aesthetic] school has no existence, save in the brain of M. Du 
Maurier …. But the school does exist, and its leaders are men of mark, who have long been 
at work educating public taste.‘10  
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A Sourcebook (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979), p.182. 
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Decadence and homosexuality 
Even before the trials of Oscar Wilde, which caused widespread consternation among the 
middle classes, homosexual scandals, including the Cleveland Street scandal of 1889-90, had 
led to fears of imperial decline reminiscent of Greece and Rome.  In addition, the terror that 
resulted from the Jack the Ripper murders, where the divide between middle and lower 
classes seemed to have disappeared, and where there was no resolution, intensified feelings 
of doubt and fear. These events generated confusion and uncertainty about the legitimacy of 
bourgeois mores.  The uncertainty that comes as a result of scandals leads to a ‗sense of 
cultural indeterminacy‘, and as a result, writes Ed Cohen, ‗scandals open up a liminal period 
during which the normative values and practices of a culture are contested‘.11 In Wilde‘s 
case, the scandal which engulfed him came at the end of a tired, dispirited and uncertain era.  
The scandal encouraged a ‗closing of the ranks‘ and a reassertion of the established social 
order. 
Throughout the 1880s and 1890s, members of bourgeois society increasingly 
perceived Wilde‘s aestheticism as a threat to bourgeois society.  He was a focus of the 
engaged protest against middle-class conformity, not only through his carefully constructed 
persona, but also by means of his lectures, his essays and his fictional texts.  Wilde 
consistently deployed discursive critiques of materialist bourgeois society.  Take, for 
example, The Picture of Dorian Gray, which could be read as a parable of secret decay. 
Wilde‘s criticism of middle-class culture, in combination with his problematic choice of 
subject matter, provided a greater challenge for bourgeois society.   While his wilfulness 
and his promotion of individualism caused concern, so too did his magnetic personality and 
his persuasive arguments.  As Anthony Fothergill points out, Wilde created himself in 
opposition to the political and cultural establishment of the nineteenth century:  ‗Another 
name to give [Wilde‘s] aesthetics and its implicit politics is ―transgression‖… Wilde‘s 
characteristic interest is in the crossing of boundaries, the testing of limits‘.12   
Because Wilde created himself as a public spectacle he was treated as such; 
narratives in newspapers and journals focused as much on his public face as on his oeuvre-- 
and both connoted freedom, individuality, and even licence. In the society of fin de siėcle 
Britain, which functioned through surveillance and normalization, Wilde‘s appearance and 
his aesthetic philosophy were discussed, written about, and commented upon, but ultimately 
he fabricated his own persona.  It was only during his trials in 1895 that he was finally 
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subjected to the technique of forces of his social order. 
Although he philosophically advocated disobedience, and indeed was often 
transgressive in his behaviour, not all Wilde‘s boundaries were openly crossed.  During the 
1880s Wilde‘s life moved in two different directions.  He married in 1884 and by 1887 had 
become the father of two sons. For two years he was editor of Woman’s World.  At the same 
time he was advocating an aestheticism which showed the influence of the French 
Decadents.  Vernon Lee‘s novel, Miss Brown has been mentioned above.  Lee‘s caricature of 
the languid aesthetes and decadents quickly shaded into censure.  In her biting criticism of 
the behaviour and morals of these people she depicted a world of sin and darkness: ‗this … 
man to whom she owed all … was gradually being alienated from all the noble things for 
which he was fit – gradually being separated from his nobler self, and dragged, stripped of 
all his better qualities, into a moral quagmire, a charnel, a cloaca.‘13 (Vol 3, p. 269)   Lee‘s 
novel clearly shows the elided relationship between aestheticism and a decadence which 
explored the dark and immoral side of life.     
Not surprisingly, journalists found it difficult to separate clearly his aestheticism and 
his ‗normative‘ tendencies.  Observers sometimes saw Wilde as an agent of contamination 
and sometimes as a charming married man.  Richard Ellmann highlights the bifurcated 
nature of Wilde‘s life, particularly from late 1892: ‗Wilde saw his life divide more 
emphatically between a clandestine, illegal aspect, and an overt, declarable side.  The more 
he consorted with rough but ready boys, in deliberate self-abandonment, the more he 
cultivated a public image of disinterestedness and self-possession‘.14 In living this bifurcated 
life, Wilde was no different from the stereotypical bourgeois male – head of home and the 
family business – who could travel across town to the east end for illicit pleasures; but 
Wilde was far from being an obscure middle class male.  Although scandal about Wilde was 
frequently insinuated in London society it was never frankly discussed until his trials. Lord 
Alfred Douglas, his lover, wrote: ‗Long before the tongue of scandal took definite hold of his 
name, there were whispers that there was something wrong with him‘. 15   Douglas 
commented on the attitude of newspaper editors and in particular the opinion of Henry 
Labouchere, editor of Truth: ‗While Wilde was flaunting himself about town and ―going 
strong‖, Labby found it convenient to let him alone, even though ―there were rumours –‖ 
and Truth was nothing if not an investigator of rumours‘.16  There were certainly rumours, 
particularly throughout the 1890s, once Dorian Gray was published.  An article in Punch on 
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November 10, 1894 entitled ‗The Decadent Guys (A Colour Study in Green Carnations)‘ 
carried very clear allusions to both Wilde (Fustian Flutters - ‗taller, bulgier, and bulkier 
than his friend‘) and Lord Alfred Douglas (Lord Raggie Tattersall).  The satire also referred 
explicitly to the working-class boys Wilde consorted with: ‗―See Raggie,‖ commented 
Fustian Flutters, ―here come our youthful disciples!  Do they not look deliciously innocent 
and enthusiastic?  I wish, though, we could imbue them with something of our own lovely 
limpness – they are so atrociously lively and active.‖‘  Ominously presaging Wilde‘s real life 
legal troubles, Lord Raggie asked, ‗―Can we be going to become notorious – really notorious 
– at last?‖‘ 17    
Wilde‘s increasingly reckless private life intensified the innuendo.  In this 
atmosphere he prosecuted the Marquess of Queensberry, the father of Lord Alfred Douglas, 
for libel. Queensberry had presented an insulting – and badly written – card at Wilde‘s club.  
Ellmann cites the card as reading: ‗To Oscar Wilde posing Somdomite‘ although in court 
Queensberry rendered the words as ‗posing as a Somdomite‘, a subtle but important 
difference in terms of the libellous intention.18  The prosecution was unsuccessful and Wilde 
was subsequently arrested on 5 April 1895; in a carefully coded report the Evening Standard 
of 6 April 1895 declared on its front page that Wilde was accused of committing ‗diverse 
acts of gross indecency with another male person, to wit, one Charles Parker‘; his first trial 
– from 26 April to 1 May 1895 – was inconclusive.  Wilde‘s second trial, which continued 
from 20 May until 25 May, led to a guilty verdict and a two-year conviction with hard 
labour.  Through his doctrine of aestheticism Wilde had placed an emphasis on the 
individual and individualism, but from the opening day of his trials he became a ‗type‘— a 
sodomite.   
Wilde‘s lifestyle had been as complex and paradoxical as his aestheticism. His 
associations with working-class boys, providing a reminder of the Cleveland Street scandal, 
had two major implications for both his lifestyle and the expression of his aestheticism.  The 
first was his relationship with material culture.  Wilde spurned it while at the same time he 
was a part of it.  His promotion of the cult of beauty and his role as the ‗apostle of the 
beautiful‘ were fractured by his commercial relations with the rough boys with whom he 
consorted; they were part of the cash nexus of bourgeois society, commodities to be paid for 
in a black sexual economy.  The second was the manner in which his relationship with the 
boys facilitated movement between class boundaries.  Wilde had often between motivated to 
some extent by a desire to épater la bourgeoisie.  Jeffrey Weeks comments that ‗his wining 
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and dining of [the boys] in expensive restaurants scandalized the court which … saw the 
class barriers tumbling before its eyes.‘  Wilde‘s liaisons were, considers Weeks, motivated 
partly by ‗a yearning to escape the stifling middle-class norms.‘19  
During his years as flaneur, dandy and aesthete, Wilde had appreciated being a 
‗spectacle‘.  After his arrest, his notoriety increased and throughout the trials he remained 
the object of a critical but intrigued public gaze.  The report of the Evening Standard of 6 
April 1895 revealed the extent of public fascination and confirmed the late-Victorian 
obsession with spectacle.  Commenting that ‗a large crowd had gathered in front of the 
court‘, the paper deliberately placed its report on the first page.  The crowd – whether in 
front of the court or reading the press narratives – exhibited the English taste for 
voyeuristic enjoyment but at the same time it embodied outraged public virtue.  For many 
years Wilde had fashioned himself; but during his trials it was the onlooker who now 
manipulated the Wildean spectacle, an event mediated by the popular press, whether in the 
measured tones of the Times or the sensationalism of the tabloids.  The discursive 
constructions which dominated popular newspapers for many weeks were augmented by a 
number of visual images, notably in the Illustrated Police News.  Day by day the News carried 
drawings of Oscar Wilde at Bow Street, Wilde in the dock, or Wilde‘s possessions from his 
house in Tite Street being sold at auction.  
Throughout the years Wilde‘s persona had been carefully planned. During the trials, 
the focus on his body and his demeanour was intense.  Ed Cohen comments that ‗reporters 
quickly fixed Wilde‘s person as the site of signification upon which all subsequent 
interpretations would be inscribed.‘ (184)  The display of Wilde as a body in the dock was 
marked by a fragmented, chaotic and disorderly body, an aggregation of limbs, with the 
focus on disparate aspects of his appearance.  Wilde was no longer a complete person. The 
Star was one paper which freely interpreted this ‗site of signification‘.  On 22 May 1895 it 
place a report on its second page: ‗Wilde... looked haggard and ill, and his hair, which has a 
slight natural wave, and is usually parted neatly from the middle, was in some disorder.‘  
Depersonalised and incoherent, he ‗anxiously gnawed his fingers, or played nervously with 
his suede gloves.‘ By 27 May the Star commented in an article prominently placed on its 
second page that ‗Wilde seemed to have lost control of his limbs... The last shadow of 
pretence of insouciance was gone from his haggard face.  He was not pale -- his face might 
more accurately be described as swollen and discolored -- and he looked at the jury with 
dead eyes‘.  
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Before his arrest and trials, Oscar Wilde‘s aestheticism had been clearly articulated.  
It was neither static nor consistent, but it was rather challenging and subversive.  During 
the trials, his ability to state his point of view was curtailed.  Called as a witness, he was 
circumscribed by the rigid rules and the interpretations of the court.  More ominously, his 
voice was effectively silenced.  The Observer of 26 May 1895 reported that at the conclusion 
of his second trial, ‗Wilde muttered a request to be allowed to address the judge, but this 
appeal did not reach the ears of his lordship, and before he could repeat his request he was 
taken into custody by two warders and hurried away to the cells.‘ (4)  
 
Wilde as a sodomite 
During the trials, Wilde‘s putative sodomy was revealed through carefully worded 
descriptions narrated in the popular press and read by a voyeuristic public. The obviously 
sexual character of Wilde‘s ‗crimes‘ provoked a far less explicit revelation of his actions.  As 
Cohen comments, they were ‗designated by a virtually interchangeable series of euphemisms 
… that directly conveyed nothing substantive about the practices in question except 
perhaps that they were nonnormative.‘20  Figurative language did, however, permit the 
investigation of Wilde to elaborate on the meaning and wider implications of decadence and 
newspaper reports carried painstaking if oblique details.  A notable example concerns the 
physical evidence from a prestigious west end hotel, which indicated Wilde‘s homosexual 
intercourse with a rough boy.  A former maid at the Savoy Hotel, Mrs Perkins, testified to 
seeing what were apparently fecal stains on the sheets in his bedroom.  The Pall Mall 
Gazette of 23 May was restrained in reporting her evidence: ‗The Savoy chambermaid who 
gave testimony wore eyeglasses with a gilt chain, and in cross-examination told Sir Edward 
Clarke, Wilde‘s barrister, she used them because she was very shortsighted.  But she did not 
use them while at her work in the Savoy, and it was while at work she alleged she saw what 
she had stated in evidence.  The witness, however, was, in parts of her story, corroborated 
by another chambermaid who never had to have recourse to glasses.‘ (7)   Presented with 
such involved, oblique but apparently precise evidence, the English public were easily 
convinced that Wilde was a sodomite.  As such, he was part of an abject group, defined by 
the ‗sordid‘ aspects of his life – sheets with fecal stains in hotel bedrooms.  In contrast to his 
previous existence as an aesthete and dandy, characterized by a pure white lily, he was now 
an oozing body, a metaphor of disease and decay, as the Illustrated Police News indicated as 
early as 20 April 1895: ‗The revelations and exposure in the Wilde case ... have brought to 
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life a canker that should at all costs be exterminated.‘ (3)   
Over the course of his trials, the reactions to Wilde‘s perverse behaviour increased in 
ferocity. Wilde‘s character was increasingly discursively shaped through newspaper 
narratives, reinforced by ‗Public Opinion‘.  In his biography of Wilde, Frank Harris 
explained and condemned the conjunction of press narratives and outraged public opinion: 
‗The whole of London seemed to have broken loose in a rage of contempt and loathing 
which was whipped up and justified each morning by the hypocritical articles... in the daily 
this and the weekly that‘.21 Wilde‘s essay ‗The Critic as Artist‘ incorporated his censure of 
‗Public Opinion, which is an attempt to organise the ignorance of the community‘22, but 
during his trials, ‗public opinion‘ was able to censure Wilde.  During his trials the public 
recognition of Wilde as a homosexual had significant implications; through the guarded yet 
widely reported evidence given in court he had also become, in the public eye, a sordid and 
oozing body; an exemplum of abjection.   
Wilde was convicted by the jury after his second trial. His character was now 
discursively shaped through newspaper narratives reinforced by Public Opinion.  The 
Illustrated Police News of 1 June 1895 commented: ‗We think every right-minded person will 
feel pleased that the notorious Oscar Wilde has, together with his companion in iniquity, 
met with the punishment they so richly deserved.  Reasserting the importance of morality 
to middle-class life, the News continued: ‗It is useless to review all the sordid incidents of a 
case which has shocked the conscience and outraged the moral instincts of the community.‘ 
(3) In the eyes of the respectable middle classes, there was no need to review the sordid 
incidents – they were indelibly engraved on the minds of all right-thinking citizens. 
Wilde‘s ‗crime‘ reinforced memories of his Irishness, his aestheticism and decadence, 
in short, his ‗Otherness‘.  His position within middle-class culture had been characterized by 
liminality but as a result of the perversion revealed through his trials, that society was 
sanctioned to exclude him, granting itself absolution from any blame.  The Illustrated Police 
News of 20 April placed a precise discursive construction on Wilde‘s aestheticism: ‗The 
superfine ―Art‖ which admits to no moral duty and laughs at the established phrases of right 
and wrong is the visible enemy of those ties and bonds of society - the natural affections, the 
domestic joys, the sanctity and sweetness of the home.‘ (3)  In its statement of the elided 
relation between ‗Art‘ and immorality the News provided for its readers the most cogent 
reason for excluding the notorious Oscar Wilde.  In Eagleton‘s analysis of the aesthetic, the 
subject is subdued and remade but the operation of the aesthetic had been disrupted by 
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Wilde; for him it was a discourse of the body, but one which affirmed freedom and rejected 
control.  As a result of his trials, there was a very public restructuring of deviant social 
identity and a reaffirmation of respectable social identity.  For Wilde, the reconstruction 
was coercive, not consensual.  Hegemonic controls had been firmly – and in this case – quite 
overtly put into place.  
 
Conclusion 
The final decades of the century were marked by fear, confusion, and a proliferation of 
discursive controls. Wildean aestheticism incorporated transgressive behaviour; it was more 
subversive and therefore more threatening.  Middle-class society reacted by turning 
aestheticism on its head.  It became quite clearly not a way to critique materialist bourgeois 
society, but, as a means for that society to control the unruly body.  Wilde‘s conviction and 
his exclusion from respectable society provided the basis for an affirmation of bourgeois 
values but at a cost to Wilde himself.  After all, to be in society is merely a bore, but to be 
out of it is simply a tragedy. 
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Individualism, Art and Society: Oscar Wilde and Assertion against Authority 
Julie-Ann Robson, University of Western Sydney 
In his Oxford notebooks the young undergraduate Oscar Wilde would write ‗Progress in 
thought is the assertion of individualism against authority‘;1 this was a view he would 
reiterate from his prison cell in that expression of aesthetic catharsis, De Profundis, many 
years later: 
My ruin came not from too great individualism of life, but from too 
little.  The one disgraceful, unpardonable, and to all time 
contemptible action of my life was to allow myself to appeal to 
society for help and protection… once I had put into motion the 
forces of society, society turned on me and said, ‗Have you been 
living all this time in defiance of my laws, and do you now appeal to 
those laws for protection?  You shall have those laws exercised to 
the full.  You shall abide by what you have appealed to.‘  The result 
is I am in gaol.2 
 
The former might be seen as an embryonic, abstract notation written by an undergraduate; 
the latter as an expression of the bitter anarchism of the incarcerated − both are indicative 
of Wilde‘s lifelong exploration of the notion of individualism: of the the individual‘s 
relationship with authority, the forces of society, and the role of self-consciousness in 
rebellion.  
For Wilde, however, I would argue that a post-Renaissance individualism, ‗broadly 
conceived as the view that the individual human subject is the maker of the world we 
inhabit‘3 is inadequate.  Wilde, while a recipient of the Romantic self, can also be seen as a 
proto-modern, post-colonial subject, quite consciously inhabiting many worlds and many 
selves.  As Declan Kibard has astutely observed in his chapter, ‗Oscar Wilde – The Artist as 
Irishman‘, Wilde was ‗the first major artist to discredit the romantic ideal of sincerity and 
replace it with the darker imperative of authenticity: he saw that in being true to a single 
self, a sincere man may be false to half a dozen other selves.‘4  
And while Henry Craik would ask ‗Was there ever an Irish man of genius who did 
not get himself turned into an Englishman as fast as he could?‘5 Wilde‘s relationship to his 
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Irishness was more complex.  Anglo-Protestant by birth, his mother is reputed to have had 
him baptised into the Catholic Church at the age of four or five.  His father, Sir William 
Wilde, a doctor, surgeon and polymath, traded medical treatment for folktales from his 
poverty-stricken patients, for whom a covert and anarchic disregard for their English 
masters was essential.  Wilde did indeed lose his Irish accent as fast as he was able at 
Oxford. However he would also write the poem ‗Ave Imperetrix‘ which opens with these 
lines: ‗Set in this stormy Northern Sea/Queen of these restless fields of tide/England! What 
shall men say of thee,/Before whose feet the worlds divide?‘,6 and his first play was the 
revolutionary Vera, or the Nihilists.  He would later say ‗I am not English. I am Irish, which 
is quite another thing.‘7  Adding to the contradictions was a party for the local children of 
Berneval Wilde held in 1897 while in exile, celebrating Queen Victoria‘s Diamond Jubilee – 
a celebration for the very sovereign in whose prisons he had been detained.   
His Irishness, as well as his other, more subversive forms of individualism, would 
erupt through his polished Oxonian surface throughout his life. His own self-description 
expresses something of this: ‗I am French by sympathy, I am Irish by race, and the English 
have condemned me to speak the language of Shakespeare.‘8  His mother was capable of a 
level of self-contradiction of which the characters of The Importance of Being Earnest would 
be proud.  In her youth, as Irish nationalist poet and propagandist ‗Speranza‘,  she would 
declare in intentionally, indeed provocatively revolutionary language, that ‗the long 
pending war with England has actually commenced‘ 9  while later, after her husband‘s 
knighthood by Queen Victoria in 1864, she would assume the title of ‗Lady Wilde‘.  Her son 
Oscar, in similar style, was able, at least in part to sustain or even flout adherence to social 
norms and assert the paradoxical nature of his identity.   
We can see that thread of anti-authoritarianism, gilded though it may be, running 
through his writings not merely as an expression of his nationality, but also of his religious 
flirtations and his art.  Wilde claimed ‗I am something of an anarchist‘10 in an interview, and 
like his characters Jack/Earnest and Algernon/Bunbury in the The Importance of Being 
Earnest, Wilde continued to perform an anarchic form of individualism that embraced the 
‗both and‘ rather than the ‗either/or‘ until the censuring gaze of the imperious and imperial 
Lady Bracknell brought him to account. 
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Nationality, sexuality, religion and artistic stance, (art, after all, is a form of lying 
says Wilde), all combined to inform his heterogeneous individualism, and it is important to 
remember that the voices of individualism were various and redolent at this time in the 
nineteenth century.  And while Wilde knew his Matthew Arnold and admired John Ruskin 
and William Morris, one can of course imagine him being drawn to the more dangerous 
manifestations of its expression. We can hear Wilde‘s university notations echoing Charles 
Darwin and William Wallace, whose evolutionary theories, published by Darwin in 1859, 
rocked the certainties of nineteenth century.  They echo, too, Herbert Spencer, whose 
dangerous influence is reflected in the words of H.G. Wells‘ biographer Geoffrey West, who 
wrote ‗no boy of sixteen can read Spencer‘s First Principles and remain orthodox!‘11  For the 
Victorians, Spencer‘s ‗influential idea that all Progress was progress toward individualism 
implied at the broadest cultural levels fears of anomie, isolation, and egoism‘.12  Wilde was 
certainly reading Spencer while at Oxford and was to write in appropriately evolutionary 
terms that ‗progress in matter is the differentiation and specialization of function.‘13 The 
move from homogeneity to heterogeneity, of differentiation and evolution at the individual 
level, appealed to the heterodox, iconoclastic Wilde.  Nevertheless, he was not merely in the 
thrall of Wallace, Darwin, Spencer and their like.  He certainly identified with the libidinous 
individualism of Algernon Swinburne, the ambiguity of Whitman, the self-reliance of 
Emerson, and was happy to succumb to Paterian fragmentation, which declared: ‗Not the 
fruit of experience, but experience itself, is the end‘; and to count the number of pulses of his 
own ‗variegated, dramatic life.‘14  
However a clear distinction exists between the two anti-authoritarian assertions of 
individualism that open this paper: the first applies to thought, the latter to action. It is 
‗Progress in thought‘ that the young Wilde argues allows the individual to challenge 
authority; the critical self-reproach of the imprisoned Wilde is for his actions: for appealing 
to society and conforming to its laws and norms − of subjecting an individualism which 
rejects authority to the limited, prescriptive and unyielding laws of that authority – for 
which he rebukes himself.  I draw attention to this distinction between the two avowals of 
individualism because one privileges critical, self-conscious contemplation; the other 
practical action.  If the only thing to do with temptation is to yield to it, it should be a self-
                                                 
11 Geoffrey West, H.G. Wells: A Sketch for a Portrait, (London: Gerald Howe, 1930), cited in Robert L. 
Carneiro, ‗The Influence of Herbert Spencer on the World of Letters,‘ Histories of Anthropology Annual 1(2005). 
12 Reginia Gagnier, ‗The Law of Progress and the Ironies of Individualism in the Nineteenth Century,‘ New 
Literary History 31(2000). 
13 Wilde, Oscar Wilde's Oxford Notebooks, p. 121. 
14 Walter Pater, ‗Conclusion,‘ in Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry (London: Macmillan, 1907), p. 236. 
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conscious contemplation of Pater‘s ‗gemlike flame‘ to which one should succumb; not the 
help and protection of a state insistent upon conformity to its authority.   
The State requires of its public an unreflective, habitual acquiescence to its authority, 
and in ‗The Critic as Artist‘ Wilde argues that the ‗security of society lies in custom and 
unconscious instinct, and the basis of the stability of society, as a healthy organism, is the 
complete absence of any intelligence amongst its members.‘ 15   Thus the differentiated 
individual whose evolutionary, even anarchic genius is for differentiation and a conscious 
assertion of the self does not, or should not, require assistance from the state.  The root 
meaning of anarchy is, after all, ‗‗without a ruler‘ (from ‗an‘ as in ‗not‘ and ‗arkhos‘ meaning 
ruler), as in opposed to hierarchy, monarchy, oligarchy, autarchy, patriarchy, matriarchy 
and so on, which describe different types of politics and leadership.‘16  When Wilde writes in 
his utopian work, ‗The Soul of Man under Socialism‘, that ‗Socialism itself will be of value 
simply because it will lead to individualism‘, 17  he ‗foresees with approval‘, as Richard 
Ellmann says: 
the annihilation of property, family life, marriage, and jealousy.  His 
model for the artist is Christ, in the style of Blake and D.H. 
Lawrence, a Christ who teaches the importance of being oneself.18 
 
But to ‗foresee‘ in the mind – or in one‘s writing − is not to achieve; not to act. 
Thought is the imaginative space where ideas materialise and transform in myriad and ever-
changing chimeras, phantasms and fantasies. Wilde had a ‗particular genius… [for] 
paradoxical, ambiguous and contradictory thought‘, 19  and understood the value of 
experiment in the sphere of ideas. He was also conscious that the public did not: ‗they seem 
to imagine that, when they have said a theory is dangerous, they have pronounced its 
condemnation, whereas it is only such theories that have any true intellectual value.‘20  The 
problem of the public, and of the state, is their conflation of thought with action. 
Wilde seeks throughout his writing to separate thought from action; to distinguish 
between the freedom of contemplation and the narrow singularity of action, with all its 
social implications.  It is a distinction he would often express as that between life and art:  
Don‘t let us go to life for our fulfilment or our experience.  It is a 
thing narrowed by circumstances, incoherent in its utterance, and 
                                                 
15 Wilde, ‗The Critic as Artist,‘ p. 1141. 
16 Holly High, ‗Anthropology and Anarchy: Romance, Horror and Science Fiction,‘ Critique of Anthropology 32, 
2 (2012), pp.93-108. 
17 Wilde, ‗The Soul of Man under Socialism,‘ p. 1175. 
18 Ellmann, Oscar Wilde, p. 310. 
19 Editor's note, Oscar Wilde, The Tabletalk of Oscar Wilde (ed. Thomas Wright with a  foreword by Peter 
Ackroyd), (London: Cassell and Co., 2000), p. 78. 
20 Wilde, ‗The Critic as Artist,‘ p. 1141. 
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without that fine correspondence of form and spirit which is the only 
thing that can satisfy the artistic and critical temperament.  It makes 
us pay too high a price for its wares, and we purchase the meanest of 
its secrets at a cost that is monstrous and infinite.21 
 
We must go instead, says Wilde, to art for everything, ‗because Art does not hurt us‘.  
It is through Art, and through Art only, that we can realize our 
perfection; through Art, and through Art only, that we can shield 
ourselves from the perils of actual existence.22 
 
Life is incoherent; it trammels the individual; contemplation, artifice and the self-conscious 
expression of individualism through art, is the only means by which to perfect the self.  Art 
is the space in which differentiation and progress can take place.  The triumph of art or 
artifice is not only over Nature, as Regina Gagnier has argued23 but over the state itself.  
The state may be able to ban a play such as Salomé, which it did, using a law that ‗forbade 
the depiction on the stage of Biblical characters‘,24 but it cannot stop it being thought into 
existence:  
Art is the most intense mood of Individualism that the world has 
known. I am inclined to say it is the only real mode of Individualism 
that the world has known.  Crime, which, under certain conditions, 
may seem to have created Individualism, must take cognisance of 
other people and interfere with them.  It belongs to the sphere of 
action. But alone, without reference to his neighbours, without any 
interference the artist can fashion a beautiful thing.25  
 
Art, Wilde argues, does not need to conform to authority, and ‗is not to be judged by any 
external standard of resemblance‘:  
She has flowers that no forests know of, birds that no woodland 
possesses. She makes and unmakes many worlds, and can draw the 
moon from heaven with a scarlet thread… She can work miracles at 
her will, and when she calls monsters from the deep they come. She 
can bid the almond tree blossom in winter, and send the snow upon 
the ripe cornfield.26 
 
Thus by contemplating great archetypes such as the Femme Fatale or Faust, Wilde was able 
to create worlds where the diabolical sins of Dorian Gray, or the cruel, virginal carnality of 
Salomé are not only possible but become artistic expressions of anarchic individualism.  
                                                 
21 Wilde, ‗The Critic as Artist,‘ p. 1135. 
22 ibid Wilde, ‗The Critic as Artist,‘ p. 1135.. 
23 Regina Gagnier, Idylls of the Marketplace: Oscar Wilde and the Victorian Public  (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1986), p. 163. 
24 Ellmann, Oscar Wilde, p. 351. 
25 Wilde, ‗The Soul of Man under Socialism,‘ p. 1184. 
26 Wilde, ‗The Decay of Lying,‘ p. 1082. 
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These characters, along with those in The Importance of Being Earnest, do not play by the 
rules. If anarchy‘s literal meaning is ‗without a ruler‘, and if, as Wilde argues, one should 
follow a Christ who asks ‗Who is my mother? Who is my brother?‘27 then Dorian, Salomé 
and even Earnest and Algernon answer to no authority.  
Dorian Gray‘s parents died tragically, and he had been a ‗boy left to solitude and the 
tyranny of an old and loveless man.‘28  The chapter which contains Dorian‘s linguistic 
seduction and self-awakening by the languorous Lord Henry, replete with metaphors of 
penetration and generation, serves as a sign of the dangers of thought and the anti-
authoritarian nature of ideas. ‗The aim of life is self development‘ says Lord Henry to the 
young, innocent and fervent Dorian:  
To realise one‘s nature perfectly – that is what each of us is here 
for… if one man were to live out his life fully and completely, were 
to give form to every feeling, expression to every thought, reality to 
every dream… but the bravest man amongst us is afraid of himself. 
The mutilation of the savage has its tragic survival in the self-denial 
that mars our lives… It has been said that the great events of the 
world take place in the brain. It is in the brain, and the brain only, 
that the great sins of the world take place also.29 
 
Dorian may not have been able to resist Lord Henry‘s influence but we are told the ‗still 
more poisonous influences… came from his own temperament.‘30  And so 
he never fell into the error of arresting his intellectual development 
by any formal acceptance of creed or system, or of mistaking, for a 
house in which to live, an inn that is but suitable for the sojourn of a 
night, or for a few hours of a night in which there are no stars and 
the moon is in travail.31 
 
And unlike Pater or Hysman‘s protagonist des Essientes in À rebours, it is not merely the 
sensation, the scent of a new perfume or the gemlike flame of the moment, but the 
voyeuristic pleasure of watching the painting‘s decline that Dorian Gray experiences:  
He would sit in front of the picture, sometimes loathing it and 
himself, but filled, at other times, with that pride of individualism 
that is half the fascination of sin, and smiling with secret pleasure at 
the misshapen shadow that had to bear the burden that should have 
been his own.32 
 
                                                 
27 Wilde, ‗The Soul of Man under Socialism,‘ p. 1181. 
28 Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray, p. 39. 
29 Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray, p. 28. 
30 Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray, p. 92. 
31 Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray, p. 101. 
32 Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray, p. 106. 
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It is only when finally the painting mocks his hypocrisy, when Dorian realises that 
his attempt to renounce sin is reflected in the painting as merely another mode of sensation, 
that Dorian and his alter-ego meet their demise.  The experimental world which tests the 
limits of Spencerian ‗differentiation and specialisation‘33 – where one can ‗give form to every 
feeling, expression to every thought, reality to every dream‘34 evaporates.   
In a similar, experimental world, Salomé tests the limits of anarchic desire.  While 
Salomé may have a mother, Herodias, the rules of kinship are undermined by her lecherous 
stepfather‘s incestuous lust.  The intensity of the Tetrarch‘s lust is only matched by the 
carnality of Salomé‘s desire for the prophet, Jokanaan.   
However, Herod‘s desire for Salomé is passive.  He wants her to dance. He wants to 
gaze upon her body, and is willing to offer her his riches for the privilege:  ‗By my life, by 
my crown, by my gods.  Whatsoever you desire I will give you, even to the half of my 
kingdom, if you will but dance for me.  O, Salomé, Salomé, dance for me!‘35  Salomé, in 
contrast, wants it all. She intends to act on her desire – to ask for the thing she wants most 
in this rich and sumptuous world – the head of Jokanaan.  And in this manifestation of 
Wilde‘s invented worlds, it is Salomé, who asks for this.  Wilde‘s originality is in making 
the request at the volition of the virginal child.  Herodias may support her daughter‘s 
choice, but the conception of the request comes from Salomé: ‗I do not heed my mother. It is 
for mine own pleasure that I ask for the head of Jokanaan on a silver charger. You have 
sworn Herod.  Forget not that you have sworn an oath.‘36  And I would argue that it is for 
this reason, as Salomé succeeds in the act of kissing the mouth Jokanaan, and the ‗moonbeam 
falls on SALOMÉ, covering her with light‘37 that Herod utters the final words of the play: ‗Kill 
that woman!‘38  Salomé chose action, not thought.  
Finally, to look at Wilde‘s most famous, and I would argue, most consummate work 
of art, The Importance of Being Earnest.  This decidedly anarchic play, revolves precisely 
around the questions of parenthood, patriarchy, matriarchy, and the compliance (or 
otherwise) with the rules of society.  While Jack and Algernon may quibble about the 
whether it is ungentlemanly, according to those rules, to read another man‘s cigarette case, 
it is Lady Bracknell‘s imperious presence that imposes authority and dictates the rules of 
Society.  Jack‘s answers to her questions demonstrate that he attempts to conform to social 
                                                 
33 Wilde, Oscar Wilde's Oxford Notebooks: p. 121. 
34 Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray, p. 28. 
35 Wilde, Salomé, p. 598. 
36 Wilde, Salomé, p. 600. 
37 Wilde, Salomé (stage directions), p. 605. 
38 Wilde, Salomé (stage directions), p. 605. 
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norms, despite being Earnest in town and Jack in the country − that is, until it comes to the 
question of his birth.  To have been careless enough to lose both parents is one thing: ‗To be 
born, or at any rate bred, in a hand-bag, whether it had handles or not, seems… to display a 
contempt for the ordinary decencies of family life that reminds one of the worst excesses of 
the French Revolution.‘ 39   And, as Lady Bracknell indicates, we all know what that 
unfortunate movement led to.  Jack‘s stubborn refusal to conform to the rules must be 
rectified by the end of the season, as, speaking for herself and for her invalid husband, Lady 
Bracknell assures Earnest that she would not ‗dream of allowing [her] only daughter—a 
girl brought up with the utmost care—to marry into a cloak-room, and form an alliance 
with a parcel.‘40   
Nevertheless, for all her attempts to impose order on her young charges and those 
with whom they ‗form alliances‘, Lady Bracknell is outmanoeuvred.  Gwendolyn, complete 
with something sensational to read, follows Earnest to the country; Cecily is unwilling to 
wait until she is thirty-five to marry; Algernon explodes his friend, Bunbury; and both 
young men are willing to undergo the arduous task of being christened in order to reinvent 
themselves in their fiancés‘ image.   
Moreover, when it comes to the discovery of Jack‘s identity, it is to the Army lists, 
not the law, that they go for confirmation; books, not the bar are the source of authority, 
and the anarchy of The Importance of Being Earnest dissolves into the utopia of happy 
marriage.  Compliance with Lady Bracknell‘s wishes is by accident, rather than design. 
Wilde‘s self-styled assertion against authority led, of course, to his final 
imprisonment and exile.  I therefore conclude by confronting the issue of why Wilde 
submitted himself to the authority of a state for which he had little respect.  As is commonly 
known, Wilde‘s one-time lover and one-time companion was Lord Alfred Douglas, son of 
the Marquess of Queensberry who was not only the author of the Queensberry Rules for 
boxing, but was by all accounts quite mad.  He had an older son, Francis Douglas, Viscount 
Drumlanrig who is reputed to have had an affair with the Foreign Minister (later Prime 
Minister) Lord Rosebery.  Afraid of blackmail which might bring down Rosebery, it is 
believed the Viscount, Bosie‘s brother, shot himself, although it was reported as a shooting 
accident – a death which occurred the year before Wilde‘s arrest − the homophobic 
Queensberry then focussed his attentions on his remaining son‘s his relationship with the 
flamboyant playwright Wilde.41  Ellmann argues that ‗The conviction that one son had died 
                                                 
39 Wilde, The Importance of Being Earnest, p. 370. 
40 Wilde, The Importance of Being Earnest, p. 370. 
41 Ellmann, Oscar Wilde, p. 409. 
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in a homosexual scandal resolved Queensberry to make sure his second son did not die in 
the same way‘.42  Queensberry began a relentless and public pursuit of Wilde, including 
taking a professional pugulist to Wilde‘s home in Tite Street, leaving vegetables at the 
stage door on the opening night of The Importance of Being Earnest and leaving the infamous 
calling card.  Wilde, who had by this time had been trying to end his relationship with the 
tempestuous and erratic Bosie, stepped in, I believe, and laid liable charges against 
Queensberry in order to stop Bosie from the brutal persecution of an unbalanced father.  
Should Wilde have been surprised at the result, given that he believed that ‗we are never 
less free than when we try to act‘? I doubt it. After all, he had said, 
Art is this intense form of Individualism that makes the public try to 
exercise over it an authority that is as immoral as it is ridiculous, and 
as corrupting as it is contemptible. It is not quite their fault. The 
public has always, and in every age, been badly brought up.43    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
42 Ellmann, Oscar Wilde, p. 409. 
43 Wilde, ‗The Soul of Man under Socialism,‘ p.1184. 
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Medieval British Alpha Nerds: Merlin, Nerd Intellectualism, and the Hip/Square 
Dialectic in the BBC’s The Adventures of Merlin 
Oliver Chadwick, University of Queensland 
Introduction 
The Arthurian image of Merlin, from medieval sources to postmedieval re-imagination, not 
only represents the prototypical British literary magician, but also one of the most 
identifiably and quintessentially British cultural images of the learned or ‗thinking‘ man. In 
the twenty-first century, Merlin rides the coattails of New Labour‘s ‗cool Britannia‘ years, a 
time of cultural ‗enchantment‘ during the Blair era that saw the rise of the most phenomenal 
pop-cultural adaptation of the British medieval magician in J.K. Rowling‘s Harry Potter.1 
Like Harry Potter, Merlin has become a pop-culturally re-imagined British medieval 
magician who embodies intellectual masculinities. Recently adapted in BBC‘s The Adventures 
of Merlin (2009-), this program re-imagines Merlin within a hip/square dialectic as a British 
pop-cultural model of nerd intellectualism; Christine Quail argues that this intellectualism 
represents a new consumer-viable image of cool masculinity.2 This paper will examine the 
ways in which Merlin‘s medieval intellectualism remains functional in contemporary British 
popular culture through its integration into the corporeal and performative frameworks of 
Merlin‘s televisual hip/square dialectic. 
Christine Quail‘s ‗Nerds, Geeks, and the Hip/Square Dialectic in Contemporary 
Television‘ (2011) historicises the pop-cultural ‗nerd construct‘, and examines contemporary 
representations of the male nerd and his traditionally hegemonic masculine other: the ‗cool 
kid or jock‘.3  Quail argues that the male nerd has been historically constructed as ‗an 
awkward, math-savvy social and sexual failure‘; a construction that is identifiable in his 
typical representation as a ‗pasty white guy wearing thick glasses, floods, and a plastic 
pocket protector while espousing mathematical and scientific minutiae‘.4 According to Quail, 
the stereotypical nerd is ‗culturally placed in contrast with the more athletic, socially skilled 
and sexually aware…cool kid or jock, who demonstrates a hegemonic heterosexual 
masculinity‘ 5 . This juxtaposition of masculine bodies creates the foundation of the 
hip/square dialectic; a subjective, corporeal, and performative dialectic that still insists upon 
                                                 
1 Andrew Blake, The Irresistible Rise of Harry Potter (London: New York: Verso, 2002), pp.1-2. 
2 Christine Quail, ‗Nerds, Geeks, and the Hip/Square Dialectic in Contemporary Television.‘  
Television and New Media 12, 5 (2011), p.466. 
3 Quail, ‗Nerds, Geeks, and the Hip/Square Dialectic in Contemporary Television.‘, pp.460-61. 
4 Quail, ‗Nerds, Geeks, and the Hip/Square Dialectic in Contemporary Television.‘, pp.460-61. 
5 Quail, ‗Nerds, Geeks, and the Hip/Square Dialectic in Contemporary Television.‘, pp.460-61.  See also Lori 
Kendall, ‗Nerd Nation: Images of Nerds in US Popular Culture‘ International Journal of Cultural Studies 2, 2 
(1999), p.264. 
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the irreconcilable binarism of nerd intellectualism and jock physicality. Nerd identity has, 
Quail suggests, been typically employed as a means of ‗distinguishing‘ and ‗discrediting‘ its 
traditionally non-hegemonic masculinities, while ‗favoring the more hegemonic, consumer-
viable contrast‘ offered by the jock.6 However, contemporary popular culture often subverts 
these traditional hip/square power relations, celebrating nerd identity as the ‗new 
hegemony of cool, and by extension, cool masculinity‘.7 So, despite its stubborn binarism, 
the contemporary hip/square dialectic emerges as a pop-cultural discourse of masculinity in 
which nerd intellectualism may articulate its dominance over traditionally hegemonic jock 
physicality. 
 
Cultural types 
The British medieval magician has played a significant role in the emergence of pop-cultural 
celebrations of nerd intellectualism. Films such as the Harry Potter series (2001-2011), and 
television programs such as The Adventures of Merlin provide contemporary representations 
of subjective, embodied, and performative masculinities that are as akin to British televisual 
nerds like the Doctor (Doctor Who), Maurice Moss (IT Crowd), or Sherlock Holmes 
(Sherlock) as they are to archetypal literary and cinematic wizards like Prospero, Gandalf the 
Grey, or Albus Dumbledore. Merlin, the most persistent and adaptogenic British medieval 
magician, exists in the popular postmedieval imagination as an iconographic rather than 
idiosyncratic figure; an amalgam of visual tropes such as the grimoire, magic wand, ‗long 
white beard and hair, flowing robe and conical cap emblazoned with astronomical images‘ 
(Goodrich 219)8 . Indeed, he is recognisable as a source-image for figures as culturally 
diverse as Shakespeare‘s Prospero, J.R.R. Tolkien‘s Gandalf the Grey, and J.K. Rowling‘s 
Albus Dumbledore. However, rather than rehashing the postmedieval stereotype of the 
wizened, wand-wielding wizard, The Adventures of Merlin draws upon his associations with 
masculine intellectualism to provide a medievalist image of the contemporary adolescent 
nerd, and to articulate his challenge to the traditional masculine dominance of jock 
physicality. 
The hip/square dialectic represents a primarily corporeal and performative interplay 
between jock and nerd masculinities. Contemporary culture‘s ideologies of embodied 
masculinities are, as David Buchbinder would suggest, some of many invisible structures 
                                                 
6 Quail, ‗Nerds, Geeks, and the Hip/Square Dialectic in Contemporary Television.‘, p.461.   
7 Quail, ‗Nerds, Geeks, and the Hip/Square Dialectic in Contemporary Television.‘, p.466. 
8 Peter H Goodrich, ‗Merlin in the Public Domain‘, King Arthur in Popular Culture  (eds.  
Donald L. Hoffman and Elizabeth Sherr Sklar), (Jefferson: McFarland, 2002), pp.219-232. See also Stepehn T. 
Knight, Merlin: Knowledge and Power Through the Ages (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2009), p.xi. 
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that ‗sustain the existing…power relations among social groups‘ through discourse.9 The 
hip/square dialectic is just such a discursive pop-cultural utterance that makes visible 
contemporary ideologies of, and attitudes towards the embodied and performative 
masculinities of the nerd and jock constructs. Discursive hip/square bodies are therefore 
some of the most critically meaningful signifiers through which ideologies of jock and nerd 
masculinities are made visible in popular culture.  
The televisual hip/square dialectic makes visible the cultural meanings attached to 
nerd and jock masculinities through visualised morphological and performative flesh. That 
is, being highly visual and, therefore, corporeal media10, television and film place hip/square 
corporeal and performative interplay at the forefront of the viewing experience, with the 
visualised body becoming a primary site of gender signification. Dialectically juxtaposed hip 
and square masculine bodies within these media are endowed with visible spatiality 
(corporeality) and motility (performativity), allowing visible hip/square interplay between 
the morphologies and performativity of jocks and nerds.  
In Phenomenology of Perception (1962), Maurice Merleau-Ponty argues that 
subjectivity is located in the body rather than the mind or consciousness, and that subjective 
intentionality, knowing, and meaning-making occur through the body‘s capacity to orient 
itself (to position, hold, grasp, touch, etc) in relation to the spaces and inhabitants around 
it.11 The hip/square dialectic reveals a dialectic of masculine bodily spatiality and motility, 
which juxtaposes the specific embodied and performative masculinities of jocks and nerds. 
Representing traditionally hegemonic ideals of embodied masculinity, jock spatiality speaks 
to the ‗force, hardness, toughness, [and] physical competence‘ of the male body.12 Jock 
motility represents the traditional cultural expectation that a man should, through body-
reflexive practices like sport and violence13, ‗transcend space [and] …place his body in 
aggressive motion within it, in so doing posturing to self and other the assuredness of his 
                                                 
9 David Buchbinder, Performance Anxieties (St. Leonards: Allen & Unwin, 1998), pp.3-4. 
10 See Linda Hutcheon, A Theory of Adaptation (New York: Routledge, 2006), pp.13, 22, Charles Affron, Star 
Acting: Gish, Garbo, Davis (New York: Dutton, 1977), pp.3-4; see also Andrew Klevan, Film Performance: From 
Achievement to Appreciation (London; New York: Wallflower, 2005), pp. 7, 11, Donna Peberdy, Masculinity and 
Film Performance: Male Angst in Contemporary American Cinema (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2011), p.20, and 
Christine Etherington-Wright and Ruth Doughy, Understanding Film Theory: Theoretical  
and Critical Perspectives (Basingstoke; New York: Palgrave, 2011), pp.170-71. 
11 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Phenomenology of Perception (trans. Colin Smith), (London:  
Routledge, 1962), pp.103-170. 
12 Stephen Whitehead, Men and Masculinities: Key Themes and New Directions (Cambridge: Polity, 2002), p.189. 
13 R.W. Connell conceptualises masculine body-reflexive practices as exemplary, onto-formative cultural 
performatives, such as ‗sport, violence, heterosexual performance, [and] bodybuilding‘, which constitute 
certain ‗versions‘ of masculinity; Masculinities. 2nd ed.( Crows Nest: Allen & Unwin, 2005), p.61 61-65; Men 
and the Boys (St. Leonards: Allen and Unwin, 2000), p.86. 
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masculinity‘. 14  Pop-cultural images of nerds, however, represent the antithesis of jock 
spatiality and motility, not only through their representation as corporeally not hard and not 
tough, but also through their more physically passive bodily relations to spaces and objects, 
which is a product of their preference for intellectualism over physicality as a means of 
articulating the assuredness of their masculinity. 
 
Cultural reorganisations of nerds and jocks 
While pop-culture stubbornly reinforces the dialecticism of nerd and jock embodiment and 
performativity, the contemporary hip/square dialectic often positions the former in a 
position of dominance because, in the twenty-first century, the ‗once desirable macho-jock 
type…hasn‘t got such pull‘.15 The contemporary popular imagination is infused with images 
of alpha nerds subverting traditional notions of hegemonic masculinities. The Adventures of 
Merlin, a British iteration of this pop-cultural trend, re-imagines Merlin within a 
medievalist hip/square dialectic as just such an alpha nerd. Representing subversive nerd 
masculinities, Merlin demonstrates the contemporary functionality of the British medieval 
magician as a source of an alternative image of ‗cool masculinity‘ in the British popular 
imagination. 
Merlin is an adaptation that transcodes medieval textual representations into the 
highly visual semiotic language of television. Adaptation theory draws our critical gaze to 
the creative processes of medievalist re-mediation and, therefore, to the significance of the 
medium-specific modes of representation inherently re-shaping medieval sources16. Charles 
Affron poetically describes the medium of film 17  as a ‗great mannerist canvas‘ that is 
‗suddenly animated with breathing, moving, speaking creatures‘.18 Such a conception of film 
emphasises that it is a medium capable of endowing inanimate pictorial bodies with motion, 
silent figures with aural capacity, thus reinforcing its highly visual and, therefore, corporeal 
mode of representation. Static pictorial bodies are animated and unsilenced, and the visual 
plane of representation (the screen) becomes a space in and through which character and 
performer may embody, perform, and speak their meanings to viewers. So, Merlin‘s 
transcoding of Arthurian source material into televisual semiotics defines the visible bodies 
                                                 
14 Whitehead, Men and Masculinities, p.189. 
15 Joel Stein, Joel. ‗Looking for Mr. Adorkable.‘ Time Magazine. 12 Apr. 2007. Sec. Arts. 16 May. 2012. 
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1609772,00.html  
16 See Hutcheon, Theory of Adaptation, pp.7-8, 12-35, 114-16, and Robert Stam, ‗Introduction: The Theory and 
Practice of Adaptation.‘ Literature and Film: A Guide to the Theory and Practice of Film Adaptation (ed. Robert 
Stam and Alessandra Raengo), (Malden: Blackwell, 2005), pp.11-17. 
17 For the purposes of my present analyses, I will conceptualise film as a category of media into which 
television, in terms of its modes of representation, can be unproblematically included. 
18 Affron, Star Acting, pp.3-4. 
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of Merlin (Colin Morgan) and Arthur (Bradley James) as two of the most critically 
meaningful significations of hip/square masculinities. 
 The critical significance of televisualised bodies in Merlin draws attention to the 
relationship between the embodied masculinities of the characters, and the bodies of the 
performers through which they are mediated and projected. Stanley Cavell suggests that 
‗for the screen, a performer takes the role onto himself‘.19 Andrew Klevan agrees, arguing 
that ‗characters are simultaneously performers on film‘ and are therefore ‗inextricably 
intertwined‘.20  For Merleau-Ponty, the process through which character and performer 
coalesce is described as a corporeal coalescence, with the performer slipping ‗his [or her] 
real body into the ‗great phantom‘ of the character to be played‘.21  Recognition of the 
coalescence of character and performer enables us to be responsive to the physicality of the 
body on screen, both in terms of its morphological and performative representation. This 
responsiveness allows us to critically recover, for Affron‘s animated creatures, a sense of 
their ‗corporeal presence‘ and ‗mobility‘ on screen.22 Male performers‘ bodies can therefore be 
understood as the primary sites through which their characters‘ embodied masculinities are 
mediated and projected. The bodies of Colin Morgan and Bradley James are the media 
through which the masculinities of Merlin and Arthur are adapted, enfleshed, and mediated. 
The corporeal hip/square dialectic into which James/Arthur and Morgan/Merlin are 
placed in Merlin therefore serves, as Quail would say, as means through which both bodies 
and their connotative hip/square masculinities are relationally and referentially 
constructed.23 That is, without the presence in the dialectic of James/Arthur‘s traditionally 
hegemonic jock masculinities, Morgan/Merlin loses his status as a masculine referent of 
nerd embodiment and performativity (and vice-versa). 
 Charlotte Spivack rightly argues that Merlin displays ‗multiple‘ and ‗intrinsically 
complex‘ roles in Arthurian texts24. I would argue that Merlin‘s medieval multiplicity and 
complexity is also inscribed upon his characteristically fluid body. In the Prose or Vulgate 
Merlin, for example, Merlin appears alternatively in the narrative as a ‗grim chere‘, a 
                                                 
19 Stanley Cavell, The World Viewed: Reflections on the Ontology of Film (New York: Viking  
Press, 1971), pp.27-28. 
20 Klevan, Film Performance, pp.2-4. 
21 Merleau-Ponty, The Phenomenology of Perception, p.120. 
22 Leslie Stern and George Kouvaros, ‗Descriptive Acts‘, Falling for You: Essays on Cinema  
and Performance (ed. Leslie Stern and George Kouvaros), (Sydney: Power Publications, 1999), p.14. 
23 Quail, ‗Nerds, Geeks, and the Hip/Square Dialectic in Contemporary Television‘, p.461 
24 Charlotte Spivack, Merlin: A Thousand Heroes with One Face (xxx: Edwin Mellen, 1994), p.1.See also: Arthur 
Fulton ‗Arthur and Merlin in Early Welsh Literature: Fantasy and Magic Naturalism‘, A Companion to 
Arthurian Literature (ed. Helen Fulton), (Blackwell Publishing, 2009). Blackwell Reference Online. 17 March 
2012 
http://www.blackwellreference.com.ezproxy.library.uq.edu.au/subscriber/tocnode?id=g9781405157896_chu
nk_g97814051578968 
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‗comely man wele araied‘, and a ‗crepell that semed blinde‘.25 These transformations are 
constructed as morphological shifts between the states of grimness, comeliness, and physical 
deformity. Such transformations are characteristic of Merlin‘s medieval body, which has no 
singular construction, or corporeal referent from which to assemble an essential 
morphological image, resulting in a fluid literary body whose ‗semblaunce‘ nobody can ‗at 
alle tymes knowe‘.26 The typical image of Merlin in postmedieval adaptations has been that 
of the wise old prophet, magician, and political counsellor27. However, his corporeal fluidity 
in medieval Arthurian texts allows multiple corporeal potentialities through adaptation, 
bringing into critical focus the creative processes of adaptation involved in his corporeal re-
imagination. Critical attention can therefore be drawn to how Merlin‘s body is adapted, 
mediated, and projected through the body of Colin Morgan, and what this corporeal re-
mediation reveals about the relationship between Merlin and contemporary Britain‘s pop-
cultural discourse of hip/square masculinities. 
From the first appearance of Morgan on screen, it is clear that he does not fit the 
corporeal mould of the jock. Morgan‘s pale, lean, and diminutive frame resembles Quail‘s 
corporeal image of the stereotypical nerd as a ‗pasty white guy‘;28 the traditionally non-
hegemonic antithesis of, to quote Tim Edwards, the jock‘s ‗gleaming pumped and chiselled 
blow-up doll version of masculinity‘.29 In essence, Morgan‘s body acts as a visible subversion of 
traditionally hegemonic ideals of embodied masculinity that ‗speak of force, hardness, 
toughness, physical competence‘.30 Rather than force, Morgan‘s body connotes passivity, 
softness rather than hardness, weakness rather than toughness, and physical ineptitude 
rather than competence. Morgan‘s traditionally non-hegemonic masculine body adapts and 
mediates the embodied masculinities of Merlin, thereby corporeally aligning him with the 
British pop-cultural imago of the male nerd.  
Morgan/Merlin‘s corporeal nerdiness is emphasised by its dialectical relation to 
James/Arthur‘s jock-physicality, which remains the referent embodied masculinity against 
which his nerd alterity is constructed and defined. This corporeal hip/square dialectic is 
established at the outset of the series by Guinevere (Angel Coulby), who tells Merlin that 
‗Arthur is one of these real rough, tough, save-the-world kinds of men and, well, you don’t 
                                                 
25 Merlin, or, The Early History of King Arthur: A Prose Romance. 3 vols (ed. Henry B.  
Wheatley). (London: Early English Text Society, 1899), pp.44, 45, 72-73. 
26 Prose Merlin, p.45. 
27 For example: Edmund Spenser‘s The Faerie Queene (1590-96); John Boorman‘s Excalibur (1981); Steve 
Barron‘s Merlin (1998); and Antoine Fuqua‘s King Arthur (2004). 
28 Quail, ‗Nerds, Geeks, and the Hip/Square Dialectic in Contemporary Television‘, p.460-62. 
29 Tim Edwards, Cultures of Masculinity (London; New York: Routledge, 2006), p.160.  Emphasis in original. 
30 Whitehead, Men and Masculinities, p.189. 
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look like that‘. While Guinevere placates Merlin, stating that ‗I‘m sure you‘re much stronger 
than you look‘, the message remains clear: Merlin doesn’t look like Arthur, who is, to further 
quote Guinevere, ‗one of these big, muscly kinds of fellows‘ (‗The Dragon‘s Call‘, emphases 
mine). This dialogue defines Merlin‘s corporeal nerd alterity by positioning traditionally 
hegemonic signifiers of jock physicality—i.e., hardness, toughness, and muscularity of the 
body—as corporeal ideals to which Merlin‘s body is inversely related. Moreover, Arthur is 
established as a representative of those embodied jock masculinities against which Merlin‘s 
nerd alterity is defined, thereby foregrounding their distinctly corporeal hip/square 
relationality. 
From the outset, then, Morgan/Merlin is corporeally constructed as James/Arthur‘s 
nerdy, traditionally non-hegemonic other. This corporeal hip/square dialectic is reinforced 
throughout the serial narrative. For example, in ‗Love in the Time of Dragons‘, Merlin‘s 
deficient physicality in their sparring practice invites Arthur‘s scathing vilification: 
‗Pathetic! You‘re pretending to be a battle-hardened warrior, not a daffodil‘. While this 
scene has an obvious performative aspect to it, Arthur‘s dialogue has a distinctly corporeal 
focus. The contrast between the ‗battle-hardened warrior‘ and the ‗daffodil‘ to which Arthur 
refers is a juxtaposition of the connotative corporeal hardness of an armoured warrior (the 
medievalist jock-ideal to which Merlin‘s body fails to aspire), with the connotative wilting, 
fragility, and softness of a daffodil. In essence, Morgan/Merlin‘s body is once more defined 
as alterior to traditionally hegemonic ideals of embodied masculinity: it is shown to be soft 
rather than hard, fragile rather than strong, capable only of wilting, or yielding to external 
pressure rather than of withstanding it. If, as Susan Bordo suggests, cultural images of hard 
and soft male bodies are inscribed with connotatively phallic meanings associated with 
tumescent potency and flaccid impotence, respectively, and if the hardening of the body 
(whether male or female) has become a means through which effeminacy can be ‗banished‘ 
from the body in contemporary culture, 31  Morgan/Merlin‘s daffodil-esque corporeal 
softness and fragility can be seen as an inscription upon his body of both impotence and 
effeminacy. This feminising inscription upon Morgan/Merlin‘s body is reinforced 
throughout Merlin by Arthur‘s repeated references to him as a ‗girl‘32. The inscription of 
impotence and effeminacy upon Morgan/Merlin‘s body, which has traditionally served the 
purpose of maligning nerd masculinities (Kendall 264),33 serves to reinforce, at the level of 
                                                 
31 Susan Bordo, The Male Body: A New Look at Men in Public and Private (New York: Farrar,  
Straus, and Giroux, 1999), pp.36-58. 
32 For example: ‗a girl‘ (‗The Labyrinth of Geldef‘), ‗a girl‘s petticoat‘ (‗The Tears of Uther Pendragon‘), and ‗a 
big girl‘ (‗The Wicked Day‘). 
33 Lori Kendall, ‗Nerd Nation: Images of Nerds in US Popular Culture‘, International Journal  
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the body, Merlin‘s nerd alterity within Merlin‘s medievalist hip/square dialectic. Merlin has 
abandoned the stylised visual tropes of the prototypical British medieval magician, and 
instead appropriated the medieval Merlin‘s multiple corporeal potentialities in order to re-
imagine him within the framework of the contemporary British hip/square dialectic. In the 
same vein as Rowling‘s young medievalist magician, Harry Potter, who is ‗small and skinny‘ 
with a ‗thin face…[and]…knobbly knees‘ (Philosopher’s Stone 20), the body of 
Morgan/Merlin shows that the stereotypical nerd is a cultural image of embodied 
masculinity with which the medieval magician can be aligned and, in turn, demonstrate its 
contemporary functionality in the British popular imagination. 
In Merlin, the corporeal hip/square constructions of Arthur and Merlin are extended 
to their performativity. Arthur, like his medieval source-image, is defined as Merlin‘s 
warrior par excellence34, with his performativity firmly fixed within the sphere of martial 
physicality. For example, Gaius describes Arthur as ‗the realm‘s strongest warrior‘ 
(‗Excalibur‘), while Aredian, the Witchfinder, refers to him as ‗a great warrior…, the finest 
this kingdom has ever known‘ (‗The Witchfinder‘). Moreover, Arthur often participates in 
jousting and melee tournaments, which Uther describes as ‗the ultimate test of courage‘, ‗the 
measure of you as men‘ (‗The Once and Future Queen‘), and the performative site in which a 
knight proves whether he is ‗a warrior or a coward‘ (‗Valiant‘). Arthur‘s performativity is 
confined to medievalist iterations of what R.W. Connell would refer to as those onto-
formative ‗body-reflexive practices‘, such as sport and violence, through which Arthur‘s jock 
masculinity is ‗appropriated and defined‘.35 Such body-reflexive practices are implicated, as 
John Beynon might say, in the cultural propulsion of men to ‗incorporate dominance…in 
terms of crude, physical strength…into their presentation of self‘,36 or those traditional 
ideals of embodied masculinity that expect both the ‗force‘, ‗toughness‘, and ‗physical 
competence‘ of the male body, and the male‘s ‗preparedness to put…[his] body at risk to 
achieve these expectations‘.37  
Merlin, however, represents nerd performativity through the construction of his 
magical ability as learned intellectual agency. Anthropologists have emphasised the 
                                                                                                                                                        
of Cultural Studies 2,2 (1999), p.264. 
34 For similar constructions of Arthur in medieval Arthurian source texts, see Geoffrey of Monmouth, Historia 
Regum Britanniae (ed. Michael D. Reeve. trans. Neil Wright), (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2007), pp.177, 198, 
and the Prose Merlin, p.157. 
35 Connell, Masculinities, p.61. 
36 John Beynon, Masculinities and Culture (Buckingham; Philadelphia: Open University Press, 2001), p.11. 
37 Whitehead, Men and Masculinities, p.189. 
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privileged relationship between language and magic38 . In the first volume of Heinrich 
Cornelius Agrippa‘s De Occulta Philosophia Libri Tres (1531-33), for example, he states that 
‗with a magical whispering‘ magicians can affect the world so that ‗swift rivers are turned 
back, the slow sea is bound, the winds are breathed out with one accord, the Sun is stopped, 
the Moon is clarified, the Stars are pulled out, the day is kept back, the night is prolonged‘.39 
Agrippa‘s ‗magical whispering‘ essentially describes incantation, which is the use of learned 
knowledge of the occult power of spoken language to affect the world (to stop the Sun, 
prolong the night, and so forth). Moreover, written language, as Richard Cavendish 
suggests, has historically been understood as an ‗instrument of power‘ and, along with 
spoken language, as part of ‗the magician‘s arsenal‘ as a container of ‗mysterious wisdom 
and power‘.40 
 The medieval image of Merlin reinforces the fundamental relationship between 
language and magic. Consider, for example, Merlin‘s inscription upon the sword Arthur 
removes from the ‗grete ston‘ in the Prose Merlin: ‗[w]ho taketh this swerde out of this ston 
sholde be kynge by the eleccion of Iesu criste‘ (98). Without Merlin‘s inscription, the sword 
and the stone, as Kathy Cawsey rightly argues, would remain ‗abstract and bizarre 
manifestations‘. 41  Merlin‘s writing becomes magical, however, through its ‗creative, 
motivating power‘,42 actively producing future events by bestowing kingship upon Arthur 
(tacitly disallowing the claim of any other), and insisting the acceptance of this appointment 
by the barons and clergy who witness it. 
    Prophecy is also a means through which the medieval Merlin exemplifies the 
fundamental relationship between magic and language. The most notable of Merlin‘s 
prophecies occurs when he explains the future political significance of the fight between the 
white and red dragons found beneath Vortigern‘s ever-collapsing tower. 43  Merlin‘s 
prophetic knowledge exemplifies the magical nature of language because spoken language 
functions as the medium through which Merlin communicates occult temporal knowledge, 
                                                 
38 See: Daniel O'Keefe, Stolen Lightning: The Social Theory of Magic (New York: Continuum, 1982), p.41; S.J. 
Tambiah, ‗The Magical Power of Words‘, Man 3 (1968), p.179; Claude Lévi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology. 
Vol. 1 (trans. Claire Jacobson and Brooke Grundfest Schoepf), (London: Basic Books, 1968), p.184; Annette B 
Weiner, ‗From Words to Objects to Magic: ‗Hard Words‘ and the Boundaries of Social Interaction‘, Dangerous 
Words: Language and Politics in the Pacific (eds Donald Lawrence Brenneis and Fred R. Myers), (New York: 
New York University Press, 1984), p.184). 
39 Henry Cornelius Agrippa, Three Books of Occult Philosophy or Magic, Book One: Natural Magic (trans and ed.  
Willus F. Whitehead), (Chicago: Hahn and Whitehead, 1898), p.213. 
40 Richard Cavendish, A History of Magic (London: Penguin, 1990), p.6. 
41 Kathy Cawsey, ‗Merlin‘s Magical Writing: Writing and the Written Word in Le Morte  
Darthur and the English Prose Merlin‘,  Arthuriana 11, 3 (2001), p.90 
42 Kathy, ‗Merlin‘s Magical Writing‘, p.90. 
43 Historia, pp.144-158; Prose Merlin, pp.38-39. 
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shaping Britain‘s socio-political future through the creative, motivating power of his 
magical speech act. 
The BBC‘s re-imagined Merlin is denied any prophetic ability44. Nonetheless, his 
magic is depicted as a form of learned intellectual agency. In particular, Merlin‘s magic is 
represented as a process involving the study and enactment of learned knowledge of 
language. For example, in ‗Valiant‘, Merlin is forced to consult a grimoire, learn the correct 
incantation, and perfect his enunciation of its language in order to animate a statue of a dog. 
For Merlin, successful performance of magic depends on his acquisition of knowledge and 
correct enunciation of language. The correct use of language is a common trope of the 
British magician‘s performance of magic. For example, in J.K. Rowling‘s Harry Potter novels, 
magic often depends, as Katherine Fowkes notes, upon ‗correctly using names and language‘, 
which emphasises the ‗importance of precise language in casting magic ―spells‖‘45. In a 
similar vein, Merlin‘s magical ability demonstrates that ‗words have a privileged relation to 
physical reality through spells‘.46  
It should be noted that incantations in Merlin are not simply glossolalia; rather, they 
are rendered as adapted Old English words and phrases. For example, the correct 
incantation Merlin learns to animate the statue of the dog in ‗Valiant‘ is ‗Bebīode þe ārīsan 
cwicum‘, ‗I bid thee arise living‘47. Similarly, during the major battle against Kanen and his 
bandits in ‗The Moment of Truth‘, Merlin turns the tide of battle by summoning, like his 
medieval source image, ‗soche a trobellion‘48 through the incantation, ‗cume þoden‘, ‗come 
whirlwind‘. By using Old English language rather than glossolalia for magical incantations, 
Merlin emphasises both the learned and medieval nature of its protagonist‘s (and 
antagonists‘) magic. Thus, Merlin‘s magical ability subscribes to a performative model in 
which the power of language is learned (knowledge), enacted through utterance 
(incantation), and directed towards the object world (domination/control). The re-imagined 
Merlin therefore maintains the medieval conception of magic as a learned intellectual craft, 
thereby configuring his magic as a form of intellectualism and, in turn, aligning his 
masculine performativity with that of the contemporary nerd. 
So, while Arthur uses his brawn to resolve conflicts, in accordance with traditional 
notions of jock masculinity, Merlin uses his brains—his nerd intellectualism—to dominate 
                                                 
44 In Merlin, it is Morgana who is endowed with prophetic abilities (e.g., ‗Queen of Hearts‘), while Merlin may 
only see the future through the use of magical artefacts, such as a certain type of Druidic crystal (‗The Crystal 
Cave‘). 
45 Katherine A. Fowkes, The Fantasy Film (Chichester; Malden: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), p.1. 
46 Fowkes, Fantasy Film, p.165. 
47 This, and all subsequent translations are my own. 
48 Prose Merlin, p.324. 
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the corporeal and object world. However, the dialectical interplay between these 
performative hip/square masculinities also aligns itself the contemporary British pop-
cultural tendency to represent nerd intellectualism‘s usurpation of jock physicality‘s 
hegemonic dominance. The context within which Merlin and Arthur perform is, as the 
narrator states at the beginning of each episode, ‗a land of myth and a time of magic‘. In a 
narrative heterocosm populated primarily by magical enemies hell-bent on the destruction 
of Arthur and Camelot, jock-physicality is often, if not always, revealed as inadequate. For 
example, in ‗Lancelot‘, the weapons and physicality of Arthur and his knights are ‗useless‘ 
against an invading Griffin, which, as Gaius notes, is a creature ‗born of magic‘ and, 
therefore, ‗can only be killed by magic‘. Consequently, Merlin learns a ‗spell of 
enchantment‘—‘bregdan onweald gafeluc‘, ‗bind power to the spear‘—to enchant and 
empower Lancelot‘s lance so that it may puncture the Griffin‘s previously inviolable body. 
Such a narrative exemplifies a common trope throughout the series: the failures of jock 
physicality, and the successes and, therefore, superiority of nerd intellectualism.  
Merlin‘s intellectual prowess often functions as the sole means through which both 
Arthur and Camelot are protected. For example, Kilgharrah explains that without Merlin‘s 
magical ‗gift‘, Arthur ‗will never succeed‘ in defeating his ‗many threats‘ and, therefore, 
never succeed in uniting Albion (‗The Dragon‘s Call‘). In hip/square terms, Arthur cannot 
succeed in uniting Albion and defeating his enemies through his own jock physicality. 
Rather, he requires the aid of Merlin‘s nerd intellectualism. The interplay between Arthur‘s 
and Merlin‘s hip/square performativity evidences power-relations in which Merlin‘s 
magical nerd intellectualism is revealed as superior to Arthur‘s relatively ineffective jock 
physicality. Put simply, without Merlin‘s brains, Arthur‘s brawn is often revealed as 
ineffectual and inadequate. So, Merlin is a British pop-cultural figure capable of proving, as 
Geoffrey of Monmouth once said of his medieval source image, ‗the superiority of brains 
over brawn‘.49 
 While Arthur performs the typical body-reflexive practices of jock physicality, 
placing his body in ‗aggressive motion‘ within space, 50  Merlin, in nerd fashion, uses 
knowledge and intellect to dominate and subjugate the corporeal and object world. 
Moreover, that Arthur‘s jock physicality reveals itself as subordinate to, or inadequate by 
comparison with Merlin‘s nerd intellectualism suggests that Merlin‘s corporeal and 
performative hip/square dialectics represent contemporary British pop-cultural conceptions 
of the power-relations between jock and nerd masculinities. In line with British pop-cultural 
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50 Whitehead, Men and Masculinities, p.189. 
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articulations of these hip/square power relations (Harry Potter versus Dudley Dursley, 
Vincent Crabb, or Gregory Goyle; the Doctor versus the more physical of his many foam, 
rubber, and now CGI foes), Merlin emerges as the medievalist magician-nerd who 
successfully challenges the traditional dominance of jock masculinities. The Arthurian 
figure of Merlin, then, provides contemporary British popular culture with an adaptogenic 
British medieval literary figure capable of aligning itself with the corporeal and 
performative hip/square paradigm of nerd intellectualism already established in the British 
popular imagination. Merlin has never been more present, or more aligned with masculine 
contemporaneity than he is now, demonstrating the potential of the medieval British past to 
affectively connect, interact, and coalesce with pop-cultural discourses of British modernity. 
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British and Australian Journalists’ Experiences of War Trauma 
Rebecca Te’o, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
Journalism, or more specifically, ‗serious‘ journalism such as news reporting, has historically 
been a masculine profession,2 with female reporters originally the rare exception rather than 
the rule.  Throughout their careers many journalists have adopted a combative approach to 
their work, and this approach is conceived in, and constructed by, the dynamics of the 
newsroom and the demands of the deadline.  It is also largely supported by the ideology 
borne in Britain of the Fourth Estate, which Australian journalism also embraces, where 
journalists are acknowledged to be an informal ‗power‘ in a functioning democracy. 3 
Producing work in this cultural environment can breed aggressive and hostile tendencies in 
dealing with colleagues, the wider public, as well as subject matter.4 It can also lead to the 
suppression of emotions and experiences of trauma when covering news stories. The myth 
of the unrelenting, cynical journalist (called here the ‗myth of the hard-bitten journalist‘) is 
pervasive within news organisations in Britain and Australia, and elsewhere. However, 
upholding this myth can exacerbate psychological disorders such as Post-Traumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD) in reporters covering conflict and trauma. The persistent influence of 
hyper-masculinity in British and Australian newsrooms thus creates and maintains a 
persona for those entering and working in journalism, and this persona subsequently 
compounds a journalist‘s capacity to cope with trauma.  
The ‗myth of the hard-bitten journalist‘ presupposes that news reporters can 
adequately cope with trauma in conflict or confronting situations. Many journalists, 
particularly news reporters, are at some time in their career – often frequently so – called to 
deal with disturbing scenes of violence, death and suffering. At times, these situations can 
also involve risk to their personal safety.  Journalists can therefore have misguided notions 
                                                 
1 Email: rebecca.teo@usq.edu.au.  
2 Marjan de Bruin, ‗Gender, Organizational and Professional Identities in Journalism,‘ Journalism Review 1, 2 
(2000), pp.217-238. 
3 Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes, Hero Worship and the Heroic in History (Gutenberg Project, 2008), accessed May 
27, 2012, http://www.gutenberg.org/files/1091/1091-h/1091-h.htm.  The Fourth Estate is the great British 
press tradition, which also extends to other media platforms. The phrase originates from the writings of 
Scottish writer Thomas Carlyle who in his book Heroes, Hero Worship and the Heroic in History (originally 
published in1841) noted the observations of British parliamentarian Edmund Burke: ‗Burke said there were 
Three Estates in Parliament; but, in the Reporters' Gallery yonder, there sat a Fourth Estate more important 
far than they all. It is not a figure of speech, or a witty saying; it is a literal fact, — very momentous to us in 
these times.‘ 
4 Gretchen Dworznik, ‗Factors Contributing to PTSD and Compassion Fatigue in Television News Workers,‘ 
International Journal of Business, Humanities and Technology 1, 1 (2007), pp.22-32. 
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that may prevent them from acknowledging symptoms of PTSD, which they are often 
unconsciously suffering. 
Furthermore, the image of a ‗quality‘ journalist has been glamorised both by 
journalists themselves and, more broadly, in culture through film and other media. 
Journalists are often depicted as hard-drinking, risk-taking, cynical, disobedient or 
experimental. This stereotype is personified in Hunter S. Thompson,5 who has become a 
cult figure – complete with an industry built around his myth. While many of these 
characteristics have been historically embraced by journalists, during trauma situations a 
failure to acknowledge their frailties and weaknesses can cause affected journalists to 
experience significant emotional, psychological and even physical harm. The pursuit of 
objectivity, an ideal enshrined in journalists‘ codes of ethics in Britain and Australia, can 
exacerbate this position. Journalists are required to professionally separate themselves from 
the story, yet this often results in them denying their own human response to the story. 
Additionally, there can be a prevailing feeling that an individual journalist is not ‗worthy‘ to 
have PTSD, and this perspective lies in the belief that because the stories they are covering 
are not their own personal stories, that is, the event does not happen to them, and they are 
merely covering it, they should not ‗make it their story‘ by suffering any effects from it.6 A 
journalist‘s often-ingrained denial of their humanity is undoubtedly a useful tool for getting 
a job done to deadline. However, the psychological aftermath highlights the extent to which 
this denial is highly counter-productive within the journalist‘s own professional and 
personal lives.   
This paper explores the hypothesis that British and Australian journalists are 
endangering their psychological and physical health by rejecting a more balanced 
perspective in both their approach to their work and to their emotional health, resulting in a 
false expectation of their coping ability and a skewed assessment of their psychological 
responses to stress and trauma. The study was prompted by the increasing glamorisation 
                                                 
5 Alex Gibney, Gonzo: the Life and Work of Dr. Hunter S. Thompson, documentary film (USA: Magnolia Pictures, 
2008); Arik Hesseldahl, ‗Going, Going, Gonzo,‘ Oregon Quarterly, Summer Edition (2005), pp.40-44. US 
journalist Hunter S. Thompson, the father of ‗gonzo‘ journalism (a narrative style of journalism that does not 
aim for the usual journalistic ideal of objectivity), advocated that journalists become more involved in, even 
part of, the stories they covered. His experimental approach to journalism extended to his private life, in which 
his bouts of heavy drinking, drug-taking and risky reporting assignments, such as his 1960s coverage of the 
Hell‘s Angels bikie gang, became renowned. His earliest forays into journalism were marked by periods of 
anti-establishment and anti-authoritarianism, and his working attitude was labelled ‗insubordinate‘ by an early 
employer, who consequently sacked him. His career is characterised by many different forms of writing, much 
of which was published in then-counterculture magazine, Rolling Stone. While his work questions the value of 
objectivity, it still upholds the ideology of both the Fourth Estate and the myth of the hard-bitten journalist. 
6 Jo Anne Killeen, ‗Journalists and PTSD: Below the Fold‘ (MA thesis, University of Missouri, 2011), accessed 
December 5, 2011, 
http://mospace.umsystem.edu/xmlui/bitstream/handle/10355/11180/Research.pdf?sequence=3. 
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and acceptance, by both journalists and the wider public, of stoicism and indifference as part 
of a journalist‘s work persona, a situation exacerbated by the demands involved in 
producing quality reporting in a highly competitive industry. It has also been prompted by 
research which indicates that the ideology of the Fourth Estate, while rooted in Britain, has 
spread throughout the globe, well beyond the old borders of the British Empire.  
I use a case study approach to examine the correlating ideologies of three reporters, 
and the effect of these ideologies on the recognition and treatment of stress and trauma in 
reporters: British journalist Kate Adie, and Australian journalists Michael Ware and Peter 
Lloyd. In doing so, it contextualises the approach of ‗quality‘ British and Australian 
journalists, and identifies key elements within this culture of journalism that impact on their 
work practice. All three reporters have covered stories of global conflict, and each has also 
identified as having been exposed to events of significant trauma. In addition, each has 
continually and publicly indicated their strong identification with the ideology of the Fourth 
Estate within their work practice, and has also indicated that identification as an essential 
characteristic of a quality reporter, not merely a tenet which they personally seek to uphold.  
Kate Adie 
Adie has covered some of the most violent conflicts in recent decades, including those in 
Bosnia and Libya, and the story she broke to the world, the 1989 Tiananmen Square 
Massacre in China.7 During these news events she continually displayed hyper-masculine 
traits in her search for, and coverage of, the story. Her steadfast refusal to take into account 
her personal safety is best exemplified in her reporting at Tiananmen Square. Adie was the 
only Western journalist in the midst of the conflict and was at the front line as Chinese 
troops opened fire on protestors. 8  Importantly, she has also poured scorn on those 
journalists who avoided areas of direct conflict in order to preserve their safety.9 Adie‘s 
reporting of the Tiananmen Massacre put her directly in the line of live fire. In her reports 
she noted protestors immediately around her being shot dead, and she stumbled across 
bodies as she attempted to cover the unfolding event.10   
Adie‘s display of hyper-masculine traits such as boldness and defiance of even 
dictatorial authority is typified in a biographical article on Adie published by the British 
news publication The Guardian. It stated: 
                                                 
7 Maggie Allison, ‗Roles in Conflict: The Woman War Reporter,‘ Miranda (ejournal) 1[2] (2010), accessed 
January 13, 2012, http://www.miranda-ejournal.fr/1/miranda/article.xsp?numero=2&id_article=article_07-
586. 
8 Kate Adie, The Kindness of Strangers (London: Headline Book Publishing, 2002), p.362. 
9 Adie, Kindness of Strangers, p.362; Allison, ‗Roles in Conflict,‘ 2010.  
10 Adie, Kindness of Strangers, p.365.   
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Nine years ago, upon Adie‘s return to Libya, Colonel Gaddafi‘s 
foreign information director wrote to the BBC complaining that it 
was ‗as if we have nothing to do except Kate Adie‘. He protested 
wanly about the ‗irresponsible and incomprehensible behaviour of 
your correspondent, with whom we suffer a lot. She insists on imposing 
her own rules and dictates orders and instructions‘.11  
 
Adie typifies the myth and her reflections on her practice demonstrate both self-awareness 
and pride in her embodiment of the myth. According to Summerskill:12 
And she (Adie) is, incidentally, famously litigious - she reportedly 
won £125,000 from the Mail on Sunday after it foolishly suggested 
that her reputation as a fearless reporter was a myth. 
 
The uncompromising language Adie uses to describe her reporting assignments can be 
considered confrontational, provocative and aggressive. In addition, she appears to wear her 
‗close shaves‘ as a badge of honour, in true hyper-masculine style. This is reflected in the 
following recollection by Adie:13 
Few would get out of bed very willingly if the day‘s work appeared 
to involve facing real danger – the sort that puts your heart right in 
your mouth and poses the question: why are (sic) on earth am I 
doing this? I will admit that at times in my working life I have found 
myself caught in crossfire, or stunned by a grenade, or trying to ask 
directions from a corpse during a gun battle, and the first response of 
this reporter has been ‗Why am I doing this?‘ rather than ‗What‘s 
going on?‘ 
 
Deuze14 would point out that the answer to this question is steeped in the journalist‘s sense 
of their role as a member of the Fourth Estate, and for journalists, Adie‘s words could 
highlight all they admire about the profession.15 Yet it is this same hyper-masculinity that 
Keats16 acknowledges as a potential hindrance to the identification and treatment of trauma-
related conditions among people who have single episodes or sustained exposure to 
traumatic situations, a scenario common to hard-bitten journalists. Despite her continual 
exposure to high-risk reporting and trauma, Adie does not publicly identify as having 
PTSD, which stands in direct contrast to the many journalists in her field of specialisation. 
                                                 
11 Ben Summerskill, ‗Ice Maiden Under Fire‘, The Guardian Online, October 14, 2001, accessed January 16, 
2012, http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2001/oct/14/afghanistan.television. Emphasis added by author. 
12 Summerskill, ‗Ice Maiden.‘ 
13 Kate Adie, Into Danger (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 2008), p.iii. 
14 Mark Deuze, ‗What is Journalism? Professional Identity and Ideology of Journalists Reconsidered,‘ 
Journalism Review 6, 4 (2005), pp.442-464. 
15 Jim Willis, The Human Journalist: Reporters, Perspectives and Emotions (Westport: Praeger Publishers, 2003).   
16 Patrice A. Keats, ‗Soldiers Working Internationally: Impacts of Masculinity, Military Culture, and 
Operational Stress on Cross-Cultural Adaptation,‘ International Journal for the Advancement of Counselling 32, 4 
(2010):290-303, accessed October 30, 2011. doi: 10.1007/s10447-010-9107-z. 
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Unlike Ware and Lloyd, who have, after long periods of denial, acknowledged their PTSD, 
Adie does not identify as having suffered from PTSD. However, Adie does exhibit some of 
the traits of an individual who has been traumatised, namely the desire to control, which is 
evident in her pedantry about the process and structure of writing her story, and 
encapsulated in her search for the perfect word to use in her reporting: 
I‘m prissy about individual words, and I‘ll hunt through a mental list 
until I light upon the right one, even though a deadline approached 
… Not everyone understands how hard we try to get the words 
right. Especially if those words do not please them, or do not fit their 
view of the world, or perhaps indicate that they are in the wrong.17   
 
Adie‘s perfectionism is an expression of her hyper-masculinity, in which she indicates an 
overriding intention to assert control:18 her perfectionism is both a prism through which to 
evaluate the reporting style of her peers, whom she often deems as less-focused on quality 
journalism and more interested in entertainment (or, as she describes it, ‗performance‘);19 
and a point of focus in her work which this paper contends could indicate its use as a coping 
mechanism.  
 
Michael Ware   
Australian veteran reporter Michael Ware has also spent a considerable part of his career 
covering violence, conflict and war, and the traumas inflicted on people (especially civilians) 
in the course of these conflicts for global news corporations CNN and Time.20  He was 
embedded with the US military in 2005, during which he covered the deadly September US 
assault of Tal Afar. 21  He was also embedded with insurgents in Iraq, has worked 
independently in both Afghanistan and Iraq, and was kidnapped by al Qaeda insurgents and 
threatened with execution.22 Ware has also worked extensively on other highly dangerous 
                                                 
17 Adie, Kindness of Strangers, pp.329-330.  
18 Donald L. Mosher and Mark Sirkin, ‗Measuring a Macho Personality Constellation,‘ Journal of Research in 
Personality 18 (1984), pp.150-163. 
19 Adie, Kindness of Strangers, p.415.   
20 Greg Veis, ‗CNN‘s Prisoner of War,‘ Men’s Journal, December 11, 2008, accessed January 12, 2012, 
http://www.mensjournal.com/cnns-prisoner-of-war. 
21 Lara Logan, ‗Tal Afar: Al Qaeda‘s Town,‘ 60 Minutes, March 12, 2006, accessed December 12, 2011, 
http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=1390048n&tag=contentBody;storyMediaBox; David R. McCone, 
Wilbur J. Scott and George R. Mastroianni, ‗The 3rd ACR in Tal‘Afar: Challenges and Adaptations,‘ Of 
Interest, (Strategic Studies Institute, United States Airforce Academy, 2008).  Tal Afar is a north-western Iraqi 
city located in the vicinity of Kirkuk and Mosul near the Iraq-Syria border. Control of the city was initially 
held by al Qaeda operatives who, according to Ware and US reporter Lara Logan, used it as a base to ‗train 
insurgents and launch attacks around Iraq‘. After the US gained control of the city in 2005, it was used as a 
‗staging point‘ for successive incursions into Iraq, and has been the scene of continuing conflict between US-
led forces and Iraqi insurgents, with thousands of civilians caught in the crossfire. 
22 Madonna King, ‗Interview with Michael Ware,‘ Mornings on 612 ABC Brisbane, May 31, 2010, accessed 
December 21, 2011, http://www.abc.net.au/local/audio/2010/05/31/2914053.htm. 
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assignments such as the coverage of the Mexican drug cartel wars, with a particular focus 
on the hyper-violent paramilitary arm of the powerful Los Zetas drug cartel 23   in 
Veracruz.24 As a direct result of his sustained reporting in conflict zones, and his continual 
exposure to trauma, Ware lives with both PTSD and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI).25  
Ware‘s experience in reporting on war and violence is well-documented, not just by 
the reporter himself, but by many of his colleagues and his family. Veis notes that Ware was 
inspired by the work of another hard-bitten journalist, Australian Neil Davis,26 who gained 
fame due to his reporting of the Vietnam War and was later killed while reporting. Ware‘s 
explanation of what it takes to get a story, that is, what constitutes quality journalism, is 
firmly ensconced in the professional practice of Davis. The reporting experiences of Davis 
urged Ware to buy into the myth of the hard-bitten journalist, where the story must be 
gained at almost any cost, sometimes even the reporter‘s life. 
In total, Ware spent just over nine years on the front line without respite, reporting 
on the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.27  Ware identifies a single event as his turning point,28 
whereby he seriously began to question his ability to function. This event was the death of 
an Iraqi insurgent who had been shot in the head. Ware was plagued by the trauma of 
witnessing the prolonged, agonising and graphic death of the insurgent and he became 
obsessed with what he regarded as his own inaction in easing the insurgent‘s suffering. For 
the twenty minutes the man lay dying, Ware was completely focused on reporting the job at 
hand and he fussed over the lighting in order to get the best shot.29 His acknowledgement 
of his PTSD came only after years of reporting in conflict zones. His kidnapping by an Iraqi 
al Qaeda group, where he became the only Westerner to ever escape execution by that 
particular group, 30  was one of the other touchstone events that led to his increasing 
awareness of the personal impacts of the trauma he has witnessed. Ware has suffered 
significant effects of PTSD including, but not limited to, chronic insomnia, heavy drinking, 
                                                 
23 CNN, ‗Los Zetas Called Mexico‘s Most Dangerous Drug Cartel,‘ CNN International News, August 6, 2009, 
accessed January 13, 2012, 
http://edition.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/americas/08/06/mexico.drug.cartels/#cnnSTCVideo. Ware reports 
that the Los Zetas is the most highly organised and powerful drug cartel in North America and is responsible 
for the greatest number of drug-related homicides in Mexico. Its paramilitary arm is highly sophisticated, 
highly trained, well-armed, and is responsible for some of the most brutal attacks on civilians, police and 
politicians, as well as rival drug cartel members. 
24 CNN, ‗Los Zetas.‘  
25 ABC, ‗Prisoner of War,‘ Parts 1-3, Australian Story, screened September 12, 2010. 
26 Veis, ‗CNN‘s Prisoner of War.‘  
27 ABC, ‗Prisoner of War.‘ 
28 Veis,‘CNN‘s Prisoner of War.‘ 
29 Veis,‘CNN‘s Prisoner of War.‘ 
30 King, ‗Michael Ware.‘   
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heavy smoking,31 and transient personal and intimate relationships.32 Yet despite the effects 
he has suffered as a direct result of his reporting, Ware‘s perspective on his role as a 
journalist has changed very little, except in relation to the acknowledgment that he is now 
‗damaged‘.33 
 
Peter Lloyd 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) television reporter Peter Lloyd also identifies 
his reporting of conflict and trauma as significant in the formation of his PTSD. Lloyd, a 
foreign correspondent in South-East Asia,34covered the Boxing Day tsunami,  bombings in 
Bali and Jakarta, the war in Afghanistan, and the suicide bombing attempt on the life of 
Pakistan‘s then-Prime Minister, Benazir Bhutto, in Karachi. 35  Like Ware, Lloyd‘s full 
awareness of his PTSD came at a critical breaking point in his life, when he was arrested in 
Singapore in 2008 on drugs charges.  
Lloyd states his coverage of the incident in Pakistan, and the aftermath of the 
Boxing Day tsunami, contain the embryo of his PTSD, and his failure to cope became more 
apparent in the recurring, graphic nightmares he continually experienced. 36  These 
nightmares, which featured grotesque scenes of gore, also had physical manifestations. 
Lloyd would thrash and ‗run‘ during sleep, something he indicates he was unaware of until 
it was caught on CCTV while he was being held for drug possession in Singapore.37 In 
addition, he started to think about committing suicide.38 Until that time, Lloyd followed a 
typical pattern of the hard-bitten journalist, applying the myth as a manifesto. However, 
Lloyd differs from Ware in that he seemingly rejects Ware‘s notion of absorption in the role, 
and instead states his job demanded he be a mere conduit of information. According to 
Lloyd:39 
I am a true believer in that sense about our job. I think we‘re nothing 
more than a medium – correspondents anywhere, but overseas in 
particular – we‘re just a medium; we‘re there because they (the 
public) can‘t be there.  
 
                                                 
31 Veis,‘CNN‘s Prisoner of War.‘ 
32 ABC, ‗Prisoner of War.‘ 
33 ABC, ‗Prisoner of War.‘ 
34 David Marr, ‗When Journalist Becomes Story: An Interview with Peter Lloyd,‘ Big Ideas, accessed 
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35 Peter Lloyd, Inside Story: From ABC Foreign Correspondent to Singapore Prisoner 12988 (Sydney:Allen and 
Unwin, 2010). 
36 Marr, ‗Peter Lloyd.‘ 
37 Lloyd, Inside Story. 
38 Marr, ‗Peter Lloyd.‘ 
39 Marr, ‗Peter Lloyd.‘ 
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After his arrest, Lloyd was sentenced to 10 months in prison (he was released after six 
months), and was sacked from his job (he was later re-employed by the ABC upon his 
release).40 He admits his experience in the Singaporean legal system could have been much 
worse, considering the maximum penalty for drug-related offences in that country is 
execution, and his original arrest included a charge of trafficking.41  For Lloyd, there is no 
doubt that his PTSD and his arrest for substance abuse are directly linked to his inability to 
cope with the demands of reporting, and the time he spent in areas of conflict and trauma 
acting as a conduit of information to the general public.42 
 
Coping with and defending ‘the myth’  
It is inevitable that journalists reporting on war, conflict and disaster areas will at some 
stage be exposed to traumatic situations. Pre-reportage training and post-
incident/reportage debriefings are important strategies in reducing risks to journalists. 
However, such a formalised approach to risk can be problematic and this is evident in the 
diversity in the reporters‘ histories and experiences with PTSD. While some journalists 
experience many smaller episodes of trauma and discomfort, others may experience more 
extreme episodes of trauma and discomfort and they may identify a specific incident as a 
defining moment in their awareness of their PTSD.  
It is possible to hypothesise that reporters who identify with the myth are made 
vulnerable because of overconfidence in the capacity to cope, in much the same way people 
with addictions can overestimate their capacity to cope in the early stages of identification 
and treatment.43 Feinstein points out the addictive nature of covering conflict and war,44 
and a journalist‘s overconfidence in dealing with the trauma associated with this type of 
reporting would therefore actually place the journalist in greater psychological danger, 
because they would lose the ability to assess risk. This becomes, then, a form of denial. 
However, it is also important to note that denial of risk does not equate to ignorance of fear. 
Adie points out that she became so acquainted with her fear response in situations, she was 
able to formulate her own ‗fear scale‘ in what seems to become a rather robotic exercise.45 
But it is a journalist‘s requirement to deny risk by ignoring fear that has its roots in the 
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41 Lloyd, Inside Story. 
42 Lloyd, Inside Story. 
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ideology of the Fourth Estate, and therefore is a compulsion that can place a reporter at 
significant risk of being involved in traumatic situations. Adie required of herself to ignore 
her own fears and run those risks in her reporting for the good of the story, even putting 
herself in the way of live fire and, ultimately, being injured. This is therefore the myth at 
work, and it is fed directly by the ideology of the Fourth Estate.  
Like Ware, Lloyd‘s experiences with trauma fall within the range of both immediate, 
symptomatic reaction and longer-term physical and psychological responses to trauma.46 
McLellan‘s research, which in part examined the effects of reporting and trauma on a 
journalist‘s sources, was published just 19 years after PTSD was formally recognised as a 
condition. Given the greater understanding we have of PTSD and its effects, it is evident 
that these responses to trauma can also be experienced by the journalist themselves, and 
this seems to be supported by the number of ‗boxes‘ Lloyd checks off from McLellan‘s list of 
responses. He identifies that he has experienced increased heart rate, palpitations, cold 
sweats, flashbacks, disturbing dreams, substance abuse, and suicide ideation.47   
Substance abuse is something that strongly links Lloyd and Ware. They document a 
period of heavy reliance on drugs48 or alcohol49 to get through periods of their lives. In this 
respect, both reporters become directly associated with the afore-mentioned Thompson,50 
the journalist who is considered an icon in his field, who also noted a reliance on alcohol and 
experimentation with drugs. While Lloyd took issue with his illicit drug use being 
categorised as abuse, instead claiming he was a ‗user‘ and relegating it to recreational use, 
this could be seen as a form of denial, with Lloyd underestimating his reliance on substances 
as a coping mechanism.51 At the very least, this behaviour is extremely reckless; at most, it 
is the self-destructive behaviour Deuze asserts52 is typical of the journalist who buys into 
what is identified here as the myth.  
Superficially, Adie appears to have ‗escaped‘ being diagnosed with PTSD whilst it is 
Ware and Lloyd who have fallen victim to fallout from the myth. However, Adie‘s 
exhibition of a distinct lack of any emotion in her reporting, a continual lack of personal 
disclosure in her writings about herself, and her ongoing perfectionism may indeed indicate 
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that Adie is not as resilient as she first appears, and may not have yet identified symptoms 
of PTSD.  
The pressures of reporting are aspects all three journalists indicate as a major factor 
in their denial, or their lack of acknowledgement, of their response to trauma. Adie‘s 
concern was that an admission of her inability to cope would be to the detriment of her own 
career, and those of her female colleagues, because it could indicate she (and therefore all 
female reporters) was not as prepared for the rigours of reporting as men. 53 In explaining 
the struggle to establish her career, she stated:  
I had no rules to go by. Any fuss would rebound, and anyway, these 
were days when women were breaking new ground everywhere, 
grabbing opportunities, being given such wonderful chances – why 
wreck them? It would only have been seen as ‗not being able to hack 
it‘. 
 
Adie‘s use of the phrase ‗being given such wonderful chances‘ is an acknowledgement of 
hyper-masculine newsroom culture: that a female reporter was (and still can be) at the 
mercy of the paternalism of a chief of staff or editor who was prepared to offer a ‗chance‘, 
rather than identify that female journalist as having an equal place in the newsroom. This 
supports the idea that female journalists are required to take on hyper-masculine traits in 
order to support and sustain a work approach that will provide them with an even playing 
field.54 It is Adie‘s quest for validation in the newsroom that lays the groundwork of her 
single-minded focus on the story and her perfectionism, which in turn become her standard 
professional practice and a bellwether in journalism. 
It should be noted that this aspect of the myth, the expectation that journalists forgo 
their humanity and cope under difficult or traumatic circumstances, is also felt by male 
journalists. Arguably however, female reporters may experience this pressure in an 
exacerbated manner. Feinstein states that a journalist‘s willingness to accommodate the 
expectations of their employers, and their feeling that their approach is justified, 55  is 
entrenched in what this author would recognise as the myth of the hard-bitten journalist. 
The myth demands reporters put aside their own reactions to trauma and horror in order to 
file the story and, ultimately, it places journalists in unjustifiable danger.  
This high-pressure approach is steadfastly held by Adie, who views the modern 
media‘s leanings towards emotional reporting as a step towards low-quality reporting:56 
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It‘s a step towards the ‗infotainment‘ world, where the pill of fact has 
to be sugared by a performance. Reporting – in particular on 
television – always has had a narcissistic element, but now it‘s been 
encouraged to flower. 
 
Adie has been repeatedly criticised from within and outside the industry for her 
unemotional reporting57  which is encapsulated in her coverage of the Dunblane school 
massacre in Scotland in 1996.  This author would argue that this particular aspect of the 
myth could also provide a significant coping mechanism for trauma-affected reporters. 
Lloyd identifies with Adie‘s embrace of the myth, but now recognises his PTSD and 
refers to it in physical terms, stating that it was a direct by-product of reporting on 
traumatic events, and that the adrenaline he experienced in rushes while on the job acted as 
a toxic agent in his body, effectively poisoning him.58 The demands of reporting, the efforts 
and stresses of establishing and keeping a career, and the myth of the hard-bitten journalist 
are inter-related aspects that Lloyd believes created his illness:59 
This is ‗the job‘, and then when you get there it makes you sick. The 
last thing you‘re going to do is turn around and start complaining 
about it, saying this thing that I want so much, it’s killing me. It‘s clearly 
not something you‘re going to say, and that is part of the mosaic of why 
we get sick, and why we don’t speak up. 
 
The extent to which Lloyd processes the demands of his work through the prism of 
the myth is obvious and inarguable when his recollection of his work in the aftermath of the 
Boxing Day tsunami is considered. Lloyd became angry with himself 60 for not getting to 
the worst-hit area in Khao Lak sooner, and indicated he saw this as a failing in his 
journalism. Consequently, this caused him to ignore his growing need for professional 
assistance and extra resources because of a ‗deadline focus‘.61 Lloyd also castigates and 
insults himself for not being able to cope. He explains:  ‗I tell myself to get over it. I tell 
myself to shut up and stop being such a wimp.‘62 
This lack of insight, together with Lloyd‘s comparison of the quality of his 
journalism in relation to other journalists‘ work and, importantly, the terminology he uses 
to describe himself, clearly demonstrate hyper-masculinity working with the myth. For 
Lloyd, to acknowledge his trauma and PTSD is ‗weak‘, instead he ‗needs‘ to deny his 
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humanity and ‗toughen up‘ in order to fulfil his obligations as a member of the Fourth 
Estate. 
Real coping comes through talking and acknowledging illness. Each journalist 
expressed a need to connect with trusted people, even if the conversation did not revolve 
around the journalists‘ exposure to trauma, but focuses instead on the job. Dwzornik63 
identifies this as an essential component of debriefing. In this way, Adie, Ware, and Lloyd 
all unwittingly engaged in a type of therapy. Adie rationalises her lack of emotion by 
concentrating on the process of reporting, including the hunt for the perfect word;64 Ware 
talked to his sister on the phone for hours at a time about his romantic life;65 and Lloyd 
found comfort in his personal relationships.66 Ware further acknowledged he sought out 
friends who had a same, shared experience, and shunned those who could not relate to the 
horrors he had witnessed, even if they were an intimate partner.67   
Ware‘s sense of his journalistic place in trauma is complex yet reflects many 
journalists‘ perspectives of their work, such as those of Adie and Lloyd. It also reflects the 
myth. He is simultaneously a victim of conflict,68 an observer of history,69 and a seeker of 
truth. 70  His attraction to, and sustained involvement in, war and conflict directly 
corresponds with what Deuze would identify as classic hyper-masculine behaviour and the 
five ‗ideal-typical‘ traits of journalism; public service, objectivity, autonomy, immediacy, and 
ethics. Denton notes Ware‘s image, even among colleagues, is as ‗the Steve Irwin of 
Baghdad‘,71 which Ware supports when he talked about the attraction of living in war 
zones.72 This is a demonstration of Mosher and Sirkin‘s theory of hyper-masculinity,73 
where risk-taking and extreme violence are but two elements an individual seeks out. 
Ware‘s agreement with Denton‘s observations echoes the myth at work through a sense of 
public duty and the principles of the Fourth Estate, as is Lloyd‘s opinion that journalists 
should stop self-censoring when gathering their content, in order to show a fuller reality of 
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violence, trauma and conflict to an audience.74 In an echo of Adie‘s perspective, Ware also 
states:  
…Sometimes I get the feeling that not many of us journalists can 
really do it. There’s only a few of us prepared to go that extra mile. 
Among that few I feel there‘s an even greater responsibility. So I feel 
a kind of a sense of wanting to be noble and wanky, a sense of duty, to 
some degree.75 
 
All three journalists have carried this same dialogue throughout their careers. Denton states 
that (like Adie) Ware has deliberately sought out the riskiest areas of conflict, preferring to 
shun green zones (safe areas) in favour of red zones (hotspots of conflict),76  living behind 
‗enemy lines‘ and justifying these choices with the rationale that quality journalism depends 
on it. However, risk-taking is an element that can present as a symptomatic response to 
trauma.  
 
Conclusion 
In examining the experiences of Adie, Ware, and Lloyd, it is clearly evident that the myth of 
the hard-bitten journalist, and the hyper-masculinity associated with the myth, can impact 
significantly on the mental health, and consequently, the physical health of journalists. The 
journalists in the case studies examined in this paper use the myth as a tool of navigation, to 
help them traverse the demands of their work, and as a tool of comprehension, to help them 
make sense of their role in reporting on traumatic events. The effects of exposure to trauma, 
while individual to each journalist, still exhibit commonalities (including fear responses, 
drug and alcohol abuse, nightmares, insomnia, not emotionally involving themselves in the 
story and the need to control one‘s surroundings) with regard to the manifestation of both 
physical and psychological responses. The common threads between Ware and Lloyd are 
linked by a shared ideology that stems from icons of journalism such as Adie, but more so, 
Hunter S. Thompson. Where Adie stands poles apart from Thompson in her opinion of the 
reporter‘s role in the story, and rejects his practice of becoming personally involved in the 
story, she still embraces Thompson‘s risk-taking philosophy and the idea of getting the 
story, regardless of the cost. Therefore, while the practice of Adie and Thompson are not 
comparable, the outcome of their journalism is: that is, steadfastly upholding the ideology of 
the Fourth Estate.  These connections demonstrate not only how the myth is regenerated, 
but how all-encompassing the scope of the myth actually is. 
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Swifter, Higher, Stronger? Online Media Representations of Gender during the 2008 
Olympic Games 
Dianne Jones, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
Coverage of women‘s sports during the Olympic Games is about as good as it gets. On the 
world‘s largest and most important sports stage, media attention to women‘s sports jumps 
to levels well above the mainstream‘s usual fare that prioritizes men‘s sports and relegates 
female athletes and their sports to the sidelines.2 The sports media are now well recognized 
for the substantial role they play in shaping opinion, reinforcing the status quo, framing 
attitudes and reproducing images and messages that legitimate the dominant ideology of a 
society.3 In newspapers and magazines, on television and radio, the association between 
sport and masculinity is so ideologically entrenched and ‗taken for granted that few people 
challenge the fact that media coverage is heavily weighted in favour of men.‘ 4  Yet 
comparatively little is known about how online media frame sports events and their 
participants. This study investigates the extent to which coverage of the 2008 Olympic 
Games on the online sites of three public broadcasters in Australia, Great Britain and 
Canada reproduces the ‗ideologies of gender that privilege men and devalue the activities of 
women.‘5 
 
Literature review 
Studies of the print and broadcast sports media‘s coverage have examined how they use 
frames, denoted by keywords and phrases, to actively construct sports news.6 The power of 
‗presence and absence‘ in framing7 can influence audience understanding since ‗one meaning 
is conveyed by what gets covered, but another equally powerful meaning is conveyed by 
                                                 
1 Email: Dianne.Jones@usq.edu.au 
2 Dianne Jones, ‗Half the story? Olympic women on ABC News Online,‘ Media International Australia February, 
no. 110 (2004). 
3 Margaret Carlisle Duncan, ‗Gender warriors in sport: women and the media,‘ in Handbook of sports and media, 
ed. Arthur A. Raney and Jennings Bryant (Mahwah, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2006). Elaine 
M. Blinde, Susan L. Greendorfer, and Rebecca J. Shanker, ‗Differential media coverage of men's and women's 
intercollegiate basketball: reflection of gender ideology,‘ Journal of Sport and Social Issues 15, 2 (1991).  
4 Toni Bruce, ‗Women, sport and the media: a complex terrain,‘ in Outstanding research about women and sport in 
New Zealand (eds C. Obel, T.Bruce and S.Thompson), (Hamilton: Wilf Malcolm Institute of Educational 
Research, 2008), p.56. 
5 T. Bruce, ‗Shifting the boundaries: sportswomen in the media,‘ in Communication on the edge: shifting boundaries 
and identities (University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand: ANZCA, 2011), p.1. 
6 M J Kane, ‗Media coverage of the post Title IX female athlete - a feminist analysis of sport, gender and 
power,‘ Duke Journal of Gender Law and Policy 3, 1 (1996). 
7 Robert Entman, ‗Framing: toward clarification of a fractured paradigm,‘ Journal of Communication 43, 4 
(1993). 
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what does not receive media attention‘.8 As a result, in sports coverage, ‗frames help portray 
who is in authority and who is marginalized‘.9  
More than 30 years of research supports the view that women have been the subject 
of both overt and covert discrimination in the sports media. Within and outside the British 
World, the ‗‗everyday‘ sporting activities of female athletes are trivialised and ignored by 
mediasport‘,10 as women‘s sport is grossly underrepresented in the number of stories, the 
column centimetres or minutes of airtime devoted to female athletes‘ achievements, the 
placement of stories, the number, size and placement of photographs, and the range of 
sports depicted. Male athletes receive 80 per cent or more of total coverage.11  
Despite spikes in women‘s sports coverage during global events such as the Olympic 
Games,12 within the discourse of mediated sports, a common feature is an insistence on 
sexual difference. Journalists, sportscasters and commentators culturally construct 
differences between females and males and address their audiences: 
…as though these gender differences are natural and real. Since the 
masculine is the default position in our society, the feminine is seen 
as the Other. This is the logical extension of the oppositional 
binary…13  
 
The media have historically used several techniques ‗to represent women in line with 
cultural ideas about femininity.‘14 These include but are not restricted to: downplaying 
sport, compulsory heterosexuality, appropriate femininity, infantilization, gender marking 
and success/failure bias. 
                                                 
8 Suzanne Huffman, C.A. Tuggle, and Dana Scott Rosengard, ‗How campus media cover sports: The gender-
equity issue, one generation later,‘ Mass Communication and Society 7, 4 (2004), p.477. 
9 Andrew C. Billings, James R. Angelini, and Susan Tyler Eastman, ‗Diverging discourses: gender differences 
in televised golf announcing,‘ Mass Communication and Society 87, 2 (2005), p.157. 
10 Bruce, ‗Women, sport and the media: a complex terrain,‘ p.57. Bruce defines mediasport as any media 
coverage that appears in the mainstream mass media. 
11 See, for example:  Susan Fountaine and Judy McGregor, ‗The loneliness of the long distance gender 
researcher: are journalists right about the coverage of women's sport?,‘ Australian Journalism Review 21, 3 
(1999). Christeen George, Andrew Hartley, and Jenny Paris, ‗The representation of female athletes in textual 
and visual media,‘ Corporate Communications: An International Journal 6, 2 (2001). Women's Sports Foundation 
UK, ‗An investigation into coverage of women's sport on the BBC sport website,‘ Women's Sports Foundation, 
http://www.ews-online.org/index.php?do=100213006&1a=2&kat=316. 
12 Jones, ‗Half the story? Olympic women on ABC News Online.‘; Dianne Jones, ‗The representation of female 
athletes in online images of successive Olympic Games,‘ Pacific Journalism Review 12, 1 (2006). Dianne Jones, 
‗Women's sports coverage: online images of the 2008 Olympic Games,‘ Australian Journalism Review 32, 2 
(2010). Christopher King, ‗Media portrayals of male and female athletes: a text and picture analysis of British 
national newspaper coverage of the Olympic Games since 1948,‘ International Review for the Sociology of Sport 
42, 2 (2007).  
13 Duncan, ‗Gender warriors in sport: women and the media,‘ p.238. 
14 Bruce, ‗Women, sport and the media: a complex terrain,‘ p.60. 
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Downplaying sport occurs when the media focus on women‘s appearance in ways 
that devalue their sporting accomplishments or abilities.15 Conventionally pretty or sexually 
attractive sportswomen are particular favourites of the sports media.16 Coverage of tennis 
has been highly representative in this context. By 2003, Maria Sharapova had largely 
replaced Anna Kournikova as the sports media‘s ‗featured young sex symbol‘. Articles and 
commentary rarely seem to report on Sharapova ‗without also commenting on her 
appearance…[indicating] a continuation of the sexualization themes from past studies.‘ 17 
For example, Britain‘s Daily Mirror called Sharapova‘s Wimbledon tournament match 
against Jelena Dokic the ‗Battle of the Babes‘.18  
Since women began competing in the modern Olympics, media coverage of them has 
ranged from ‗initial disinterest, to derision to desire‘.19 Newspaper articles about female 
athletes at the 1996 Olympics commented on appearance, with the ‗good looks‘, ‗cuteness‘ or 
‗beauty‘ of female athletes mentioned four times more often than the general good looks of 
male athletes.20 In contrast, there were fewer references to females‘ appearance than to 
males‘ physical attributes in the ABC‘s coverage of the 2000 Olympic Games.21   
Compulsory heterosexuality results when the media define female athletes by their 
relationships and sexual orientations. Highlighting ‗women as sex objects or in 
heterosexually-prescribed roles‘, 22 such as wives, mothers or girlfriends (of boys and men), 
signifies feminine credentials23 and provides ‗sexual markers‘.24 Marital status was revealed 
for 35 per cent of female and 20 per cent of male athletes profiled in articles about the 1996 
Olympics. Parental status was mentioned more frequently for men, but women were much 
more likely to be characterized as struggling to balance careers and families.25 
                                                 
15 J Bridge, ‗Media mirror: Sports pages still a bastion of maleness,‘ Quill 82, 5 (1994). 
16 John Hargreaves, Sport, Power and Culture: A Social and Historical Analysis of Popular Sports in Britain  
(Cambridge: Polity Press in association with Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1986). 
17 Margaret Carlisle Duncan and M Messner, ‗Gender in televised sports: news and highlights shows, 1989-
2004,‘ (2005). 
18 Alina Bernstein and Yair Galily, ‗Games and sets: Women, media and sport in Israel,‘ NASHIM: A Journal of 
Jewish Women's Studies and Gender Issues 15 (2008). 
19 Womensport Australia, ‗Media coverage,‘ Womensport Australia, www.ausport.gov.au/wspa/wsmedia.htm. 
20 K N Kinnick, ‗Gender bias in newspaper profiles of 1996 Olympic athletes: a content analysis of five major 
dailies,‘ Women's Studies in Communication 21, 2 (1998). 
21 Dianne Jones, ‗Half the story? Olympic women on ABC News Online‘ (M.A. [Honours], University of 
Wollongong, 2003). 
22 Bruce, ‗Women, sport and the media: a complex terrain,‘ p.60. 
23 Deborah Stevenson, ‗Women, sport and globalization: Competing discourses of sexuality and nation,‘ 
Journal of Sport and Social Issues 26, 2 (2002). 
24 Helene A. Shugart, ‗She shoots, she scores: mediated constructions of contemporary female athletes in 
coverage of the 1999 US women's soccer team,‘ Western Journal of Communication 67, 1 (2003), p.8. 
25 Kinnick, ‗Gender bias in newspaper profiles of 1996 Olympic athletes: a content analysis of five major 
dailies.‘ 
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Appropriate femininity ‗emphasises stereotypically female characteristics such as 
emotional or physical weakness, dependence [on others, especially men], tears and concern 
for others.‘ 26  The media often describe women athletes in ways that stress emotional 
weakness, such as ‗dissolving into tears‘, but when men confront stressful situations, they 
are applauded for their toughness.27 The Dutch sports media have presented women as 
‗emotional and as dependent on men (coaches and fathers) for their success, while men were 
often portrayed as stoic and independent.‘28  
Ambivalence – description containing mixed or contradictory messages – is also a 
common form of representation of sportswomen. It occurs when ‗positive descriptions and 
images [are] juxtaposed with those that trivialise women‘s successes‘.29 Stories on the ABC 
in 2000 lauded female athletes for winning and then accused them of losing control and 
concentration when they ‗burst into tears‘ or ‗shed a few tears‘. 30 In confronting stressful 
situations, sportswomen were described in a way that stressed emotional weakness.  
Infantilization leads to adult females being called ‗girls‘ while adult males are most 
often called ‗men‘31 and rarely referred to as ‗boys‘.32 This is important because maturity 
infers social status and ‗[o]ne of the lingering stereotypes associated with women is their 
childishness‘.33 Females athletes are also marginalized through one-way or asymmetrical 
gender marking. It identifies men‘s events as ‗the‘ events (the universal or the norm) and 
those played by females as ‗women‘s‘ events, inferring they are inferior.34 For example, 
television coverage of basketball games has called men‘s games the ‗national championship‘ 
but women‘s games were labelled as the ‗women‘s national championship‘.35  
Media explanations for success or failure can contain bias when they highlight 
women‘s failures and men‘s achievements. Studies show television commentators have more 
often attributed men‘s failures to a lack of athletic skill, but when women failed, more often 
                                                 
26 Bruce, ‗Women, sport and the media: a complex terrain,‘ p.60. 
27 M G Phillips, ‗An illusory image: A report on the coverage and portrayal of women's sport in Australia 
1996,‘ (Canberra: Australian Sports Commission, 1997). 
28 Annelies Knoppers and Agnes Elling, ‗‗We do not engage in promotional journalism‘,‘ International Review 
for the Sociology of Sport 39, 1 (2004), p.48. 
29 Bruce, ‗Women, sport and the media: a complex terrain,‘ p.60. 
30 Jones, ‗Half the story? Olympic women on ABC News Online,‘ pp.215-16. 
31 Bruce, ‗Women, sport and the media: a complex terrain.‘ 
32 Nathalie Koivula, ‗Gender stereotyping in televised media sport coverage,‘ Plenum Publishing Corporation 
in association with The Gale Group and LookSmart, 
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33 Duncan, ‗Gender warriors in sport: women and the media,‘ p.241. 
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newspapers,‘ Amateur Athletics Foundation of Los Angeles, 
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it was attributed to a lack of commitment.36 Male Olympians have been described as more 
courageous than females,37 and clearly placed above women through comparisons to Jesus 
Christ and Superman.38 ABC stories about hockey during the 2000 Olympic Games credited 
male direction for female athletes‘ success. As well as framing Australia‘s women hockey 
players as emotionally dependent on their coach, ‗the Hockeyroos‘ lord and master Ric 
Charlesworth‘, the ABC attributed the Hockeyroos‘ gold medal success in Sydney more to 
their coach than to the athletes. 39 
Research questions 
As the above literature shows, the media often portray female athletes as feminized and 
sexualized ‗others‘ who are less than their powerful male counterparts. When the sports 
media trivialize women‘s sporting achievements, they frame female athleticism as less 
important than male athleticism. In light of these findings, the primary question guiding 
this study is: What characterizes the nature of gendered sports coverage on the online 
sports sites of three national public broadcasters? Based on the categories of coverage 
differences identified in previous studies, the following questions guided data collection and 
analysis: 
1. Did stories comment on one gender‘s appearance, relationships and emotions 
more than the other‘s? 
2. Did stories about each gender contain instances of infantilization or gender 
marking? 
3. Did stories mention the successes and failures of both genders? 
Method 
The three websites www.abc.net.au/olympics, 40 
www.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/olympics/default.stm 41  and www.cbc.ca/olympics 42  were the 
                                                 
36 Susan Tyler Eastman and A C Billings, ‗Sportscasting and sports reporting,‘ Journal of Sport and Social 
Issues. 
37 A C Billings and James R. Angelini, ‗Packaging the games for viewer consumption: gender, ethnicity, and 
nationality in NBC's coverage of the 2004 summer Olympics,‘ Communication Quarterly 55 (2007). 
38 Eastman and Billings, ‗Sportscasting and sports reporting‘. 
39 Jones, ‗Half the story? Olympic women on ABC News Online,‘ p.219. 
40 The ABC, 80 years old in 2012, is Australia‘s only national public broadcaster. It is funded by the Federal 
government (the source of more than 80 per cent of its income), overseen by and responsible to Federal 
parliament, and has been described as Australia‘s foremost institution of information and culture. On average, 
2.6 million Australians visit ABC Online for news and information, according to its annual report. In 2008, the 
ABC continued its unbroken tradition of Olympic Games coverage begun in 1936. 
41 Britain‘s public service broadcaster was established in the 1920s. An estimated 40 per cent of the UK‘s 
population accesses the BBC Sport site each week. In 2008, the dedicated Olympics Games site recorded 8.5 
million weekly unique users.  
42 The website of Canada‘s national public broadcaster averages 4.8 million unique visitors per month. Traffic 
on its Olympics site in 2008 was up by 56 per cent compared with the 2004 Games. The CBC‘s annual report 
attributes an increase of $39million in total advertising revenue in 2008/09 to the Beijing Games. 
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sampling units for this study. Fifty four online bulletins published by each broadcaster 
during the 2008 Olympic Games, from August 7 to 24, 2008, were examined by content 
analysis in order to identify differences in the coverage of female and male Olympians. 
Olympic sports stories were those stories whose topics or themes were sports contests, 
achievements, or issues affecting individual athletes or teams. The study excluded the 
opening and closing ceremonies. Bulletins, consisting of the top 10 stories on each site‘s 
home/splash page, were downloaded three times per day and hard copies were printed to 
ensure that coders would be cross-coding faithful and identical data.  
Content analysis, commonly used to discover and describe the characteristics of the 
content of the mass media‘s messages in an objective, systematic and quantitative way43 and 
‗determined as an effective way to examine media… [coverage] of minority or historically 
oppressed groups‘, 44  was used to address the research questions. A coding sheet was 
constructed to evaluate each online story‘s text. The number of times each of the following 
themes appeared was counted: appearance, relationships, emotions, infantilization, gender 
marking and success/failure references.45  
The author and a research assistant each coded separately a sub-sample of 23 per 
cent of stories. After Reinard,46 inter-coder reliability for each variable was computed using 
Scott‘s pi. The variables and the proportion of agreement were: appearance, relationships, 
emotions, and success/failure references .79; infantilization and gender marking .93.  
Frequencies and chi-square analysis were used to analyse and compare the thematic data by 
gender. A significance level of 0.05 was selected to determine statistical significance. Finally, 
the research assistant coded all Olympic sports stories from August 7 to August 24, 2008 
inclusive. The sample yielded 1337 stories.  
 
Results  
Coverage, in terms of the number of stories about women and men, is not the focus of this 
paper, but the historic trend of greater media attention to women‘s sports during the 
                                                 
43 B. Berelson, Content analysis in communication research  (New York: Free Press, 1952). L R Frey et al., 
Interpreting communication research  (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1992). 
44 Marie Hardin et al., ‗The framing of sexual difference in SI for Kids editorial photos,‘ Mass Communication 
and Society 5, 3 (2002), p.348. 
45 Any word or adjacent groups of words, phrase, sentence or paragraph concerning the same theme was 
counted as one appearance of that theme, and sorted separately for women and men. Examples of descriptors 
relating to appearance, relationships, emotions and success/failure are available from the author. 
Infantilization includes the use of descriptors such as such as ‗girl‘, ‗boy‘, ‗princess‘, ‗prince‘, ‗young lady‘ and 
‗kid‘. 
46 John C. Reinard, Introduction to Communication Research, 2nd edn (Boston: McGraw-Hill, 1997). 
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Olympic Games was apparent on the three sites in 2008.47 Female athletes received 42 per 
cent of all stories. The majority of stories were reserved for male athletes and their sports 
and the impact of this result is considered in the discussion section.  
In terms of the occurrence of the following themes, according to gender: 
a) There were more references to men‘s appearance (583) than to women‘s (415); 
b) Women‘s relationships were referred to twice as often as men‘s (90 references 
versus 42); 
c) The majority of  references to emotions concerned male athletes (371 
compared with 274 for females); 
d) Of the 54 infantilizing references, 32 described males and 22 described females; 
e) Men‘s sports were gender marked more times than women‘s sports (974 times 
versus 934); 
f) References to success were most often about men (458 compared with 331 
about women); 
g) Men‘s failures were reported more frequently than women‘s (147 times versus 
92).48 
These results are reported in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Coverage differences by gender on the ABC, BBC and CBC  
Female Male  Total 
Reference n % N % n % 
Appearance  415 42 583 58 998 100 
Relationship  90 68 42 32 132 100 
Emotions 274 42 371 58 645 100 
Infantilization 22 41 32 59 54 100 
Gender 
marking 
934 49 974 51 1908 100 
Success 331 42 458 58 789 100 
Failure 92 38 147 62 239 100 
 
                                                 
47 See: Jones, ‗Women's sports coverage: online images of the 2008 Olympic Games.‘ 
48 Chi-square analysis shows a significant difference by gender in favour of: (a) men as the subjects of 
references to appearance on the three websites (X2 .05(1) = 28.28, p < .001); (b) women as the subjects of 
references to relationships (X2 .05(1) = 17.46, p < .001); (c) men as the subjects of references to emotions (X2 .05 
(1) = 14.59, p < .001); (f) men as the subjects of references to success (X2 .05 (1) = 20.44, p < .001); and (g) men 
as the subjects of references to failure (X2 .05 (1) = 12.66, p < .001). However, there was no significant 
difference by gender in: (d) the number of infantilizing references (X2 .05(1) = 1.85, p = 0.17); or (e) the number 
of gender markers (X2 .05(1) = 0.84, p = 0.36). 
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Discussion  
Overall, the content analysis revealed considerable differences in the treatment of female 
and male athletes by the three online sites and the perpetuation of certain stereotypes.  
Downplaying sport – appearance 
The significant difference in favour of men in the number of appearance references 
(see Table 1) could be due to the greater number of stories about men compared with 
women. When the data was broken down to show the number of stories by gender 
containing appearance references, nothing separated women and men: 55 per cent of stories 
about each gender mentioned athletes‘ physiological attributes.  
Historically, the sports media have viewed female athletes‘ good looks as relevant in 
coverage of their athletic performances,49 but this trend was not apparent on any site. As I 
found in online coverage in 2000,50 reports about both genders on the ABC, BBC and CBC 
generally contained factual information about injuries or physical characteristics pertinent 
to the athlete‘s discipline. Exceptions included the ABC‘s preoccupation with triathlete 
Emma Snowsill‘s physique. Although outside the sampling period for this study, a profile 
piece on Snowsill set the tone for Beijing. Describing the 27-year-old as ‗standing at only 
161cm and weighing in at a slender 48kg‘, the ABC reported ‗it is hard to imagine that 
Emma Snowsill will be competing in one of the most gruelling and challenging events at 
the Olympic Games.‘51 The story framed her as an anomaly in a ‗masculine‘ sport52 and 
simultaneously stressed Snowsill‘s femininity by describing her ‗diminutive‘ stature. 
Coverage of Snowsill‘s race in Beijing continued this theme, identifying her as ‗pint-sized‘ 
and ‗the 1.61m ‗Snowy‘‘.53  
Studies have shown how female athletes are seen as powerful, skilful and courageous, 
but are also characterized as vulnerable (‗little‘ or ‗waif-like‘),54 cute, dependent and anxious. 
In 2008, only females were subjected to these conflicting, contradictory and demeaning 
messages about their physical abilities and accomplishments as serious sportswomen.55 A 
follow-up story about Snowsill on the ABC also focused on the personal tragedy that 
                                                 
49 Bernstein and Galily, ‗Games and sets: Women, media and sport in Israel.‘ 
50 Jones, ‗Half the story? Olympic women on ABC News Online.‘ 
51 ABC, ‗Emma Snowsill: diminutive but full of heart‘, July 23, 2008. 
52 Metheny (1965) developed a classification system for sports according to their gender appropriateness. 
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autonomous and contact sports. Female-appropriate sports emphasize aesthetics and beauty and discourage 
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53 ABC, ‗Snowsill storms to triathlon gold‘, August 18, 2008. 
54 Janine Mikosza, ‗Inching forward: newspaper coverage and portrayal of women's sport in Australia,‘ 
(O'Connor: Womensport Australia, 1997), p.8. 
55 M J Kane and Susan L Greendorfer, ‗The media's role in accommodating and resisting stereotyped images 
of women in sport,‘ in Women, media and sport: challenging gender values (ed. P J Creedon), (Thousand Oaks: 
Sage Publications, 1994). 
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motivated her: ‗[She] was just 19 when her boyfriend and fellow triathlete Luke Harrop 
was killed in a hit-and-run while bike training on Queensland‘s Gold Coast.‘56 
Compulsory heterosexuality – relationships and sexual orientation 
The ABC‘s coverage of Emma Snowsill indicates that the sports media still see 
females‘ relationships (familial, romantic and other relationships to males) as relevant in 
descriptions of their sporting performances. Despite the smaller number of stories about 
sportswomen, on all sites there were more references to their relationships, to the extent 
that on the CBC women‘s relationships were more than twice as likely to be mentioned as 
men‘s. 
The CBC noted tennis player Lindsay Davenport‘s parental status in stories about 
her scratching from the singles. Stories mentioned ‗the birth of her son, Jagger‘, an event 
with no connection to the knee injury that caused her withdrawal.57 The CBC called pitcher 
Lauren Bay Regula ‗one of the world‘s top hurlers and sister of Boston Red Sox outfielder 
Jason Bay‘, as though her standing in softball was linked to her brother‘s career in 
baseball. 58  The BBC went for human interest in its coverage of Australian swimmer 
Stephanie Rice. The story about her win in the 400m individual medley devoted 60 out of 
275 words to Rice‘s personal life, highlighting a former boyfriend and her profile on a social 
networking site: 
Before heading out to Beijing, Rice was making headlines away from 
the pool in Australia. 
Just before the Olympics she broke up with fellow Aussie swimmer 
Eamon Sullivan, who is competing in the 50m freestyle, and was 
previously asked by Swimming Australia to block public access to 
her personal facebook page which had pictures of her in a 
policewoman‘s uniform. 59 
 
Rice competes in a sport where the male traits of physical strength and explosive 
power are on show. The BBC‘s contextually irrelevant references to her feminine 
credentials (her former boyfriend), ‗reassure audiences of [Rice‘s] gender priorities‘60 and 
centre her traditional femininity on her heterosexuality. Shugart says such references, that 
remind audiences that female athletes are specifically heterosexual women, render them 
consistent with, rather than threatening to, existing concepts of gender.61 
                                                 
56 ABC, ‗Snowsill turns tragedy into triumph‘, August 18, 2008. 
57 CBC, ‗Lindsay Davenport pulls out of Beijing Olympics‘, August 8, 2008. 
58 CBC, ‗Canada hammers Chinese Taipei in softball‘, August 12, 2008. 
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60 Stevenson, ‗Women, sport and globalization: Competing discourses of sexuality and nation,‘ p.212. 
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This strategy was also in evidence in coverage of Czech shooter Katerina Emmons. 
Emmons won the first gold medal awarded in Beijing. Close-up photographs accompanied 
stories about her on the BBC and CBC (Emmons is also a conventionally attractive woman) 
and every story identified her as a wife. The ABC said, ‗Emmons, who met and married 
United States shooter Matt Emmons… equalled a world record.‘62 The BBC called her the 
‗24-year-old Czech wife of American shooter Matt Emmons‘,63 and on the CBC she was 
‗Emmons, who is married to American shooter Matt Emmons‘.64  
There were no parallel references to his successful wife when Matt Emmons won a 
silver medal a week later. The ABC merely reported, ‗American Matthew Emmons took the 
silver medal‘65 and on the BBC, Emmons was the ‗defending champion Matthew Emmons‘.66 
When relationships were mentioned in stories about male athletes, they accentuated men‘s 
mental strength in the face of personal loss. For example, stories about Canadian equestrian 
Ian Millar‘s silver medal referred to his wife‘s death. ‗I had an angel riding with me,‘ he said. 
Millar, who was aiming for London in 2012, was also characterized as a successful father 
whose children were ‗both accomplished riders with aspirations of competing in the Summer 
Games‘.67   
Appropriate femininity – emotions 
The higher number of references to men‘s emotions could be due to the higher story count 
for male athletes. When the data was broken down to reveal the number of stories by 
gender that contained references to athletes‘ emotions, the pattern held with 55 per cent of 
male stories mentioning men‘s emotions compared with 48 per cent of female stories. This 
contrasts with the ABC‘s 2000 Olympics coverage where females‘ emotions were 1.7 times 
more likely to be mentioned than males‘ and emotional vulnerability was emphasized as a 
critical part of females‘ performances.68  
The denial of power to women through gendered commentary69 was apparent on the 
BBC where track cycling gold medallist Victoria Pendleton was described as ‗in a class of 
her own‘ before the story‘s focus shifted to Pendleton‘s psychological state and her 
dependence on the team psychiatrist who had ‗lifted her spirits after she failed to win a 
                                                 
62 ABC, ‗Emmons wins first gold of Olympics‘, August 9, 2008. 
63 BBC, ‗Czech Emmons claims opening gold‘, August 9, 2008. 
64 CBC, ‗Czech shooter wins 1st gold medal of Games‘, August 9, 2008. 
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68 Jones, ‗Half the story? Olympic women on ABC News Online,‘ p.216. 
69 Gina Daddario and B.J. Wigley, ‗Gender marking and racial stereotyping at the 2004 Athens Games,‘ 
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medal at Athens 2004‘. 70  Crying was a common theme for sportswomen. Emotional 
descriptors focused on athletes who ‗fled in tears‘,71 ‗fled weeping‘,72 were ‗tearful‘,73 ‗broke 
down in tears‘74 and ‗burst into tears and had to be consoled‘.75  
Men‘s character flaws, although reported more frequently, were described in less 
graphic terms and were less likely to be characterized as faults. By implication men who 
were ‗distraught‘,76 ‗devastated‘, ‗aghast‘77 or ‗furious‘78 responded to disappointment with 
more stoicism than women who lost control and cried . When a man did cry, he had reason 
because his ‗plucky [team‘s] dream of snaring its first ever [sic] Olympic gold in any sport‘ 
was ‗shattered‘.79 
Infantilization 
Of the relatively few infantilizing references, most were contained in direct quotes from 
coaches or fellow athletes who identified men as ‗young kids‘, 80 ‗this kid‘,81 ‗young man‘82 
and ‗the boys‘83 and women as ‗girls‘.84 On the ABC, journalists described women as ‗girls‘85 
but they never called men ‗boys‘. The findings suggest that such terms which devalue 
sportswomen‘s status and their performances86 are slowly disappearing from the lexicon of 
sports journalists, if not from the wider community.  
Gender marking 
                                                 
70 BBC, ‗Briton Pendleton wins sprint gold‘, August 20, 2008. 
71 BBC, ‗Czech Emmons claims opening gold‘, August 9, 2008. 
72 ABC, ‗Emmons wins first gold of Olympics‘, August 9, 2008. 
73 BBC, ‗Tearful Manaudou ponders future‘, August 12, 2008; BBC, ‗Jones eases to breaststroke gold‘, August 
12, 2008. 
74 BBC, ‗Brits miss out on archery bronze‘, August 11, 2008. 
75 ABC, ‗Aussie gymnasts qualify for women‘s team final‘, August 11, 2008. 
76 BBC, ‗DeGale sparkles on way to final‘, August 22, 2008. 
77 BBC, ‗Iran‘s Saei takes taekwondo gold‘, August 22, 2008. 
78 BBC, ‗Barnes loses light-fly semi-final‘, August 22, 2008. 
79 ABC, ‗France downs Iceland to win men‘s handball gold‘, August 24, 2008. 
80 CBC, ‗Canada battles China in Olympic baseball opener‘, August 13, 2008. 
81 CBC, ‗US boxers bowing to rest of the world‘, August 16, 2008. 
82 CBC, ‗Rogge says Bolt should ‗show more respect‘‘, August 21, 2008. 
83 BBC, ‗Pinsent‘s golden hope for rowers‘, August 8, 2008; ABC, ‗Boomers not ruling out Rocky-like miracle‘, 
August 20, 2008. 
84 BBC, ‗Athletics boss rues missed medals‘, August 24, 2008; ABC, ‗Chinese quinella denies Schipper gold‘, 
August 14, 2008; ABC, ‗Saville not happy with walk performance‘, August 21, 2008. While headlines on the 
ABC and CBC were not categorised or counted in this study, two headlines on the ABC contained the 
condescending descriptors (Duncan, Messner, and Williams, ‗Coverage of women's sports in four daily 
newspapers‘.), ‗Aussie girls‘ (ABC, ‗Aussie girls take shock relay gold‘, August 14, 2008) and ‗golden girls‘ 
(ABC, ‗Golden girls smash medley relay record‘, August 17, 2008). 
85 ABC, ‗Four-goal burst helps Hockeyroos win a thriller‘, August 11, 2008; ABC, ‗Double gold for Australia in 
470 sailing‘, August 18, 2008; ABC, ‗Argentina heaps further hockey misery on Germany‘, August 22, 2008; 
ABC, ‗Hockeyroos defeated by Dutch double‘, August 16, 2008. 
86 E.H. Wensing and T. Bruce, ‗Bending the rules: Media representations of gender during an international 
sporting event,‘ International Review for the Sociology of Sport 38, 4 (2003). 
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Overall, male sports were gender marked more often than female sports. Again the result 
could be due to the higher number of stories about men‘s sports, so the data was broken 
down to show the mean number of markers by gender per story. Stories about women‘s 
sports contests contained an average of 1.7 gender marking references. Stories about men‘s 
sports contests had an average of 1.3 markers each. The media‘s tendency towards 
asymmetrical gender marking of sport emphasizes it as the natural domain of male rather 
than female athletes.87 Across the three sites, the greater frequency of labelling of women‘s 
contests suggests they are inferior to the contests of ‗their male counterparts who play the 
version of the sport that ‗really counts‘‘.88 
Successes and failures 
Winners and losers are the fodder of sports journalism. That there were many more reports 
of male athletes‘ wins and losses than females‘ results could be linked to the opportunities 
available to women. In 2008, they were still shut out of competing on equal terms with men, 
with 45 per cent of Olympic events open to women.89 Since more stories were published 
about men, there were more opportunities to mention men‘s successes and failures. A 
comparison of the ratio of references to success to those of failure by gender shows success 
references for women outnumbered failure references by 3.6 to 1. The finding is similar for 
male athletes with their successes more than three times as likely to be mentioned as their 
failures. 
 However, bias occurs when men‘s failures are attributed to a lack of athletic skill, 
but women‘s failures are put down to a lack of commitment, a lack of courage or poor 
judgment,90  and this was evident on the ABC. A report on swimmer Libby Trickett‘s 
success was tempered by criticism of a previous failure and disappointment: 
Australia‘s Libby Trickett has atoned for her lax performance last 
night, qualifying fastest for the final of the women‘s 100m 
butterfly….91 
 
When Trickett won the final the next day, the ABC rehashed her lack of success (and 
commitment) in Athens in 2004: 
                                                 
87 Duncan, Messner, and Williams, ‗Coverage of women's sports in four daily newspapers‘. 
88 George, Hartley, and Paris, ‗The representation of female athletes in textual and visual media,‘ 99. 
89 International Olympic Committee, ‗Women in the Olympic movement,‘  
http://www.olympic.org/Documents/Reference_documents_Factsheets/Women_in_Olympic_Movement.pdf 
90 Billings and Angelini, ‗Packaging the games for viewer consumption: gender, ethnicity, and nationality in 
NBC's coverage of the 2004 summer Olympics.‘ 
91 ABC, ‗Trickett, Schipper power into 100m fly final‘, August 10, 2008. 
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Trickett who was a favourite at the Athens Games but failed to 
produce her best when it counted most, said she just wanted to do 
her best.92 
 
Athletes who fell short of media-hyped expectations were the targets of media criticism.93 
World champion runner Paula Radcliffe‘s preparation for Beijing was hampered by an 
injury and she finished 23rd in the marathon. The BBC called her ‗gutsy‘ 94 but led the 
bulletin with a picture of an emotional Radcliffe being comforted by a team mate. As in 
2004, when the BBC framed Radcliffe‘s disastrous Olympic campaign in ambivalent terms,95 
in 2008 it criticized her ‗lack of preparation‘ but praised her ‗valiant effort‘, while 
simultaneously publishing still images that framed Radcliffe as a vulnerable woman unable 
to keep her composure in the face of disappointment.  
Male athletes‘ losses were also rehashed but, unlike women, men were lauded for 
their courage and determination to put the bad times behind them. This finding is similar to 
Billings and Angelini‘s study that found male Olympians were described as more 
courageous than females.96 When the Canadian men‘s eight won its first race in Beijing, the 
CBC reported it was ‗seeking redemption after a crushing fifth-place finish at the Athens 
Games.‘97 When the men won the gold medal six days later, the CBC story confirmed they 
had ‗finished the job they started four years ago‘ and since ‗their disaster in Athens, the crew 
has toiled under the single-minded focus of winning in Beijing.‘98 In common with Eastman 
and Billings‘ study,99 men were never compared with women, but the ABC‘s description of 
gold medallist Katie Hoff as ‗the female Phelps‘ 100 compared her to fellow swimmer Michael 
Phelps as though he, as a male, was the model athlete. 
 
Conclusion 
The several thematic differences in the coverage of female and male athletes discussed here 
are just some of the sexist practices observed in the three broadcasters‘ online Olympics 
                                                 
92 ABC, ‗Trickett takes gold in 100m fly‘, August 11, 2008. 
93 Daddario and Wigley, ‗Gender marking and racial stereotyping at the 2004 Athens Games.‘ 
94 BBC, ‗Gutsy Radcliffe finishes marathon‘, August 17, 2008. 
95 Dianne Jones, ‗Picture this: A cross-national study of the portrayal of female athletes in images of the 2004 
Olympic Games,‘ in International Sports Studies Conference, Victoria University, Melbourne (Melbourne2006). 
96 Billings and Angelini, ‗Packaging the games for viewer consumption: gender, ethnicity, and nationality in 
NBC's coverage of the 2004 summer Olympics.‘ 
97 CBC, ‗Men‘s 8 takes 1st step to podium‘, August 11, 2008. 
98 CBC, ‗Gold-medal redemption for Canadian men‘s eight‘, August 17, 2008. 
99 Eastman and Billings, ‗Sportscasting and sports reporting‘. 
100 ABC, ‗Pelligrini wins 200m free in WR time‘, August 13, 2008. 
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coverage in 2008.101 Even though men were just as likely as women to have their physical 
characteristics mentioned in stories, female athletes were singled out when their stature 
appeared to be at odds with the sports media‘s perception of the physical qualities required 
in ‗male‘ sports. The gratuitous attention devoted to women‘s marital and family roles, 
romantic and other relationships with males contrasted with the absence of comparable 
coverage of men. Women were stereotypically characterized as mentally and emotionally 
weaker than men, and more often framed as teary-eyed, or nervous competitors who needed 
third party guidance to succeed. Men, on the other hand, were more likely to be 
characterized as emotionally stoical. Sports in which women competed were more often 
gender marked than those contested by men. Although both genders‘ successes were 
highlighted more than their failures, women were criticized for making mistakes or falling 
short of media-hyped expectations while men who reversed poor results were said to have 
achieved redemption. Only female athletes were compared with male athletes as though the 
male standard was universal. 
These practices echo the techniques observed in previous studies where the 
discourse of mediated sport culturally constructs sexual differences between women and 
men and addresses sports audiences as though such differences are natural and real. The 
underpinnings of these coverage differences appear to ‗lie in the underlying ideology that 
historically links sport with masculinity and males.‘ 102 This ideology is reinforced by both 
subtle and overt means, including: comparisons of women‘s achievements with those of 
men‘s (as the aspirational norm); the use of terms which reduce the status of female athletes 
(that is, ‗girls‘); inferences that women‘s bodies are not well suited for the strength or 
endurance of ‗male‘ sports; and overrepresentation of sportswomen as females first and their 
relationships as consistent with traditional, heterosexual ‗gender role expectations‘ – 
girlfriend, wife, mother – which are ‗social constructions‘.103  
This study of the nature of coverage of female and male athletes on the ABC, BBC 
and CBC provides a valuable international perspective on the gendered framing of female 
athletes by the online sports media. It shows that national public broadcasters, like their 
commercial counterparts, have some way to go in learning how to report on what female 
athletes can do. Until the sports media can acknowledge women‘s athletic prowess, without 
slipping into the contextually irrelevant terrain of how they look or what goes on in their 
                                                 
101 For example, for a discussion of the photographic portrayal of female athletes, see Jones, ‗Women's sports 
coverage: online images of the 2008 Olympic Games.‘   
102 Blinde, Greendorfer, and Shanker, ‗Differential media coverage of men's and women's intercollegiate 
basketball: reflection of gender ideology,‘ p.109. 
103 Blinde, Greendorfer, and Shanker, ‗Differential media coverage of men's and women's intercollegiate 
basketball: reflection of gender ideology,‘ p.110. 
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private lives, they will continue to reproduce and reinforce the ideological messages that 
legitimate sport as a male domain. 
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The Lamp of the Body is the Eye: Some Reflections on the European Eye and the 
Australian Landscape 
Roger Sharr, Charles Sturt University1 
Introduction 
he influence of British and European civilization on the emergent cultures of the 
Dominions of the 18th and 19th centuries is perhaps nowhere more vividly seen than in the 
development of distinctive local traditions in painting and literature.  In Australia, the 
earliest cataloguing of animals, insects and landscape is recorded but not recoded.  It is as 
though the British eye is dis-located, transported but not transposing, and above all, lacking 
in curiosity about this dusty territory.  This may be because the sketchers of the early 
settlements were principally interested in faithful scientific representation rather than any 
visionary enquiry.  For a species of artists whose illustrations of a platypus were deemed a 
lie in London, a camera would have been handy.  Very early landscape painting has 
blindness inherent to it or, at least, a myopic condition that feels safer with North than with 
South.  The lush, solemnly lit portraits of English terrain necessarily breakthrough in the 
early landscapes of New South Wales in the work of the early artists, and they leave a 
question – What kind of eye is seeing this? Or rather, what reflects the processes whereby 
the eye is seduced into what it wants to see? 
For example, in Two of the Natives of New Holland advancing to Combat (1770) Sydney 
Parkinson sees the Noble Savage of Rousseau.2  The figures are black Greeks, and while the 
tattoos are accurately indigenous, they owe their form, pose and weapons to classical relief 
sculpture.  It is a contemporary botanical picture, but its mode of representation is ancient, 
northern, and drawn in an agreed language of European origin. A hundred years later there 
is a totally different perception and sphere of reference.  The Australian eye is seduced 
finally and most convincingly in the work of the Heidelberg school of painters, sometimes 
called the Australian Impressionist School. 
I am not an Art historian and this paper concerns itself, not with art history but with 
a very ancient understanding of the way in which the eye sees, and will endeavour to trace a 
process of release from the powerful traditions of the Old World to the new way of 
reflecting on this strange new place – the Land of the Holy Ghost. 
I find the 12th century shift from Monastic Reading to Scholastic Study which, I 
suggest is a way of seeing the world, a very helpful model in understanding the way in 
which the inner eye both transforms and retracts from an original perception.  I would like 
                                                 
1 Email: rogersharr@bigpond.com.  For copyright reasons I cannot include reproductions of the images, but 
have provided links to reproductions of them from the relevant art gallery sites.   
2 http://nishi.slv.vic.gov.au/latrobejournal/issue/latrobe-41/fig-latrobe-41P005a.html 
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to explore how a move from Lectio Divina to Studium (discussed in greater detail later) 
might impact on our perception of how the later 19th century artists of the Australian 
landscape were subversive in a way they could never have imagined. But first, a word about 
the Bible. 
 
Scriptural Origins   
The Dominical pericope, ‗The lamp of the body is the eye‘ (Matt.6:22), is foundational for all 
later understandings of sight and insight we find in the monastic tradition.  The lamp, 
together with the lamp stand and light itself, has symbolic power in Scripture.  It is the 
opposite of darkness and death.  Lamps were placed on the tombs of the Christian dead to 
symbolise the enlightenment they now enjoyed, and were also seen as tokens of the 
prophetic message that ‗... shines like a lamp in the darkness‘ (John 5:35).  The Eye, while 
nowhere nearly so significant in Scripture as the Ear as the organ that discerns and acts on 
God‘s word, nevertheless reflects the disposition of its owner. 
The Eye is a Lamp rather than a Window.  It is an organ of discernment rather than 
a neutral space.  If the eye is clear there is illumination within.  If the eye is evil, it creates an 
interior darkness, an extinguished lamp.  Even the profoundly non-monastic John Bunyan is 
formed by this idea when Evangelist directs Pilgrim to the shining light – he cannot see the 
Wicket Gate - with the words, ‗Keep that light in your eye, and go up directly thereto, so 
shalt thou see the Gate at which, when thou knockest, it shall be told thee what thou shalt 
do‘.3 
The tradition is both ancient and (relatively) modern.  It is the ‗shining eye‘ (lumen 
oculorum) of the monastic reader that is the condition of sight, and brings to the attention of 
the onlooker the luminous objects in the wordscape or landscape before it.  Like orthodox 
icons or the works of Caravaggio, the illuminated manuscripts of the 12th century admit of a 
light within that beckons, summons and seeks the Eye as a metaphor for God who reaches 
out and beckons the soul that seeks such radiance.  There is a parallel here between how 
artists and philosophers of the Middle Ages thought about cosmology and how it thinks 
about reading.  The desiderium natura, the natural desire for all things in creation to come to 
their rightful place and a central notion in medieval physics, is also applied to the act of 
reading - the goal of which is Wisdom (sapienta), and this, in turn, is motivated (the causa 
finalis) whenever one opens a book and desires (desiderium) to read.  The goal is more 
                                                 
3 John Bunyan, The Pilgrim’s Progress (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1987), pp.12,13. 
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something that draws and calls more than something that is sought.4 There is a medieval 
text that is useful for our purposes.  It is a guide to the Liberal Arts, and amongst other 
things it traces the move from Monastic to Scholastic ways of seeing without much 
enthusiasm for the emergent tradition.  I think this may help us understand the shifts in the 
European ways of seeing the Australian landscape so many centuries later.  So I will begin 
by summarising the relevant arguments of Hugh of St. Victor‘s Didascalicon5.   
 
Monastic Reading:  Being spoken to 
The Didascalicon was written c.1128 at about the time when the rationale of the religious 
house as a place of prayer and Lectio Divina was giving way to the notion of the monastery 
as principally a place of study and learning.  Hugh says three things are required to read or 
‗see‘ the text – the terms are significantly interchangeable.  Following the familiar pattern 
of medieval exegesis, he says the monk must read literally (historia), then perceive the 
allegories within and finally commit to a personal recognition of its wisdom.  This is a 
communal, not a personal, activity. 
Three things are necessary ... natural endowment, practice and 
discipline  By natural endowment [natura] is meant that they must 
be able to grasp easily what they hear, and firmly retain what they 
grasp; by practice is meant that they must cultivate by assiduous 
effort the natural endowment they have; and by discipline is meant 
by leading a praiseworthy life [laudabiliter viventes] they must 
combine moral behaviour with their knowledge6. 
 
It is worth noting for our purposes, that Hugh dismisses the scholars who skim the surface 
of historia in order to arrive at the more egocentric activity of allegorising.  He says, in his 
book on the Scriptures that God‘s wisdom must first be understood literally [corporaliter] in 
order for the humility of God‘s word to be revealed: 
Unless God‘s wisdom is first known bodily you ... cannot be 
enlightened by its spiritual contemplation.  For this reason you must 
never look down upon the humility in which God‘s word reaches you.  
It is precisely this humility which will enlighten you.7 
                                                 
4 This is not the place to dwell on the importance of seeing Motion in terms of Desire in medieval thought, but 
C. S. Lewis, Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1966), p.51 
has a characteristically succinct way of defining the issue; ‗Even so, love is perhaps too ethical a word; 
‗appetite‘ would be better.  In this scheme God is the quarry, the Intelligences the huntsmen; God is the 
mistress, all things else the suitors; God the candle, and the universe the moth.‘ 
5  Jerome Taylor, The Didascalicon of Hugo of St. Victor: A Medieval Guide to the Arts (trans. from the Latin), 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1961). 
6 Didascalicon,  p.90. 
7  de scripturis, cap.5: PL. 175, 14-15a 
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Two points need to be registered in relation to monastic reading.  First, it is seen as a 
focussed and demanding activity, the opposite of our association of reading with relaxation 
or, more stupidly, ‗reading oneself to sleep‘.  It is not an entertainment, neither is it private.  
Secondly it is a fleshly activity, masticatory, anatomical, carnal.  All the late Fathers are 
agreed on this but St. Bernard puts it most directly: 
You must keep the word of God in the same way as it is best to keep 
your bodily food.  For this is the living bread  and the food of the 
spirit.  While earthly food is in the cupboard it can be stolen by a 
thief, gnawed by a mouse, or simply go bad from being kept too long.  
But if you eat it, what have you to fear?  Keep the word of God in 
this way:  for blessed are those who keep it.  Let it be taken into the 
stomach of your mind [my italics] and pass into the things you care 
for and the things you do. 8 
Such insights suggest that landscape, wordscape, mindscape and soulscape are territories 
that may be mined and harvested, if only they can be seen.   
 
Lectio Divina 
The goal of Monastic Spirituality was union with God and its modus operandi was Lectio 
Divina, holy reading.  The Rule of St Benedict of Nursia divides the monastic day into two 
parts, prayer and work, ora et labora, and this is to be understood not as two activities but as 
one way of life.  The word Hugh uses to describe this two-pronged approach is vacare, to 
have been set or become free in order to engage with the desire for union with God.  The 
slow chewing over the words in a scriptural, patristic or classical text and the repetitive 
tasks of the monastic day combine to produce a single awareness of what we might call 
‗learning by heart‘ and learning with one‘s whole being.  What the monk saw deepened the 
‗shining eye‘ within, and what he read he mumbled in his mouth in order to ‗hear the voices 
of the pages‘.  Early monastic scriptoria were very noisy places. 
Thus Lectio Divina was very different from our modern mode of reading (‗seeing‘) 
the text where the meaning hovers above the physical page.  In 12th century monasticism 
the page is brought to life in the monk‘s body.  It was also a remedial activity, making 
amends for the sin of Adam, and its goal was sapienta not gnosis, wisdom not knowledge.  
Holy Reading read the reader and helped the monk find his place in the text. 
 
Scholastic Study 
Under the influence of the Friars both Franciscan and Dominican at the beginning of the 
13th century, Lectio Divina is used less and less and is replaced with the term lectio spiritualis 
                                                 
8  in Adv., serm. 5; PL 183, col. 51 BC 
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to distinguish prayerful reading from academic pursuits.  The monastery becomes not so 
much a place of prayer but a focus of study.  There is a radical shift from monastic to 
scholastic reading and we begin to see the beginnings of the way in which we have been 
taught to read: to acquire something else, to see something off the page.  This involves a 
move away from the slow, meditative core of monastic reading to an emphasis on purchase 
and possession of what lies in the text.  Long before the invention of the printing press, the 
page was made easier to mine through the insertion of spaces between words, paragraphs 
and tables of content.  The two-dimensional page mirrored the eyes of the reader and 
instead of seeing the book as a kind of landscape it became a storeroom, a receptacle and a 
dim ancestor of the home computer. 
 
Landscape as Meditation 
I want to suggest that Australian art begins with a scholastic way of seeing and, under the 
influence of Frederick McCubbin, Arthur Streeton, Tom Roberts and others of the 
Heidelberg School finds its home in a more monastic, meditative milieu and with an eye that 
permitted itself to see what was already there.  Many have noted the early landscape 
painting of Australia could represent the colours and light of Derbyshire or, in the case of 
Eugene von Guérard the representation of the Kosciusko Range as the Austrian Alps.  As in 
John Glover‘s Patterdale landscape with cattle 18319 and Joseph Lycett‘s View upon the South 
Esk River, Van Diemen’s Land 182510, the light is soft, the colouring inviting, the vision 
Arcadian.  Particularly in Glover‘s work, there is a political motif.  This is a land of plenty, 
beautiful as well as rich.  In the middle distance of this painting there is wealth dwarfed by 
spectacle, and the fields (unlike the meadows of Home) are infinite.  The artist‘s eye is a 
scholastic one, an economic as well as an aesthetic one seeing something off the landscape, 
off the page, and in order to acquaint it with what is truly known the pastoral vision wears a 
European guise.  When I first saw this painting in Canberra, I realised I had been in it 
before somewhere - except that it was in Surrey not Tasmania, the tree was an oak not a 
gum and I saw it as a child not as an adult. 
Lycett‘s painting, perhaps, is even more revealing.  Technically accomplished, it tells 
a lie.  This is Australia as it was not, is not and never could be.  No photograph could ever 
record this for it depicts a landscape that is not there, even for the camera.  Have you ever 
seen a tree like the one in the left foreground?  Have you ever seen a landscape bled of its 
potential for the harsh, the perilous, the death-dealing?  Yet the painting is proficient, but as 
                                                 
9 http://artsearch.nga.gov.au/Detail.cfm?IRN=62257 
10 http://cs.nga.gov.au/Detail.cfm?IRN=34558 
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a curious representation of the Lakes District or even the Brecon Beacons of South Wales.  
Peaceful, inviting, desired, it sees the northern hemisphere.  The scholastic mode of seeing 
left a gap between knowledge and vision and this painting does the same.  It sees it without 
the conviction that this is something that lies at the heart of what ‗seeing‘ means.  Lycett is 
not painting what he sees, but what he remembers. 
The Viennese painter Eugene von Guérard (1811-1901) who arrived in Australia in 
1852 is a kind of bridge between the very early Australian artists and the Heidelberg School.  
As Master of the School of Painting at the NGA he taught Frederick McCubbin and Tom 
Roberts.  His Sydney Heads (1859 – 65) reveals a landscape in transition from primitive 
beginnings to the optimism of the mid-19th century.11   The painting combines a wild, 
untamed landscape with the order of civilisation but, above all, von Guérard has begun to 
let the light of the southern hemisphere speak to him.  While this is still a European way of 
seeing the Australian landscape, the light of this country has begun its slow work of 
conversion.   Unlike the light of the Kosciusko Range, the light here has taken on a fragile 
yet heartless quality and von Guérard has begun to see with new eyes. 
This early form of Australian painting is, I suggest, like scholastic ways of seeing.  
The intense pressure to record such a non-European territory while remembering the 
European rules produced a hybrid and schizoid eye.  As the Studium moved from recorded 
speech to recorded thought, so the early artists in this place needed to divest themselves of 
what they were seeing through northern spectacles and surrender to a different kind of text. 
The shift comes with the artists of the Heidelberg School.  Bonded by personal 
friendships and a desire to celebrate the country, these artists allowed the landscape to 
meditate in them and so produced another way of seeing Australia.  In these painters and 
others the Australian imagination comes of age and the lumen oculorum is reborn here 
outside a theological context.  The Australian impressionists painted what they saw and 
delighted in it.  The correspondence between McCubbin, Streeton, and Roberts reveals a 
brimming confidence born of the realisation they were at last beginning to see the land in 
which they lived.12  Although the Impressionist movement was an international one, these 
artists did not simply copy the European originators but used the new techniques to focus 
on the mystery of the Australian environment – a land without Christendom or effective 
Christian memory and one that invited a different kind of meditatio. 
                                                 
11 http://www.migrationheritage.nsw.gov.au/exhibition/objectsthroughtime/vonguerard/ 
12 Recalling The Artist’s Camp made ‗en plein air‘ by Roberts in 1886, McCubbin wrote to him in 1914,  ‗Happy 
Box Hill, the land sylvan as it ever was – tea-tree along the creek, young blue-gum twigs ... as the soft 
darkness fell we forgot everything, but the peace of it ...‘ 
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It is not just the light that is different.  In Streeton‘s Near Heidelberg 1890 the 
foreground is vast and the background vaster.13  The human figures are dwarfed by the tree 
and also by the oppressive heat that is suggested by the drenching and blinding sun.  The 
path is uncared for and untidy, wending its way through grass that is tinder dry, flaxen and 
brittle.  The horizon is unbroken, the sparse clouds carry no water and even the shadows far 
away seem hot.  Yet this is not the desert but an outer suburb of Melbourne in the late 
Victorian era.  It is civilisation, but a new, Australian civilisation that is learning to live with 
a different form of nature and finding a new kind of pastoral.  Streeton‘s skill has been to 
reflect on the landscape in such a focussed way that we can (almost?) smell it. 
In Frederick McCubbin‘s The Pioneer (1904) we find a painting that challenges the 
expected style of Australian art.14  Here the landscape is not hot, vast and dry but dense and 
moist, closed and fecund.  The painting, in a triptych, tells a story of love, birth and death, 
and as the narrative moves towards the grave the bush opens up to reveal space, sunlight 
and the City.  For a painting that suggests the activity of a pioneering life, it is an 
extraordinarily silent painting with the awareness of death anticipated and pondered in the 
first panel.  The trunks of gum trees stand as sentinels to the human life before them, 
voiceless as the gods in a post theistic world.  But this is not a European projection, even 
less a memory.  It is a profound meditation of which the Australian bush is the principal 
means and instrument. 
I have wanted to suggest here that there is a kind of delayed reaction in the ability of 
the Australian eye to accustom itself to what it sees and feels in an alien landscape.  It 
begins with the desire to replicate the known before the new can be known.  The early 
artists do not realise that a principal function of memory is to forget, to censure what must 
be laid aside from the past in order to see the present.  For them, the desire to replicate 
suggests an inability to trust what they see.  At worst, it may be born of fear. 
In Hugh of St Victor‘s time the shift from seeing the book as infinite garden and 
landscape to seeing it as a mine or depository is viewed by Hugh as suspicious.  In our era 
what is disappearing with the new technology is the ability to meditate, chew, devour or, in 
that memorable phrase ‗...take into the stomach of your mind‘.  One is reminded of George 
Steiner‘s recent remark:  ‗Human nature has changed.  There is now a generation of 
teenagers who can find out anything – on the Internet – and remember nothing, because 
they do not need to.‘  The monastic emphasis and goal begins in seeing with a desiring eye 
                                                 
13 http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/australianimpressionism/education/insights_ssites.html 
14 http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/exilesandemigrants/ed_newland_05.html 
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(principium doctrinae); its consummation lies in meditation15 and we can see this mirrored in 
the Heidelberg School where the artist‘s eye is not imposed on the landscape, but rather the 
landscape puts the artist‘s eye into itself, teaches it, beckons it, seduces it. 
 
Conclusion. 
John Berger once said, ‗When people say ―I don‘t know much about art, but I know what I 
like‖, what they mean is ―I don‘t know much about art, but I like what I know‘‘.‘  I am not 
sure why it takes nearly a hundred years for the Australian eye to see where it lives or why 
it takes so long to divest itself of what A. D. Hope called dismissively ‗... over there‘.  But I 
think I know why Australian painting turned recording into vision and why it eventually 
used landscape to suggest a new mode of inscape.  It was because it surrendered itself, like a 
monk in his scriptorium, to a new way of seeing and a new way of knowing, a way that used 
the eye as a lamp rather than a camera. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
15 DT 111, 10 
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New Zealand and the Colonial Writing World, 1890-1945 
Helen Bones, University of Canterbury, Christchurch1 
Introduction  
Literary scholars often present New Zealand in the first few decades of the twentieth 
century as being a kind of cultural vacuum, causing hopeful writers to be condemned to an 
unhappy exile. It is widely believed that in order to fulfil any kind of literary ambition it was 
necessary for New Zealand writers to leave New Zealand for places with more developed 
literary infrastructures such as London or Sydney. Katherine Mansfield is the most often 
cited example of a writer who was anxious to leave and then ‗forced‘ to live as an expatriate 
exile. She wrote in her journal in 1907: ‗life here is impossible—I can‘t see how it can drag 
on‘.2 The same year a poem contained the declaration that ‗It‘s London ever calling me/the 
live long day‘.3 If writers stayed in New Zealand, they were ‗exiled‘ far from the publishing 
opportunities and cultural stimulus that metropolitan centres could offer.   
As the story continues, the solution, or at least the identification of the problem, is 
said to have come in the 1930s with the arrival on the scene of a group of writers who both 
‗invented‘ New Zealand literature and solved the problem of local publishing. This group 
has been called the ‗Phoenix generation‘ by Patrick Evans, because of its association with 
the journal Phoenix, which was created by members of the Auckland University College 
Literary Club in 1932.4 The poet Allen Curnow and his associates were unimpressed with 
many of the efforts of New Zealand writers up to this point, dismissing them as pale 
imitations of the dominant, imported, British culture. They believed that in order to create 
an autochthonous literature for the new country, writers needed to concentrate on the 
difficulties of writing in a new land. Curnow‘s manifesto was included as the introduction to 
his 1945 Book of New Zealand Verse and described the problems inherent in writing about a 
previously ‗unstoried‘ land and relating to it on an intellectual level.5 The writers he deemed 
appropriate to be included in his canon were those concerned with this project. Ursula 
Bethell‘s poems juxtaposing the exotic plants in her garden and a view of the sublime 
Southern Alps addressed the issue of living in a ‗perilous hostile place‘ raised by R.A.K. 
                                                 
1
 Email: helen.bones@gmail.com 
2 Katherine Mansfield to Sylvia Payne, 8 Jan 1907, in Anthony Alpers, The Life of Katherine Mansfield (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1982), p.43.  
3 Katherine Mansfield, Notebooks I, (ed. Margaret Scott), p.86, in Jane Stafford, ‗Fashioned Intimacies: 
Maoriland and Colonial Modernity‘, Journal of Commonwealth Literature, 37, 31 (2002), p.32.  
4 Patrick Evans, Penguin History of New Zealand Literature (Auckland: Penguin, 1990), p.76. The protagonists 
of the ‗Phoenix‘ group were Allen Curnow, Denis Glover, Charles Brash, R. A. K. Mason, A. R. D. Fairburn 
and Frank Sargeson. 
5 Allen Curnow, ‗Introduction‘,  A Book of New Zealand Verse 1923-1945 (Christchurch: Caxton Press, 1945). 
The phrase ‗the bright unstoried waters‘ appeared in ‗The Ancient People‘, a poem by Jessie Mackay: ‗The 
Ancient People‘, From the Maori Sea (Christchurch: Whitcombe and Tombs, 1904), p.17. 
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Mason, and thus were included.6 As the ‗Phoenix‘ group criticised previous writing for 
being ‗cut off from local reality‘, the alternative they sought, according to Kai Jensen, was to 
‗produce work that might be relevant to ordinary New Zealanders—by whom they often 
meant the hardbitten Kiwi bloke‘.7 The ‗man alone‘ figure (from John Mulgan‘s 1939 novel 
of the same name) epitomised the pioneering, masculine spirit that encountered an ‗empty‘ 
land. Many other literary efforts that did not fit the cultural nationalist model were ignored 
and consigned to the wastes of history. 
This focus on nationalism and the project of ‗New Zealand‘ literature became so 
entrenched as to become the standard measuring tool for New Zealand writing. This is why 
in 1950, reflecting on pre-cultural nationalist literature, writer and critic Monte Holcroft 
came to write that ‗most persons feel a kind of blankness in the past‘.8 Because projects that 
did not fit the nationalist criteria were not considered worthwhile contributions to ‗New 
Zealand writing‘, the idea that early New Zealand writers were exiled in a place of no 
cultural value is still resonant to this day. The ‗Phoenix‘ group‘s take on the essence of New 
Zealand culture and identity has been largely deconstructed and revealed to be a rather 
more narrow view of the culture of certain pakeha, middle-class, male intellectuals.9  
Even though the story of cultural nationalism has been closely examined and 
acknowledged to be largely an act of artful literary creation, in the field of literary history 
there is still a lingering focus on the question of authenticity. While very recent works such 
as Patrick Evans‘ The Long Forgetting and Jane Stafford and Mark Williams‘ Maoriland 
attempt to remedy this situation,10 the damage that nationalism has done to literary history 
is far from rectified. The emphasis is still often on identifying ‗authentic‘ New Zealand 
writing rather than trying to view the period in its own context. Texts and authors are still 
too frequently evaluated on the grounds of whether they are an accurate depiction of ‗New 
Zealandness‘. The obsession with national authenticity and identity has obscured the 
realities of the lives of New Zealand writers. They were, in fact, part of a much bigger 
colonial network of writers and publishers that allowed them to write while remaining in 
New Zealand.  
                                                 
6 Ursula Bethell, From a Garden in the Antipodes (London: Sidgwick and Jackson, 1929); R. A. K. Mason, 
‗Sonnet of Brotherhood‘, The Beggar (Auckland: Whitcombe and Tombs, 1924).  
7 Kai Jensen, Whole Men (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 1996), p.43.  
8 Monte Holcroft, Discovered Isles: A Trilogy (Christchurch: Caxton Press, 1950), p.33. 
9 Previously marginalised groups objected to this singular, exclusive definition of ‗New Zealandness‘. In the 
1970s the voices of women and modern Maori (among others) demanded to be heard. Beginning with Patrick 
Evans in 1990, the ideas of the ‗Phoenix‘ group have been deconstructed. Evans, Penguin History of New 
Zealand Literature; Lawrence Jones, Picking Up the Traces (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 2003); Stuart 
Murray, Never a Soul at Home (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 1998). 
10 Patrick Evans, The Long Forgetting (Christchurch: Canterbury University Press, 2007); Jane Stafford and 
Mark Williams, Maoriland: New Zealand Literature 1872-1914 (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 2006). 
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My PhD project aimed to create a more accurate picture of what it was like to be a 
New Zealand writer in the early part of the twentieth century by using a transnational 
approach to acknowledge colonial links and influences from the outside world. I used this 
information to test the theory of exile for New Zealand writers.11  I used an empirical 
approach to reconstruct the opportunities and obstacles writers faced, and compiled a list of 
all the books published by New Zealand authors between 1890 and 1945 which appear in 
the New Zealand National Union Catalogue three or more times.12 The works included 
were limited to novels, volumes of poetry and collections of short stories in order to confine 
the study within manageable limits. A ‗New Zealand author‘ is anyone who lived in New 
Zealand for ten years or more. I collected information about these publications, such as 
where they were published and whether the content was New Zealand-related, and, where 
the information was available, the location of the author when the book was written. I also 
drew further statistics from biographical information about the authors which I collected 
when this was available. As a result, I arrived at an understanding of the lives of New 
Zealand authors that differs radically from that embodied in the cultural nationalist account, 
and indeed from some of the assumptions that underpin most other accounts as well.  New 
Zealand, I propose, was part of what I call the ‗colonial writing world‘: the system of 
networks that surrounded the globe as the result of Britain‘s colonial expansion into the 
South Pacific. The colonial writing world allowed New Zealand writers to participate in the 
Australian and British literary worlds without leaving the country, meaning they were not 
‗exiled‘ in New Zealand. 
 
Literary culture in New Zealand 
In the 1860s, Samuel Butler noted wryly that a New Zealand mountain was thought 
beautiful only if it were good for sheep. ‗It does not do‘, he commented while visiting, ‗to 
speak about John Sebastian Bach‘s fugues or pre-Raphaelite pictures‘.13 By the start of the 
twentieth century, by the common account not much had changed. Most people looked no 
further than the evidence of Katherine Mansfield‘s flight to Europe in 1908 to condemn the 
country‘s literary possibilities. Novelist Jane Mander criticised New Zealand‘s stifling 
puritan monoculture, as well as its preoccupation with material gain and its oppressive 
                                                 
11 The second half of my thesis examines the idea that New Zealand writers encountered a second type of 
spiritual exile when overseas. 
12 This means a copy of the book exists in the National Library and at least two libraries throughout the 
country, eliminating one-off, self-published items. The catalogue can be found on the National Library website, 
http://www.natlib.govt.nz. This list can be found in Appendix A of the thesis: Helen Bones, ‗A Dual Exile? 
New Zealand and the Colonial Writing World, 1890-1945‘ (PhD diss., University of Canterbury, 2011). 
13 Eric McCormick, Letters and Art in New Zealand (Wellington: Dept. of Internal Affairs, 1940), p.60.  
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conformity. In her novel, The Passionate Puritan (1922), the residents of a Northland timber-
milling settlement live in a line of houses all decorated identically with the ‗accepted white 
bed quilt and white lace curtains‘.14  
While there was truth to Mander‘s assertion, this was only part of the story. In 
many ways New Zealand was a place rich with culture. There was a long-established 
indigenous culture present which pakeha writers had been appropriating to enhance their 
own writing since they arrived in the country.15 Further to this, of course, British culture 
had been brought along with the immigrants in tangible and intangible forms. Physically 
brought out from Britain were artworks, musical instruments, and, most importantly, books. 
Immigration publicists like E. J. Wakefield advised every colonist ‗to supply himself with a 
good collection of these cheerful companions‘. 16  Many wealthy people considered a 
completed set of the ‗classic‘ works essential colonial luggage.17 
As well as this, the essence of culture is stored in people, not places. Thus the British 
immigrants brought with them the cultural knowledge to recreate many of the institutions 
they were familiar with at home.  Libraries were created throughout the new colony with 
great enthusiasm. So many were created, in fact, that one study has found New Zealand had 
the highest density of libraries of any place in the world. The ratio of libraries to people was 
one for every 2,099 people in 1908, which was considerably higher than the rates for 
Australia and North America.18 The collections brought over by wealthy immigrants often 
ended up in station libraries where they were made available to the farm workers as well as 
family members.19 Further opportunities for learning and reading could be found at the 
Mechanics‘ Institutes, which were educational establishments formed to provide adult 
education to working men. Bookshops were widely available, and a New Zealander was 
quoted in the Dominion newspaper in 1909 as saying that in Wellington there were fifteen 
good bookshops serving 60,000 people, and that there were at least three worthy of a city 
                                                 
14 Jane Mander, The Passionate Puritan (London: Lane, 1922), p.42.  
15 Jock Phillips, ‗Musings in Maoriland‘, Historical Studies, 20, 81 (1983), p.527. Jane Stafford and Mark 
Williams, Maoriland: New Zealand Literature 1872-1914 (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 2006), p.11. 
16 E. J. Wakefield, ‗Advice to Intending Colonists‘, in Life in a Young Colony: Selections from Early New Zealand 
Writing (ed. Cherry Hankin), (Christchurch: Whitcoulls, 1981), p.39. 
17 Alison Bartlett, ‗Australia and New Zealand‘, A Cultural History of Reading, (ed. Gabrielle Watling), 
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 2008), p.367. 
18 J. E. Traue, ‗The Public Library Explosion in Colonial New Zealand‘, Libraries and the Cultural Record 42, 2 
(2007), pp.152-3. 
19 Lydia Wevers, Reading on the Farm: Victorian Fiction and the Colonial World (Wellington: Victoria University 
Press, 2010), p.29. 
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three times its size.20 Newspapers were set up in large numbers as well, and 1926 there were 
61 daily newspapers in print throughout the country.21 
Rather than being frozen at the point of departure, the cultural information 
immigrants brought with them and recreated in New Zealand was constantly renewed 
because of the continual maintenance of links with Britain. Large volumes of letters passed 
to and fro, by means of which news and events in Britain were communicated to distant 
relatives. Many people had subscriptions for British periodicals. Publishers offered cheaper 
‗colonial editions‘ of books to combat the increased price of books being sent to New 
Zealand. There were revolutionary advances made to communication (telegraph links with 
Britain were completed in 1876) and transport (the introduction of steamships cut the 
journey by two-thirds by 1900) methods in the later years of the nineteenth century.22 
Emigration was not a one-way ticket, as many people travelled backwards and forwards 
between the new and old worlds.  
With so much happening, it becomes harder to understand why so many literary 
critics thought that there was nothing to interest an artistically inclined person in early 
twentieth-century New Zealand. New Zealand literary criticism has been largely concerned 
with cultural nationalism or cultural nationalism‘s failure to describe New Zealand identity. 
The cultural happenings described in this section were essentially British culture in a New 
Zealand context and therefore they have been dismissed. Colonial links were ignored as 
they did not contribute to the nationalist project. It is anachronistic to apply nationalist 
criteria to this time, however, as most people at the time did not see the conflict between 
being a British citizen and a New Zealander. Colonial nationalism meant New Zealanders 
took pride in being a distinct, potentially superior, brand of colonial Briton.23  
 
Creating literature in New Zealand   
Just as the pursuit of literature and culture had reached and occupied this distant outpost of 
the colonial world, so too had the impulse to create works of literature. Edith Searle 
Grossmann‘s 1910 novel, The Heart of the Bush, paints a picture of a land awash with literary 
ambition: even Kate, the Borlases‘ maid in the novel, is in the habit of scribbling down stray 
poems in the margins of newspapers.24  Such literary ambition was allegedly thwarted, 
however, because of the lack of outlets for it.  Mason had his first book of poems, The Beggar, 
                                                 
20 Among the Books‘, The Dominion, 30 Jan 1909. 
21 New Zealand Department of Censuses and Statistics, The New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1934 (Wellington: 
Government Printer, 1933), p.239.  
22 James Belich, Paradise Reforged (Auckland: Penguin, 2001), p.68. 
23 Keith Sinclair, A History of New Zealand (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1959), p.221. 
24 Edith Searle Grossmann, The Heart of the Bush (London: Sands, 1910), p.88. 
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privately printed by Whitcombe & Tombs in 1924, and the book received so little interest 
that he later is supposed to have ‗dumped a bundle of 200 copies in the Waitemata 
Harbour‘. 25  This story is debatable, 26  but The Beggar certainly did not receive the 
recognition it deserved. It is true that publishing within New Zealand was difficult and 
expensive. The only publishing company until the 1930s was Whitcombe and Tombs, which 
mostly published non-fiction and slim volumes of verse though they were often subsidised 
by the author. Other companies, often associated with newspapers, offered printing services 
but often left the author with the burden of cost, advertising and distribution.  
However, participation in overseas publishing networks would not have been 
possible if local literary culture had been completely absent from New Zealand. Writers 
must begin somewhere and receive encouragement at an early stage of their careers. 
Practice is needed before the task of creating a novel or collection of verse is attempted. 
Indeed, a vigorous literary culture did exist in New Zealand at this time, although those 
influenced by cultural nationalism have been reluctant to recognise it.  
A very important aspect of this was the abundance of newspapers that could be 
found in any community. These were often presided over by editors sympathetic to local 
writing, and provided an outlet for the nurturing of fledgling careers. Many New Zealand 
writers began their careers writing for local newspapers and would later credit the editors 
of these newspapers with supporting their burgeoning literary ambitions. In his early days, 
the poet Rex Fairburn had poems ‗almost weekly‘ in ‗The Bookmen‘s Corner‘ of the 
Auckland Sun.27 Other significant New Zealand poets began this way: Ursula Bethell, Robin 
Hyde, Eileen Duggan and Geoffrey de Montalk all received early encouragement from 
seeing their names in print in one of the local dailies. The editors who presided over these 
papers, the ‗bookmen‘, as they have been called by Chris Hilliard, 28  acted as unofficial 
patrons of many writers. Editors Alan Mulgan, Charles Marris, J. H. Schroeder and Percy 
Crisp were variously praised for their contribution to New Zealand writing. There were 
quite a few attempts by these men and others to start magazines dedicated to the literary 
cause, but none were very successful (with the exception of the Triad29). These initiatives 
                                                 
25 Andrew Mason, ‗R. A. K. Mason‘, in The Oxford Companion to New Zealand Literature (OCNZL), (eds Roger 
Robinson and Nelson Wattie (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), p.366.  
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washhouse copper‘ (Rachel Barrowman, Mason: The Life of R. A. K. Mason (Wellington: Victoria University 
Press, 2003), p.13.  
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28 Chris Hilliard, The Bookmen’s Dominion (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2006). 
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usually worked better if attached to a magazine which was mainly dedicated to another 
subject but also published writing, like the New Zealand Railways Magazine. This 
publication was soon expanded to include ‗New Zealand verse, short fiction, humour, sports 
news, historical yarns, biographical sketches and book reviews‘.30 From 1935 to 1936 Robin 
Hyde contributed a travel series called ‗On the Road to Anywhere: Adventures of a Train 
Tramp‘. 
Although New Zealand cities could not claim to have hosted artistic communities 
such as were found in London or other large cities, literary communities and networks did 
exist. These friendships and links were kept up through the medium of letter writing. Such 
connections were often presided over by one of the ‗bookmen‘. Actual groups were set up in 
lots of cases, such as in Auckland in the 1920s. Isabel Maud Peacocke was ‗a founding 
member of the New Zealand League of Penwomen, inspired by the American Penwomen‘s 
groups and started in Auckland by ‗an expatriated Texan‘, Edna Graham Macky, in 1925.31 
Hilda Rollett was also a founding member of the League of Penwomen, and ran the literary 
circle of the Auckland Women‘s Club. Noel Hoggard‘s magazine Spilt Ink became the hub of 
a network of clubs in smaller towns such as Gore and Dannevirke as well as Wellington, 
Auckland and Dunedin.32 It is a credit to the quality of support these clubs provided that 
Rollett, Isobel Andrews (a founding member of the New Zealand Women Writers and 
Artists‘ Society) and Peacocke were all highly successful writers, published overseas, while 
never having left New Zealand.  
Again, these achievements have not acknowledged because of the extent of influence 
the ‗bookmen‘ had over the publishing outlets in the country. The newspaper editors 
generally represented a literary approach that was seen as old-fashioned by the young 
writers of the 1930s, as they favoured a Georgian style that was heavily influenced by 
British models. Their thoughts about literature were shaped by the influence of such 
standards of literary taste as Palgrave‘s anthology The Golden Treasury, and others like it. 
According to Hilliard, ‗the more immediate models for much New Zealand poetry in the 
1920s and 1930s were Rupert Brooke, Walter de la Mare, and other British poets featured 
in Edward Marsh‘s Georgian Poetry anthologies between 1912 and 1922‘.33 Georgianism was 
a ‗reaction to the lifeless, vitiated condition of English poetry at the beginning of the 
                                                 
30 Ministry for Culture and Heritage, ‗Railways Magazine – Rail Tourism‘, New Zealand History Online, 
http://www.nzhistory.net.nz/culture/rail-tourism/railways-magazine (updated 7 Apr 2008). 
31 Betty Gilderdale, ‗Peacocke, Inez Isabel Maud 1881 – 1973‘,  Dictionary of New Zealand Biography (DNZB), 
http://www.dnzb.govt.nz/  (updated 22 June 2007).  
32 Stephen Hamilton, ‗New Zealand English Language Periodicals of Literary Interest Active 1920s-1960s‘ 
(PhD diss., University of Auckland, 1995), in Hilliard, The Bookmen’s Dominion, p.24.  
33 Hilliard, The Bookmen’s Dominion, p.47.  
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twentieth century‘.34 F. W. Neilsen Wright quotes Lord Alfred Douglas, a Georgian poet, 
as saying that poets wish to ‗strike beautiful notes, not new notes‘,35 a sentiment Alan 
Mulgan and Charles Marris would no doubt have agreed with. Georgianism, in the eyes of 
contemporaries, did not negate the possibility of writing ‗local‘ literature, but it did not fit 
the cultural nationalist model, and therefore was cast aside, along with the efforts of the 
bookmen. 
 
The Tasman Writing World  
The dire publishing situation within New Zealand was largely irrelevant to readers because 
New Zealanders had access to the larger market, publishing institutions and networks that 
existed across the Tasman. One of the most influential publications for early twentieth-
century New Zealand writers was located in Australia. Jock Phillips has calculated that 10 
percent of the total content of the Sydney Bulletin was written by New Zealanders.36 Many 
New Zealand authors used the Bulletin as a ‗testing ground‘, including Edith Lyttleton who 
described it as her ‗literary father‘.37 
Again, this search for national stories and identity has obscured the huge importance 
of this relationship. The members of the ‗Phoenix‘ group deliberately ignored the Australian 
connections as this simply did not interest them. Allen Curnow refused the opportunity to 
appear in an Australasian anthology that was to be published by Oxford University Press 
because he objected to the idea of ‗trading our birthright for an Australasian mess with a 
famous imprint on the side‘.38 The younger poets, like Rex Fairburn, often had a ‗blind spot 
on Australian writing‘39 and were frequently unaware of the close literary links the two 
countries had had for so long, as well as the debt owed to their Australian nationalist 
predecessors. 
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Other New Zealand writers embraced the opportunities offered by Australia. New 
Zealanders submitted work to Australian newspapers, A.G. Stephens‘ Bookfellow, the 
Australian Journal and Aussie magazine. A New Zealand version of Aussie was edited and 
distributed by Pat Lawlor from 1925. The Australasian published New Zealand writing, 
including pieces by Edith Lyttleton, as did the Lone Hand. Some of Katherine Mansfield‘s 
earliest stories were published in the Native Companion of Melbourne. Mansfield‘s stories 
were most likely published there and not in New Zealand by necessity, as they were 
‗sexually risqué‘ compared with anything permitted in New Zealand at this time.40 
Thomas C. Lothian of Melbourne (a company formed in 1912) published the works 
of Jessie Mackay and Hubert Church, among others. Angus & Robertson began publishing 
in Sydney in 1887 and was particularly significant in Australian publishing history. It added 
to its list several New Zealand authors, including Edith Lyttleton and Arthur H. Adams. In 
1933 the Sydney Bulletin set up the Endeavour Press, for which Pat Lawlor acted as a New 
Zealand agent. The New South Wales Bookstall Company and the New Century Press in 
Sydney also published New Zealand writers.  
Recent times have lost focus on the links between New Zealand and Australia, but at 
this earlier time the two countries were very close. Writers saw themselves as being part of 
an Australasian world, and the poet Jessie Mackay was described as an ‗Austrazealander‘.41 
Large cities like Sydney and Melbourne acted as loci for the wider networks of the colonial 
writing world. Books often arrived in Australia for distribution throughout Australia and 
New Zealand. Just as writers within New Zealand created networks through letters, these 
could easily include writers in Australia, and they did. One such relationship was between 
the poet Eileen Duggan and Australian writer and critic Nettie Palmer, the wife of Vance 
Palmer. The flow of people backwards and forwards was such that there are a number of 
people who are difficult to classify as either ‗Australian‘ or ‗New Zealand‘ writers.  
 
The Colonial Writing World  
The Tasman writing world existed as a part of a much greater arena of cultural interaction: 
the colonial writing world. Inter-colonial networks and links meant that New Zealand 
writers had access to the largest concentration of publishing houses in the world, in London, 
without leaving New Zealand. Many of the most significant literary works written by New 
Zealanders during this time were published in London, including Eileen Duggan‘s poetry 
                                                 
40 Stafford and Williams, Maoriland, p.147.  
41 Nettie Palmer, ‗Jessie Mackay‘, undated [c. 1930] clipping from the Red Page of the Bulletin, Lawlor papers, 
77-067-3/6, ATL, in Hilliard, The Bookmen’s Dominion, p. 9. 
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collections, Robin Hyde‘s novels and Edith Lyttleton‘s Pageant. Between 1890 and 1935, 
492 books written by New Zealand authors were published, and 241 of those (49 per cent) 
were published in the United Kingdom.42 
Many important New Zealand and Australian books simply would not have 
appeared were it not for the accessibility of London publishers, but the prevalence of a 
nationalist mindset has meant that the reliance on overseas publishing has often been seen 
as wholly negative. Australian nationalist writers complained vocally about the detrimental 
effect of being forced to pander to the ‗Paternoster Row machine‘ when writing their 
work.43  Later literary historians, from an age in which nationalism was more prevalent, 
searched for distinctively Australian material to include in their literary histories, and the 
talent of Lawson, A. B. Paterson and a few others demanded their inclusion. Those 
historians also accepted the nationalists‘ fulminations against British publishers. In New 
Zealand, the literary nationalists of the 1930s and 1940s had a similar dislike of the reliance 
on British publishers. Local publishing was assumed to be intrinsically superior, which not 
only advanced the cause of cultural nationalism but served the interests of writers like 
Denis Glover who were associated with the local presses.  
The assumption of the intrinsic superiority of New Zealand publishing has allowed 
anomalies and gaps to creep in to New Zealand literary history. Dennis McEldowney‘s 
‗Publishing, Patronage and Literary Magazines‘ in the Oxford History of New Zealand 
Literature makes only a brief mention of the opportunities available outside New Zealand,44 
but this volume lists as important New Zealand works a number of books that were 
published in London without making a distinction. The distinction is unnecessary, but 
shows a common lack of consistency that has led to the misrepresentation of the past. 
Many writers preferred to get their works published overseas because of the added 
prestige a famous publishing house could add to their work. The quality was higher than 
local efforts. Ursula Bethell, when writing to Frank Sidgwick of Sidgwick & Jackson who 
published her first volume of poetry, From a Garden in the Antipodes, said of the end result: 
‗The paper, the print, the size, the arrangement, the colour—as Raven says it‘s all so 
superior (I really think I must post you a copy of a little vol. of local verse recently 
                                                 
42 Bones, ‗A Dual Exile?‘, p.72. 
43 Henry Lawson, A Song of Southern Writers, 1892, in Martyn Lyons and John Arnold (eds), A History of the 
Book in Australia 1891-1945: A National Culture in a Colonised Market (St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 
2001), p.25.  
44 Dennis McEldowney, ‗Publishing, Patronage and Literary Magazines‘, in The Oxford History of New Zealand 
Literature (OHNZL), (ed. Terry Sturm), (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991). 
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published, to show you what I have escaped)‘.45 London publishers could afford to take risks 
that New Zealand publishers could not, so the remuneration offered was greater. 
New Zealand writers viewed the whole colonial writing world as their publishing 
domain, and this allowed many of them to have successful careers without the necessity of 
leaving the country. Writers were regularly published in British periodicals. The popular 
novelist Edith Lyttleton (who went by the pen-name G. B. Lancaster) began her career 
writing for Pall Mall and Windsor in the United Kingdom and Harper’s and Scribner’s 
Magazines in New York.46 Eileen Duggan was another writer who had poems published in 
Australia, the United States and England. This was partly due to her work as a Catholic 
poet47 and also her Irish work, but her New Zealand poems were appreciated overseas as 
well. 
New Zealand‘s isolated position has led to the conclusion that getting a book 
published in London was difficult. For writers of the time it was not as hard as a modern 
observer might assume. In the era before airmail services people thought little of writing a 
letter and waiting months for a reply, and people rejoiced that, with the introduction of 
steamships, the expected time for sending and receiving mail had been markedly sped up. 
The voyage from New Zealand to Britain took only about a third as long in the 1900s as in 
the early 1870s.48 From the 1870s when the trans-Pacific route (via New York) began being 
used, the time for mail journeys was shortened to ‗31 ½ days between Auckland and 
London‘.49 This fairly sudden shrinking of international space made the other side of the 
world seem much closer. 
Just as correspondences within New Zealand could be extended to include 
Australian writers, there existed lines of communication between New Zealand and Britain 
that maintained the two countries‘ interdependent relationship. Writers used agents and 
overseas contacts to facilitate their publications, and conducted literary relationships across 
the seas. The Jesuit priest C. C. Martindale met Eileen Duggan while visiting New Zealand 
and as a result asked Walter de la Mare to write an introduction for Duggan‘s Poems (1937). 
Because of this the two writers struck up a correspondence between London and 
Wellington which lasted for the next 18 years. De la Mare felt, through this correspondence 
                                                 
45 Ursula Bethell to Frank Sidgwick, 5 Dec 1929, Sidgwick & Jackson papers, MSS 142, fols. 84-5, Bodleian 
Library (BLSC), Oxford. 
46 Terry Sturm, An Unsettled Spirit: the Life and Frontier Fiction of Edith Lyttleton (G. B. Lancaster) (Auckland: 
Auckland University Press, 2003), p.2.  
47 She wrote regularly for the New Zealand Tablet ‗by way of serving her Catholic faith‘. Frank McKay, Eileen 
Duggan: New Zealand Writers and Their Work (Wellington: Oxford University Press, 1977), p.5. 
48 Belich, Paradise Reforged, p.68.  
49 Howard Robinson, A History of the Post Office in New Zealand (Wellington: Government Printer, 1964), 
p.141.  
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(as well as his correspondence with Katherine Mansfield and Ian Donnelly), that ‗New 
Zealand gets nearer and nearer‘, although his hope of meeting Duggan was never fulfilled.  
One of the charges against foreign publication was that it damaged local writing 
because of the need to pander to the tastes of overseas markets. In fact, the more local the 
writing the better, as some writers were surprised to discover.50 If we analyse the figures for 
books whose content is known, we find that 56 per cent of the books published by New 
Zealand authors in Britain in this period had all or mostly New Zealand content (63 per 
cent when the ‗somes‘ are added).51 There was a great demand for the ‗colonial exotic‘, 
whether this took the form of pioneering stories in a remote setting, adventures on the high 
seas or colonial romance. An interest in romanticised stories of Maori from pre-contact 
times was fuelled by European Romanticism.52 The level of interest in these subjects meant 
that being from New Zealand actually gave writers an advantage when it came to 
publishing, which is at odds with the orthodox account.  
 
Conclusion  
My research examines the actual movements of New Zealand writers, and reveals that 
permanent literary exile was very rare. Only about half of the writers studied left the 
country at all, and those who did usually went for a variety of reasons.53 The majority went 
for a short to medium term overseas visit, and only 27 percent left and never returned.54 
Those that did live overseas further utilised the links of the colonial writing world to 
remain in contact with New Zealand, and remain New Zealand writers. It is not the location 
of a book‘s publication that determines its ‗nationality‘, nor the location of the writer. 
The concept of the colonial writing world is vital to any explanation of early New 
Zealand literature and the subsequent emergence of cultural nationalism. British 
colonialism has shaped the modern world in very obvious ways, and for this reason studies 
of the colonial writing world could profitably be extended to other colonial nations. 
Australia is an example of a nation whose literary history revolves around British traditions 
that were spurned by a later generation of nationalists, and as a result of this Australia has 
been used as a parallel example throughout this study. Australian writers were participants 
                                                 
50 Nelle Scanlan was of the belief that ‗something romantic and dramatic can happen in Piccadilly Circus but 
not on Lambton Quay [in Wellington]‘.  To her surprise she was asked by her London publisher to write 
about New Zealand, leading to her most successful Pencarrow series. Nelle Scanlan, Road to Pencarrow 
(London: Robert Hale, 1963), p.181. 
51 Bones, ‗A Dual Exile‘, p.88. Again, the work of Fergus Hume is omitted from this information. Hume‘s 120 
books had virtually no New Zealand content.   
52 Stafford and Williams, Maoriland, p.46. 
53 This is based on data collected about the 118 writers about whom sufficient information was available.    
54 Bones, ‗A Dual Exile‘, p.114. 
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in the colonial writing world, along with New Zealanders, and their literary history has 
been dominated in a similar way by the proponents of nationalism. South African and 
Canadian writers interacted with the metropolitan centre, and these countries‘ respective 
literary histories may well benefit from the illuminating concept of the colonial writing 
world. These countries faced additional complications due to the legacy of competing 
colonial powers and resulting linguistic and ethnic divisions, and would make a fascinating 
study. It remains to be seen to whether the colonial writing world was as crucial to the 
literature of other countries touched by British colonialism as it was to New Zealand‘s.  
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Scotland, Empire and Evangelicalism: Andrew Stewart and Queensland 
Malcolm Prentis, Australian Catholic University1 
Introduction 
The career of evangelical entrepreneur Andrew Stewart (1865-1952) not only casts light on 
an aspect of Australian religious history, particularly between the 1890s and 1940s, but also 
illustrates the extent and depth of evangelical participation in the British world and in the 
enterprise of Empire, not just in its heyday in the age of Wilberforce, but up to the end of 
empire.  It also illustrates the enthusiastic involvement of the Scots in the imperial 
enterprise and in nation-building in the dominions.  His career also involves the 
interweaving of various threads of the evangelical movement during his lifetime, enabling 
us to broaden the picture of transnational evangelicalism in which much emphasis has 
hitherto been placed on the transatlantic connection.  The emphases in the evangelical 
movement from around the 1870s to 1914 included mission at home and abroad, imperial 
and transatlantic flows of people, ideas and techniques and non-denominational Christian 
action.  Andrew Stewart‘s career was thus at the intersection of innumerable imperial, 
Scottish and evangelical connections. 
 Stewart‘s business interests as a wool merchant and tweed manufacturer were an 
important parallel to, but subordinate to, his missionary dedication.  The Scots used the 
Empire enthusiastically in the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries and they did it in a 
distinctive way. ‗There was in the Scots a peculiar blend of individualism, Scottish civic, 
religious and cultural patriotism and British and imperial loyalty.‘2  Of the period in which 
Andrew Stewart was shaped, Andrew Ross has acknowledged, ‗there is the assumption that 
the period from Livingstone's death to the First World War was a golden era of Scottish 
missionary enthusiasm.‘ 3   Though Ross deflates the myth, he acknowledges that the 
engagement of Scots in mission in that period was substantial.  And there was much more 
to it than the influence of the death of David Livingstone.  
 Despite his life-long loyalty to Scottish Presbyterianism, Stewart‘s career illustrates 
the interdenominational and transnational emphasis in evangelical revivalism in the period.  
Therefore, a wide range of people, institutions and movements make an appearance in the 
story of Andrew Stewart: the Free Church of Scotland (the United Free Church from 1900 
and the reunited Church of Scotland from 1929), the leading free churchman, Lord 
                                                 
1 Email: Malcolm.Prentis@acu.edu.au 
2 M.D. Prentis, ‗Scottishness and Britishness in Australasia, 1875-1920,‘ Journal of the Royal Australian 
Historical Society, 96, 2 (December 2010), p.169. 
3 Andrew C. Ross, ‗Scottish missionary concern 1874-1914: A golden era?‘ The Scottish Historical Review 51, 
151, Part 1 (Apr., 1972), p.52. 
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Overtoun,4 the YMCA, the Moody missions in Britain, the Glasgow United Evangelistic 
Association, the Christian Institute and the Glasgow Bible Training Institute, the Keswick 
movement and interdenominational missionary organizations, emigration to the dominions, 
evangelization of the Scottish diaspora and the trade in wool and tweed. 
 This history and these connections led almost by accident – though Stewart 
attributed this to divine providence - to his intense and long-standing involvement with the 
Presbyterian Church in Queensland.  Over a forty year period between 1899 and 1938, he 
toured Queensland (and some other parts of Australia) five times.  He was responsible for 
recruiting nearly a hundred ministers, evangelists and ‗home missionaries‘ for the 
Presbyterian Church of Queensland (PCQ).  Though largely forgotten, the influence of 
Stewart and his recruits in Queensland could still be traced up to and beyond church union 
in 1977.  
 
Stewart and his networks 
Andrew Stewart was born in Edinburgh, on 31 August, 18655 one of five boys in a devout, 
middle-class family with eight surviving children.  His ancestry was in the highlands via 
Shetland on his father‘s side and from Fife on his mother‘s.  His father was a partner in the 
firm of Stewart Brothers of Constitution Street, Leith, well known in the Scottish wool 
trade and tweed manufacture.  The family lived in some comfort at Richmond House, Ferry 
Road, Edinburgh.  Andrew Stewart was educated at the elite private school, Daniel 
Stewart‘s College, leaving school at 15 to enter the family business.  He was a keen 
sportsman and the family was also very musical.  In 1888, he was deeply moved by the 
experience of the death of his beloved younger sister, the conversions of his older sister and 
a close friend some weeks later. On 9 December 1888 at precisely 11.15 p.m., Stewart took a 
pledge of commitment to Christ.6 
The Stewart family and Andrew himself were stalwarts of the Free Church, which 
was founded by the evangelicals who seceded from the established church in 1843.  When 
the Free Church united with the United Presbyterians (made up of a number of earlier 
secession groups) in 1900, he moved into the United Free Church and finally, in the 1929 
reunion, into the Church of Scotland.  He was proudly a loyal Presbyterian and churchman, 
                                                 
4  James Campbell White (Lord Overtoun) was the leading respondent in the famous Free Church case in the 
House of Lords in 1904, which is sometimes therefore referred to as ‗Overtoun‘s case‘. 
5  In the same year the Christian Mission (later, ‗Salvation Army‘), was founded in London by the Booths, the 
former Australian explorer, E.J. Eyre, Governor of Jamaica, was dismissed and censured for his excessive 
violence in putting down a slave rebellion and Rudyard Kipling was born. 
6  I.R. Stewart, A Splendid Optimist: The Life of Andrew Stewart in Relation to the Kingdom of God, (Edinburgh: 
McCall Barbour, 1952), pp.18-19. 
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and was frequently identified in the Australian press as a distinguished visitor, as ‗an elder 
of the Church of Scotland‘.  The Free and United Free Churches were generous to the 
Queensland church, in sending both ministers and money.7  But not only was Scottish 
evangelicalism transnational but it was also active in inter-denominational activity. 
 Stewart‘s life demonstrates the combination of interdenominational activity with 
loyal churchmanship.  After his commitment to Christ, Stewart began his life-long 
involvement in ‗reaching young men‘ through the YMCA, which was already strongly 
transatlantic, interdenominational and still strongly evangelistic in intent.  He and his elder 
sister Christina also became involved in the non-denominational evangelical Carrubbers 
Close Mission off the High Street in Edinburgh‘s old town.  In 1883, Moody and Sankey 
raised £10,000 to pay for a permanent home for the Mission.  The Stewarts sang on the 
stage of the Mission‘s new auditorium. 
Hutchinson and Wolffe have recently argued that: 
Moody‘s British campaign of 1873–5, his subsequent related success 
in North America and his return to Europe in 1881 and again in 
1891 and 1892 had profound effects. … Moody‘s approach mitigated 
British class antagonisms …, facilitating the way for future cultural 
and theological exchanges and legitimising the already rising tide of 
revivalism throughout global British Empire connections. …  
 
Moody greatly affected Glasgow.  At the end of Moody‘s third campaign, in 1892, the Bible 
Training Institute came into being in Glasgow. 8  
The aim of the Institute is to provide a systematic course of 
instruction in the knowledge and use of the English Bible, and a 
practical training in methods of Christian work that shall fit young 
men and women for more effective service in the various 
departments of the Lord‘s work they may be called to occupy, either 
at home or abroad.9 
 
 The Glasgow Bible Training Institute was to become vital to Andrew Stewart‘s 
mission in Queensland, as he recommended it to some potential recruits for preliminary 
training and also sought advice from its Principal on likely recruits studying there and 
sometimes interviewed them there.10  Its vision, as expressed by Moody in Chicago in 1886, 
                                                 
7   Even in 1904, when the UF Church was deprived of its property in ‗Overtoun‘s case‘, the UF Church and 
Lord Overtoun himself nevertheless made generous donations to the PCQ.  R. Bardon, The Centenary History of 
the Presbyterian Church of Queensland (Brisbane: W.R. Smith & Paterson, 1949), p.141. 
8 ‗History of Moody Bible Institute,‘ Moody Bible Institute,  
http://www.moodyministries.net/crp_MainPage.aspx?id=62, viewed 8 May 2012 and Geoffrey Grogan, 
‗Bible Training Institute to Glasgow Bible College,‘ in Traditions of Theology in Glasgow 1450-1990 (ed. W.I.P. 
Hazlett), Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1993), pp.75-77.   
9  In the 1898-99 prospectus, quoted in Grogan, ‗Bible Training Institute,‘ p.77. 
10  Dianne Parker, pers. comm. 28 June 2012. 
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closely matched Stewart‘s vision for Queensland.  Moody said, ‗I believe we have got to 
have gap-men to stand between the laity and the ministers; men who are trained to do city 
mission work. Take men that have the gifts and train them for the work of reaching the 
people.‘11 
The Moody connection also links with Keswick spirituality.  The 
interdenominational Keswick Convention was a manifestation of the ‗holiness movement‘ 
which arose in the late-nineteenth century and began in 1875, in the wake of the first 
Moody campaign in the UK.  Keswick was dedicated to ‗the promotion of personal, practical 
and scriptural holiness‘ and what it called ‗the higher life‘.  Its inter-denominational nature 
shows in its motto: ‗All one in Christ Jesus‘.  Andrew Stewart attended the Keswick 
Convention in 1894 and 1897, establishing links amongst like-minded evangelicals across 
denominations and countries. 
 Keswick spirituality was made to order as a missionary motivator‘.  This particularly 
applied to the proliferating interdenominational faith missions to Asia and Africa.12  There 
are also strong links between Keswick and Moody and the early twentieth century 
fundamentalist movement.  The Rev. Professor James Orr of the United Free Church, to 
which Stewart belonged, contributed four essays to The Fundamentals, 1910-1915.13  No 
explicit reference to ‗fundamentalism‘ appears in Stewart‘s memoirs or news reports, 
although his recruits were clearly and definitely against the ‗modernism or ‗liberalism‘ of 
the 1920s.14  However, Keswick also contributed to the greater restraint and tolerance of 
British evangelicalism compared with the fundamentalist movement in the US.15 
 The evangelical networks involving Stewart were not only transnational 
transmitters of theological resistance and evangelical technique.  They were also influential 
in promoting ‗faith missions‘.  Much of Stewart‘s work for Queensland and elsewhere was 
based on the simple belief that ‗God would provide‘.  It tended to work best if one had pre-
existing networks and the Scottish Empire had no shortage of these. 
                                                 
11  ‗History of Moody Bible Institute‘  
12  Hutchinson & Wolffe, A Short History of Global Evangelicalism, pp.126-128. 
13  They were on ‗The Virgin Birth of Christ‘ in vol. 1, ‗Science and Christian Faith‘ in vol 4, ‗The Early 
Narratives of Genesis‘ in vol. 6 and ‗Holy Scripture and Modern Negations‘ in vol. 9.  He may also have been 
the anonymous author of ‗Evolutionism in the Pulpit‘ in vol. 8.  Orr reconciled evolution with Christianity. 
14  One example is a debate in Geraldton, West Australia, involving the Rev. William Reekie, one of Stewart‘s 
recruits: see Geraldton Guardian and Express, Feb-March 1929. 
15  D.W. Bebbington, ‗Evangelicalism: Britain,‘ The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Modern Christian Thought (ed. 
Alister E. McGrath), (Blackwell Publishing, 2005), Blackwell Reference Online: 
http://www.blackwellreference.com/subscriber/tocnode?id=g9780631198963_chunk_g97806311989637_ss1
4-3, viewed 13 June 2012. 
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In addition to their activities in Carrubbers Close Mission in Edinburgh, Stewart 
and his sister Nina spent their summer holidays in 1890 evangelising in Shetland.‘16  In the 
same year, a local businessman James Jeffrey took over the old Market Hall in Leith for 
work amongst the down and out.  Andrew and Nina Stewart ‗flung themselves … into this 
work … and plumbed the lowest depths of life in‘ seedy Leith.  They were exercising the 
‗transportable spiritual technique.‘17 
 From January to June, 1893, Stewart with a party of five other missionaries 
evangelised in China.18  In 1902, he visited Canada.  One son was later to settle there.  
There was also a mission through towns in the borders.19  In the early 1900s, Stewart also 
participated in ‗yacht missions‘ around the northern coasts of Scotland.20 
A significant turning point in Stewart‘s mission to the Empire occurred in 1897, 
when a friend, the Rev. Dr Patrick R. Mackay, was sent to Gibraltar as a temporary 
Chaplain to the Cameron Highlanders and Stewart went with him.  There was a large 
revival movement within the regiment.  Mackay and Stewart followed the troops to 
Egypt.21 
 In 1898, the Anglo-Indian Evangelisation Society commissioned Mackay to make a 
survey of their work in India.  ‗It's for oor ain folk in India,‘ said an old Scotswoman.22  
Stewart was there from November 1898 to April 1899, ‗visiting every Scottish regiment ..., 
looking up lonely missionaries, helping in the work of the Y.M.C.A., addressing groups of 
Hindoo students.‘  In his last four months alone, he ‗covered over 8,000 miles by railway‘.23   
But at the end, he was suffering from a gastric complaint and was considering leaving India.  
‗One day, sitting on the edge of his bed in a dark bungalow, the thought flashed into his 
mind: ‗Go to Australia‘.‘24 
Thus, almost by accident, Andrew Stewart found himself in Melbourne in April 
1899.  He made contact with the YMCA and the Presbyterian Church offices, offered his 
services and waited – in vain.  But he happened to read of the needs and problems facing the 
PCQ, offered them his services by telegraph and they eagerly accepted.   
                                                 
16  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, p.22. 
17  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, pp.24-25. 
18  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, pp.26-31. 
19  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, pp.34-35. 
20  For an example of these missions, see T. Lennie, Glory in the Glen: A History of Evangelical Revivals in 
Scotland 1880-1940 (Fearn: Christian Focus, 2009), pp.47-49. 
21  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, pp.38-40. 
22  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, p.40. 
23  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, pp.41-46. 
24  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, p.45. 
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In all, Stewart was to visit Australia (especially Queensland) five times.  Between 
April and September 1899 he travelled in Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland, 
reaching home, via New Zealand and India, in April 1900.  On 2 August 1900, he married 
Marcia Marina Sabina Sprot in Edinburgh.  She had been an evangelist in her own right 
with the YWCA.  Between December 1900 and October 1901 he and Marcia spent four 
months in Tasmania and five months in Queensland.  In 1903, he was four months in 
Queensland.  In 1914-15, during the Great War, he was in Egypt with the YMCA.  In 1929, 
he was in Western Australia, Queensland and New South Wales for three months.  In 1933, 
Stewart‘s daughter Sabina married Melbourne wool broker and evangelical Presbyterian, 
Alfred Coombe (1892-1984). 25   His final visit was in 1938, spending eight months in 
Western Australia, Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania. 
 Stewart‘s 1899 visit to Queensland turned out to have been a reconnaissance.  
Looking forward to his second visit in 1901, the Convener of the PCQ‘s Evangelism 
Committee, the Rev. A McWatt Allan reported to the Assembly on the dual strategy of 
evangelism and church extension. 
Acting on the suggestion of Mr. Stewart your Committee has 
arranged for a simultaneous mission to be held in seven of the 
Brisbane and suburban churches, early in June, by these agents and 
others whom Mr. Stewart has secured for the Home Mission 
Committee, which has cordially given permission for them to take 
part in this united effort. … [He thanked Stewart, especially for] 
arranging for their passage to Brisbane at no cost to your 
Committee.26 
 
 In May 1901, after four months in Tasmania, Stewart and his new wife arrived in 
Queensland with six other evangelists.  ‗Their passages were fully funded through his 
efforts.‘  After the simultaneous mission in Brisbane and suburbs, the team would move out 
into the country areas.27  Within the PCQ, the emphasis on the evangelistic campaign was 
fairly quickly to shift to a greater emphasis on the concerted effort to meet the needs of 
church extension and recruitment of home missionaries – almost precisely the sort of ‗gap 
men‘ (and women) the Glasgow Bible Training Institute aimed to turn out. 
 
                                                 
25  In echoes of his father-in-law, Coombe was a Presbyterian elder, president of the Council of the Melbourne 
Bible Institute 1939-1970, chairman of the council of the Belgrave Heights Convention and chairman of a 
small gospel hall mission in the inner Melbourne suburb of Fitzroy. See Darrell Paproth, ‗Coombe, Alfred 
Ernest (1892-1984),‘ Australian Dictionary of Evangelical Biography, online 2004: 
http://webjournals.alphacrucis.edu.au/journals/adeb/c/coombe-alfred-ernest-1892-1984/, viewed 14 June 
2012. 
26  Evangelism Committee Report, PCQld, Blue Book, 1901 
27  D. Parker, ‗One man‘s living legacy,‘ New Directions, October/November 2008, p.2. 
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Recruiting a ministry 
The simultaneous mission of 1901 was in a sense led by Stewart himself, teaching by 
example the evangelistic techniques of the sort which had developed within the 
transnational evangelical movement in the previous half century.  Marcia Stewart was as 
involved in the simultaneous mission as her husband, particularly with young women.   
 Two of the early Stewart recruits continued long careers as itinerant evangelists, 
namely Jock Sloan and Hugh Paton.  Sloan was an ex-miner and boxer who:  
evangelised in Queensland for fifty years.  In the first thirty years of 
work, he covered over a million miles, and wore out five motor 
cycles and nine motor cars! …Once, when preaching outside a public 
house, the men told him to shut up. He continued, so they tried to 
throw him in the Creek, but he got away (he had been a boxer), and 
was back the next night preaching in the same place, and this time 
they let him alone.  He was like a bulldog for determination and 
loyalty. ‗I am both dogmatic and emphatic,‘ he would say. 28 
 
 Hugh Paton, a Glasgow BTI man who had served in the Southern Morocco mission, 
arrived in 1902 as an evangelist for the PCQ.  In 1905 he set up the interdenominational 
Queensland Evangelisation Society and quite a number of Stewart‘s recruits including Jock 
Sloan continued to be involved in this organization until at least 1924.29   
In 1931, Stewart strongly promoted the evangelistic tour of several parts of the 
empire, including Queensland by the Rev. Alexander Frazer of John Knox Church, 
Aberdeen, ‗but it was a financial disaster‘ in Queensland‘.30   
The problem of recruiting or training ministers and lay ‗home missionaries‘ dogged 
the PCQ for many years and progressively bulked larger in their dealings with Stewart.  
The PCQ faced meeting the demand for ministry across a vast frontier.  The efforts at local 
recruitment and theological education were uneven and unsatisfactory, and Queensland had 
been more dependent on inter-colonial or interstate and overseas recruits.  In the nineteenth 
century, a big proportion of ministers had come from Ireland.31  The Divinity Hall had had 
a fitful existence between 1876 and 1891, hampered by the scarcity of secondary education 
and the lack of a University.  In comparison, theological halls commenced in Melbourne in 
1871 and in Sydney in 1873.  Only in 1912 was Emmanuel College established as a 
                                                 
28  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, pp.50, 55. 
29  The Brisbane Courier, Monday 25 February 1924, p.19. 
30  Dianne Parker, pers. comm., 28 February 2012. On Frazer‘s evangelism as assistant minister of Lorne 
Street Campbeltown Free Church, Kintyre in 1897-98, see T. Lennie, Glory in the Glen, p.74. 
31  M.D. Prentis, ‗The Presbyterian Ministry in Australia, 1822-1900: Recruitment and Composition,‘The 
Journal of Religious History 13, 1 (June 1984), p.63. 
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University College and home for the Theological Hall.32  Even then, there was a continuing 
shortfall in recruitment. 
 The situation was particularly grim just when Stewart first called in 1899, because 
of the depression and drought. 33   The Rev. W.C Radcliffe, an Irishman, was General 
Secretary of the PCQ from 1902 to 1942 and worked closely with Stewart encouraging his 
recruiting of home missionaries.  Many of the recruits plunged into years of theological 
study, some to become ordained ministers. 
 Between 1900 and the mid-1930s, Stewart sent at least 91 recruits to Queensland, 
largely under the Home Missionary scheme.  The home missionary recruits were on strict 
contracts to be single, to go bush for a certain period and undertake further study.  They 
were mostly from Presbyterian denominations and mostly from lowland Scotland.  They 
had had various occupations, commercial and industrial, mostly not having finished high 
school.  A significant proportion received training in the Glasgow Bible Training Institute.  
In the early 1920s, some of Stewart‘s recruits were Irish.  The Irish recruits were largely 
thanks to the evangelism of Ulsterman, Billy Nicholson.  Against a tense political backdrop 
between 1920 and 1923, he held a series of missions in major towns in Ulster, ‗presenting a 
clear-cut and dogmatic gospel that drew a powerful response from the Protestant working 
class‘.34   
From 1901 to 1947, the number of charges in the PCQ increased from 48 to 112, 
largely because of the Home Missions push and the donations from Scotland and Ireland.35  
Though some recruits did not last or moved onto other states, at least eighteen went on to 
become ordained ministers.  Of these, nine were highly enough regarded to be elected 
Moderator of their state General Assembly.  One of Stewart‘s prize recruits was one of his 
first.  Shetlander George Tulloch (1878 - 1946) was in business in Edinburgh and working 
in Carrubber‘s Close Mission.  He volunteered for Queensland in 1900 and was sent to the 
Bible Training Institute in Glasgow to have some training.  He was sent bush, but ‗studied 
for the ministry while acting as missionary in a district [Dalby] with fourteen preaching 
stations, driving around his huge parish with a Greek text book in his hand and during that 
time, built three or four new churches in the district as well.‘  He later became a dominant 
                                                 
32  Bardon, The Centenary History, pp.118-119. 
33  Bardon, The Centenary History, p.139. 
34  Hutchinson and Wolffe, A Short History of Global Evangelicalism, p.161. 
35  Bardon, The Centenary History, p.140. In 1901 alone, for Home Mission purposes, £1210 was received from 
Scotland and Ireland but only £193 from Queensland church sources. 
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figure in the Presbyterian Church of Western Australia and evangelical circles in that 
state.36 
 
Stewart and emigration 
Apart from his involvement in the empire‘s wool trade, Stewart also made a contribution to 
encouraging emigration, significantly of farm workers to rural Queensland.  As The Brisbane 
Courier reported in 1903, ‗he has done so with considerable success and at a very small cost 
to the Queensland Government.‘  He was said to have chosen very carefully a number of 
crofters from Orkney (where he had wool interests) and several settled in the Allora district.  
On his 1903 visit, he visited them. ‗They state that they have no regrets for the step they 
have taken, and some have written home to friends urging them to follow‘.  The paper 
added that ‗he hopes on his return to Scotland to influence some twenty more to try their 
fortunes in Queensland.  But to do this he will expect the Queensland authorities to go a 
little further in assisting him than they have done in the past.‘37 
Stewart‘s final visit was in 1938, a time of crisis for the British Empire, leading up to 
the Munich conference later that year.  He addressed the congregation of St. Andrew‘s 
Church, Creek Street, Brisbane on the European crisis.   
We are walking a difficult, imperilled path, in which a single step 
might bring destruction.  If through these difficult days the world 
passes ultimately to peace and harmony without the unspeakable evil 
of war, it will be a tribute to British efforts to introduce peace among 
the nations … We are a part of the greatest Empire that ever the 
world has known, and I know more parts of our Empire than most 
men do.  If by some misdeed the Empire were broken it would never 
be possible to build such a great unity again.38 
 
The next day, he addressed the YMCA in Brisbane.  The Courier-Mail reported: 
This is his fifth visit to Australia; he knows Canada from sea to sea; 
he has travelled 15,000 miles through India; and he knows Africa, 
south, east, and west.  The more he has seen of the British Empire 
the more convinced he is that it is the greatest instrument of peace 
this earth has ever known. And from the way in which he says it you 
know that he means it.39 
 
                                                 
       36  Stewart, A Splendid Optimist, 50, 55.  He was a founder of the Perth Bible Institute in 1928. 
37  The Brisbane Courier, Tuesday 24 February 1903, p.6 
38  The Courier-Mail, Monday 16 May 1938, p.2.  He made a similar point in his address to the NSW Assembly: 
The Sydney Morning Herald, Thursday 19 May 1938, p.11. 
39  The Courier-Mail, 17 May 1938, p.6. 
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Born in the year that the Rev. Charles Lutwidge Dodgson published Alice's Adventures in 
Wonderland, Stewart‘s faith in the Empire was undiminished and his faith in appeasement 
was as naive as anyone else‘s at the time. 
Stewart‘s approach to mission across the empire was forged in the period 1870-1914 
when the British Empire was at its height and when, as Hutchinson and Wolffe argue, 
‗global networks‘ of communication and transport had ‗provided global reach for new 
theological and spiritual movements by including formerly distant British dominions, 
colonies and outstations‘ in the evangelical network.  This and ‗the growth of a new global 
spiritual unity through the development of a body of confident, transportable spiritual 
technique, as symbolised by Keswick‘ contributed to what they characterized as ‗the 
successful transnationalisation of evangelicalism.‘ 40  The Scottish diaspora throughout the 
empire provided its own specific networks which overlapped and supplemented the 
evangelical ones. 
 
Conclusion 
What, on the faraway frontier of Empire, Queensland, was Stewart‘s legacy?  For decades, 
this could be seen in the importance of evangelism, in the spread of ‗home missions‘ in rural 
areas and in the recruitment of ‗home missionaries‘ for country and suburbs, many of whom 
became ministers.  Directly and through his protégés, Stewart bolstered the evangelical 
tradition within a church otherwise increasingly open to the rise of liberalism from the 
1920s.  In this respect, the character of Queensland Presbyterianism continued to be 
affected, even as the ‗old style‘ evangelism was fading.  From the 1950s, the PCQ seemed to 
have moved on and was seeking to be more ‗Australian‘ and modern, as the old practices of 
evangelism were losing traction.  Evangelical enthusiasm gradually became embarrassing in 
an increasingly urban and respectable church.41   Many forgot the long shadow of the 
evangelical empire.  When a significant proportion of the Queensland Presbyterian Church, 
especially in the country and up north, rejected church union in the 1970s, the forgetful 
were surprised. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
40  Hutchinson and Wolffe, A Short History of Global Evangelicalism, p.145.   
41  Sometime between 1938 and 1945, the Evangelistic Work Committee of the General Assembly became the 
Committee on Spiritual Life and Work. 
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How far did the Colonial Powers of Britain and France penetrate the Culture of the 
Occupied Peoples? 
Michael Berthold, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
The parts of the British Empire on which the sun never set were nonetheless surrounded by 
the colonial territories of other European states, which were as extensive as the British 
colonial possessions.2  Francophonic culture now prevails in large swathes of northern and 
southern Africa and elsewhere, legacy on one level to the simple fact of French (and in some 
cases Belgian) colonial expansion, but in terms of the uptake of language, perhaps also 
testifying to the provision of education and the penetration of a colonizing culture on the 
colonized. 
In this paper, I intend to set linguistic analysis of select former colonial territories 
alongside first hand intercultural experience.  In doing so, I point out that the common 
historical conception of the scramble for Africa (which had parallel cultural movements in 
terms of scrambles for resources in the Middle East and Asia) can encourage historians to 
think of similarities rather than differences in European cultural activities.3  The notion of 
the scramble for Africa inscribes European imperial actions within the one unifying 
framework. Yet the way colonial powers behaved in Africa and elsewhere, and how the 
culture of an imperial power was encountered and reacted to by the colonized peoples, is by 
no means to be thought of as a singular or unitary process, and my encounters with 
language and language education in different parts of Africa is my starting point to analyse 
the extent to which French influence and education permeated colonized territories. I 
suggest that the linguistic residue in French-settled colonies signifies a commitment to both 
the establishment of education infrastructure and the potency of cultural imposition on the 
part of the French. 
 
French encounters in post-colonial Africa 
The points I make in this paper are empirical and derive from first hand experience with 
using the French language in Africa.  In March 1978 I set out for what I thought would be a 
six month travelling experience which, however, turned into a 33 month odyssey.  I set out 
optimistically and naively ignorant of the world outside of my home town. This cultural 
ignorance/innocence had to change rapidly if I were to survive the six months.  Over time I 
                                                 
1 Email: Michael Berthold@usq.edu.au 
2 Alec G, Hargreaves, ‗Introduction‘, in Hargreaves (ed.), Memory, Empire and Postcolonialism: Legacies of French 
Colonialism (Latham, MD: Lexington Books, 2005), pp.1-11. 
3 Thomas Pakenham, The Scramble for Africa (London: Random House). 
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found I came to enjoy the experience of meeting people of different cultures and languages 
in their home environment.  I found I had a knack of being able to readily adapt to changing 
circumstances and did not stand out obviously as a tourist.  In fact, I quickly changed from 
being a tourist to becoming a traveller.  I stopped shaving, dressed simply, carried what I 
needed, ate local food and slept where I could.  The initial fear of being in a foreign country 
quickly changed to one of wonder and appreciation of the myriad different lifestyles that I 
encountered in the initial, and only organised, phase of my travelling from Kathmandu to 
London on the back of a lorry. 
Africa and the subcontinent was by this time largely post-colonial rather than 
colonial.  As it well known, Harold Macmillan‘s ‗Wind of Change‘ speech articulated the 
decline of British Africa and pragmatically acknowledged that the British Empire was 
modulating into the Commonwealth.4  Yet even earlier, Mountbatten‘s brief as viceroy of 
India was that he was to be the last viceroy and partition of the subcontinent and the 
abolition of the British monarch‘s emperorship all occurred before 1950.  It is therefore 
naturally to be expected that just over 20 years later I would be travelling through lands 
that were in a reactive and nationalistic mode.  They were reactive, in that overthrowing 
colonial dominance does not simply involve independence, but the active repudiation of 
many of the traits and legacies of the former colonizer.  To a certain extent this reaction 
was experienced at the linguistic level.  For example the newly independent Indian 
government abolished the use of the term ‗ridings‘ as a term indicating a geographic unit.  
In doing so, they ceased to allow their country to be divided on maps using a term redolent 
of the English countryside.  But nonetheless English had been the language of colonial 
administration and even the leaders of newly-independent India (and for that matter of 
Pakistan) found they had to use English as a medium of communication.  Yet it was in India 
that I first encountered how little impact the English language had had in one of Britain‘s 
subjugated countries.  I found that there were very few of the local Indians we encountered 
daily who had even a smattering of English.  We soon learnt to stereotype and look for 
certain types of people – those who wore western clothes and appeared to be some type of 
executives or business people – who were members of the educated class.  The second group 
were the Sikhs.  When approached, the vast majority of them could converse in English and 
they became our popular ‗linguistic targets‘.  There were, of course, a large number of 
hawkers who had a very limited level of English – limited to words and phrases associated 
with the items they were trying to sell – a type of restricted ‗business‘ English. 
                                                 
4 John Aldred, British Imperial and Foreign Policy, 1846-1980 (Oxford: Heinemann, 2004), p.95. 
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This surprised me as Britain had been trading with India since 1619 when they were 
given permission to trade at Surat and were first granted a foothold in the country in 1639 
when they established a ‗factory‘ – warehouse – in Madras.  Over the years British influence 
spread, gradually either eliminating other European possessions in India (Denmark, 
Austria) or restricting their influence over the centuries (Portugal, France, Netherlands).  
By 1765 the British influence (the East India Company) was so strong that Robert Clive 
defeated Mughal forces and the Mughal emperor gave the Company rights over Bengal, 
Bihar, and Orissa which included a territory of some 25 million people.  The Company 
became in reality a sovereign power and Clive became the first British Governor of Bengal.5  
Over the succeeding centuries British influence expanded until Britain controlled 
most of the country and Queen Victoria assumed the title of Empress of India in 1876.  Her 
son, grandson and two great grandsons all reigned as emperors.  Throughout these 
centuries the British focus throughout its empire was on organised profitable trade and 
what needed to be done to ensure that stability.  This was a model that was used repeatedly 
throughout what came to be known as the British Empire.  There was no general effort to 
anglicise the population as long as there was an educated bureaucracy competent in English 
to ensure that trade and administration could continue.  There was little cultural or 
linguistic imperialism.  Of course this point cannot be stretched absolutely.  Certainly 
missionaries from the Church of England and from nonconformist traditions were all active 
in India, although to this day the number of Protestant Christians in India is an entirely 
nominal number of the total population and the original purpose of Anglican missions in 
India was to provide for the spiritual needs of the resident British officers.6  Certainly the 
process of Christianization, or indeed of any attempts to inculcate Britishness were limited.   
My travels continued and we crossed into Afghanistan on the afternoon of the 28th 
April 1978 when unbeknownst to us a rebellion had started earlier that day – and is still 
continuing today.  Our lorry was halted halfway up the Kabul gorge by terrified armed 
soldiers.  They thought that we were possibly troops on the way to attack them.  Upon 
realising that we were non-threatening tourists they turned us around and sent us to a 
village several kilometres down the gorge where we were ‗invited‘ to stay for the next few 
days – until they had finished slaughtering the former regime‘s supporters throughout the 
country.  Upon our release we were sent to Kabul where we had to stay for the next couple 
of weeks. 
                                                 
5 www.indianchild.com/british_invasion_in_india.htm, accessed July 20th, 2012. 
6 O.L. Snaitang, ‗‘Christianity and Change among the Hill Tribes of Northest India‘, in Christianity and Change 
in Northeast India (eds T.B. Subba, Joseph Puthenpurakal and Shaji Joseph Puykunnel), (New Delhi: Concept 
Publishing Company, 2009), p.150. 
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This time communication was nigh on impossible – nobody appeared to speak 
English except for a military officer who saw me with a camera, interrogated me, and finally 
said ‗You are free to go.‘  No one had said before that that I was not free to go, but the 
weapons trained on my chest by his soldiers certainly gave that impression.  Throughout 
the whole of my time in Kabul and Afghanistan I met no other local person who had any 
English whatsoever.  Successive British administrations had made several attempts during 
the time of the Indian Empire to ‗acquire‘ Afghanistan and were repulsed each time.  They 
certainly had not linguistically influenced the citizens of that country in any way that I saw, 
or rather heard. 
Many months later, after hibernating in the kitchen of a hotel in the Swiss Alps as a 
dishwasher for the winter, and acquiring French, I began the next stage of my travels.  In 
1979 I hitched south through Europe, crossed the Mediterranean to Tunisia, and had my 
first taste of French influence in the Maghreb.  I was linguistically astonished.  Everyone 
appeared to be able to speak French and most people had done their schooling through the 
medium of French rather than Arabic or Berber.  This was surprising as the French 
influence was not all that long, historically speaking.  France invaded Tunisia in 1881 and 
made it a protectorate, a loose use of the term as many Tunisians would have preferred to be 
protected from the French rather than by the French, as can be seen by the number of 
insurrections that initially took place.  Tunisian independence finally took place in 1956.7 
Before the French occupation of Tunisia, most education was based upon Islamic 
studies taught by imams at local mosques, with added subjects such as maths, medicine, 
botany and astronomy.8  Some schools had been set up for the children of French colonists 
who had been living there before the occupation and their schools had been open to the 
French and to the children of interested local families.  With the establishment of the 
protectorate, French ideas of a more modern Europe began to influence Tunisians and they 
began to see the advantage of studying subjects that were of more practical value such as 
business and commerce, agriculture, sanitation, banking and finance and so schools were 
established where the teaching was through French and had a more modern and worldly 
influence.  This did not mean, however, that Islamic studies took a back seat; rather that 
there was a blending of moral studies along with practical studies.  Several educational 
systems developed that ran side-by-side where, for example Islamic schools might teach 
their traditional subjects, but also introduced into the curriculum history, hygiene and the 
                                                 
7 Gregory White, A Comparative Political Economy of Tunisia and Morocco: On the Outside of Europe Looking in 
(Albany: State University of New York, 2001), p.81. 
8 Martena Tenney Sasnett and Inez Hopkins Sepmeyer, Educational Systems of Africa: Interpretations for Use in 
the Evaluation (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1966), p.95. 
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French language.  Other schools taught a curriculum identical to metropolitan France. Over 
time a French educational system came to be well viewed by the secular élite, and then by 
the wider community in general. 
Tunisia seemed to have found an ideal blend of cultures, taking the best from both 
worlds and making it work.  You could order local food in French and the waiter who 
served the meal could be wearing jeans or a djellaba.  Islamic adherence was certainly 
evident in all aspects of life and the Tunisian culture/lifestyle remained undeniably 
Berber/Arabic with the addition of the French language and a cultural understanding of 
differences between people of different countries and beliefs. 
On leaving Tunisia I crossed into Algeria near the town of El Oued in the Sahara 
Desert and proceeded to hitch my way north to the coast.  I was quickly picked up by a man 
going almost to the coast, a distance of around 700km.  I was a little wary of travelling in 
Algeria as at that time the government was very anti-western and they were 
commemorating the 25th anniversary of the beginning of the War of Independence from 
France.  They had gained their independence as recently as 1962 in a struggle that had cost 
them hundreds of thousands of lives.  This struggle was part of France‘s own process of 
decolonization.  Although no French leader articulated a sense of the 'wind of change‘ as had 
Macmillan, in so evocatively pinpointing the end of his empire, post-war France‘s 
administration nonetheless began a slow process of decolonization.  Eventually de Gaulle 
threw off France‘s final colonial territories.9 
In Algeria, the media were reliving the war and nightly were showing on television 
films and documentaries of the atrocities carried out by the French forces and the colonists.  
This concerned me as everyone I met in Algeria assumed that I was French, and this was 
only 17 years after the war had ended.  Much to my surprise there was no animosity shown 
to me.  The peoples attitude was one of forgiving, if not forgetting.  To them it was now 
just history, past and finished.  I later found this to be a common thread in the philosophy of 
Muslim people that I met.  They did not appear to bear grudges.  This was in strong 
contrast to the situation in Australia at that time with regard to many/most people‘s 
attitudes towards the Japanese and the atrocities committed by them during WWII. 
Once again there were the strong remnants of the French presence with respect to 
the use of French and the education system in Algeria.  Although there was a process of 
Arabisation in place, the 130 year influence in the Algerian education system was difficult to 
change overnight.  There was also the existing state of bilingualism (Arabic/French) or 
                                                 
9 Matthew Connelly, A Diplomatic Revolution: Algeria’s Fight for Independence and the Origins of the Post-Cold 
War Era (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), p.6. 
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even trilingualism (Arabic/Berber/French) of many of the inhabitants of the country.  
Arabisation did not appeal to everyone, especially the Berbers for whom Arabic was a 
foreign language.  We should recall the exceptionally systematic French education system 
that the colonizers had brought with them.  From the Napoleonic period, education in 
France (and then in French colonies) defined itself by the uniformity of the curriculum and 
the standardization of teaching practice.  Famously, Napoleon instituted a system in which 
every schoolboy in France would be translating the same passage of Latin at the same time 
on the same day.  Although this is perhaps an historical exaggeration, it nonetheless 
testifies to the characteristics of the education system brought by the French.10   
By 1980 I had worked my way down the west coast of Africa.  Once again I found 
that knowledge of French enabled me to travel relatively easily through Morocco, 
Mauritania and Senegal until I got to The Gambia, where, by this time my funds were 
virtually non-existent.  I managed to get a job teaching (on local salary) in the local state 
high school, Gambia High School – in fact, it was the only state funded high school in the 
country.  There were three other high schools - one Islamic and two Catholic (one for boys 
and one for girls.)  This was the first country I had been in for a very long time where the 
official language was English – theoretically – but I was soon disillusioned by the reality.  I 
was amazed that the British, in spite of their long occupation of the country had not done 
more to educate the people. A priest in the neighbouring Catholic school also commented on 
this lamentable shortcoming:  
When Brother Florentine Mathews (1863-1886) arrived from 
Ireland some of the strain was eased regarding the teaching of 
English. It is important to note here that The Gambia was a British 
Colony at this time and little or no education was being provided for 
the people except by the Mission Churches.11  
In spite of the church inspired education, there was little effect upon the locals with 
respect to their religious beliefs.  In speaking with the then principal of St Augustine‘s 
School (Catholic) Fr. Gough stated that more than 95% of the students in his school were 
Muslim and that there was no way they were likely to become Christians.  He saw his role 
as educating the young, those who would become future leaders of their country, rather 
than proselytising.  This attitude lead to his recall to Ireland by his religious order. 
The Gambia High School was only created in 1959 by the amalgamation of two 
schools (boys and girls) formerly run by the Wesleyan Mission and later by the Methodists 
                                                 
10 Bob Moon, Education in France: Continuity and Change in the Mitterand Years, 1981-1995 (London: Routledge, 
1996), p.89. 
11 Fr. Michael J. Flynn CSSp, St. Augustine School Newspaper: Sunu-Kibaro (Banjul, The Gambia, 1983). 
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coming under state control. 12   I was engaged to teach Senior Economics and Junior 
Geography and was appointed the Sportsmaster.  Economics was being offered for the first 
time in the country and for the first semester they had not had a teacher, but they did have a 
curriculum that was standard for Anglophonic West African countries.  They also did not 
have any textbooks for the teacher or the students, but they did have a curriculum.  There 
was no photocopier, overhead projector, library books on economics or electricity, but there 
was a curriculum.  The children spoke English to various degrees, although there was one 
boy who could not produce one comprehensible statement. 
I lived with a local family who spoke no English, except for the father who was a 
driver for an NGO bureaucrat.  In the town of approximately 40,000 people I was the only 
white man and was therefore an object of interest and entertainment for the locals who 
loved to come and chat to me in Wolof, Mandinka, Serere, Jola or one of the other local 
languages as none of them spoke English.  My room would be filled every evening (until I 
learnt to shut the door which meant I was asleep) with locals happily chatting together, 
with me smiling politely until my jaws ached.  Actually, whenever I stepped out of the 
school grounds I was in virtually a non-English speaking zone, in spite of English being the 
official language.  The British who had been there since they occupied the land in 1758 and 
had been given exclusive rights to trade along the Gambia River by the Portuguese in 1588 
(authorised by Queen Elizabeth I) left very little legacy of British culture and English 
language when they granted independence to The Gambia in 1965. 
After a few months of living there I thought I would take a trip ‗upcountry‘ to see 
what life was like in the interior.  I spent the night in a hut in a small village where the 
children had never seen a white man before and either ran away in terror or squealed in 
delight.  Of course nobody spoke English, yet a few people came up and spoke to me in 
French.  That said it all.  Even there, there was a French influence, yet English was not 
spoken in an officially English speaking country. 
How can these differences be explained?  To me it seemed that there was a great 
philosophical divide between the two nations.  Both saw colonies as a way of enhancing 
their wealth and power but the British seemed to be content to leave it at that.  They 
preferred to use a network of locals (collaborators, some might say) to run the countries for 
them.  Where the British did establish schools it was for the children of the élite and the 
British administrators and whose sole function was to provide English speaking staff to run 
the burgeoning public service in places such as India. The French on the other hand, to me 
                                                 
12 www.accessgambia.com/information/gambia-high-school.html, accessed July 20th, 2012. 
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at least, seemed to take a more moral stand.  Many of their sub-Saharan colonies were 
created during the ‗Age of Enlightenment‘ where the belief in a noble savage as outlined by 
Rousseau and Voltaire gave an air of romanticism and respect to the ‗conquered‘ people who 
had not been tainted by the evils of civilisation.  The respect became mutual and the French 
in many cases lived in harmony with the locals, at least until they wanted independence.  It 
was only in some of the former French colonies that I ever heard and read comments such 
as ‗When is this independence going to end?‘ 
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Colonial subalterns of Empire: Australians in India during the movement for Swaraj, 
1920 - 1939 
Richard Gehrmann, University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba1 
  
I do not think it occurred to any of us that we were in India on 
sufferance, and we should have felt scandalised if it had been 
suggested that the Army in India was in fact one of occupation. We 
were still living in a closed an artificial world and we affected to 
ignore Indian political aspirations ... Major John Morris.2 
 
Introduction   
In about 1983, I was renting a house in inner-city Red Hill, enjoying the Brisbane share 
house life described so well in the works of Nick Earls and John Birmingham.3 One of the 
more eccentric old characters who lived next door was known as Old Jimmy. He was a 
typical elderly neighbour that young university dropouts (as I then was) would seek to 
avoid – his conversations were rambling, prone to excessive anecdotes and hard to 
understand. One evening after work I was caught by Jimmy, who began to make 
disparaging comments about the propensity of the neighbouring family who managed to 
somehow keep two goats in their small banana patch. He then recounted a tale of his father 
who before ‗the War‘ had served in the police in India, where he had met ‗the richest man in 
the world‘, a miser who had also lived on goat‘s milk and bananas. In the inter-war era here 
was only one person notorious for both his wealth and for his extreme personal economy 
who would have matched the epithet of the richest man in the world. This was of course the 
Nizam of Hyderabad.4 Without realising it at the time, I had stumbled on a vanished link to 
the personal dimensions of Australia's forgotten relationship with India.5 
The Australian military has an Indian history, but in the interwar period Australian 
viewpoints were conditioned by the assumptions and values of the White Australia Policy6 
                                                 
1 Email: gehrmann@usq.edu.au.  I wish to thank Professor David Walker (Deakin University) for constructive 
comments on an earlier version of this paper. 
2 John Morris, Hired to Kill (Bungay: Richard Clay, 1960), p.205. 
3 See Nick Earls, ZigZag Street (Sydney: Bantam, 2000) and John Birmingham, He Died with a Felafel in his 
Hand (Sydney: Autopsy, 1995). 
4 The Nizam of Hyderabad was the ruler of the largest state in India, and he had a controlling influence over 
the southern India diamond mines.  The 25th anniversary of his rule in 1937 achieved the status of a cover of 
Time Magazine, and he was popularly known in the 1930s as the richest in the world. For a recent Australian 
account of the Nizam‘s family, see John Zubrzycki, The Last Nizam: An Indian Prince in the Australian Outback 
(Sydney: Macmillan, 2006). 
5 In this paper, unless otherwise specified the term India will refer to those territories of the British Empire 
that were regarded as being part of India in the interwar period. This includes modern day Pakistan, India, 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Burma. 
6 For a full discussion on this, see Andrew Markus, Fear and Hatred: Purifying Australia and California 1850-
1901 (Sydney: Hale and Uremonger, 1978). 
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and by the Australia‘s British identity. The founders of White Australia had noted the 
distinct differences between Australians as citizen-subjects of the empire and Indians as 
subject citizens. 7  Yet at a time when Asian settlement in Australia was prohibited 
throughout the inter-war period and while intermarriage was condemned,8 many individual 
Australians managed to interact with Asians and with Australians of Asian descent in a 
positive and easy manner.9 The Australian attitude towards Asia was multifaceted, and the 
cultural identity of Australians was still evolving. Prime Minister Stanley Melbourne 
Bruce10 might have been ridiculed by his political opponents for his English orientation and 
affectations, but he still felt comfortable enough to persist with them. Many Australians still 
felt an Anglo-Australian identity, but were confident that they were worthy of equal 
treatment from their British counterparts and that their own distinctive Australian nature 
had been recognized by the British.11 A sense of British identity was felt across class lines,12 
but affinity towards British culture was more significant for aspirational Australians of the 
middle and upper middle classes who identified with British social values. 13  Their 
privileging of these values created a disjuncture between their desire to seek acceptance in 
British society by aping British mores, and their newfound confidence in their 
                                                 
7  This was clearly articulated by future Labour Prime Minister Christian Watson, Australian House of 
Representatives Debates 4 (5 September 1901), p.4634. 
8 One example of the post Federation hysteria on this issue and on the settlement of a white child in India is 
the case of Lillie Khan, her husband and children. Margaret Allen, ‗Betraying the White Nation: The Case of 
Lillie Khan,‘in Historicising Whiteness: Transnational Perspectives on The Construction of an Identity (eds  Leigh 
Boucher, Jane Carey and Katherine Ellinghaus (Melbourne: RMIT Publishing in association with the School 
of Historical Studies, 2007). 
9 As an example of this paradoxical relationship, at the height of the White Australian Policy the Australian 
Rugby Union team of 1938 was more ethnically diverse than the team that won the Rugby World Cup in 
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would not have been allowed to immigrate to Australia. Winston Ide‘s father was Japanese and his mother was 
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Army during the Second World War and were captured in Singapore, and Ide subsequently died while a 
prisoner of the Japanese. See Jack Pollard, Australian Rugby: The Game and the Players (Sydney: Pan Macmillan, 
1994). 
10 For a new representation of Bruce as a figure who harmonised Australian nationalism, British imperialism 
and internationalism, see David Lee, Stanley Melbourne Bruce: Australian Internationalist (London: Continuum, 
2010). 
11 For a humorous contemporary British colonial view of the unique and unorthodox character of Australian 
soldiers, see Claude Jarvis, Oriental Spotlight (London: John Murray 1937), pp.137-143.  
12 It has been argued that being British was more pervasive in Australia than in Britain. See Neville Meaney, 
‗Britishness and Australian identity: The Problem of Nationalism in Australian History and Historiography,‘ 
Australian Historical Studies 32, 116 (2001), pp.79-82. 
13 As an illustration of the archetypical Anglo Australian, there is no better example of the career of the long 
serving Australian Foreign Minister and Governor General, Richard Casey. W.J. Hudson, Casey (Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, 1986). As well as being a Cambridge educated Anglo-Australian, Casey served as 
Governor of Bengal between 1944 and 1946. For a travel writer‘s depiction of Casey in Bengal see Frank 
Clune, Song of India (Sydney: Invincible, 1946), pp.250-263. 
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Australianness.14 While many Australian Army officers may have come from a more diverse 
social background than their British counterparts,15 the socialisation process of the Royal 
Military College Duntroon plus the wider socialisation of British imperial mores 16 
strengthened their desire to identify with imperial British values.17 This was the Australian 
society that shaped several hundred Australian soldiers who would travel to India in the 
1920s and 1930s.  
The need to consider both an imperial and a national approach in comparative 
history has been identified by A.G Hopkins, 18  as has the significance of transnational 
perspectives for Australian history.19 This paper develops a field of enquiry drawn from the 
earlier scholarship on the European experience in colonial Asia that followed the BBC radio 
series Plain Tales of the Raj by Charles Allen, and Allen‘s subsequent eponymous book.20 
The nostalgic recollections of those who had lived in India before 1947 heralded a flood of 
recollections about British India,21 and developed academic research interest in the colonial 
experience.22 This was extended to incorporate the Australian experience of colonial Asia by 
Jennifer Cushman,23 Beverley Kingston24 and David Walker.25 This paper further develops 
                                                 
14 An amusing account of the interplay between unpretentious Australians, and Australians who adhere to ‗un-
Australian‘ snobbish British colonial manners is provided in William Hatfield, Buffalo Jim (Melbourne: Oxford 
University Press, 1946), pp.179-187. 
15 While there is a perception that officer selection in the Australian Army was more egalitarian and diverse 
than the British Army, the British Army was not as exclusive as one might imagine. Holmes notes that at the 
time of the First World War many ‗were only just on the right side of the borders of gentility‘, and that 
commissions were easy to obtain once the war began. See Richard Holmes, Tommy: The British Soldier on the 
Western Front 1914-1918 (London: Harper, 2005), pp.120-121 and 140-146. 
16 For one account of the impact of imperial ideological influences on the development of Australian society, 
see Robert Dixon, Writing the Colonial Adventure: Race, Gender and Nation in Anglo Australian Popular Fiction, 
1875 – 1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995). 
17 Australian soldiers in the future knew they would be marginalised in British military society. In a later 
generation, the Hong Kong born but Australian raised John Essex-Clark realised that he ‗was viewed as an 
unpolished and brash Australian‘, and that if he transferred to the British Army he would be marginalised, 
being seen as ‗the CO‘s (commanding officer‘s) ‗colonial jester‘ and rugby officer‘.  John Essex-Clark, Maverick 
Soldier: An Infantryman’s Story (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1991), p.64.  
18 A.G. Hopkins, ‗Back to the Future: From National History to Imperial History‘, Past and Present 164 (1999). 
19 Ann Curthoys and Marilyn Lake, ‗Introduction,‘ in Connected Worlds: History in Transnational Perspective (eds 
Ann Curthoys and Marilyn Lake), (Canberra: Australian University Press, 2006), pp.5-15. 
20 Charles Allen (ed.), Plain Tales from the Raj: Images of British India in the Twentieth Century (London: Futura, 
1976). 
21  Examples of this include Raleigh Trevelyan, The Golden Oriole: Childhood, Family and Friends in India 
(London: Secker and Warburg, 1987), M. M. Kaye, Golden Afternoon (London: Viking 1990) M. M. Kaye, 
Enchanted Evening (London: Viking 1997) and Michael Foss, Out of India: A Raj Childhood (London: Michael 
O‘Mara, 2001). This memoir genre has gone beyond the Indian experience, as seen in accounts such as John 
Nunneley‘s Tales from the King's African Rifles (London: Cassell, 2001). 
22 For a study of the colonial community, see John Butcher, The British in Malaya 1880 – 1941: The Social 
History of a European Community in Colonial South-East Asia (Kuala Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1979). A 
recent study of Indian experiences is Elizabeth Buettner, Empire Families: Briton's in Late Imperial India 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).  
23 Jennifer Cushman, 1986, ‗An Australian ‗Tales from the South China Seas?‘‘, Asian Studies Review 9, 3, 
(1986), and Jennifer Cushman, 1988, ‗Dazzled by distant fields: The Australian economic presence in Southeast 
Asia‘, Asian Studies Review 12, 1 (1988). 
24 Beverley Kingston, ‗The taste of India‘, Australian Cultural History 9 (1990). 
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the understanding of the Australian relationship with Asia in the era prior to Asian 
independence by examining the written recorded experience of Australian soldiers in India. 
 
Reasons for going to India   
The Army in India consisted of both British troops and Indian troops.26  Regiments of the 
all-European British Army were rotated between Britain and the empire, and might be 
stationed in India for several years at a time. The Indian Army was made up of 
predominantly Indian soldiers commanded by British officers and Indian warrant officers, 
although during the 1920s and 30s increasing numbers of Indian commissioned officers 
were replacing their British counterparts through a gradual process of Indianisation.27 
There was a clear racial divide between British officers and non-British soldiers, and 
Australians were expected to conform to this. 
So who were these Australians entering service of an empire under challenge from 
the forces of modern nationalism? The majority were trainees under what would today be 
described as an international defence cooperation scheme. The Australian Army after 
Federation was a hybrid creation based on democratic idealism antithetical to a Prussian-
style professional army, and on the more prosaic grounds of economy. 28  A small 
professional core of officers and instructors served as the cadre for a large citizen militia 
army, based on the Swiss model. Male citizens were obligated to undertake compulsory 
part-time military training and apart from small units of coastal defence artillery and cadre 
staff, there were few full-time soldiers to command. This system had begun before the First 
World War, and after the wartime expansion that created the Australian Imperial Force, 
there was a reversion to the earlier model in the post-war era.  In 1914 there were 3,000 
permanent force members and 42,000 militia soldiers, and in 1939 only 1,800 permanent 
soldiers and 27,000 militia soldiers.29  Australia had also established a four year officer 
training college to create a pool of young officers, who after intensive training would be 
consigned to the dull ignominy of depot service in an industrial suburb, waiting for trainees 
to arrive on a Tuesday night or weekend. These officers needed professional experience 
                                                                                                                                                        
25 David Walker, Anxious Nation: Australia and the Rise of Asia 1850-1939 (St Lucia: University of Queensland 
Press, 1999), and David Walker, ‗Survivalist Anxieties: Australian Responses to Asia, 1890s to the Present‘, 
Australian Historical Studies 120 (2002). 
26 See Richard Holmes, Sahib: The British Soldier in India; 1750 to 1914 (London: Harper and Collins, 2006). 
27 Charles Trench, The Indian Army and the King’s Enemies 1900-1947 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1988), 
pp.116-117. This also occurred in the civil administration - for an examination of the slow Indianization of the 
Indian Political Service, see Terence Coen, The Indian Political Service (London: Chatto and Windus, 1971), 
pp.37-41. 
28 For a detailed examination of the Australian military in this era see John Mordike, An Army for a Nation: A 
History of Australian Military Developments 1880-1914 (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1992). 
29 Gavin Long, Australia in the War 1939-1945; To Benghazi (Canberra: Australian War Memorial, 1961), p.24. 
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with full-time troops if they were to have the practical knowledge to perform their duties to 
an appropriate professional standard. The solution was to send them to India for attachment 
to a British or Indian Army unit for one to two years of real soldiering.30 As Australia had 
such a small professional officer cadre, the experiences of this small group would have a 
disproportionate impact on both their peers and subordinates in future decades.  
A further group of officers seen as potential leaders and managers were selected to 
attend the Indian Army Staff College in Quetta.31 While smaller in numbers, this cohort 
exercised a significant influence over the entire officer corps of the Australian Army by 1939. 
At the start of the Second World War, fewer than 40 officers who had attended either the 
Staff Colleges of Camberley and Quetta were available for service,32 and they formed an elite 
group of planners and administrators occupying key positions. Their two year course gave 
selected officers what would today be called a postgraduate study experience, and in the case 
of some (such as General George Vasey and Major-General Arthur Selby)33 was followed by 
attachment to the Army in India, a valuable period of consolidation training.34 
The final group of Australians who experienced military life in India during the interwar 
period were economic opportunists who saw service in India as an escape from the Great 
Depression. During the Depression the Australian government was unable to offer 
employment to all its Duntroon graduates, and the imperial army offered well paid jobs 
with a future.35 There were few opportunities for professional advancement in an Australia 
which had cancelled compulsory military training to save money, which might have relieved 
many a young trainee such as Graham McInness,36 but did nothing to promote professional 
commitment of future officers. Transfer to imperial service was easy as the self identity of 
the Australian middle classes was often Anglo Australian rather than narrowly Australia-
                                                 
30Of the 690 students who graduated between 1914 and 1946, 288 served on one year exchanges overseas, 
mostly in India. This applied to the majority who graduated in the interwar period.  Joseph Lee, Duntroon: The 
Royal Military College of Australia, 1911-46 (Canberra: Australian War Memorial, 1952), p.181. 
31 Australia‘s most noted soldier Field Marshall Sir Thomas Blamey undertook the Quetta Staff course in 
1912-1913. For more on the staff college system and its German antecedents see Martin Kitchen, The German 
Officer Corps 1890-1914 (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1968), Dennis E. Showalter, ‗The Prusso-German RMA, 
1840-1871‘, in The Dynamics of Military Revolution 1300-2050 (eds McGreggor Knox and Williamson Murray), 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001) and David French, ‗Officer Education and training in the 
British Regular Army, 1919-39‘, in Military Education: Past, Present and Future (eds Gregory Kennedy and 
Keith Neilson),  (Westport Conn.: Praeger, 2002). 
32 David Horner, High Command, Australia and Allied Strategy, 1939-1945, (Sydney: George Allen & Unwin in 
association with the Australian War Memorial, Canberra, 1982), p.5. 
33 For reasons of brevity officers are identified by the rank they held at the end of their career unless otherwise 
specified. 
34 David Horner, General Vasey’s War (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1992). 
35 Godfrey Robinson, Decades of a Duntroon Bastard, p.58. By 1939, 27 graduates had transferred to the Indian 
or British armies. Joseph Lee, Duntroon: The Royal Military College of Australia, 1911-46 (Canberra: Australian 
War Memorial, 1952), p.183. 
36 Graham McInnes, Humping my Bluey (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1966). 
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centric, which might explain why the sons of national hero and former commander of the 
Light Horse General Sir Harry Chauvel could join what now would be regarded as a foreign 
army. While professional advancement was a motive, another push factor was the cost 
cutting measure of ordering officers on two weeks unpaid leave each quarter to save 
money. 37  The effects of Depression-era retrenchment on professional soldiers was 
significant, with permanent force numbers falling to 800 by 1933. 38 
To understand the motivation of these Australians, it is necessary to consider their 
desire to seek professional advancement and experience in an Australian context where 
peace time conditions offered few opportunities to enhance a military career. The same 
motivation pushes Australians to undertake exchange postings with the British, Canadian 
and United States armed forces today, and also deploy overseas to Timor, the Solomon 
Islands, Afghanistan and a variety of United Nations peacekeeping missions. 
The interwar military experience was almost entirely a male experience. While 
hundreds of Australian female military nurses had served in India during the First World 
War,39 there were no positions for female soldiers in peacetime, and thus no accounts of the 
Australian female experience of colonial India at this time. The closest we can come to a 
female military experience is to observe the lives of the small number of Australian military 
wives. The experiences of wives such as Mary Vasey who conformed to the customs of the 
Raj contrast sharply those Australian women such as Joan Falkiner and Molly Fink who 
rebelled against the racial and social conventions of their day by marrying Indians.40  
 
Thematic frameworks of the Australian experience of India: negative, neutral and 
positive   
There are key themes that appear in the narratives of the Australian military experience of 
India. These themes can be arranged in terms of their degree of distance from India and 
Indians, and fall into categories of negative, neutral and positive.41 Firstly, the negative 
theme is a fear of Indians in terms of their threat to Australia by invasion or migration, and 
                                                 
37 Robinson, Decades of a Duntroon Bastard, p.57. 
38 The militia numbers declined to 27,000 in the same year. Chris Coulthard-Clark, Duntroon: The Royal 
Military College of Australia 1911-1986 (Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1986), p.129. 
39 Ruth Rae, ‗Reading Between Unwritten Lines: Australian Army Nurses in India, 1916-19‘, Journal of the 
Australian War Memorial 36 (2002), http://www.awm.gov.au/journal/j36/nurses.asp; and Jan Bassett, Guns 
and Brooches: Australian Army Nursing from the Boer War to the Gulf War (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 
1992) 
40 Suzanne Falkiner, Joan in India (Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2008); Edward Duyker and 
Coralie Younger, Molly and the Rajah: Race, Romance and the Raj (Sylvania: Australia Mauritania Books, 1991). 
41 For an examination of the duality of fear and fascination with Asia refer to Alison Broinowski, The Yellow 
Lady: Australian Impressions of Asia (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1996). 
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fear of mutiny or rebellion by Indians.42 Allied to this is also the feeling of disgust and 
horror regarding Indian poverty. Both of these negative themes relate to the broader 
constructs of Eurocentric racism, and reveal a high degree of distance from India and 
Indians. The next theme is a neutral experience of India based on the enjoyment of personal 
economic benefits derived from what is in today‘s terms an expatriate relationship. 
Associated with this is a sense of clinical detachment and professionalism, which becomes 
the dispassionate acceptance of difference between Australians and the Indian world. Finally, 
the positive theme is a fascination with the exotic Orient,43 and associated with this is 
concern and disquiet regarding the inequities of British imperialism,44 a feeling noted by 
two interwar Australian travellers who ‗as democratic Australians‘ sympathised with Indian 
nationalists.45 
This paper will detail and examine the Australian military experience of India in the 
interwar era, and describe these life experiences.  Did Australians merely mirror British 
attitudes of the day and feel the same as their British counterparts, or was the Australian 
experience different? By examining Australian accounts of the Indian experience, the 
gradual transition to a changing and more positive Australian attitude will be revealed. 
 
Australian experiences in India   
Many of the Australians who served in India achieved prominence in their future careers, 
and had a significant influence both on Australian society and on the Australian military. 
Among those who served in India were future Chief‘s of the General Staff, such as Major-
General A.H. Hellstrom (Royal Artillery in India, 1924), Lieutenant-General Sir Ragnar 
Garratt (Queen‘s Bays Cavalry, 1923), and Lieutenant-General Sir Thomas Daly (16th/5th 
Lancers, 1938). A former soldier who achieved prominence in a less public sphere was the 
future head of the Australian Secret Intelligence Organisation (1950-70) Brigadier Charles 
Spry, whose time in India between 1935 to 1936 included campaigning on the North-West 
                                                 
42 This was not confined to the Indian Rebellion of 1857, as women were also considered vulnerable after that 
time both in real daily life and also in fiction. See Margaret MacMillan, Women of the Raj (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1988), pp.103-109 and Walker Anxious Nation, pp.26-35. For examples in the literature of 
colonialism, see Robin Lewis, ‗The Literature of the Raj‘, in Asia in Western Fiction (eds. Robin Winks and 
James Rush), (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1990). 
43  This is the Asia that Westerners have taken it upon themselves to define and shape. Edward Said, 
Orientalism (New York: Pantheon, 1978), p.3. 
44 Such a varied range of responses is not only found in Australia. For an account of Canadian attitudes during 
a similar period, see Paula Hastings, ‗Fellow British Subjects or Colonial ‗Others‘? Race, Empire, and 
Ambivalence in Canadian Representations of India in the Early Twentieth Century,‘ American Review of 
Canadian Studies 38, 1 (2008). 
45 Owen Wright and Edward Wright, London to Calcutta 1938 (Bedford: Little Hills Press, 1988), p.118. 
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Frontier.46 Australians who attended Staff College at Quetta also subsequently achieved 
prominence. These included General Sir Vernon Sturdee, who was to accept the Japanese 
surrender at Rabaul as commander of the First Australian Army (in India from 1922-1923) 
and General George Vasey (in India 1928-9).  
Vasey and his wife Jessie enjoyed the experience of military life in India, and were 
fortunate to follow this with a two year military exchange to India that begun in October 
1933. To ease the rigour of life in imperial India they were accompanied by their nanny 
Kitty, who was brought with them to look after their son Robert.47 Vasey's arrival coincided 
with terrorist attacks on Europeans and government officials, and when he arrived his 
brigade was undertaking internal security duties.48 But there was more to India than work. 
A condition of service in the enervating climate of India was the provision of extensive leave 
granted for European officers and Indian soldiers alike. While Indian soldiers might spend 
the two months of summer leave working on a family farm,49 Europeans relaxed in cooler 
mountainous areas known as hill stations,50 and the Vasey family found themselves in the 
Himalayas and even climbed some smaller mountains. Although he was to a unit in the 
North-West Frontier area, Vasey was unable to take an active part in fighting in Waziristan 
in 1936, but as a staff officer he conducted the operational planning activities associated 
with this short campaign, giving him a greater exposure to the demands of active military 
service than most of his contemporaries.51 Overall, his experiences gave him a far greater 
understanding of India than most Australians of the 1930s. 
Another Australian whose experience of India went beyond attachment to a British 
unit or training at Staff College was General Sir John Wilton, a future head of the 
Australian Defence Force.52 Wilton had the misfortune to have graduated from the Royal 
Military College Duntroon in 1930 at the height of the Great Depression when wages were 
low and promotion chances were poor.53 In 1931 he accepted the offer to join the British 
Army as an artillery officer, and served in India and Burma until just before the Second 
                                                 
46 This is the Australian equivalent of the FBI or MI5.  
47 This was unusual, as most European children in India had an Indian nursemaid. 
48 Horner, General Vasey's War, p.29. 
49 Charles Trench, The Indian Army and the King's Enemies (London: Thames and Hudson, 1988), p.119. 
50 See Gillian Wright, Hill Stations of India (Hong Kong: Odyssey, 1991), pp.15-27. 
51 Horner, General Vasey's War, pp.32-34. 
52 Wilton was to become Chief of the General Staff (Chief of Army) then Chairman, Chief of Staff's Committee 
(1966 - 1970), the equivalent to today's Chief of the Defence Force. 
53 Promotion for regular army officers was slow at this time, especially in comparison to their part-time 
counterparts. Perry notes that it was common to remain a Lieutenant for eight years, before becoming a 
Captain for the next 10 to 12 years, a very slow rate of promotion when compared to those in the militia who 
in some cases were promoted from Lieutenant to Lieutenant-Colonel in 10 years. In the British Army of 1938 
a Lieutenant-Colonel was paid £1,204 a year in comparison to an Australian of the same rank was paid £779 
a year. Warren Perry, ‗The Australian Staff Corps – its Origins, Duties, Status and Influence from October 
1920 to the Outbreak of the War of 1939-45‘, Sabretache 36, 4 (1995), p.37. 
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World War. His diary paints a picture of a young man who appreciated the opportunities to 
live and work in India, even more so since this job brought with it extensive periods of leave 
in Australia. 
Wilton was praised in his annual reports in 1935, being described by his 
commanding officer in 1935 as ‗most capable in his dealings with Indian personnel‘ and ‗A 
thoroughly good officer‘.54 It was an extremely useful skill to be able to communicate in an 
Indian language and his report also commended him for his ability to speak Urdu well.55 
Wilton clearly had made a successful transition to the British Indian world, as the report 
from the Superior Reporting Officer further states that ‗I have a very high opinion of him 
and admire the way in which he has overcome the initial handicap of entering the service 
from a dominion.‘56 Clearly, if Wilton had any problematic Australian tendencies he had 
kept them well hidden. By January 1937 he had decided to transfer from the Royal Artillery 
to the Indian Army Ordnance Corps so he would earn enough money to get married as well 
as support his widowed stepmother and half sisters in Australia – and because it would be a 
‗more satisfying and specialised job‘. 57  Despite enjoying the benefits of service in India, he 
had made his first enquiries about a permanent return to Australia when on leave in 
Australia in 1936, and by May 1939 had arranged a transfer back to the Australian Army. 
Wilton‘s diary details routine career activities of training camps, promotion exams 
and signalling courses, and transfers to new units and locations. It presents tantalisingly 
brief entries of life in India with mention of one month‘s leave to go with a friend on a 
mugger (crocodile) shooting trip to the Gora River in October 1933, while highlights of 
July 1935 were 10 days casual leave in Rangoon, playing in a polo tournament by the 
Chindwin River and helping to hunt down and kill a tiger at Maymyo. 58  By 1936 he 
qualified for 8 months combined leave in Australia which he began with a leisurely twenty-
day sea voyage home, travelling through the Indonesian islands. His diary depiction of life 
in India seems focused around his short work hours, the relaxations of polo, golf and 
shooting, and his references to his enjoyable life in the officer‘s mess, buying cars and the 
                                                 
54  ‗Report by Lieutenant Colonel Commanding, 6th Field Brigade, Royal Artillery, Officer‘s Immediate 
Commander, 1 March 1935‘, in Wilton Papers PR 82/119, (3) 193X folder 1 of 2 (Canberra: Australian War 
Memorial). 
55 During his 1961 visit to India, after several days of hearing Urdu being spoken, he instinctively started to 
speak to one of the servants in fluent Urdu. Wilton Diary (31). 
56 Report by Colonel H W Wynter, Brigadier Royal Artillery, Eastern Command, 7 March 1935, in Wilton 
Papers PR 82/119, (3), 193X folder 1 of 2 (Canberra: Australian War Memorial). 
57 John Wilton, The Diary and Journal of General Sir John G. N. Wilton, Royal Australian Army 
1910 - 1977 (Estate of J.G.N. Wilton, 2000). 
 http://www.raga.com/generalsirjohnwilton/generalsirjohnwilton.pdf 
58 Wilton, Diary and Journal, p.4.  
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pleasure of living in a chummery or share house are typical of the experiences of a British 
officer at the time.59  
The young Australian‘s comments about the weather are balanced and objective, and 
his complaints about the dust and heat are what would be expected from any European 
living in this climate and are not placed within any racial framework, in contrast to the 
climate obsessions of an earlier generation. Many Europeans saw Asia as dirty and 
dangerous, but such views were not shared by Wilton. When he had bowel trouble at 
Ferozepore, he blamed it on ‗the peculiar water to which the stomach must accommodate 
itself‘60  which he regarded as the expected consequence of moving to any new Indian 
military station – although he did note the effects were more drastic than anything he had 
experienced before! His diary certainly does not reveal negative attitudes towards India or 
Indians, and indeed it hardly mentions them, with the only reference of any Indian being a 
passing aside on the cooking duties of his bearer (servant) Lal Mohamed.  India is a place 
where Wilton is works, and the difficulties he faces might stem from being poorly treated by 
his superiors or dealing with less than competent peers, but there is a notable absence of any 
comment about wider social and political conditions within India. If he felt India was taking 
steps towards independence, or if he was aware of the system of limited self-government by 
the Indian National Congress that had been implemented after the 1937 elections,61 his 
diary does not reveal this.  
Wilton‘s final diary entry on 4 May 1939 when leaving India for Australia is telling 
‗Sailed from Bombay on the 4th May for Australia. Had no regrets at leaving India‘.62 His 
neutral, almost passive attitude to India is something he mentioned again more than two 
decades later when, as a senior officer in the Southeast Asia Treaty Organisation he visited 
Pakistan. He enjoyed this retrospective visit, although time had placed his youthful 
experiences in a different perspective. 
This was quite a nostalgic visit for me. To be back in what was 
formerly part of the old India where I had served for eight years in 
the thirties as a junior officer, living in a military environment with 
little opportunity (and I must confess, desire) to know and 
understand very much about the social and political life of the 
civilian population. On this 20 year later visit as a mature, 
                                                 
59 See for example John Masters, Bugles and a Tiger (London: Michael Joseph, 1956), Morris, Hired to Kill (and 
Robert Bristow, Memories of the British Raj: A Soldier in India (London: Johnson, 1974).  
60 Wilton, Diary and Journal, p.9. 
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experienced, senior officer, I was able to obtain a more 
comprehensive view of the nation.63 
He went on to reflect on how the country needed to take a stand against corruption by 
means of a strong and efficient government, something he believed that they had when the 
British ruled India. Yet how would he really know, as by his own admission he had not 
experienced the full reality of India when he had lived there under British rule? 
A more extensive account of the Australian military experience in India comes from 
the memoirs of Godfrey Robinson. In his colourfully titled Decades of a Duntroon Bastard, he 
presents a far more Australian centric perspective in an account written after his retirement. 
Like many officers in the Australian military, he did not have an elite background, being the 
son of a lower middle-class father who spent most of his working life in the army before 
finally reaching the comparatively lowly rank of Lieutenant. Robinson served in India 
because the lifestyle was attractive. Like Wilton he had graduated from the Royal Military 
College during the Great Depression, and he welcomed the opportunity to leave a 
financially constrained, mostly part-time army to serve in a fully funded professional army 
in India. Unlike Wilton he remained in India during the Second World War (as did Charles 
Chauvell's sons), but he eventually returned to the Australian Army in 1947 following 
Indian independence. There would always be difficulties in making the adjustment from the 
very large Indian Army to a much smaller Australian Army,64  and he became quickly 
disillusioned with his conditions of service and the resentments of Australian officers, 
factors that contributed to his premature resignation. 
When examining Robinson's account of his life in India, it becomes apparent that the 
negative themes – those of invasion, fear of Indian migration, fear of rebellion, disgust and 
horror at poverty, Eurocentric racism - are not particularly significant. This is particularly 
noteworthy when it is considered that Robinson was an army lieutenant-colonel with nearly 
20 years service in a racially structured colonial army, and was a person who in later life 
was openly sympathetic to the racially based governments of Rhodesia and South Africa. 
The fact that he could hold such conservative views and yet retain a positive attitude 
towards India and Indians demonstrates the complexity of Australian attitudes. While he 
could express horror and disgust at a particularly repellent beggar, the significance was that 
the beggar was so much more repellent than was normally the case. The problem for 
Robinson was not the beggar per se or beggars in general, the problem was how repellent 
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64 Lieutenant-Colonel John Masters experienced similar difficulties when serving with the British Army after 
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this one actually was compared to all the other beggars who were presumably not 
repellent.65 On balance, Robinson‘s account of India reveals a distinct absence of disgust or 
fear, and shows that despite service in a colonial army Australians could develop a positive 
view of India.  
Analysis of Robinson‘s account also shows evidence of the neutral attitude to India. 
India is seen as a place where the Australian soldier could obtain personal economic benefits 
as an expatriate, and Robinson‘s writing often conveys a degree of clinical detachment as a 
military professional – or even at times a dispassionate acceptance of the differences that are 
certainly present. Robinson unashamedly went to India to further his professional career, 
and he certainly enjoyed the lifestyle and having servants.66 But his attitude to India was far 
more complex than any simplistic acceptance of expatriate benefits.  
When reading his account, what comes through most strongly is his positive 
attitude to India. His writing conveys a fascination with an exotic orient, coupled with some 
disquiet and concern regarding British imperialism. This fascination with the orient seems 
to permeate Robinson's views of his Indian experience.67 On arrival in India, he saw this as a 
lush landscape, one where jungle odours made one think of sex, and he felt absorbed into an 
Oriental world of ornate carved temples. He describes being ‗ferried ashore to a land of 
black Cingalee (sic) men so handsome, and of such stature and dignity that one was 
humbled‘ 68  - a positive and affectionate description that is hardly consistent with the 
ideology of White Australia. He also admired the beauty and the dignity of Indian women, 
and also felt humbled before them, again not an attitude consistent with crude racist 
superiority. His recollections were shaped with his expectations of an encounter with an 
exotic orient - ‗a whole new, different and fascinating culture was available to be 
experienced. A surge of desire flooded through me to explore the magnificently exciting 
new world I was entering‘.69  
Yet despite this initial euphoria he was astute enough to understand the conditions 
that framed his own existence. For Robinson, life in a British Indian military officers mess 
was very insular and hardly encouraged contact with Indians beyond his own servants and 
soldiers. It was only after a visit to the more racially diverse environment of the British 
Club in Allahabad that he realised the way of life of a wider India, of  
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p.178.  
68 Robinson, Decades of a Duntroon Bastard, p.59. 
69 Robinson, Decades of a Duntroon Bastard, p.61. 
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crops and water rights, of litigation, of police problems and taxes, of 
literature and local fetes, of club tennis and entertainments at the 
Indian and European business community.  In short it was about an 
India that I and my fellow officers never saw, an India where Indians 
were men and women and families, and where Europeans lived as 
members of the larger community.70  
This shows the difference in experience between the cloistered world of a soldier focused on 
predominantly military affairs, and the more open world of business and government. 
A fascination with the exotic orient often is based in history, architecture and 
cultural forms.71 Robinson enjoyed learning Indian languages, and loved the Arabic-based 
calligraphy which he could still remember well enough to write when composing his 
memoir in his 80s.72 He also enjoyed the vibrant colours and activity of the bazaar, which 
must have been far removed from the dull monotones of his previous existence in 1930s 
Australia. Robinson felt himself immersed in the history of India and he describes the 
beauty of an all-stone fort built by the Moguls, and admired an ancient pillar built during 
the reign of Asoka in 250 BC, covered in inscriptions. In a whimsical moment, the young 
Australian officer even indulged in esoteric fantasies – ‗I try to imagine I am Asoka, the 
benign Buddhist ruler of India‘.73 He seems to have achieved something of a sense of place 
that might be derived from romantic imaginings, but is a sense of place despite this. 
Robinson also delighted in the vibrant side of Indian community life. Stationed in a 
fort at the junction of the Jumna and Ganges rivers, surrounded by an Indian  community 
that was swollen by a pilgrimage of over one million orderly citizens, he was moved by the 
fact that so many people were transiting nearby to conduct spiritual activities, events which 
were inconceivably remote from suburban Melbourne. He could not imagine this happening 
in Australia, nor could he imagine Westerners being so well-behaved. Yet this was a world 
he was automatically excluded from – ‗to my chagrin neither my troops or I seem to matter, 
or to be involved‘.74  Despite being a member of the ruling race and despite being an 
authority figure, he felt marginalised by the immensity of India‘s people and the intensity of 
their religious faith. 
While Robinson revelled in the experience of India, this seems to stem both from a 
fascination with India as well as a sense of discomfort with members of the British ruling 
class. As a confident young Australian of the 1930s, he was aware of the differences between 
himself and his British counterparts, and he did not always enjoy their manners and 
                                                 
70 Robinson, Decades of a Duntroon Bastard, 85. This view was shared by British General Sir Richard Gale. 
Richard Gale, Call to Arms: An Autobiography (London: Hutchinson, 1968), p.81. 
71 See Broinowski, Yellow Lady. 
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73 Robinson, Decades of a Duntroon Bastard, p.87. 
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mannerisms. He was not alone in feeling such differences. As oversensitive colonials, 
Australians may possibly have been quick to notice differences and as the inheritors of a 
newly established Anzac tradition did not feel the need to accept that the British were 
superior in military terms – certainly Vasey was not particularly impressed by the standard 
of command of some British officers, as he noted in a letter to the Australian Director of 
Military Training in HQ Melbourne.75  
For Robinson this difference could be expressed in personal terms, as demonstrated 
in his frank description of two officers with whom he shared a house. He describes one as a 
professional soldier but a dullard of rigid (and one suspects little) intellect while the second 
is seen in an even more unflattering guise. ‗The other bore a famous hyphenated English 
name, and there was something as rat-like about the softness of his inner flanks and 
stomach, as there was about his dark, narrow face and close set eyes‘.76 This estimable 
British officer habitually stole Robinson's whiskey and bilked various moneylenders, before 
decamping from the town in a manner reminiscent of Lieutenant Verrall in Orwell‘s Burmese 
Days.77 Finally, Robinson seemed attracted to rural India, and in this his view were shared 
by other British officers, many of whom enjoyed the sporting opportunities that rural areas 
provided.78  While Robinson enjoys the generous leave allocation available to him (two 
months leave per year and six months leave after thirty three months service) he felt few 
British officers took real advantage of it.79 He felt that he did, and that through his own 
travel in India he ‗learned to love the simple Indian villager‘. For him, ‗village people were 
generous and tolerant, their instinctive good manners were so apparent and charming, and 
all this, in spite of the obvious poverty and lack of formal education‘, a positive view at odds 
with the racial attitudes expressed in some other accounts.80 As far as his soldiers were 
concerned, he noted ‗their extreme personal cleanliness‘ - and their character inspired him 
to transfer from the British Army to the Indian Army. 81 Overall, Robinson‘s representation 
of India and Indians is warm and positive. 
 
                                                 
75 Horner General Vasey’s War, p.32. 
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Conclusion  
Accounts such as these present Australians as being relatively comfortable with the 
dominant British perspective on India. There might be a fascination with the exoticism of 
India, an experience shared by many of their fellow Australians a generation earlier, but 
they enjoyed India as expatriates and did not deeply question the imperial structures under 
which they existed. Prolonged contact with the British, however, seems to have brought out 
an awareness of their own Australian difference. Yet there appears to be little evidence that 
the interwar Australian soldiers were concerned about issues such as the movement for 
independence, increasing communal tension between Muslims and Hindus, the salt marches 
of 1930 or political changes which culminated in the Indian Congress Party winning eight 
of 11 provincial legislatures in 1937 as a precursor to self-governing dominion status. The 
subsequent experience of the far more numerous Australians who would visit and live in 
India during the Second World War was to reveal an even more critical view of British 
imperialism, and a greater self-confidence in their own Australian identity. 
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William Godwin and Catholicism 
Rowland Weston, University of Waikato1 
Introduction 
Historians like Lynda Colley continue to remind us of the extent to which a shared 
Protestantism helped unite the disparate peoples of the newly-formed United Kingdom. 
Others, most notably Jonathan Clark, have fruitfully problematized this picture emphasizing 
how Britain in the so-called ‗Long Eighteenth Century‘ was a ‗confessional state‘ as marked 
by its repudiation of Protestant Dissent as of Catholicism. 2  Both positions have their 
difficulties: Protestantism (even Anglicanism) was never as unified, nor was Anglicanism as 
consistently opposed to Dissent and Catholicism as these useful, though overly neat, 
caricatures suggest.3 Even so, at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the 
growing ranks of British Nonconformists were faced with an especially complicated task as 
they grappled with the religious dimensions of British history, national identity and 
citizenship, a problematic confluence in which attitudes to Catholicism figured centrally. 
The contours of this complex terrain are usefully illustrated in the historiographical activity 
of the novelist, philosopher and ex-Dissenting minister, William Godwin (1756-1836). This 
essay traces Godwin‘s changing attitude to Catholicism by exploring a variety of texts 
generally considered marginal to his oeuvre and a hitherto unexamined selection of his 
unpublished manuscripts.4  
 Britain‘s premier radical intellectual of the Romantic period, Godwin is remembered 
today primarily as author of the anarchist Enquiry Concerning Political Justice (1793) and the 
pioneering detective novel/psychological thriller Caleb Williams (1794). As his fellow 
Dissenter William Hazlitt later remarked, these works procured for Godwin, albeit briefly, 
‗the very zenith of a sultry and unwholesome popularity.‘5 If initial reception of his work 
had been generally positive, conservative reaction to the French Revolution and the 
principles espoused by English Jacobins caused public opinion very quickly to turn against 
Godwin. The government-subsidised Anti-Jacobin Review particularly targeted Godwinism, 
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denouncing it as a philosophy characterised by, and devoted to, ‗the annihilation of all 
systems of religion and government....‘6 Indeed, Godwin became, somewhat undeservedly, 
so associated with the radical ‗new philosophy‘ that by the beginning of the nineteenth 
century he was making his living pseudonymously writing children‘s books. 7  In time, 
Godwin‘s reputation was rehabilitated though he never achieved the popularity he had 
enjoyed in the mid-1790s with Political Justice and Caleb Williams, texts which still attract 
the vast majority of scholarly interest and comment. Godwin‘s literary output was 
prodigious and wide-ranging, however; and it is only in relatively recent times that scholars 
have commenced the task of uncovering the full significance of his lesser-known writings, 
particularly those reflecting on history.8  
 In 1806, writing as Theophilus Marcliffe, Godwin published a school text Life of 
Lady Jane Grey, a work concerned with what remained for Godwin – as it did for his 
contemporaries – one of history‘s ‗great objects...the Reformation.‘ 9  While the work‘s 
categorisation of Catholicism as ‗tyranny and nonsense‘ and ‗superstition and idolatry‘10 
might appear churlish and bigoted to modern readers, Godwin‘s readership would rather 
have been surprised at his preparedness generally to extend historicist sympathies to 
sixteenth-century Catholics and even to criticize some Protestant protagonists and their 
actions. In conclusion the work encourages the reader to be grateful for the undoubted 
progress induced by the Reformation, but to avoid the divisive and destructive 
consequences of over- identification with the parties to that conflict. 
  
This contest is now happily over: the Protestants, by establishing 
the Reformation, have spread the seeds of knowledge and liberty 
over Europe; and the Roman Catholics are at this day reaping the 
                                                 
6  Anti-Jacobin Review September, 1798, p.334. 
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benefits of those improvements, which their forefathers were eager 
to oppose.11  
  
Discouraging sectarian historical identities was doubtless a sensible strategy for a 
Dissenter.12 Extending his sympathies so explicitly to Catholics, however, was not a move 
Godwin would have been prepared to make earlier in his career. The tacit historiography 
underpinning his Political Justice was a commonplace of late eighteenth century Rational 
Dissent.13 Extending the so-called ‗Rationalist‘ historiographies of Voltaire, Hume, Gibbon 
and others, Godwin saw the process of enlightenment begun in the Renaissance, reaching 
its logical and most telling expression in the Reformation, an event which ‗gave an 
irrecoverable shock to the [medieval, Catholic] empire of superstition and implicit 
obedience.‘14 The most fulsome illustration of the early Godwin‘s dismissive attitude to 
Catholicism can be found in his unperformed play Dunstan, written in 1790 as, he says, his 
‗mind became more and more impregnated with the principles afterwards developed 
in…Political Justice.‘15   
 The play details events supposedly occurring around St Dunstan, Archbishop of 
Canterbury in the late tenth century. Godwin‘s general conception of the middle ages in this 
play is pretty much illustrative of Protestant/Rationalist historiography; and his version 
and interpretation of events would have been recognizable to, and approved by, his 
anticipated audience, for whom the standard and most popular work on English history was 
Hume‘s History of England (1754-62).16 Dunstan, ‗…one of those numerous saints of the 
same stamp who disgrace the Romish calendar,‘ was, for Hume,  a self-deluded, religious 
fanatic who, as a consequence of the unenlightened and superstitious nature of his times, 
managed to gain a damaging influence over the tenth century English.17 Godwin‘s dramatic 
version follows this Humean line, although he invents quite a bit to hammer home the point 
                                                 
11  Marcliffe, The Life of Lady Jane Grey, pp.111-12. 
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15  William Godwin, ‗Autobiographical Notes‘ in Collected Novels and Memoirs of William Godwin (ed. Mark 
Philp), (Pickering & Chatto: London, 1992), vol.1, p.48. 
16  On the popularity of Hume‘s History, see John Kenyon, The History Men: The Historical Profession in England 
Since the Renaissance, 2nd. edn. (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1993), pp.59, 86. 
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that the Catholic Church is characteristically riddled with priestcraft and superstition and is 
consequently ever the enemy of natural morality and true sociability. The following 
specimen is typical: 
 Headlong & blind is superstitions [sic] rule, 
 And in this island has she fix‘d her throne. 
 Before the mitred delegates of Rome 
 You senseless people yield entire submission; 
 And, as the haughty priest extends his hand 
 To bless, they bend the supple knee, & lift their eyes 
 In holy wonder of his condescension. 
 Darkness & ignorance, unletter‘d barbarism 
 Came forth the prelude of this bold imposture, 
 Now should these holy cheats direct the son 
 To plunge his dagger in the father‘s bosom, 
 And place the weapon, breach‘d in sacrilegious gore 
 Upon the altar, he would fly to do it.  
 Order, & sacred law, the hinge of nations 
 Are thus unsettled, & confusion comes 
 Chaos & death, to reassert their empire.18  
 
 The Humean attitude to Catholicism  – or at least a simplified, unsophisticated 
version of it – reflected that of most Britons at the end of the eighteenth century.19 In this 
view, Britain‘s liberty and prosperity was created and safeguarded by the Anglican state-
church nexus‘s provision of a rational and stable via media between the twin dangers of 
‗superstition‘, Catholicism and despotism on the one hand and the ‗enthusiasm‘, 
antinomianism and republicanism associated with radical Protestantism on the other.20 For 
their part, Dissenters could employ this paradigm in critiquing aspects of church and state 
policy, and even the alliance between church and state itself, as Godwin was to do in 
Dunstan. Indeed, as David O‘Shaughnessy argues, Godwin probably abandoned the work 
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because its criticism of the interconnection of Church and State would have been too 
politically sensitive in the context of debates over the repeal of the Test and Corporation 
Acts.21 Given that he worked intermittently on the play until as late as 1795,22 it is also 
possible that Godwin was tempted to abandon it as the reflexive anti-Catholicism 
characteristic of the hitherto prevalent historiographical orthodoxy lost some of its 
purchase on the British imagination in the context of war with republican France.  That is, 
emphasizing Catholicism as the arch-enemy was increasingly impolitic in an environment in 
which Christianity itself seemed under threat and that threat could be seen in some quarters 
to emanate from, or at least be nurtured in, the more liberal or ‗Rational‘ varieties of 
Protestant Dissent.  
 This latter perception was due in no small part to Edmund Burke‘s pointed 
association – in Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790) – of atheistic French 
republicanism with the seventeenth-century English Puritan regicides from whom many 
late-eighteenth-century Nonconformists traced their theological descent. 23  By the late 
1790s, a number of works appeared putatively exposing a radical, anti-Christian conspiracy 
inspired by the ‗new philosophy.24 A specifically English manifestation of this genre was 
William Reid‘s The Rise and Dissolution of Infidel Societies in this Metropolis (1800). Like most 
British conservatives, Reid traced the history of infidelity in England to the Puritan 
Interregnum of the seventeenth century, emphasising the intimate intellectual connections 
between contemporary infidels like Godwin and the radical ‗sectarists‘ of that earlier 
period.25  
 Godwin thus had good pragmatic reasons for softening his line with regard to 
Catholicism. His revisionism in this regard is, however, also due – is perhaps mostly due – 
to changes in his moral philosophy. This is evidenced initially in his Life of Geoffrey Chaucer 
(1803), a social and intellectual history of England in the fourteenth century. As he came to 
downplay his erstwhile hyper-rationalism and regard humanity‘s somatic, emotional and 
habitual reflexes more favourably, Godwin was prepared to acknowledge the superior 
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capacity of various Catholic doctrines and rituals to express and inculcate legitimate 
religious sentiments in a less-intellectualized, pre-modern culture. In time, his views were 
to move beyond an appreciation of the contextual fitness of Catholicism to a more emphatic 
assertion of its signal importance in the development of salutary modern attitudes and 
institutions.26  Relatedly, Godwin‘s historiographical priorities and practice underwent a 
significant shift. Moving away from the triumphalist grand narratives unreservedly (if often 
tacitly) celebrating particular sectarian heritages, Godwin came to employ his historical 
investigations in the pursuit of the moral instruction and inspiration which derives from an 
intimate acquaintance with exemplary personalities.27  
 An instructive early attempt in this direction can be observed in the manuscript 
fragment ‗On the composition of History; An occasional Reflection,‘ written sometime after 
1807.28 In this extended and sympathetic examination of the Catholic martyr, St Thomas 
More, Godwin compares the latter‘s account of his torture of the Protestant reformer James 
Bainham in The Apologye of Syr Thomas More, Knyght (1533) with extracts from three 
influential and unsympathetic contemporary narratives: Hume‘s History of England, James 
Pettit Andrews‘ History of Great Britain (1794-5) and Robert Henry‘s The History of Great 
Britain (1771-93). He argues that the first accounts of an event – no matter how erroneous, 
(and these often are) – tend to be adopted uncritically by all subsequent historians, often 
encouraged to do so by partisan agenda.29 In the Bainham case the very flawed and biased 
source referred to is Foxe‘s Book of Martyrs, a staple of the young Godwin‘s reading and a 
continuing source of popular anti-Catholic sentiment in Georgian England.30  
 Godwin finds More‘s Apologye a fascinating example of a man consciously refusing to 
accept calumny and the false representation of his views or person. Vilified by Britain‘s anti-
Jacobins as a revolutionary atheist, Godwin identifies with the sixteenth-century Catholic 
statesman and scholar as a fellow humanist and philosophe. More, Godwin opines, was not 
actuated by class loyalty or even, astonishingly, by religious expectation. He was, above all, 
‗a scholar, free from the shackles of the ecclesiastical profession,‘ and motivated by ‗a deep 
feeling of public interest & virtue.‘31 For Godwin, More was, like himself, a free-thinking, 
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enlightened patriot incidentally embroiled in and sullied by contemporary politico-religious 
controversies.  
  In his now much-cited manuscript essay ‗Of History and Romance‘ (1797), 32 
Godwin stressed the superior value of ‗individual history‘ or biography over ‗general 
history‘. History is ultimately of most profit as it uncovers human psychology and provides 
exemplary characters for emulation.33 Most historians are differently motivated, however. 
All who have written about More have, revealingly, neglected his Apologye, despite its ready 
availability. Godwin finds Hume‘s failure to use the work particularly puzzling given the 
Scotsman‘s customary cool regard for the early English Reformation and his partiality for 
More. For all his literary ability, this most popular of historians was, Godwin contends, ‗the 
most superficially informed...of all historians,‘ and among the most partial. Godwin laments, 
then, that English history and historians have thus obscured the merits of a virtuous and 
fascinating individual through at best ignorance and most probably through prejudice.     
 While admitting that More‘s Catholicism and antipathy to Protestantism render the 
statesman troubling to a contemporary readership, the historicist in Godwin demands that 
we attempt properly to understand these proclivities, that is, to understand the man himself. 
The ideal object of the historian, he opines, is a perfect empathy with his subjects.34While 
Godwin admits that this is not ultimately achievable, he undertakes a sympathetic 
reconstruction of the world view of More. Yet in its attempts to be even-handed and 
empathetic, the essay concludes indecisively with a not entirely admirable portrait of the 
Catholic knight and saint. Godwin stresses More‘s sense of the tried and tested validity and 
continuity of the Church and notes the moral value of certain of its institutions. In the light 
of More‘s conviction that the unity of the Church was essential to the survival of 
Christendom, Godwin maintains that there is much in More‘s conduct that can be explained 
and excused. At the same time he is definite in his condemnation of More‘s attempted 
violation of the right of private judgement in the torture and execution of dissenters. But in 
thus condemning More we must admit the benefit of hindsight – More‘s fears for the 
survival of Christendom were ill-founded. This was not so certain at the time, however: 
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It is certainly a great mistake to call the questions then at issue mere 
speculative opinions. They were...as practical as the disquisitions on 
political liberty & political power & the rights of man, which 
preceded the French revolution, & bore a much more formidable 
aspect. Political disquisitions seemed the business of the studious or 
the idle; but religion has always come home to the feelings of all 
mankind. The Christian church, as hitherto established, must stand, 
or must fall; toleration seemed to be no part of the question.35 
 
 In placing the religious controversies of the early sixteenth century in parallel with 
the political debate prior to the French Revolution, Godwin further underlines his 
identification with More and suggests, perhaps, that his own, at times injudicious, political 
and philosophical pronouncements be afforded a similar degree of historicist empathy. One 
also senses a veiled critique of the paucity of toleration in the current polity. For ‗religious‘ 
issues clearly continued to be of immense ‗practical‘ importance in Britain at the turn of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and were reflected in, and encouraged by, partisan 
historiographies. 
 The Revolutionary Wars prolonged newly-revived fears of Dissent‘s historical 
association with republicanism and Humean ‗enthusiasm‘ and thus held in further abeyance 
the liberalization of proscriptions against Dissenters expected early in the 1790s. 36 
Unsurprisingly then, between the end of hostilities in 1815 and the Repeal of the Test and 
Corporation Acts in 1828 Godwin‘s historiographical focus was very much on his 
seventeenth century Nonconformist forebears.37 Yet although these varied writings assert 
Puritanism‘s rational and patriotic credentials, they do so without descent into the 
denigration of Catholicism automatically invited by the ‗Humean‘ historiographical 
paradigm. Indeed, in the novel Mandeville. A Tale of the Seventeenth Century in England 
(1817), Catholicism is presented as the sane and sociable repository of true religiosity, while 
the specific Puritanism of the novel‘s eponymous protagonist (a man-devil) is unreservedly 
condemned. A more sympathetic reading of seventeenth century Puritanism – at least in its 
republican manifestation – is proffered in the History of the Commonwealth (1824-28); yet the 
general lesson Godwin draws from his extended studies of the seventeenth century is of the 
utter redundancy of the sectarian heritages upon which modern Britons reflexively relied 
                                                 
35  Godwin, ‗On the composition of History‘. 
36 Jennifer Mori, Britain in the Age of the French Revolution (Harlow: Pearson Education Limited, 2000), pp.64-
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for communal and personal identity. Such legacies, he insists, are not to be regarded as 
necessary and indelible determinants of the current polity famously defended by Hume as 
the best of all possible political worlds. Rather, they ought to be selectively employed as 
resources with which to construct a new sense of British identity and solidarity. 38 Such a 
project clearly implied a more sophisticated, non-partisan appreciation of those heritages.   
 Immediately following Catholic Emancipation and the Repeal of the Test and 
Corporation Acts Godwin sensed a public more receptive to less sectarian narrations of its 
past and in 1832 penned a ‗Prospectus of a History of the Protestant Reformation in 
England.‘ Noting that Reformation history had always been written ‗in a spirit of party‘ and 
no doubt promoting himself to a prospective publisher as the ideal candidate, he asserts the 
necessity for an impartial examiner prepared to focus on the various intentions and motives 
of protagonists on both sides of the issue.39 Despite this statement of impartiality, however, 
the prospectus opens with the unequivocal assertion that ‗The grand characteristic of the 
Protestant Reformation was that it was the dawn of intellectual liberty to man.‘ He remarks 
equally emphatically that the intention and characteristic of Catholicism is to subjugate the 
mind. And although he does allow that some limited progress occurred in the middle ages, 
it was the Reformation which enabled real and continued progress by insisting that no 
limits be placed upon intellectual freedom:  
If any man therefore is satisfied that freedom of thought & of speech, 
& a free press, are insignificant advantages, he may consistently be 
an enemy to the Protestant Reformation, for to the Protestant 
Reformation we are unquestionably indebted for these.40  
 
 Though Godwin‘s ‗Prospectus‘ scarcely suggests the non-partisan biographical 
analysis promised, we cannot assume his ultimate position to be that of an unreconstructed, 
Whiggish-Protestant triumphalism. At this time Godwin was also making notes towards 
his The Genius of Christianity Unveiled, a work in which he was at his most emphatic and 
explicit in asserting the superiority of medieval Catholicism to many aspects of post-
Reformation culture. Admittedly, these sentiments occur in a work primarily designed to 
demonstrate the overwhelming moral and intellectual poverty of Christianity in general (it 
was for this reason that the work was not published until 1873, more than three decades 
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after Godwin‘s death). Yet it seems that the freedom he allowed himself (privately) to attack 
Christianity in general enabled him more even-handedly to assess the respective defects and 
merits of its various sectarian expressions.41 His views in this regard have much in common 
with those expressed by William Cobbett in the latter‘s History of the Protestant Reformation 
in England and Ireland (1824-27) which Godwin knew well.42  
 Cobbett‘s work may be seen as the culmination of a long tradition of revisionist 
attitudes to the religious and social practices of the middle ages.43 Certainly his searing 
indictment44 of the British Reformation and its consequences had been prepared by a series 
of ‗Romantic‘ reappraisals of the middle ages and the Roman Church, to which Godwin‘s 
Life of Chaucer was an astutely conceived addition. In his History, Cobbett argued the thesis 
– radical for an English Protestant – that the Reformation, rather than providing the initial 
impetus for the creation of a prosperous and independent polity, had been a bloodthirsty and 
self-interested coup by the emerging middle classes which had the effect of destroying the 
security and prosperity of the poor as well as the hitherto pervasive sentiments of ‗charity 
and benevolence which were essentially connected with the religion of our forefathers.‘45  
Godwin‘s notes for The Genius of Christianity Unveiled – if not his finished text – express a 
sustained critique of the social consequences of the Reformation which owes much to 
Cobbett or at least to the revisionist tradition upon which both men drew.46 
 At the same time, Godwin also expresses a horror of the intellectual innovation – the 
Humean ‗enthusiasm‘ – implicit in the Reformist challenge to authority which contemporary 
conservative opinion would have heartily endorsed. 
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...we foresee, & partly already, begin to experience, that every man, 
being detached from all reverence of antiquity, will abound in his 
own sense; that sects innumerable will spring up; & that no principle 
will be formed so unreasonable & monstrous, as not to have its 
advocate...The ecclesiastical machine, like the political one, is a 
complicated system, & ought to be approached with the caution and 
reverence that is due to that in which the happiness of millions is 
invested.47 
 
 These last of Godwin‘s writings instantiate the full range of sectarian historiography 
available to Enlightened Britons: from Whiggish celebration of the Reformation as the 
midwife of liberty, to conservative horror at radical enthusiasm, to revisionist, pro-Catholic 
Romanticism. Each utterance is, no doubt, tactical and context-specific, suggesting the 
persistence of different and divided audiences for such analyses. They also suggest the 
difficulties entailed in creating new histories for communities structured and identified by 
historical (and historiographical) contentions. As Michael Ignatieff remarked of this issue: 
‗The problem of a shared truth is that it does not lie ‗in between.‘ It is not a compromise 
between two competing versions.‘ 48  Inclusive historical narratives cannot, perhaps, be 
synthesized from component partisan versions. Moreover, Ignatieff continues, attempts to 
produce social solidarity through the location and dissemination of historical ‗truth‘ rely on 
the doubtful assumptions that such truth is attainable and that it will automatically 
command universal assent.49 Certainly Godwin was to become highly sceptical about the 
possibility for objective historical knowledge and was convinced, moreover, that History‘s 
undoubted moral affectiveness had little to do with its truthfulness. 50   The moral and 
epistemological issues raised in Godwin‘s historical writings have a clear resonance for us 
today. It is to be hoped that a fuller exposition of his historiographical achievement awaits 
us.  
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The Construction of the Ripper’s Realm: Compassion, Public Conscience and the 
Whitechapel Murders 
Matthew Thompson, University of Queensland 
Introduction 
The Whitechapel Murders of 1888 were a notable turning point in Victorian self-reflection.  
While several theorists and social philanthropists had given opinions about the horrible 
dichotomy between the East End and the rest of London, the crimes of the Ripper allowed 
these concerns to be shown in the context of a media storm that gripped the London 
public‘s imagination. Much of this was to do with the fact that the identity of the Ripper was 
steeped in a mystery which would fuel the public‘s fascination with murders, while at the 
same time helping to achieve a more mature media conversation. This new dialogue about 
the East End was also affected by the press‘ coverage of the Ripper murders along with the 
horrifying nature of the crimes themselves forced citizens to examine the city‘s problems 
more closely, lest the reign of terror continue.  While many of these evaluations at first 
merely generated old prejudices, more progressive ideas soon gained favour as the media 
began to show more of the conditions of the East End, as well as the crimes being 
committed.  Finally, the ‗failure‘ of local institutions such as the Church and especially the 
police force to provide support and protection for the East End citizenry would also come 
under greater scrutiny, as the London media and the public used the murders as a forum to 
demand more of these organisations.   
  
Prejudices and the Ripper’s Identity 
Much of what constituted the early assumptions about the Ripper‘s identity revolved 
around the negative assumptions of minority groups living in the Whitechapel area, in 
particular the Eastern European Jewish or Ashkenazi, whose high numbers made them easy 
targets. Much was made of the ‗Foreign‘ Jews‘ low cunning and less than honourable 
behaviour in order to swindle profits. 1   The East London Observer, went even further, 
claiming ‗Foreign Jews...either do not know how to use the latrine, water and other sanitary 
accommodation provided, or prefer their own semi-barbarous habits and use the floor of 
their rooms to dispose of their filth‘.2   These prejudices around the Jewish population 
during the Whitechapel murders was best exemplified around the case of the ‗Leather 
                                                 
1 S. Blair, ‗Henry James, Jack the Ripper, and the Cosmopolitan Jew: Staging Authorship in ―The Tragic 
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Apron‘, one of the original names for the Ripper as pieces of Leather Apron were found near 
the bodies of two of the Ripper‘s victims, Nicholls and Chapman.  The description, which hit 
the newspapers after the murder of Annie Chapman, called him ‗a Jew or of Jewish 
parentage, his face being of a marked Hebrew type‘3- which was also emphasised in 
illustrations (See Figure 1).  The description, for example stresses the cowardice of the killer, 
claiming that ‗he runs away at the slightest appearance of rescue‘4, showing the apparent 
aversion that the Jew had towards ‗manly‘ activity.  The Pall Mall Gazette also describes 
‗Leather Apron‘ as having ‗no settled place of residence but has often slept in a fourpenny 
lodging house of the lowest kind‘. 5   This plays upon the concept of nomadic and 
impoverished Jews in the East End that many Londoners attributed to some sort of 
‗diasporic need‘ to move around rather than a reflection of the economic polarisation of 
London society.6  Lloyd’s Weekend Newspaper elaborated on the Anti-Semitic tone by its 
description of the ‗Leather Apron‘, giving the following information: 
Aged 30 years; height 5ft 3in; complexion, dark, sallow; hair and 
moustache black; thick set; dressed in old and dirty clothing and is of 
Jewish appearance.  The enquiries of our special representative led to 
the discovery that he is the son of a fairly well-to-do Russian Jew, 
but is discarded by the Jewish fraternities as one who is a disgrace to 
their tribe.7 
 
It is no surprise then that The East London Observer  reported that after the murder of 
Catherine Eddowes that ‗the crowd... asserted that no Englishman could have perpetrated 
such a horrible crime as that of Hanbury Street, and that it must have been done by a 
JEW‘.8 
 The preconceptions that Londoners had towards other minorities would also cause 
them to fall under suspicion.  The bad blood between Russia and Britain due to the Crimean 
War, as well as fears of anarchism that much of the public held towards Russians allowed 
the media to speculate on the concept of a Russian killer.  One such theory tells of parallels 
between the Whitechapel case and a Russian ‗Paris assassin‘ sixteen years earlier who 
murdered several promiscuous women ‗under the influence of religious fanaticism‘ and had 
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just been released.9  Another article linked the Whitechapel murders to the brutal murder 
of a peasant woman in South Russia.10  Such speculation amongst other nationalities can 
also be seen in a theory that was put forward due to the supposed parallels between ‗a Texas 
criminal‘ who murdered ‗chiefly negro women‘ in an apparently similar fashion to those of 
the Whitechapel murderer. 11   This was followed by another ‗American‘ Ripper being 
reported within the region of Birmingham, Alabama, who had taken the lives of four Negro 
women, again leaving the bodies ‗horribly mutilated‘.12  Another, perhaps more insidious 
theory was that America had corrupted a British-born citizen to become a Ripper after a 
man reported with alarm the change in his cousin after his stay in the U.S., who was 
boasting that he could get a prostitute and ‗rip one of them up and get her insides out in no 
time‘.13    
 An even more extreme theory postulated the idea of a ‗savage‘ murderer, with the 
Pall Mall Gazette  hypothesising that it could be a Malaysian native who the paper claimed 
‗are extremely vindictive, treacherous, and ferocious, implacable in their revenge... When 
bent on revenge they scarcely ever fail of wreaking their vengeance‘.14   The magazine 
Moonshine also used the murders to espouse negative views on the Asian minorities, 
claiming that ‗judging by recent events in Whitechapel, and if, as they say, civilisation 
comes from the East, it had better go back there a while‘.15  While these portrayals were 
based in speculation rather than evidence, the media‘s portrayal of the Ripper as ‗savage as 
an untamed Australian aborigine, yet utterly devoid of the courage which is often the 
savage‘s only redeeming virtue‘16 encouraged the concept of a murder who was outside 
society‘s norms.   
 Because of the sheer savagery and seemingly motiveless nature of the murders, 
many in the media soon became convinced that theories based on vague racial stereotypes 
would not hold water.  Instead, they attempted to examine the crimes through a more 
analytical and arguably progressive lens; painting a picture of a murderer of dubious sanity.   
Advocates of this theory looked to claims by policemen to back up their claims that ‗the 
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injuries are such that they could only have been inflicted by a madman‘17- reinforced by 
illustrations that would portray the lunatic clearly not in control of his mental faculties   
(See Figure 2). Medical luminaries were also quoted and used to legitimise the theory of a 
lunatic killer further such as Dr Forbes Windslow who had ‗extensive experience in cases of 
homicidal insanity, and having been retained in the chief cases during the past twenty 
years‘. 18   Windslow further claimed that ‗homicidal lunatics are cunning, deceptive, 
plausible and, on the surface, to all outward appearances, sane‘19   but there is contained 
within their innermost nature a dangerous lurking after blood‘. 20   Windslow further 
maintained in a later article that the Ripper may have merely entered a ‗lucid interval‘21 in 
October before correctly predicting an eventual deterioration and regression.22  The support 
of such medical commentators such as Windslow gave the lunatic theory much authority, 
thus allowing the concept of ‗solving‘ the Ripper murders to move beyond supposition and 
stereotypes to a more progressive media conversation. 
 
The Whitechapel Murders and the Plight of the East End 
The Whitechapel Murders and the perverse fascination that they generated, not only from 
speculation of the identity of the Ripper himself but also the shocking nature of the crimes, 
allowed a new exposure of the East End and its citizens.  This challenged the moral 
assumptions that much of the greater London citizenry had about the East End and many of 
its inhabitants, particularly those who worked in prostitution. This fear of prostitution and 
wanton fornication in general was amplified by the fact that it eradicated this moral 
advantage by reducing love ‗to mere animal gratification‘.23  Social commentators such as 
William Tait in the 19th century advocated this concept, claiming that prostitutes as beyond 
help and ‗in the course of three years very few can be recognised by their old acquaintances, 
if they are so fortunate to survive that period‘.24  Medical experts such as Berkely Hill, also 
weighed in on the health concerns of being with prostitutes, stating that: 
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the result of my enquiries convinced me that very nearly all of them 
[prostitutes] sooner or later suffer from venereal disease of one kind 
or another.  They all, nevertheless, use means for cure very 
inefficiently....Even the women with whom men of the highest 
classes in society associate are nearly as careless in this respect as 
the wretched outcast of the street.25 
 
It is little surprise that some newspapers, particularly in the early stages of the murders, 
described the victims as ‗drunken, vicious, miserable wretches‘26.  Their murders were seen 
to these articles to only emphasise the immorality of a profession which was labelled as 
‗gaudily dressed, loud-mouthed and vulgar women, strutting or standing in the brightly lit 
crossways‘.27  Indeed, the Daily News describes the vicinity where Annie Chapman‘s body 
was discovered as one where the ‗whole moral atmosphere is pestilential‘.28 
 Though preconceptions of East End prostitutes as morally bankrupt was certainly 
prevalent before the Whitechapel murders, some social observers, such as William Acton, 
were adamant that prostitution was a product of a loss of financial agency- rather than any 
moral failing. 29   However, it was not until the Whitechapel Murders that these more 
progressive arguments were able to be forcefully advocated, due to the public‘s sheer 
fascination with the crimes of the Ripper.  As the public became more and more saturated 
with media accounts of the murders and the victims themselves, it became virtually 
impossible for image of the immoral harlot not to come under heavy scrutiny.  Anne 
Chapman and Catherine Eddowes, for example, was described by a fellow lodger as ‗a sober, 
steady sort of a woman, and one who seldom took any drink‘30&31, nor had Chapman ‗been in 
the habit of frequenting the streets, but [rather] made antimacassars for sale‘.32  on the 
other hand, was living an even more stable life ‗for some years‘ with a man called John 
Kelly33, though still out of wedlock and thus out of Victorian sexual norms.   Elisabeth 
Stride or ‗Long Liz‘, contrary to the image of the syphilitic whore, was described as a 
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woman ‗of cleanly habits‘ who was well educated in her native Swedish.34  Furthermore, far 
from being a morally bankrupt denizen of the East End, Stride would be a frequent visitor 
of the Swedish church in Princess Street35- time that could have been spent helping to give 
herself financial security.   
 As more dimensions were given to the victims and their livelihoods, the dichotomies 
between the East End and the rest of London came into stark focus in much of the media‘s 
coverage. Perhaps the greatest exponent of this was the Punch poem ‗the Nemesis of 
Neglect‘, which claimed that not only was the situation in the East End overlooked for far 
too long, but it also needed to be addressed immediately if more heinous crimes were to be 
averted.36  As the poem would proclaim: 
Civilisation‘s festering heart of crime 
Is here... 
But hither creeps the ills which are our bane; 
And hence in viler shape creep forth again. 
When will men heed the warning that it utters? 
There floats a phantom on the slum‘s foul air 
Shaping to eyes which have the gift of seeing 
Into the Spectre of that loathly lair 
Face it- for vain is fleeing 
Red-handed, ruthless, furtive, unerect 
‗Tis murderous Crime-the Nemesis of Neglect!37 
Others focused on the members of the East End who had the least amount of agency to gain 
any sort of financial or political control of their lives- the children.  Thomas Barnardo made 
the point that many children in the East End ‗are so heavily handicapped at the start of the 
race of life that the future is to most of them is absolutely hopeless‘38- echoing Acton‘s own 
views on financial agency. Black humoured articles in the Pall Mall Gazette used the fanciful 
concept of a philanthropic murderer to illustrate ‗those whose lives were most worthless 
both to themselves and to the State, and whose habits in life afforded the most ghastly 
illustration of the vicious horrors of the criminals‘ lair‘.39  The lifestyle of these victims and 
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the environment that they inhabit was to many so degraded that to murder them would 
almost be an act of charity ‗to relieve [them] of the penalty of existence‘.40  It also pointed 
out the galvanising effect that the murders had by alluding to the fact that before the crimes, 
‗the public conscience seemed hardened as a nether millstone‘.41  Other reporters believed it 
would need a brutal mutilation in the West End to generate any sort of terror- and any 
pang of conscience in the establishment of London.42   While this is an exaggeration, there 
is little doubt that the more progressive ideas of analysts such as William Acton gained 
much needed public legitimacy due to the cultural capital of the Whitechapel Murders. 
 
Effect of the Murders on East End Institutions 
Throughout the saga of the Whitechapel Murders, questions were being asked of  the local 
institutions - none more so than the police who were already seen in a dim light by the East 
End public.  The ideals of the London policeman as impartial and incorruptible and 
answerable to the law alone43 had been allowed to be perceived by the disenfranchised as 
indifferent and aloof44- not helped by the political reform clashes that saw police take the 
side of the status quo.45  This perceived schism was also aggrieved by the sheer statistical 
difference in wealth- whilst 50% of dock workers in the 1880‘s were in occupying one room 
or sharing it, there was only one per cent of the police force who owned less than two 
rooms.46  This gulf in class and wealth led to portrayals of policeman ‗[stalking] along an 
institution rather than a man‘.47  Furthermore, the massive rise in population in Greater 
London had not been matched by a rise in police numbers- a point that was often lampooned 
by cartoons (see Figure 4).48 
 It is no shock then that when the police found difficulties in catching the 
Whitechapel killer in the autumn of 1888, most of the London media gave them little 
sympathy.  All the embarrassing mistakes- such as when a detective was arrested by 
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mistake as a suspect 49  would raise the ire of the press- claiming that ‗every mistake 
committed reduces that Justice, at last, may lay its hand upon the miscreant‘.50  Much of the 
blame was placed at the feet of Sir Charles Warren, whose reforms led to a more militarised 
and inflexible police force which the media perceived as only providing ‗illustrations of 
stupidity and inefficiency‘.51  As each Whitechapel murder occurred, increased scrutiny was 
placed on Warren‘s reforms as the media claimed that ‗crime, which needs for its discovery 
the subtle, stealthy methods of the detective is now, in a large measure, face to face with a 
body of men under severe military drill, whom it can evade without any great effort of skill 
or ingenuity‘.52  Though some articles believed the Ripper to be an incredibly cunning and 
unique type of killer53, most believed Warren had advocated reforms for a force that ‗was 
too military already‘54 thus robbing the local constable of his initiative.55   
 While the mainstream press took issue with Sir Charles‘ reforms, the satirical press 
began to take issue with Sir Charles himself, displaying his apparent indifference to and 
incompetence about the Whitechapel crimes where he believed everyone ‗being at fault 
except his immaculate self‘.56  One of the most prominent periodicals in this regard was 
Funny Folks, who illustrated this with satirical sketches.  In one such sketch after a 
inspector tells him that more murders have occurred in Whitechapel (after correcting him 
after Warren mixes up Whitechapel for Whitehall), Warren merely replies that ‗you needn‘t 
bother me with East End matters‘.57  Some articles extended this notion to the whole police 
force- claiming that the police believed ‗that the lives and property of mere vulgar East-end 
matters are of not much account anyhow‘.58  Indeed, it was believed that Warren needed all 
the help he could get ‗to do that which he can‘t do himself- namely ‗throw a light‘ on the 
hideous mysteries of the past few weeks‘.59  One sketch shows Warren in a more malevolent 
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light, using the murders to position himself as ‗supreme- the autocrat of London‘.60  To 
hammer this point home, Sir Charles was complete with ‗pocket crown‘ and ‗gilded 
throne‘.61  Another sketch portrayed him as having a conversation with Jack the Ripper 
himself, implying that Warren‘s own incompetence was perhaps an indirect method of 
colluding with the unknown killer in order to bring some semblance of order to the streets 
of Whitechapel.62  Indeed, the last line that the Ripper says to Sir Charles is to simply ask 
him ‗can you tell me, sir, wherein a murderer‘s knife resembles a quite-too-incompetent 
Chief Commissioner?‘63 
 The public ridicule that followed Warren and the Metropolitan Police Force 
eventually forced him to make some sort of gesture to show that he was not above 
innovation when it came to a new threat to London society and well-being.  As the London 
media berated him, believing that ‗no means of detection should be left untried‘64, it became 
increasingly clear that if Warren was to retain some semblance of faith with the populace he 
would need to try something new.  This led to the ill-fated bloodhound experiment of 
October and November of 1888, in which Warren attempted to use bloodhound trackers to 
aid in the search for the Ripper.  It was theorised that with the victim‘s blood no doubt 
being splashed all over the murderer‘s clothes, that the dogs could be used to pick up his 
trail. 65   It was pointed out by some commentators and members of the public that 
bloodhounds had been used to provide a successful conclusion to a murder case before.66  
Experts within as well as outside the police department were more sceptical, claiming that 
the dogs would probably merely ‗trace the blood of the deceased than anything else‘67, as 
well as pointing out that due to the hounds only being introduced in October, much of the 
scent would have been ‗trodden out‘.68  Furthermore, it was alluded to it is difficult to 
distinguish one blood trail from another- making their use in a metropolitan area 
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problematic69 with many commentators asking ‗how is he [the bloodhound] to distinguish 
the innocent from the guilty?‘70  With no ‗sense‘ of what region the Ripper may be hiding 
out in71, as well as little ‗Ripper activity‘ in October, the bloodhounds became more of a 
symbolic gesture rather than a concrete attempt at innovation in which time they manage to 
escape  during trials.72  For Sir Charles Warren, however, this mattered little; the constant 
pressure on him to do more was too much and by the time of the Kelly murder he himself 
had resigned as Chief Commissioner. 
 As the Ripper continued to evade arrest during the autumn of 1888, the London 
public began to try and fill the vacuum of authority and law enforcement.  While some of 
these attempts were nothing more than suggestions in the media that policemen wear 
rubber soled shoes or have policemen dress in female clothes73, there is little doubt that the 
inherent message that the public believed that all avenues were not being explored only 
undermined the leadership of the police further. Other citizens took a more practical 
approach, establishing vigilante groups which offered privately funded rewards on 
information74 , to a more proactive ‗Neighbourhood Watch‘ ideal, mainly run by small 
shopkeepers.  Some found, paradoxically, that the Whitechapel Murders gave them the 
‗media oxygen‘ to address concerns that had long been seen as a low priority in the public 
conversation.  On October the 27th, for example, two hundred traders sent a letter to the 
Home Secretary outlining their concerns with the Ripper‘s crimes on their own 
businesses.75   With this new focus on their region, these businesses attempted to convey 
their predicament, claiming that ‗acts of violence and of robbery have been committed 
almost with impunity, owing to...the insufficiency of the number of officers‘.76  Women of 
the ‗labouring classes‘ went even further, petitioning the sovereign herself with the aid of 
various religious organisations.77  The letter implored the Queen to ‗call on your servants in 
authority and bid them put the law which already exists in motion to close bad houses 
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within whose walls such wickedness is done, and men ruined in body and soul‘.78  The 
petition, which was signed between 4000 and 5000 signatures, was given even more 
legitimacy by having a reply given on behalf of the Secretary of State, which was also 
published in The Star alongside the original petition, applauding the noble efforts of the 
women involved in the cause. 79  
 As the media increasingly saw a causal link between the poverty of the East End and 
the crimes that were being committed, it is little surprise that the Church was called upon 
to ensure that the living conditions of the citizenry of Whitechapel and neighbouring 
regions improved.  Indeed, articles in popular newspapers such as the Pall Mall Gazette, 
questioned the value of capturing the Ripper if the ‗pitiable ground-down people bowed in 
misery and steeped in crime‘ were not given some sort of aid.80  At one Church Congress in 
Manchester, according to the Pall Mall Gazette, when the issue of the Whitechapel Murders 
was raised one speaker spoke passionately about the fact that ‗on us lies the burden of 
responsibility for the wretched lives of shame and sin that haunt and disgrace our streets‘.81  
Indeed, if these conditions were not rectified, commentators felt assured that future 
generations also would be ‗contaminated...by the vicious surroundings of their distressful 
home‘.82   They questioned why London- a pre-eminent city in terms of scientific endeavour, 
trade and the arts could possibly be so blighted by the fact that its slums continued to 
increase in size with little improvement. 83   It was therefore clear to many social 
commentators that the Church had potential to intervene more on behalf of the citizens of 
Whitechapel in order to make their life more bearable.  Much of this was focused on the 
children of the district as the London media feared that they simply would not be able to 
rise up above the criminal environment that they had spent their formative years.84  It is no 
surprise then that one of the biggest demands for church support was aid in the support of 
accommodation for the most impoverished in Whitechapel.  Many commentators believed 
that ‗all the moral and physical wretchedness of such locations as these is intensified by the 
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darkness...of the houses‘85 leading to youths growing up to become nothing but ‗savages, 
‗pests of society‘, the ‗dangerous classes‘, and so on‘.86  Some Christian groups suggested 
youth lodging houses to attempt to break the cycle of poverty and exploitation in the East 
End with some claiming that this sort of enterprise would do ‗immense good‘ for the 
predicament in Whitechapel and beyond.87  While the church‘s role in Whitechapel and the 
East End as a whole would have undoubtably improved in time, there is little doubt that the 
Whitechapel Murders forced a response from an institution that the public through the 
media felt were negating their duty. 
 
Conclusion  
The Whitechapel murders forced the media and the people of London in turn to develop 
more refined ideas about their city due to the public‘s fascination with the horrific exploits 
of the Ripper.  As the crimes continued it became clear to many commentators that the 
older theories of class discrepancy were not adequate to explain the massive poverty that 
surrounded the places where the murders took place.  While these ideas had been tabled 
before, the massive social and cultural capital generated by the Whitechapel Murders 
allowed these concepts to be put forward to the majority of the London citizenry and thus 
generate an increased ‗public conscience‘ towards the East End and its long suffering 
citizens.  Indeed, the Whitechapel murders helped to perversely grant a voice to the East 
End citizenry that had often felt unheard by both law enforcement and the media. 
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Figure 2.  ‗Is he the Whitechapel Murderer?‘  Illustrated Police News.  Issue 1284.  22nd 
September 1888.  Cited on GaleGroup on 17/07/2010.  www.galegroup.com  
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Figure 3.  ‗The Nemesis of Neglect‘.  Punch, 29th September  1888.  Cited on Gale Group 
www.galegroup.com 
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Figure 4.  ‗Whitechapel 1888.‘  Punch.  13th October 1888.  Cited on GaleGroup.  
www.galegroup.com  
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A Convenient Fog?: The Creation of New Labour 1982 – 2010 
Meredith A. Harmes, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
As with other organizations, political parties undergo continual evolution and reform; the 
process of reform may be undertaken in order to meet the changing circumstances of 
national and global economies.  At the same time a political party may change so that it can 
more readily fulfil the needs and expectations of the electorate. The focus of this paper will 
be the reasons for the deliberate change undertaken by the British Labour Party (BLP) over 
a number of decades and through diverse electoral fortunes.  The period to be investigated 
in this paper is the years between 1982 and 2010 when the party, after languishing on the 
opposition benches governed for 13 years but was then consigned to the opposition benches 
after suffering defeat to the Conservatives in May 2010.  It could legitimately be argued 
however that, for the BLP, the period of greatest reform is the early 1990s and focussed 
attention will be given to this period, especially the leadership transition from Neil Kinnock 
to John Smith and finally to Tony Blair.  This paper intends to widen understanding of the 
evolving precepts and philosophies underpinning the BLP and the imperatives that have 
driven and shaped it.  Its focus will be the BLPs desire to become and remain electable after 
a long period of opposition from 1979 to 1997. In pursuing this issue, this paper proposes 
that the BLP‘s leadership engaged with a complex relationship with the party‘s ideological 
and institutional history, and that there was some degree of interplay between the history 
and the reform of the party.  This paper traces some of the processes and ideas at work as 
the British Labour Party systematically undertook reform of key structures and key 
ideological statements, perhaps the most significant being the repeal of Clause Four, the 
statement from 1918 on production and capital that Tony Blair removed from the Party‘s 
constitution.  This paper will also consider the implications of the Iraq war and its 
contribution to Blair‘s defeat.   
 
Reforming the Party 
Attention to political reform inevitably draws attention to parties fighting elections.  
Electoral success, as the political scientist Andy McSmith points out, is an obvious quest for 
any political party.  Using Tony Blair as an exemplar, he argues that it is a natural 
assumption that ‗the purpose of democratic political activity is to be in government.‘2 After 
all, a party can accomplish nothing from the opposition benches.  But the interpretation of 
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this goal reveals an underlying significance.  The reforms of the BLP, achieved by the 
transformational leadership of Tony Blair, were partly determined by the political context 
of the party.  In a reform process ineluctably linked to both electability and leadership, Blair 
wished to assert the identity of his party in a political climate determined by the ideological 
right. Reforms of the BLP took place in a context defined by the consistent electoral success 
of the Conservative Party and the electoral endorsement of Thatcherite ideology.  
Concomitant to this was the disendorsement of left wing politics.  Andrew Scott points 
outthat ‗1983 was [the year that] British Labour under Michael Foot crashed to its lowest 
vote for more than 60 years.‘ 3   As Tony Benn, a former Labour MP, stated in a 
contemporary diary entry, ‗the scale of the losses [for the BLP] is enormous.‘4  Margaret 
Thatcher also illustrates the predicament of the Labour Party in 1983.  Her personal 
analysis of the electoral data revealed that ‗the size of our victory became clearer and clearer.  
It really was a landslide.  We had won a majority of 144: the largest of any party since 
1945.‘5 
Although the reasons for BLP reform may be complex, it is possible to distinguish 
one main political reason behind the reforms in the BLP: the desire to become electable.  
For instance, with regard to the BLP, Ivor Crewe and Anthony King point out that the 
transformation of the party owed much to the relationship it wished to forge with voters, 6 
and therefore to the need for electability.  It is upon this point that this paper‘s argument 
will turn and it will provide the broad focus for this discussion.  The process of reform in 
Britain is demonstrated in the response of the BLP to the heritage of Labourism.  The 
implication of the party wishing to become electable is rarely given the critical analysis that 
it deserves.  Attendant upon this issue is the significance of the historical context and the 
focus upon political leadership which arises from this context.      
It is significant that an often successful accommodation of left-wing heritage 
contextualizes the BLP‘s reforms, a point neglected by scholars who have suggested that 
party reform was achieved at the expense of party history.  By emphasizing this point, this 
paper departs from many previous critiques of modern Labour, which are encapsulated by 
Benn, who declared as early as 1990 that the party had instituted ‗explicit, ideological 
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rejection of socialism.‘7  His assessment stands in contrast to his summation in 1983, where 
he had perceived that the party was reverting to socialism.8  In Benn‘s opinion, by the 1990s 
there was a paradigm shift in the ideological underpinnings of the party.  Whether revelling 
in its drawbacks or engaged in defence of it, many commentators have stressed the 
dissonance between Old and New Labour, as if to suggest that the causes of change were of 
a kind which implied a complete occlusion between Labour‘s past and present.  By opposing 
these arguments, this paper is of course not suggesting that modern Labour is mired in the 
past.  Labour leaders, as scholarly consensus indicates, are preoccupied with and cognizant 
of the need for reform.  Paradoxically, in Britain this was accomplished by Blair‘s 
articulation of a conservative vision.  Yet he defined the essence of New Labour, and 
asserted its identity, in the face of a right-wing political context, by drawing upon and 
incorporating earlier reformist tenets.   
Accordingly, a component of this paper‘s argument is that a consideration of Blair‘s 
conservative enunciations articulates the causes of change in the BLP.  The tendency of 
Blair‘s vision was to draw upon the reformist legacy of men such as Clement Attlee, Harold 
Wilson and, most importantly, Anthony Crosland; Blair‘s agenda was reformist, but he 
drew upon the reforms of the 1960s and earlier.  Accordingly there has been some successful 
incorporation of old labour traditions into the new party.  Critics who use terms such as 
‗crisis‘9 in Labour leadership or philosophy demonstrate the pessimistic interpretation of 
New Labour and its relationship with social democracy.  However, contrary to the cynical 
interpretations of the labour parties, it can be deemed that the exchange of ideas between 
old and new sheds light on both the current state of the BLP and the causes of the reforms 
which have been put into place.   
Of course, Blair, Anthony Giddens, Gordon Brown and other so-called ‗architects‘ of 
New Labour drew inspiration from other sources beyond their immediate history: America 
and Australia are notable instances.  In Britain, both the future of the party and the 
ideological underpinnings which will guide its future are long-standing issues of debate by 
both academics and politicians. The direction in which the BLP‘s policies have been pointed 
has inspired much discussion, because of the deliberate nature of this change and because of 
its implications for the future of labourism and socialism in Britain.  Blair discusses the 
implementation of the New Labour brand as follows: 
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At one point there was even talk of compromise, ‗new Labour‘, i.e. no 
capital N.  And it wasn‘t as trivial a point as you might think: New 
Labour with a capital N was indeed like renaming the party. 10 
 
Blair‘s point testifies to the perception among some party members that historical linkages 
were being removed, yet, as will become apparent, this was not strictly the case. 
 
Imperatives for reform 
With regard to the British Labour Party, several commentators have advanced the finding 
that the turning point for Labour came after the 1992 election defeat that many argue 
should never have happened.  Heffernan and Marqusee argue that:  
Labour‘s failure to win the 1992 general election, in the midst of the 
most severe economic recession since the 1930s and against a party 
that had been in government for thirteen years, mystified many 
people, not least the pollsters, whose predictions had been grossly 
awry.11 
 
This defeat highlighted significant problems for the party. Given the unpopularity of the 
Tory Government at the time led by John Major it had been widely assumed that victory 
would be inevitable and Labour‘s failure to win stunned many commentators.  After this 
electoral loss a team was dispatched to America to observe Clinton‘s successful 1992 
campaign.  David Michie explains that ‗Labour sent over a group of agents to observe the 
Democrats‘ workings at first hand; the result was a report which formed the blueprint for 
Labour‘s phenomenal 1997 campaign.‘12 
Leadership aspirants within the BLP articulated the electoral imperatives 
underpinning the reform process.  Notably Tony Blair was able to identify wider historical 
and social problems facing the party.  He argued that:  
The collapse of the Labour Party and its electoral base, most 
painfully dramatised by the 1992 defeat, was only the most obvious 
sign of a broader shift in politics and society.  Labour stuttered when 
confronted by the new world that emerged in the 1970s and 1980s: a 
more diverse, more fractured society; new industries and new 
attitudes to work and consumption; and an international order that 
was both more integrated and yet more unpredictable.13 
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Blair‘s analysis showed his recognition that, particularly at a time of profound change, 
policy reform may be necessary.  His assessment takes us beyond Fishman‘s simpler ideas 
that Blair simply wished to become electable, and broadens the focus to the notion that 
policy adjustments have always been an essential part of the need for change.. 
Blair is credited with the sole objective of conducting a victorious election campaign 
in 1997. He has been recognized for spearheading much of the reform of the party that led 
up to this election; his goal from the moment he assumed the leadership was to secure 
victory.  Alan Watkins uses electoral data to affirm that ‗Tony Blair [was] the most 
successful leader of any radical party in the 20th century.‘ 14The commentator Peter Riddell 
points out that the 1997 victory and the BLP‘s reforms were conjoined.  As he wrote in The 
Times ‗the key to the Labour victory is the ―reinvention‖ of the party over the past few 
years.‘15  This was not something that occurred ‗in a moment of history‘: it was a considered, 
evolutionary change. David Michie considers that:  
The transformation of the Labour Party from the discredited 
wreckage of the late Seventies to the dynamic and ruthlessly effective 
New Labour of the new millennium was a remarkable achievement.  It 
is probably fair to say that the process of change, begun under Neil 
Kinnock and continued during John Smith‘s brief stewardship, only 
really came to fruition once Tony Blair was elected leader in 1994.16 
 
Michie‘s observation is a worthwhile reminder that critiques of New Labour tend to iterate 
the modernity inherent in this particular conceptualization of left-wing politics.   
While the imperatives for change are complex, it is, perhaps, not surprising that 
many analysts are sceptical of the reasons for the reforms.  Some attentions to these 
responses show their potential to perceive a dissonance between ‗Old‘ and ‗New‘ Labour.  
Among others, in her contribution to the book The Blair Agenda, Nina Fishman focuses on 
the modernization of the BLP, criticizing what she believes to be the superficiality of Blair‘s 
reform process.  She expresses the belief that pragmatic, indeed coldly logical, reasons 
informed the transformation of the Party.17 She has asserted that the reform of the party 
was purely to win elections.  Polly Toynbee and David Walker concur, pointing to the 
persistence of this interpretation in much New Labour discourse.  They dismiss the Third 
Way as a ‗convenient fog.‘18 
                                                 
14Alan Watkins, The Road to Number 10: from Bonar Law to Tony Blair (London: Duckworth, 1998), p. 193. 
15 Peter Riddell, ‗Historic victory as voters opt for a fresh start‘, The Times 2 May 1997, p.2. 
16 Michie, The Invisible Persuaders, p.285. 
17Nina Fishman, ‗Modernisation, Moderation and the Labour Tradition‘, in Mark Perryman (ed.), The Blair 
Agenda (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1996), p.52.     
18 PollyToynbee and David Walker, Did Things Get Better? (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 2001), p.240. 
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While Fishman expresses scepticism about the reason for change, and Blair asserts 
that the reasons were both valid and principled, Anthony Giddens highlights the complex 
nature of the rationale behind them.  He claims that ‗Political surveys in this country and 
elsewhere show that the... shift from Old to New Labour... [was] crucially important in 
persuading key categories of voters to switch their votes.‘19  In other words, the changes 
were essential to attain electoral victory, and Giddens asserts a point central to many 
analyses of Blair, the Third Way and New Labour. 
The terms upon which reform proceeded and the ideological substance of these 
reforms, are both significant.  The opinion expressed in The Times‘s editorializing lends 
support to the notion that Blair drew upon his predecessors in the 1950s and 1960s as 
transmitting the ideology upon which his reforms rested.  The Times cites Blair‘s declaration 
that Labour then had to be ‗a party that is capable of building a new coalition of support in 
the country that reaches out beyond its traditional boundaries of support to be a vehicle for 
the national renewal that I want to see.‘20  This statement, delivered in the immediate 
context of Blair‘s 1997 victory, exists alongside Blair‘s declaration that ‗I know what this is 
a vote for.  It‘s a vote for the future.  It‘s not a vote for outdated dogma or ideology.‘21  This 
apparent juxtaposition shows how Blair harnessed the heritage of the BLP and used it to 
proclaim a modernising reformist message.  Blair chose his words carefully.  He was eager 
to stress the vitality of his vision; nonetheless it was one which resonated with one, liberal, 
interpretation of Labour history, in which unionism was subordinate to the claims of social 
democracy and nationalism.   
At this juncture, it is necessary to turn more precise attention to the political forces 
to which Blair was indebted.  As was explained earlier, New Labour was not a deviation 
from traditional Labour thinking; it found its matrix between forces which may be described 
as ‗contrapuntal‘.  Maurice Mullard, an academic and commentator, gives support to this 
argument.  He asserts that ‗New Labour can be defined as being the process which moves 
the Labour Party into the political contours shaped by the 18 year conservative legacy.‘22  It 
is significant that Blair‘s perspective on Britain‘s conservative legacy has been identified as a 
component of his party since his government took office.  Writing in May, 1997, Riddell 
pointed out that Blair accepted ‗the broad policy framework of the Thatcher and Major 
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years.‘23  Blair sought to clarify the differences between the BLP and Thatcherism, arguing 
that ‗Britain under the Conservatives was a long way from lofty ideals.‘ 24 John Gray 
contradicts this point of Blair‘s, arguing that ‗In fact, under Blair‘s leadership, New Labour 
has turned out to be not so much a successor to Thatcherism as a continuation of 
it.‘25Paradoxically reformist and conservative, Blair drew upon the past because of the need 
to redefine the BLP within a political context determined from the right wing.  In so doing, 
Blair nonetheless incorporated components of Labour heritage into New Labour.     
In Britain, a significant component of the Third Way was the repeal of Clause Four, 
which loosened the connections between the party and the unions.   Clause Four, written by 
Sidney Webb and thus coming from an intellectual and political circle that included 
luminaries such as Beatrice Webb and H.G. Wells, was a venerable and entrenched 
statement of Labour ideology.  In essence, it declared the merits of workers gaining from 
their labours and advocated the ‗ownership of common means of production, distribution 
and exchange.‘26 As Tony Blair himself narrates and appreciates, the repeal of Clause Four 
was a flashpoint and a faultline, and it is this act, whereby Blair advocated its repeal at a 
Labour Party Conference, that is mostly responsible for perceptions of New Labour as 
jettisoning the old.  Tony Blair recalls the conference where Clause Four was repealed:  
I had wanted to do it right at the end of my conference speech, and 
so inflammatory was it certain to be that we decided not to say it in 
the bald terms  ‗Clause IV is going to be abandoned‘ . This was not 
because we didn‘t dare to say it outside of the hall, but to say it in the 
hall itself could provoke a really adverse reaction which might mar 
the whole event. 27 
 
Of course, the conference when Clause Four was debated and then repealed was not the first 
time that the Party and its conferences had embarked upon both institutional and 
ideological revisions, a point that is a necessary corrective to accounts of New Labour which 
see the conference vote on Clause Four as being of singular and unprecedented significance.  
After the 1979 defeat, and the replacement of Callaghan as leader by Michael Foot, the 
conference articulated the need for significant change within the Party, including 
democratizing its processes. 28  John Gray explains that ‗New Labour launched a bold 
campaign to reshape its public image that reached its high point when in 1995 Blair 
persuaded the party to remove Clause Four (mandating ―common ownership of the means of 
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production, distribution and exchange‖) from its constitution.‘29  Blair‘s recent volume of 
memoirs recalls the vitriol of the debate and the divisions in party ranks, but also Blair‘s 
ideological commitment to removing Clause Four as a specific statement, while more 
generally adhering to traditional party structures and beliefs.30 
Maurice Mullard provides a description rather than a definition:  
Labour‘s Third Way is perceived to be a break with the emphasis on 
collectivism of past Labour Governments and the concentration on 
markets of Conservative Governments.  The Third Way is perceived 
to be the politics that seeks to address the challenges of the 
globalised economy – the Third Way reflects the hopes and 
aspirations of post modernity.31 
 
Mullard‘s point returns attention to the transformative potential in New Labour and 
the Third Way, and the impact of transformative leadership in achieving ideological 
and institutional change to adapt to shifting political and social circumstances.  Blair 
provides the following justification for the repeal of Clause Four: 
Clause IV didn‘t represent a constraint but an invitation to 
unfettered indulgence.  It was not healthy, wise or, unfortunately, 
meaningless.  At a certain level, it meant a lot and the meaning was 
bad.  Changing it was not a superficial thing; it implied a significant, 
deep and lasting change to the way the party thought, worked and 
would govern. 32 
 
The rationale that would once have underpinned this aspect of the Labour manifesto had 
been subverted and even debased.  Surprisingly, however, both Giddens and Fishman, 
perhaps two of the most significant yet contradictory commentators on New Labour, fail to 
perceive the paradox underpinning New Labour.  Of course, Fishman is right to stress the 
importance of winning elections as having underscored, or been the progenitor of, Labour 
reforms.  Yet Fishman, viewing Blair‘s actions from a Marxist perspective, does not 
recognize that Blair espoused reform by means of a conservative vision.  Such a vision had 
been a consistent aspect of Blair‘s public utterances on policy and on the Labour Party. In 
other words, the changes were essential to attain electoral victory. As shadow home 
secretary before winning the 1994 leadership contest, Blair took on the Conservative Party 
overwhat has traditionally been one of its policy strengths: the maintenance of law and 
order.  Vowing to combat rising crime figures, Blair promised via a slogan that he would be 
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‗tough on crime, tough on the causes of crime‘.33 Yet as Pilkington points out, beyond the 
banality of the slogan was a more nuanced reaction to crime and the social factors 
underpinning many anti-social activities.  Pilkington reminds us that Blair‘s policies in this 
field were intended not to sound soft, but neither were they intended to sacrifice Labour‘s 
traditional emphasis on social justice.  They were in fact poised between at times contesting 
and contradictory forces, a situation that recalls much of the creation of New Labour, in 
which some of the new ideas came from received wisdom. 
 
Election 2010: What went wrong?  
In May 2010, 13 years of Labour being in power came to an end with the election of David 
Cameron as the Conservative prime minister. It has been postulated by Blair that the main 
reason for the collapse of the Labour party was the abandonment of the New Labour brand.  
Blair offers the following assessment of what went wrong for Labour:   
Labour won when it was New Labour.  It lost because it stopped 
being New Labour… This is not about Gordon Brown as an 
individual… Had he pursued New Labour policy, the personal issue 
would still have made victory tough, but it wouldn‘t have been 
impossible.  Departing from New Labour made it so… 2010 was one 
we were never going to win – once the fateful strategic decision was 
taken to abandon the New Labour position. 34 
 
There is not now time to give full consideration to the validity of Blair‘s assessment, but the 
defeat of New Labour by conservatism does bring us full circle in terms of the electoral 
fortunes of New Labour and the Third Way.  The Iraq war was undeniably a factor in the 
defeat of Blair.  The story of Blair‘s and Britain‘s involvement in this war has been well told, 
but merits brief analysis.  As Collins points out, Blair‘s engagement with Middle Eastern 
crises long predated the election of George W. Bush as President of the United States of 
America in 2001, even though Bush is the President most commonly linked with Blair‘s 
name in assessments of the Iraq War.  Blair had nonetheless supported Bill Clinton, Bush‘s 
predecessor, in airstrikes against Afghanistan and the Sudan in pursuit of Osama Bin Laden, 
who was then becoming known as a significant figure in terrorist circles.35  But following 
the September 2001 attacks on New York and Washington, Blair‘s foreign policy and 
diplomacy became inextricably associated with Bush‘s so-called ‗War on Terror‘.  Thomas 
Lansford calls Blair ‗one of the closest allies of U.S. president George W. Bush‘ and notes 
the importance of British diplomatic activity to securing, at least initially, the support of 
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other European powers for intervention in Iraq, even if this was expected to be done 
through the UN and not result in regime change.36  The longer term implications of Blair‘s 
involvement was the dramatic decline in his popularity as Prime Minister, one concomitant 
with Bush‘s as President, and it is hard to locate in Blair‘s final years as Prime Minister any 
significant emphasis in public discourse on the transformative social agenda that had 
originally defined New Labour. 
 
Conclusion 
Iraq is not the only issue on which Blair should be remembered.  Blair considers that: ‗of 
course, you can point to the fatigue after thirteen years, the loss of trust over Iraq, the wear 
and tear that comes with power, but none of those things is determinative.‘ 37However it is 
an important point to remember that the conservatives remained in power for over thirteen 
years. ‗The Tories‘ 1992 victory shows it is possible for a party to win again despite thirteen 
years in power.  It could have been done.  The 2010 election was our equivalent of 1992, not 
1997.‘ 38What the Labour Party of the 1980s and especially the 1990s presents to us is one 
engaged on the active reform, reform where the motivation for it and its implications for the 
identity of the Party are widely debated, but it is possible to take assessments further than 
the obvious imperative of winning elections; the way Blair in particular sought to re-orient 
the Party took place as part of a complex interplay of transformative leadership and the 
social justice heritage of the Party as well as simply electability.   
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From Certainty to Searching: The Impact of 1979 on Welsh Identity 
Lindsay Henderson, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
In 1979, the Welsh people rejected devolution in a referendum held, somewhat ironically, on 
St. David‘s Day, the Welsh equivalent of St. Patrick‘s Day.  The depth of the rejection of 
devolution – 80% of those who participated voted ‗no‘ – shook the section of Welsh society 
that had actively campaigned for cultural protection, Home Rule and independence within 
Britain.2   One nationalist, Hywel Teifi Edwards, argued that the nationalists‘ previous 
understanding of what it meant to be Welsh had been found wanting by the Welsh people 
themselves.3  The Welsh response to this ‗no‘ vote stretched wider than those who had 
actively campaigned for a change in the Welsh political situation, however.  Prior to 1979, 
those who actively supported the Welsh nationalist cause and advocated for the political 
recognition of a Welsh identity were a small group, primarily limited to the minority party 
of Plaid Cymru.  Over the ensuing decade, a wider variety of Welsh people, consisting 
largely of academics but also of politicians, members of Plaid Cymru,4 public servants, and 
other members of the educated Welsh, participated in the reshaping of the concept of 
national identity within Wales.  Most of these people were stung into action through a 
mixture of shock at the depth of the popular rejection of devolution, or through concern 
over the impact of Thatcherism on Wales and Welsh society and culture.   
 
Approaches to identity after 1979 
After the rejection of devolution and the perceived rejection of traditional Welsh language 
and culture, Plaid Cymru and the wider group of Welsh people began to re-examine the 
1970s approaches to Welsh identity.  The section of the Welsh population actively involved 
in this process was quite wide and united only by their interest in Wales as a nation and a 
people.  Even those who could be classified as nationalists varied substantially in their 
understanding of what that classification meant.  Plaid Cymru under Gwynfor Evans 
maintained a very narrow definition, requiring a deep commitment to the Welsh language, 
to Welsh traditional culture, to Welsh Home Rule, and to a militant rejection of English-
language Welsh culture and the existent relationship between Wales and England.  Much 
of the conflict between this idea of Welsh identity and the reality of the lived Welsh 
experience, however, only became apparent after the rejection of devolution.  It became 
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necessary for those concerned about the devolution result to attempt to grasp the way in 
which the Welsh people viewed these concepts.  For the purposes of this analysis, this 
disparate group of people will be referred to as the nationalist-inclined Welsh intelligentsia.  
All were educated, thoughtful participants in the debate evident in the 1970s and the 1980s 
and played a major role in the effort to grasp the shape of a modern Wales and Welshness.  
While a part of this debate occurred within the public arena, on television, radio and in the 
newspapers, much of it made its way into three Welsh English-language journals.  The 
three journals in which this group of people published most of the English-language debate 
were Planet, the New Welsh Review, and Contemporary Wales.  
The debate evident in Planet, Contemporary Wales, the New Welsh Review, and the 
relevant policy pamphlets, and Plaid Cymru manifestoes throughout the 1970s focused on 
the need for the rebalancing of the Welsh-English relationship to allow for the protection 
and continued development of Welsh culture and society.  Forced Union with England in 
Britain was increasingly being perceived by the Welsh intelligentsia as limiting the 
construction of Welsh political, cultural and economic identities.  The Welsh intelligentsia 
were not, however, united over the way in which the Union was problematic for these areas, 
or how it should be corrected. 
 
Treaties of unity and Welsh identity 
One form of correction was suggested by Tom Nairn, who argued that the development of 
Welsh and Scottish political and cultural identities was laying the groundwork for the 
revision of the treaties of Union.5  Raymond Williams picked up on Tom Nairn‘s argument, 
pointing out that without this revision of the Treaties and, therefore, of the historical 
relationship between Wales and England, Welsh political identity in particular would not 
be able to reach its full potential.6  Furthermore, the colonial nature of the relationship 
forced much of Welsh political and economic expression into line with that of England.  
Brian Davies argued that this imposed an artificial divided between the Welsh working 
class who were the most closely associated with the modern British economy and, therefore, 
the English language, and the more non-British Welsh nationalism of Plaid Cymru.7  This 
disassociation of the grass-roots population from its version of Welsh identity hindered 
Plaid Cymru‘s efforts to alter the politically colonial relationship or to further develop Welsh 
political identity.  For Bobi Jones, this divide within Welsh society was only reinforced by 
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the fact that English economic and political dominance had resulted in a Welsh inferiority 
complex regarding their language and culture. 8   The 1970s Welsh intelligentsia were 
united in their belief that the historical shape of the political Welsh-English relationship 
was no longer functioning to the benefit of the Welsh people and needed to be revised. 
None of these members of the Welsh intelligentsia considered the possibility that 
Wales was not, in fact moving automatically towards regaining its political identity as a 
devolved country.  All of the authors argued that changes would occur to the relationship 
between Wales and England – needed to occur in order to redress the political imbalance 
between Wales and England.  The ‗no‘ vote in the 1979 devolution referendum came as a 
serious shock for many among the Welsh intelligentsia.  Indeed, the analysis of the reasons 
for the unexpected rejection of devolution is still on-going.9 
One immediate result of the popular rejection of devolution was a temporary 
cessation of the debate over the nature of the Welsh-English political relationship.  When 
the journals recommenced publication in the mid-1980s, the debate that also reappeared had 
shifted gears in response to the substantial Welsh swings towards the Conservative Party 
in the 1979 and 1983 general elections.  Welsh voters appeared to be rejecting the radical 
Welsh past, expressed through voting for the Liberal and Labour parties, shifting into a 
voting pattern very similar to that of England.  When this shift was combined with the 
rejection of devolution, it appeared almost a final confirmation of the disappearance of a 
distinctive form of Welsh political expression.  Assimilation into England seemed to be 
reducing Wales to a region rather than a nation.  Even the increased participation in direct 
action groups aimed to protect Welsh interests was interpreted by some members of the 
Welsh intelligentsia as evidence of the continuation of the historical process of Welsh 
political assimilation into Britain.10  From this perspective, Welsh political identity would 
be limited to that of a ‘sturdy dwarf’ who must exist beneath the dominant British culture 
and prove unable to grow beyond that position.11 
The debate over the meaning of the rejection of devolution and the increased Welsh 
Conservative vote evolved into a reconsideration of the roles and natures of the political 
parties within Wales.  During the 1970s, the inability of the British political parties to cater 
adequately for Wales had been an accepted fact amongst the nationalist-inclined Welsh 
intelligentsia.  By the late 1980s, after nearly a decade of Conservative government, and the 
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steady rejection of its 1970s projection of Welsh political identity, Plaid Cymru itself had 
been forced to come to terms with its popular rejection in 1979 and at repeated General 
Elections.  Under Dafydd Wigley and later Dafydd Elis Thomas, Plaid Cymru attempted to 
adapt themselves to the apparent reality of a people who accepted the shape of the union 
between England and Wales.12  For some Welsh nationalists, however, Plaid Cymru‘s efforts 
to represent the Welsh nation as it was rather than as it should be, undermined the Party‘s 
ability to defend the Welsh language and the integrity of the Welsh language heartlands.13  
Without the distinctive Welsh language heartlands, the Welsh claim for a separate political 
identity was dangerously undermined.  Without a base in traditional, Welsh-speaking 
Welshness, Thomas argued that Plaid Cymru would be inhibited from building a nation able 
to distinguish itself from England.  Anglo-Welsh culture was not well enough defined or 
strong enough to withstand pressure from English culture.14  The popular rejection of 
devolution and the ideas that accompanied it was not sufficient cause to abandon those ideas. 
Yet the argument also went in the other direction.  Geraint Morgan raised the 
question of the Welshness of the Welsh branch of the Conservative Party, pointing out that 
not only had they passed legislation that was beneficial to Wales but that, on occasion, they 
were more in touch with the Welsh people than either Plaid Cymru or the Labour Party.15  
This had been evidenced by Conservative opposition to devolution in 1979 in favour of a 
stronger Home Office – an institution created by the Conservative Party itself.   Morgan did 
conclude that, despite these occasional achievements, the Conservative lack of sympathy 
with the Welsh nationalist aspirations prevented them from being truly Welsh.16  Prior to 
the 1980s, however, the mere consideration of the Welshness of the Conservative Party 
would have seemed irrelevant in a society dominated by Labour and renowned for its 
rejection of the Anglicised Conservative Party.  Yet by the mid 1980s, the question could be 
asked, indicating a growing openness to the consideration of the validity of Welsh identities 
outside of the traditional one.  A section of the Welsh intelligentsia, including the leaders of 
Plaid Cymru, were becoming more consciously appreciative of what it meant to be 
practically as well as traditionally Welsh.  
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Attitudes in the 1980s 
Thatcherism and the evolution of political expression in Wales, as well as the economic-
triggered disassociation from Westminster politics, encouraged the Welsh intelligentsia 
into questioning the structure and shape, and even the continued existence of a Welsh 
expression of political identity.  This questioning was shaped, however, by the rejection of 
devolution.  The confidence of the 1970s is notably lacking in the 1980s journal articles, and 
the effort to come to terms with the reality of the political situation quite different from 
1970s focus on what would or needed to occur in the Welsh future.  By the end of the 1980s, 
the Welsh intelligentsia were searching not only for the political meaning of Wales, but for 
ways in which Wales could find a political identity without reliance on the groundwork of 
Plaid Cymru or traditional Welshness.  The political relationship between Wales and 
England in Britain had been opened to new analysis by the devolution referendum and 
shaped by the experience of Thatcherism. 
 The Welsh people‘s attitude towards culture in Wales, as expressed in the 1979 
referendum, would also take the Welsh intelligentsia by surprise.  Up until 1979, the bulk of 
the interested intelligentsia focused on the use of the Welsh and English languages within 
Wales and on the relative positions and status of the two languages.  By the end of the 
decade, the intelligentsia were expressing increased interest in breaking the deadlock 
between the two linguistic expressions of Wales and Welshness.  Yet when these articles 
are compared with a later Public Policy Pamphlet,17 what is striking is the complete lack of 
awareness on the behalf of the Welsh intelligentsia that the majority of the Welsh 
population was approaching the issues of cultural identity and language from a very 
different perspective.  76% of the Welsh people surveyed by researchers from the University 
of Strathclyde did not associate a Welsh identity with either the Welsh language or any 
form of nationalism. 18   Welsh identity could viably be expressed through the English 
language and within Britain.  The 1979 devolution referendum forced the awareness of this 
difference into full view.  Plaid Cymru had been the main supporter of devolution and, with 
Labour internally divided over its own proposal, had run the majority of the ‗yes‘ campaign.  
Correspondingly, Plaid Cymru‘s understanding of Welsh cultural identity had been attached 
to the concept of devolution, sparking fears amongst the English-speaking Welsh of a 
country dominated by the minority Welsh-speakers (and vice versa) and of the reinforcing 
of a north-south divide.  Plaid Cymru‘s understanding of Welsh identity was, therefore, one 
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of the points rejected by 80% of those who voted in 1979.  With this popular disavowal of 
traditional Welshness, the Welsh intelligentsia were forced to become more open to 
acknowledging the reality and validity of an English-speaking Welsh identity.  Many of the 
arguments that had been used by the intelligentsia and Plaid Cymru to problematise the 
latter identity now found themselves being problematised in turn. 
 In the 1970s, however, the discussion of Welsh culture amongst the intelligentsia 
focused on the need to strengthen Welsh culture and the problems that appeared inherent 
to the emergence of a unified culture.  The lack of a common experiential ground for the 
construction of a Welsh identity was, as with the issue of political identity and independence, 
based firmly in Welsh history.  English was, and is, the language of the dominant nation, of 
the conquerors, but economic and political participation in Britain required, and still does, 
the ability to speak and work in English.  By 1971, only 21% of the population above the age 
of three were able to speak Welsh.19  Correspondingly, the central question for the Welsh 
intelligentsia of the 1970s was whether or not it was possible for the English language, the 
language of necessity and of conquest, to express a Welsh identity.  The status of the Welsh 
language, particularly in terms of its position relative to English, was central to this 
question. 
  
The question of language 
Plaid Cymru and Cymdeithas yr Iaith Gymraeg represented one approach to this issue.  Both 
groups denied the validity of an English-speaking Welsh culture, relegating Welsh 
literature written in English to England and regional English culture.  Hence, Cymdeithas yr 
Iaith Gymraeg’s proposed to divide Wales along the linguistic North-South boundary.20  
Traditional Welshness needed to be protected from the ravages of the English and their 
language, an argument that revealed the antagonism and lack of sympathy between those 
committed to either language-culture in Wales.21   Some of the intelligentsia, however, 
responded to this antagonism by refusing to deny the validity of either language within 
Welsh culture, arguing instead that both deserved equal respect.  Where mutual respect 
was not given, resentment, dislike and division was the result, damaging Wales further.22  A 
similar result occurred when Welsh-learners were rejected by established Welsh-speakers.23 
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Antagonism between the two groups would not contribute to the emergence of a strong 
Welsh identity.  Towards the end of the decade, Raymond Williams took this approach to 
its logical conclusion.  His two essays ‘The Welsh Industrial Novel’ (1979) and ‗The Welsh 
Trilogy and The Volunteers’ (1979) presented Welsh literature of both languages as 
emergent from Welsh experience. 24   The language used was part of that experience.  
English-language literature could be just as nationalist as that written in Welsh, as the 
spate of anti-investiture writing in the early 1970s had illustrated.  For Raymond Williams, 
the problem was not the presence of the English language, but the nature of the umbrella 
state of Britain, a state that embodied the colonial baggage of conquest and dominance in 
the English language.  Raymond Williams was, however, quite a bit ahead of his time in 
shifting the locus away from the actual language to the baggage that language brought with 
it.  Prior to his essays, similar examination had been limited to the baggage brought by 
Welsh history.  For Bobi Jones25 and Tecwyn Lloyd26, the solution to the division in Welsh 
cultural identity lay more in understanding the historical way in which the Welsh 
inferiority complex had emerged and how it had shaped the Welsh people‘s attitudes 
towards their culture and identity.  Language itself was not the central problem, rather the 
historical apportioning of value to Welsh and English was.  But regardless of the approach, 
the Welsh intelligentsia believed that the balance between Wales and England in Britain 
needed to be adjusted psychologically as well as politically. 
 During the 1980s, this concern over language and the question of whether Welsh 
identity could be expressed through English evolved into a growing acceptance of the 
validity of the English-language Welsh culture and identity.  Being Welsh became more 
important than the language used to express that identity.  This was evident in a trio of 
articles on the rejection of English-language Welsh literature.  Peter MacDonald Smith 
argued that such literature was shaped by the authors‘ Welshness, regardless of language, 
and expressed a commitment towards both Welsh literature and culture that equalled that 
of the Welsh-language equivalents27.  G.O.Jones challenged two other questions that had, in 
the 1970s, been used to discredit English-language Welsh culture: 
…are the Welsh people who do not speak Welsh ‗truly‘ Welsh 
[and] are Welsh writers who write in English and choose their own 
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themes Anglo-Welsh even if they do not write about Wales, or 
‗truly‘ Anglo-Welsh if they do not write about the ‗colonial 
predicament‘ of Wales?28  
 
He pointed out that to deny a Welsh identity to four-fifths of the population because they 
did not speak Welsh, or to impose limits on literature not found anywhere else, defied 
logic.29  This logical deficiency was not a new discovery, but the rejection of traditional 
Welshness along with devolution forced the intelligentsia to respond by challenging the 
artificial boundaries imposed by traditional Welshness on identity within Wales.  The 
tendency of Welsh nationalists to position a valid Welsh identity and culture in opposition 
to that of England and Britain was also being questioned.  English was no longer 
necessarily problematic.  The English-speaking Welsh had made their point in 1979. 
 This did not mean, however, that the Welsh intelligentsia‘s concern over the state of 
the Welsh language vanished or even declined.  In fact, in the wake of the 1979 referendum, 
the Welsh intelligentsia‘s approach to general cultural identity had become both more 
practical and more searching, challenging the more idealistic and nationalist boundaries that 
had previously defined Welshness.  No definitive answers were outlined in any of the above 
articles, but all were more open to a wider understanding of Welsh identity than was 
evident in the 1970s.  That this widening appeared to be accompanied by the growth of 
confidence in the equality of Welsh and Welsh-language culture with that across the border 
in England is a development that reflects another impact of Thatcherism on the Welsh 
people.  Through the forced self-reliance of Thatcherism, the Welsh confidence in 
themselves and their abilities increased slowly but steadily. 
  
The Welsh economy 
A similar increase in self-confidence would emerge in the economic arena in the 1980s, 
something that was notably lacking amongst the Welsh population by the 1979 devolution 
referendum.  The 1970s were economically difficult, particularly in contrast with the 1950s 
and 1960s but it was, at least in part, concern over Britain‘s relative decline that cast the 
biggest shadow across the economic scene.  It is, however, important to recognise that the 
import of the economic developments of the early 1970s – the entry into the EC, the 
floating of the pound sterling, the gradual rise of inflation – were not fully grasped until late 
in the decade.  Thus, the Welsh economic position could seem strong enough for 
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independence in the early 1970s and still receive a popular and resounding rejection at the 
1979 devolution referendum. 
 The focus of the debate over the economic relationship was, again, on the colonial 
nature of the Welsh economy.  Arguments regarding capitalism, imperialism and the 
political concept of the underdeveloped nation all found expression. 30   Yet again, the 
dominance of England was identified as a problem, preventing the Welsh development of 
the foundations of a self-sustaining economy.  Britain, built to foster the economic prowess 
of an Empire centred on England, was increasingly being seen as, at best, semi-functional in 
the modern world.  This questioning of the existing economic structure of Britain was not 
limited to Wales.  The English and Scottish peoples were also searching for new ways of 
defining the economic identity if Britain.  In all three countries, the European Community 
became a steadily more attractive option.  Prior to British entry into the EC in 1973, Plaid 
Cymru offered a solution to the problems that had emerged from the colonial and imperial 
economic relationship in the form of a Britain consisting of free trade zones with 
interdependent economies (c.1966-1970).  In this new Britain, entry into the EC would be 
renegotiated in order to prevent the dominance of English issues stunting Welsh growth 
and activity within and through the European organisation. 31   Again, the nature and 
structure of the British relationship was identified as the primary issue, rather than the mere 
existence of the relationship. 
 Not all of the Welsh intelligentsia participating in the 1970s debate accepted the 
feasibility of Plaid Cymru‘s alternative British structure.  The concept of a colonial or in any 
way exploitative economic relationship between England and Wales was, in fact, a 
controversial claim.  A large section of the Welsh intelligentsia challenged the applicability 
of the concepts of exploitation and intentional misuse of Welsh economic resources.  One 
member, economist John Lovering, denied Plaid Cymru‘s assertion that Wales was 
economically self-sufficient and therefore able to function outside of Britain. 32   This 
approach to the Welsh economy was more practical and less idealistic than that of Plaid 
Cymru, accepting the reality of 700 years of steadily consolidated economic integration.  It 
was certainly the argument that resonated with the Welsh people, as was illustrated by 
their rejection of Plaid Cymru‘s alternative in the 1979 devolution referendum.  Much of the 
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resentment of the Welsh economic ties to England apparent in Plaid Cymru‘s approach was, 
ultimately, historical.  They were protesting against ties enforced through conquest and 
involuntary union, rather than chosen and participated in on an equal basis.  The Welsh 
people were more concerned about the economic problems that were unpleasantly apparent 
by 1979, and saw their safest economic future within Britain. 
 By the end of the 1980s, the issue of Welsh economic independence from a colonial 
relationship had vanished, destroyed by the 1979 devolution referendum and the experience 
of Thatcherism.  The majority of the Welsh intelligentsia were united in their concern over 
the negative impact of Thatcherist economic policies on the Welsh economy and society.  
Thatcherism, by its very nature, ignored the society within which the economy functioned, 
something that was perceived by the Welsh intelligentsia as contributing to the destruction 
of a distinctive Welsh economic society.  This was particularly the case regarding the coal-
mining communities of South Wales.33  Most of the Welsh intelligentsia were united in the 
belief that economic competitiveness should be tempered by an assessment of the needs of 
the community.34  This was particularly necessary as the closure of the mines and steel 
refineries signalled the end of a century-old community and way of life, and resulted in the 
inability of those left behind to see a future for themselves or their children.35  The failure of 
the Conservative government to develop Welsh infrastructure and foster replacement 
industries in the South exacerbated the problematic economic and social situation.36  By the 
end of the 1980s, it was clear that the Welsh intelligentsia blamed Thatcher‘s economic and 
social policies for the poor state of the Welsh economy and the extremely high 
unemployment rates in the old coal-mining areas.  Yet none of the articles rejected the 
Welsh ties to the British economy.  The protests were in relation to the policies that were 
emerging from Westminster, and many of their concerns were shared by English regional 
intelligentsia. 
Thatcherism did, however, have one positive effect on the Welsh perception of their 
economy, if not on their economy in and of itself.  Thatcher‘s withdrawal of the level of state 
aid previously available to Wales forced the Welsh realisation that the Welsh were not 
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actually economically reliant on British government hand-outs.37  Thatcherite economic 
decentralisation developed Welsh state machinery and Welsh self-confidence in their ability 
to guide and develop their own economy.  The Conservative Part had propagated ‗…an 
ideology of Welsh success…‘ 38  and had encouraged the popular realisation that ‗…an 
interventionist Welsh state can accomplish more for them than a dependence inherent in a 
centralist British Labourism‘.39  This increase of self-confidence was also visible in the 
change in the Welsh intelligentsia‘s approach to Welsh cultural identity and contributed 
towards the shift regarding devolution in the later 1980s. 
Plaid Cymru‘s approach to the Welsh-English relationship during the 1970s 
contributed to rejection of devolution in 1979.  This approach had been supported by the 
bulk of the nationalist-inclined Welsh intelligentsia who had argued that Wales was 
crippled politically, culturally and economically by the dominance of England.  Labour‘s 
devolution proposal was, in itself, quite controversial, due to its limited nature, the potential 
dissolution of the British Unions, and Plaid Cymru‘s insistence on basing the need for 
devolution on cultural rather than economic grounds.40  Ultimately, the arguments over 
devolution did little to reassure the general public in Wales that devolution would be 
beneficial, politically, economically or culturally.  The arguments against the proposal were 
far more convincing, touching on the fears of the Welsh populace of the domination of one 
group or the other, of an ineffective, expensive and democratically unsound addition to the 
tiers of government, and of the Welsh inability to prosper in a devolved state.  This success 
was evident in that of the 58.3% of the Welsh electorate who voted, 956 330 voted against 
the proposal, with 243 048 in favour.41  All eight counties returned a ‗no‘ vote.42  The Welsh 
people were far more concerned about the potential problems with devolution and the 
dangers of being exposed to the ongoing industrial unrest without the protection of the 
British state than they were about the limiting factors of the union with England in Britain. 
The experience of the 1980s and Thatcherism, however, would begin to change the 
public perception of devolution.  More than that, however, it altered the intelligentsia‘s 
motivations for altering the union between Wales and England.  Devolution became an 
alteration to an unacceptable form of government, not the potential prelude to the 
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dissolution of Britain.  In the light of the effects of Thatcherism within Wales, such an 
argument appeared more relevant to the general public than the more nationalist and 
culturally and linguistically defensive arguments of the 1970s.  In fact, the rejection of 
devolution in 1979 began to be understood on these grounds.  According to Charlotte H. 
Aull, Welsh nationalism was associated with the encroachment of state bureaucracy on local 
government and the economy.43  Neither had been particularly under threat in 1979.  What 
had been rejected in the referendum was, therefore, not devolution, but the potential 
legitimisation of the political existence of Wales.44  This approach was reiterated in the late 
1980s by Hefin, underlining the importance of the Welsh experience of Thatcherism for the 
revitalising of a more practical form of devolution. 45   Furthermore, the economic 
decentralisation favoured by the Thatcher government had developed Welsh self-confidence 
in their ability to guide and develop their own economy.46  In contrast, the increasing 
marginalisation of local government in favour of Thatcherite political centralisation 
brought that section of the Welsh population onto the side of the devolutionists for the first 
time.47  Thatcherism, then, played a major role in the return of devolution to the Welsh 
political agenda in the late 1980s, as well as shaping the Welsh intelligentsia‘s 
understanding of the rejection of devolution in 1979.  Her politics and economics forced the 
Welsh intelligentsia and the Welsh people to reconsider the viability of the structure of 
Britain.  The Welsh-English relationship had become negotiable again, albeit from a very 
different perspective. 
 
Conclusion 
Over the 1980s, the majority of the Welsh intelligentsia who participated in this debate over 
Wales, Welshness and the Welsh-English relationship shifted towards this widening of the 
boundaries that had previously surrounded these three concepts.  In 1979, the Welsh people 
had made it clear that they did not wish to participate in the nationalist understandings of 
these areas, and did not wish their identity to be limited by the language they spoke.  The 
shock of this response is still evident in the modern analyses of the rejection of devolution.  
Yet this shock forced the Welsh intelligentsia into reconsidering their understanding of 
Wales, Welshness and the Welsh-English relationship.  English-language Welsh culture 
became a more acceptable version of Welsh culture, as did the identity that was associated 
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with it.  Wales began to be positioned less against England and more in the light of its own 
values, achievements and potential.  Both the economic and political relationships between 
Wales and England became open to more pragmatic negotiation.  All of this meant that the 
gap between the general public‘s understanding of Wales, Welshness and the Welsh-
English relationship and that of the Welsh intelligentsia began to narrow.  This, in turn, 
was reflected in the public support of devolution in 1997. 
 The articles in Planet, Contemporary Wales and the New Welsh Review offer unique 
insight into how the intelligentsia‘s approach to Wales, Welshness and the Welsh-English 
relationship altered and developed in the wake of the 1979 devolution referendum.  The 
debate that occurred and the changes in the understanding of these areas are highly 
significant for understanding modern Wales and its identity.  The rejection of devolution in 
1979 was the catalyst for this re-evaluation, one that was shaped by the experiences of the 
1980s. 
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Competing Historical Accounts and the Importance of Nationalised Mythology: Han 
Chinese ‘imaginaries’ and Uighur ‘realities’ 
Anna Hayes, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
The Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region2 is located in north-western China and was the 
site through which traders traversed the Silk Road. Through much of the twentieth century 
it was bordered by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, but since the breakup of the 
Soviet Union it is neighboured by Russia, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 
Afghanistan, Pakistan and India. Xinjiang has a diverse minority nationality (shaoshu minzu) 
population, and is home to the Uighurs, Huis, Mongolians, Kazakhs, Xibos, Kirgiz, Uzbeks, 
Manchus, Tatars, Tajiks, Daghurs and Russians, along with other minority groups who 
have recently been migrating to the region.3  Its total population numbers in the vicinity of 
20.5 million, of whom 60.3 percent belong to the minority nationalities.4 The Uighurs have 
long been the region‘s majority population and they number in the vicinity of 9.5 million. 
They currently account for nearly 46 percent of the region‘s total population. However, 
their majority status within the region is changing due to continued Han Chinese migration 
to the province. In 1949, Uyghurs accounted for 76 percent of Xinjiang‘s population. By 
1964, this figure had dropped to 55 percent, it was 46 percent in 1986, returning to 47 
percent by 1990.5 This demonstrates that Han migration to the region has had a significant 
impact on the ethnic ratios in Xinjiang. In 1949, Han Chinese constituted only 6.7 percent 
of the population in Xinjiang. By 1990, this figure had risen to 37.6 percent.6  The Han 
population recently reached 8.12 million and they now account for approximately 39.7 
percent of the overall population in Xinjiang.7  
It should also be noted that Xinjiang exists on the ‗borderlands‘ of the Chinese state 
and the minority nationalities that populate it have long been apart from the dominant Han 
imagination. The region comprises peripheral peoples whose cultural, religious, economic 
and political differences run counter to the Chinese government‘s notion of a multi-ethnic 
unified society. Chinese attempts at assimilation have not yet worked, and the racial 
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dichotomy of Han and non-Han seems pronounced, particularly amongst the Uighur 
diaspora. As the (shrinking) Uighur majority feel more insecure about their position in the 
province, attempts to cling to their differences, those things that make them ethnically 
different to the Han Chinese, are becoming more visible. Religion is one marked difference, 
and Joanne Smith Finley has highlighted the re-Islamising of Uighur society, including 
young women taking up wearing the veil and headscarves, as an example of the symbolic 
acts of community ‗we-hood‘ among the Uighurs, which separates them from the Han 
Chinese in particular.8  
In writing this paper, one of the central questions that can be posed is what does 
Xinjiang represent? For those who support, and hold fast to, the notion of an independent 
East Turkistan,9 Xinjiang (East Turkistan) can be viewed as a colonised state, a territory 
yearning for its rightful independence. For others, Xinjiang is viewed as a legitimate 
province of greater China. Therefore, exactly what Xinjiang constitutes presents a 
conundrum and it could reasonably be suggested that the race riots, acts of terrorism and 
separatism within the region, and the brutal crackdowns that continue to dominate any 
attempts by the Uighurs to challenge the status quo, are all outward manifestations of this 
conundrum. According to Albert Memmi, the end result of colonial conquest ‗is that it is 
impossible for the colonial situation to last because it is impossible to arrange it properly‘.10 
Furthermore, he argues that pursuit of the truth is important in resolving such a situation 
as ‗[a]ll truth is useful and positive because it cuts through illusion‘.11 Therefore, we need 
to begin by considering the history of the region in order to try to locate the ‗truth‘ as it 
applies to Xinjiang. However, like the discord found among the societies that comprise 
Xinjiang, we find that the historical ‗truths‘ are equally troublesome.   
 
Contested historical narratives  
Xinjiang has a highly contentious history, which has often been politicised and manipulated 
in an effort to support either side of the debate over its contested sovereignty. As discussed 
elsewhere by Michael Clarke,12 in 2003, a government White Paper issued by the People‘s 
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Republic of China‘s (PRC) Information Office of the State Council (2003) put forth the 
argument that Xinjiang had been an ‗inseparable part of the unitary multi-ethnic Chinese 
nation‘ since the Han dynasty (206 BCE – 220 CE). Similarly, Gardner Bovingdon reported 
that Chinese texts on the history of Xinjiang generally begin with a statement purporting 
that it has been a part of China since ‗ancient times‘. 13  However, Chinese claims of 
continuous rule are often countered on a few fronts.  
Firstly, the name Xinjiang (which Bovingdon has referred to as a ‗bone of 
contention‘ between Uighurs and Han Chinese 14 ) is translated into English as ‗New 
Frontier/Territory‘. This translation signifies that when the name was given to the 
territory, it was a recent territorial acquisition by the Qing dynasty (1644 – 1911). Prior to 
the introduction of Xinjiang as the name for the region, the area was part of what the Han-
era rulers referred to as Xiyu or the ‗Western Regions‘. However, Xiyu was a problematic 
name for the area because it was not specific and it caused there to be ambiguity as to what 
territory actually constituted Xiyu. For instance, other areas of contemporary China, such 
as Qinghai, could reasonably have been included into the territory described as Xiyu. As 
James Millward reminds us, in China ‗[n]ames …are not mere conventions. They have 
political force, and can be used to establish ―truth‖‘.15 In 1763, after the Qing conquests 
throughout Xiyu, there was an imperially-sponsored project in order to standardise names 
throughout the region. Out of this process the term Xinjiang emerged. When it was 
conceived and applied, the name Xinjiang was important as unlike Xiyu it had no prior 
historical associations and it specifically referred to the newest province of the Qing Empire.    
As the territorial entity called ‗Xinjiang‘ only came into being in the 18th century, 
this ‗truth‘ alone would seemingly be a significant refutation of the continuous rule claim.16 
However, the ‗New Frontier/Territory‘ translation of Xinjiang is contested by the above-
mentioned government White Paper. It favours a translation such as ‗old territory returned 
to the motherland‘.17 This translation, and more importantly, what this translation tries to 
claim, does not make sense, historically or linguistically. In fact, Clarke regards the long-
held government assertion that there has been continuous Chinese rule of Xinjiang since the 
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Han dynasty to be a ‗spurious historical claim‘.18 This is because the annexation of the 
province into the Qing Empire was really only finalised in 1884, although Qing control of 
the territory continued to be challenged by the local populations after its incorporation into 
imperial China proper.19 
Prior to 1884 however, it is worthwhile considering that the Central Asian region, 
including modern day Xinjiang, was an area that experienced constant flows of people, 
culture and goods in and out of the regions. For centuries, the Turkic peoples of modern 
day Xinjiang experienced direct contact with, were influenced by, and sometimes came 
under the direct control of, the Chinese. During the Han dynasty (206 BCE – 220 CE), a 
substantial part of the territory was under the control of the Han for approximately one 
hundred years. The Tang Dynasty (618 – 907 CE) also controlled much of Xinjiang for 
approximately one hundred years. Control of the northern and southern parts of the region 
was again exerted by the Chinese from 1759 as part of the Qing dynasty‘s expansion during 
that period. Therefore, there most certainly were periods throughout history that modern-
day Xinjiang did experience direct rule by Chinese dynastic empires. Just like the Chinese 
government‘s unease over the ‗[g]ames with names‘, 20  the above-mentioned historical 
realities are uneasy ‗truths‘ for Uighur nationalists, particularly those who have tried to 
write these periods of Chinese rule out of the regional history.21 
While a detailed overview of the history of the region is beyond the scope of this 
paper, it is important to note a few important historical ‗truths‘ in order to seek out a more 
centrist historical reality of the region. During the period 1700-1900, Xinjiang was a pivotal 
region among competing powers in Central Asia. It held importance for both the Russians 
and the Chinese as they sought to expanded their military and political control of parts of 
the Central Asian region, and it was significant to the British, who wanted a buffer between 
its colonial Indian territory and an expanding Russian imperialist state.22 By 1759, the 
Manchu Qing rulers of China had asserted control over the region through a ruthless and 
bloody conquest which saw some parts of northern Xinjiang depopulated as a result.23 
However, rather than incorporating Xinjiang into China, from 1759 to 1820 the Qing 
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regarded the territory to be a colony of the Qing, and they actually sought to ‗segregate and 
isolate Xinjiang from China‘ so that it could provide a buffer between themselves and 
Russia. 24  Understandably, during this time, the province was marred by uprisings, 
rebellions and sustained unrest as local populations resisted Qing rule. This caused the 
Qing rulers and elites to question whether or not they should retain the territory, and on a 
number of occasions there were suggestions that the Qing should abandon the colony, 
clearly demonstrating it was not believed to be an ‗inseparable‘ part of the empire‘ at that 
given time.25 
After the fall of the Qing dynasty, there was still resistance to Chinese rule by the 
minority nationalities. This resistance was sometimes aided by Russia, which still sought to 
exert influence or control over parts of the region. In an attempt to retain the territory, and 
to stop Russia from gaining a stronger foothold there, during the 19th century Han Chinese 
migration to the region was encouraged. It was believed this migration would cause there to 
be a ‗Hanisation‘ of Xinjiang, which would displace the local minority nationality 
populations. In addition, for those populations who remained in the region, it was proposed 
that schooling local non-Han children under the Confucian model would assist in culturally 
assimilating the local non-Han peoples into the Chinese state.26 These displacement and 
assimilation policies had two key goals. Firstly, it was hoped that Xinjiang would become 
better integrated into China, thereby removing the threat of future rebellions or unrest. 
Secondly, it was argued that it would also help to distance Xinjiang from Central Asia.27  
However, full integration and assimilation with China was not easily achieved. This 
was clearly demonstrated in 1933 when continued Uighur resistance to Chinese rule led to 
the establishment of the East Turkistan Republic in Khotan. The newly established 
Republic had an independent Uighur government, and it covered much of southern 
Xinjiang. It was relatively short-lived however, and in 1934, Ma Zhongying, a regional 
warlord, took Kashgar by force thereby ending the Republic. Even so, the significance of the 
independent Republic still has gravitas for Uighur nationalists to the present day.28 For 
them, this is an important ‗truth‘ in the nationalised mythology of the Uighur.  
Similarly, the second East Turkistan Republic, established in 1944 by Kazakh and 
Uighur forces, has also been an important ‗truth‘ in the formation of the Uighurs‘ 
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nationalised mythology. This Republic controlled the north-western Ghulja region from 
1944 to 1949.29 In September 1949, the Republic was surrendered to the CCP after one of 
its political leaders, Burhan, pledged his allegiance to the CCP.30 However, this was not a 
decision accepted by all and shortly after the surrender, eight East Turkistani political 
leaders were to travel to Beijing to negotiate and finalise details over the territory‘s position 
in China. However, the East Turkistani political leaders were killed en route to Beijing, 
either in an aircraft accident (official Chinese account), or were executed in Panfilov on the 
orders of Joseph Stalin acting alone, or with Mao Zedong (a claim made by East Turkistan 
Republic at the time and one that continues to this day).31 
After the deaths of the East Turkistani leaders, Xinjiang remained a province of the 
People‘s Republic of China. However, there was sustained East Turkistani resistance to 
Chinese rule, but it was called local ‗banditry‘ in official Chinese accounts. This resistance 
continued until 1954, after which it reduced in scale, although it did not disappear 
completely.32 Furthermore, during the more radical years under Mao Zedong, such as the 
Anti-Rightist Policy (1957), the Great Leap Forward (1958-61) and the Cultural Revolution 
(1966-76), the Uighurs and other minority nationalities suffered significant hardship and 
cultural dislocation. In his essay titled ‗The Question of the Minority Nationalities‘, Mao 
Zedong identified what he believed to be the underlying causes of continuing unrest in 
minority nationality areas. He stated: 
It is imperative to foster good relations between the Han people and 
the minority nationalities. The key to this question lies in 
overcoming Han chauvinism. At the same time, efforts should also be 
made to overcome local nationalism, wherever it exists among the 
minority nationalities. Both Han chauvinism and local nationalism 
are harmful to the unity of the nationalities; they represent a specific 
contradiction among the people which should be overcome.33  
The Han chauvinism referred to by Mao Zedong can be likened to Memmi‘s 
characterisation of the ‗coloniser‘:  
A foreigner, having come to a land by the accidents of history, he has 
succeeded not merely in creating a place for himself but also in taking 
away that of the inhabitant, granting himself astounding privileges to 
the detriment of those rightfully entitled to them. …He is a 
privileged being and an illegitimately privileged one; that is, a 
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usurper. Furthermore, this is so, not only in the eyes of the colonised, 
but in his own as well.34  
It would appear that Han chauvinism remains a feature of the contemporary societal 
landscape in Xinjiang.35 Colin Mackerras reported that there is a feeling among Uighurs 
that they are treated as ‗inferiors‘ by the Han Chinese, and that they have become ‗second-
class citizens in their own land‘.36 Local nationalism is also alive and well. The post-Mao era 
has been marked by continual ethnic unrest in Xinjiang. The early 1980s were a turbulent 
time with separatist movements becoming involved in factional, anti-government conflict. 
Resistance to the government was swiftly countered however, and this again increased 
racial tension in the region,37 and there were also conflicts between local groups and Han 
migrants.38 There was heightened unrest during the summers of 1996 and 1997. This was 
in part a reaction against CCP attempts to eliminate separatism in Xinjiang as part of their 
nationwide ‗Strike Hard‘ campaign.39 This instability has continued to the present day and it 
has intensified from time to time, most recently witnessed in the race riots in Urumqi in 
July 2009 and the July 2011 attacks in Kashgar and Khotan.  
The July 2009 riots were reported to have begun following the beating deaths of two 
Uighur factory workers in southern China by their Han Chinese co-workers.40 The killings 
led to widespread protests and violence erupting across Xinjiang. The riots that followed 
resulted in the death of approximately 197 people, 1,600 people were injured and 1,434 
people were detained.41 In 2011, further violence broke out on the anniversary of this event 
in Kashgar and Khotan, when Uighur groups launched separate attacks in the two cities. 
One of the reasons given for the violence was the detention, without trial, of many young 
Uighur men after the anniversary of the 2009 riots. In addition, tensions were also 
heightened by the government‘s destruction of traditional Uighur houses in Kashgar. The 
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demolition of these houses, labelled ‗unsafe‘ and ‗unsanitary‘ by Beijing, is viewed by the 
Uighurs as both cultural destruction and an attempt by Beijing to ‗to break up their 
communities and reduce their influence in the city‘.42 When claims such as these occur they 
are swiftly countered by Chinese authorities. However, the treatment of minority 
nationalities during these periods of unrest has further increased Uighur resentment against 
Chinese rule.43  
The discussion above represents some of the historical ‗truths‘ of the region. It also 
challenges the official version of history which states there has been continuous Chinese 
rule in Xinjiang since the Han dynasty. This is a challenge supported by Millward, who has 
argued elsewhere that the perpetuation of this ‗historical falsehood‘ has ‗backed‘ Chinese 
historians and ideologues ‗into a corner‘ because it is not based on historical ‗reality‘.44 
Furthermore, this historical falsehood does not reflect the lived experience of the Uighurs 
and it has occurred against the backdrop of the development and reinforcement of an 
important Han Chinese national mythology. This mythology has been centred on Chinese 
humiliation and victimisation at the hands of external powers, and it portrays China as a 
victim of western imperialism during the 19th century. This mythology, which is centred in 
reality, as China did suffer territorial losses and significant encroachments on its territory, 
has had an important impact on the national psyche of the Chinese. It has been useful in 
uniting Han Chinese together and there has been much national pride in their nation‘s 
ability to overcome these obstacles. This history is briefly detailed in the discussion that 
follows. 
 
The importance of nationalised mythologies 
Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, China experienced frequent contact with European 
maritime traders and accompanying envoys. These traders sought ports on Chinese soil in 
order to conduct their business, leading to increasing foreign territorial encroachment on 
the Qing Empire. Furthermore, these traders and envoys often bypassed the Chinese 
tributary system, thereby offending the Qing rulers. However, unlike the Europeans, who 
had a proclivity for Chinese tea, silk and porcelain, the Chinese desired very little from the 
European traders. Therefore, the trade was marked by high exports to Europe, and low 
imports to China. Furthermore, silver was the only currency the Chinese would accept for 
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their exports. This was particularly worrisome for the British Empire, which had to 
exchange its gold for European silver, which incurred additional costs to them when they 
traded with the Chinese. Over time, these factors caused significant tensions to grow, and in 
an attempt to try to counter the trade imbalance, the British began to export opium (grown 
in colonial India) to the Chinese. This was achieved through a trade triangle between 
Britain, India and China, via a combination of legal and illicit trade routes.45  
The opium trade, and the resultant widespread opium addiction, caused many social 
problems to erupt across China. While imports of opium were already banned in China, and 
an imperial edict prohibiting its use had been passed in 1729, opium use continued to 
increase and it eventually resulted in a reversal of the trade balance between China and 
Britain. As the trade increased, and more silver left China for Britain, the British 
government tried to bypass the Canton system so they could maximise their profits and 
protect British rights. After a period of diplomatic tussles back and forth, in 1836 the Qing 
finally ordered a suppression of opium and there was a crackdown on opium addicts and 
dealers. This caused the price of opium to plummet, and opium stocks were confiscated by 
the Chinese and destroyed. In response to these actions, there was a limited naval clash in 
Canton between British and Chinese vessels as tensions escalated. Shortly after that a 
formal declaration of war was made by the British and in June 1840, a British naval fleet 
arrived in China. The fleet travelled up the Chinese coastline to Beihe and several 
skirmishes were fought. The conflict ended in 1842, when the Treaty of Nanjing was signed. 
This was a humiliating experience for the Chinese who were forced to accept British trade 
and residence across five of their ports, including Canton and Shanghai. The Qing were 
forced to pay war reparations, to cover the costs of the opium cargo it had destroyed, and to 
pay the outstanding debts still owed to British merchants by Chinese merchants. The 
amount paid totalled twenty-one million Spanish silver dollars. The Treaty also set the tone 
for China‘s future trade agreements and relations with other European powers, one which 
cast the Chinese in a subservient position to the West. The other spoil of the conflict for the 
British was the territory of Hong Kong,46 which was ceded to the British in perpetuity.47  
In the lead-up to the Second Opium War (1856 – 1860), both the British and the 
French wanted to renegotiate the terms of the Treaty of Nanjing, making it even more 
favourable to their interests. One of their demands was that they be allowed to have 
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permanent ambassadors in Beijing. This was resisted by the Qing, who equated 
ambassadors to spies and therefore did not welcome their presence. After the Anglo-French 
forces entered China via the ports in Tianjin, the Qing tried to halt their advance on Beijing. 
In response, 11,000 British and 6,700 French soldiers were dispatched, and they stormed 
the city. While they originally intended to attack the palace (Gugong), they were talked 
down by the Russian ambassador to China, and they instead looted and then torched the 
Summer Palace complex.48 After the attack, the Chinese were forced to concede even more 
territory to western powers. Under the Treaty of Beijing (1860), the Qing were also forced 
to allow foreign ambassadors to reside in Beijing, open eleven new trading ports, and they 
were forced to grant travel rights to those wanting to traverse China‘s interior. Today, the 
ruins of the Summer Palace complex remain an important historical site and are visited by 
tourists and nationalists alike. They are an important reminder of China‘s national 
humiliation at the hands of western imperialist forces.49 However, this national mythology 
also has great significance for Xinjiang. This is because within this mythology resides an 
historical contradiction, which can be demonstrated in the argument that follows.  
A trip to Fragrant Hills Park (Xiangshan Gongyuan) or the Summer Palace 
(Yiheyuan) in Beijing provides ample evidence of this nationalised mythology of Chinese 
victimisation by external forces. In the 
Fragrant Hills Park, there is a crumbling 
stairway that leads to nothing. It is 
memorialised as being the remains of a 
building that was formerly used as a 
holiday retreat by the Emperor. Tourists 
are informed (in both Chinese and English) 
that the building was destroyed in an 
attack by ‗Anglo-French forces‘ in 1860 
and all that remains is the stairway.  
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Figure 1 This crumbling staircase in Fragrant Hills 
Park, Beijing, memorialises China's national humiliation 
by Anglo-French forces in 1860. (Photo by Anna Hayes) 
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Likewise, at the Summer Palace, tourists are directed to examine remnants of marble 
from original buildings in the Palace grounds that were burnt down in attacks by ‗Anglo-
French forces‘ in 1860. One particular monument to the past is 
an old gnarled tree trunk enclosed by a marble fence (See Image 
2). The sign, in both Chinese and English, detailing the 
monument‘s importance is entitled ‗The Cypress Tree That 
Was‘. The description on the sign is reproduced below from a 
photograph of the original sign taken by the author in 2003: 
This is what remains of a cypress tree that was burned down in 
1860 when the Anglo-French Forces set fire to the Garden of 
Clear Ripples. When the Hall of Serenity was rebuilt in 1996, 
this stump was preserved to mark this historical event.  
A pictorial book entitled Beijing Scenes (Hu & Gao 1993) bought 
from a street vendor by the author in 1995 provides further 
evidence of this type of memorialisation. The book contains a stylised night time picture of 
the Garden of Gardens (Yuanmingyuan) complete with half-moon and green up-lighting of 
the ruins, set against a red sunset. The caption for the picture states in Chinese, Japanese 
and English:  
Yuanmingyuan was completely destroyed and plundered by the 
British-French Allied Forces in 1860. The damaged stone statues 
and pillars under the moonlight look like exclamation marks under 
the canopy of the heavens, calling for reminiscences and deep 
thoughts.50  
It could reasonably be suggested that the ‗deep thoughts‘ and ‗reminiscences‘ called for by 
the caption are ones centred on Chinese victimisation at the hands of foreign imperialists, 
and to view such acts as something regrettable with the hope that they would never occur 
again. This is the essence of the historical contradiction of China‘s national mythology. One 
could ask why there are calls for sympathy for Chinese victims of western imperial 
aggression and territorial encroachment, but not for victims of Qing imperial aggression 
and territorial encroachment like what was experienced in Xinjiang?  
Furthermore, considering the Chinese memorialisation of the acts perpetrated by 
Anglo-French aggression so many years ago, the Chinese have demonstrated they 
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Figure 2 This cypress tree, 
located at the Summer Palace 
in Beijing, also memorialises 
Anglo-French aggression 
against the Qing.  
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understand the value of mythologising past mistreatment by foreign powers. While there 
have been recent calls for China to move beyond this kind of national mentality, 51  as 
mentioned above it is a national mythology that has long bound Han Chinese together and 
it has provided a public memory of shared experiences, and ultimately, national survival 
against external pressures. However, the Uighurs have their own national mythologies and 
memorialisation of Chinese aggression. In addition, many Uighurs still regard themselves 
to be ‗colonised‘ peoples. This memorialisation plays a key role in continuing assertions of, 
and attempts to attain, independence from the Chinese state. The mythology of the Uighurs 
is very much like the Chinese mythology. It is the mythology of (Uighur) victimisation at 
the hands of (Qing) imperialist forces. This mythology is a potent unifier, and is one that is 
publicly found in museum exhibitions by the Uighur diaspora, where regional histories that 
run counter to the official Chinese version of history are able to be exhibited.  
In 2011, the Adelaide Uighur community curated an exhibition in the community 
exhibition space known as ‗The Forum‘ at the Migration Museum, Adelaide, titled ‗East 
Turkistan Uighur Culture: A History and Contribution of Uighur People in Australia‘ (10 
June – 9 September 2011). This exhibition offered a very different perspective of the Uighur 
territorial homeland than official Chinese government accounts. It depicted the territory 
known as Xinjiang as occupied lands, preferring to call the 
territory East Turkistan. It labelled artefacts as coming from 
East Turkistan, not Xinjiang, signalling a rejection of 
the notion that the Chinese are the legitimate rulers of the 
region (see Image 3). Furthermore, they documented 
the Chinese annexation in 1949 as ‗re-occupation‘, labelling the region on a map as being 
‗Under Control of Chinese Invader‘, again clearly demonstrating their refutation of Chinese 
rule of their homeland. 
For many Uighurs who have fled China, 
Xinjiang has not faded from their memory. The 
Uighur diaspora has become increasingly 
important in raising international awareness of the sources of tension in the region. Among 
members of the Uighur diaspora, the Chinese annexation of East Turkistan (Xinjiang) into 
China in 1949 is viewed as an ongoing occupation, and they continue to claim independent 
statehood. Furthermore, they argue that since this time, the Uighurs have been occupied 
peoples subject to continued persecution and oppression by Chinese authorities, who they 
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Figure 3 an example of one of the artefact labels 
rejecting Chinese rule of Xinjiang.  
(Photo by Anna Hayes) 
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claim have maintained power and control over the region through the brutal suppression of 
independence movements in East Turkistan (ETAA 2011).52   
This nationalised mythology of the Uighur is important in solidifying transnational 
sentiment among the Uighur diaspora. The Uighur diaspora has developed a diaspora 
consciousness that binds exiled Uighurs to one another, and to their former homeland. 
According to Amalendu Misra: ‗[t]he favoured mode of nationalist struggle on the part of 
many communities‘ aspiring self-determination is to confront the issue both from within 
and outside‘.53  The nationalised mythology of the Uighurs is an important mobilising force 
in this regard among the Uighur diaspora. Furthermore, much of the burden of the Uighur 
nationalist struggle lies with the Uighur diaspora because police and security forces act 
quickly to counter Uighur demonstrations and separatist attempts in Xinjiang. This is not 
to say that acts of defiance and resistance from within Xinjiang don‘t occur, they most 
certainly do. However, when events such as these occur they are countered by Chinese 
authorities, and this often results in more Uighurs fleeing persecution in China. For those 
who dare defy and resist, their experiences add to the collective nationalised mythology of 
the Uighurs: that is, oppression at the hands of an imperial force. 
 
Conclusion   
The above discussion has highlighted the competing historical accounts of Xinjiang (East 
Turkistan). They are based on Han Chinese ‗imaginaries‘, including notions of continuous 
Chinese rule since the Han dynasty, but they are also based on Uighur ‗realities‘, including 
experiences of colonisation and yearnings for independence. These contested histories 
present a conundrum for the region. Complicating this further, however, is that alongside 
this historical conundrum, are two entrenched, and contradictory, nationalised mythologies. 
For the Han Chinese, their historical experiences have shaped their nationalised mythology. 
They have memorialised the humiliation they experienced at the hands of European powers, 
that is, territorial annexation and imperial aggression. The Uighurs have a similar 
nationalised mythology. Theirs is also based on territorial annexation and imperial 
aggression, only in this instance it is by the Chinese, not European powers.  
The nationalised mythology of the Uighurs differs from the Chinese experience 
however, as the Uighurs have not ‗freed‘ themselves from these historical ‗shackles‘. If we 
revisit Memmi and his thoughts on colonisation we find he concludes: 
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Colonized society is a diseased society in which internal dynamics no 
longer succeed in creating new structures. Its century-hardened face 
has become nothing more than a mask under which it slowly 
smothers and dies. Such a society cannot dissolve the conflicts of 
generations, for it is unable to be transformed.54  
  
However, in addition to highlighting the plight of the colonised, Memmi also provides a 
warning for colonisers. He states: ‗[t]he colony‘s life is frozen; its structure is both corseted 
and hardened… if the discord becomes too sharp, and harmony becomes impossible to attain 
under existing legal forms, the result is either to revolt or to be calcified‘.55 This warning 
has resonance for Xinjiang, as internal conflict and revolt continues to be a feature of 
Xinjiang‘s social and political fabric. The conundrum and the contradiction feed this 
‗diseased society‘, as it denies the ‗realities‘ of the Uighurs, by virtue of re-writing, and 
denying them their rightful position in the region‘s history. 
The last bastion of western imperialist power and cause of Chinese humiliation was 
the colonial territory of Macau, which was returned to China by Portugal in 1999. 
Furthermore, just two years earlier, there was much media attention, and concern, when the 
United Kingdom handed Hong Kong, Kowloon and the New Territories back to China. 
What is notable is that these territories were seized from China more than one hundred 
years prior to their return. However, the Chinese government never relinquished its desire 
to take back control of these territories and, since returned, they have become important 
symbols of reunification and Chinese nationalism.  
Similarly, nationalistic Uighurs share the same desire. If we return to the time 
period when China first incorporated Xinjiang as a formal ‗province‘ of China, using 
impartial historiography, we settle on 1884. However, after this date there was continued 
conflict over the territory, with the East Turkistan Republic taking control over part of the 
territory on two separate occasions. Therefore, it was only in 1949 that East Turkistan was 
most recently annexed into China. This raises an important question: How many years need 
to pass before claims for independent statehood expire? China reclaimed the territories of 
Macau and Hong Kong more than a century after they were taken by imperialist powers. It 
is likely that the Uighurs will also take a long-term stand on this issue.  
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Stories of a Parliament, 1407: A Cautionary Tale 
Andrew Gillanders, University of Queensland1 
Introduction 
It is a feature of modern British constitutional life, as well as the constitutions of some 
countries that were formerly British colonies, that only the lower house, the House of 
Commons, is empowered to introduce taxation bills. A review of the modern historiography 
would suggest to modern readers that Henry IV (r. 1399-1413) introduced this provision in 
the parliament of 1407. This was after an incident which concerned the granting of a 
subsidy, or tax. The established procedure for granting such taxes was for the House of 
Lords and the House of Commons to discuss the state of the kingdom and propose policies 
to be pursued. The Commons would propose a level of taxation that they thought suitable 
(perhaps after consultation with the House of Lords), along with some concessions that they 
would like the king to make in return for the grant. However, in 1407, what happened was 
this: the king sat with the House of Lords and together they made a decision as to what 
level of tax was needed. This was then presented to the House of Commons as a fait accompli. 
The Commons took great exception to this, claiming it to be an infringement of their 
liberties. The king conceded the point, and his response, recorded in the Parliamentary Roll, 
highlights the liberties, or privileges, involved (the relevant extract from the Parliamentary 
Roll is given in Appendix A). The liberties of concern to those present, and referred to in 
the Parliamentary Roll, were twofold: freedom of speech; and the right of consent. The right 
of freedom of speech concerned the right of each house of parliament to discuss the needs of 
the realm, and their possible remedies, in the absence of the king. It was felt by the members 
of parliament that the presence of the king inhibited free discussion, as issues before the 
parliament could concern matters such as the king‘s prerogatives and the king‘s household. 
The second principle concerned was the right of consent, that is, the right of the members of 
parliament to participate in debates and decisions on issues of direct concern to them and 
their constituents. The concession is described in the Parliamentary Roll as the ‗Indemnity 
of the lords and commons concerning the granting of taxation,‘ and will be referred to in 
this paper as ‗the Indemnity‘. 
The focus of this paper, though, will not be on what happened in that parliament, but 
rather with what happened to this parliament as it became part of the historical discourse. 
In looking at the historiography of this incident, I drew up a timeline of who said what 
when about this particular event. A very clear pattern emerged, with four distinct phases 
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visible (see Table 1). The historiography was highly consistent within each phase, and there 
was no overlap between the phases. Significantly, these phases correlate with changes in the 
relationship between the crown and Commons in these periods. The four phases that I 
found were these: the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; the seventeenth century; and mid-
eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century; and the mid-nineteenth century to now. 
Century Political environment Issues canvassed 1407 Indemnity 
15 to 16 Commons subservient Affairs of  the nobility 
Levels of  taxation 
No interest 
17 to 
early-18 
    Constitutional battles 
between crown and 
parliament 
    Commonwealth 
    Glorious Revolution 
    Necessity / value / 
centrality of  parliament 
    Freedom of  speech 
    Parliament‘s role in 
foreign affairs 
Freedom of  speech 
mid-18 to 
mid-19 
Parliament entrenched 
Commons ascendant 
   No overarching concerns 
apparent 
    Commons‘ right to initiate 
tax bills (no identification 
of  origin) 
mid-19 to 
now 
Commons dominant 
Age of  empire 
‗Ancient Constitution‘ 
Ancient role of  Commons 
    Commons‘ right to initiate 
tax bills (1407 identified) 
Table 1: The four phases of  the historiography regarding the Indemnity of  1407. 
 
Parliament in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries 
In the first phase, the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the writing of history was concerned 
with those who wielded real power, and that was not the House of Commons. Land was 
wealth, and wealth was power, so it was the affairs of the nobility that attracted the interest 
of the broader community. During this period, the House of Commons was a facilitator of 
government action, not a driver of it. Parliaments are mentioned in the chronicles and 
histories, but it tended to be either when parliamentary business touched on the lives of the 
powerful (for example, the first parliament of Henry IV was well covered, because it related 
to the deposition of Richard II), or when the writer wished to complain about yet more 
taxes to be paid. The finer points of parliamentary practice were of no interest, so the 
incident of 1407 makes no appearance in this period. The best of the contemporary sources 
for events of the turn of the fifteenth century is the St Albans Chronicle, composed by 
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Thomas Walsingham. 2  The premier Benedictine monastery of St Albans was close to 
London, and served as lodgings for members of parliament travelling to and from London. 
This gave Walsingham a superb opportunity to gather first-hand information concerning 
happenings in parliament, and yet, we find that he does not take an interest in the 
machinations of parliamentary debate and procedures. As with other chronicle writers, 
Walsingham sees parliamentary affairs as an outsider, concerned only with parliament‘s 
impact on the broader population. It may be presumed that members of parliament would be 
willing to discuss issues of privileges and protocol that had generated such heat within the 
parliament, so their omission from Walsingham‘s chronicle must reflect his own assessment 
of their importance, or perhaps a judgement of the interests of his readers. For the 
parliament of 1407, he has only this to say: ‗In the month of November, a parliament was 
held in London, to levy taxes on the whole kingdom.‘3 
 
The Seventeenth Century 
The most significant period, constitutionally speaking, is the seventeenth century. The 
struggles between the Stuart kings and the parliament resulted in regicide, the 
Commonwealth, the Restoration, and the Glorious Revolution of 1688. It was a crucial 
period for defining the role of the parliament within the English polity, and protagonists on 
all sides of the debates drew on episodes of English history to bolster their arguments.4 The 
constitutional arguments centred on principles such as whether rule without parliament was 
legal, whether parliamentary approval was needed for taxation, and whether parliament was 
entitled to discuss all issues of state. The historiography of the period reflects all these 
concerns, with the documentary records being scoured for arguments and precedents to 
support one view or the other. The quality of some of the writing was dubious, and it was 
found that a selective reading of the records could support any argument anyone wanted to 
make. In terms of the parliament of 1407, which was cited on several occasions, the incident 
was used as a precedent in support of the fight for freedom of speech. The question of which 
house initiated the tax bills was overshadowed by the much more important principle of the 
need for parliamentary approval of tax, so the incident of 1407 was not cited in support of 
any taxation arguments. 
                                                 
2 V. H. Galbraith, Historical Research in Medieval England (London: Athlone Press, 1951), p.31. 
3 Henry Riley (ed.), Thomae Walsingham, quondam monachi S. Albani, historia anglicana (London: Longman, 
Green, Longman, Roberts and Green, 1863-64), vol.2, p.277. Walsingham‘s description of the 1407 parliament 
reads thus: ‗Mense Novembri facto Parliamento Londoniis, facta fuit levatio pecuniæ de toto regno.‘ His interest in 
this parliament did not even extend to getting the venue correct; this parliament was held at Gloucester. 
4 John Kenyon, The History Men. 2nd edn (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1993), p.21. 
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William Petyt (1640/41-1707) is representative of the writers in this period.  He was 
a lawyer and political propagandist, who was active in the 1670s and 1680s as a polemical 
writer in opposition to the later Stuart kings.5  He was a firm believer in the Ancient 
Constitution, and thought that the constitutional arrangements of the Saxon period were 
the same as those in Stuart England. In 1680 he published the Miscellanea parliamentaria, in 
which the Indemnity is reported thus: 
In the Parliament 9 H. 4. in that great Record called Indempnitie des 
Seigneurs & Communes, the King, by the advice and assent of the 
Lords, willed, granted, and declared that in that and all future 
Parliaments, it should be lawful for the Lords to debate and 
commune amongst themselves, de Lestate du Roiaume & le remedie a ce 
busoignable of the state of the Kingdom, and the necessary Remedies; 
and it should be lawful likewise for the Commons on their part to 
commune in the same manner.6 
 
Clearly, Petyt‘s interest in the Indemnity is the right of the Lords and Commons to be free 
to discuss the state of the realm and propose remedies ‗amongst themselves,‘ that is, without 
the king being present; he did not see it as having any significance specifically in terms of 
taxation privileges. 
 
The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries 
The third phase of the historiography lacked the constitutional urgency of the previous one. 
The later-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries saw the constitutional battles of the 
previous century settled in favour of the parliament, with the Commons becoming more 
important within the parliament itself. Without the constitutional struggles of an earlier 
time to put fire in their belly, the historians of this period took a much more relaxed 
approach to their parliamentary history. This period introduces into the historiography the 
right of the House of Commons to initiate tax bills, although the writers failed to offer any 
opinion on the origins of such a practice (so we cannot be sure they had 1407 in mind). This 
would suggest that the principle of Commons-initiated tax bills, which was reality in this 
period, was so uncontroversial that it did not need to be defended or explained. At the same 
time, these writers qualified the strength of the Commons‘ privilege by noting that no bill 
could take effect until it had received the assent of the Commons, Lords, and king. For 
example, in a work written in the last quarter of the eighteenth century, but not published 
until 1809, William Enfield (1741-97), a Unitarian minister, wrote that ‗it is the ancient 
                                                 
5 Janelle Greenberg, ‗Petyt , William (1640/41–1707),‘ Oxford University Press, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/22074. 
6 William Petyt, Miscellanea Parliamentaria (London: N Thompson, 1680), p.233. 
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indisputable privilege and right of the house of commons, that all grants of subsidies or 
parliamentary aids do begin in their house, and are first bestowed by them; although their 
grants are not effectual to all intents and purposes, until they have the assent of the other 
two branches of the legislature.‘7 
 
The Nineteenth Century and later 
We now enter what is, historiographically, the most difficult period to explain. Its impact 
lies not in its relationship between the historiography and parliamentary practice, as by this 
time the working of parliament and the passing of bills had come to be dominated by the 
House of Commons. However, this was the age of empire, and the English took great pride 
in their Commons-dominated Westminster Parliament that they were exporting to the 
world, and much historical work focussed on the House of Commons, amplifying its 
perceived importance within the parliament in earlier times.8 
Writers of the modern period repeat the claims that the House of Commons had the 
right to initiate tax bills, but go further in identifying the events of 1407 as the origin of this 
privilege. In the few instances where sources are cited, the Parliamentary Roll is given. 
What is significant is the remarkable consistency in their conclusions about the significance 
of the events of 1407, giving primacy to the right of the Commons to initiate tax bills. Most 
of the writers appear to have missed the significance of the events in terms of freedom of 
speech and right of consent. In addition, they have missed the qualification attached to the 
right of granting taxes in the parliamentary roll. The roll says: ‗and that it should then be 
done in the accustomed form and manner, that is to say, by word of mouth through 
whomsoever is then acting as speaker for the commons.‘ Quite clearly, the words 
‗accustomed form and manner‘ would indicate that this is a reaffirmation of an existing 
practice, rather than the creation of something new. In fact, a perusal of parliamentary rolls 
for earlier parliaments confirms that this practice was well established by 1407. 
It appears that, amongst the modern writers, there has been a substantial misreading 
of the Parliamentary Roll, and an incorrect analysis of the origins of the parliamentary 
practice of Commons-initiated tax bills. But why? The first of our writers in this group is 
William Stubbs, a giant amongst Victorian constitutional historians. He was a professor of 
history at Oxford at a time when history was becoming a scientific field, rather than a 
                                                 
7 William Enfield, Compendium of the Laws and Constitution of England (London: Printed for Thomas Tegg, 
1809), p.35; R. K. Webb, ‗Enfield, William (1741–1797),‘ Oxford University Press, 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/8804. 
8 M. D. Knowles, ‗Some Trends in Scholarship, 1868-1968, in the Field of Medieval History,‘ Transactions of 
the Royal Historical Society, Fifth Series 19 (1969), p.147. 
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literary genre, and medieval and modern history were becoming established fields in their 
own right within the universities. 9  Making extensive use of primary sources, Stubbs 
produced the Select Charters, the three volume Constitutional History of England (which ranges 
from Anglo-Saxon settlement to 1485), and a dozen volumes for the Rolls Series (edited 
editions of medieval manuscripts and papers from the Public Record Office), all in a period 
of about 20 years. There is no doubt that Stubbs was a prodigious talent, but this record 
raises the possibility that there is perhaps a limit to what one individual can achieve. 
On Stubbs‘s reading of the Parliamentary Roll, which he cites, the main principal 
involved in the Indemnity of 1407 was the right of the commons to initiate money bills, the 
reasoning being that the ‗poorest of the three estates should be left to state the maximum of 
pecuniary exaction, and that the representatives of the great body of payers should fix the 
amount of taxation.‘10 While such a practice had been evolving, this parliament saw a major 
development in its authoritative recognition. He also argued that the Indemnity has 
significance in terms of freedom of speech, and that decisions of the parliament should be 
delivered by the Speaker. Illustrating an important hypothesis of Stubbs‘s that has fallen 
entirely out of favour, he argues that this decision illustrates the important place the 
Commons had already won under the ‗constitutional rule‘ of the Lancastrians. In order to 
cover such a broad swathe of English constitutional and political history, how much time 
could he give to a slightly significant event in an obscure parliament in 1407? Could it be 
that his interpretation of 1407 was the result of a rushed reading of the Parliamentary Roll? 
But what of his successors? The work of Stubbs was (effectively) required reading at 
Oxford and Cambridge for decades after its publication, and remained a key work on the 
subject right through the twentieth century, despite challenges to it on various points. So, it 
could be expected that most of the writers in this group would be familiar with Stubbs‘s 
work. It is hard to imagine an obscure point such as we are dealing with here making much 
of an impression, but is it possible that subsequent writers approached the text with 
preconceived ideas about its significance, and simply failed to study the text with fresh eyes? 
Did any of them question Stubbs‘s interpretation, or approach his work critically? Did they 
cite the Parliamentary Roll without really reading it? These are questions impossible to 
answer, but the uniformity of views expressed by the modern authors, when alternative 
viewpoints could readily be found in the works of earlier writers and the documentary 
source, does raise questions about the historiographical methods of these writers. 
                                                 
9 Leslie Howsam, Past into Print: The Publishing of History in Britain 1850-1950 (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 2009), pp.24-26. 
10 William Stubbs, The Constitutional History of England in its Origin and Development, 1st edn (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1874-78), 3, pp.61-62. 
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The historiography examined in this paper can, in each period, be seen to reflect 
something of the times in which it was written. The attention of the writers was drawn to 
those subjects that were of importance in terms of the sources of power for the 
determination of taxation. Writers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries paid less 
attention to the machinations of parliament because their perception was that real power lay 
with the king and barons, the social élite, who dominated their chronicles. Their writings 
reflected the fact that the parliaments of the time, and in particular the Commons, were 
facilitators of government policy, not its drivers. The only real power they had was their 
ability to withhold consent for taxation, which it used, when political circumstances allowed, 
as they did during Henry IV‘s reign, to extract (often transient) concessions from the crown. 
But, according to G. O. Sayles, they remained subservient to the end.11 The Commons‘ role 
was chiefly as petitioners, and this can be seen in the Parliamentary Rolls. When statutes, 
ordinances and the granting of petitions were recorded in the roll, those giving assent 
would also be recorded. For the parliament of 1406, for example, the Commons appear 
amongst those giving assent on seven occasions, while the assent of the Lords is recorded 
on 24 instances.12 Informed observers were under no illusion about the strength of the 
Commons within parliament. In 1460, the papal legate, Francesco dei Coppini, noted that 
‗the prelates and nobles of the realm (parliament as they called it) convened in London to 
discuss matters of state.‘13 
The constitutionally turbulent times of the Stuart period shine through in the 
writing of this period on England‘s constitutional history. With the position of the 
parliament, and particularly the Commons, under threat, detailed evidence of privileges and 
liberties was needed to buttress arguments against the absolutist tendencies of the Stuart 
kings. Two important principles under attack in this period were the necessity for 
parliamentary approval of taxes, and the right of the parliament to discuss matters of state. 
Thus, the works of this time quote extensively from the official records, with the 
Parliamentary Rolls cited extensively to provide evidence of the ‗Ancient Constitution‘ and 
its attendant liberties which were promoted as the birth right and inheritance of all 
Englishmen. By the eighteenth century, the constitutional arguments had been won, and 
the House of Commons dominated the parliament. This is reflected in the historiography by 
the elaboration of the privileges and liberties of the House of Commons, but without the 
necessity of proving their existence or origins. 
                                                 
11 G. O. Sayles, The King’s Parliament of England (New York: Norton, 1974), pp.125-26. 
12 Chris Given-Wilson et al., ‗Parliament Rolls of Medieval England: Henry IV, March 1406,‘ History of 
Parliament Trust (2009), http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=116512. 
13 Sayles, The King’s Parliament of England, pp.19-20. 
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The final phase of the historiography, running from the mid-nineteenth century 
until the present, begins in a century noted for its reform. However, it is social and electoral 
reform, which did not impinge on the constitutional arrangements for the levying of 
taxation, and so historians were not required to man the barricades against assaults on the 
privileges of the House of Commons. Despite this, it is in this period that the assessment of 
the Indemnity of 1407 moves away from freedom of speech to a focus on the right of the 
House of Commons to initiate tax bills. Such an assessment did not reflect the political 
environment of the time, and so a cause must be sought elsewhere. 
The change in focus appears to have been introduced by William Stubbs, a historian 
who covered enormous territory, ranging across broad subjects and through long periods of 
time, and based his work on original research using the full range of source material. This 
raises the question of how much time he would have been able to devote to a comparatively 
insignificant parliament such as that of 1407. One of the first serious challenges to Stubbs‘s 
theories came from Frederick Maitland, a legal scholar working a few decades after the 
Constitutional History of England was published. Significantly, this work focussed on a single 
parliament, collecting all the materials that could be found for that parliament, and studying 
the documents on their own terms. It may well be that the deeper studies of tightly focussed 
research are a better means to the truth, and that broad surveys should be built on the 
synthesis of such focussed studies. But why did so many subsequent authors make the same 
mistake? 
Several of the modern authors cite the Parliamentary Roll in discussing the events of 
the 1407 parliament. It is therefore puzzling that they should all interpret the text in the 
same way, when other interpretations are possible. Why did so many writers miss, or 
downplay, the important issues of freedom of speech and right of consent? They also appear 
to have missed the qualification attached to the Indemnity - ‘and that it should then be done 
in the accustomed form and manner‘- and considered the privilege acknowledged as an 
innovation. Stubbs remained a key work on the subject right through the twentieth century, 
despite challenges to it on various points. So, it could be expected that most of the writers in 
this group would be familiar with Stubbs‘s work. Might it be that they read Stubbs first, and 
approached the primary source with a preconceived idea about its meaning? Did any of 
them question Stubbs‘s interpretation, or approach his work critically? Did they cite the 
Parliamentary Roll without really reading it? These questions are impossible to answer, but 
the uniformity of views expressed by the modern authors, when alternative viewpoints 
could readily be found in the works of earlier writers and a closer reading of the primary 
source, does raise questions about the historiographical methods of these writers.  This 
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study has suggested that secondary sources require interpretation and context just as much 
as primary sources. Understanding the environment in which historians work, as well as 
their own background and working methods, is important to achieving a reliable reading of 
any historical source. 
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Appendix A: ‘Indemnity of the lords and commons concerning the granting of taxation’ 
 
This appendix, the Indemnity granted by Henry IV, contains from the Parliamentary Roll of 1407 
the text which relates to the question of the privileges which were considered to be under threat. The 
source for this text is Given-Wilson, Chris, Paul Brand, Seymour Phillips, W M Ormrod, Geoffrey 
Martin, Anne Curry, and Rosemary Horrox. ‘Parliament Rolls of Medieval England: Henry IV, 
October 1407.’ History of Parliament Trust (2009), http://www.british-
history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=116286. 
 
Namely, that the lords should be permitted without hindrance, both in this present 
parliament and at any other parliament in the future, to discuss together, amongst 
themselves and in the absence of the king, the condition of the realm and the measures 
needed to remedy it; and that the commons for their part should similarly be permitted to 
discuss the same things together; provided always that neither the lords for their part, nor 
the commons for their part, should make any report to our said lord the king concerning 
any grant granted by the commons or assented to by the lords, or concerning the 
discussions about any such grant, until the said lords and commons shall be of one accord 
and assent on the matter; and that it should then be done in the accustomed form and 
manner, that is to say, by word of mouth through whomsoever is then acting as speaker for 
the commons, so that the same lords and commons may have their wish from our said lord 
the king. And our said lord the king also wills, by the assent of the aforesaid lords, that the 
aforementioned discussion held in this present parliament should not be taken as an 
example in time to come, nor should it in any way redound to the prejudice or derogation of 
the liberty of the estate on whose behalf the same commons are here assembled, either in 
this present parliament or at any other time in the future. But he wishes that he himself, and 
all the other estates, should be as free as they have been until now. 
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‘Flight of the Panic-Stricken’: British Historians and the Dutch-Belgian troops at 
Waterloo 
Kyle van Beurden, University of Queensland 
Introduction 
An enduring feature of English-language historiography of the Napoleonic Wars, and of the 
Waterloo campaign in particular, has been a tendency for British historians to denigrate the 
military contributions of Britain‘s allies. In particular, the ‗cowardly Dutch-Belgians‘ is a 
recurrent phrase when describing the performance of the troops of the Low Countries. 
Originating in the volumes of William Siborne in the mid-nineteenth century, this 
problematic conceptualisation of the Dutch-Belgians would become the accepted history of 
the campaign among most English speaking scholars until the last decade of the 20th 
century. The consolidation of this idea provides a compelling example of the way in which 
historiography during the nineteenth century was pressed into service for nationalist 
purposes. It is of particular significance given the importance of inter-state warfare, and the 
Napoleonic Wars in particular, for the formation of British national identity, something 
emphasized by writers since the appearance of Linda Colley‘s Britons.1 
 
Histories of the campaign: Siborne 
The first extensive history in the English speaking world of the Battle of Waterloo was by 
army Captain William Siborne. Siborne, a gifted topographer, had spent more than a decade 
accumulating information from various participating officers in the British Army and King‘s 
German Legion.2 In addition, he consulted numerous Prussian sources and even attempted 
to engage French participants for research, though the latter proved to be uninterested. He 
initially constructed a model of the Waterloo Crisis, a key point in the battle, but he made 
limited financial success. As a result, he turned his exhaustive list of source material into the 
first history of the famous battle. This work would form the basis of British histories of the 
campaign for the next 150 years, in particular its insistence on the ‗cowardly‘ conduct of the 
Dutch-Belgian troops.   
In 1844, the first edition of the two volume work, History of the War in France and 
Belgium in 1815 was released to the public.3 Whilst receiving wide acclaim in Britain, it was 
almost universally rejected by readers in the Low Countries. By this time two separate 
                                                 
1 Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707-1837, 3rd edn (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009). 
2 King George III of England, was also the elector of Hanover and many Hanoverians escaped to England to 
serve their sovereign in the famed KGL. Many would see extensive action in the Peninsula under Wellington. 
3 The book‘s full title was History of the War in France and Belgium in 1815: Containing Minute Details of the 
Battles of Quatre Bras, Ligne, Wavre, and Waterloo. William Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign 1815, 4th edn 
(London: Archibald Constable and Co. Ltd., 1904). 
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states, participants and historians from both nations were aggrieved by Siborne‘s 
conceptualisation of the ‗cowardly‘ Dutch-Belgian troops.4 This triggered numerous works 
in both countries over the next sixty years, providing a very different interpretation of 
events based on Dutch and Belgian after-battle reports, letters and interviews with 
survivors.  
 
Challenges to Siborne 
The first two works challenging this viewpoint were by Dutch officers, Major Ernst van 
Löben Sels and Willem Jan Knoop. Whilst Knoop‘s work was compiled as a direct rebuttal 
of Siborne‘s work, the tone of which is said to have offended Siborne greatly, van Löben 
Sels‘s work was the result of a compilation of research similar in vein to the Englishman‘s 
volumes. Upon being made aware of the work, Siborne included aspects of van Löben Sels‘s 
revisions in his third edition of 1848.5 However, this did not lead to any significant changes 
to his conceptualisation of the conduct or participation of troops of the Low Countries.  
In justifying this representation of Britain‘s ally in the 1815 campaign, Siborne based 
his authority on his research and pointed to the extensive documentary sources and 
testimonials he obtained during the construction of his model. He states ‗the fact of such 
supineness is too well attested to admit of any doubt respecting the value to be attached to 
their co-operation in the great struggle so courageously and resolutely sustained by the 
Anglo-Allied Army‘.6 These attestations of supineness, almost exclusively, emanated from 
British officers. While Siborne undoubtedly conducted extensive research, it is clear that it 
is comparatively one-sided.  Siborne wholly failed to consult either the Netherlander or the 
Belgian governments or veterans from either nation of the campaign. In so doing, he 
attempted to ascertain the role that these units performed by the scattered writing of the 
British officers who served near these units at the front.  
If one looks beyond the printed history, further textual evidence left by Siborne 
suggests not only inherent limitations but a degree of imprecision not only in his work, but 
in the documentary material he collected.  Analysis of Siborne‘s letters illustrates that very 
few provided comment on the performance of the Dutch-Belgian troops. Those that did, 
indicate that British officers often referred to these soldiers as Belgian, being unable to 
distinguish between the Dutch and Belgian soldiers that made up the various battalions of 
the United Netherlands Army. While hardly surprising, and certainly not uncommon in 
                                                 
4 Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign, pp.590-2. 
5 Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign, p.11. 
6 Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign, p.591. 
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continental army accounts, the terminology is indicative of the problems with consulting 
only British sources, given the apparent limited knowledge of their ally. The other 
discernible pattern emanating from British comments on the ‗Belgians‘, is there is a distinct 
focus on the men of Bijlandt‘s Brigade.  
The brigade under Dutch Major-General Willem van Bijlandt is arguably the most 
maligned in the British historiography of the battle. Forming the first of two brigades in the 
2nd Netherlands Division, it consisted of one Belgian and four Dutch battalions. It first 
engaged the French with the rest of its division, a brigade principally formed of soldiers 
from the German principality of Nassau, under Colonel Prince Bernhard von Sachsen-
Weimar, at the Battle of Quatre Bras on June 16 against the entire French 2nd Corps. 
Heavily outnumbered by the French, due to both the positioning of the troops, and 
aggressive skirmishing, the French overestimated the force facing them and waited until 
their entire Corps had arrived before launching an offensive. This gave Allied 
reinforcements time to march towards the position but they would not arrive before the 
French assault commenced at 2pm. For more than an hour the 2nd Netherlands Division 
fought the French without support.   
This part of the battle, arguably the only reason that the Battle of Waterloo took 
place, is covered in two pages by Siborne. While possibly explicable for a book written from 
a British perspective, as no British formations had arrived, for a book said to contain minute 
details, this oversight is extremely poor. Added to this omission, van Löben Sels extensively 
covered this part of the battle, work which Siborne chose to almost exclusively ignore.  
Overall he only acknowledged one noteworthy performance to one Dutch militia battalion. 
Furthermore, many of the details he attempts to explain are inaccurate, due to a lack of 
consultation with authoritative material. Capping this all off, Siborne brings forward the 
arrival of British general Picton‘s forces to the battle by around thirty minutes, the anxious 
Prince of Orange said to have had the ‗inexpressible satisfaction of recognising, by their 
deep red masses,‘ the arrival of British troops upon the field.7  
The actions of the 2nd Netherlands Division, made up of Dutch, Belgian and Nassau 
troops, would prove critical to the eventual success of the Allied armies. These 
approximately 8,000 men, with 16 artillery guns and approximately 40 Silesian Hussars, 
ensured that the communications between Wellington and Blücher remained open. The 
positioning of the troops and their aggressive skirmishing delayed the French movement on 
their position until 2pm. Furthermore, the holding of the position for more than an hour 
                                                 
7 Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign, p.145.  
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against an assault by a superior number, gave time for reinforcements to reach the vital 
crossroads. While it is undeniable that these troops were at the end of their strength when 
reinforcements started to arrive, that is hardly condemnable and certainly worth more than 
a few pages. 
The conclusion of this engagement would bring direct castigation of the Dutch-
Belgian troops which up until this point could really only be inferred. Siborne professes 
that: 
the British, the Hanoverian, and the Brunswick, Infantry, covered 
itself with imperishable glory; to estimate the full extent of which we 
must constantly bear in mind, that the whole brunt of the action fell 
upon that Infantry … and that it was completely abandoned in the 
latter part of the action by the Second Dutch-Belgian Infantry 
Division, amounting to no less than 7,533 men.8  
 
There are several problems with this analysis. Firstly, Siborne illustrates his 
misunderstanding of Netherlander units, as he is critical of the whole division, yet at the end 
of his work is full of praise for the brigade of Nassauers saying ‗these troops behaved 
extremely well‘.9 Some historians suggest that their commander‘s familial connections to 
Queen Victoria may have saved him from further accusation of inaccuracy. Coming back to 
the 3,500 Dutch-Belgians, at whom one would suspect the denunciation is primarily 
directed, they sustained 201 killed and 360 wounded, plus somewhere in the order of 
another 200 missing. Three battalions had been exposed to cavalry, due to the obscuring 
fields of rye, and suffered tremendous losses. 10  Some of those missing were certainly 
absconders, but the vast majority were simply unaccounted for fatalities or prisoners of the 
French, most of whom would return to their units, giving their captors the slip in the 
darkness. The troops who had remained on the battlefield until sufficient reinforcements 
arrived, were pulled out of the front line by order, and not at their own behest. Meanwhile, 
others who became detached from their own units spoke proudly of having been able to 
serve with gallant British infantry formations. The ‗supineness‘ of the Dutch-Belgians 
would become even more debated in their actions two days later.  
 
Wellington’s strategies 
Despite the supposed lacklustre behaviour of Bijlandt‘s brigade at the crossroads, 
Wellington decided to place this unit in the front line of his left wing. Siborne states the 
Dutch-Belgian troops, positioned on the wrong side of the slope, were exposed for 
                                                 
8 Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign, p.194. 
9 Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign, p.590. 
10 Mike Robinson, The Battle of Quatre Bras 1815 (Stroud: Spellmount, 2010), pp. 377-378. 
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approximately an hour to the Grand Battery cannonade that preceded the first major 
French assault of the day. He continues describing the French reaching the Allied crest 
where the Dutch-Belgians were deployed: ‗the (French) skirmishers advance had scarcely 
opened their fire upon the Brigade … when the Dutch-Belgians, who had already evinced a 
considerable degree of unsteadiness, began firing in their turn, but with very little effect: 
immediately after which they commenced a hurried retreat, not partially and promiscuously, 
but collectively and simultaneously‘.11 Siborne accepts that the losses the unit suffered from 
this bombardment ‗were terrific‘ and the losses in the line and amongst the superior officers, 
‗could scarcely fail to produce a prejudicial effect among these raw troops.‘12 Fortunately for 
the British the ‗flight of the panic-stricken Dutch-Belgians produced no effect upon them 
beyond that of exciting their derision and contempt.‘13 
Siborne‘s historical method was to attempt to extrapolate events from the recordings 
of British soldiers.  As a consequence his assessment of their strategic disposition is in some 
respects flawed. Firstly, the troops were never exposed to the cannonade; no Netherlander 
officer or soldier refers to it, and realistically if the brigade had been, they would have been 
annihilated in ten minutes. Sources from both countries indicate the brigade had been on the 
forward slope during the morning but had been pulled back at the behest of their officers 
before the bombardment. It is unclear from where this story emanates, but it certainly 
would explain the high casualty rate of the brigade without it having faced the French in 
battle.  
The second, more important debate is whether the Dutch-Belgian troops actually 
abandoned the field. This time Siborne has sources to support his claims, the earliest of 
which is the The Letters of Lt James Hope who released his memoirs anonymously in 1819.14 
Hope wrote ‗the Belgians partially retired from the hedge. These troops were induced to 
return again, at the entreaty of their officers; but the resistance which the Belgians offered 
to the enemy, after that period, was feeble indeed. … At length the whole corps ran as fast 
as their feet could carry them.‘15  Reviewing the letters that Siborne received from the 
various officers he contacted in the 1830s, there are certainly a number that support this 
position. However, preceding this description Hope wrote ‗The Belgians were assailed with 
terrible fury; and, for some time, returned the enemy‘s fire with great spirit.‘ As the French 
‗ascended the ridge, the Belgians poured on them a very destructive fire of musketry, and 
                                                 
11 Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign, p.395. 
12 Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign, p.396-397. 
13 Siborne, The Waterloo Campaign, p.398. 
14 Lt. James Hope, The Iberian and Waterloo Campaigns: The Letter of Lt James Hope (92nd (Highland) Regiment) 
1811-1815 (Heathfield: The Naval and Military Press, 2002). 
15 Hope, The Iberian and Waterloo Campaigns, p.252. 
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which, with the artillery on their flanks, arrested the enemy‘s progress for half an hour‘.16 
Presumably, the troops actually fought quite bravely for a time, although they did not 
maintain this indefinitely. Siborne appears to, at best, have recalled only the second half of 
the statement.  
Whilst only recording part of the memoirs of the young British officer, Siborne 
completely ignores Dutch-Belgian sources. The Chief of Staff of the 2nd Division and the 
Chief of Staff of the Army were both present at this section of the battlefield as events 
unfolded. They both write of part of the brigade retreating before the superior number of 
French soldiers. However, they both indicate that this retreat was not wholesale and 
disorderly but necessitated by superior French numbers. The Divisional Chief of Staff 
catalogues ‗cutting down a few squadrons the enemy made a gap in our ranks, through 
which he forced his way with his columns.‘ In response to this ‗the peletons of the wings 
immediately filled up the gaps, taking their places in the groups nearest to them.‘17 The 
French who had breached the first line and were attacking the second, predominately 
British line, ‗suddenly found themselves face to face with large infantry bodies they had not 
seen as the men had been lying down behind the hedge‘.18 Whilst the second line attacked 
the enemy in the flanks, ‗they received reinforcement from the Head of the Staff, who had 
been able to rally about 400 men of the troops which had been forced to retire.‘19 While it is 
reasonable to interpret here that some of the troops ran away from the front to never return, 
not all the brigade was forced back and many that were returned to the fray.   
This report, compiled in October 1815, not only confounds the claim that all the 
Dutch-Belgian troops fled but implies that many who did retreat returned when reinforced. 
There are numerous pieces of evidence from various sources that support this claim. Not 
only do none of the Dutch-Belgian sources state that the troops ran and failed to return, 
which some could argue is as equally biased as British sources, there are a number of British 
sources that record the presence of Dutch-Belgian troops in their vicinity following the 
defeat of the French assault. Two British cavalry officers indicate in their letters to Siborne, 
that following the Allied success against the French assault they found themselves in the 
rear of ‗Belgian infantry‘.20 These officers mention the ‗Belgians‘ in passing, in an effort to 
                                                 
16 Hope, The Iberian and Waterloo Campaigns, pp. 250-251. 
17 Report on the ‗Operations of the Second Division‘ by Colonel van Zuylen van Nyevelt, dated October 25, 
1815 in Demetrius C Boulger, The Belgians at Waterloo: (With Translations of the Reports of the Dutch and Belgian 
Commanders) (Uckfield: The Naval and Military Press, 2005), p.61.  
18 Boulger, The Belgians at Waterloo, p.62.  
19 Boulger, The Belgians at Waterloo, p.62. 
20 Gareth Glover (ed.), Letters from the Battle of Waterloo: Unpublished Correspondence by Allied Officers from the 
Siborne Papers (London: Greenhill Books, 2004), pp.57, 121.  
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describe their surroundings, their letters more preoccupied with events as they occurred to 
them individually or their units. Their claim is further supported by a Hanoverian officer in 
his official report. Major General Carl Best, a Colonel at Waterloo, recorded: ‗The Dutch 
brigade, as was reported, gave way due to the overwhelming attack by the enemy, but 
because it was supported by the 8th Brigade commanded by Major-General Kempt, it 
reoccupied its original position, whereupon the 9th Brigade commanded by Major-General 
Pack charged the enemy‘s flank with the bayonet and forced them to withdraw‘.21 These 
sources all argue a very different opinion to the position outlined in the book, but Siborne 
chose to ignore it rather than try and ascertain its validity.   
The Siborne position would remain relatively unchallenged until the turn of the 
century. However, in May 1900, in the British periodical The Contemporary Review, Briton 
Demetrius Boulger wrote an article The Belgians at Waterloo.22 This article, using source 
material from the Dutch military archives, attempted to redress the nationalist histories 
that had persisted in Britain since Siborne‘s work. This established a new interest in the 
topic of Waterloo and the events that followed. Boulger was followed up by countryman Sir 
Herbert Maxwell, and some readers viewed his article Our Allies at Waterloo,23 as further 
vindication of the performance of the Dutch-Belgian troops. Whilst both men disagreed 
with one another over minor points, they both felt that these troops provided a much 
greater contribution than British historians had been willing to recognise and challenged a 
consolidated historical judgment about the performance of Britain‘s allies.   
This earned a stinging rebuke from one of the premier historians of the period, Sir 
Charles Oman. Oman, who would later compile a multi-volume history of the Peninsula 
War, was mystified at the claims that both Boulger, and even more so, Maxwell, were 
suddenly making. Oman, citing as he says, the ‗best eye-witnesses of 1815, and of the official 
statistics vouchsafed by the Dutch-Belgian Government‘,24 rejected all declarations that 
Maxwell made. Oman interpreted, or some might say exploited, the Dutch-Belgian sources 
which differentiated between casualties and missing, stating the high figures that some 
Netherlander units had in missing men, resulted from cowards scurrying from the 
battlefield.25 Boulger, who following Oman‘s work, published an expanded thesis of his 
article, including translations of after battle reports from various Netherlander officers, 
                                                 
21 Located in the Niedersächsisches Hauptstaatsarchive, Hannover: Hann. 41 XXI, Nr, 15. Report, dated 10th 
December 1824, by Major-General Carl Best, the former Colonel commanding the 4th Hanoverian Infantry 
Brigade in John Franklin (ed.), Waterloo: Hanoverian Correspondence (Ulverston: 1815 Limited, 2010), p.166. 
22 Boulger, The Belgians at Waterloo. 
23 Sir Herbert Maxwell, ‗Our Allies at Waterloo‘, The Nineteenth Century (1900).  
24 Sir Charles Oman, ‗The Dutch-Belgians at Waterloo‘, The Nineteenth Century, p.629. 
25 Oman, ‗The Dutch-Belgians at Waterloo‘, p.632. 
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highlighted the variety of other reasons that would result in men being declared missing 
from units, such as prisoners or cavalrymen who had had their horse shot from under them. 
He added to his argument a more persuasive point, the statistics of various British 
formations who highly distinguished themselves at the battle. One such unit, an English 
Regiment, the 2nd Life Guards, recorded 17 dead, 41 wounded and 97 missing. 26 
Unfortunately there is no record of Oman‘s response to these refutations.  
Despite the contradictions of Oman‘s response it proved to be more than sufficient to 
maintain this position for the next 90 years. However, in 1993 the release of Waterloo New 
Perspectives: The Great Battle Reappraised by David Hamilton-Williams saw the debate 
resurface. While the author has been criticised for possibly incorrect sourcing, which is 
ultimately beyond the scope of this article, it once again brought to the fore the debate of 
the British depiction of the Dutch-Belgian troops. The book challenged the preconceptions 
that had developed for 150 years, declaring that the British reports and histories suffered 
from a severe case of 19th century nationalist jingoism and xenophobia.27 This work was 
quickly followed by that of Peter Hofschröer, whose thesis described the Battle of Waterloo 
as a German victory as opposed to a British.28 While neither focused on the Dutch-Belgian 
contribution specifically, they presented a much more balanced work, or perhaps even an 
anti-British slant, relying on source material from non-British sources.  It is not so much 
that they provide a ‗corrective‘ to the British works, as national bias can be as much a part of 
Dutch or Belgian writing as British.  Instead they permit the assessment of strategy and 
outcome at Waterloo to be augmented by the accumulation of hitherto overlooked evidence.   
These new ventures into primary sources that had existed for nearly two centuries, 
but had been comprehensively ignored, have allowed the battle to be reinterpreted. 
Additionally, the globalisation of the English language and the translation of foreign 
documents have widened the scope for historians from a wide range of nationalities to 
research and write on the topic. Not all historians have been convinced; Andrew Roberts‘ 
described Bijlandt‘s brigade running as a result of being ‗not made up of men whose hearts 
were in the fight politically, ideologically or racially‘.29 But even he acknowledges that ‗just 
as it is an absurd question to ask whether Wellington could have won Waterloo without 
                                                 
26 Boulger, The Belgians at Waterloo, p.28. 
27 David Hamilton-Williams, Waterloo New Perspectives (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1996).  
28 Peter Hofschröer, 1815, Wellington, The Waterloo Campaign: His German Allies and the Battles of Ligny and 
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Blücher – because he never would have fought the battle – so it is equally pointless to 
consider a battle fought without the Dutch and Belgian contingents.‘30   
 
Conclusion 
Negative representations of allies have been an influential part of British nineteenth-century 
military history. In the case of the Dutch-Belgians, as can be seen, this representation was 
not only erroneous but was perpetuated until the end of the twentieth. While Siborne may 
have made efforts to consult foreign sources, he made none to the Dutch and Belgian 
governments or their veterans. As a result the term ‗Dutch-Belgian cowardice‘ is an 
enduring legacy of his work. This example suggests the dangers of accepting at face value 
British military historiography of the nineteenth century, as it was much more important 
for it to represent nationalist preconceptions than to be fair.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
30 Roberts, Waterloo, p.104. 
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Preaching Science: The Influences of Science and Philosophy on Joseph Glanvill’s 
Sermons and Pastoral care 
Julie Davies, The University of Melbourne1 
Introduction 
Historians have studied the popularization of natural understandings of phenomena, 
including comets, lightening, and diseases such as smallpox, as a series of triumphant 
moments for science in the battle against superstition which raged throughout the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It is widely accepted that natural theologians, some 
among them also men of the cloth, played an important part in the spread of naturalized 
explanations and the renegotiation of the boundaries between religion and science. 2 
Furthermore, there is scholarship inspired by the Merton thesis which has demonstrated 
that post-Reformation religion, and Calvinism in particular, was conducive to the 
development of scientific enquiry; however, the reality of the situation was often much less 
definitive.3 The increasingly materialistic theories which surfaced during the seventeenth 
century resulted in repeated accusations that advocates of the new science were atheists and 
that science would lead to the downfall of religion. These accusations were not reserved for 
the staunchly materialistic likes of Thomas Hobbes. Despite attempts from several fellows 
of the Royal Society of London to distance the activities of the Society from any theological 
argument, the Society was regularly, en masse, accused of enthusiasm and atheism.4 Scientific 
ideas seem to have been more successfully communicated to a broader audience by 
institutions such as the Boyle Lectures, which actively sought to marry scientific theories 
(i.e. naturalized explanations) with theological doctrine.5 Using the published sermons of 
Joseph Glanvill as a case study, this article will seek to gauge the level of importance such 
men‘s sermons and pastoral care had in the popularization of naturalized explanations and 
how they helped promote a scientific outlook in a wider social context. By examining the 
use of scientific modes of evidence and tracing the scientific beliefs evident in Glanvill‘s 
surviving sermons and essays, this article will demonstrate that by the late seventeenth 
                                                 
1 Email: daviesja@unimelb.edu.au 
2 For examples regarding Cotton Matther, Thomas Prince and Charles Chauncy, see: David C. Lindberg and 
Ronald L. Numbers, eds, When Science & Christianity Meet (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago 
Press, 2003), pp.270-271.  
3 For good introductory discussions of both Robert Merton‘s work and supporting theorists such as Peter 
Berger, see Alister E. McGrath, Christianity’s Dangerous Idea: The Protestant Revolution – A History from the 
Sixteenth Century to the Twenty-First (New York: HaperOne, 2007), pp.374-377. 
4 Mark A. Noll, ‗Evangelicals, Creation, and Scripture: Legacies from a Long History,‘ Perspectives on Science 
and Christian Faith 63, 3 (2011), pp.149. For a summary of a debate on this very matter which included 
Glanvill specifically, see Rhodri Lewis, ‗‗Of Origenian Platonisme‘: Joseph Glanvill on the Pre-existence of 
Souls,‘ Huntington Library Quarterly 69, 2 (2006), pp.286-287 and n.95. 
5 The Boyle Lectures were instituted in 1691 after Robert Boyle himself left a bequest for their foundation in 
his will. Lindberg and Numbers, Science & Christianity, p.80. 
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century, at least one English minister was actively disseminating scientific modes of 
thought to his parishioners in a way that contributed to the community‘s willingness and 
ability to accept naturalized explanations of natural phenomena. 
There has been some investigation into the role that different modes of performance 
played in the dissemination of a scientific outlook and naturalized explanations of 
phenomena. For example, Leigh Schmidt has explored the dramatic role ventriloquists 
themselves played in debunking the superstitious belief that ventriloquism involved the 
conjuration of spirits in eighteenth-century New England.6 Similarly, Lorraine Daston and 
Katharine Park have explored the gradual desensitisation of the population at large to the 
idea of miraculous wonders, as the rapid publication of pamphlets containing unfulfilled 
prophecies and omens, gradually changed attitudes towards the miraculous during the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.7 Indeed, by arguing that sermons of the eighteenth-
century both helped spread naturalized understandings of disasters such as earthquakes, 
plagues and fires, while maintaining a providential interpretation of the events, Françoise 
Deconinck-Brossard assigned sermons a dual role in which they both the spread and 
hindered the public acceptance of new scientific outlooks.8 Similarly, Matthew Stanley and 
Ciaran Toal are among those who have recently explored the role sermons played in the 
dissemination of scientific knowledge, outlooks and methodology among popular audiences 
in the nineteenth century.9  Yet despite the interest in eighteenth and nineteenth century 
sermons, there has been very little recognition among scholars of the significance of the 
sermon as a means of disseminating scientific ideas in the seventeenth century. A well-
recognized preacher and propagandist for the experimental method advocated by the Royal 
Society of London during the 1660s and 1670s,10 Glanvill provides a solid case study to 
examine how this well-oiled machine, tried and tested throughout the English Reformation 
                                                 
6 Leigh Eric Schmidt, ‗From Demon Possession to Magic Show: Ventriloquism, Religion, and the 
Enlightenment,‘ Church History 67, 2 (1998), pp.274-304. 
7 See Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park, Wonders and the Order of Nature, 1150-1750 (New York: Zone 
Books, 1998). See also Alexandra Walsham, ‗Miracles in Post-Reformation England,‘ in Signs, Wonders, 
Miracles: Representations of Divine Power in the Life of the Church (eds Kate Cooper and Jeremy Gregory), 
(Rochester, NY: Published for the Ecclesiastical History Society by the Boydell Press, 2005), pp.273-306. 
8 François Deconinck-Brossard, ‗Acts of God, Acts of Men: Providence in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-
Century England and France‘, in Cooper and Gregory, Signs, pp.356-375. 
9 Matthew Stanley, ‗By Design: James Clerk Maxwell and the Evangelical Unification of Science,‘ The British 
Journal for the History of Science 164 (2012), pp. 57-74; Ciaran Toal, ‗Preaching at the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science: Sermons, Secularization and the Rhetoric of Conflict in the 1870s,‘ The British 
Journal for the History of Science 164 (2012), pp.75-96. 
10 The Scepsis Scientifica (1664), a revised version of the Vanity of Dogmatizing (1661), won the favour of Sir 
William Brereton, then president of the Royal Society, whose nomination saw Glanvill accepted as a Fellow in 
1664. T. Birch, The History of the Royal Society of London for Improving of Natural Knowledge, from Its First Rise 
Volume 1 (London, 1756), pp.500-501, 504.  
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and Civil War,11 was employed to counteract the widespread suspicion of the ―new science‖ 
and to educate audiences about the benefits and virtues of rational modes of thought in a 
way which surpassed the providentialist sermons  explored by Deconinck-Brossard. A brief 
examination of key essays will demonstrate the several ways Glanvill believed scientific 
training nurtured Christian virtues. We can then see how Glanvill put these ideals into 
practice in his collections of published sermons, one of which is dedicated to Mary Somerset, 
then Marchioness of Worcester, soon to be the first Duchess of Beaufort and a botanist of 
great renown and skill. I will demonstrate that scientific theory and evidentiary practice 
underpinned many of Glanvill‘s sermons and will use the case of the then Marchioness of 
Worcester, Mary Somerset, to demonstrate that this positive view of science was indeed 
embraced by some of Glanvill‘s flock as a result. 
Glanvill‘s heartfelt belief that rational thought, reason and empirical science – the 
chief pursuit of the ―rational mind‖ – was encouraged and reinforced by Christian religion, is 
clearly evident in several of his major works.12 However, in keeping with the theme of 
Glanvill‘s sermons and pastoral care, I am going to focus on how the arguments of these 
works were represented in two essays dedicated to Henry Somerset, then third Marquiss of 
Worcester, soon to be the first Duke of Beaufort, in 1676.13 The collection, entitled Essays on 
Several Important Subjects in Philosophy and Religion, contained seven essays, the first six of 
which were summarized or revised versions of Glanvill‘s earlier publications. From this 
collection the essays of greatest relevance are the fourth essay, The Usefulness of Philosophy to 
Theology, which is a reworking of the Philosophia Pia (1671), and the fifth essay, The 
Agreement of Reason and Religion, an edited version of the Logou Theskeia or a Seasonable 
Recommendation and Defence of Reason in the Affairs of Religion against Infidelity (1670) which 
was originally composed as a Visitation Sermon. The central argument of both essays is 
that reason is ‗the very Corner Stone of Religion‘.14 
                                                 
11 Lori Anne Ferrell and Peter McCullough (eds), The English Sermon Revised (Manchester and New York: 
Manchester University Press, 2000), esp. Chapter 9; Joris van Eijnatten (ed.), Preaching, Sermon and Cultural 
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the Marchioness. Glanvill, ‗The Epistle Dedicatory,‘ Essays on Several Important Subjects in Philosophy and 
Religion (London: Printed by J.D. for John Baker and Henry Mortlock, 1676), fl.3r. 
14 Glanvill, ‗The Agreement of Reason, and Religion,‘ in Essays, p.7. 
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Glanvill explains the relationship of reason to religion by stipulating that there are 
two paths to knowledge of the divine, that is: there are some truths one discerns through 
reason; and others that are revealed through scriptural revelation.15 Yet, significantly, these 
two paths are not mutually exclusive and Glanvill believes that confident faith in many 
truths requires verification of doctrine through both reason and revelation. Under this 
presumption, Glanvill maintained that reason guards people against fraudulent revelations, 
it counters ―ignorant superstition‖, melancholic delusion,16 and potential errors that arise 
because of the openness of the scriptures to interpretation. So, in matters of revealed 
doctrine, such as Transubstantiation or the Trinity, reason enables the Anglican to evaluate 
the evidence for that doctrine and determine which should be believed and which should not. 
For example, using the techniques recommended for the evaluation of testimonial evidence, 
one can assess the strength of the testimony provided by the Scriptures or the Church 
Fathers just as one would evaluate reports of the existence of ―such a place as China; or that 
there was such a man as Julius Caesar‖.17 
Indeed, Glanvill identifies several methods for evaluating scriptural accounts using 
reason. In some cases, one can prove the plausibility of a story, such as that of Noah‘s ark, 
by using mathematical models and knowledge of the natural world (in this case the numbers 
of various species) to demonstrate that it would be possible to build an ark which could hold 
two of all the animals on earth.18 In other cases, one can discount some biblical statements 
as misleading. By way of example, Glanvill explains that the passages which seem to 
contradict the ‗Motion of the Earth; and Terrestrial Nature of the Moon‘, those referring to 
the ‗running of the Sun, and its standing still‘ can be readily and logically interpreted as 
statements which have been designed to accommodate the senses and the ‗common 
apprehension‘ of things proper to the earlier age.19 This increased awareness of the nature of 
the Scriptures, and how to most safely interpret them, can in other cases of less readily 
understood phenomena, put one in a better position to judge whether or not to believe 
accounts such as that of Moses turning his staff into a snake.20  Conversely, when the 
                                                 
15 Glanvill, ‗Agreement,‘ p.9. 
16 Glanvill, ‗The Usefulness of Philosophy to Theology,‘ in Essays, pp.13, 18. 
17 Glanvill, ‗Agreement,‘ p.10. For discussion of the role of testimonial evidence in the methodology of the 
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20 Glanvill, ‗Agreement,‘ p.11. 
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usefulness of reason to religion is denied, as by the Papists, one can be swayed to many false 
beliefs. So Glanvill explains that the grievous error of Catholic belief in Transubstantiation 
is maintained only because ―Perronius, Gonterius, Arnoldus, Veronius and other Jesuites‖ have 
denounced any application of reason to matters of faith.21 Thus, armed with reason, one can 
come to a more self-assured faith in the ―Authority of Scripture‖22 and, in turn, discern 
confidently between false doctrines, such as Transubstantiation, and true Biblical doctrines, 
such as the Trinity, with confidence.23 The numerous and varied applications of reason in 
support of revealed truths therefore justifies Glanvill‘s use of the term ‗reason‘ to include all 
rational pursuits including philosophy, mathematics and natural philosophy. 
While the majority of doctrines of faith can, for Glanvill, be arrived at via revelation, 
at which point they may be verified and justified by reason, he also believes very strongly 
that reason provides the very foundation of Religion. Glanvill‘s logic dictates that 
knowledge of God‘s existence must precede any faith in revelation, for it is only once ‗we are 
assured it is from God, or from some commissioned by him,‘ that one can be assured that 
there is any truth in the revealed words. Therefore, one cannot rely solely on the Scriptures, 
when seeking reasons to believe in God. Instead, one must turn, initially, to reason.24  
Glanvill likens the process through which we identify the existence of the Divine to the way 
we arrive at understanding of invisible forces such as magnetism. That is, we observe with 
our senses the effect of the force and through a process of observation and rationalization, 
and through knowledge of the natural world, we eliminate all other possible causes. 
Through this method, Glanvill argues, we not only identify and prove the miraculous deeds 
of Christ and the Apostles as reported in Scripture, that is the most potent evidence of the 
existence of the Divine, but we also identify ‗the beauty, and order, and ends, and usefulness of 
the Creatures; for these are demonstrative Arguments of the Being of a wise and omnipotent 
Mind, that hath framed all things so regularly and exactly; and that Mind is God.‘25 That is, in 
the order and beauty of the Universe, we can deduce the existence of a creator and the 
beneficence of his nature.26 Glanvill is not the only advocate of Intelligent Design, even at 
this early time. However, with an unusual flourish Glanvill takes his belief in the intellectual 
and emotional benefits of rigorous scientific enquiry to yet another level. 
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Glanvill believes that a rigorous study of Nature empowers men‘s minds and 
protects them from the ―evil spirit‖ of superstition by training and enlarging one‘s intellect. 
Even more than this, he believes that the ‗Experimental Philosophy of God’s Works, is a 
Remedy,‘ for the mind which protects it from arguments about insignificant points of 
doctrine and which guides one to focus more faithfully on the ‗few, certain, operative 
Principles of the Gospel‘.27 This was one result of his well-recognised use of methodical 
doubt which fostered the belief that scientific study emphasised the rarity of certainty and 
the Baconian value of focusing on practical knowledge.28 These epistemological proclivities 
complement nicely both Glanvill‘s respect for certain Non-conformist preachers with which 
he was associated throughout most of his career29 and the appeals to logic and reason which 
typically prefaced any discussion of doctrinal issues in both his published and private 
writings.30 However, Glanvill‘s tolerance did have its limits and he defines cases of more 
extreme logical error, such as religious Enthusiasm, as a ‗false conceit of Inspiration‘; a 
delusion caused by ‗Excesses and Diseases of Imagination‘.31 He then explains that the study of 
nature combats such diseases in two ways. Firstly, the rational ways of thinking one learns 
through the study of nature helps one determine what is real and what is but a ‗fancy‘.32 For 
example, despite the protestations of the Papacy, the discoveries Galileo made through 
observation and the use of his telescope are to be trusted; unlike the premonitions made on 
the basis of the flight patterns of birds, or the ‗mysterious Discoveries‘ an Enthusiast believes 
have been revealed to him by the Holy Spirit during episodes of rapture and ecstasy.33 
                                                 
27 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ p.14. 
28 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ p.14; Constance Blackwell, ‗The Logic of the History of Philosophy. Morhof‘s De 
Variis Methodis  and the Polyhistor Philosophicus in Mapping the World of Learning: the Polyhistor of Daniel Georg 
Morhof (ed. Fronçois Waquet), (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000); Henry G. Van Leeuwen, The Problem of 
Certainty in English Thought 1630-1690 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1963), pp.71-90. The seventh essay 
from this volume, ‗The Antifanatick Theologie, and Free Philosophy‘, is also the first known published version 
of Glanvill‘s testament to Bacon, Bensalem. This treatise originally circulated in manuscript form is a 
continuation of Bacon‘s New Atlantis. H. Stanley Redgrove, Joseph Glanvill and Psychical Research in the 
Seventeenth Century (London: William Rider & Son Ltd., 1921), pp.19-20. 
29 Glanvill believed that the petty disagreements between factions of Anglican clergy over minor points of 
doctrine had left them open to criticism by their enemies including Papists and Quakers. Yet he maintained 
lifelong friendships with several Non-conformist preachers including Richard Baxter and Joseph Allein., 
though Glanvill‘s tolerance always had its limits. Joseph Glanvill, The Zealous, and Impartial Protestant 
(London: printed by M.C. for Henry Brome, 1681), pp.10, 24-35; Jackson I. Cope, Joseph Glanvill, Anglican 
Apologist (St. Louis: Washington University Studies,1956), pp.10, 39.  
30 See preface to Lux Orientalis in which Glanvill claims to be presenting the first complete and logically sound 
argument for the pre-existence of the soul: Joseph Glanvill, ‗Preface to the Lux Orientalis‘ in Two Choice and 
Useful Treatises (ed. Henry More), (London: James Collins and Sam. Lowndes, 1682). See also the letters to 
Richard Baxter and Robert Boyle introducing his Lux Orientalis. Glanvill to Boyle, ‗25 Jan. 1678,‘ in The Works 
of the Honourable Robert Boyle, vol.6 (London: 1772), pp.630-631; Glanvill to Baxter, ‗4 Aug. <1662>,‘ 
summarized in N.H. Keeble and Geoffrey F. Nuttall (eds), Calendar of the Correspondence of Richard Baxter 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press; Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1991), p.37. 
31 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ p.17. 
32 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ p.18. 
33 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ p.16-18. 
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Secondly, Glanvill also believes that scientific training can, ‗alter the temper and disposition 
of the Mind‘ and thus protect one from the humoural distemper which makes one vulnerable 
to such delusions in the first place.34 
The belief that Enthusiasm is actually a humoural sickness is reiterated in several 
other sermons published posthumously by Anthony Horneck in the collection entitled Some 
discourses, sermons, and remains of the Reverend Mr. Jos. Glanvil. 35  A particularly explicit 
account of this phenomenon is found in Sermon X: The various Methods of Satan’s Policy 
detected, where Glanvill summarizes for the reader how an excess of each humour can lead to 
delusion or allow one to be manipulated by evil spirits who lure the unwary into false belief. 
He writes: 
Thus when warm and brisk Sanguine presents a chearful Scene, and 
fills the imagination with pleasant dreams, these are taken for divine 
illapses, for the joys and incomes of the Holy Ghost. When heated 
melancholy hath kindled the busie and active fancy; the Enthusiast 
then talks of Illuminations, new Lights, Revelations, and many 
wonderful fine things, which are ascribed to the same Spirit. But 
when Flegm predominates, and quencheth the Fanastick Fire, 
rendering the man more dull, lumpish and unactive; then the Spirit is 
withdrawn, and the man under spiritual darkness and desertion. And 
when again choler is boiled up into rage and fury, against every 
thing that is not of the Fantastick cut and measure, this also is 
presumed to be an holy fervour kindled by that Spirit, whose real 
fruits are Gentleness and Love. 
Thus then doth the Devil devise to disgrace the Spirit of God 
and its influence, by those numerous, vile, and vain pretensions, 
which he thinks a likely means to extirpate the belief of the agency of 
the Spirit, and to render it ridiculous.36 
 
This humoural Enthusiam is very similar to that propounded by Glanvill‘s friend 
and mentor Henry More. However, Glanvill‘s explanation of how an excess of any humour 
can lead to enthusiastic delusion distinguishes him from More, who expressly associated 
Enthusiam with excessive melancholy.37 Furthermore, the most extreme example of this 
humoural manipulation of people by malignant spirits is found in the numerous editions of 
                                                 
34 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ pp.14ff. 
35 Glanvill, ‗Sermon III,‘ Some Discourses, Sermons, and Remains of the Reverend Mr. Jos. Glanvil ... (London: 
Printed for Henry Mortlock and James Collins, 1681), pp.177-179, Glanvill, ‗Sermon X‘, Discourses, pp.384-
387, and Glanvill, ‗Sermon XI‘, Discourses, pp.418-419. 
36 Glanvill, ‗Sermon X‘, Discourses, pp.386-387. Though less fully described, the same understanding of the 
root of Enthusiasm is expressed in the Essays. See: Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ pp.18-19. 
37 See: Henry More, Enthusiasmus triumphatus (London: J. Flesher, 1656), esp. pp.10, 14-15; or for a summary 
explanation see: Daniel Fouke, The Enthusiastical Concerns of Dr. Henry More (Leiden, New York, Köln: E.J. 
Brill, 1997), esp.pp.119-121. 
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Glanvill‘s witchbook, published most famously under the title the Saducismus Triumphatus.38 
In these works Glanvill suggests that many of the phenomena associated with witchcraft, 
including Sabbaths, night-flying and animal transformation, can be understood as the result 
of delusions and astral projections achieved through the familiar spirit‘s manipulation of 
excess melancholy within the witch. 39  The main difference between the humoural 
manipulation theory as expressed in Glanvill‘s witchbooks is that, in this attempt to launch 
a legitimate study of witchcraft, Glanvill avoids presenting this humoural theory as fact.40 
This is not the case in the essays and sermons under consideration here. In his essays and 
sermons, Glanvill speaks with all the authority he can muster and there is no qualification of 
these understandings as hypotheses. Instead, he argues that the errors of the Catholic 
Church can be explained definitively by their vulnerability to the ‗various and uncertain… 
impulses of a private Spirit‘. On account of this vulnerability, doctrines have been altered 
and changed on the whims of untethered minds whose beliefs and interpretations of 
Scripture have changed in line with the fluctuations of their ‗imagination and humour‘. 
Naturally, Glanvill contrasts this Catholic vulnerability to what he perceives as one of the 
greatest strengths of the Church of England. He believes the members of the Church of 
England have, through the reasoning skills obtained through the studious investigation of 
nature, secured ‗the certainty of… Faith, …resolving it into the Scriptures, the true feats of 
Infallibility, and the belief of… that Testimony that God gave by his Spirit to Christ and his 
Apostles‘.41  
In essence, this discussion of Enthusiam, witchcraft and humours amounts to a 
demonstration that Glanvill held a fundamental belief of a very real, substantial connection 
between the spirit, the mind and the body. Additionally, he believed that a well-trained, 
                                                 
38 There were four major revised editions of Glanvill‘s witch-book published by 1681 if you include the 
reworking of the portion which appeared as the sixth essay the Essays on Several Important Subjects in Philosophy 
and Religion. It was first published in 1666 under the title Some Philosophical Considerations Touching the Being 
of Witches and Witchcraft. The first major expansion was published as A Blow at Modern Sadducism in 1668 and 
the first posthumous edition under the title Saducismus Triumphatus was published in 1681 by Henry More. 
There were several reprints undertaken of each version and the Saducismus Triumphatus was also translated 
into German in 1701. Large sections pertaining to the Drummer of Tedworth account were also translated 
into Dutch in Jacobus Koelman, Wederlegging van B. Bekkers Betoverde wereldt (Amsterdam, 1692). The last 
complete English edition was published in 1726. 
38 More published two further expansions of the Saducismus Triumphatus in 1682 and 1689, with an additional 
run of the second edition being printed in 1688. However, for the purpose of analysing Glanvill‘s ideas, I have 
stopped with the 1681 edition as further editions were not expanded from Glanvill‘s notes, but included 
additional material and relations collected in the wake of the publication of the 1681 edition and included by 
More at his discretion. See ‗An Account of this Second Edition of Saducismus Triumphatus‘ in J. Glanvill, 
Saducismus Triumphatus (edited by H. More), (London: Printed by Tho. Newcomb for S. Lownds, 1682), sig. 
A3r ff. 
39 Joseph Glanvill, A Blow at Modern Sadducism (London: E. Cotes for James Collins, 1668), pp.18-20; ST, 
pp.16-17. For further discussion of this unique explanation of witchcraft see Davies, ‗Poisonous Vapours,‘. 
40 Davies, ‗Poisonous Vapours‘. 
41 Glanvill, ‗Sermon XI,‘ Discourses, pp.419-420. 
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logical mind acted as a counter-balance to the weaknesses of the flesh, protecting people 
against the distorted perceptions to which they were susceptible when their health, that is 
the humoural harmony of their body, was compromised. 42  This belief system allowed 
Glanvill to fully embrace both his religiosity and his keenness for scientific philosophy, for 
Glanvill developed this belief system by applying his understanding of the newest 
methodological theories to the moral and philosophical challenges he encountered while 
fulfilling his pastoral responsibilities. Furthermore, he supplemented these intellectual 
exercises with the ‗Philosophical use of observation‘ of ‗Domestick Lunaticks‘. Very little is 
known about these activities other than the fact that Glanvill considered them constitutive 
of an ‗Experimental Philosophy of our Natures,‘ and that they included several probative 
‗sessions‘ with ‗a poor Woman in the North, whose habitual conceit it was, That she was 
Mother of God, and of all things living‘.43 Though there is very little material on which to base 
further examination of these pursuits, the notion does lend new credibility to the analogy H. 
Stanley Redgrove made between Glanvill‘s theories and modern psychology.44 However, for 
our purposes, it is evident from these accounts that Glanvill was of the opinion that these 
same modern investigative, observational and experimental methods of rational inquiry, and 
the state of mind (and body) which they engendered, provided not only the means to 
investigate the problem, but also a solution that he could pass on to his parishioners. 
Therefore, time and time again, he advises his flock, through both intellectual essays and 
sermons, both presented and printed, that rational thought and empirical enquiry do not 
lead to arrogance and atheism.45 Rather, the new methods of investigating nature both 
strengthen one‘s faith and dispose one‘s mind to ‗Vertue and Religion‘,46 and, should any 
doubt remain about the exact type of endeavour Glanvill intends to recommend, we are 
directed explicitly to ‗the ROYAL SOCIETY… the Great Body of Practical Philosophers‘ to 
find ‗grand‘ examples of exactly this honourable, Christian variety of ‗Philosophick Genius‘.47 
There has been an increasing amount of recognition of the success Glanvill had as an 
advocate of the experimental method of the Royal Society in intellectual circles, primarily in 
                                                 
42 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ p.40, see also p.25. The belief that intellectual training could be proscribed as a 
remedy to these conditions also distinguishes his theory from More‘s who acknowledges improved reason as 
an effect of healing, but who proscribes more traditional physical based remedies and prayer to bring about the 
healing. See: Henry More, ‗A Brief Discourse of Enthusiasm,‘ in A Collection of Several Philosophical Writings of 
Dr. Henry More (London: Joseph Downing, 1712), pp.1, 38; or for a summary explanation see: Daniel Fouke, 
The Enthusiastical Concerns of Dr. Henry More (Leiden, New York, Köln: E.J. Brill, 1997), pp.121-123. 
43 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ pp.19-20. 
44 Redgrove, Joseph Glanvill, p.30. 
45 Arrogance and atheism are the result only when one places too much confidence in philosophy, and error 
that only those with lax method would fall prey to. Glanvill, ‗Agreement,‘ pp.17-18.  
46 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ p.40. 
47 Glanvill, ‗Usefulness,‘ p.27. 
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the form of assessments of the impact and spread of his works devoted to the topic, the 
Scepsis Scientifica (1665) and the Plus Ultra (1668).48 However, of greater relevance to the 
question of the impact and success of Glanvill‘s ‗scientifically minded‘ pastoral care, is the 
possibility of tracing the impact of Glanvill‘s advice on the family to which the two the main 
collections used in this article were dedicated. The 1676 volume, Essays on several Important 
Subjects in Philosophy and Religion was dedicated to the then Marquis of Worcester, who later 
became the Duke of Beaufort, Henry Somerset, while the 1676 volume, Seasonable reflections 
and discourses in order to the Conviction & Cure of the Scoffing, & Infidelity of a Degenerate Age 
was dedicated to the his wife, Mary Somerset.49 However, these were more than samples of 
Glanvill‘s work designed to flatter or familiarise a potential patron with his corpus. Both 
these works were clearly intended to be proscriptive texts and were designed to give advice 
to the family. Glanvill writes in the preface to Henry Somerset that the essays were 
designed to ‗lay a foundation for a good habit of thoughts;‘ and in the title of the work 
dedicated to Mary Somerset, he refers to the Seasonable Reflections expressly as a ‗Cure‘.50  
Since the unexpected and sudden death of Mary Somerset‘s first husband Henry 
Seymour, Lord Beauchamp in 1654, Mary had a reputation for melancholy and it is thought 
that she suffered from a depression-like illness at various periods in her life, particularly in 
the mid-1670s. Indeed Molly McClain, who has worked extensively on the personal 
correspondence of the couple, still held at Badminton House, suggested that the onset of 
Mary‘s final significant bout of melancholy occurred at some stage in 1674. By 1675, Mary 
had relinquished several key aspects of the household management, including the keeping of 
household accounts, and was producing little correspondence. McClain notes that this 
seems to be more than an accident of survival, citing a letter in which Mary writes that 
‗truly my head and stomach are so strangely disordered at all times that when I write any 
time together, that I often lose a meal for a letter.‘51 Her condition was such that her 
husband Henry, the son from her first marriage Charles, and several friends have left 
                                                 
48 Van Leeuwen, Problem of Certainty, pp.71-90; Burns, Great Debate. 
49 Glanvill also dedicated a volume to the couple‘s son. The 1677 edition of the popular work The Way of 
Happiness and Salvation Rescued from Vulgar Errours, was dedicated to Charles, aka Lord Herbert, Henry and 
Mary‘s eldest son. Although the appropriate records have not survived to enable verification of a familial link 
between the Marquis and Marchioness and Glanvill‘s wife, it is clear that Glanvill was known to the couple 
prior to his dedication of these works as Glanvill‘s promotion to Chaplain in Ordinary to King Charles II on 
the 27 Feb 1675 is attributed to the influence of the Marquis. 
50 Glanvill, ‗Preface,‘ in Essays, fol.5v. 
51 Molly McClain, Beaufort: the Duke and his Duchess, 1657-1715 (New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 2001), p.118, see n.33. 
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records expressing concern for her health.52 Yet over time, after trying many different 
remedies for her condition, Mary came to characterise her malady as a spiritual void.53 
By the end of the decade (probably by 1678) something had drawn Mary out of her 
malaise. Around this time, Mary began developing an interest in botany and plant collecting 
which, in the decade before her death in 1715, would become one of the finest living 
botanical collections in England. Furthermore, during the first decade of the eighteenth 
century, the now Duchess 54  preserved her garden in a compendious twelve volume 
herbarium. The volumes now housed in the British Natural History Museum are evidence of 
the great skill Mary developed in the cultivation and preservation of specimens, as well as 
the great expense she was prepared to devote to the enterprise.55 McClain connects Mary‘s 
salvation to the Calvinist notion that while some people were well suited to finding God 
through the Scriptures, God had also given mankind the Book of Nature, and that people of 
certain dispositions could find closeness to God through the study of natural history.56 
While I believe this point is valid, McClain has been justifiably criticised for the meagre 
support and context that she provides for her assessment of Mary‘s botany.57 In McClain‘s 
defence, it has been noted that Mary wrote little during this period, and as a result it is not 
clear what in particular urged her down this path. No doubt there are numerous possibilities. 
Yet, it is surely more than a coincidence that it is precisely at this time that Glanvill 
dedicates his two collections to the family: the two collections which are devoted to the 
reconciliation of reason, religion and to laying ‗a foundation for a good habit of thoughts, 
both in Philosophy, and Theology‘.58 These are also works in which Glanvill explains the 
relationship between religious doubts which are caused by ‗the power of a strong fancy, 
working upon violent affections‘ and the means by which one can overcome such 
dispositions.59 Indeed it seems that an exploration of the role of fancy or imagination in the 
                                                 
52 McClain, Beaufort, pp.118-120. 
53 McClain, Beaufort, p.89 
54 Henry and Mary were awarded the title of first Duke and Duchess of Beaufort by Charles II in December, 
1682; McClain, Beaufort, p.170. 
55 I would very much like to thank Dr Mark Spencer for so kindly guiding me through several volumes of the 
Herbarium now housed in the Sloane Herbarium Collection at the Natural History Museum: H.S. pp.131-142. 
56 McClain, Beaufort, pp.119-120. If it is indeed this general idea that inspired Mary to fill her spiritual void 
with science, then it is quite natural that she would choose Botany for her family, the Capells, are famous in 
the history of gardening. Mary‘s brother Henry Capell founded the Botanical Gardens at Kew. Douglas 
Chambers, ‗‗Stories of Plants‘: The Assembling of Mary Capel Somerset's botanical collection at Badminton‘ 
Journal of the History of Collections 9, 1 (1997), p.49. 
57 Lisa T. Sarasohn, ‗Book Review,‘ Isis 93, 1 (2002), p.124; Jennifer Monroe, ‗―My innocent diversion of 
gardening‖: Mary Somerset‘s Plants,‘ Renaissance Studies 25, 1 (2011), p.117. 
58 Glanvill, ‗Preface,‘ in Essays, fol.5v. 
59 Glanvill, ‗Antifanatick,‘ p.28. 
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creation of religious doubt, as found in these two collections, would be very relevant to a 
woman who believed she was having a melancholic crisis of faith. 
Unfortunately, no surviving correspondence between Glanvill and the Somersets 
verifies a direct causal link between the Marchioness‘ recovery and Glanvill‘s advice. 
However, the nature of the relationship between Glanvill and the Somersets in the lead up 
to his death in 1680 imply that Glanvill‘s advice was, at the very least, welcome. On the 22nd 
June 1678 Glanvill was awarded a Prebendary at Worcester Cathedral through the couple‘s 
influence60 and though he may well have died before the title could be officially conferred, 
Glanvill‘s name is clearly legible in the lists of Chaplains in Waiting and it is likely that this 
honour, like his appointment as Chaplain in Ordinary, would have been attained through 
Henry‘s influence.61   Furthermore, in 1678 Glanvill drafted the impassioned work The 
Zealous and Impartial Protestant (published posthumously in 1681). 62  Much to Richard 
Baxter‘s dismay, in this work Glanvill called for harsher penalties for the Non-conformists 
and religious dissenters on whom he blames England‘s vulnerability to physical and 
intellectual attack by Papists.63 This work was written in the wake of the fictitious Popish 
Plot of 1678 which saw Henry, still Marquis of Worcester, flee into hiding after accusations 
that he was a Papist sympathizer.64 Glanvill‘s outrage is quite understandable given that a 
letter from Mary to Henry written in 1678 suggests that Glanvill was still in the couple‘s 
close confidence throughout the ordeal.65 
Glanvill‘s religiosity has created doubts about his motivations and efficacy as a 
proponent of the new science in much of the sparse scholarship on his work from the last 
two centuries.66 However, considering the strength of the preaching tradition to which 
Glanvill was committed, I believe it is worth considering that Glanvill‘s role as a preacher 
actually gave him an advantage in this regard. Glanvill‘s pastoral roles ensured he was in a 
prime position to disseminate scientific ideas to the wider population and help combat the 
negative charges of materialism and atheism which were regularly levelled against members 
                                                 
60 Cope, Joseph Glanvill, p.39. 
61 See ‗Index of officers: G,‘ Office-Holders in Modern Britain: Volume 11 (revised): Court Officers, 1660-1837 
(2006), pp. 1013-1064, accessed June 1, 2012 http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=43950; 
Records of the Lord Chamberlain, National Archives, LC3/24 f.14. 
62 For date of composition see: Lewis, ‗Origenian‘, 287. 
63 Glanvill, Zealous, 24-35; Cope, Joseph Glanvill, 24. 
64 Cope, Joseph Glanvill, 39.  
65 This is the only known mention of Glanvill in the couples correspondences. A summary can be found in 
Historical Manuscripts Commission: Twelfth Report, Appendix, Pt. IX (London, 1891), 70-71. 
66 Wallace Notestein, The History of Witchcraft in England from 1558 to 1718 (Washington: American Historical 
Association, 1911), 291-293; Michael Hunter, ‗The Royal Society and the decline of magic‘ Notes & Records of 
the Royal Society, published online January 12, 2011, pp.7-8, 15 notes 42, 46; Jo Bath and John Newton, 
‗―Sensible Proof of Spirits‖: Ghost Belief during the Later Seventeenth Century‘ Folklore 117 (2006), pp.4-5. 
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of the Royal Society individually (including against Glanvill himself)67  and against the 
organization as a whole. Indeed, the collections of essays and sermons which have come 
down to us in print suggest that Glanvill was intent on using this medium to its full effect 
in the dissemination of scientific methodology and attitudes. Glanvill‘s ideas may not be 
radical enough to satisfy the requirements of modern scientific standards. Yet if one is 
willing to concede Glanvill some influence over the likes of Mary Somerset, then one must 
also concede that his endeavour to promote scientific endeavour to a wider audience may 
have been successful on several innovative levels. 
                                                 
67 Cope, Joseph Glanvill, p.24. 
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The Legacy of Special Education in Victorian England  
Gillian Ray-Barruel, Griffith University1 
 
Introduction 
Debates about educating children with special needs have been going on since before the 
nineteenth century. This paper explores how shifts in discourses of intellectual disability in 
Victorian England have shaped the current state of special education for children with 
intellectual difference.  
 
Shifting historical concepts of intellectual disability 
Before turning to the legacy of special education, it must be acknowledged that the history 
of intellectual disability reveals constantly changing conceptualizations and classifications. 
Terms used over the centuries, including ‗idiot,‘ ‗imbecile,‘ ‗feeble-minded,‘ ‗simpleton,‘ 
‗moron,‘ ‗mentally deficient,‘ ‗mentally retarded,‘ ‗mentally handicapped,‘ ‗developmentally 
disabled‘ and ‗learning disabled,‘ are not interchangeable.2 Neither the definitions nor the 
concepts are stable over time.3 The majority of children labelled as being mentally disabled 
over the past 150 years would not have been identified as idiots on previous measures.4 For 
this reason, scholars of the history of intellectual disability agree to preserve the 
terminology used in the historical context.5 While I recognize that many of these terms 
have become unacceptable forms of speech, I will use the historical term when discussing 
how the concept arose at the time because this demonstrates the precariousness of these 
labels. The current terms ‗learning disability‘ and ‗developmental disability‘ are not immune 
from contestation and likely will change in the coming decades. 
 Intellectual disability is an evolving classification that can be linked to social 
rationales. Historically, there has always been a motive for labelling intellectual impairment. 
The earliest use of the term ‗idiot‘ originally came from the Greek (idiota), meaning a 
private man, or someone who did not own land and could not hold any public 
                                                 
1 Email: g.ray-barruel@griffith.edu.au 
2 Patrick Devlieger, ‗From ―Idiot‖ to ―Person with Mental Retardation‖: Defining Difference in an Effort to 
Dissolve It,‘ in Rethinking Disability: The Emergence of New Definitions, Concepts and Communities (eds Patrick 
Devlieger, Frank Rusch, and David Pfeiffer), (Antwerp: Garant, 2003). 
3 This is demonstrated by the current debates regarding the upcoming version five of the American 
Psychiatric Association‘s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. 
4 Murray Simpson, ‗Mental Defectives in 1900: People with Learning Disabilities in 2000. What Changed?: A 
Reply to Matt Egan,‘ in Scottish Health History: International Contexts, Contemporary Perspectives (Centre for the 
History of Medicine, University of Glasgow, 2003).  
5 Tim Stainton and Patrick McDonagh, ‗Chasing Shadows: The Historical Construction of Developmental 
Disability,‘ Journal on Developmental Disabilities 8, 2 (2001). 
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responsibility.6 In the Middle Ages and Renaissance period, idiocy was a legal term applied 
only to the landowning gentry, being used to make decisions of property inheritance.7 In 
the early to mid-nineteenth century, the label of idiocy was used for Poor Law decisions of 
who was eligible for parish assistance.8 The late nineteenth and early twentieth-century 
term of ‗feeble minded‘ initially denoted a child‘s failure to achieve adequate scores on school 
exams, but later became intricately linked with criminality, immorality, intemperance and 
deviant sexuality, resulting in measures of segregation to prevent the spread of degeneracy.9 
During the war years, the number of ‗mentally defective‘ people dropped, as institutions 
were turned into war hospitals and labour shortages required more people to enter the 
workforce, suggesting a flexibility of labeling for those in the borderlands, depending on 
social and political circumstances at the time.10 The current terminology, learning disability, 
reflects a child‘s delayed progress in the classroom, and the classification of intellectual 
impairment denotes who is eligible to receive special education funding. Once these people 
leave the school system many no longer identify as disabled. Therefore, it is a mistake to 
assume that the terms ‗idiocy,‘ ‗mental deficiency,‘ and ‗learning disability‘ describe the same 
thing. As the measures have not been the same, it is impossible to make any meaningful 
comparison with the population characterized as ‗idiots,‘ ‗imbeciles,‘ or ‗feeble-minded‘ in 
previous eras and the population designated as ‗learning or developmentally disabled‘ in our 
own time.11 
 The ‗appropriate locus of care‘12 for people with intellectual disability has long been 
a hotly debated topic. Under the old Poor Law, some parishes paid families to care for their 
idiot children at home or board them with a non-relative if this was not possible.13 Idiots 
who could not be cared for at home usually ended up in workhouses, but as David Wright‘s 
research14 shows, the majority of these people continued to be cared for in the community 
rather than asylums throughout the Victorian era. Although the 1845 Lunatics Act 
                                                 
6 Neill Anderson, Arturo Langa, and H. Freeman, ‗The Development of Institutional Care for ―Idiots and 
Imbeciles‖ in Scotland,‘ History of Psychiatry 8, 30 (1997), pp.243-266. 
7 Richard Neugebauer, ‗Treatment of the Mentally Ill in Medieval and Early Modern England: A Reappraisal,‘ 
Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences 14, 2 (1978), pp.158-169.  
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9 Mark Jackson, The Borderland of Imbecility: Medicine, Society and the Fabrication of the Feeble Mind in 
Late Victorian and Edwardian England (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2000). 
10 Jan Walmsley, ‗Mental Defectives in 1900: People with Learning Disabilities in 2000. What Changed?: A 
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(Centre for the History of Medicine, University of Glasgow 2003). 
11 Walmsley, ‗Mental Defectives in 1900‘. 
12 Wright, ‗Learning Disability,‘ p.733. 
13 Wright, ‗Learning Disability,‘ p.733. 
14 David Wright, ‗―Childlike in His Innocence‖: Lay Attitudes to ―Idiots‖ and ―Imbeciles‖ in Victorian 
England,‘ in From Idiocy to Mental Deficiency: Historical Perspectives on People with Learning Disabilities (eds 
David Wright and Anne Digby), (London: Routledge, 1996). 
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permitted for the detention of idiots and imbeciles in lunatic asylums, most asylum 
superintendents were reluctant to accept idiots, believing idiocy was incurable and thus 
entailing a substantial long-term financial burden.15 
 
The era of optimism 
Before the 1840s idiocy was considered ‗perfectly incurable.‘16  Despite several attempts 
throughout the Enlightenment era to educate children abandoned in the wild, presumed 
idiots, these efforts had met with limited success. However, in the 1840s the French 
pedagogue Edouard Séguin reported some success in educating idiots in Paris, inspiring 
hope for such improvements in England. Séguin favoured ‗moral treatment,‘ first used by 
Pinel and Tuke with patients in lunatic asylums in France and England, respectively. This 
method was not based solely, or even primarily, on humanitarian concerns.17 Rather, ‗moral 
treatment‘ was about adapting an inmate‘s behaviour to the environment by self-discipline 
and a spirit of utilitarianism. According to Séguin, idiocy was a failure of the will to apply 
oneself to learn. He believed idiots could be educated, but first they needed to be taught to 
want to help themselves. His therapy was designed to stimulate the child‘s senses and make 
her want to improve. Seguin‘s curriculum focussed on physical activities to stimulate the 
senses and engage the child in learning. 18  Music, gymnastics, and marching exercises 
taught rhythm and coordination, building with blocks taught perseverance and 
concentration, and manual activities taught dexterity.19 Such methods continue to be used 
to this day.  
 Publicity about Séguin‘s achievements spread quickly across Europe and encouraged 
philanthropic support for idiot asylums. The first major British asylum for idiots opened in 
1848. In the following decade, social reformers established idiot asylums as residential 
training schools across England in the belief that these children could be taught skills that 
would make them economically productive citizens. Two new beliefs underpinned the 
establishment of these asylums: firstly, that charity towards idiots was a Christian duty; and 
secondly, that individuals were morally responsible for participating in social and economic 
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activities to the best of their ability.20 Medical articles on idiocy were published for a general 
audience to encourage charitable donations for institutions, as well as to promote 
understanding of idiocy.21 Wealthy families had traditionally sought private care rather 
than institutionalization for their idiot offspring, but after the encouraging reports from 
Europe many wealthy families were prompted to try the new treatments offered in purpose-
built institutions.22 Middle and working-class families admitted their children in the hope 
that they would learn skills and be able to contribute to the family economy, as James Trent 
writes: 
The goal of education was productivity, and superintendents 
assumed that educated idiots, freed from inactivity and no longer a 
burden to their family, would return home to be productive and 
upright citizens in their communities. Without education in the 
institution, however, the likely consequences were not promising for 
idiots, families or communities.23 
  
 Mental testing of children suspected of idiocy was common, and included tests of 
orientation, memory and counting. As the poor then received no mandatory education, 
simple arithmetic undoubtedly posed a challenge for many. Early idiot asylum records also 
describe difficulties with self-help skills, such as feeding, dressing, and toileting. However, 
after the introduction of compulsory elementary schooling in 1870 the records show an 
increase in the number of children who were certified because of behavioural problems or 
difficulty with literacy and numeracy skills. For many families, this would have been the 
first suggestion that anything was wrong with their child. Early asylum records indicate 
that families regarded their child‘s problems as social, not medical, but this gradually 
changed throughout the era.24 
 From the 1840s several small private residential schools were set up by women as 
commercial enterprises to provide care and education to idiot children.25 Although initially 
well received, they became increasingly criticized by the Lunacy Commissioners for 
focussing on literacy and numeracy, and failing to provide adequate instruction in ‗useful 
arts or trades, such as knitting [and] straw plaiting.‘26 As the century progressed, doctors 
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in charge of asylums and special schools emphasized the utility of vocational training for the 
mentally deficient. Basic literacy and numeracy continued to be taught, but most other 
subjects were dropped for these children, to be replaced by laundry, cooking, and gardening 
activities.27 
 Environment played an enormous role in the Victorian mind-set. Following several 
mid-century cholera outbreaks and the Great Stink of 1858 sanitation and building reforms 
assumed paramount importance. In 1859 Charles Darwin‘s On the Origin of Species reiterated 
the impact that environment had on the shaping of an individual. Social reformers argued 
that the appalling living conditions of the poor contributed to crime, delinquency, physical 
ailments, mental illness and idiocy.28 They insisted that relocating the mentally deficient to 
a clean country setting with fresh air, good food, warm clothes, well-ventilated rooms, and 
spacious gardens, away from the corrupting influence of family and the urban environment, 
would have ameliorative and possibly curative effects.29 Many Victorians staunchly believed 
in the power of government bureaucracy to tackle social ills. While debates continued as to 
the ideal setting for managing aberrancy––large residential institutions, smaller day schools, 
community-based care, and foster family homes––the responsibility of the government to 
address social problems was rarely questioned.  
 
Stratification of intellectual disability begins 
Samuel Gridley Howe‘s work with ‗idiot training schools‘ in Massachusetts in the 1840s had 
an enormous influence on British methods. Howe condemned idiocy as a ‗disease of society... 
an outward sign of an inward malady‘ 30  and blamed the child‘s fate on parental vice, 
including poor physical health, masturbation, intemperance, and intermarriage of relatives. 
Howe believed people had a moral responsibility to help the ‗poor idiot.‘ He also delineated 
different degrees of idiocy—‘idiots‘, ‗fools‘ and ‗simpletons‘—according to mental and 
physical characteristics: an idea that would have far-reaching consequences. Until this time, 
little emphasis had been placed on specific language to distinguish characteristics of 
intellectual disability. The term ‗imbecility‘ was used to classify a milder form of idiocy, but 
there were no set criteria to distinguish between ‗idiots‘ and ‗imbeciles.‘31 
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 From the 1860s, with the increasing asylum population and a growing emphasis on 
social economy, it became necessary to distinguish who could be educated and who could 
not. Different classification schemes were derived: some focused on the measurement of 
physical characteristics; others concentrated on educational and social difficulties. This 
resulted in the construction of a new category of idiocy, labelled ‗feeble-mindedness,‘ 
situated between ‗imbecility‘ and ‗normality.‘ Although the term ‗feeble-minded‘ had existed 
since John Bunyan‘s Pilgrim’s Progress, this was a novel and more specific use of the term.32 
Lack of definite meanings meant that terms could be used in a wide variety of circumstances, 
including being associated with class and race. Scientific attempts to link mental capacity 
with ethnic type were common.33  
 In 1866 Duncan and Millard published a training manual, specifying degrees of 
mental deficiency, while acknowledging the blurred boundaries between them and the 
possibility for a child to move between categories. According to this manual, an idiot child 
could be transformed into a feeble-minded child with education and training, and the 
reverse could also occur, given exposure to an unsuitable environment. The authors 
advocated separating an idiot child from ‗perfect children,‘ to prevent the transfer of bad 
habits from the idiot to its siblings.34 
 Mark Jackson has argued that the categorization of these children was not based on 
scientific or medical knowledge, but on the ‗administrative, educational, and medical 
problems‘ caused by the large asylums themselves.35 In the mid-Victorian era idiocy and 
imbecility were viewed with optimism, but the enthusiasm for asylums dampened as 
overcrowding and a lack of opportunities meant that few were able to learn skills to ensure 
their self-sufficiency, and institutionalization merely increased their dependency. As idiot 
children were separated from their families and communities, the negative perceptions of 
idiots grew concomitantly.36 By the 1870s it had became clear that many could not improve 
enough to leave the asylum and achieve independence and employment. Fear of the 
burgeoning inmate population and its economic impact on the government and society, 
combined with a popular interest in the modern evolutionary science, fed discussions of 
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Social Darwinism among many of the middle class. No longer seen as treatable, idiocy 
began to be constructed as a threat to social progress. 
 
Mandatory elementary education introduced 
The 1870 Education Act established a national system of mandatory elementary schooling, 
bringing under surveillance large numbers of poor and working-class children who had 
never before attended school.37 From 1870 to 1899 the number of pupils almost quadrupled. 
Despite a concurrent increase in the number of teachers, class sizes were very large, and 
many teachers were inexperienced or still in training while being responsible for classes of 
50–60 pupils. In an era flushed with the principles of utilitarianism and statistics, educators 
sought to develop ways of best managing the large class sizes and inadequately prepared 
teachers. The principle of payment by results had been introduced in 1862 in a bid to 
increase school efficiency. Pupils were graded on their attendance rates and performance 
achievements in the three Rs, and the school accordingly received payments from the local 
school board, resulting in a system that focussed on exam proficiency above all else. Many 
teachers lacked experience in any other teaching method; therefore, stratifying the student 
population by examination results appeared to be efficient. Over time, other subjects such as 
history, geography and science were introduced, but the focus remained on exam proficiency. 
This divided children into those who could cope with the system and those who could not, 
effectively labelled idiots and imbeciles.38 
 Neither educators nor doctors effectively differentiated physical and mental 
disabilities at this time; therefore many children with physical deformities were also classed 
as idiots.39 Such children included the malnourished, and those with hearing, vision or 
speech deficits, epilepsy, or other chronic ill-health conditions, such as tuberculosis or 
rickets. The object of study was the child itself, with little or no attention paid to the effects 
of a difficult home life or environmental deprivation on a child‘s intellectual capacity. Most 
working-class children had no prior formal education and came from families where no one 
had attended school. In addition, many were from migrant families who had come to the 
cities to find work.40 Many working-class children worked hard before and after school, 
caring for their siblings while their parents worked, or even working themselves. A lack of 
occupational safety measures meant that a high proportion of the population was physically 
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disabled. When a father could no longer work, the mother and children would share the 
responsibility of earning income to feed the other hungry mouths.41 Not surprisingly, many 
of these children did not flourish at school, lending evidence to the theory that the 
impoverished were often feeble-minded. The failure of many schools to achieve good test 
results was attributed to the degeneracy of the working class, rather than a failure of the 
education system. 
 
Segregation of the disabled begins 
In 1875 the Charity Organisation Society advised classification of idiots into educable and 
non-educable sub-groups, claiming ‗training institutions should be provided for improvable 
idiots, and permanent asylums for those of a very low type.‘42 This proposal was endorsed 
a decade later when two Royal Commissions were held to investigate the outcomes of 
mandatory elementary education. The official recommendation was the separation of the 
‗feeble-minded‘ from other students so they could receive ‗special instruction.‘43 Where the 
children would receive this instruction was not specified, fuelling debate regarding the best 
setting. Different school boards interpreted the report in different ways, setting up a range 
of provisions for students with learning difficulties, 44  including day special schools, 
boarding schools with weekend passes home, mixed classes of disabled and non-disabled 
children, separate training schools for the feeble-minded, and asylums for idiots and 
imbeciles.45 Although it was regarded as a Christian duty to provide for disabled people, 
motives for the development of special education were not solely compassion and 
humanitarian concerns.46 Early advocates for special education argued that: (1) removal of 
defective children would reduce disruption and improve the education of non-disabled 
children; (2) education could be tailored to the students‘ special needs; and (3) segregation 
would protect non-disabled children from children who were ‗likely to become criminals.‘47  
 The education of children with disabilities provoked conflicting opinions. Although 
most reformers agreed that children with severe mental disability would be better served in 
a separate learning environment, the need to segregate children with less apparent 
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anomalies was unclear. It was also recognized that children had various degrees of learning 
difficulty. A child might falter at mathematics, yet learn to read without difficulty, and so on. 
Parental acceptance of segregated classes and special schools for their offspring also varied. 
While some were pleased to place their child in a supportive environment, with training to 
meet their individual needs, others worried about the stigma attached to having a child in a 
‗silly school,‘48 as they were sometimes called. Concerns about a child‘s ability to adjust to 
life outside the institution were common. Many Victorians worried about the segregation of 
children and petitioned for integration strategies. When first introduced into the education 
system techniques such as oralism or lip-reading for the deaf, and fingerspelling and raised 
print texts for the blind, were often criticized as widening the gap between disabled and 
non-disabled children. By the 1890s these had become accepted modalities of 
communication. Deaf and blind children were more likely to be included in classrooms with 
non-disabled children than those regarded as mentally deficient.49 Segregation was a much 
more common option for the latter, partly due to the concern that these children were being 
left behind in the classroom, and partly due to eugenicist fears that mental deficiency was 
hereditary.    
 
Degeneration theories take root 
The concepts of hereditary lunacy and idiocy had existed earlier in the century, but in the 
1870s and 1880s evolutionary theorists such as Darwin‘s cousin, Francis Galton, suggested 
that mental capacity could also be passed down to offspring. Galton proposed it was a duty 
to improve the human race, if possible, by evolutionary means, and in 1883, he coined the 
phrase ‗eugenics,‘ ‗to express the science of improving stock.‘50 The eugenics movement 
raised considerable public attention to the supposed deterioration of the race and sought to 
regulate marriage and control reproduction to decrease the transmission of undesirable 
qualities. An understanding that heredity and environment both played a part in an 
organism‘s make-up meant that reformers were encouraged to view social issues such as 
poverty, insanity, intemperance and criminality as interrelated and cross-generational 
problems. While mid-century theorists had debated which played the greater role—heredity 
or environment—later in the century, prominent medical and political voices argued 
forcibly that a predisposition to idiocy, criminality and immorality was hereditary, and by 
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1900 this position had become entrenched in the culture.51 As fear of degeneracy grew, 
eugenics became a widely popular notion across Britain, Europe and the USA, although this 
was not without criticism. 
 With the rise in eugenicist theories the emphasis shifted from concerns about idiocy 
and imbecility to the feeble-minded. Despite recurrent attempts to clarify the definition of 
feeble-minded, this could only be couched in negative terms: ‗not normal‘, ‗not imbecile‘, ‗not 
idiotic.‘52 Mild mental deficiency was recast as being more dangerous than insanity or idiocy. 
Lunatics and idiots could be clearly identified and locked away in purpose-built asylums, but 
those in the borderland were far more difficult to identify, and therefore posed more of a 
social threat. It was commonly believed that idiots were unlikely to breed, but the feeble-
minded could be mistaken for ‗normal‘ people and should be segregated to protect the rest 
of society.53 Proponents for segregation of the feeble-minded fed into middle-class anxieties 
about criminality, race, class and sexuality. Mary Dendy, Secretary of the Lancashire and 
Cheshire Society for the Permanent Care of the Feebleminded, which operated the 
Sandlebridge Colony for children and adults, advocated for their permanent segregation in 
institutions, believing this would ‗lessen their suffering and stop their breeding, saving 
society expense.‘54  
 In 1893 the Charity Organization Society published a report claiming that children 
who struggled in school were ‗all probable social failures‘55 who needed immediate attention 
lest they become costly menaces later in life. As the century drew to a close, feeble-
mindedness had become inextricably linked to a wide array of deviance in the minds of 
many, legitimating the widespread growth in construction ‗of special schools and homes for 
the feeble-minded.‘56 The majority of special schools claimed to provide instruction and 
training that would enable a pupil to attain some skills for future employment, but many 
people with disabilities became isolated and dependent on these institutions, leading to 
lifelong residency. Mental deficiency was regarded as incurable, so training focused on 
helping the children ‗become clean, calm, chaste, busy, docile and even skilful at repetitive, 
practical tasks.‘57 Work purportedly had more than economic benefits for the feeble-minded. 
Indeed, Dendy insisted that productivity could ensure moral integrity, as the following 
quotation illustrates:  
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Idleness means degradation of the lowest kind for the feeble in 
intellect. There is no other way but regular work, which leaves the 
children so tired at night that they go to sleep when they go to bed, 
to keep them from falling into habits which further lower the already 
low intelligence and physical strength.58 
 
The medicalization of education 
Deciding the best educational options for dealing with mentally disabled children was 
politically volatile. With the implementation of the 1886 Idiots Act a legal distinction 
between idiots and lunatics was established for the first time, and children needed a medical 
certificate to be admitted to a special school.59 Most doctors agreed that severely disabled 
children were better off in residential institutions, but medical opinion was divided on the 
best option for the feeble-minded. Asylum and clinic doctors believed that all ‗defective‘ 
children were best served in separate facilities; doctors in the school medical service ‗argued 
for the retention of many of the children as the responsibility of the Board of Education.‘60 
This was less a belief in the benefits of education than a desire to promote useful industry, 
whatever the level of impairment, in an economy bruised by the Boer War and reluctant to 
expand the asylum population.  
 Respected and influential medical men wrote many articles and books at the fin-de-
siècle, linking physical and mental impairments with the educability of children, and 
proposing suggestions for management. In the 1880s Dr G Shuttleworth, the first 
superintendent of the Royal Albert Asylum in Lancashire, published articles in support of 
‗special schools which maintained close links with the nearby elementary school.‘61 Inspired 
by Séguin, he believed that segregated institutions could provide more specialized and 
appropriate care for feeble-minded children, which would facilitate learning. To achieve 
results Shuttleworth advocated that ‗physician and teacher must go hand-in-hand,‘62 with 
the physician retaining overall responsibility for the prescription of appropriate learning 
activities. In 1888 Dr Francis Warner published A Method of Examining Children in Schools 
as to their Development and Brain Condition. Following this, all schoolchildren underwent 
medical examination, parading slowly in front of a doctor to be assessed for physical and 
mental abnormalities.63 
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 During the Edwardian era debates about the management of people with disabilities 
continued to rage. Dr James Kerr advocated the establishment of ‗open-air‘ schools that 
provided ‗fresh air, good food, baths, exercise, physical activity, gardening and rest 
periods‘64 for children with physical disabilities. At the same time, he deplored the feeble-
minded and called for their sterilization. Another influential physician, Dr Tredgold agreed 
that sterilization would prevent procreation, but would not address the moral failings of 
existing mentally deficient children. He therefore argued that permanent segregation in 
residential institutions was the best management of the feeble-minded. Proponents of 
sterilization refuted this on humanitarian grounds, ‗believing permanent institutionalization 
to be ineffective and unjustifiably harsh.‘ 65  Sterilization of the feeble-minded was 
implemented in several countries, including the USA, but not in Britain. 
 Physical and mental assessments of schoolchildren became routine. In 1911 Dr C. P. 
Lapage published Feeble-Mindedness in Children of School Age, detailing how school medical 
officers, teachers and social workers could detect feeble-mindedness from a child‘s facial 
expression. Photographs of facial features were carefully examined for signs of mental 
deficiency. Any child with an apathetic, lethargic demeanour, showing lack of attention, 
rolling eyes, rocking or fidgety movements could be classed as ‗defective.‘66  
 Intelligence testing was introduced in the early years of the twentieth century as a 
way of separating the ‗subnormal‘ from the ‗normal.‘67 In 1905 Binet and Simon published 
the results of the measures they had derived to identify ‗children whose intellectual abilities 
meant they would not thrive in standard classroom environments,‘68 and in 1910 the Binet-
Simon test was introduced as part of a range of intelligence tests. Binet originally sought to 
create an objective method of identifying which children could benefit from extra classroom 
assistance, but within a decade the test was being used to segregate those whose academic 
performance lagged behind the main. 
 Disability therefore gradually came to be seen as a medical rather than a social 
problem. By 1913, with the passing of the Mental Deficiency Act, schoolchildren routinely 
underwent medical screening to detect mental deficiency. The Act proposed segregation for 
all ‗idiots, imbeciles and feeble-minded‘ from an early age.69 However, Ted Cole stresses that 
it is inaccurate to picture all mentally disabled children being institutionalized at this time. 
Training school and asylum attendants were in fact often reluctant to institutionalize 
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children, but they believed it was the best way of managing disability for the orphans and 
urchins that filled the streets of the London slums, and had insufficient food, clothing and 
opportunity. For those children especially, institutions were regarded as the most humane 
option.70  
 
The legacy continues 
Debates about the advantages and disadvantages of special education for students with 
intellectual and learning disabilities continue to this day.71  While children who do not 
conform to behavioural and educational expectations are no longer locked away en masse in 
special institutions, they are marshalled into special education units and behaviour 
modification classes. In the current era, a child that does not conform to the rules still risks 
being labelled in some way, and the child struggling in school receives no formal assistance 
without a label. In order to be eligible for support, the individual has to accept the diagnosis, 
as Mark Rapley has said, to become a ‗psychologically constituted object of knowledge.‘72  
 While inclusion and full participation in the mainstream classroom is now demanded 
as a ‗social, civil and educational right of students with disability,‘73 staunch support for the 
provision of inclusive programs continues to be met with equally adamant calls for 
segregated facilities. Those who support inclusion do so firstly in the belief that segregation 
promotes discrimination and devaluing of the person with disability, and secondly, that 
inclusion in the mainstream educational system with so-called ‗normal‘ children will 
promote acceptance of disabilities and lead to increased opportunities for learning and 
building friendships, thus better preparing them for adult life.  
 Those who argue for segregated schooling refute the notion that a mainstream 
school can adapt to meet the diverse learning needs, which may be better addressed in a 
smaller setting with teachers specifically trained in the needs of children with learning 
disabilities. It is perhaps unreasonable to expect every teacher to be able to provide a high 
quality learning experience for all children, especially when dealing with large class sizes 
and other educational disadvantages, such as poverty and a variety of cultural and linguistic 
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backgrounds. Any kind of integration requires dedication and enthusiasm, which may not be 
possible in a large class of many children with various needs.74 
 Although inclusion programs may espouse ideals of respect for children with 
disabilities, the more common result for many is being bullied. Putting a child in 
mainstream classes cannot guarantee they will not suffer discrimination from peers. 
Children quickly learn if they fit in or not, if they are ‗normal‘ or not, and this gradually 
contributes to their understanding of themselves. Being pitied or taunted or regarded as 
inadequate in some way can lead to poor self-esteem and depression. Negative attitudes 
towards people with physical or intellectual impairments can be more disabling than the 
impairment itself.  
 The history of special education is a classic example of social construction, 
reminding us that children were not always categorized according to their ability to 
cooperate and perform in a busy classroom. The variety in education modalities available for 
children with intellectual disability continue to focus on normalization techniques, which 
view the child as deficient and needing to change. The demarcation of people with physical 
and intellectual difference as ‗other‘ has had profound consequences for the whole society, 
not only those with disability. The nineteenth century witnessed the rise of many 
professions that nowadays have a stronghold over people with disabilities. These 
professions include physicians, surgeons, psychiatrists, psychologists, pharmacists, social 
workers, special education teachers, physiotherapists, speech therapists, occupational 
therapists, and paid carers and nurses, as well as administrative support roles. While these 
roles have undoubtedly made significant contributions to the lives of people with disabilities, 
the unfortunate fact is that these professions and the broader populace frequently view 
disability as a tragedy or inferior way of being, even as they aspire to help people.  
 The history of intellectual disability reveals that categories are forever changing, 
and any analysis must consider the ‗historical, political and institutional forces‘ at play.75 
While not disputing that many students experience difficulties in school, it is unwise to 
make assumptions about a child‘s disability from this one aspect of development. The ways 
in which disability is identified continue to be questionable, and sometimes unacceptable, 
and any Whiggish assumptions of progress in the current special education arena must be 
approached with caution. As in the Victorian era, the success of special education today 
often correlates with the adequacy of funding, the size of the classes, and the quality of 
                                                 
74. Jenkinson, Mainstream or Special? 
75. Len Barton, ‗The Politics of Special Education Needs,‘ In Disability Studies: Past, Present and Future (eds Len 
Barton and Michael Oliver), (Leeds: The Disability Press, 1997), p.138. 
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teaching provided. Who should be in the class continues as a matter of individual 
consideration. 
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The Vision of a University in the British Tradition: Reflecting on the Universities 
Tests Act 1871: What Have We Developed and What Are We Losing? 
Krzysztof Batorowicz, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
This paper intends to assess the Universities Tests Act 1871 in the British history of 
universities and the nation.  It is not an historical analysis; it is rather a reflection on the Act 
seen from today‘s perspective.  Naturally, since the year 1871, the universities have made 
considerable progress and it is reasonable to expect that the ideas from the Act were 
developed.  
The paper addresses two important ideas contained within the Act: 
(i)  The notion that universities should be ‗freely accessible to the nation‘: and 
(ii)  The role of religion in universities and colleges (as interpreted from the legislative 
definition of a ‗college.‘)  
Following the analysis of the two ideas above, the paper will undertake a discussion on the 
significance of the Act for British and other universities.   
 
The Act and its historical and social context 
The full title of the British Universities Tests Act 1871 is: ‗An Act to alter the law 
respecting Religious Tests in the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and Durham, and in 
the Halls and Colleges of these Universities.‘2  The preamble of the Act contains a statement, 
which declares that the universities of Oxford, Cambridge and Durham ‗should be rendered 
freely accessible to the nation.‘3  
Before the introduction of the Act access to these universities was in practice 
available only to men who were members of the Church of England.  The Act, when 
introduced,  intended to allow admission men from outside the Church to these universities.  
However, this was done in a very specific way to ensure that the influence of the Church of 
England was maintained.   Some sources note, under the Act, simply that: 
Until the passing of this Act, all academics and students at Oxford 
and Cambridge Universities had to be practising members of the 
Anglican Church. By this legislation, the privileges of the Anglican 
Church were removed and the universities were open to all with 
suitable abilities regardless of religious faith. 4 
                                                 
1 Email: krzysztof.batorowicz@usq.edu.au  
2 ‗The Universities Tests Act,‘ 1871, accessed July 16, 2012, 
http://www.educationengland.org.uk/documents/pdfs/1871-unis-tests-act.pdf. 
3 ‗The Universities Tests Act.‘ 
4 ‗Victorian Legislation: a Timeline,‘ accessed July16, 2012, http://www.victorianweb.org/history/legistl.html. 
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This is an oversimplification as even a brief analysis of the Act shows preferential treatment 
of the ‗Established Church‘ (i.e. the Church of England).  For example, ‗sufficient religious 
instruction‘ for the members of the Church of England was required under section 5 of the 
Act.  Nevertheless, the Act opened access (to three universities) for people who were not 
members of the Church of England.  They represented in practice, not only the ‗religious 
minorities‘ of Britain of the time (mainly Roman Catholics, Methodists, other Protestant 
Christians and Jews) but also agnostics and atheists.  The admission of non-Anglicans by 
the Act did not, however, minimise the significance of religion in Oxford, Cambridge or 
Durham universities, calling them, their colleges and their halls as ‗places of religion and 
learning.‘ A detailed regulation of morning and evening prayers (section 6) also maintained 
constant religious practices on an everyday basis, although, a right was established not to 
attend any college or university lecture if a person had objection to it on religious grounds 
(section 7). 
In the light of the Act, and taking into account the reality of its time, the expression 
that the Universities listed in the Act were ‗freely accessible to the nation‘ had a different 
meaning from today.  By the power of the Act and as noted above, university access was 
given to people other than members of the Church of England so therefore, in practice, to 
members of other Christian Churches, Jews as well as agnostics and atheists. Access was 
also significantly enlarged not only for students but also for staff members who gained 
access to university positions, from tutors, through lecturers, to professorial appointments.   
The only exceptions were courses and positions in divinity.   
Indeed, the Act applied to all people who held office within these universities other 
than professorships of divinity, and the term ‗office‘ was very broadly regulated. It included 
‗every professorship [other than professorship of divinity], every assistant or deputy 
professorship, public readership, prelectorship, lectureship, headship of a college or hall 
fellowship, studentship, tutorship, scholarship, and exhibition, and also any office or 
emolument....‘  Further, the Act states that ‗no person shall be required ....to subscribe any 
article or formulary of faith, or to make any declaration....‘ (section 3).  Furthermore, Section 
4 of the Act intended ‗not to interfere with lawfully established system of religious 
instruction, worship, and discipline‘5, which can be interpreted as an intention to introduce 
religious tolerance within these universities. 
There was recognition of a religious conscious and tolerance under section 7 of the 
Act in attendance of lectures by stating that ‗no person shall be required to attend any 
                                                 
5 ‗The Universities Tests Act.‘ 
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college or university lecture to which he .....shall object upon religious grounds.‘6  The 
significance of the Act is in undertaking attempting to end religious discrimination by the 
admission of students regardless of religion, and gave the opportunity to members of other 
religions, agnostics or atheists to be staff members and in consequence, to make these 
universities more productive and religiously diverse as well as, undoubtedly, better serving 
the needs of the British nation. 
It was an important step to make these universities more public and, using 
contemporary terminology, more multi-faith with the acceptance of people not subscribing 
to any religion.  In order to gain an acceptance by the British parliament it was a very long 
and difficult process to develop, receive, support and pass the legislation. The passing of the 
Act must therefore be recognised as an important step in the development of these 
universities. 
The Act should also need to satisfy the toughest critics of the early universities, as 
described by Bell et al (1973), who argue that: 
From the thirteen century to the early sixteenth, the universities 
were professional schools catering for the needs of a sub-society, the 
church. From the universities came a steady and growing stream of 
theologians and canon lawyers, the educated elite of sub-society.7  
 
A more balanced account is given by Green (1964), who noted the increased reputation and 
role of Oxford and Cambridge universities, during the times of minimising the ‗Anglican 
monopoly‘ there: 
The confirmation of the Anglican monopoly of Oxford and 
Cambridge after the restoration of Charles II in 1660 made it 
impossible for the large and influential class of Dissenters to avail 
itself of a University education, with subsequent loss to the 
intellectual and spiritual life of colleges; and in the eighteen century 
the influence of Oxford and Cambridge was in some respect 
perceptibly less than it had been in the past; but after the middle of 
the nineteenth century the two universities became again one of the 
more determinant forces in the country.8 
 
Theology, other academic subjects and interests in nineteenth-century Cambridge 
An analysis of writings about the 19th century academics at Cambridge shows that many of 
them were able to combine theology and religious practices with other disciplines and 
broader interests. For example, writing about William Whewell, DD, Master of Trinity 
                                                 
6 ‗The Universities Tests Act.‘ 
7 R. E. Bell and A. J. Youngson (eds) Present and Future in Higher Education (London: Tavistock Publications, 
1973), p.2.  
8 V.H.H Green, Religion at Oxford and Cambridge (London: SCM Press, 1964), pp.10-11.  
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College, Cambridge, J Clark, Registrary of the University of Cambridge (and previously 
fellow of Trinity College) noted: 
Whewell had been ordained priest on Trinity Sunday, 1826, and this 
circumstance had probably directed him to a more exact study of 
theology, than he had previously attempted.... 
A theological tone may, however, be observed in most of his 
scientific works, he loved to point out analogies between scientific 
and moral truths, and to show that there was no real antagonism 
between science and revealed religion... 
In 1828 the new Professor of Mineralogy entered upon his functions, 
and after his manner rushed into print with an Essay on 
Mineralogical Classification and Nomenclature, in which there is 
much novelty of definition and arrangement.9  
 
Another member of the Trinity College, Henry Richards Luard (died 1 May 1891) during 
his time as the resident fellow, recommended daily meetings at the service in chapel. He was 
a first rate mathematician, who loved classical studies, especially Greek, spoke more than 
one foreign language fluently and as well displayed a more cosmopolitan outlook, including 
in religion. He got on well with foreigners, especially with foreign ecclesiastics and was 
amongst the very few in England who understood the creed and practice of the Roman 
clergy in Italy.  Later, he undertook more historical work. However, as Clark (1900) 
emphasises: 
he never forgot that he was a clergyman, as well as a man of letters, 
and he took care always to have some clerical work to do. He was an 
eloquent preacher, and his sermons in the College Chapel used to be 
listened to with an interest that we did not always feel in what was 
said to us from that pulpit. They were plain, practical, persuasive; the 
compositions of one who was not above his congregation; who had 
nothing donnish about him, but who spoke to the undergraduates as 
one who had passed through the same temptations as themselves, 
and who was, therefore, in position to show them the right road.10  
 
The two, above noted selected example show the tendency at the nineteenth-century 
Cambridge University amongst academic staff to combine academic disciplines, theology 
and religious activities.  
 
The role and vision of universities in the light of the Act and the current practice 
We know, so far, that Oxford, Cambridge and Durham universities, in the intention of the 
legislation should be ‗freely accessible to the nation.‘  We also noted that that the Church of 
England maintained its special position within these universities in practice.  
                                                 
9 J. Willis Clark, Old Friends at Cambridge and Elsewhere (London: Macmillan, 1900), p.30. 
10 Clark, Old Friends at Cambridge and Elsewhere, pp.339-340. 
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The other aspect, clearly stated in the Act is that ‗…the universities of Oxford, Cambridge, 
and Durham, and colleges and halls now subsisting therein, as places of religion and 
learning…‘ (emphasis added).  We can say, interpreting this statement, that religion was 
treated, at least as important as learning although putting ‗religion‘ before ‗learning‘ 
suggests that the first component is more important.  Consequently, it is possible to say 
that the vision of these universities in the light of the Act was to be places of religion and 
learning, ‗freely accessible to the nation‘, with an acceptance also of students and staff 
outside the Church of England. 
The vision of a university (as a place of religion and learning and ‗freely accessible to 
the nation‘) was not further articulated in the Act.  Now we can try to compare this vision 
with today‘s public universities as places of learning and teaching, research, and community 
civic engagement (or service to the community or other similar terms describing university 
external dealings).  The significance of learning in universities is maintained, but the role of 
religion in public universities is marginalised. Today no public university, for example in 
Australia, would call itself ‗a place of religion‘ perhaps with the exception of the Australian 
Catholic University (treated as a public university and being a part of the Australian 
universities national system). 
We can ask a question ‗is this right?‘ or ‗have we missed an important element?‘  
Religion is generally recognised as an important part of culture.  It is an important part of 
life for many people and religious organisations contribute significantly to social life and the 
welfare system in Australia and overseas. Young people have an interest in religion, often 
religion not only their own, but that of others. Knowledge of religions contributes to better 
understanding of history, culture, literature, arts, other countries and, more generally, 
groups and the lives of individual people.  
In contemporary Australian universities there are very few courses in theology or 
religion. Religious aspects are only briefly mentioned within the courses of philosophy, 
sociology or social sciences and there is limited commitment to religious life within 
universities in Australia.  Traditional chaplaincies have been slowly disappearing and a 
more multi-faith approach has been adopted.  This is a result of the multicultural character 
of Australia as a country, the wide range of religious bodies and churches, and the lack of a 
predominant denomination.  The majority of Australians consider themselves as being not 
very religious and the number of people declaring themselves in census statistics as having 
no religion is systematically growing.  
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Significance of the Act for British universities 
Although the Act relates to the universities of Oxford, Cambridge and Durham (then the 
only three universities in Australia), the impact of the Act was also on other British 
universities.  Sir Charles Robertson (1944), who was the fellow of All Souls and Hon. 
Fellow of Hertford College, Oxford as well the Vice-Chancellor of the University of 
Birmingham (from 1919 to 1938), in his book The British Universities, classified the changes 
as of ‗fundamental and general importance‘. He went even further in his analysis noting the 
significance beyond universities: 
The statutory abolition of religious tests in 1871 ended the 
controversy that started with the abolition of the political tests on 
Nonconformity in 1828, and the Roman Catholic Emancipation Act 
of 1829.  It marked……not only recognition of the social evolution 
of the nation since the Reformation Settlement, but a complete 
change in the national mind as regards the principles on which a 
modern society must be based.  The new universities had….arisen 
partly to provide for those excluded on grounds of religious belief 
from Oxford and Cambridge, partly to protest against the 
theological creed on which the existing tests were framed.  The 
original barrier was now (1871) swept away.  Admission to 
membership, to degrees and offices was freed from all religious 
tests.11 
 
The significance of the Act was to break with the past with religious tests for entry, 
membership, participation, positions within universities, and to bring Oxford, Cambridge 
and Durham universities in line with other English universities.   The Act has also had an 
important influence on other universities outside England; religious tests were abolished in 
Trinity College Dublin in 1873 and in the Scottish universities in 1889.12  
 
Religion and universities today 
The Act, obviously, did not stop religious life but opened the door for religious plurality and 
greater acceptance of non-religious people within the three universities, a principle which is 
still visible in contemporary times.  Referring to Oxford and Cambridge universities, Green 
(1964) provides the following account of their role in religion in Britain: 
At all times they [Oxford and Cambridge] occupied a central 
position in English religious life, in part because for some centuries 
they were the leading centres of theological exposition and enquiry 
and the chief training ground for the ministers of the Church.  
                                                 
11 C. G. Robertson, The British Universities (London: Methuen, 1944), p.45. 
12 Test Acts, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th Ed. Vol XXVI, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1910), 
p.66. 
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Moreover in some sense they were religious foundations and the 
Colleges were religious societies.13 
 
Religious people subscribing to denominations other than the Church of England organised 
their religious activities and received support from outside the universities.  This 
contributed to the development of a number of various chaplaincies, and   many of these 
chaplaincies still exist today.  Their quantity is seriously questioned by Gray (2007) in his 
article ‗Oxford and Cambridge College Chaplains: Why So Many?‘14 
A university curriculum often includes the study of religion, comparative religions, 
religion and philosophy.  It is important that students have the opportunity to undertake 
study about religion in both public universities and in universities and colleges managed by 
or affiliated with religious bodies. It is interesting to note that in the United States there are 
about 800 universities and colleges managed by religious authorities.15  
Research on religion has become quite popular not only in religious universities but 
also in public universities. Although previously in American public universities religious 
issues were seen as inappropriate to be a subject of research investigation outside 
departments dealing with religion, a significant shift has taken place. Clayton (2002) for 
instance, notes some specific examples of research projects related to religion in American 
universities: 
   A Santa Clara University economist is using economic tools to study 
religious extremism. An Emory University interdisciplinary 
institute is conducting a research project on marriage, sex, and 
family issues as they relate to Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. A 
Harvard University history professor is authoring a book about the 
rise of evangelical political power and the Christian right in Orange 
County, Calif. And such research is trickling into the classroom, 
observers say, through courses with words like ‗God‘ or ‗religion‘ in 
their titles, many of them offered outside the religion department.16 
 
Both teaching and research should give to students the opportunity to be involved in 
religion in a formal way or at least as extra-curricular activities.  
Probably the most difficult aspect in practice is the provision of religious services on 
campus.  Generally, universities in predominantly Christian countries had the tradition of 
chaplaincy with religious services provided by a chaplain (typically a person in orders 
                                                 
13 Green, Religion at Oxford and Cambridge, p.10. 
14 R Gray, ‘Oxford and Cambridge college chaplains: Why so many?‘ International Humanist and Ethical Union 
(2007), accessed June 23, 2012, http://www.iheu.org/node/278. 
15 BrainTrack, College and University Directory, ‘US Colleges by Religion‘. 
16 M Clayton, ‗Scholars get religion‘, The Christian Science Monitor (2002) accessed June 1, 2008, 
http://www.csmonitor.com/2002/0226/p12s01-lehl.html. 
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appointed by a religious body in conjunction with a university), as well as facilities where 
students or others can pray, meditate, and participate in religious activities, programs or 
discussion groups.  Often there was more than one chaplain representing religious 
denominations, and the facilities included a Christian chapel, a prayer room or both.  The 
current tendency is to move from a traditional chaplaincy model into a more multi-faith 
approach where there is an opportunity for a religious focus of various faith groups, 
especially Christians, Muslims, Jews, Hindus or Buddhists.  There are also tendencies to 
allocate a special, separate facility for Muslims due to their specific requirements for 
religious observances. Obviously, religious facilities should be appropriate for particular 
groups and their establishment and development will depend on many factors. Amongst 
them are the religious composition of students and staff, the numbers of members of 
particular religious groups, the local tradition, the number of people willing to perform the 
role of chaplain/ religious leader for the group, the  size, financial situation and the 
willingness of a university to assist and so on. We can say that the model will depend on the 
situation of a particular university. However, with growing diversity, including religious 
diversity amongst students and staff, a model that responds to any religious and spiritual 
needs could be suggested. I would like to suggest a ‗flower model‘ of a religious centre, in 
which the middle is a common facility for all religious groups with the purpose of inter-
religious interaction, and around the outside would be facilities to satisfy particular 
traditions, as, for example, a small chapel, mosque, synagogue, or temple. 
 
What have we developed and what we are losing? 
Assessing the Act in terms of its impact on the future of universities we need to uncover 
which ideas were developed and which ideas were lost after its initial introduction.  The 
main idea of the Act that universities ‗should be rendered freely accessible to the nation‘ 
seems to be well taken.   This is the most significant achievement of the Act and it is 
implemented. Since the time of proclamation of the Act, the concept has continued to 
develop resulting in the extension of access to universities for women in all other 
universities.  Currently significant emphasis is being given to the process of providing 
access to universities for designated ‗disadvantaged groups‘, that is, less privileged social 
groups in the United Kingdom as well as in many other countries.   In contemporary 
Australia, for example, there is a strong tendency to provide university access to Indigenous 
Australians, women (in areas where they are underrepresented), people with disabilities, 
people from rural and isolated areas, and people from non-English speaking backgrounds. 
More recently there has been a special focus is on people from of low socio- economic status 
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(low-SES).  The Bradley Report (2008) recommended a significant review of higher 
education, including specific targets not only for participation but for educational outcomes. 
For example, recommendation 2 of the report requested:  ‗That the Australian Government 
set a national target of at least 40 per cent of 25- to 34-year-olds having attained a 
qualification at bachelor level or above by 2020.‘17 
The report noted the Australian record in reshaping universities, especially in 
relation to access, participation, quality and educational export: 
Twenty years ago Australia was one of the first countries to 
restructure to enable wider participation in higher education. The 
results of those changes made it a leader internationally in the 
movement from elite to mass systems. With the increase in numbers 
has come much greater diversity in the student body. Full-time 
students straight from school studying on campus are now a 
minority in many institutions. There was concern at the time about 
the possible effects of this restructure and a range of measures was 
introduced to monitor and assure quality of the new system. There 
are now clear signs that the quality of the educational experience is 
declining......... 
Our educational institutions and, in particular, our universities have 
built Australia‘s third-largest export industry – in education services 
– in the last two decades......  
 
The report demonstrates the enormous continued progress and appreciation for the issue of 
university access in other countries. It also emphasises one of the Act‘s principal ideas, 
namely, that university education is a national issue.  
The element which has been lost is, as discussed previously, is that of religion. As 
discussed above, there are a number of reasons that justify giving religion a more prominent 
place in contemporary universities. More recent voices arguing for the position that religion 
be taken more seriously in public universities are being raised. Nord (2010), for example, 
according to one reviewer argues that: 
the study of religion is necessary if students are to understand either 
the religious or the secular dimensions of the world in which they 
live and concludes that taking religion seriously will require a 
significant curricular commitment on the part of public colleges and 
universities. Furthermore, teaching in the area of religious studies 
should focus on living religious traditions and should not treat 
religion in a merely historical or reductionistic fashion. Nord makes 
                                                 
17 Australian Government (December 2008) Review of Australian Higher Education, Final Report (Expert 
Panel Professor Denise Bradley, AC, Chair et al) accessed June 25, 2012, 
http://www.deewr.gov.au/HigherEducation/Review/Documents/PDF/Higher%20Education%20Review_on
e%20document_02.pdf. 
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his case based on the ideals of liberal learning and academic freedom, 
on Supreme Court decisions, and on moral and civic concerns.18 
 
The reviewer feels convinced by Nord‘s arguments and also adds his own:  
 What I found most intriguing is the arguments Nord proposes for 
teaching religion as a part of a liberal education. ‗A liberal education 
is not narrow, specialized, or merely vocational. It introduces 
students to other cultures and to a variety of subjects and 
disciplines.‘ In today‘s pluralistic world and with technology 
crossing borders at an amazing rate, his proposal for learning about 
other religions is very useful and makes a great deal of practical 
sense. Students offered a truly liberal education will be better 
prepared to deal with others and understand the different 
worldviews that govern people‘s daily lives around the world.19 
 
This short paper does not permit a deeper analysis of this issue, although the current debate 
on a more serious treatment of religion in public universities should be noted. 
 
Conclusion 
The significance of the Universities Tests Act 1871 is in its removal of discrimination, using 
contemporary legal terminology, on the grounds of religion in the area of education and 
employment.  Judged by contemporary standards the Act may not have achieved its main 
aim of making universities ‗freely accessible to the nation‘. It made however, important steps 
towards that aim by granting access to all qualified men, regardless of their proclaimed 
religion or non-denominational status.  The Act significantly contributed to the 
development of religious pluralism in the life of universities of Oxford, Cambridge and 
Durham, although none of these universities now plays a prominent role in the education of 
future clergy as they did prior to the introduction of the Act. After proclamation of the Act 
the Church of England effectively lost its pre-eminence as the ‗established church‘ while still 
maintaining its ceremonial visibility within these universities, and in religious life.  Since the 
time of the Act, all public universities around the world have expanded the concept of access 
to universities beyond that of religion.  As a consequence religion does not play any role in 
admission to public universities and is less visible in university life.  
 
                                                 
18 Warren Nord, Does God Make a Difference? Taking Religion Seriously in Our Schools and Universities (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2010), accessed July 12, 2012, 
(http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780195323443.001.0001/acprof-
9780195323443-chapter-11.  
19 Nord, Does God Make a Difference?,  p.109. 
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Filtered Nostalgia of the 1920s: Representations of the British University Ideal 
Andrew Mason and Richard Gehrmann, University of Southern Queensland1 
Introduction 
Universities may be a place of personal development where intellectual, social and spiritual 
growth can occur in an environment that offers social mobility, but they are also the site of 
idealised fictions of nostalgia. There is a practice of reinterpreting nostalgia of the British 
(and in particular the English) university world for a modern audience and this fictionalised 
English university ideal provides an instantly recognised model. Our paper will interrogate 
sources of this manufactured image, beginning with that defining representation of the 
English university of the 1920s which appears in Evelyn Waugh‘s Brideshead Revisited. The 
original 1945 book (which can also be viewed as a treatise on Catholicism or the country 
house) was given new life with the 1981 television version, a popular ‗bromance‘ that drew 
on the popular Merchant Ivory nostalgia of the period. University life in Evelyn Waugh‘s 
classic account is contrasted with that provided by his brother Alec in The Fatal Gift which 
looks back to an idealised and ultimately unfulfilled individual brilliance at university. This 
paper concludes with a contrast with the more prosaic account of 1920s student life at the 
University of Reading in Elspeth Huxley‘s Love Among the Daughters. 
 
Visions of education 
The great experience of my Oxford years was discovering northern 
Italy...2 
 
I was spending every hour on drama and none on academic work.  
Cambridge was very relaxed about that kind of thing.  ...  The 
chances of failing a degree were fabulously remote.  It was perhaps 
part of the institution‘s arrogance that it believed anyone it selected 
for entrance was necessarily incapable of failure.3 
 
My visions of dreaming spires and ancient cloisters were shattered 
by the bare walls and formed concrete of St Catherine's, constructed 
circa 1962. My unhappiness was accentuated when, looking for 
somewhere to eat, I managed to get hopelessly lost in the pouring 
rain while walking back with my take-away pizza. Things had to get 
better!4 
 
                                                 
1 Email: masona@usq.edu.au; gehrmann@usq.edu.au.  The authors wish to thank Professor Sybil M. Jack 
(University of Sydney) and Professor Peter Goodall (USQ) for their helpful comments regarding an earlier 
version of this paper, and Dr Brian Musgrove and Dr Robert Mason (USQ) for sharing their reflective 
insights on their own experiences of Cambridge and Oxford. 
2 James Fairfax, My Regards to Broadway: A Memoir (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1991), p.50. 
3 Stephen Fry, The Fry Chronicles: An Autobiography (Michael Joseph, London, 2010), p.107. 
4 Ian Williams, In Touch: Rugby: Life Worth Living (London: Kingswood Press, 1991), pp.88 – 121. 
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Universities might be full of hard working students but they also are thought of as places of 
repose, pleasure and beauty. Our perceptions of places are often based on texts that 
represent an imagined reality deeply rooted in a past golden age. There are many texts that 
evoke nostalgia for a 1920s and 1930s ideal of a mythic England of country villages and 
cathedral towns, in a time when Britain was still great.5 Viewing these accounts today, of 
course represents nostalgia from our current 21st century perspective, yet nostalgia is not 
new and ironically many of the texts that our culture returns to were a form of nostalgia 
even when they were created, decades after the event that inspired them. Yet we continue 
the practice of reinterpreting nostalgia of the British (and in particular the English) 
university world for a modern audience, and the fictional English university ideal6 provides 
an instantly recognised model of these sites of idealised narratives of nostalgia.  
 
Oxbridge 
This university image is based on the older English universities of Oxford and Cambridge,7 
or Oxbridge in its composite form.8 The stylised Oxbridge of fiction9 may be attractive, but 
overly strong identification with this may invite censure in today's egalitarian world. Recent 
British Conservative leaders were criticised as elitist for their private school and Oxbridge 
backgrounds, a background enhanced by membership of exclusive and archaic university 
clubs.10 Having been to Oxbridge itself is not the problem; it is looking and acting in a 
manner that consciously invites identification with the Oxbridge of our imagination that 
causes offence.  
                                                 
5 Su describes the popularity of this literary nostalgia as ‗a national longing in post imperial Great Britain‘. 
John Su, ‗Refiguring National Character: The Remains of the British Estate Novel‘, Modern Fiction Studies 48, 
3 (2002), p.554. 
6 While the examples used here are of two fictional accounts of university life, other Oxbridge autobiographies 
of this era reflect similar portraits of a happy and idyllic Oxbridge life. See for example William Buchan, Rags 
of Time: A Fragment of Autobiography (Ashford: Buchan and Enright, 1990) and Michael Astor, Tribal Feeling 
(London: John Murray, 1963). 
7 In contrast to Scotland which had five universities, Oxford and Cambridge were the only universities in 
England until universities were established in London (1836) and Durham (1832). The antiquity and wealth of 
Oxbridge preserved their dominance of British higher education, and this has never been successfully 
threatened by their successors whether redbrick, plate-glass or former polytechnics. 
8 The nomenclature Oxbridge has endured, despite attempts to replace this with other terms such as ‗ancient 
universities‘; see for example Albert Halsey and Martin Trow, The British Academics (London: Faber and 
Faber, 1971), p.102. For an explanation of the Oxbridge construct and its dominance in England and Great 
Britain, see Peter Sager, Oxford and Cambridge: An Uncommon History (London: Thames and Hudson, 2005), 
pp.11-18.  
9 There is of course an extensive range of once best selling fictional depictions of the Oxbridge student 
experience ranging from Max Beerbohm‘s 1911 Zuleika Dobson to Tom Sharpe‘s 1974 Porterhouse Blue. 
10 Prime Minister David Cameron, Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne and even eccentric populist 
London Mayor Boris Johnson have been tagged as epitomising Oxbridge toffs out of touch with contemporary 
society. One assessment indicates that Oxbridge MPs in the current House of Commons was as follows: 32% 
of Conservative MPs, 17% Labour; and 26% Liberal Democrat. Paul Hackett and Paul Hunter 2010, Who 
Governs Britain? A Profile of MPs in the New Parliament, (London: The Smith Institute, 2010), p.3. 
http://www.smith-institute.org.uk/file/Who-Governs-Britain.pdf 
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This paper interrogates sources of this 1920s university ideal, beginning with that 
defining image of the English university which appears in what James describes as the 
‗Arcadian Oxford days‘11 of Evelyn Waugh‘s 1945 Brideshead Revisited. University life in 
Evelyn Waugh‘s classic account is complemented with that provided by his brother Alec in 
The Fatal Gift which chronicles a life of individual brilliance that initially develops at 
university but which is ultimately unfulfilled. When looking at these fictional accounts with 
their depictions of a sometimes idyllic university life, it is critical to recognise that even 
when they were written, they were nostalgic reflections on an imagined golden age. Finally, 
these fictions are contrasted with a more prosaic account of 1920s student life at the 
University of Reading in Elspeth Huxley‘s 1968 autobiography Love Among the Daughters.  
 
Nostalgia and the Oxbridge ideal   
Despite the common association of nostalgia with ideas of literature, films, culture and 
history, the term originally had a medical usage. It was based on the work of Swiss doctor 
Johannes Hofer who had treated Swiss mercenaries in the 17th century, and further 
developed as a construct during later wars when surgeons observed the alienation and 
displacement of soldiers away from home. 12 
Nostalgia was a curable disease, dangerous but not always lethal.  
Leeches, warm hypnotic emulsions, opium and …[p]urging of the 
stomach was also recommended, but nothing compared with the 
return to the motherland believed to be the best remedy for the 
nostalgia.13  
 
Indeed, nostalgia was believed to have made its victims dissociate from the present and 
patients exhibited ‗indifference towards everything‘ and confused the past, present, real and 
imaginary.14  
Nostalgia permeates our society, and Australian television remains attracted to the 
1920s and 30s. The Australian-based Miss Fisher Mysteries seems inspired by the works of 
Agatha Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers, television adaptations of Christie‘s own works 
proliferate, while the success of the Edwardian Downton Abbey certainly lies in nostalgic 
aristophilia. All provide evidence of the popularity of nostalgia at odds with 21st-century 
                                                 
11 While the reference to Catholicism and the country house nostalgia are both important themes of the novel, 
these are placed in their respective contexts by reference to the ‗cloudless days‘ of youth. See David James, The 
Legacies of Modernism: Historicising Postwar and Contemporary Fiction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2012), pp.26-7. 
12 Lisa O'Sullivan, ‗The time and place of Nostalgia: Resituating a French Disease‘, Journal of the History of 
Medicine and Allied Sciences 67, 3, (2011).  
13 Svetlana Boym, The Future of Nostalgia (New York Basic Books/Perseus Books, 2001), p.4. 
14 Boym, The Future of Nostalgia, p.3. 
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Australia. More contemporary English programs also thrive on nostalgia. One death is 
never enough in the perennially beautiful English county of Midsomer, where a 
contemporary yet timeless fictionalised English landscape is regularly filled with several 
bodies per episode, in a world of an English imaginary of gentility and stereotypes that were 
outdated 50 years ago.15  This imagined England also lives on in the Oxbridge of fantasy.  
British universities have long provided a model for cultural emulation offshore in 
Australia, viewed as sites that provided authority for Antipodeans. While the nineteenth- 
century Australian universities founded in Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Tasmania 
represent the same chronological era as the city-based utilitarian redbrick British 
institutions and like their British counterparts were located in metropolitan centres rather 
than country towns, the vision of Oxford and Cambridge remained enduringly attractive.16 
Many Australians returned to the mother country to study at an idealised Oxbridge whose 
characteristics have taken on an iconic and legendary dimension. Cambridge produced both 
former Prime Minister S.M Bruce and writer Germaine Greer, while Rhodes scholars as 
diverse as Howard Florey, Zelman Cowan, Bob Hawke17 and Tony Abbott have taken up a 
place at Oxford. Opportunities continually open up, as the Charlie Perkins Scholarships now 
offer indigenous Australians the chance to graduate from Oxford or Cambridge.18  
Three-year undergraduate degrees are not the only way one can experience the 
Oxford idyll and achieve the gold standard of an Oxbridge education.19 In tapping this 
nostalgia as a commodity, both universities have long offered one year coursework Masters 
degrees that attract busy professionals20 who had been unable to spend time in the hallowed 
halls during their late teens.21 They also offer short summer courses where both the young 
                                                 
15 Midsomer Murders is based on a stereotypical genre of the imagined England, where the level of crime 
succeeds as a device because this is a reversal of the ideal and picturesque facade. See Ian March and Gaynor 
Melville, ‗The media, criminals and ―criminal communities‖‘, Criminal Justice Matters  79, 1 (2010), p.9.  
16 This model (including residential education, tutorials, campus landscape and quadrangles) was emulated by 
the American university system. See John Thelin, Higher Education and its Useful Past: Applied History in 
Research and Planning (Cambridge Mass: Schenkman, 1982), pp.45-65. 
17 Hawke notes ‗In August, I arrived in Oxford and for the first time experience loneliness. I had been a big 
man on campus in Perth; here I was just another bloody colonial. The University itself was somewhat 
forbidding; it struck me as ancient and aloof but also a place of profound sanity.‘ Bob Hawke, The Hawke 
Memoirs (Melbourne: William Heinemann Australia, 1994), p.23. 
18 See for example Lauren Wilson, ‗Scholars Carry Charlie Perkins Banner‘, The Australian, May 31, 2012, 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/indigenous/scholars-carry-charlie-perkins-banner/story-
fn9hm1pm-1226375610376 
19 On a recent international ranking Cambridge is currently listed as the best university in the world, with 
Oxford ranked fifth, although both consistently appear in the top five. While Harvard and MIT might be 
ranked second and third best in the world, these universities do not attract the same international mystique. 
See Jeevan Vasagar, ‗Cambridge tops league table of world's best universities‘, The Guardian, September 5, 
2011, http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2011/sep/05/cambridge-tops-league-table-universities 
20  For example, Susan Kiefel, who subsequently became a Justice of the High Court of Australia. 
21 For one example of this see David Gevisser, The Unlikely Forester: A Memoir (Auckland Park: Jacana Media, 
2006). 
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(and young at heart) can experience Oxbridge life, with edifying teaching during the day, 
tours of the historic countryside in the sunny afternoons, followed by Shakespearean 
productions at night.22 Such an offering of Oxbridge in condensed form over the summer 
draws its appeal from a nostalgic understanding of what Oxbridge is as a dominant signifier 
of English university culture. The image that we recognise is not based on the real Oxford 
and Cambridge, but rather a mediated form which underpins our desire to visit a place in a 
time that has been created, idealised and mythologised.  
Texts shape communities and transmit experience across continents as well as 
across time, and the interwar Oxbridge fantasy travelled to Australia. After 1985 the 
University of Queensland Student Union has run a Great Court Race recreated from 
Chariots of Fire in subtropical Queensland, an act of antipodean mimicry unselfconsciously 
adopted by a sandstone University just past its seventy-fifth birthday.23 The copying of the 
Great Court Race was followed by many Australian universities, including at the University 
of Southern Queensland. Some individuals took their aping of the fictional Oxbridge too far, 
and lived to regret this when they achieved maturity – in 2010 then Queensland 
conservative opposition leader John-Paul Langbroek was the subject to damaging ridicule in 
State Parliament when it was revealed that as an undergraduate in the 1980s he had 
emulated Sebastian Flyte and carried his own teddy bear around the local campus.24 
It has been argued that the university experience may be divided into the formal 
learning, assessment and attaining of prescribed skills and knowledges, and the broader 
social experience. 25  This broader social experience is encapsulated in a range of functions 
where personal and intellectual growth can influence students in an environment that is 
also characterised for its primary function of providing social mobility upon graduation. To 
explore the nostalgic popular representation of the university experience, this paper will 
now examine opinion-shaping popular culture texts signifying the dominant discourses on 
this model of the idealised university. The depiction of the university in these accounts 
focuses almost exclusively on the lived social experience of university, rather than the 
formal learning prized by the institution in its own self-representation.  
 
 
                                                 
22 See http://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/courses/summerschools/index.php 
23 This 27 year old race is described as one of the University‘s proudest traditions. 
http://www.uq.edu.au/events/event_view.php?event_id=7359 
24 David Penberthy, ‗Teddy-hugging Liberal toffs have no place in Queensland‘, The Punch, September 18 
2009, http://www.thepunch.com.au/articles/teddy-hugging-liberal-toffs-have-no-place-in-queensland/ 
25 Andrew Mason and Richard Gehrmann, ‗No Brideshead Revisited, No Summer of Love in the Empty 
Quadrangle‘, A Scholarly Affair: Proceedings of the Cultural Studies Association of Australasia 2010 National 
Conference, Lismore Southern Cross University, (2011), http://epubs.scu.edu.au/sass_pubs/715/ 
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Brideshead Revisited   
A classic image of the university is articulated in the early chapters of Evelyn Waugh's 1945 
novel Brideshead Revisited. 26 Brideshead Revisited depicts a university experience that allows 
the student to enjoy the life that represent the wider world beyond the confines of school; 
neither Charles Ryder or Sebastian Flyte are particularly concerned with academic issues, 
and actively try to avoid unnecessary scholarly commitments. As Chevalier notes, Charles 
as narrator is experiencing Arcadia at Oxford.27 
Charles begins his university career in a scholarly and sober state, associating with 
like-minded serious students of a somewhat pretensions disposition who gather to debate 
solemn issues of great importance, drinking mulled claret and discussing metaphysics. He 
was headed down a path where his ideal university vacation was travelling to Italy to study 
early Byzantine mosaic at Ravenna, but all this changed when a drunken yet charming 
Sebastian vomits into his rooms through the ground floor window. Charles should have 
avoided Sebastian and his circle, yet was attracted to their hedonism.28 He had been warned 
how to behave at university by his priggish and studious cousin Jasper; 
 
―You're reading history? A perfectly respectable school. The very 
worst is English literature and the next worst is Modern Greats. 
You want either a first or fourth. There is no value in anything 
between. Time spent on a good second is time thrown away. You 
should go to the best lectures… irrespective of whether they are in 
your school or not… Clothes. Dress as you do in a country house. 
Never wear a tweed coat and flannel trousers – always a suit ... 
You'll find you spend half your second year shaking off the 
undesirable friends you made in your first… Beware of the Anglo-
Catholics – they're all sodomites with unpleasant accents. In fact, 
steer clear of all religious groups: they do nothing but harm…‖29 
 
Once Charles moved into Sebastian‘s circle, university is transformed it into an elegant 
world of epicurean lunches of plovers eggs, lobster Newberg and Cointreau that last until 
four o‘clock in the afternoon, followed by nothing more intellectually strenuous than a walk 
to the University Botanic Gardens to look at a particularly nice ivy-covered arch. 
                                                 
26 While other authors have focused on the strong interpretations such as religion or the country house, this 
paper considers the nostalgia and idealised image of the university experience that situates such 
interpretations. For examples of this see Su, ‗Refiguring National Character‘, pp.552-80 and James Carens, The 
Satiric Art of Evelyn Waugh (Seattle: University of Washington, 1966), pp.98-110. 
27 Jean Louis Chevalier, ‗Arcadian Minutiae: Notes on Brideshead Revisited‘, in Evelyn Waugh: New Directions, 
ed. Alain Blayac (London: Macmillan, 1992), pp.38-39. 
28 Student society at this time was often characterised by the division between aesthetes (intellectuals) and 
hearties (sportsmen), although it was possible to identify with both; an example of this can be found in the 
memoir of Valentine Lawford, Bound for Diplomacy (London: John Murray, 1963), pp.107 – 08. 
29 Evelyn Waugh, Brideshead Revisited (Penguin: London, 1982), p.35. 
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Cousin Jasper tries to remonstrate with Charles who is wasting money on frivolous 
and eccentric furnishings, consorting with those whom Jasper regards as moral degenerates, 
not attending study, failing to write for any university magazines and not even participating 
in any university clubs. Furthermore, he is concerned about Charles's drinking. 
―And drink – no one minds a man getting tight once or twice a term. 
In fact, he ought to, on certain occasions. But I hear you're 
constantly seen drunk in the middle of the afternoon‖... 
―I'm sorry, Jasper‖ ... ―I know it must be embarrassing for you, but I 
happen to like this bad set. I like getting drunk at luncheon, and 
though I haven't yet spent quite double my allowance, I undoubtedly 
shall before the end of term. I usually have a glass of champagne 
about this time. Would you join me?‖30 
 
Charles ultimately settles down to cram for his examinations, but for Sebastian, academic 
staff are figures of fun to be avoided and whose ludicrous attempts to enforce study routines 
are nothing but comical. The oily and egregious academic Samgrass is a man who has 
produced numerous scholarly works, but is not a figure that invites the reader's respect.31  
Evelyn Waugh‘s depiction of the university was outdated and obsolete even when it 
was first created during the Second World War, about 20 years after the events that are 
described. However, despite its age this mythic discourse has been strangely enduring. 
Brideshead Revisited retained its popularity, and reached a new audience among the young 
with the 1981 television version. This faithfully adapted ‗bromance‘ highlighting the good 
looks of Anthony Andrews and Jeremy Irons appealed to many, and the representation of an 
idyllic university life set among ancient quadrangles matched the Merchant Ivory nostalgia 
of the time.32 The Julian Jarrold film in 2008 did not attract the same popular or critical 
acclaim, but despite this the Brideshead image had attracted a new generation. 33 
So what did Evelyn Waugh experience in his real or lived time at the university? He 
publicised an image of hedonism, and as one biographer explains, Waugh‘s university days 
were ‗a continuous round of roistering drunkenness, vomiting, homosexual encounters‘, but 
this was a far too simplistic picture of the reckless undergraduate opposed to authority.34 
His own university career was in fact more sedate than that depicted in his writings,35 and it 
                                                 
30 Waugh, Brideshead Revisited, p.54. 
31 This is widely believed to be linked to Waugh's obsession with Crutwell, the Dean of his college. 
32 Other films such as Jewel in the Crown, A Passage to India, and Chariots of Fire helped popularise this era. 
33 See for example Hal Colebatch, ‗Waugh Turned Upside-Down: The New Movie of Brideshead Revisited‘, 
Quadrant 52, 12 (2008), pp.100-01. 
34 Martin Stannard, Evelyn Waugh: The Early Years 1903 to 39 (London: JM Dent & Sons, 1986), pp.6-7. See 
also Anthony Powell, Infants of the Spring (London: William Heinemann, 1976), pp.166-7 and Christopher 
Sykes, Evelyn Waugh: A Biography (London: Collins, 1975). 
35 This is supported by the recollections of his contemporaries. See Peter Quennell, ‗A kingdom of Cokayne‘ in 
Evelyn Waugh and His World (ed. David Pryce-Jones), (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1973), pp.24-38. 
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is probable that like many, he reified ideal high points of remembered life and experience. As 
Littlewood notes ‗Waugh‘s years at Oxford acquired in memory a golden haze which ... 
defies any attempt to relate it to verifiable circumstances‘.36 The exact role nostalgia has at 
the time of the original release of the novel can be debated, but it is nevertheless appropriate 
to acknowledge that nostalgia is a central conceit of Waugh‘s novel, and this is made no less 
clear than in the title. It is not simply the stately home that Waugh revisits, it is university 
life spent at a crucial time in one‘s youthful development, made especially poignant by an 
author disillusioned with the new Britain of the Second World War.  
 
The Fatal Gift  
Evelyn Waugh‘s well known and enduring tale is complemented by a semi-autobiographical 
account that covers the 1920s and 30s, written by his now lesser-known brother Alec. They 
came from a literary family of some significance – their father had been a noted author and 
publisher,37 and the success of each brother led them to be recognised and complimented for 
each other's work on more than one occasion during their heyday in the interwar era. Alec 
had achieved initial fame in 1917 for his controversial critique of British public school life, 
The Loom of Youth. This was an unrevised 115,000 words, written in 6 weeks by the 17 ½ -
year-old undergoing his final military training before departing for probable death on the 
Western Front. While on the surface he may have intended this book to be an attack on the 
deadening effects of athleticism and classics in schools,38 the revelations about homosexual 
practices in elite schools brought it instant notoriety, causing his old school to inflict on him 
the punishment of having his name removed from the list of former scholars, a bizarre form 
of retrospective denunciation. On a more utilitarian level, this made Alec an established 
author who subsequently published a series of successful works throughout the 1920s and 
1930s, although the sales figures and popular acclaim he reached with The Loom of Youth 
would not be achieved again until publication of Island in the Sun the 1950s. 39 
As with many writers, Alec Waugh became more reflective in his old age, and 
towards the end of his life wrote a novel spanning the 1920s to the 1960s. The Fatal Gift is 
redolent with nostalgia natural in the reflections of the elderly, and it is claimed to be a 
work of fiction with only minor elements dramatising a few events. Given that in this fictive 
work key figures are Alec Waugh and his brother Evelyn and many of their contemporaries 
                                                 
36 Ian Littlewood, The Writings of Evelyn Waugh (Oxford: Basil Blackwood, 1983), p.190. 
37 Alec Waugh, The Best Wine Last: An Autobiography Through the Years 1932 – 1969 (London: WH Allen, 
1978), pp.2 – 3. 
38 Jonathan Gaythorne-Hardy, The Public School Phenomenon (London: Penguin, 1977), p.332. 
39 Island in the Sun achieved runaway success as a novel, was a Hollywood blockbuster and was further 
popularised through the eponymous song popularised by Harry Belafonte. 
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who are named in what is essentially a Who's Who of the upper-middle class English 
literary and cultural scene,40 and that frequent references are made to books published by 
each of the brothers as well as actual events from their lives, this becomes a literary device 
that leads the reader to view the claim of fiction as merely that convenient catchall to 
protect an author from libel. Alec Waugh would have been well aware of the dangers of libel 
in his account which includes what would today be regarded as predatory paedophilia and 
bondage encounters between a 14-year-old under aged nephew and his aunt, exploitative 
lesbian relationships, some group sex, and grooming and concubinage of a schoolgirl by the 
elderly key protagonist. There was also extensive reference to interracial relationships, a 
long-term theme of Alec Waugh's work and a topic which for his generation would be likely 
to cause distress, even if not considered actionable. 
The central theme of The Fatal Gift is of individual brilliance from university never 
reaching fruition, and while attendance in university clearly constitutes only a minor part of 
a book about the protagonist Raymond Peronne's lifetime, the early flowering of talent and 
genius by the university student who never achieves his potential clearly makes the 
university experience a crucial component of the text. It presents an idealised university life, 
where the brilliant and wealthy student is hardly taxed by the study material put before him, 
and a world where interaction with the other bright young individuals of the age helps 
define our sense of who the student is and where he fits in this golden era of the imagined 
English university. University life at Oxford is a world of parties and entertainments, of 
good-looking young men maintaining a conspiracy of silence about their school-boy 
homosexual phase. Anachronistic and archaic university rules are designed to be challenged 
and broken, with a central component of the early part of the novel being the illicit entry of 
a girl dressed as a man to a men's only event. 
She was appalling. She looked barely human... An untidy, improbable 
composition, but what made it grotesque was the unhealthiness of a 
face washed clean of make-up. I have heard people described as ‗the 
kind of thing you find under a stone‘. This is exactly how she looked. 
She filled me with nausea. I could barely look at her.41   
 
Even Raymond‘s friends find Judy dressed as a man to be an extraordinary individual, but 
once she is passed off as a jockey whom he is sponsoring, this seems to answer all questions 
about her presence at the party or possible gender. When the event is raided by the 
                                                 
40 Including writer Harold Acton, biographer Peter Quennell, playwright Robin Maugham, poet and journalist 
Brian Howard, travel writer Robert Byron, author and politician Christopher Hollis, film maker Anthony 
Bushell, historian Richard Pares and author Terence Greenidge.  
41 Alec Waugh, The Fatal Gift (New York: Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, 1971), p.9. 
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university authorities, Alec Waugh notes they accepted Judy as a male student which, as he 
notes ‗I felt that it implied some criticism of the contemporary mores that so repellent an 
object could pass as a man‘.42    
Students might do badly at their exams and have their scholarship taken away, or 
might be expelled (sent down) from the University for going to London and being caught in 
illegal clubs during a vice squad raid, but the associations and friendships made at 
university overcomes such inconveniences as the gilded youth move forward to take their 
place in the world. The experience of life at Oxbridge confirms that the hero is on track to 
continue a life where he can be successful at anything, can attempt anything, and indeed the 
challenge in life is because he is so talented and that there are so many opportunities open to 
him it will be a really difficult decision for him to decide which of a range of possible 
leadership roles he will actually choose. 
For the male student, the University is a base from which to explore the pleasures of 
the world after the constraints of school, and rather than being an institution of learning is 
more of a country club or a holiday resort with some arcane rules. For example, in one 
instance Raymond spends a night in London, takes a girlfriend out to dinner, has a twinge 
of conscience about seducing her so does the next natural thing; says good night to her 
before heading off to an illegal nightclub cum brothel to pick up a hostess. He then changes 
his mind and goes back to the girlfriend and decides to sleep with her anyway.  University is 
a place to have fun and is a base from which to enjoy life if you are wealthy or talented 
enough, but it is not essential to graduate; just to have attended. For the average student 
‗His after-life is determined by what he does at Oxford. He wants to make a mark for 
himself. And his Oxford career is his jumping off point. ‘43 But being wealthy, this is not 
essential for Raymond. When he is suspended from university, he decides that completing a 
novel would be more profitable for his yet undecided brilliant career as well is being more 
emotionally and intellectually satisfying than returning to complete a degree. Rather than 
live free at his father's extensive country house, he gets an advance from a publisher to live 
in a local inn for three months while he completes his great work. 
His nascent novel (150 pages completed before he even gets the advance) is seen as 
something that will be widely read as an account that represents the feelings of young 
Oxford to an enthusiastic early 1920s readership, and his brilliance will catapult him into 
the class of Michael Arlen, Compton Mackenzie, Aldous Huxley and D.H. Lawrence. He 
never finishes or publishes the novel, as after the 1926 general strike and the advent of the 
                                                 
42 Waugh, Fatal Gift, p.11. 
43 Waugh, Fatal Gift, p.27. 
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‗bright young people‘ epitomised by Vile Bodies, not to mention the oeuvre of F. Scott 
Fitzgerald and Hemingway, Raymond‘s ideas have become dated. His life‘s course of 
persistent non-achievement of his once great potential is thus set in motion. Oxford 
subsequently gets rejected by Raymond's son, who on being expelled from school for 
homosexual activities is happy enough to skip Oxford for business administration at 
Harvard, which he sees as being far more relevant for a wealthy Englishman in the 1950s. 
For the forward looking English elite, Oxbridge had become archaic. Yet for us such 
datedness is an essential element of nostalgia, for it is impossible to feel nostalgic for the 
contemporary or cutting edge. 
Ironically, Alec Waugh never attended university, and his evocative depiction of 
university life is based on visits, friendships and second-hand accounts. He had missed the 
Oxbridge experience because of the inconvenience of having to fight in the First World 
War, becoming a prisoner of war, and a premature marriage. After the war he had to make 
up for lost time, and he entered the workforce as a publisher and then author. 44  His 
nostalgic depiction of the freedom of university idyll conflates with his world of summer 
cricket matches in country villages, and rugby games against university students on cold 
winter days. 
 
Love Among the Daughters   
The university ideal of an imagined Oxbridge was not something experienced by Elspeth 
Huxley at Reading University, but it was something that had shaped her consciousness 
before she went there.  
I had not expected dreaming spires exactly, or ancient quads, or even 
venerable dons sunk in meditation and gay young bloods 
breakfasting at noon off game pie and brandy; nevertheless so deeply 
was the Oxford image implanted on the mind, especially upon that of 
a colonial, that I looked at least for an architectural heart, for halls of 
dignity, an aroma of learning.45 
 
She was to be quickly disillusioned of any hopes that the proximity of Reading University to 
Oxford would make it Oxford-like. Instead, she found squashed together buildings of 
utilitarian structure that looked temporary and lacked any coherence and style. Huxley was 
studying at a redbrick university that was far removed from the idealised world of Oxbridge, 
and furthermore was studying agriculture, a functional subject. Ironically, in an England of 
complex and arcane levels of snobbery, to study agriculture at this university was in fact 
                                                 
44 Alec Waugh, My Place at the Bazaar (London: Cassell, 1961), p.1 – 2. 
45 Elspeth Huxley, Love Among the Daughters (London: Quality Book Club, 1968), p.47. 
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highly prestigious while scientists, historians and classicists were in the middle, with future 
teachers at the bottom. 
The university experience at Reading is decidedly unglamorous; almost all students 
are perpetually broke, wear second-hand clothes that are repeatedly mended, and rarely 
smoke unless offered a cigarette by someone else. Despite the proximity to the Thames, 
there are no idyllic memories of punting on the river, and the only advantage of being a 
female student is that due to the gender ratios, invitations to the student union dance are 
more likely.  
Having grown up in East Africa, Elspeth Huxley was already an outsider in an 
England characterised by many unfamiliar customs and values. Her choice to study at 
Reading University was based on a desire to actually study a specific course and to learn, 
rather than just to fill in time after school. During an era when most young women did not 
attend university, she really appreciated the chance to study and her approach to the 
university experience was far different to that of Sebastian Flyte, Charles Ryder or 
Raymond Peronne. But she still thought of university in terms of the ideal and the imagined 
university experience based on a mythical Oxbridge, an experience which she only 
approached when she subsequently attended Cornell University in New York. 
In Red Brick University, his 1943 seminal account of England's post-medieval 
educational establishments Edgar Peers (writing under his pseudonym Bruce Truscott) 
considered how the experience of attending university differed between those who enjoyed 
the enriched Oxbridge experience and those who endured the more utilitarian redbrick 
regional universities.46 Of course, the vast majority of interwar students in England did not 
study at Oxbridge and while Peers lamented the less fulfilling experience at redbrick 
universities, he championed the redbrick model and was one of only a small number of 
defenders of what was widely regarded to be a second-rate option. Alec Waugh‘s dismissive 
comments epitomise the feeling of many –‘she had taken a degree in history at a provincial 
university, Reading or Bristol, I cannot remember which‘.47 
 
The enduring strength of the nostalgic myth  
There is an enduring strength in the nostalgic myth of an idyllic university experience. Of 
course, the real experience of university students either at Oxbridge or in any university is 
that at some stage they have to study hard to pass, and if they do not they fail. To real 
students this means that accounts of idyllic student life may be implausible and do not 
                                                 
46 Bruce Truscott, Red Brick University (London: Faber and Faber, 1943). 
47 Waugh, Fatal Gift, p.7. 
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represent their own experience, but the versions described above are the portrayals of a 
fictional place. This is a fantasy that does not equate to reality, and does not attempt to do 
so. Oxford University is still where Hugh Trevor-Roper researched history, Cambridge 
University is still where Crick and Watson discovered DNA, but they are also a place of 
fantasy in our imagination, a place of punts and bicycles and handsome youth. For Evelyn 
Waugh the experiences of the Second World War heightened his nostalgia for a youthful 
time far removed from a world sundered by conflict. This is a fictional place that differs 
from reality - these are of course myths, as they always were, and they remain enduringly 
attractive because of this. 
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William Temple and His Many Connections 
Doris le Roy, Victoria University, Victoria1 
Introduction 
The connections and thus influence that the Anglican Church has world-wide, both past and 
present, are widely acknowledged. However one member of the church deserves special 
consideration for the scope of his links and inspiration both within and outside of the church. 
Archbishop William Temple's achievements live on well after his untimely death in 1944. 
His commitment to both ecumenism and bettering the conditions of those less fortunate in 
society are not as well known as his clerical career, during which he risked censure as he 
attempted to reform the Church of England. 
 
Temple in context 
Temple was the second son of Archbishop Frederick Temple. William was, like his father, 
an accomplished scholar. Both Temples saw educational inequalities as a major reason for 
working class peoples' inability to improve their lot, and they both tried to further the 
status of women in society. As the thirteenth child of a widowed mother Frederick had 
undergone challenge during his education, but was able to secure a scholarship in 1838 to 
Balliol College in Oxford. Frederick was a teetotaller who worked tirelessly for the 
Temperance movement, a trait he passed on to his son. He did not marry Beatrice Lascelles 
until after he was a Bishop. Frederick became Archbishop of Canterbury in 1896. Both 
William's mother and father were an immense influence on his development. Frederick died 
in 1902, the year he crowned King Edward VII. As had his father, William accepted a place 
at Balliol, but his Rugby headmaster had considered ‗anything was possible to him‘.2 It was 
philosophy, not systematic theology, which attracted William. 3  He accepted a post as 
Fellow and Lecturer in philosophy at Queens' college on graduation in 1904 of the thirty 
positions he was offered, a post which he held for six years. His father had also been a 
university lecturer. William's preference to either rush off to a socialist meeting or work 
with the University mission to the poor instead of socialising was regarded as ‗odd‘ by his 
compatriots, but in this he was influenced by Frederick Denison Maurice, the mid-
nineteenth century theologian and Christian Socialist, who wanted to challenge both ‗the 
unsocial Christians‘ and the ‗unChristian socialists‘.4 His friendship with RH Tawney and 
                                                 
1 Email: DorisM@bigpond.com.au 
2 Joseph Fletcher, William Temple: Twentieth Century Christian (New York: Seabury Press, 1963), p. 245. 
3 Charles W. Lowry, William Temple: An Archbishop for All Seasons (Washington DC: University Press of 
America, Inc.,1982), p. 3. 
4 Fletcher, William Temple, p. 247. 
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Albert Mansbridge, who had founded Workers' Education Association (WEA) in 1903, 
resulted in him becoming president for sixteen years from 1908. Other influences for 
Temple were the philosophers Edward Caird and T.H. Green. In the 1880s T. H. Green and 
an influential school of idealist philosophers advocated ‗prominence to the state in 
discussions of education, equality and social justice‘. 5  Temple honed his speaking and 
debating skills in the Oxford Union, where he was president in 1908.6 
 His studies of St Thomas Aquinas led to him take his vacations in Italy, Austria and 
the Low Countries. Twice he had leave to study in Germany. He saw the need to ‗re-inspire 
social idealists with a sense of the Gospel's relevance‘ while the ‗Evangelicals were 
preoccupied with individual salvation, and the Tractarians with patristic theology‘.7  He 
attended the 1908 Pan-Anglican conference, as did many Australian clergy and laity. 
Temple claimed regarding ‗Christianity and Socialism‘ that: 
The control of life by the individual possessor of capital must be 
modified. The speaker did not think that the ideal could be achieved 
short of nationalisation but that should not concern us now. The 
Christian was called to assent to great steps towards Collectivism. 
Socialism as an ideal might be remote, but as a method it was already 
with us, and it was for us to choose whether we should help or 
hinder it.8 
 
At the 1909 conference of the Student Christian Movement (SCM), after his ordination, he 
opened a discussion which resulted in ‗Discipleship and the Social Problem, a landmark of 
concern in English Christianity‘.9 A series of lectures he delivered to the SCM at the end of 
1909 was published as The Faith and Modern Thought. William had applied to be ordained in 
1906, a process complicated by his 'uncertainties' regarding the doctrines of ‗the Virgin 
Birth and the Bodily Resurrection of our Lord‘.10 By December 1908 those doubts were 
resolved and he was made Deacon in Canterbury Cathedral on 20 December 1908. He 
realised that the church needed very radical reform but that he could help better on the 
inside than the outside. 
                                                 
5 John Lawson and Harold Silver, A Social History of Education in England (London: Methuen & Co Ltd, 1973), 
p. 320. 
6 Lowry, William Temple, p. 20. 
7 Fletcher, William Temple, p. 247. 
8 Pan-Anglican Congress, 1908, Vol. 11 Section A – Church and Human Society,(Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge), available on-line pananglicancon04unknuoft accessed 27 February 2011, pp. 83, 100,101, 108. 
9 F. A. Iremonger (abridged version by D. C.Somerville), William Temple: Archbishop of Canterbury: His Life and 
His Letters (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1963), p. 38.  Please note that SCM is used as a generic term for 
student Christian movements in a period when nomenclature was not settled. The term Labour is used for 
both the party and the movement in Britain, while in Australia Labor is used for the party and labour is used 
for the movement. 
10 Iremonger, William Temple, p. 37.  
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 Temple's attendance as a SCM steward at the 1910 International Missionary 
Conference kindled his ‗passion for ecumenical effort‘.11 He then visited Australia at the 
behest of John R. Mott, a leader in the student movement. Mott had visited Australia but 
his American evangelical Protestantism troubled some Australian students.12 Mott sensed 
that the antagonistic attitude towards Christianity of the three established universities had 
changed, but that the SCM needed to ensure that its activities would be welcomed at the 
new university to be located in Brisbane. Mott's ‗shrewd eye‘ saw that a man of ‗Temple's 
calibre could take full advantage‘.13 Mott was right, but Temple did not feel constrained to 
confine his activities solely to the SCM. The visit of a son of the archbishop of Canterbury 
drew attention from both the secular and the church press. Temple managed to draw the ire 
of the Australian Labor Party (ALP) in the person of the influential Hon. W A Holman, 
MLA. While speaking on ‗Democracy and Education‘ Temple explained how the WEA was 
formed so that ‗the opinions of the working man‘ could be communicated to the University 
of Oxford. The involvement of ‗Labor in the government of the country‘ [Britain] meant 
that ‗labor should have what only the universities could give‘.14 Temple acknowledged that 
he knew nothing of social conditions in Australia but would speak on general principles, 
Holman took him to task. Temple's address at the University of Sydney ‗that a new and 
comprehensive political philosophy is the deepest need of today‘ roused Holman to claim 
that indeed ‗the Labour movement‘ [in Australia] already had such a philosophy. Holman 
was one who had risen through the Labour ranks in Australia and had achieved his law 
degree part-time. He endorsed Temple's aspirations but claimed that ‗the Labour movement 
was based on such an ideal‘. Holman thought that ‗the teaching apparatus of University and 
public schools is being hopelessly left behind in the inculcation of public spirit‘.15 Holman's 
wrath was understandable, the labour movement in Australia was very much in advance of 
that in Britain, and in fact the Labor Party had achieved majority government of Australia 
in the 1910 April elections. Temple's aims were very similar to Holman's. However a similar 
relationship between the universities, the WEA and the SCM, never resulted in Australia at 
it did at 'home'. But Temple was able to achieve better relations between the SCM and the 
WEA. He was not able to inspire the SCM to commit to overseas missionary work as Mott 
had wanted, but was impressed with the organisation in Australia.  
                                                 
11 Iremonger, William Temple, p. 248. 
12 Renate Howe, A Century of Influence: The Australian Student Christian Movement 1896-1996 (Sydney: 
University of New South Wales Press, 2009), pp. 23,26,114,117. 
13 Iremonger, William Temple, p. 38. 
14 Democracy in Education', Address by Rev. W. Temple', The Advertiser, Thursday 28 July 1910, p. 8. 
15 ‗Political Spirit, Rev W Temple Combated, ―Labour's Definite Philosophy‖‘, The Sydney Morning Herald, 
Monday 15 August 1910, p. 10. 
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Temple and schooling 
Temple accepted the headmastership of Repton school while on his way to Australia, in this 
he again followed in his father's footsteps. William's conviction was that a public school was 
a ‗large private institution‘ 16  that he considered to reproduce our class divisions in 
accentuated form. Temple had never kept secret that he would attempt to ‗democratise‘ 
Repton, or that he would maintain all of his outside interests such as the WEA and the 
Student movement, as well as church work. This was practically impossible from the quiet 
countryside. Temple certainly proved not to be an ideal headmaster, but he did 'leave an 
indelible mark on Repton' and made the school 'think'.17 All concerned were happy when 
Temple was appointed rector at St James, Piccadilly—a step never followed by his father or 
Geoffrey Fisher who both had become archbishops of Canterbury without ever having 
assumed parish duties. Fisher succeeded William at Repton, as he did at Canterbury. 
Temple's time at St James was during the testing times of the Great War. In 1915 he 
assumed editorship of the Challenge which enabled him to voice his views ‗on issues of every 
sort‘.18 On issues political it was inclined toward the position of the Labor movement, while 
ecclesiastically it sat between a Catholic or Evangelical stance, with a liberal ingredient.19 
As well Temple became involved in the ‗National Mission of Repentance and Hope‘, a 
particular project of Archbishop Randall Davidson in response to initiatives from a group of 
laymen. The involved structure of this mission drew in William—reports showed the 
mission had better attendances than church services.  
Temple had the deep sadness in 1915 of the death of his mother. But his attachment 
to Frances Anson developed into their marriage by Archbishop Davidson in June 1916. 
Frances was to be both a bolster and an impetus for William. Temple's health had never 
been sound; he suffered gout from the age of two and followed the Lascelles family in that 
he ‗tended to stoutness‘.20 He sat up late the night before his marriage to complete Mens 
Creatrix, which would add to the copies of ten of his books he had presented Frances on 
their engagement. His doubts regarding certain aspects of the Church of England were 
culminating into the ‗Life or Liberty‘ movement which was to radicalise his life. Temple 
declared at a meeting on 16 June 1917: ‗Come out from your safety and comfort: come out 
from your habits and conventions. Listen to the voice of the wind as it sweeps over the 
                                                 
16 Fletcher, William Temple, p. 250. 
17 Iremonger, William Temple, pp. 53-54. 
18 Lowry, William Temple, p. 31. 
19 Lowry, William Temple, p. 31. 
20 Lowry, William Temple, pp. 11,12 
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world, and stand where you may be caught in its onward rush‘.21 From here on Temple's 
schedule was as unbelievable as it was unsustainable, he lived ‗Life and Liberty‘ while still 
trying to maintain a ministry at St James.  
The Life and Liberty movement grew from the National Mission, which left a sense 
of discontent with the Anglican Establishment, and the way the church was governed by the 
parliament. Suffice to say that Temple realised that as rector of St James he was part of the 
problem.  He drew attention to the imbalance in stipends paid to priests, and sought to have 
the church better control its own affairs. Balance was difficult between those who desired 
disestablishment and those wanting a framework for self rule of the church. This put him at 
odds with Archbishop Davidson, who was inclined to delay any action. Temple resigned his 
post at St James, and the Temples occupied a small house found by Frances in West 
Kensington. Eventual passing of the Enabling Act by Parliament in 1919 gave power to the 
National Church Assembly ‗as the central representative Council of the Church of England 
and enabling it to do its work...in the management of the affairs of the Church‘.22 Temple 
ensured that women were included in the laity involved for the first time in the National 
Assembly.  
This gruelling period in Temple's life, which saw him join the Labor party and 
placed on the M15 list for his views on socialism, had left him with a pressing need for work 
to fill the family coffers. Refusing to return to academia, he happily accepted the Canonry of 
Westminster, attached to the large and poor parish of St John's. A mere sixteen months 
later Temple was offered the bishopric of Manchester by Prime Minister Lloyd George. 
Manchester was a difficult diocese which Temple hesitated to accept; his combination of 'the 
church's Christian witness, the university's rational enquiry, and the Labour Movement's 
passion for social justice'23 might not be popular among the industrialists in Manchester. 
William's fears were unfounded; he gained the respect of the diocese, succeeded in the 
unpopular task of dividing the see in two, while he carried on, and added to, his 
commitments outside the church. In 1924 his friend, and fellow socialist, Hewlett Johnson 
was made Dean of Manchester, doubtless of assistance to William. Most important in his 
episcopacy was the Copec (Conference on Christian Politics, Economics and Citizenship) 
conference which he chaired in Birmingham in April 1924. Copec had grown from an SCM 
conference at Matlock in 1909. The Birmingham conference was attended by: 
...1,500 delegates, eighty of whom came from outside the British 
Isles; six European countries, and China and Japan, were 
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22 Lowry, William Temple, pp. 38, 39. 
23 Fletcher, William Temple, p. 260. 
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represented; one and all were convinced the only possible solution to 
the entrenched evils of their day lay in corporate Christian action; 
and they set out to integrate the Christian Faith with contemporary 
social responsibility. Messages were read from the King, from the 
Prime Minister (Ramsay MacDonald), and two ex-Prime Ministers 
(Baldwin and Asquith).24 
 
The practice of the guidance of Christian conduct in all walks of life was the message the 
delegates carried back to their communities. This was soon tested in 1926 when a 
deputation, containing Temple, from a group of churchmen asked Prime Minister Baldwin 
to intervene as their attempts to mediate in the long running dispute in the coal industry 
resulted in concessions from the miners but not the owners. Prime Minister Baldwin 
refused their request, angrily claiming that the churchmen were interfering in social issues 
‗not the Church's business‘25 and that their actions had only prolonged the conflict. Temple 
was unrepentant, he wrote later to the Times: ‗Our religion and our office required of us that 
we should do anything which lay in our power to bring them, in a literal sense, to reason.‘26 
However, neither Temple nor Baldwin permitted the matter to interfere with the necessary 
interaction between them. When Baldwin visited Temple and was sitting with him on the 
lawn at Bishopthorpe a passing bargeman observed ‗Keeping better company today I see!‘. 
Baldwin wondered for whom that ‗pretty‘ compliment was intended. 27  Another matter 
which disappointed Temple was the failure of function permitted to the Church Assembly 
by the refusal by Parliament to allow use of a revised Prayer Book in 1928. This refusal of a 
work approved by the supposedly self-governing Church Assembly and over which much 
deliberation had occurred tested the church. As a gesture of defiance the bishops declared 
that use of the illegal prayer book could be permitted if a bishop wished it. Temple himself 
left word that it was to be used at his funeral, which happened when he died in 194428.  
 
Archbishop of York 
In 1929 Temple was elevated to Archbishop of York, despite the problems he had with 
Prime Minister Baldwin. York of course was second only to Canterbury in the Anglican 
hierarchy, and Cosmo Lang was translating to Canterbury on Archbishop Davidson's 
retirement. York sadly needed Temple, as Baldwin realised. Temple was regarded as the 
'People's Archbishop', but still he carried on and added to his additional activities. He 
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25 Fletcher, William Temple, p. 264. 
26 Fletcher, William Temple, p. 264. 
27 Iremonger, William Temple, p. 168. 
28 Fletcher, William Temple, p. 266, Lowry, William Temple, p. 45. 
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became ‗a world figure‘, chaired 'the Council of the British Broadcasting Company... a 
member of England's Privy Council...preached at the Disarmament Conference at Geneva in 
1932', where he 'directly challenged the popular view that Germany's was the sole guilt in 
1914'.29 His attempts to have Archbishop Davidson concede that the blame for the Great 
War was not solely that of Germany's achieved no result. 
Despite Temple's onerous duties, delivering lectures was one of Temple's joys and 
strengths, and often later issued as books written by Temple. The lectures were prepared in 
snatches of time in trains and hotels, a free hour here or there at home, in his London 
lodging in Lollards Tower at Lambeth or half hours at bedtime. The Gifford Lectures 
delivered in Glasgow in 1932 and 1934 produced Nature, Man and God.  The Paddock 
lectures given in 1914-1915 in America had produced Church and Nation. Temple revisited 
America again in 1935 to lecture to the Student Volunteer Movement, as well as connect 
with the Episcopal church and have personal contact with many leaders in the ecumenical 
movement in which Temple was a leader instrumental in the eventual formation of the 
World Council of Churches. He advocated 'unity rather than uniformity' and in 1938 at 
Utrecht became chairman of a provisional committee of the World Council of Churches 
(WCC). His aim was always that the Roman Catholic Church became involved, and had 
achieved recognition from the Vatican in 1939 that it ‗saw no obstacles in the way‘.30 The 
intervention of war saw WCC headquarters relocated to America and a measure of control 
passed over to the Americans, who survived the war in a better position than any other 
nation.  
The outbreak of WWII caused concern regarding reconstruction at the end of it, 
Temple was asked to convene and chair the Malvern Conference by the Industrial Christian 
Fellowship, aimed at considering: 
...from the Anglican point of view...the ordering of the new society 
that is quite evidently emerging, and how Christian thought can be 
shaped to play a leading part in the reconstruction after the war is 
over.31  
 
The 'Four Hundred', a combination of invited bishops, priests and deacons and laity 
convened at Malvern College in the midlands due to risk of bombing in London. It was 
Temple who drew up the ‗conclusions‘ reached; the most contentious was ‗the stumbling 
block‘ that ''ultimate ownership of the principal industrial resources of the community can 
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be vested in the hands of private owners,‘32 caused a German Nazi magazine to portray 
Temple as ‗England's Leading Christian On His Way To Tea With His Spiritual Brother, 
The Ambassador Of Bolshevismus‘ 33 . While Temple advocated socialism he never 
considered communism as a possible way of life, describing it as ‗undoubtedly the most 
serious menace which has threatened the Christian faith in the civilised world for some 
hundreds of years‘.34 The conference influenced the American Church League for Industrial 
Democracy to meet and produce a resolution for outright socialism. 
 
Canterbury 
Temple's next move was to Canterbury on the retirement of Cosmo Lang. Again a 
conservative Prime Minister, this time Winston Churchill, realised that despite the obvious 
political differences, Temple was 'the only sixpenny object in a penny bazaar'. 35  At 
Canterbury he again had the company of Hewlett Johnson to support him as Dean of the 
cathedral. The war years took their toll of Temple, despite the bombing and disruption 
caused by the war he attempted to maintain his connections at home and abroad. His 'just 
war' stance was not popular with some, but he did his utmost to bolster both the people and 
the forces. Most contentious in this period ecumenically was the proposed unification in 
India of four Anglican dioceses with the Methodists, Presbyterians and Congregationalists. 
Temple was supportive of this, much to the chagrin of the Anglo-Catholics, who must be 
said did not favour ecumenism of any sort. The ultimate establishment of these 'dioceses' did 
leave a thorny problem for Fisher once he assumed the throne at Canterbury after Temple 
finally succumbed to the gout he had suffered all his life, and died on 26 October, 1944. To 
the last he maintained his work ethic and his last pastoral acts were to his ordinands, who 
attended him at his bedside to receive his Charge. 
Temple was a man of many connections. Obviously his family connections, 
particularly his father aided and influenced him all his life. But Temple was not only a man 
of great faith, but one who was able to forge lifelong worldwide connections based within 
that faith even if those about him did not believe as he did. His prodigious output of books 
(at least fifty nine still available) live after him, and are still influential today. His gentle and 
kindly manner allowed him to succeed where others had failed to reconcile very differing 
outlooks in an amazing number of fields. Of the many tributes that flowed in once the news 
                                                 
32 Iremonger, William Temple, p. 177. Temple originally has 'is' instead of 'may' but the conference voted to 
change that. 
33 Fletcher, William Temple, p. 277. 
34  Lowry, William Temple, p. 82. 
35 B.Goulding, ‗The Temples at Rugby‘, Bournemouth Branch of the William Temple Association, available online 
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of his death reached around the globe, from the high and the mighty, the devastated 
Anglican Communion, the WEA, the SCM, the WCC and the like, surely the one William 
would have cherished was from a Cumberland dalesman who remarked, ‗He was a very jolly 
man‘.  
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Onward Christian Soldiers: The First World War as a Holy War 
D. John Milnes, University of Otago1 
Introduction 
Despite the widespread belief that the First World War was a pivotal moment in New 
Zealand‘s history, scholars have paid scant attention to the study of society during that war. 
Only a handful of works examine the impact of the war on New Zealand society, and these 
mainly concentrate on the radical fringe of society, such as conscientious objectors, passive 
resisters, radical socialists and other like-minded groups.2 Consequently they are narrowly 
focussed, examining a small sub-set of society whose views were by no means widespread. 
General histories have provided very little information on society during the Great War, 
and almost none on the war‘s effect on society.3 Attempts since the 1980s to re-examine 
New Zealand‘s effort during the conflict have focussed on soldiers‘ experience, with little 
discussion on the war‘s ‗home front‘.4 
Given this historiographical paucity, it is not surprising that few authors have 
examined the intersection between religion and the First World War in New Zealand. 
Regardless of when they were published, general histories such as John Beaglehole‘s New 
Zealand: A short history, William Oliver‘s The story of New Zealand and The Oxford history of 
New Zealand, or Philippa Mein Smith‘s A concise history of New Zealand make scant reference 
to religion, with little or no attempt to investigate the role religion and churchgoing played 
during the war.5 Erik Olssen‘s essay ‗Waging war: the Home Front 1914-1918‘, largely 
relegates religion to a short discussion on sectarianism and the Protestant Political 
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A Destiny Apart: New Zealand’s Search for National Identity (Wellington: Allen & Unwin, 1986); WH Oliver, The 
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4 Examples include T. Kinloch, Devils on Horses: in the Words of Anzacs in the Middle East 1916-19 (Auckland: 
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5 J.C. Beaglehole, New Zealand: A Short History (London: Allen & Unwin, 1936); P. Mein Smith, A Concise 
History of New Zealand (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); W. H. Oliver, The Story of New 
Zealand (London: Faber and Faber, 1960); Oliver (ed.), The Oxford History of New Zealand (Oxford: Clarendon 
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Association. 6  Only Peter Lineham and Alan Davidson specifically address the role of 
religion in New Zealand during the Great War, and then only as essays.7  
It is popular to ascribe New Zealand‘s commitment to the war effort to a plethora of 
reasons: the threat posed by Germany to New Zealand‘s security;8 the ‗great adventure‘ that 
motivated thousands to enlist;9 patriotism that helped sustain New Zealand through the 
conflict;10 and moral outrage that greeted news of Germany‘s invasion of Belgium.11 These 
interpretations all contain truth, yet all are secular. It is difficult to understand New 
Zealand‘s commitment to the war without examining religion and religious belief. This can 
perhaps best be seen when the Church‘s explanation of the war‘s nature is examined.  
 
Religion and war in New Zealand 
Leaders and adherents of the three largest Christian denominations – Anglican, 
Presbyterian, and Catholic - widely believed the war to be a holy war, a sacred conflict 
where New Zealand and the Empire were fighting for the cause of God against an enemy 
allied with the Anti-Christ. The belief that this was a holy war, fought against an immoral 
enemy, seems to have become all-pervasive during the conflict. Prevalent throughout all 
aspects of society, regardless of location and social position, it was long lived and enjoyed 
wide support. Those few people who disagreed with this dominant view were marginalised 
and their opinions discredited and ridiculed. 
It is clear that the churches perceived the First World War as a crusade against 
evil.12 Through starting the war Germany had ranged itself in opposition to civilisation. In 
effect, Christianity itself was under attack.13 Fighting Germany was therefore a divinely-
mandated act, one that some interpreted as the advent of the Millennium, the thousand year 
reign of Christ which would begin following the final defeat of the Anti-Christ. 
                                                 
6 Erik Olssen, ‗Waging War: The Home Front 1914-1918‘ in Judith Binney Judith Basset, Erik Olssen (eds), 
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Denominational presses vigorously promoted this view. Church Envoy, the Anglican Diocese 
of Dunedin newspaper, featured many articles portraying the war in these terms.14 The 
Allies, described as Orthodox Russia, Protestant Britain and Catholic France, were ranged 
against German atheism and Turkish Islam in a battle of Christianity versus the Anti-
Christ. 15  Germany‘s invasion of Belgium and Luxembourg was a ‗revolt against 
Christianity‘.16 Lutheranism was a ‗religion without morals‘, and Germany a country that 
could ‗never accept the discipline of Christianity.‘17 The Presbyterian newspaper The Outlook 
published sermons, articles, and editorials which made the link between God and the 
conflict explicit. These implored God to ‗send us in ever increasing numbers patriots that 
will offer to their country lives made pure and kept pure by the grace of Christ, hearts 
strong as seeing Him who is invisible.‘18 In sermons clergy described the war as a metaphor 
for ‗Christ marching to His coronation‘, and equated a British victory with the coming 
Kingdom of God. 19   Presbyterian clergy described the war as ‗righteous‘ and ‗a holy 
crusade‘. 20  Catholic clergy agreed with their Protestant counterparts. The Catholic 
newspaper New Zealand Tablet advised readers that the war was just according to the 
Church‘s teaching.21 Henry Cleary, Bishop of Auckland, declared the war ‗more than merely 
a just war or a patriotic duty; it was a sacred cause‘. 22 Clergy praised those who ‗take up the 
sword against foe, and go forth to conquer or die in defence of beloved fatherland‘ while 
others preached that ‗the principles underlying the war were on the German side anti-
Christian, nay, anti-human.‘23 
Adherents within each denomination accepted these views. Catholic poet Harold 
Gallagher believed the war to be just and fought so ‗right may conquer and injustice fall.‘24 
Catholic Chaplain Patrick Dore described soldiers as ‗strong through the grace of God.‘25 
Wellington‘s Holy Cross Catholic School described its fallen former students as having 
‗sealed that sacrifice with their life‘s blood‘.26 After being notified of his son‘s death at 
                                                 
14 For examples see Church Envoy (Dunedin), March 1915, p.70; June 1915, p.178; Oct 1915, p.311; Dec 1915, 
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16 Church Envoy (Dunedin), April 1915, p.128. 
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18 The Outlook (Dunedin), 18/8/1914, p.5. 
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20 The Outlook (Dunedin), 9/2/1915, p.18. 
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25 Letter, P Dore to Editor, New Zealand Tablet (Dunedin), 23/9/1915, p.39. 
26 Sacred Heart College 1917 Annual Report, New Zealand Tablet (Dunedin), 17/1/1918, Supplement, p.2. 
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Messines James Crawford, a parishioner from Dunedin‘s Presbyterian First Church of 
Otago, wrote that ‗our loss indeed is great, but we rejoice that our boys have been counted 
worthy to suffer unto Death for what we believe is the overthrow of darkness and the 
extension of Christ‘s Kingdom throughout the world‘. 27  Letters from church members 
confirmed belief that the war was blessed by God. 28  Congregations, regardless of 
denomination, responded well to clergy and speakers arguing that the war would extend 
God‘s kingdom in the world.29 The Travelling Secretary of the Young Men‘s Bible Class 
believed that no sacrifice was too great in securing victory, as victory would be for the 
Kingdom of God.30  
Most denominations regularly held special services that marked milestones during 
the war. These services boosted morale, justified the Empire‘s involvement, commemorated 
Allied dead, petitioned God for victory, and marked significant wartime anniversaries. 
Services had one common feature: the implicit belief that through fighting, the Empire was 
supporting a cause favoured by God. Clergy would call for repentance, and congregations 
would renew their commitment to prosecute the war unto victory. In 1915 Presbyterian 
minister John Dickie, preaching at Knox Church, described the British forces as being ‗the 
righteous vengeance of God,‘ and that ‗the name of Germany‘ was ‗synonymous with 
falsehood and treachery and cruelty wedded to diabolical thoroughness‘.31  In 1917 the 
Anglican Primate preached at St Paul‘s Cathedral Dunedin that ‗we must pray that God‘s 
terrible discipline must teach [Germany] their horrible error.‘32  
Almost all Presbyterian and Anglican churches and Catholic cathedrals held at least 
one service on the anniversary of the outbreak of war on August 4, known as Declaration 
Day. Multiple services were common: St Paul‘s Anglican Cathedral held four services and St 
Andrew‘s Presbyterian Church held two services on 4 August 1918. On 5 August 1917 both 
Knox Presbyterian Church and the Presbyterian First Church of Otago held two services. 
On 5 August 1917 St Michaels and All Angels, a small suburban Anglican church, held five 
services and Roslyn Presbyterian church held two services on 4 August 1918. It was 
                                                 
27 Letter, James Crawford to Adams, 29/3/1917, Session correspondence (inwards) 1916-20, First Church of 
Otago, PCANZAO AI 1/5 99/90/67. 
28 For examples see ‗GJB‘ to the Editor, The Outlook (Dunedin), 14/9/1915, p.11; ‗RD‘ to the Editor, The 
Outlook (Dunedin), 28/11/1916, p.10; George Stephenson to Statham, 23/8/1915, Diocesan Letters, Anglican 
Diocese of Dunedin, Hocken Collections AG-349-009/017. 
29 For examples see Otago Witness (Dunedin), 13/10/1915, p.57; ‗Vicar‘s report for year ended 31/3/1916 to 
Annual meeting of Parishioners‘, Vestry and Church Committee minute book, St John‘s Waikouaiti, Hocken 
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30 The Outlook (Dunedin), 6/10/1914, p.22. 
31 Otago Witness (Dunedin), 11/8/1915, p.49. 
32 Otago Daily Times (Dunedin), 6/8/1917, p.3. 
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common for churches to be filled beyond capacity.33 Holy Cross Anglican Church, which 
seated 200, had 320 attend the 8am 1918 Declaration Day service.34 St Matthews Anglican 
Church, which seated 750, was forced to use the side chapels and many people stood during 
the 1915 Declaration Day service.35 In 1918 the Presbyterian First Church of Otago, which 
seated 1,300 people, was ‗completely full‘ for both morning and evening Declaration Day 
services, as was St Andrew‘s Presbyterian Church.36 ‗Well attended‘ united services were 
held at Maori Hill Presbyterian church in 1915 and 1917. 37  Large attendances were 
recorded at the solemn Requiem Masses held in Catholic cathedrals.38  
Anzac Day, commemorating the death of New Zealand soldiers in the Dardanelles 
and Europe, was also a fixed part of the church year. The Eucharist was an intrinsic part of 
these services for Anglicans and Catholics, equating Christ‘s self-sacrifice with that of the 
soldiers. Communion was absent from Presbyterian services, but these nonetheless 
recognized the link between the sacrifice of Christ and the death in battle of soldiers.39 From 
1916 Anglican churches scheduled special services to mark the anniversary of the Gallipoli 
landings, with special diocesan services being held at either St Paul‘s Cathedral or St 
Matthews Church. 40 A special liturgy was developed for the day, indicating the importance 
the Anglican Church and its congregants attached to this day. Presbyterians were slower to 
adopt Anzac Day. In 1916 services were held in only the large inner city churches, but by 
1918 it was observed in all of its smaller suburban churches. Catholic observation of Anzac 
Day followed a similar format to that of Declaration Day, with High Masses being offered 
in the cathedrals.  
Attendance at Anzac Day services fluctuated. In some years individual churches 
would report attendance of many hundreds, while in other years attendance was lower. 
Attendance at Anglican services is difficult to gauge, as only communicant numbers were 
recorded, rather than the total number of parishioners present.41  Congregations at the 
Catholic St Joseph‘s Cathedral were substantial, described as ‗immense‘ in 1916 , ‗very large‘ 
                                                 
33 Otago Witness (Dunedin), 11/8/1915, p.49; Otago Daily Times (Dunedin),, 5/8/1915, p.6; Minutes 
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in 1917, and ‗large‘ in 1918.42 Attendance at services held in the large Presbyterian inner 
city churches was usually good, while smaller suburban churches were often the venue for 
inter-denominational or civic services, making it difficult to determine how many in the 
congregation were regular parish members.43 Nevertheless, venues for these services were 
usually full. 
War-intercessory services quickly became a widespread and regular part of parish 
life, suggesting that viewing the war as a crusade against evil was integrated into everyday 
church life. Regular daily or weekly services were held and special liturgies developed. 
These liturgies often incorporated reading rolls of honour, saying prayers for the deceased 
and seeking protection for the living, petitioning God‘s wisdom for national, military and 
imperial leaders, and calling for society to rededicate itself to the war effort.44 In some cases, 
they took the form of day-long or evening vigils.45 The Catholic bishop instructed his clergy 
to offer up a special war-intercessory prayer for ‗Thy [God‘s] powerful defence ... [to] 
defeat the assailants of them that trust in Thee‘ and to ‗beat back the fierce onslaughts of 
our foes‘ at daily Mass.46  
The regular war-intercessory services attracted less support from parishioners than 
events such as Declaration Day and Anzac Day. This was despite the strong support these 
services received from the Anglican and Catholic dioceses and the Presbyterian Church‘s 
Dunedin Presbytery and General Assembly. Clergy of all denominations frequently 
lamented poor attendance at daily or weekly intercessory services. A total of 87 
communicants attended three intercessory services at St Matthews Anglican Church on 3 
January 1915, and 54 on 2 January 1916.47 With communicants numbering 263 in 1915 and 
285 in 1916 these figures represented a small percentage of the congregation. In December 
1915 the Dunedin Presbytery clerk was advising that the weekly intercessions held at First 
Church of Otago should be suspended over the holiday period.48  St Clair Presbyterian 
Church reported that ‗attendance is hardly what it should be‘ at its regular midweek 
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services.49 Catholic clergy too lamented the ‗complete indifference‘ of parishioners towards 
intercessory services, and exhorted Catholics to ‗go on praying‘.50  
Periodically special war-intercessory services were held. On 1 January 1915 King 
George V ordered a special day of Empire-wide intercessions to be observed by all 
denominations, and this was repeated on 3 January 1916 and 6 January 1918. Acting Prime 
Minister James Allen asked Anglicans to pray for New Zealand‘s soldiers on Christmas Day 
1916 and Dunedin‘s Anglican bishop ordered special war-intercessory prayer during the 
German March 1918 offensive. Presbyterians observed 6 June 1915 and 19 March 1916 as 
days of war intercessions, and many people attended these services.51 Dunedin‘s Protestant 
churches united in a twelve hour long prayer vigil in March 1918. Catholics observed 
separate but parallel special intercessory services.52 The Pope ordered three special war-
intercessory services to be held worldwide on 21 March 1915, and ordered special prayers 
for peace on 29 June 1918, with large congregations present at St Joseph‘s Cathedral.53  
It is clear that the clergy took these war-intercessory services extremely seriously. 
Only repentance brought about by prayer, supplication, and humiliation could convince God 
to grant victory. What is equally clear is that parishioners generally took intercessory 
services seriously, even if they were not always entirely consistent in their attendance. 
Attendance at regular war-intercessory services fluctuated, but the important fact is that 
services continued, and parishioners continued to attend. These services would have been 
abandoned if clergy believed they served no useful purpose or parishioners failed to attend. 
Parishioners responded to events in the war by attending church and praying for victory. 
Their continuation indicates an enduring belief that God was intimately involved in the 
spiritual conflict.  
What is also clear, indicated by large attendance figures recorded throughout the 
war, is that more than just regular parishioners were present at these services. Instances 
when congregations were far in excess of their regular size suggest that people outside the 
regular congregation were openly receptive to the concept of intercession and that they 
believed God was actively involved in the war.   
Commemorating Declaration and Anzac Day was not just a church event. Each year 
special public meetings were organised on these anniversaries when civic and religious 
leaders and the local citizens would join to recommit the nation to the war and 
                                                 
49 Annual Report of the Kirk Session, Session minutes 1908-26, St Clair Presbyterian Church, PCANZAO, 
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commemorate the war-dead. In form and function, these meetings closely followed the 
church services held that day, and were even promoted and advertised as religious 
services.54 Clergy were an integral part of these public meetings, addressing the crowd, 
leading prayers, and moving or seconding Declaration Day patriotic motions. In 1915, the 
Anglican Primate seconded the city‘s Declaration Day patriotic resolution and received loud 
applause when he referred to the ‗the cause that our loved ones had called sacred‘. 55 
Likewise in 1917 Presbyterian minister Graham Balfour received applause when he spoke of 
the nation standing ‗for honour and righteousness‘ and soldiers who had made ‗the supreme 
sacrifice‘.56 Clergy stressed that Anzac Day should be seen as a religious day, and provided a 
religious interpretation to soldiers‘ deaths. In 1916 the Anglican Primate said ‗the story of 
Gallipoli should stir in us deep religious feeling‘ and Anglican priest William Fitchett 
assured families of dead soldiers that ‗Christ [would] not be hard, for a man who dies for 
men.‘57 The only difference between these meetings and a united church service was that 
public meetings usually had a civic dignitary presiding. Denominations took care not to 
schedule conflicting church services, believing church services and public meetings were 
both religious services. Consequently one should not have precedence over the other.58 
Attendance was usually good. On some occasions venues were filled to capacity and people 
were turned away, the 1917 Declaration Day meeting being described as ‗one of the largest 
such meetings ever held in Dunedin‘.59  Anzac Day 1917 saw a ‗huge open air service‘ 
organised by the Patriotic Association in the Octagon, and 1918 had a ‗large open air 
service‘ in Queens Gardens.60 Only in 1916 was attendance at the Dunedin city Declaration 
Day meeting reported as ‗not as big as might reasonably have been expected‘.61 Of the 
surrounding boroughs, all but St Kilda regularly reported large attendance at Declaration 
Day and Anzac Day meetings.62  
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Some historians have suggested that special intercessory events, such as Declaration 
Day, became increasingly poorly attended as the war progressed.63 Steven Eldred-Grigg 
when discussing 1917‘s Declaration Day commemorations, wrote ‗ceremonies everywhere 
were thin, straggling, and drew hardly anybody.‘64 As noted above, this was certainly not 
the case in Dunedin, where attendance in 1917 was one of the best seen. Davidson suggests 
the public commemorative aspect of Anzac Day commemorations overshadowed the 
denominational aspect. While there is some truth in this, it is not to suggest that religion 
was removed from public commemorations. Clergy were an integral part of the 
commemorations. Their presence, together with religious language and symbolism, 
explicitly linked Christianity to the war. In general, Dunedin commemorations had 
substantial crowds year after year, regardless of location and organising body. Significantly, 
this high attendance suggests widespread acceptance by the public in viewing the conflict as 
sacred by people outside a church setting. 
Catholic clergy were conspicuous by their absence at Dunedin‘s Declaration Day and 
Anzac Day civic ceremonies. They were not present in any official capacity and it is unclear 
why. It may have reflected a diocesan opposition to non-denominational or united services, 
or it may have reflected a lack of invitation to participate. The fact that Catholic clergy of 
the Christchurch Diocese participated in the 1915 Declaration Day events suggests it was 
not an ecclesiastical provincial ban that was to blame.65  
The Church played an integral part in the departure of each reinforcement from 
Dunedin, again closely identifying the Church with the war. Clergy present were drawn 
from at least seven different Protestant denominations, one or more of who would give a 
public address.66 Only once, in April 1915, did a Catholic clergyman participate, when James 
Coffey addressed the 6th Reinforcements.67 These addresses were a ‗fatherly chat‘ from those 
concerned with the soldiers‘ spiritual and physical welfare, as well as an appeal to God to 
keep the soldiers safe. Prayers would provide some solace and comfort to soldiers‘ families, 
many of whom would have been present, as well as confirmation the soldiers were fighting 
in a just cause. The Otago Bible Society or Otago Sunday School children presented 
Soldiers‘ Bibles and Testaments which were distributed by either clergy or children. School, 
community, or regimental bands would lead the men as they marched to the railway station. 
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Sometimes these bands played hymns, such as when the 8th Reinforcements marched to the 
tune of Onward Christian Soldiers.68 By participating in these ceremonies, through handing 
out testaments and praying for their safety, the Church was once more explicitly linked to 
the prosecution of the war, and confirming the conflict as just and sacred. Once more, there 
was little objection from Dunedin‘s citizens to the churches‘ participation.  
Religious language was common in the non-religious media when describing the 
conflict. New Zealand Truth, well known for its ambivalence towards organised Christianity,  
nonetheless described the war as righteous and supported calls for the nation to pray for 
victory.69 Words and phrases such as ‗righteousness‘, ‗crusade‘, ‗the sacred dead‘, ‗the Cross 
and the Crescent‘, ‗tremendous crusade‘, and ‗religious war‘ were all used by the non-
religious media to describe the conflict. 70  Letters from readers were published that 
unashamedly described the Empire‘s war effort as favoured by God.  ‗Blighty‘ avowed in one 
letter that had Christ been present on earth, he would ‗be with our troops now fighting ... 
for the cause of humanity‘.71 The comparative paucity of opposing viewpoints indicates 
considerable public support for this view.  
This is not to argue that everyone believed that the war was holy. Not every 
Dunedin resident attended the large public meetings or church services. Some would have 
absented themselves in protest at the church‘s affiliation with the war, rejecting the notion 
of a sacred or holy war. Not everyone who was present would have felt comfortable with the 
obvious identification of the church with the war effort, and with the language used to 
describe the nature of the war, while others present may have supported New Zealand‘s 
participation, but rejected any spiritual dimension to the conflict.  
Religious objectors steadfastly rejected any suggestion that conflict could be 
divinely inspired and was being fought in accordance with God‘s will. The anti-
establishment newspaper Maoriland Worker was a natural forum for pacifist writings. 
Throughout the war it published articles and letters written by Christian pacifists who 
maintained that God did not and could not support the war effort. 72 Pacifist poets scorned 
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the official reasons for the conflict, believing soldiers turned their back on God when they 
enlisted.73 Poets stressed war‘s destruction, writing of ‗ravaged plains‘, ‗burning towns and 
ruined swains‘, and ‗mangled limbs, and dying groans‘. 74  Cartoons portrayed Christ 
condemning war and its suffering, explicitly rejecting any divine sanction for the conflict.75 
Christian pacifists argued that the war was not holy. It was a violation of Christ‘s law on 
human brotherhood, ‗the crime of Cain multiplied a million fold.‘76 James Thorn wrote that 
God had ‗no association with the crime of Europe‘ and ‗the whole ghastly business was the 
product of human criminality, apathy, folly and greed.‘ 77  Christian pacifists rejected 
arguments equating the sacrifice of Christ with that of the soldier.78 Despite the religious 
connotations of some of its reports‘ language, New Zealand Truth also published articles, 
editorials and letters that lampooned those who maintained the war as sacred or holy. 
Questions were asked as to how the Prince of Peace could support war, and how God could 
possibly be on both sides.79  
However, within Christian circles, these ideas met with a complex reception.  
Arguments put forward by Christian objectors were widely rejected and those who 
advanced them ridiculed and scorned. At no point was there widespread support for their 
view. The Presbyterian Church rejected religious objectors‘ arguments and most clergy 
roundly condemned them. Dickie likened them to Ahab and called them hypocrites. 80 
Robert Erwin declared ‗I have not any sympathy with the attitude taken up by these 
conscientious objectors.‘81 Introduction of conscription in 1916 spurred debate regarding 
objectors, with the clear outcome that armed service was necessary and justified. 
Christchurch Presbytery passed a resolution affirming the Gospel‘s agreement with armed 
service, all but one of its members voting in its favour.82 The correspondence published by 
The Outlook reveals Presbyterianism‘s lack of division. The vast majority of correspondents 
maintained that objectors‘ arguments were flawed. ‗J Christie‘ described the objector as a 
‗creature – I cannot call him a man‘ and in a later letter called objectors cowards.83 ‗GWT 
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Hercus‘ thought objectors ‗immoral‘.84 ‗RD‘ argued that ‗Those who are for right ... must of 
necessity become God‘s agents in the punishment of those who are wrong.‘85 Only a handful 
of writers proposed arguments that rejected war and denied God‘s sanction for the conflict, 
‗Conscientious Objector‘ being labelled a ‗German‘ for his attempts.86  
There was no debate by Dunedin‘s Anglicans as to the moral position of objectors. 
Arguments put forward by objectors were rejected, and the position of the church and state 
in supporting the war effort was upheld.87  At no point did any contrary view become 
popular or widespread. Catholic clergy and parishioners refused to accept the objectors‘ 
viewpoint. This was despite the New Zealand Tablet’s editor, James Kelly, adopting an 
increasingly anti-conscription and pro-objector line, though his stance was probably driven 
by his belief that the Government was institutionally anti-Catholic, and therefore 
Government policies should be opposed on principle.88 While Kelly had some supporters, 
there seems little evidence for believing he had widespread Catholic support for his stance.  
 
The Church in scholarship and the wider world 
British and Australian scholars have long examined the role of religion during the Great 
War. Works such as Alan Wilkinson‘s The Church of England and the First World War and 
Arlie Hoover‘s God, Germany, and Britain in the Great War are just two in-depth studies 
examining the British context. Michael McKernan‘s work Australian churches at war provides 
a comparable Australian examination.89 Even general histories, such as Niall Fergusson‘s 
Pity of war, usually provide a brief examination of the religious aspect to the conflict.90 In his 
introduction, Hoover writes that ‗Religion became a key ingredient in the ‗war fever‘ of the 
Great War‘;91 Fergusson writes that ‗for many, the First World War was thus a kind of war 
of religion.‘ 92  McKernan‘s study asserts that clergy ‗discussed the war in the general 
framework of their belief in God‘s oversight of the world‘ and believed that all were 
obligated to serve the war effort in some way.93 These works may differ in their subject 
                                                 
84 Letter GWT Hercus to the editor, The Outlook (Dunedin), 29/8/1916, p.8. 
85 Letter, ‗RD‘ to the editor, The Outlook (Dunedin), 17/10/1916, p.10. 
86 For examples see The Outlook (Dunedin), 26/9/1916, p.22; 7/11/1916, p.29. J Christie called ‗Conscientious 
Objector‘ a German in his letter published in The Outlook (Dunedin), 12/9/1916, p.15. 
87 Letter, Edmund Nevill to the editor, Otago Daily Times (Dunedin), 21/1/1916, p.3. 
88 New Zealand Tablet (Dunedin), 11/4/1918, p.37; Sweetman, ‗New Zealand Catholicism‘, pp.109, 152.  
89 A.Wilkinson, The Church of England and the First World War (London: SPCK, 1978); A.J.Hoover, God, 
Germany and Britain in the Great War: A Study in Clerical Nationalism (New York: Praeger, 1989); M.McKernan, 
Australian Churches at War: Attitudes and Activities of the Major Churches 1914-1918 (Sydney: Catholic 
Theological Faculty, 1980). 
90 N.Ferguson, The Pity of War: 1914-1918 (London: Penguin Press, 1999). 
91 Hoover, God, Germany, and Britain, p.xi. 
92 Ferguson, The Pity of War, pp.209-210. 
93 Michael McKernan, Australian Churches at War, pp.39, 173. 
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matters and conclusions, but they agree that considerable numbers of Britons and 
Australians believed they were engaged in a sacred conflict, one where they were fighting 
for God against the force of evil.  
The experience of Australian and British churches during the war was very similar 
to their New Zealand counterparts. Special and regular war-intercessory services were 
common in Australian churches of all denominations. Church and state co-operated in 
setting and promoting nationwide days of prayer, such as when Prime Minister William 
Hughes and the churches set 2 January 1916 aside to pray ‗for Divine guidance and aid to 
the British Empire and her allies‘.94 Large congregations experienced in 1918 even led some 
Australian clergy to wonder if they heralded a ‗new dawn‘ for Christianity in Australia.95 
Clergy and churchgoers, particularly Protestants, enthusiastically supported Australia‘s war 
effort. Church leaders and publications promoted recruiting, and there was widespread 
belief that British victory would equate to God‘s victory. Anglican priest Victor Bell argued 
that men should enlist ‗in the name of God and truth‘ while the South Australian 
Presbyterian Church adopted a motion that a British victory would be God‘s victory.96 
As with Australia and New Zealand, the vast majority of British churches believed 
the war to be sacred, regardless of denomination. 97  Almost every place of worship 
throughout the country displayed a union jack, often above the altar or holy table.98 Arthur 
Winnington-Ingram, Bishop of London, argued that those who died would be welcomed by 
Christ ‗as comrades in arms‘. Thaxted Church, well known for supporting social justice 
issues, created a shrine in which flags of the Allies were placed around an icon of St George 
slaying the dragon, explicitly linking the fight of the Allies with St George.99 Clergy of all 
denominations preached sermons supporting the war, organised regular and special war-
intercessory services, and willingly co-operated with the state.  
This is not to say that all members of those societies agreed on the same 
interpretation, and examination reveals striking similarities between the New Zealand, 
British, and Australian experiences. McKernan and Wilkinson both identify small groups of 
Christian pacifists who refused to accept the war was sacred, though their ideas never 
obtained widespread traction. The Fellowship of Reconciliation, the focal point of British 
Christian pacifism, had just 8,000 members by 1918, and made little impact during the war 
                                                 
94 McKernan, Australian Churches at War, p. 92. 
95 McKernan, Australian Churches at War, p.176. 
96 McKernan, Australian Churches at War, p.81; The Outlook (Dunedin), 20/7/1915, p.17. 
97 John Wolffe, God and Greater Britain: Religion and National Life in Britain and Ireland, 1843-1945 (London: 
New York: Routledge, 1994), p.238. 
98 Hoover, God, Germany, and Britain, p.129. 
99 Wilkinson, The Church of England and the First World War, p.67. 
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years.100 Within Australia, very few clergy had pacifist sympathies.101 Those pacifists that 
did exist were generally tolerated due to their small numbers. They made few converts and 
were mainly ostracised and treated with contempt by broader society.102 The failure of the 
two conscription referenda indicates a possibility that the pacifist movement achieved more 
penetration than otherwise accepted. One key difference between Australian and New 
Zealand churches was that the failures to introduce conscription forced a period of self-
examination and introspection on to Australian churches.103 No such crisis of confidence 
occurred in New Zealand. 
 
Conclusion 
Davidson has argued that it is impossible to correctly interpret Anzac Day without taking 
into account the influence of Christian language, thought and symbols and its connections 
with Christian theology and civil religion. 104  Davidson‘s interpretation should not be 
constrained to just Anzac Day. Instead, it should be expanded to include the 
overwhelmingly popular interpretation of the underlying nature of the First World War by 
New Zealanders. Anglicans, Presbyterians, and Catholics overwhelmingly viewed the war 
as holy and sacred – promoting and explaining it as a spiritual battle. This interpretation 
was not confined to just the denominational press or clergy, but was shared by parishioners, 
congregations, and non-denominational organisations. It transcended the Protestant-
Catholic divide and denominational boundaries. It stood the test of time. It remained 
present as a potent justification and belief, used and believed throughout the conflict‘s 
duration and beyond. It was a belief not confined to the churches. Public ceremonies were 
unashamedly religious in form and function, proudly featuring clergy who used religion to 
justify the Empire‘s participation. The rituals, forms, and trappings of organised religion 
were offered by the Church, accepted by the state, and endorsed by the vast majority of 
Dunedin‘s residents. Church and State were brazenly linked, both in the men present and 
the language that they used. 
The Dunedin and New Zealand experience was broadly similar to that of Australia 
and Britain. While they may have differed in degrees, it is clear that Dunedin‘s citizens were 
largely content to accept the church‘s involvement in the war effort and interpreted the 
conflict as both holy and sacred. It is also clear that those people who argued a contrary 
                                                 
100 Wolffe, God and Greater Britain, p.248. 
101 McKernan, Australian Churches at War, p.147. 
102 Ian Breward, A History of the Churches in Australasia (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), p.243. 
103 McKernan, Australian Churches at War, pp.175-176. 
104 Davidson, ‗New Zealand Churches and death‘, p.453.  
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view enjoyed little support, either within or outside the churches. They may have opposed 
the theological argument of God being on the side of Great Britain, but their views were 
drowned out. Marginalised to the fringe of society, their views were discounted by the vast 
majority, whether that majority came from inside our outside the Church. The dominant 
view, that God favoured the British and Allied cause, was never seriously threatened, was 
not widely questioned, and was largely believed. 
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The English Influence on Central Queensland Anglicanism and Society 1860- Present 
Robert Philp, Central Queensland University 
 
It (the Cheshire Cat) vanished quite slowly beginning with the end of the tail, and ending with the 
grin, which remained sometime after the rest of it had gone. 
Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland. 
 
Introduction 
This paper seeks to demonstrate how the British, mainly English, influence on Anglicanism 
and on society in general, in Central Queensland, while very strong in the last decades of 
the nineteenth century, has waned over the intervening time until, like the Cheshire cat 
quoted above, only the ‗grin‘ is left, and it further assesses the impact of this cultural retreat 
on the Church. Only the vestiges of the ecclesiastical and cultural ties to Britain have 
remained for some time after the rest has gone. Australianisation has overtaken the social 
institutions especially since the Second World War and one has to seek now for the earlier 
connections in the Church and its intersection with the state.  
 
The Church of England in north Queensland 
The Anglican Church in Central Queensland owes its origins from 1859 to the 
Diocese of Brisbane which counted its present territory as part of its Wide Bay/Burnett 
area after its separation, from the Diocese of Newcastle, in that year. When separated from 
the Diocese of Brisbane thirty three years later, the Diocese of Rockhampton consisted of 
six parishes in an area of 57,000 km1. These six parishes all had incumbents who were 
English born and educated and the older members of their congregations were almost all of 
English origin.  
The general population of Central Queensland in 1891, the year before the 
establishment of the Diocese, was predominantly British. The aboriginal population was not 
recorded in that census. There were very few born in other European countries. There were 
some Chinese and South Sea Islanders. Of the total of 25,952, born in the British Isles, 
recorded in all six Central Queensland districts in that census, the English were 21.2%, the 
Irish 13.4% and the Scots born 5.7%. 2 The resident Assistant Bishop and clergy were all 
English born and ordained.  
                                                 
1 Diocese of Rockhampton Yearbook, 2011-12 (Rockhampton, 2011).  
2 M.E.R. McGinley, ‗A Study of Irish migration to and settlement in Queensland 1885-1912‘, (University of 
Queensland M.A. Thesis 1972), p.55, Table 6 
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The church buildings, where they existed, were also built after the English neo-
gothic style with narrow windows, high pitched roofs and little ventilation. St. Peter‘s 
Barcaldine, 600klms from the coast with regular summer temperatures of over 40° is one 
such example. The only concession there is the stump foundation and the timber cladding. 
This story can be duplicated all over the Diocese, and throughout Queensland.  
 
St. Peter‘s Barcaldine 
The Diocese was set up with all the usual paraphernalia for the governance of an English 
diocese with parish boundaries as well as the Diocesan boundaries, an Archdeacon, a 
registry with staff and, of course, an Englishman as Bishop. Five years after its inauguration, 
following the pattern set by the Oxford Mission to Calcutta, the Cambridge Mission to 
Delhi and the Universities Mission to West Africa a group of young priests from the 
Diocese of Durham, with their Bishop‘s approval and encouragement, came to the far west 
of the Diocese and set up the first of the Australian Bush Brotherhoods in Longreach. 
 This group, The Brotherhood of St. Andrew, took religious vows of celibacy, 
poverty and obedience for a set period of five years. They planned to live communally and 
work as a team. This did not work out exactly as planned. They had an enormous influence 
on the Diocese and on the Australian Church, outside some of the capital cities, for the next 
one hundred and thirty years. In the country areas of Central Queensland their presence had 
the effect of showing the Anglican flag in the most unlikely places and generally their 
popularity was universal but they did not attract Australian young men to join them. In the 
author‘s experience in western North Queensland in the 1950s and 1960s the prevailing 
culture of the English Bush Brothers of St. Barnabas was very ‗common room hearty‘ and  
somewhat separate from the Australian, or at least North Queensland, way of relating to 
one‘s peers. This may have been an impediment to recruiting local candidates for training 
for the ministry. There was also an underlying superiority about education.   
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Clergy demographics 
In the Diocese of Rockhampton there were no Australian-born clergy ordained until 1912.3 
The first Australian born bishop was enthroned in 1938, the last English born and educated 
Bishop of Rockhampton (Grindrod) was enthroned in 1971. Regardless of where they were 
born the Bishops of Rockhampton were, until the 1980s, treated as leaders of the 
community as well as ecclesiastical leaders. They were very much seen as upholders of the 
prevailing mores and attitudes of the society and of the institutions, especially those derived 
from Britain, of that society. The visit of the Anglican Bishop to a western town such as 
Longreach or a coastal town such as Gladstone was an occasion for affording him a civic 
reception, he would be quoted in the local paper on topical subjects of a secular nature and 
more often than not his Sunday sermon would have been printed. In the local order of 
precedence the Anglican Bishop came next after the local Supreme Court Judge. The 
progress of the election of a new bishop up until the 1960s was reported daily and full 
counting of votes duly reported. This is in direct contrast to the prevailing secrecy of the 
modern process.    
The English clergy were graduates of Oxford and Cambridge and followers of the 
Oxford Movement. In contrast to some other parts of Australia, there was little opposition 
to the ‗advanced churchmanship‘ of the clergy as the first Bishop (Dawes) instituted very 
early in his episcopate social welfare work of the kind, already well-established in Britain, 
and there was little space in a pioneer society for denigration of good works. St. Mary‘s 
Home for unmarried pregnant girls who had ‗fallen in the bush‘ was established in 1907 
under the oversight of Anglican sisters, all English women, and subsequently St. George‘s 
Homes for the girls‘  offspring,  gained almost universal support and Anglicans were willing 
to overlook  the clergy‘s foibles of dress and ceremonial in worship.  
Mission work among the fairly large Aboriginal population was not attempted until 
1926. One modern historian has described the attitude of the Anglicans toward the 
Aboriginal inhabitants around them as follows ‗ It would be easy to conclude that the 
Anglican response to the Lazarus at their gates had results largely in pious platitudes and 
hypocrisy.‘ 4  but great effort was expended, from 1897, on the work among the many 
Melanesian indentured workers in the cane fields and in representing them when enforced 
repatriation was happening as a result of the passing of the Pacific Island Labourers Act 1901 
and the Immigration Restriction Act following Federation. A good number of those Islanders 
                                                 
3 The Reverend Percy Demuth, a protégé of Bishop Halford and native of Thargomindah sent to Oxford for 
education.   
4 N. Loos, ‗The Australian Board of Missions, the Anglican Church and the Aborigines1850-1900‘, The Journal 
of Religious History 17, 2 (December 1992), p.205. 
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not repatriated settled, some marrying women of English birth, and became members of the 
South Sea Island (Kanaka) congregation where Mota was the liturgical language.5  
 
Anglican education 
At the beginning of the twentieth century until 1920, the two burning political issues, in 
which the Church became involved, were the Bible reading in State Schools matter and 
conscription during the First World War. The Bible reading in State Schools issue raged 
from the 1870s, when subsidies were withdrawn from denominational schools in 
Queensland in an effort to force the denominations to realise that in the State no one 
denomination was to be favoured over another. This, of course, was particularly felt by the 
Anglicans. In 1910 the passing of the State Education Act Amendment Act should have left no 
doubt in the minds of the English born and ordained clergy that State education was meant 
to be secular but they clung to a belief, however unrealistic, that Anglicanism in Queensland 
was still part of the Establishment or, at least, had a special relationship with the State.6 
The situation resulting from this has never resembled the state of affairs between the State 
and Church in England and has never been entirely satisfactory to either the schools or the 
clergy. This battle between the Anglican hierarchy and the Government of the time saw the 
first evidence of the Anglicans being prepared to take positive political action. The Church 
Gazette7 in September 1875 quoted an address by Sir Julian Salomons of  Sydney, entitled 
‗Federation‘ in which he warns that  ‗…education without religion is like putting a sword 
into the hands of a savage‘ and  ‗… any one of the branches of the great Christian religion 
… though they may differ in their theological forms, is better than no religion. Just as the 
twig is bent the tree is inclined.‘ The same publication also went on in its February 1888 
issue to quote the Speaker of the New South Wales House of Assembly, Sir Joseph Abbott, 
‗…education without religion was absolutely worthless. Education without religion 
produces scepticism, doubt and unbelief.‘   
What the Anglican clergy wanted from the State was the right to enter State 
Schools for religious (doctrinal) education. What the legislation of 1910 allowed was a half 
hour per week to read from the Bible. What, in fact, happened was that clergy ignored the 
restrictions of the Act and taught religious instruction in the State Schools for a half hour 
per week. This state of affairs continues to the present with the use of lay people instead of 
the clergy, with few exceptions. 
                                                 
5 C.Gistitin, Quite a Colony (ÆBIS Publishing, Brisbane 1995), p. 1. 
6 A.P. Kidd, ‗The Brisbane Episcopate of St.Clair Donaldson‘, (University of Queensland, Ph.D. thesis. 1996), 
p.116.  
7 The official monthly newsletter of the Diocese of Rockhampton. 
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The Church and war 
In the other matter of conscription, the clergy were very outspoken regarding the need to 
support the ‗mother country‘ in her efforts against the enemy. The editor of the Gazette in 
August 1915 states that ‗ Our country cannot shirk the task laid upon her by Divine 
Providence to minister justice to more backward races and to protect the weaker nations 
from the strong.‘ and ‗ in the  hour of the peril of our Mother Country the Church has her 
task laid upon her.‘ Bishop Halford in a letter to his clerical friend, Browning, in England in 
October 1917, refers to conscription by intimating that those who have volunteered are 
‗magnificent fellows‘ and those left are ‗the refuse, the selfish, shallow, the really bad‘8 
The First World War was the point at which the English influence on the Church 
and on society in general in Central Queensland began to show signs of Australianisation. 
An independent Australian identity began to make its presence felt in the 1920s. A 
significant example of one individual‘s reaction to English superiority toward ‗ colonials ‗ in 
the 1920s  was that of Fred. Paterson. Paterson was a protégé of Halford‘s and a candidate 
for training for the priesthood. Paterson was the son of a pig farmer from Gladstone who 
showed early promise at the Rockhampton Grammar School and went to the University of 
Queensland where he graduated in Arts and won a Rhodes scholarship to study theology at 
Oxford. Bishop Crick reported to his Synod in 1922 that Paterson was doing well at Oxford 
and was expected to return the following year for ordination. This plan went spectacularly 
awry. There are many theories why this plan for the training of a ‗native Australian‘ in 
England and his return to take up a priestly vocation in Central Queensland went wrong. 
The most plausible is that Paterson was treated as inferior as a ‗colonial‘ at Oxford. 
Whatever the reason, he returned as a convinced atheistic communist and, after taking the 
Bar examination, practiced at the Bar in Townsville and eventually became the one and only 
member of the Communist Party to be elected to an Australian Parliament.9 
In 1921 Crick, a Cambridge don was appointed by the Archbishop of Canterbury to 
succeed Halford who had resigned his See in 1920. This appointment was not a success and 
the first Australian born bishop (Fortescue Ash) was elected in 1928. The proportion of 
Australian clergy increased.  In the decade 1930-1940 Australian priests outnumbered the 
English for the first time since the foundation of the Diocese in 1892.  
                                                 
8 A.P. Kidd (ed.), Halford, The Friar Bishop (Toowoomba: The Church Archivists‘ Press, 1998), p. 85.  
9 I. Moles, A Majority of One: Tom Aitkins and Independent Politics in Townsville (St Lucia: University of 
Queensland Press, 1979), p. 58. 
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Table showing Change in Proportion of English born to Australian born clergy in 
the Diocese of Rockhampton 1892-194010: 
Decade English Born Australian Born 
1890-1900 31 1 
1900-1910 19 3 
1910-1920 30 9 
1920-1930 9 15 
1930-1940 14 27 
 
 By this time the great majority of clergy were Australian born and trained. At the 
onset of the Second World War it was no longer assumed that the bishop and clergy would 
be of English derivation and almost all the clergy had been trained at St. Francis‘ College in 
Brisbane. By this time, the vast majority of the laity was Australian born. The next English 
born and trained Bishop to be elected to the See after Crick was John Grindrod11 in 1971, an 
Oxford graduate with an Australian wife and extensive experience in Australian dioceses. 
 
Interdenominational activity 
The area of relationships with other Christian denominations also shows a marked 
improvement from the 1940s onward and especially with the Roman catholic Church after 
Vatican 11 in the 1960s. The political scene between England and Ireland was a major 
factor in the sometimes bitter rivalry between Roman Catholic and Anglican ecclesiastical 
bodies and sectarianism was rife in the community. In 1910 after a particularly vitriolic 
attack on the notion of religion in State Schools in a pastoral letter to his flock12  by James 
Duhig the Irish born Roman Catholic Bishop of Rockhampton, Halford, his Anglican 
counterpart, accused him of being ‗ savage and most unfriendly and un-Christian‘ 13  The 
publication previously in 1896 and 1908 of the degrees Apostolicae Curae and Ne Temere  
were particularly offensive to the Anglicans with their claim to unbroken Catholic order and 
discipline. Apostolicae Curae had declared all Anglican orders as ‗completely null and void‘ 
and Ne Temere  required all mixed marriages be performed before a Roman Catholic priest if 
they were to be regarded as valid.  
The Synod of the Diocese of Rockhampton in 1911 passed the following motion ‗that 
this Synod place on record its emphatic disapproval of the practice too prevalent, even 
                                                 
10 All figures from Clergy Records, Diocese of Rockhampton, Anglican Archives, Rockhampton.  
11 Grindrod subsequently became Archbishop of Brisbane and Primate of the Australian Church. 
12 A p[astoral letter read in St. Joseph‘s Cathedral, 27  March 1910. 
13  Church Gazette, Rockhampton, May 1910. 
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among Anglicans, of applying the word Catholic exclusively to the members of the religious 
denomination which acknowledges the supremacy of the Bishop of Rome,  and that the 
Synod would earnestly remind all Anglicans that such use by them of the term in question 
is inconsistent with well- established historical fact, involves a surrender of vital principle 
and inflicts a grievous wrong  upon the Church of their Baptism by implying that it is a 
non-Catholic and schismatical  body‘. The only way from this state of affairs was up and 
from the early 1960 there has been a warm relationship with the Roman Catholics in shared 
ministry to the aboriginal population in particular. There is still however, as might be 
expected, a large area of doctrinal and theological division which exists. Neither of the 
mentioned papal decrees has been revoked or modified.  
The relationship with the various divisions of British non-conformity got off to a 
prickly start when right from the first settlement of Rockhampton in 1860 the shared 
building used for worship with the Presbyterians was claimed by the Anglican Bishop of 
Brisbane for exclusive Anglican use, much to the disapproval of the laity on both sides. 
Because of the ‗catholic‘ nature of Anglican expression in Central Queensland, there has 
been, until recent times, a rather cool attitude towards the ‗Free Churches‘. With the 
inauguration of meetings,  over a meal, since the 1980s, of the heads of the Anglican, Roman 
Catholic and Uniting Churches there has developed a useful co-operation at the top level. 
This has not produced any noticeable growth in mutual discussion at grass roots level.  
From the earliest times, the attitude toward the Eastern Orthodox was originally 
very warm and accommodating with the Greeks and Russians using the Anglican Churches 
and Anglican priests for the sacraments when there were no resident Orthodox clergy and 
no places of worship. This especially applied to the parishes of Callide with a sizable White 
Russian population and the City of Rockhampton where there was also a large group of 
Greek families. Any such relationships terminated with the ordination, from 1992, of 
women priests in the Anglican Church. Some of the descendants of these migrant groups 
have remained Anglican but most have reverted to their original denominational roots 
joined the Roman Church or lapsed from any church allegiance.   
 
Later demographic shifts 
World War Two marked the beginning of the end of the very English influence on 
Anglicanism and the community, in general, in Central Queensland. The election of the first 
Australian born Bishop ion 1928 and the decline in English clergy migration during the 
1930s, the war period and immediately afterward, heralded significant changes in the 
culture of the clergy and the subsequent attitudes of their congregations. These attitudes 
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were also present in the general population. Although such customs as the flying of the 
Union Flag and standing for the (British) national anthem at the beginning of showings at 
picture theatres, persisted until the late 1950s there was a mood of growing maturity as a 
nation. The American influence in culture and political norms was evident. The northern 
and central parts of Queensland were host to the bulk of American troops during the early 
years of the Pacific conflict. The war did not end on VE day for the inhabitants of those 
regions. The Church was also caught up in these changes. The Bishop of North 
Queensland‘s visit to the USA in the early 1950s resulted in a sea change in regard to the 
accepted methods of raising finance for Church administration and the attendance of the 
Bishop of Rockhampton at the Anglican Conference in North America in the same time 
period did much for the acceptance of various Episcopal attitudes within local Anglicanism. 
By the beginning of the present century this influence had become well established and all 
the liberal attitudes seen in American Episcopalian changes had become the Australian 
norm. 
The social institutions which were of British origin and which have weathered the 
change in the society of Central Queensland, in the sixty-two years after the end of World 
War II, with the possible exception of the Law, struggle for membership and are diminished 
in local recognition and status.  The Anglican Bishop no longer ranks next to the Supreme 
Court Justice in the protocols for vice regal visits and other state occasions. The Masonic 
Craft struggles for membership.  The Masonic Lodges were represented by the majority of 
men in the congregations and most of the priests and now very few of the regular men 
worshippers in the congregations are members of the craft and almost no priests are 
members. 
One of the most telling signs of the decline of British influence in the secular sphere 
is in the cattle industry. This industry has been for many years the largest in the Central 
Queensland area. The breeds of cattle brought from Britain , Hereford, Devon and 
Shorthorn (bos taurus) comprised almost all the herd until the introduction of bos indicus 
bulls from India via Melbourne Zoo to North Queensland in 1911 and from the USA in the 
1950s to Central Queensland. The British breeds gradually lost favour until the present 
state of affairs where the Central Queensland herd is now 85% cattle with a bos indicus 
infusion. This change of allegiance from British breeds to an exotic Asian cross was very 
bitterly fought and divided the beef industry for several decades.14  
                                                 
14 R. Philp You Might as well Breed Bloody Camels (Rockhampton, 2010). 
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Another such change not related to the change just cited, occurred in the beef 
processing industry as well.  Lake‘s Creek meatworks Rockhampton‘s greatest employer 
was established in 1871 and purchased in 1928 by William Angliss a British migrant. The 
Angliss Company was one of the world‘s great meat companies both in grazing and in 
processing. Angliss sold the works to Vesties, another British company, in 1934.15 Vesties 
retained ownership until the 1980s when the works came under Australian ownership with 
their purchase by Kerry Packer. What was once a British conglomerate employing only 
Australians became an Australian entity employing Brazilians, Koreans and Indonesians 
alongside a minority of Australians.   
The Church groups which owe their origins to the strong English influence of the 
nineteenth century such as the Mothers‘ Union and the Girls‘ Friendly Society and had 
branches in almost every parish until the 1980s, are pale shadows of their former selves and 
are reduced to a couple of effective branches, each of older women hanging on to keep the 
flag flying. 
The most telling evidence for the decline of the British influence in the Anglican 
Church in Central Queensland however is to be found in the absence of reference to the 
sovereign in the liturgy or in buildings. Up until the 1950s public services of thanksgiving 
on the anniversary of the succession of the monarch were the norm but now the Prayer for 
the Royal family at Evensong is optional, and the service of Evensong is rarely conducted in 
public. The Collect for the Queen as well as the prayer for the Church Militant here in 
Earth, both used at the Eucharist in which prayer for the monarch was embodied, have 
entirely disappeared. The prayer book revisions of 1978 and 1995 have meant that the 
Prayer Book of 1662 is nowhere used in the Diocese of Rockhampton and that link with 
Britain has been eliminated. 
Another sign of the disappearance of any tangible link with Britain is the absence of 
any photographic representation of the Queen whereas this was common in Church halls 
until the 1970s. The Bishops still use the Arms granted in the 1950s from the College of 
Arms and the Diocese also uses them by extension, as do some parishes. Until the 1980s it 
was customary for clergy before ordination and before being inducted to a living to take an 
Oath of Allegiance to the Queen. This has also become redundant  
The proportion of English clergy in the Diocese is now, in 2012, just one in thirty of 
the licenced clergy in the Diocese. There are also five other licenced clergy not born in 
Australia in our number; two from South Africa, two from India and one from New Zealand.  
                                                 
15 L. McDonald, Rockhampton A History of City and District (St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1981), 
pp.228-236. 
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This small venture into a more cosmopolitan look for the Diocese is reflected in the 
overall composition of the population of Central Queensland. This area was one of the most 
culturally homogeneous parts of Australia with only the small minority of Chinese, Greek 
and Russian émigrés living here. Since the 1970s there have been groups of Vietnamese, 
Somalis and other African groups who have attached themselves to this part of the world. 
Most are Christian but not Anglican. 
It will be very interesting to see how the Anglican section of   ‗the grin‘ will adjust 
to an entirely Australian expression of Anglicanism, there has already been a significant 
conservative breakaway, the Traditional Anglican Church of Australia, with intention of 
organically joining the more numerous Roman Catholic Church under the conditions of the 
Personal Ordinariate of Our Lady of the Southern Cross recently promulgated by the 
Vatican. 
  These last several examples of the way in which the British influence has gradually 
faded away and only the vestiges of our British heritage are left. The process of 
Australianisation has gradually, but inexorably, overtaken the British links from the 
nineteenth century foundation in ways that have left a mark on the public expression of 
Anglicanism.  
.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
16 Year Book, Diocese of Rockhampton, 2011-12. 
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Australian Feminists:  The Visit of Maude Royden, 1928 
Susan Mary Withycombe, Australian National University 
Introduction 
On Sunday, 10 June, 1928, the Principal of the University of Queensland Women's College, 
the presidents of the Queensland Women's Electoral League and the Women's Non-Party 
Association, representatives of several other organizations, a Methodist clergyman and his 
wife, and several journalists gathered at the Brisbane Railway Station to welcome Miss 
Maude Royden at the beginning of the Queensland part of her lecture tour of the British 
World, sponsored by the British Commonwealth League.  Australian metropolitan dailies 
gave ample coverage to her tour, which is the more remarkable since at the very same time 
Charles Kingsford Smith and his team were making their epic first flight across the Pacific – 
they landed in Brisbane on the same day as the lady arrived by train – while the Church of 
England was preoccupied with debate in the British Parliament over its attempted revision 
of the Book of Common Prayer.1 
 Who was Maude Royden, and why did she visit Australia?  Who were the 
Australian feminists involved in her visit?  What did she do in Australia, and was it 
successful?  These are questions I should like to explore in this paper. 
 
Who was Maude Royden? 
Agnes Maude Royden2 (1876-1956) was the youngest of the eight children of Thomas 
Bland Royden, a successful shipbuilder of Liverpool, England, who had entered politics, 
become Member of Parliament for Toxteth in 1873, a JP in 1874, and Lord Mayor of 
Liverpool 1878-79.  In 1905 he was made a Baronet, in recognition of his concerns for 
marine insurance and the safety of ships at sea (he later agitated for the introduction of the 
Plimsoll Line) – Sir Thomas Royden of Frankley Hall, Birkenhead.  Maude's eldest brother, 
also named Thomas, was educated at Winchester College, and Magdalen College, Oxford; 
he became head of the Cunard Steamship Company, as well as sitting on the Board for 
Midland Bank and Shell Transport.  He inherited the baronetcy from his father in 1917. 
This privileged family background gave Royden access to the élite levels of 
Australian society.  She was welcomed and entertained by Governors and Mayors and their 
wives because of her family connections; such matters still counted in the 1920s, especially 
                                                 
1 Brisbane Courier, Friday 8 June, 1928, p. 13;  Monday 11 June, 1928,  pp 13-17. 
2 Sheila Fletcher, Maude Royden: A Life (Oxford:  Basil Blackwell, 1989).  Fletcher has also contributed an entry 
on Maude Royden to the Dictionary of National Biography.  Sybil Oldfield, Women Against the Iron Fist:  
Alternatives to Militarism, 1900-1989 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989), ch. 3, ‗The Political Preacher: Maude Royden 
(1876-1956)‘.  On-line biographies include ‗Celebrated Women:  Maude Royden, 1876-1956‘ 
http://womenandthechurch.org/celebrated_women/Maude%20Royden.pdf.  
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in the Australia of Stanley Melbourne Bruce.  But even more important for early 20th 
Century feminists was education: a genteel education at home by a governess was not 
enough to equip them for the work they were to undertake.   
Royden was given as good an education as her brothers: at Cheltenham Ladies' 
College (still one of the leading girls' schools in Britain); and then at Lady Margaret Hall, 
Oxford, where she read History and developed an interest in the plight of the poor.  But she 
could not graduate, because until October, 1920, when a new University Statute changed 
the rules, women were not admitted as full members of Oxford University.  Although from 
the late 1870s women had attended lectures, taken examinations and had gained honours in 
those examinations, they were unable to receive the degree to which, had they been men, 
their examinations would have entitled them.3  The situation was even worse in Cambridge, 
where women were not admitted to full membership of the University and therefore not 
allowed to graduate until 1948. 
Maude spent the next three years after University at the Victoria Women's 
Settlement at Liverpool, working for the welfare of disadvantaged women. Next she served 
as an assistant in the country parish of Luffenham where the incumbent, the Reverend 
Hudson Shaw, recognized that her gifts as a teacher far exceeded the needs of a Sunday 
School class. A travelling lecturer himself in the University Extension movement, Shaw 
resolved to get her extension work, lecturing on English Literature. Though the Oxford 
delegacy then employed only male lecturers, he insisted that they try her out. This was her 
start in public speaking.   
Her considerable eloquence and her profound convictions as a Christian led her into 
the campaign for Women's Suffrage.  She joined the National Union of Women's Suffrage 
Societies, and soon became one of the organization's main public speakers, although she did 
not engage in the violent demonstrations of more militant members.  In 1909 she helped 
form the Church League for Women's Suffrage. Two years later she was elected to the 
executive committee of the NUWSS and from 1913 to 1914 she also edited its newspaper, 
The Common Cause.  When war broke out in 1914, she found herself unable to be convinced 
that the War was just or that the suffering it entailed was justified.  Although her pacifism 
                                                 
3The new University statute of 1920 which admitted women to full membership of the University, and which 
came into effect from October that year, enabled women who had previously taken and gained honours in 
University examinations to return to matriculate (go through the formal ceremony of admission to the 
University) and have the degree to which they were now entitled conferred on them (again, at a formal 
ceremony). Consequently, at the very first ceremony at which women were able to graduate more than forty 
women did so.  Oxford University Archives, 
http://www.oua.ox.ac.uk/enquiries/first%20woman%20graduate.html.    
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put her at odds with most of her colleagues in the Women's Suffrage movement, she was 
uncompromising in her belief that war was wrong.  
The ‗great adventure‘ for her was peace, and when it came she worked actively for a 
better world for both women and men, in the belief that thinking women would have fresh 
insights and visions to contribute.  Her own contributions were many, and increasingly she 
spoke more often from a religious than a political rostrum, employing her gifts of oratory as 
a preacher.   
A woman preacher was unheard of in the Church of England at that time.  Women 
were not allowed to play any part in the conduct of worship, not even to read a lesson, let 
alone preach. 
Deacons, choristers, churchwardens, acolytes, servers and thurifers, 
even the takers-up of the collection are almost exclusively men.  If at 
any time not one male person can be found to collect, the priest does 
it himself, or, after a long and anxious pause, some woman, more 
unsexed than the rest, steps forward to perform this office.4 
 
Royden found her pulpit in the City Temple, not an Anglican but a great 
Nonconformist church in London.  She was first invited to preach there in March, 1917, and 
after the success of her first sermon she was persuaded to accept a position as ‗pulpit 
assistant‘.  She remained an Anglican nevertheless, and she continued her work for the 
disenfranchised women of the Anglican Church.  She became a member of the first Church 
Assembly, the new governing body of the Church of England, which met in mid-1920.  Of 
the 646 members of this body, 357 represented the laity, but only 40 of the 357 were 
women.5 
In June, 1920, she preached to women delegates attending the conference of the 
International Alliance for Women's Suffrage in Geneva – and she preached from Calvin's 
pulpit, from which no woman had ever preached before.  In the same year she moved from 
the City Temple and with the Reverend Percy Dearmer founded the Fellowship Guild;  they 
made its headquarters in a former Congregationalist church in Eccleston Square, which 
became known as the Guildhouse.   
It was from the Guildhouse that Maude Royden made her visit to Australia in 1928.  
After some weeks in the USA, she sailed to New Zealand, then to Australia, where she 
visited every State except Tasmania, before returning home via Hong Kong, Singapore and 
Colombo.   
 
                                                 
4 Maude Royden, Women and the Church of England (1916), pp. 8-9, quoted by Fletcher, Maude Royden, p. 150. 
5 Gail Malmgreen (ed.), Religion in the Lives of English Women, 1760-1930 (London: Croom Helm, 1986), p. 277. 
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The Purpose of the Tour 
The position of women in the Anglican Church at that time was no better in Australia than 
in England.  New Zealand clergy, however, seem to have had more liberal views than many 
of their Australian colleagues.  On 15 May, a fortnight before her arrival in Sydney, the 
Sydney Morning Herald reported news of ‗the wonderful reception accorded to Miss Maude 
Royden on her arrival in New Zealand.‘   
She was welcomed by the Bishops of Wellington, Christchurch, and 
Dunedin, and the Prime Minister, and civic authorities in every city.  
Dr Sprott, Bishop of Wellington, offered Miss Royden a parish in 
the dominion, if she would stay.  There was also a reception at 
Bishopscourt.6 
 
 
The Australian Church Standard was less enthusiastic about her approaching visit, 
having commented in its Editorial Notes on 13 April, 1928, that  
She is undoubtedly a remarkable woman, and one who intends to be 
on the side of right and truth.  Some of her books are, like the 
curate's egg, most excellent in parts, indeed for the most part, but 
she sadly lacks balance, and her demand for the priesthood is not the 
only case in which her zeal outruns her discretion. 
 
It might therefore be considered courageous of the Rector of St Mark's Darling 
Point, the Reverend Howard Lea, to offer Maude Royden the hospitality of his pulpit.  She 
preached at the main morning service to a large and appreciative congregation.  That 
evening she preached at the Pitt Street Congregational Church to a very much larger 
gathering.  ‗So dense was the crowd that clambered to gain admission‘ the Sydney Morning 
Herald reported, ‗that police officers were dispatched to control the surging throngs.‘  The 
queue to get in overflowed along Pitt Street, and after every available seat and standing 
space inside the church was occupied the church doors were closed and about two thousand 
people were turned away.7   
But this celebrity speaker did not tour the British World solely or even primarily as 
a preacher, although she was an exceptionally good one; the purpose of her journey was to 
encourage women to carry further the aims for which they had worked so hard to gain the 
franchise.  Having achieved the status of equal citizenship, women still had to work for 
equality of opportunity, for the continuing improvement of conditions for women at every 
level of society, for the education, health and welfare of women and children.  The tour was 
intended to bring together groups of women and women's organizations engaged in such 
                                                 
6 Sydney Morning Herald, Tuesday 15 May 1928, p.4. 
7 Sydney Morning Herald, Monday 4 June 1928, p. 9. 
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work for mutual understanding and support in their common purpose, and to encourage 
them to find appropriate means of tackling the big problems confronting people in the early 
Twentieth Century.   
This goal was the object of the British Commonwealth League.8  It was founded in 
London in 1925 by two Australian women, Mrs Bessie Rischbieth and Miss Marjorie Chave 
Collisson.9  Born in the USA, and brought to England as a baby, Miss Collisson arrived in 
Australia with her parents when she was nine.  She was educated at the Collegiate School, 
Hobart, and then at Sydney University, where she graduated in 1916 (B.A. with first class 
Honours in History).  She was one of those women mentioned by Angela Woollacott who 
went ‗to try her fortune in London‘, in this case via the USA.  Early in 1928 she returned to 
Australia as advance agent for Maude Royden's Australasian tour, which she financed and 
managed for the BCL.  She was Royden's agent, manager and companion for the duration of 
the tour, sailing with her to Hong Kong (where Royden was the guest of the Bishop and his 
wife), then returning to Adelaide to spend some time with her parents before joining 
Royden again at Colombo.  Her biographer, Jill Rowe, records that Chave Collisson was 
commemorated by her colleagues for ‗her brilliant mind, dedication to fighting injustice, 
booming voice, warm sense of humour, and infinite compassion.‘ 
Her colleague in the British Commonwealth League, Mrs Bessie Rischbieth, 10  was 
based in Western Australia and handled that part of Royden's tour.  Rischbieth was 
involved in an impressive array of women's organizations as a founder of the Women's 
Service Guilds of Western Australia, which promoted the health and welfare of women and 
children, and for thirty years edited its monthly journal, The Dawn; she was the prime 
mover in the foundation of the Australian Federation of Women's Societies (later Voters) in 
1921 and was its first president until 1942.  Her biographer, Nancy Lutton, describes her as 
a beautiful woman who lived in style, but one driven by the desire for social reform and 
improvement of the status of women, by means of legislation rather than revolution.  She 
never stood for Parliament herself, but she gave substantial support to Edith Cowen in her 
successful campaign to become the first women elected to an Australian parliament in 1921.   
Like Maude Royden, these women – and many others associated with them in 
organizing the tour at the local level – were educated at private girls' schools, schools which 
                                                 
8 The Queenslander, Thursday 23 February 1928, p. 46. 
9 Roe, Jill, ‗Collison, Marjorie Chave (1887–1982)‘, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of 
Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/collison-marjorie-chave-
12338/text22165, accessed 2 May 2012. 
10 Nancy Lutton, ‗Rischbieth, Bessie Mabel (1874–1967)‘, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre 
of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/rischbieth-bessie-mabel-
8214/text14373, accessed 2 May 2012. 
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not only equipped intellectually able pupils to proceed to higher education but encouraged 
all pupils to think of others less privileged than themselves and to engage in activities for 
the welfare of their community.  Such schools also provide young girls with role models of 
their own gender in teachers and prefects, and opportunities to exercise leadership within 
the school, as a captain of some group, or as a prefect.  Several of them had also attended an 
Australian university, which unlike Oxford had admitted women on the same basis as men 
since the 1880s. 
Prominent among those who organized the Queensland part of the tour was Miss 
Freda Bage,11 who graduated from Melbourne University with a BSc in 1905 and MSc in 
1907.  She was now a lecturer in charge of Biology at the University of Queensland and 
foundation Principal of its Women's College.   She was also involved in many women's 
organizations and activities, including the National Council of Women, and had been 
President of the Brisbane Women's Club in 1916 and the Lyceum Club in 1922-23.  At the 
time of Royden's tour she was President of the Australian Federation of University Women.  
She joined Miss Margaret Ogg, Secretary of the Queensland Women' Electoral League, and 
Miss Ross Patterson (Women's Non Party Association) and representatives of about two 
dozen other organizations to plan the event.12 
 
What did she do? 
It is worth looking at the programme for the Brisbane part of the tour to get some idea of 
what Royden actually did, and the demands made of her.13 It is a closely packed schedule, 
with three or even four separate functions every day.  In less than a week she gave one 
sermon, three public lectures, and at least two other addresses.  She spoke on issues of 
public concern.  She met and was entertained by men's organizations as well as women's; 
the Mayor gave her a Civic Reception, the Governor of Queensland a luncheon.  She was 
especially eager to meet young people, because they represented the future; her first public 
lecture was held especially for youngsters between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five.  At 
her meeting with the clergy she was no doubt questioned on her views about the ministry of 
women, perhaps the most controversial of the issues she addressed; but she did not shy 
away from controversy:  in her talk to the Constitutional Club she drew attention to the 
power of multi-national businesses, for better or for worse.   
                                                 
11 ‗Bage, Anna Frederika (Freda) (1883–1970)‘, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of 
Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/bage-anna-frederika-freda-
5090/text8497, accessed 28 June 2012. 
12 Brisbane Courier, Wednesday 25 April 1928, p.21. 
13 See appendix. 
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On Thursday, 31 May, she had addressed a meeting of ministers of religion in the 
Chapter House of St Andrew's Anglican Cathedral Sydney, not on the advertised subject of 
‗Christianity and Industry‘ but on the more specific and controversial topic dear to her 
heart, ‗Women and the Ministry‘.  According to a letter in the Church Standard published on 
8 June, 1928, the majority of the audience were Nonconformists – it is safe to say that none 
were Roman Catholics – but ‗Miss Royden directed her words to members of the Church of 
England in particular‘.  The correspondent ‗thoroughly enjoyed the address‘ although he 
claimed to have been entirely unconvinced by it.  The Church of England in Australia was 
not going to change its attitude to women for several decades; some may argue that the 
Anglican Church in Sydney never would, but that is unfair to the many Sydney Anglicans 
who do not fit the stereotype.   
On the Sundays she preached in various churches, St Mark's Darling Point being the 
first – in more senses than one, because that made her the first woman ever to preach from 
an Anglican pulpit in Australia, and the Rector had to obtain a special licence from the 
Archbishop of Sydney to allow her to do so.  ‗Her message,‘ he recalled, ‗which reviewed 
man's age long history, which sympathetically indicated some of the problems which beset 
the scientific mind, was listened to, appreciated, and absorbed by every thoughtful member 
of the congregation, whether young or old.‘14  That evening she preached at the Pitt Street 
Congregational Church to a crowd so great that the ushers were obliged to close the 
entrance doors and about two thousand people were turned away.  The following Sunday 
she was in Brisbane, and preached at the Albert Street Methodist Church to a large 
congregation. 
The Brisbane Press gave generous coverage to every meeting, reported the gist of 
every address she gave, and recorded in detail the guest list for every function.  She met an 
impressive number of Brisbane's leading citizens, including both Archbishops (Dr Sharp and 
Dr Duhig) the Mayor and Aldermen, the Chief Justice, the Governor and Lady Goodwin, 
and of course the Presidents of all the Women's Clubs and service organizations.   
Was this a mark of her success, and the success of the enterprise she had come to 
promote?  She certainly gave her audiences a great deal to think about, and the organizers 
of her visit could not fail to be encouraged by the positive reception she was given.  She 
made a great impression on the State Governor and Lady Goodwin, who insisted on having 
her to stay at Government House rather than at the Montpelier private hotel in Wickham 
Terrace.  
                                                 
14 St Mark‘s Parish Messenger, 28 June,1928, pp.2-3. 
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So, why was her tour important? It brought important issues to public attention, not 
only concerning gender equality and women's welfare, but maintaining peace, resolving 
apparent conflicts between science and spirituality, striving for the best in humanity.   
It gave good publicity to the feminist cause, not least by breaking the stereotypes 
that bedevilled it: reporters who interviewed her were surprised to discover that she did not 
cut her hair in an ‗Eton crop‘, nor dress unfashionably in ‗baggy tweeds‘; she did not have a 
booming voice nor a bone-crushing handshake.   
 
You could talk with her for some time without realising that she was 
the really famous Maude Royden . . .  Miss Royden is the real type of 
feminist.  If you want to see what sort of people won Englishwomen 
the vote you must go and study her.  While the more spectacular and 
excitable members of the sex were knocking policemen's hats over 
their eyes . . . Miss Royden was talking about the spiritual side of 
emancipation, what women could make of it intellectually.15 
 
It encouraged women to persevere in the cause of peace, justice and equality, for all – 
women and men.  It may not have solved the problems, but it made people think about 
them. 
 
Conclusion 
One of the most interesting consequences of this part of the tour might well have been the 
nomination by the Queensland Women's Electoral League of a former President of the 
Queensland branch of the National Council of Women, Mrs Irene Maud Longman, as a 
candidate in the next State election.16  The first woman ever to stand for parliament in 
Queensland, she won the seat of Bulimba from Labor for the Country and Progressive 
National Party.  As a Member of Parliament, Mrs Longman was able to transform some of 
the aims of the Australian Feminists into actual legislation.  To find other positive results of 
Miss Royden's tour for the feminist cause is part of my ‗work in progress‘. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
15 Sydney Morning Herald 30 May, 1928. 
16 Mary O‘Keeffe, ‗Longman, Irene Maud (1877–1964)‘, Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre 
of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/longman-irene-maud-
7228/text12515, accessed 29 June 2012. 
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Brisbane Programme 
 
Date Time Event 
(Organized by/Chair) 
Venue Topic 
Sunday 
10 June 
7.00 pm Sermon 
(Rev'd H.M. Wheller) 
Albert Street 
Methodist 
Church 
‗Christ and the 
Common People‘ 
Monday 
11 June 
10.00 am 
 
 
11.00 am 
 
 
1.00 pm 
 
3.00 pm 
 
Evening 
Welcome 
(Miss Freda Bage) 
 
Civic Reception 
(Mayor, W.A. Jolly) 
 
Rotary Club Luncheon 
 
Meeting with Clergy 
 
Youth Meeting 
(Miss Freda Bage) 
 
Brisbane  
Women's Club 
 
City Hall 
 
 
 
 
YMCA 
 
Exhibition Hall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‗Beauty and 
Everyday Life‘ 
Tuesday 
12 June 
11.00 am  
 
 
1.00 pm 
 
 
 
Afternoon 
Morning Tea 
(Mrs F.H. Wedd) 
 
Luncheon 
(Mmes Firmin McKinnon 
& Cumbrae-Stewart) 
 
Afternoon Tea 
(Queensland Welcome 
Committee) 
Brisbane 
Women's Club 
 
Lyceum Club 
 
 
 
Country Press 
Café 
 
Wednesday 
13 June 
11.00 am 
 
 
 
 
1.00 pm 
 
 
 
8.00 pm 
Morning Tea 
(Affiliated Societies of 
British Commonwealth 
League) 
 
Luncheon 
(H.E. Sir John Goodwin)  
 
Public Lecture 
(Chief Justice, Hon J.W. 
Blair) 
Rowe's 
Restaurant 
 
 
 
Government 
House 
 
Exhibition Hall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‗What Sort of a 
World do we Want?‘ 
Thursday 
14 June 
11.00 am 
 
 
1.00 pm 
 
 
 
8.00 pm 
Women's Meeting 
(Miss Freda Bage) 
 
Luncheon 
(Mr J.A. Walsh) 
 
 
Public Lecture 
(Mayor, W.A. Jolly) 
Albert Hall 
 
 
Constitutional 
Club 
 
 
Exhibition Hall 
‗Women and the 20th 
Century‘ 
 
‗Business Men and 
International 
Problems‘ 
 
‗Can the World be 
Set in Order?‘ 
Friday 
15 June 
 Return to Sydney   
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‘British to the back teeth’ and ‘Australian to the bootheels’: Archbishop Sir Marcus 
Loane and the End of Empire 
Hugh Chilton, University of Sydney1 
Introduction 
Taking in the Queen‘s visit to Australia to open the Sydney Opera House in 1973, Marcus 
Loane looked back in history to explain the present. 2  Preaching from St Andrew‘s 
Cathedral‘s ornate pulpit to the large congregation before him (and no-doubt eyeing his 
Sovereign and Prince Philip in the nearest pews), the 62-year-old Anglican Archbishop of 
Sydney sought a lodestone that would capture the significance of the moment. Australia had 
built itself a cultural edifice befitting a nation, with ‗a manifest destiny in our way of life and 
culture.‘3 The air was thick with a sense of arrival, of ‗new nationalism‘, and a ‗certain rare 
feeling of national self-respect.‘4 It seems odd, then, that Loane found his bearings in the 
words of a British Prime Minister spoken ninety years before. ‗‗I claim that this is a country 
which has established itself as a nation,‘‘ said Lord Rosebery of Australia in 1883, ‗‗and that 
its nationality is now and will be henceforward recognized by the world.‘‘ Loane quickly 
pointed out that this benediction was given before all the standard hallmarks of independent 
‗nationhood‘ had been achieved. It was 
 
…almost twenty years before Federation took place; it was during 
the long colonial tutelage of the several States of Australia; it was 
before Australian participation in the Sudan Campaign or the Boer 
War, much less in two World Wars. 
 
The Archbishop‘s point was clear enough: British loyalty and Australian independence were 
not chronologically competing ideals but complementary continuities. 
Loane continued with another of Rosebery‘s pronouncements: ‗‗There is a further 
question; does this fact of your being a nation imply separation from the Empire? God 
forbid! There is no need for any nation, however great, leaving the Empire, because the 
Empire is a Commonwealth of Nations.‘ And in 1931, by the Statute of Westminster‘, he 
went on 
                                                 
1 Email: hchi5755@uni.sydney.edu.au 
2 This paper constitutes part of the author‘s doctoral thesis on the response of Australian evangelical leaders to 
the collapse of the idea of a Christian Australia in the 1960s. Alongside Sir Marcus Loane, it examines figures 
such as Stuart Barton Babbage, Alan Walker, Athol Gill, Hector Harrison and Jack Dain, as they engaged 
with new pluralities and transnational influences on Australian national public culture and religion. 
3 The Most Reverend Marcus Loane, ‗Sermon given by the Archbishop of Sydney at the service of Morning 
Prayer on October 21, 1973‘, Anglican Historical Society papers, Box H: ‗St Andrew‘s‘. 
4 Robert Drewe, ‗The New Nationalism‘, The Australian, 9-12 April 1973. 
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...Lord Rosebery's vision was formulated into the terms of a 
constitution which still unites Australia like New Zealand and 
Canada with Great Britain. It is the person of the Queen as the 
crowned head of Great Britain and the Queen of Australia that lends 
strength and stability to this ideal; and we rejoice that Her Majesty 
from time to time comes in person to see her most distant subjects.5 
 
In an age of the supposed flourishing of Australian nationalism, what prompted Archbishop 
Loane to quote a Scottish nationalist peer‘s benediction for an independent Australia, vitally 
enmeshed in an Anglicized quartet of former Imperial nations, and loyal to the person of the 
Queen?6 A swathe of Australian British race patriots would have provided fitting examples: 
Billy Hughes (at Versailles), John Curtin (in 1942), Robert Menzies (almost always).7 Loane 
chose Rosebery because he was struggling to come to grips with the rapid collapse of 
British liberal imperialism as a binding myth of Australian identity. He was looking back to 
its origins, to the height of Greater Britain in the late-Victorian period, to articulate what 
made membership of the Commonwealth so vital to Australia‘s sense of self.8 ‗Nearly all the 
original apron strings have been cut‘, he had said in his first sermon as Archbishop in 1966, 
‗and we now find ourselves free to pursue what path we will in a troubled world and in a 
changing climate.‘ 9  This was not the confident cry of a hard-won freedom, but the 
apprehensive ambivalence of an abandoned Briton. The challenge for Loane was how to 
affirm that Britishness remained a potent source of cultural and spiritual identity after it no 
longer provided the material environment in which that identity had been cradled. Or, to 
use another infant metaphor, the cultural baby ought not to be discarded with the political 
bathwater. 
Britain‘s wholesale retreat from empire, particularly its withdrawal of troops from 
East of Suez, its devaluation of the pound, and most surprising for Australians, its bid for 
membership in the European Economic Community, brought to an abrupt and unwanted 
                                                 
5 Loane, ‗Sermon given by the Archbishop of Sydney at the service of Morning Prayer on October 21, 1973‘. 
6 For an example of the supposed arrival of an authentic Australian nationalism in the 1960s, see religious 
historian Brian Fletcher, ‗Australian Anglicanism and Australian History: the need for a synthesis‘, The 
Kenneth Cable Inaugural Lecture, delivered at St James‘ Church, Sydney 10 September 2004 (Sydney: 
Australian College of Theology, 2004), p. 11. Cf. The Place of Anglicanism in Australia: Church, Society and Nation 
(Mulgrave, Vic.: Broughton Publishing, 2008), p. v. 
7 James Curran, The Power of Speech (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 2004), Chapter 1. 
8 On the historical roots of ‗Greater Britain‘ in Victorian imperialism, see Duncan Bell, The Idea of Greater 
Britain: Empire and the Future of World Order, 1860-1900 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2007). On 
Rosebery‘s connection with this idea, see particularly pp. 118, 223. On the religious dimension, see John 
Wolffe, God and Greater Britain: Religion and National Life in Britain and Ireland, 1843-1945 (London; New 
York: Routledge, 1994). 
9 ‗The Enthronement‘, Southern Cross 6, 9 (September 1966), pp. 2-6. 
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end the central myth of Australian identity: Britishness. 10  As is being increasingly 
understood, the ensuing search for a non-Imperial national identity - in the parlance of the 
day, a ‗new nationalism‘ - was not a simple flourishing of authentic Australianness, but 
rather, a long, confused and ostensibly ongoing odyssey.11 Australians, like other White 
Britons in South Africa, Canada and Australia, were begrudgingly cut loose from the British 
embrace and struggled to fill the symbolic void it had left behind. As The Australian‘s 
inaugural editorial in 1964 reflected, ‗the burning desire of Mother to leave us to our own 
affairs was a shock…a salutary shock…[which] helped to make us understand that now, as 
never before in our short history, we stand alone.‘12 For Australians, that aloneness was 
most palpably felt when looking to Asia. As Menzies had said months before the Second 
World War, ‗what Great Britain calls the Far East is to us the near north.‘13 Australians 
had doubly situated themselves within a community of culture centered on Northern 
Europe and a community of interest focused on Southeast Asia.14 The dissolution of the 
cultural bonds of Greater Britain brought the unfamiliarity of Asia into sharp relief. It is 
this crisis precipitated in the 1960s by the clash of culture and geography that provides the 
context for this paper. 
As a prism through which to view the trauma of Britain‘s strategic, economic and 
emotional abandonment of Australia – the loss of this community of culture – and the 
ensuing search for, in Benedict Anderson‘s words, ‗a new way of linking fraternity, power 
and time meaningfully together‘, Marcus Loane proves a meaningful subject. 15 
Representative of ‗The Establishment‘ in the ‗Age of Aquarius‘, an ardent Monarchist, 
theologically conservative, and perhaps better friends with Cranmer, Latimer and Ridley 
                                                 
10 On the strength of Australian Britishness, Neville Meaney has been most prolific. ‗―In History‘s Page‖: 
Identity and Myth‘, in Deryck Schreuder and Stuart Ward (eds), Australia’s Empire (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2008), p. 383. See also for Meaney: A History of Australian Defence and Foreign Policy, 1901-23, 
vol. 1 (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 1976), chapter one; ‗Britishness and Australian identity: The problem 
of nationalism in Australian history and historiography‘, Australian Historical Studies 32, 116 (2001), pp. 76-90; 
Australia and the World: A Documentary History from the 1870s to the 1970s (Melbourne: Longman Cheshire, 
1985), pp. 1-29; and Neville Meaney (ed.), Under New Heavens: Cultural Transmission and the Making of Australia 
(Port Melbourne: Heinemann Educational Australia, 1989), pp. 370-450. See also Douglas Cole, ‗The Problem 
of ―Nationalism‖ and ―Imperialism‖ in British Settler Colonies‘, The Journal of British Studies 10, 2 (May 1971), 
pp. 160-82. 
11 For a thorough treatment of the demise of British race patriotism and the search for a ‗new nationalism‘, see 
James Curran and Stuart Ward, The Unknown Nation: Australia after Empire (Melbourne: Melbourne 
University Press, 2010). The term ‗new nationalism‘ was first used in Australia by Donald Horne, ‗The New 
Nationalism?‘, The Bulletin,  5 October 1968, pp. 36-8. 
12 ‗Facing the Challenge of Adulthood‘, The Australian, 15 July 1964, quoted in Curran and Ward, The 
Unknown Nation, p. 39. 
13 Sydney Morning Herald, 27 April 1939, cited in Alan Watt, The Evolution of Australian Foreign Policy 1938 - 
1965 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968), p. 24. 
14 This concept is advanced in Meaney, Australia and the World, pp. 1-29. 
15 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 
1983), p. 40. 
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than his ecclesiastical contemporaries, we could position Loane, in Manning Clark‘s 
dichotomy, firmly on the side of old-world resistance to new-world change.16 One English 
obituarist certainly claimed so, arguing that the Church, under Loane‘s leadership, exhibited 
a ‗slavish attachment to the past [which] gave it, in the Australian context, the character of 
a sect.‘17 
But are these categories quite so fixed? Was Loane‘s sense of the past necessarily 
antithetical to his vision for the future? Could he be both ‗British to the back teeth‘ and 
‗Australian to the bootheels‘?18 In Keith Hancock‘s words, ‗in love with two soils at once‘?19 
Manifesting a ‗knife-edge narrowness‘ in theology and a ‗wide social sympathy‘ in policy?20 
Attached to the past and engaged in the present? Or, in evangelical historian Stuart 
Piggin‘s dichotomy, anchored in both streams of evangelical piety – revivalism and 
scholasticism? 21  What was his worldview, and how, through it, might we see how 
Evangelicals approached the fundamental rupture of Christian Australia and the collapse of 
civic Protestant national public culture in the turbulent 1960s?22 To critically locate Marcus 
Loane is no easy task. As Alan Gill, the Sydney Morning Herald‘s long-time religious affairs 
writer, wrote at Loane‘s retirement, ‗there are contradictions about Archbishop Loane 
which make his personality and ministry hard to assess.‘23 This paper seeks to explore one 
such contradiction, crisply encapsulated in Loane‘s interchange with one rather bold 
godfather of a boy the Archbishop confirmed. Loane‘s sermon had made the point that the 
descriptor ‗Christian‘ is a mongrel word, part Greek, part Latin. Over morning tea, the 
                                                 
16 Manning Clark, ‗Faith‘, in Peter Coleman (ed.), Australian Civilization: A Symposium (Melbourne: Cheshire, 
1962), p. 80. Loane‘s scholarly and ecclesiastical influences were greatly shaped by the English Reformation, 
about which he wrote extensively. For example see his Masters of the English Reformation (London: Church 
Book Room Press, 1954). 
17 ‗The Most Reverend Marcus Loane‘, The Daily Telegraph, 23 April 2009. 
18 John Reid, conversation with the author, 4 November 2011; Alan Gill, ‗Marcus Loane: a man of 
contradictions‘, The Sydney Morning Herald, 1 February 1982, p. 7. 
19 W.K. Hancock, Australia (London: Ernest Benn, 1930), p. 68. 
20 Bishop J.S. Moyes of Armidale said that while he wanted an Australian Archbishop elected for Sydney in 
1958, he preferred an Englishman to the ‗knife edged narrowness of the Sydney extreme Party‘. Presumably 
this included Loane. Moyes to Lord Fisher, Archbishop of Canterbury, 1 December 1958, f205, Vol 194, Fisher 
Papers, Lambeth Palace Library, quoted in Ruth Frappell, Leighton Frapell, Raymond Nobbs and Robert 
Withycombe (eds), Anglicans in the Antipodes: An Indexed Calendar of the Papers and Correspondence of the 
Archbishops of Canterbury, 1788-1961, Relating to Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific (Westport, Conn.: 
Greenwood Press, 1999), p. 330. On this ‗wide social sympathy‘, see Loane‘s description of the humanitarian 
work of nineteenth-century British evangelicals such as William Wilberforce and William Booth, in The Most 
Reverend M. L. Loane, ‗Presidential Address to Synod, 1978‘, Year Book of the Diocese of Sydney 1979 (Sydney: 
Anglican Information Office, 1979), pp. 225-6. 
21 Stuart Piggin, ‗Historical streams of influence on evangelical piety‘, Lucas: An Evangelical History Review, no. 
18 (1994), pp. 5-19. 
22 On civic Protestantism, see Richard Ely, ‗Protestantism in Australian History: An Interpretive Sketch‘, 
Lucas: An Evangelical History Review, no. 5 (1989), pp. 11-20. On the religious crisis of the 1960s, see David 
Hilliard, ‗The Religious Crisis of the 1960s: the experience of the Australian churches‘ Journal of Religious 
History 21 (1997), pp. 209-228. 
23 Gill, ‗Marcus Loane‘, p. 7. 
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godfather asked the origin of the Archbishop‘s strange accent, part Tasmanian, part English. 
Loane replied, ‗It‘s a hybrid.‘ ‗The word you used in church was mongrel‘, the godfather 
quickly rejoined.24 Hybrid or mongrel, the tension between Loane‘s British and Australian 
identities deserves a closer look. 
 
Teleologies of nation and religion 
Situating Marcus Loane within his historical context requires a challenge to two 
interlocking teleological misconceptions. Without doubt, Australia has become both less 
overtly Christian and less overtly British since the 1960s. It is tempting to links these two 
trends together as inevitable out-workings of the worldwide march of modernity, and their 
demise as the natural terminus of the forces of industrialization and de-sacralization.25 One 
Australian expression of this much-discussed secularization thesis posits that Christendom 
– defined here as broad but explicit Christian ideas dominating the culture of state and 
society – finally withered because it never really had deep roots in Australian culture. Much 
like Britishness, ‗the old dead tree‘ finally toppled under the weight of its outdated, 
oppressive limbs.26 
This is not just the domain of secularist historians with an ideological axe to grind. 
The argument finds itself in an inverted guise in the works of leading historians of religion. 
It goes something like this: Evangelical Christianity (particularly Anglican), finding its 
roots in Britain, was inimical to an authentic Australian spirituality. Therefore, when the 
nation emerged in the 1960s from its colonial torpor, so too did the churches finally have 
the opportunity to ditch English traditions and present themselves as authentically 
Australian. That they failed to do so with success confirmed the failure of religion to take 
hold in the Australian climate.27  
For example, distinguished religious historian Hilary Carey, in her essay on 
‗Religion and Society‘ in the Oxford volume Australia’s Empire, makes the unreferenced 
assertion that ‗‗Australianness‘ was not something actively embraced by any Australian 
church until at least the 1960s.‘ 28  This seems to retrospectively impose a ‗thwarted 
                                                 
24 John Reid, Marcus L. Loane: A Biography (Melbourne: Acorn Press, 2005), p.122. 
25 For a helpful critique of these presumptions, see David Martin, On Secularization: Towards a Revised General 
Theory (Aldershot, Surrey; Burlington, V.A.: Ashgate, 2005), p. 138. 
26 Russell Ward and Manning Clark, ‗The End of the Ice Age‘, Meanjin 32, 1 (March 1973). 
27 For example, Hugh Jackson, ‗―White Man Got No Dreaming‖: Religious Feeling in Australian History‘, 
Journal of Religious History 15, 1 (June 1998), p. 8. This thesis of alienation is followed in other settler colonial 
settings. For example, Allan K. Davidson and Peter J. Lineham, Transplanted Christianity: Documents Illustrating 
Aspects of New Zealand Church History (Auckland: College Communications, 1987). 
28 Hilary Carey, ‗Religion and Society‘, in Australia’s Empire (eds Deryck M. Schreuder and Stuart Ward), 
(Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), p. 208. 
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nationalism‘ teleology on the relationship between Australian Christians and their culture. 
It assumes that an essential Australianness, no-doubt laden with the bush images of Russel 
Ward‘s The Australian Legend, lay dormant beneath a British facade.29 The reality was that 
the churches did not need to assert an ‗Australianness‘ in opposition to their Britishness; 
these two were generally in harmony up to the 1960s. Embracing an essential 
‗Australianness‘ meant being essentially British. In Hancock‘s estimate, while Australians 
saw themselves as ‗independent Australian Britons‘, weighing each word carefully, most 
stress was placed on the last.30 
Brian Fletcher, arguably the leading scholar on Anglicanism and Australian national 
identity, also assumes such a teleology, speaking of:  
…the growing strength of Australian nationalism which had earlier 
removed the last vestiges of economic and constitutional colonialism 
and now challenged the hegemony of British culture, replacing it 
with cultural forms deriving from Australia‘s own past.31  
 
His examples are almost entirely devoid of any sense of ‗Australia‘s own past‘, and run to 
pictures of wattle, gum trees and other flora in the 1978 Anglican Prayer Book for Australia, 
the publication of hymns focusing on ‗droughts and flooding rains‘, and the name-change 
from Church of England in Australia to Anglican Church of Australia. These were, in many 
ways, the same sorts of rather tenuous and a-cultural responses to the identity crisis of the 
end of Empire groped for by politicians, such as Harold Holt‘s description at the opening of 
the Expo ‗67 Australia Pavilion, of a land of corals, gumtrees and kangaroos.32 Church 
leaders were in step with their political and intellectual contemporaries in struggling to find 
plausible alternatives to fill, in Donald Horne‘s words, the ‗commendable emptiness‘ left by 
the ‗shocks of reorientation‘ of the 1960s.33 As scholars such as James Curran and Stuart 
Ward have established, Imperial decline did not highlight the potency of ‗organic‘ national 
stories, but rather, the paucity of them.34 It was in this context, of concurrent religious and 
nationalist crises, that we must situate Sir Marcus Loane if we are to come to properly 
understand his complicated experience of the end of Empire. 
                                                 
29 Russel Ward, The Australian Legend (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1958). For a critique of this 
‗thwarted nationalism‘ perspective, see Meaney, ‗Britishness and Australian Identity‘, p. 77. For an example of 
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British heritage, Asian destiny: Marcus Loane and the influence of Howard Mowll 
In his first sermon as Archbishop, Loane spoke, as he often did, of that other first sermon – 
evangelical chaplain Richard Johnson‘s asking of the newly landed ‗Prodigal Sons‘ of the 
First Fleet the question of the Psalmist: ‗What shall I render to the Lord for all his 
goodness to me?‘ With an evangelical there at the start (and one only there because British 
evangelicals John Newton and William Wilberforce pressed the case with Prime Minister 
Pitt),  
…Sydney thus became the cradle of the Church and of the nation, 
and though circumstances – social, economic, political – may have 
rocked the cradle with more turbulence than decorum, Church and 
nation alike have not only survived but have grown up to a strong 
and virile maturity…Today our eyes turn as never before to the 
multi-millions who are our near neighbours to the north of Australia. 
We can mark the swelling tide of over-population and of angry 
nationalism; we can feel the nervous pulse of social tension and of 
student ferment; we can see the spectres of famine and hunger that 
stalk through India and of violence and war that darken Vietnam; we 
can tell that the day of the missionary has come to an end in Burma 
as well as in China. Yet these are the countries which should 
challenge the spirit of Marsden today; it is for their sake that we 
have been put in trust with the Gospel.35 
 
A British heritage in the missionary evangelicalism of John Newton, William Wilberforce, 
Richard Johnson and his successor Samuel Marsden was for Loane a natural propellant into 
an Asian destiny, albeit one of ‗swelling tide[s]‘ and dark ‗specters‘, ‗tension‘ and ‗ferment‘. 
The exigencies of geography called Australia to become ‗the Good Samaritan of South-East 
Asia‘.36 This double-vision outlook of a British heritage and an Asian destiny was a theme 
Loane laboured throughout his episcopate, and owed its origins in many ways to the 
influence of his predecessor and hero, Archbishop Howard West Kilvinton Mowll.37 
Elected to the See of Sydney in 1933 having been missionary bishop of Western 
China, Mowll‘s ardent evangelicalism was deeply connected to the idea of a providential 
benevolent mandate for Britain and its Empire. The towering Cambridge graduate spoke to 
the national Anglican Synod in 1950 of the ‗unique opportunity‘ presented by advances in 
                                                 
35 ‗The Enthronement‘, pp. 2-6. 
36 ‗The Enthronement‘, p. 3. 
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technology to meet the ‗general feeling of tension‘ created by Communism having ‗spread 
its tentacles throughout Asia‘: 
Australia, as air travel defeats time and space, has gained immense 
significance in both imperial and world affairs — as an 
advertisement in the Cambridge Review puts it. A unique 
opportunity has been given to us, as representatives of the British 
way of life and of the Christian faith, to influence 1160 million of the 
world's population living in close proximity to our shores. The fact 
that most Australians do not appreciate the significance of this and 
do not find it easy to understand the viewpoint of those who have 
been brought so close to us by air communication, makes the 
responsibility of the Church all the greater.38 
 
This language of opportunity and responsibility, ensconced within the ethnic 
nationalist ideal of ‗the British way of life‘, was taken up strongly by Marcus Loane as a 
mandate for both Australian churches and the Australian government. His Presidential 
Addresses to the Sydney Diocesan Synod – arguably his most significant and carefully 
constructed opinions – returned without ceasing to the theme of Asian engagement, while 
waxing lyrical about the virtues of Britishness as the necessary spiritual basis for virile 
Australian nationalism.39 To bring the Gospel and civilization to Asia was a particularly 
Australian way to express membership of the British world. As with Mowll, he advanced 
Asian orientation as enthusiastically any public intellectual of his day, and both claimed that 
public opinion lagged behind them. 40  They spoke with some authority, having both 
travelled extensively throughout Asia and corresponded regularly with missionary friends 
there.41 In short, they comfortably meshed belief in a British heritage with an Asian destiny 
as Australia‘s unique role in God‘s purposes for the world. It was the compatibility of these 
two ideals that came to be seriously challenged in the cultural crises of the 1960s.  
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tour of India in mid-1971, he called for an international approach to the problems of East Pakistani refugees, 
lest India be weakened against Pakistan and Communist China. ‗Pakistan problem a ―world problem‖‘, The 
Sydney Morning Herald, 16 June 1971, p. 10. 
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‘Going it alone’: geographic isolation 
The Archbishop‘s first diocesan letter of 1970 contained language as bold as that of any 
cultural commentator about the ‗urgent‘ need for Australia to have ‗its own clearly defined, 
constructive policy with regard to Asia‘. He lambasted the nation‘s tendency to isolationism, 
which had made it ‗insular, self-contained, complacent, provincial‘. ‗Australia needs to wake 
up, and to grow up‘, he wrote; the 1970s afforded ‗no room for the selfish, idle, drifting spirit 
which was the mark of our long colonial tutelage.‘ This was hardly the language of ‗slavish 
attachment to the past‘. Compared to the Primate, Melbourne‘s English Anglo-Catholic 
Archbishop Frank Woods, who hesitantly suggested that ‗it may well be good for us to 
learn to take our place amongst the nations of East Asia and the Pacific‘, this was decisive 
engagement.42 
However, it was in his two-fold proposed course of action that his commitment to 
such engagement came unstuck. On one hand, the nation‘s political leaders ought to invest 
in the future of Papua and New Guinea, cultivate ‗close and lasting goodwill with Japan and 
Singapore, with Malaysia and Indonesia‘, and ‗exert all their skill to foster mutual 
confidence between Australia and the rapidly expanding countries of South-East Asia‘. 
When matched with his persistent exhortation to welcome Asian refugees, especially those 
from Vietnam (who were Australia‘s particular responsibility), Loane looked wholeheartedly 
supportive of Asian integration. 43  On the other hand, it was Loane‘s ‗own belief‘ that 
Australia‘s first priority was to ‗strengthen all its ties with the sister Dominion of New 
Zealand‘, particularly pursuing the ‗full integration‘ of defence and foreign policy – the same 
outlook advanced by HV Evatt in his proposed ANZAC Pact of 1944. That Loane‘s first 
instinct was to look to a community of race and culture across the Tasman, despite 
Australia‘s best strategic and economic prospects lying in Asia, indicates the depth of his 
attachment to the British racial ideal. ‗Australia and New Zealand will more than ever 
represent the antipodes; they will have to ‗go it alone.‘‘44  
This was the painful plea of an abandoned Briton, reluctantly turning to an Asia 
which he knew theologically to be equal but experienced culturally as a world apart, and 
finding only New Zealand sharing the same communities of culture and interest. While 
Australia might need to engage with Asia out of necessity, it would do so as a cultural other, 
not a constituent part. Japan, Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia all offered far more 
                                                 
42 Archbishop Frank Woods, ‗Presidential Address to the Fourth General Synod of the Church of England in 
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opportunities for defence and trade integration than New Zealand. But they were not ‗sister 
Dominion[s]‘. While Loane conceded that ‗the focus of [national] interest is determined by 
geography‘, the focus of sentiment continued to lie in his cultural memory of Greater 
Britain. Even if Australia‘s ‗whole future is as closely linked with that of Asia as that of 
South Africa is with the rest of the African continent‘, Loane still saw Australia‘s cultural 
identity lying in northern Europe.45 Asia was still a strange place to which Australia had a 
missionary responsibility rather than a sentimental affinity. Indeed, in speaking of 
Australia‘s opportunity to be ‗the Good Samaritan of South-East Asia‘, he reflected the 
tensions between geographically-aware Christian humanitarianism and British-centered 
cultural paternalism, so protracted in this period of decolonization, particularly in the case 
of whether Australian missionaries ought remain in newly independent countries.46  
 
‘The special bond’: race and the monarchy 
These two forces – imperial culture and geographic realities – were set at loggerheads as 
Asia came to Australia through the expanded immigration policies of the Whitlam 
Government. Reflecting at the end of the 1970s, Loane observed to Synod that ‗Australia 
within thirty years has become a multi-cultural country just as for other reasons the United 
Kingdom has become multi-racial during the last twenty years.‘47  This is a significant 
observation, in that Loane differentiates between Australian multiculturalism and British 
multi-racialism. It seems that to posit a multi-cultural idea of Britain and Britishness would 
be, for Loane, conceptually impossible – as it had been for other Australian leaders.48 
Australia might have taken on a valency of other cultural groupings, but at its core of 
totems, tales and traditions, he still saw it as a British nation. Indeed, even if Britain lost all 
appearances of Britishness, the essential character of Greater Britain remained a fixed and 
pure entity. This was a nationalism of essence rather than agency. And for Loane, this was 
no more evident than in the monarch. 
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‗The far-flung Empire on which the sun never set and which was at the zenith of its 
glory in the Victorian era has contracted its frontiers and refashioned its character‘, said 
Loane said in reflection on the Queen‘s visit for the 1970 Cook Bicentenary.  
But the Commonwealth of Australia, like the Dominions of Canada 
and New Zealand, continues to cherish the special bond of kinship, 
and culture, and inheritance, which bind it to the Crown.49  
 
This special bond of kinship, culture, and inheritance was only shared with those members 
of the British Commonwealth of similar racial and ethnic roots. Hence the preservation of 
racial homogeneity became a necessary bulwark to the ongoing appropriation of Britain‘s 
cherished institutions and values. ‗I believe that an integrated society is in the best interests 
of Australia‘, he said in 1974, ‗and for that reason, while I welcome the fresh cultural 
influence of post-war non-British immigrants, I hope that our Australian population will 
always have a substantial proportion of people of British descent.‘50 Cultural continuity and 
coherence demanded, at the very least, that a number of Australians remembered their 
origins in Britain. In his final address to the national Anglican Synod a decade later, he 
summed up his view of cultural homogeneity grounded in monarchical continuity. ‗We are 
one people, in one country, with one Sovereign.‘51  Ironically but unsurprisingly, Loane 
seemed to become more attached to the cultural memory of Greater Britain and a 
homogenous nineteenth-century idea of the nation as these became less and less reflective of 
Australian society. That said, his concern about multicuturalism had far less of the alarmist 
tone of other prominent conservative commentators on Asia, such as Jack Lang, Bruce 
Ruxton and Geoffrey Blainey. 52  Undoubtedly though, the erosion of so many other 
constants, and the fragmenting of Australia‘s cultural and ethnic character in the 1960s 
pushed him to draw more deeply on that greatest symbol of continuity: the crown.  
In expressing his deep concern at the dissolution of old verities and presumptions 
undergirding Australia‘s British national self-conscious, Loane was very much a creature of 
culture, reacting to the ‗very complicated problem‘ of increasing non-European immigration 
and the dilution of an ethnically homogenous society which had for so long found its racial 
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Committee of General Synod, 1982), p. 13. 
52 Jack Lang, I Remember (Sydney: Invincible Press, 1956), chapter 6: ‗How White Australia saved Australia‘; 
Anne Blair, Bruce Ruxton: A Biography (Crows Nest, N.S.W.: Allen & Unwin, 2004); Geoffrey Blainey, All for 
Australia (North Ryde, N.S.W.: Methuen Hayes, 1984). 
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and cultural exemplar in the British monarch. Concurrently, he was also trying to be 
faithful to his evangelical convictions and heritage. The interplay of these two identities – 
Australian and evangelical – provides a fresh lens through which to evaluate the 
complexities of these changes. The question was whether Loane could maintain an 
attachment to a particularly British form of historic civic Christianity and at the same time 
be fully engaged with Asia. One wonders if he asked some difficult questions. Did the 
universal, culture-crossing Gospel necessarily come wrapped in expectations about its 
application in a British way of life? Was the ‗angry nationalism‘ chided by Australian and 
Asian Christian leaders alike still subtly held to in an idolatrous, albeit benevolent, form by 
Australian evangelicals?53 It is telling that his extensive commentary on immigration policy, 
affirming the ideal of ‗an integrated society‘ with ‗a substantial proportion of people of 
British descent‘, was almost completely free of even the loosest theology, while being laden 
with the emotion and personal pronoun only otherwise seen in his defence of evangelical 
doctrines such as the cross, the need for conversion and the authority of the Bible.54 Were 
these lapses of judgment, where his cultural affinities overrode his theological convictions? 
Or were there deeper views of church and society which framed and grounded his opinions? 
Perhaps Loane could not bring himself to adopt the same theology of nationalism espoused 
by his brother-in-law and Moore College Principal Broughton Knox, from which the latter 
saw apartheid as a justifiable policy. 55  Perhaps the dominance of theological liberals‘ 
thinking on nations and nationalism had deterred Loane from entering that debate. 56 
                                                 
53 For example, in a 1970 interview with the Sydney Anglican magazine Southern Cross on the question ‗Does 
the Church in Asia need help?‘ the recently resigned Bishop of Karachi and first Co-ordinating Officer for 
Asian Evangelism, Dr Chandu Ray, commented: ‗We are doing a theological study on nationalism at the 
moment. I believe nationalism is a child of sin. We have become proud of our nationalism. For the sake of God, 
for the sake of Christ we have to live down our nationalism.‘ Leslie Jillet, ‗Does the Church in Asia need help?‘, 
Southern Cross 10, no. 4 (April 1970), p. 9. For a helpful overview of this idea of nationalism as idolatry, see 
particularly, William Storrar, ‗―Vertigo‖ or ―Imago‖?: Nations in the Divine Economy‘, Themelios 21, 3 (1997), 
pp. 4-9. 
54 His opinions in the 1974 address are laden with the personal pronoun, and the emphatic commitment 
usually reserved only for matters of Reformed Evangelical doctrine: ‗If I may speak for myself‘; ‗I believe that 
an integrated society is in the best interests of Australia, and for that reason, while I welcome the fresh 
cultural influence of post-war non-British immigrants, I hope that our Australian population will always have 
a substantial proportion of people of British descent‘; ‗I am wholly opposed to the idea that Australia should 
become a Republic‘; ‗I stand for the closest possible relations between countries like Australia, New Zealand, 
and Canada with Great Britain under one Crown and one Sovereign‘. The Most Reverend M. L. Loane, 
‗Presidential Address to Synod, 1974‘, Year Book of the Diocese of Sydney 1975 (Sydney: Anglican Information 
Office, 1975), p. 222. 
55 See Marcia Cameron, An Enigmatic Life: David Broughton Knox, Father of Contemporary Sydney Anglicanism 
(Brunswick East, Vic.: Acorn Press, 2006), pp. 147, 222-3. 
56 For example, Bishop John S. Moyes, Australia: The Church and the Future, 1941 Moorhouse Lectures. On the 
lack of conservative evangelical engagement with ideas such as post-war nationalism, see Meredith Lake, 
‗Faith in Crisis: Christian University Students in Peace and War‘, Australian Journal of Politics and History 56, 
10 (2010), pp. 441-53. 
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Whatever the case, Marcus Loane lived in a period in which the idea of the nation, in its 
British form, was for the first time becoming untenable. 
 
Conclusion 
Australia‘s journey from an ethnic and essentialist national character located in the long 
heritage and living symbols of Greater Britain, to an organic, geographically-conscious civic 
identity, and all in the space of a decade, was not the final victory of a long-thwarted 
nationalist spirit but the confused groping of a people unexpectedly orphaned. Marcus 
Loane must be understood within this environment, not as an out-of-touch relic of a bygone 
era. Indeed, his persistent attachment to a British heritage – personified in the monarchy – 
though increasingly unfashionable, may well have had more substance and merit than the 
alternative suggestions of the ‗new nationalism‘. British liberal imperialism, evolved into the 
Commonwealth of Nations, was a rejoinder to the ‗angry nationalism‘ of Asia and the 
oppressive communism of the ‗Russian bear‘ and the ‗Chinese dragon‘.57 As Hancock had put 
it in Argument for Empire, ‗in this sundered world of snarling nationalisms, [the 
Commonwealth] is a true political miracle‘, for ‗each member of this family declares its 
independence; each proclaims its interdependence.‘ 58  Moreover, his attachment to the 
monarchy as a binding and instructive national symbol may well have indicated the nation‘s 
need for a civic religion, for transcendent totems, tales and traditions that impart a sense of 
collective spiritual identity.59 Was the crown a particularly significant totem for Loane 
because of his religion? If so, at what level: Christian, Evangelical, Protestant and Anglican? 
What would happen if the monarch was no longer a practising Christian, let alone an 
exemplar? Stripped of the title ‗Defender of the Faith‘, and with an heir who would prefer to 
be called ‗Defender of Faith‘, not ‗The Faith‘, the monarchy‘s instructive and unifying role 
may hold less purchase as a source of transcendence for national imagination in the years 
ahead.60 
Another tension exists in the role evangelicals sought, or had thrust on them, in the 
projection of post-Imperial Australia abroad, ‗representing the Antipodes‘ in Asia. Loane 
                                                 
57 ‗The Enthronement‘, Southern Cross 6, 9 (September 1966), pp. 2-6. 
58 W.K. Hancock, Argument of Empire (Hammondsworth, England: Penguin Books, 1943), p. 12. 
59 John Gascoigne, concluding remarks at the Macquarie University/Religious History Association 
Workshop: ‗Rethinking Secularism in Australia and Beyond‘, Robert Menzies College, Macquarie University, 
30 September 2011. For more on Australian civil religion, see Robert D. Linder, ‗Civil Religion in America 
and Australia‘, Lucas: An Evangelical History Review, no.3 (April- May 1988), pp. 6-23. 
60 ―In 1994, The Prince said of his future role as Head of the Church of England, which he would assume when 
he becomes King: ‗I personally would rather see it as Defender of Faith, not ―The Faith‖.‘ ‗What religion do 
the Prince and the Duchess practice?‘, The Prince of Wales‘ Official Website, 
<http://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/faqs/what_religion_do_the_prince_and_the_duchess_practice__1739581
824.html>, accessed 16 May 2012. 
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seemed to conceive of evangelical missionaries as grass-roots diplomats. ‗The Church has 
not thrown up leaders comparable in stature with Sir Robert Menzies or Sir Owen Dixon‘; 
he said in 1981, ‗but it has a profound missionary concern in Africa and Asia, in the Pacific 
Islands and Latin America.‘ It had, ‗by its very nature‘, ‗a world-wide view‘, and its 
missionaries were often better informed of changes abroad than ‗press correspondents and 
short-term diplomats‘. He made a point of reminding his brethren that ‗Archbishop Mowll 
advocated closer links with China years before Mr. Nixon or Mr. Whitlam moved towards 
formal recognition‘.61 In his extensive travels and sustained advocacy for the plight of Asian 
Christians, Loane ought not be viewed as one of Paul Hasluck‘s chided academic diplomats, 
who:  
wanders distractedly from the academic groves of Australia to the 
fringes of Asia, a missionary without faith, an evangelist without a 
gospel, a Samaritan who gives neither bread nor stone but only his 
analysis of an abstraction.62  
 
Certainly the case cannot be made that establishment evangelical figures like Mowll and 
Loane were provincialist and parochial in their outlook, even if they had a tendency to 
oversimplify foreign policy issues.63  Evangelicals, like Britons, conceived of their identity as 
an inherently expansive, outward-looking one. Their Gospel was not to be hid under a bowl; 
it had to be shared, and indigenised, to the ends of the earth.64 But the way in which they 
would distinguish their Biblical from their national motives and agendas was persistently 
murky. 
A third and final tension was the balancing of competing loyalties within the 
Australian evangelical mind, not just between an Asian-oriented future and a British 
cultural past, but between a temporal Australian nation and a transcendent heavenly home. 
It was regular practice of Loane and others to use the motif of Britain as a launching pad for 
exhortations to focus on ‗that better country‘, the ‗New Jerusalem‘, though they could verge 
on sacralizing England. For example, Loane‘s 1973 Royal Visit sermon included  
                                                 
61 The Most Rev. M.L. Loane, ‗Presidential Address to the 6th General Synod of the Anglican Church of 
Australia‘, 24 August 1981, published in Proceedings of the Sixth General Synod Official Report 1981 (Sydney: 
Standing Committee of General Synod, 1982), p. 22. 
62 Paul Hasluck (1964), quoted in Garry Woodard, Asian Alternatives: Australia’s Decision and Lessons on Going to 
War (Carlton, Vic.: Melbourne University Press, 2004), p. 263. 
63 Angus Smales, ‗Focus on coming native leaders: what motives drive an Archbishop to hit the trail?‘, PNG 
Post-Courier, 31 May 1972, p. 5. Prime Minister William McMahon made the same point about Loane‘s 
comments on unemployment policy. ‗PM tilts at prices plea by Prelate‘ The Age, 27 April 1972, p. 11. 
64 Brian Stanley writes: ‗British Protestant imperialism was never purely nationalistic, but rather a form of 
Christian expansionism that idealized British power primarily because it was perceived to be a providential 
instrument for achieving the universalistic goal of winning all nations for Christ‘. ‗Introduction‘, in Stanley 
(ed), Missions, Nationalism, and the End of Empire, p. 4. 
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…a nostalgic paraphrase of the Psalmist‘s great cri du couer: ‗If I 
forget thee, O England, let my right hand forget all her skill; let my 
voice choke in the hour of my strength if I do not remember thee, if I 
do not count thee among the chief of all my joys.‘65  
 
The implications of this attachment may have been more serious than mere sentiment: for 
his support of state aid to church schools, Loane was accused in Synod by fellow evangelical 
and Ancient History Professor Edwin Judge of practising Erastianism (the view that the 
Church is subject to the state).66  The clash between Erastian and Eusebian, civic and 
corporate, or ‗distance and belonging‘ views of the church-nation relationship were most 
palpably felt in the 1960s and 1970s, when the disintegration of nominal Christianity called 
for new paradigms of social engagement and cultural transmission.67 Arguably the very 
nature of evangelicalism – Wilberforce‘s religion of protest against a national public culture 
which was Christian only in name – was undergoing a radical transformation. 68  The 
tensions Marcus Loane felt between a fading cultural past and a turbulent social present 
continue to be felt today. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
65 Loane, ‗Sermon given by the Archbishop of Sydney at the service of Morning Prayer on October 21, 1973‘. 
66 ‗Under the Iceberg: The Man who did not want to be Archbishop‘, The Bulletin, 30 July 1966, pp. 17-8. The 
Church of England Historical Society Journal attracted ‗some adverse attention‘, particularly from the 
conservative Australian Church Record, for arguing that the Church of England was decidedly Erastian in its 
original formulation under Henry VIII, and that this position was strengthened under Elizabeth‘s Second Act 
of Supremacy in 1559. Quoting Loane‘s Cathedral sermon at the 1973 Royal Visit, the editor affirmed that 
while Erastianism had ‗long been dead in the Church of England‘, the monarchy had an enduring symbolic 
worth. ‗Royal Supremacy‘, Church of England Historical Society Journal 19, 4 (December 1974), pp. 83-4. 
67 Miroslav Volf, Exclusion and Embrace: A Theological Exploration of Identity, Otherness, and Reconciliation 
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1996). 
68 This suggestion, a key element of the author‘s broader thesis project, flows from Andrew Walls‘ analysis of 
the revivalist nature of evangelical social engagement in the early nineteenth century. ‗The Evangelical 
Revival and the Missionary Movement‘, in Evangelicalism: Comparative Studies of Popular Protestantism in North 
America, the British Isles, and Beyond, 1700-1990, Mark Noll, David Bebbington and George Rawlyck (eds), 
(New York; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), p. 311. 
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From Judaism in Nazi Germany to Anglo-Catholicism in the Torres Straits: ‘Dunera 
Boy’ Canon Dr Wilhelm Lorenz Rechnitz (1899-1979) assesses Anglicanism 
John A. Moses, Charles Sturt University1 
Introduction:  
Of the 2,732 internees of mostly German nationality who had been rounded up in Britain in 
May and June of 1940 and transported to Australia on HMTS Dunera, arriving in Sydney 
7th September, only a minority elected to remain in Australia after the war.2 Some of that 
minority had achieved fame and fortune in their country of adoption as scholars and 
professional people. Wilhelm Lorenz Rechnitz, born a Prussian Jew in Cottbus just south of 
Berlin in 1899, was highly qualified, having a doctorate in classical philology from the 
University of Berlin. He did not, however, pursue an academic career in Australia, although 
he did tutor in Classics at St. Paul's College, Sydney for a short time and teach Latin briefly 
at various Anglican seminaries. Instead, he finally found his vocation as an Anglican 
missionary priest in the Diocese of Carpentaria, which included both the Torres Strait 
islands and parts of the mainland. There he served at one mainland and various island 
stations for over two decades.  
 This paper will flag those components of his career that would form part of an 
eventual biography. These would include first, Rechnitz‘s relationship to German culture; 
secondly the so-called 'Jewish question' in Germany; thirdly his understanding of National 
Socialism; fourthly his experience of England and the Church of England; fifthly, his 
experience of Australia; sixthly and finally, his experience as a priest among indigenous 
Australians, especially the Torres Straits Islanders. However, what is of particular relevance 
to the theme of this collection is Rechnitz's comprehension of Anglicanism, something that 
he set out to portray in a work of considerable scholarship written after his release from the 
internment camp in Hay NSW in the Diocese of Riverina.3  
 
German Culture  
Rechnitz, like virtually all educated German Jews, perceived himself as a Bildungsbiirger. 
That is to say, he participated at the highest level in the best features of the German school 
and university system gaining a first rate classical education, beginning at the Cottbus 
                                                 
1 Email: jamoses@bigpond.com 
2 Paul R. Bartrop with Gabrielle Eisen (eds), The Dunera Affair : A Documentary Resource Book, Melbourne, 
1990. p. 20. The Dunera was a vessel of only 12, 615 tons so it was carrying far more human cargo than it was 
built for. The extremely cramped conditions on board were exacerbated by the reprehensible treatment meted 
out by the Captain and crew to the unfortunate internees who were treated as though they were criminals. 
3 ‗The Anglican Churches and Central Europe‘, unpublished MS bequeathed by Canon Rechnitz to the author. 
It was completed at St Paul‘s College, University of Sydney in 1947. 
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Gymnasium where he topped his Abitur (leaving certificate) class in classical Greek and 
Latin, winning the distinction of Primus Omnium, and then at the universities of Freiburg im 
Breisgau and Berlin where in 1924 he took his doctorate magna cum laude having studied 
under the world's leading classical scholars of the day. He was then for a year a part-time 
Assistent and had the opportunity to do his Habilitation to become a university professor but 
instead elected to become a librarian for which he had to sit for the Staatsexamen in 1925. 
From 1928 to 1930 Rechnitz trained at the Staatsbibliothek in Leipzig for the Diplom 
Bibliothekar and remained there on the full time staff until his enforced emigration in 1934. 
In that position he had been able to continue his research and complete translations of Greek 
tragedies into German for the stage and become an editor of the series Bibliotheca Philologica 
Classica .  
 These credentials stamped Rechnitz emphatically as an Akademiker of a special 
category. He was not only technically equipped to carry out the most abstruse and learned 
linguistic work on Greek, Latin and Hebrew texts, he was also a creative writer in his own 
right. As such he was a peculiarly German phenomenon, a product of the nineteenth century 
Humboldtian university tradition. He was, however, a Jew, and as Professor Fritz Ringer 
has recently demonstrated, to be a genuine member of the German aristocracy of learning 
one had to be of Teutonic blood.4
  
In other words, cultural anti-Semitism was part and parcel 
of the mentality of the class into which Rechnitz had, with his technical mastery of the 
classical languages, worked himself. So, his career represents in itself the dilemma of 
Bismarckian-Wilhelmine Germany. The Jews were constitutionally completely emancipated 
by 1871 but that legal act did not remove the deeply rooted cultural anti-Semitism; if 
anything it increased it as the rise of a specifically anti-Semitic party in Germany under the 
court preacher Adolf Stoecker illustrates.5
 
 
 Rechnitz in his autobiography shows that he was constantly aware of the 
undercurrent of anti-Semitism as he studiously avoided contact with persons of that 
persuasion and cultivated only those of liberal and tolerant disposition. As to Rechnitz' 
patriotism there can be no doubt but he was not uncritical of the Wilhelmine system and 
welcomed the advent of the Weimar Republic, though he would have preferred a 
parliamentary system with the monarch still in place. The evidence suggests that Rechnitz 
was not at first passionately interested in politics, certainly not in becoming active in a 
party; rather he preferred a system which guaranteed tolerance and was moderately 
                                                 
4  Fritz Ringer, ‘Bildung’: The Social and Ideological Context of the German Historical Tradition‘, History of 
European Ideas, 10, 2 (1989), pp.193-202 . 
5 R. Massing, Rehearsal for Destruction: A Study of Political Anti-Semitism in Imperial Germany (New York: 
Harper, 1949).                                                              
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concerned with the welfare of the working class. Consequently, he supported the German 
Liberal Party (DDP), but when it transformed itself into the politically insignificant 
Staatspartei during the end phase of the Weimar Republic, Rechnitz actually joined the 
German National Party (DNP), the party of the internationally respected Weimar statesman 
Gustav Stresemann, in the hope that it might be able to stem the rising tide of National 
Socialism.  
 When Hitler actually assumed the Chancellorship in January 1933 Rechnitz 
expected, along with millions of other Germans, that the Nazis would self-destruct as did 
the previous short-lived governments since the parliamentary crisis of mid 1930 that were 
incapable of mastering the economic crisis induced by the Great Depression. And also like 
the vast majority of Germans, Rechnitz‘s ability to critique the Hitler movement and come 
to an accurate perception of its real character was limited. No one could estimate in 1933/34 
that the cultural anti-Semitism that was so much an undercurrent in the German social 
landscape could become first eliminationist and then annihilationist. For that, however, it 
required the demonic personality of Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist movement.  
 
Rechnitz’s Attitude to German Jewry and Christianity:  
Any Jew who converts to Christianity has clearly a complex of reasons for repudiating the 
faith of his ancestors. From the writings he left and from frequent conversations with him it 
is impossible to isolate any predominant reason for his conversion. Prior to emigration to 
England, Rechnitz never denied his Jewish origins though he would only rarely have 
attended the Synagogue. His parents were not religious people. His father had been intent 
on expanding his business of manufacturing goods, the nature of which Rechnitz never 
mentions, and was thus concerned to maintain a functioning working relationship with his 
business associates. But it is not clear that Rechnitz senior wanted to project a secularised 
image to the outside world just for business reasons. One thing is clear and that is the 
marriage of his parents was far from harmonious, and they were divorced late in life. There 
is never any reference to Jewish festivals being kept in the household. Nevertheless, 
Rechnitz emphasises his religiosity and scholarly interest in both Judaism and Christianity. 
He affirms that having been educated in the German secondary school system there was 
ample opportunity to learn about Christian teaching. As he later reports, it was in the school 
curriculum that he learned of the ‗love of Christ‘. 6 Certainly, he was well acquainted with 
the content of the New Testament long before his baptism.  
                                                 
6 Preface to the MS: ‗The Anglican Church and Central Europe‘. 
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 As far as the Christian confessions or denominations were concerned, Rechnitz 
wrote, ‗When Hitler came I began to consider what the true German spirit was like. As to 
religion I came to the result [conclusion]that neither Lutheranism nor Romanism were 
complete expressions of the German mind, as the former was hostile to culture and the latter 
to the liberty of the individual‘. As a student in Roman Catholic Freiburg, Rechnitz had 
attended regularly the cathedral services and later seriously considered becoming katholisch, 
but, as he put it, was saved providentially by his enforced emigration to England where he 
claimed to have found his 'true' church. However, before moving on to Anglicanism, 
Rechnitz‘s assessment of National Socialism has to be mentioned.  
 
National Socialism  
For Rechnitz the Nazi movement was a grotesque distortion of the true German spirit, an 
insight incidentally which he shared with none other than the German Lutheran theologian 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Rechnitz came increasingly to see in Nazism, with its doctrine of racial 
exclusiveness, parallels to a falsely understood Judaism. He considered the notion that Jews 
were an actual race to be wrong and dangerous. So he could write such an outrageously 
sounding sentence as, ‗National Socialism is nothing more than inverted non religious 
Judaisim‘. Obviously, the chosen race concept adopted by the Nazis who stressed the racial 
exclusivity and purity of blood and soil, was too close a parallel to Jewish teaching for 
Rechnitz to overlook. In his view the Nazis simply copied their racial ideas from the Jews.  
 Another insight into Rechnitz‘s comprehension of Nazism as a distortion of German 
culture is supplied by his worry, after Hitler came to power, whether to use the tickets he 
had been given as a birthday present for the Bayreuth Wagner Festival of 1933 where the 
Führer, of course, was going to be present. Rechnitz attended because he refused to see any 
connection between Wagner's cultural nationalism and Nazism, seeing himself as an organic 
part of German artistic life.7 Indeed, Rechnitz defined a true culture, and by implication, the 
State, as necessarily possessing three key elements: the love of Christ (meaning that it would 
have to implement the ethics of the New Testament), the strength of Caesar (that is, the 
body politic would have to be thoroughly organised and secure - an element of Prussianism 
here), and the Eros of Plato, not to be confused with Erotik but rather the contemplation of 
true beauty in the belief that earthly beauty can lead the soul to the love of wisdom. 8  
 
 
                                                 
7 From the MS of ‗Mein Leben‘, p.286.    
8 MS ‗Mein Leben‘, p. 291. 
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England and Anglicanism 
When Rechnitz arrived in London he reported to the Jewish Refugee Committee in Woburn 
House. He was booked into temporary accommodation in a Jewish boarding house in 
Hampstead but later moved to a room in the vicarage at St George's Church in Bloomsbury. 
From London he continued his editorial work on the Bibliotheca and, surprisingly, even went 
back to Germany for a short while to sort things out with the publishers. However, he 
needed more permanent work, and this he found as German and Classics teacher in St Bee's 
School in Cumberland.  The Headmaster, Edward Allen Bell, was the brother of the famous 
pro-German bishop of Chichester, George Kennedy Bell. The Headmaster, though a member 
of the Church of England, was an ardent advocate of the Oxford Group (not to be confused 
with the Oxford Movement) that became known as the Movement for Moral Re-armament 
(MRA) led by Frank Buchman. The ardour with which the headmaster pursued this 
movement within the school unleashed a crisis because many parents withdrew their sons, to 
such an extent that it finally became economically unviable. According to Rechnitz‘‘s 
account, within a year of his arrival at the school, to the end of September 1934, five of the 
staff had voiced their opposition to the enforced MRA instruction by the Headmaster 
whereupon some were dismissed. It is not clear from the memoirs whether Rechnitz aligned 
himself with the protesters. He simply mentions that he also had to prepare for his 
departure. At the end of August 1935 he was back in London, again without prospects. 
Nevertheless, the three terms that Rechnitz spent at St. Bees are designated by him as a 
turning point in his religious life. There he had become a convinced Anglican.  
 The key experience was the worship in the school chapel. This had such an appeal for 
Rechnitz that he believed his search for a spiritual home had ended. The next step was to 
seek baptism, and this took place later in London at St George's, Bloomsbury, 9 April 1938. 
He was then confirmed by Bishop Crotty on 23 April. Back in London Rechnitz was forced 
to take whatever temporary work he could find. He found himself cataloguing the works of 
Isaac Newton for the British Museum. When this was completed Rechnitz was virtually 
penniless. However, through his membership of the Jewish Christian Alliance he came into 
contact with the Dean of St. Paul's Cathedral, W.R. Matthews, who put Rechnitz in touch 
with an Anglican male religious community, The Community of the Resurrection in their 
London house. They then welcomed Rechnitz into their motherhouse at Mirfield in 
Yorkshire at the end of November 1939. There he earned his keep by teaching the 
postulants Greek and Latin.  
 The experience there was crucial for Rechnitz‘s development as an Anglican. He 
perceived there that he had no vocation for the monastic life; rather he would continue 
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teaching, although several of the senior monks had suggested to him that he ought to seek 
Holy Orders. The memoirs make clear that the monks had made an indelible impression on 
Rechnitz because of the combination of asceticism, learning and pastoral ability. Culturally 
and spiritually Rechnitz was deepening his roots in Anglo-Catholicism. His sojourn at 
Mirfield was, however, rudely terminated by the British government's decision to intern all 
enemy aliens regardless of their refugee status, and transport them to Canada. Rechnitz was 
arrested at Mirfield 16 May 1940. In his memoirs he records that divine Providence had 
chosen the best possible time for his internment. ‘lch hatte mit dem Orden die ganze festreiche 
Jahreshälfte (von Advent bis Pfingsten) mitgemacht und konnte nichts Neues mehr lernen, sondern 
nur Gelerntes immer und immer wieder anwenden. Und das habe ich von nun an getan. (I had spent 
the entire festival rich half year from Advent to Pentecost with the Order and in that time 
did not learn anything new but rather was able to apply what I had learned over and over 
again. And I have done that ever since.)9 
 
The Australian Experience  
There is no space here to recount how and why the German nationals in England after the 
outbreak of war in 1939 were interned or how a large group of them was shipped to 
Australia on the infamous HMTS Dunera.
 
Most had been sent to Canada, but after the 
torpedoing of one transport the Andorra Star, off Liverpool, the survivors and others were 
transferred to the Dunera.10 Rechnitz supplies rich detail of these experiences and gives lively 
pen pictures of the other internees as well as an excellent account of the life behind barbed 
wire, first in Hay in New South Wales, and then at Tatura in Victoria.  
 The majority of the internees were Jewish and had their own Rabbi. They were 
segregated from Roman Catholic and political internees, namely ones who were known to be 
of Nazi persuasion. The RC Germans also had their own internee priest, a Father König. 
The Anglicans, of whom there must have been others apart from Rechnitz, received the 
ministrations of chaplains sent by the Bishop of Riverina, Reginald Halse, soon to become 
the Archbishop of Brisbane. Released in October 1943, Rechnitz went to Melbourne to 
become a Tutor for the Brotherhood of St Laurence, and soon joined the Anglican parish of 
St Peter's Eastern Hill, at that time under the rectorship of the scholarly Canon Farnham 
Maynard. Here the quality of preaching, the disciplined Catholic ritual and music as well the 
intellectual life pleased Rechnitz and it is conceivable that he would have stayed in 
                                                 
9 MS ‗Mein Leben‘, p. 356. 
9 Peter and Leni Gillman, 'Collar the Lot’ - How Britain Interned and Expelled its Wartime Refugees (London, 
Melbourne, New York: Quartet Books, 1980). 
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Melboune had he been able to find employment more appropriate to his qualifications. Then 
on the expiration of his service with the Brotherhood of St. Laurence, Fr. Maynard, through 
his connection with St. John's Theological College at Morpeth, recommended Rechnitz for 
the post of Tutor in Latin and Greek, and it was in this institution that Rechnitz happily 
spent most of 1944. But this post only lasted the one academic year as he was not re-
employed. Fortunately, the Warden of St Paul's College, Sydney, Felix Arnott, was prepared 
to take Rechnitz on, also as Tutor. At St Paul's Rechnitz not only taught, he also catalogued 
the library, completed several manuscripts and generally enjoyed what cultural life the city 
had to offer, frequenting the Anglo-Catholic parish of Christchurch St Laurence, Railway 
Square. Then, when his contract was not renewed for 1948 Rechnitz applied for a teaching 
post at St Michael's Mission School on Thursday Island. This position he regarded as the 
second turning point in his life after the teaching post at St Bee's School in Cumberland.  
 There he set out single-handedly to initiate a cultural revolution, introducing the 
island children to the choral works of Beethoven and Mozart as well as raising the standards 
in the regular curriculum. This went on until 1950 when a new bishop arrived, an 
Englishman named John Hudson, who early took a hostile attitude to Rechnitz and soon 
demanded his resignation on the grounds that he was over-qualified for the job, even though 
he had mastered the island languages in a way no one else had been able to do. This was the 
most ironic event in Rechnitz' life because four years later Bishop Hudson agreed to ordain 
Rechnitz to the priesthood in his diocese. The four years wait, however, were filled with the 
insecurity of a series of temporary teaching assignments, first in Brisbane at St Christopher's 
School, Brookfield, and then at St Francis' Theological College, Milton, where he was 
employed to tutor unmatriculated postulants in Latin. However, by mid 1953, he was 
discharged by the Principal, Canon Ivor Church, who, like Bishop Hudson came also to 
cultivate an intense dislike for Rechnitz. He then left Brisbane for Ridley College, 
Melbourne, where he resumed his teaching of Latin and Greek until early in 1954. How 
Rechnitz came to return to the Diocese of Carpentaria at the invitation of the bishop who 
four years previously could not wait to get rid of him is not entirely clear. However, the 
bishops who sat on the Australian Board of Missions had been deliberating how best to 
employ this difficult outsider and must have decided that Rechnitz‘s unique linguistic 
abilities qualified him for priestly service among the Torres Strait islanders. He was 
ordained priest without any formal theological training on the basis of a dispensation of all 
the Australian bishops on 28 March 1954. Was this a case of rendering a ‗loose cannon‘ 
harmless, a pretext to get rid of a cultural misfit, or an act of divine providence?  
 It was all these things. Rechnitz was certainly not popular with his ecclesiastical 
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superiors, perhaps because of his infinitely greater learning, but was apparently loved by the 
indigenous peoples whom he served at Edward River Mission, Moa Island, Murray Island, 
Yorke Island, Badu Island, Yam Island and Thursday Island in the period from 1954 until 
March 1972. In that time Rechnitz laboured to give the Islanders in particular both the 
Eucharist and sections of the Bible in their own language. This conformed to his notion that 
Anglicanism was not a mere cultural product peculiar to the English or the Anglo Saxon 
race; it was the Una Sancta, the universal church that had retained a Catholic genius for 
adaptability in crossing cultural boundaries. Rechnitz was adamant that the Torres Strait 
peoples retain their language and culture while at the same time adapting to the political 
culture of the hegemonic power. Anglicanism was to be an essential means of accomplishing 
this. In what follows an attempt will be made to assess how Rechnitz came to this 
assessment of Anglicanism, based on his memoirs and his MS, ‗The Anglican Churches and 
Central Europe‘, as well as on oral testimony.  
 
The Genius of Anglicanism as perceived by Wilhelm Lorenz Rechnitz  
As indicated, Rechnitz had grown up in the provincial Prussian city of Cottbus, a 
predominantly Protestant (Lutheran) region, and as a Jew, though not in a highly religious 
family. Nevertheless, Jews were compelled to take account of Protestant attitudes towards 
them whether they were religious or not. From his memoirs it is clear that Rechnitz's father 
as a businessman participated in the commercial world without overt discrimination from 
fellow citizens of Protestant background. And although he was not ‗observant‘ he did not 
feel inclined to become a ‗baptised‘ Jew, as many did either out of conviction or opportunism. 
He would have considered himself as a German of Jewish faith (ein Deutscher jüdischen 
Glaubens) but aware of the anti-Semitic dimension within the German bourgeoisie. Rechnitz 
reports the local Rabbi commenting on the impact of German liberal theology on the piety 
of German Protestants. The effect of this trend was to see the figure of Jesus more and more 
as predominantly a moral teacher, and this would make a convergence between that form of 
Christianity and Judaism not unthinkable. So as a secondary school boy Rechnitz was not 
uninformed about the trends within German Protestantism. Nor was he unacquainted with 
the liturgical traditions of both the Lutheran and Roman churches. As a musician during his 
secondary school days he played frequently in ensembles accompanying services held in the 
local churches. Later as a student in Roman Catholic Freiburg im Breisgau Rechnitz 
continued, though to a lesser extent, to perform music in church services. He therefore had 
the opportunity to observe Roman Catholicism as the predominant denomination at close 
quarters. All this experience is re-evaluated in the light of the novelty of Anglicanism first 
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witnessed as an adult in England from 1934 onwards, and then particularly in Melbourne at 
St Peters Eastern Hill. It was early in his new found Australian freedom that Rechnitz made 
his systematic assessment of Anglicanism while struggling to find a vocational niche for 
himself. This assessment (completed in 1947) notes in the preface that the task was actually 
suggested to him by none other than Bishop George Bell.11  It is at once perceptive and 
optimistic, perhaps excessively so, based on an encompassing knowledge of the ecumenical 
scholarship of the inter-war period. It is undoubtedly the product of an intellect 
characterized by a highly sensitive and critical artistic sense. His intimate knowledge of 
German classical and romantic literature of the eighteenth
 
and nineteenth
 
centuries was also 
impressive, and it equipped him to make incisive comments on what he called the German 
mind and German spirit.  
 
Rechnitz’s Thesis  
After his first experience of Anglicanism in England that to him was clearly Catholic though 
not Papal, Rechnitz began to inform himself in detail about the Reformation, especially 
about Luther's original intentions and how these had become subverted in subsequent years. 
From this he developed a thesis that may be summed up as follows.  
 Developments in Germany since the Reformation resulted in the dominance of 
Lutheranism that came virtually to see its chief vocation in opposing Papalism. Bismarck's 
Kulturkamp! (1871-1887) was the last great attempt on the part of the Prussian-German 
Protestant ruling elite to stamp out the influence of the Roman Church for all time. 
Obviously, this did not succeed and only acerbated the alienation between the two main 
denominations in Germany for generations to come. They continued to grow apart to the 
detriment of the ‗German spirit‘. Roman Catholicism, through becoming increasingly ultra-
montane, was characterised by an authoritarian style of ministry that Rechnitz described as 
‗priestcraft‘. Although it preserved the dignity and beauty of worship, and fostered art of the 
highest quality, it did so at the expense of the intellectual freedom of its flock. The 
Protestant churches, on the other hand, insisted on the ‗freedom of the Christian man‘ but 
were hostile to culture and allowed the spiritual side of worship to deteriorate. There was 
great emphasis placed on the sermon which in fact resembled more an academic lecture 
while the Eucharist was either totally neglected or merely appended at the end of a service 
                                                 
10 This claim is perfectly plausible because Bishop Bell had cultivated a long association with Germany 
through the Ecumenical Movement, and particularly through his close friendship with Dietrich Bonhoeffer, 
and when German-Jewish refuges began to arrive, Bishop Bell was foremost among those concerned for their 
welfare. See, Edwin Robertson, Unshakable Friend: George Bell and the German Churches (London: CCBI -
Interchurch House, 1995), pp. 46-60. 
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in a totally off-handed and irreverent sort of way. Neither Rome not Wittenberg, as they 
had become in Germany, could satisfy the essential yearnings of the ‗German spirit‘. The 
solution was Anglicanism. Rechnitz's work is a sustained argument for the ‗planting‘ of 
Anglicanism in Germany because, as he saw it, Anglicanism corresponded, paradoxically, 
one may think, in the light of the historic Anglo-German antagonism, more to the needs of 
both the German mind and spirit. How this project, that seemed to run counter to historical 
trends, was conceived and justified and deemed possible is developed with considerable 
detail in a tightly typed manuscript of some 170 pages. Sufficient has been said to make it 
clear that Rechnitz perceived that neither Rome nor Wittenberg, as they had become since 
the Reformation, could correspond to the spiritual needs of the Germans, either 
intellectually or spiritually.  
 The Roman Church had the capacity for developing reform from within as the efforts 
of such personages as Nicholas of Kues or Cusa (1401-64) at conservative reform and then of 
Erasmus of Rotterdam (1466/9-1536) clearly indicated. Rome, however, showed no 
enthusiasm for the moderate reforms advocated by Erasmus and so the Church froze into 
immobility until the advent of Martin Luther (1483-1546), who shared many of Erasmus‘s 
concerns. As Rechnitz observed, Erasmus desired progress but not at the expense of 
disturbing order. Luther was much more radical and was prepared to secure progress (read: 
theological rigour) at the expense of order. Thereafter, though, the Roman Church adopted a 
siege mentality against ‗Protestantism‘, an attitude quite incompatible with progress. With 
few exceptions since the Reformation the Roman Church took no initiatives to restore the 
unity of the Western Church. Indeed, it even condemned the efforts of the Association for 
the Promoting of the Reunion of Christendom in 1864 under Pius IX retreating behind the 
barriers of ultramontanism in the encyclical Quanta Cura. And if that were insufficient to 
illustrate the posture of Romanism, in 1896 Pope Leo XIII in the encyclical Apostolicae Curae 
condemned Anglican orders as ‗absolutely null and utterly void‘ thus declaring implacable 
hostility to all initiatives at ecumenism and modern thought.   
 The evidence for this thesis, apart from Rechnitz‘s own observations, was the fact 
that there were frustrated movements within Lutheranism, after the First World War, that 
could only be described as attempts at a high church revival. The backgrounds to these were 
unmistakable Anglican trends evident throughout the nineteenth century on the Continent 
including both Scandinavia and Central Europe. There was an innate striving to recover lost 
elements of Catholic religiosity.  
 Rechnitz had concluded after his encounter with Anglo-Catholicism that 
Christianity, in order to be faithful to the New Testament, needed to meet human yearnings 
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not only intellectually but especially spiritually, and this latter dimension was supplied by 
the Catholic liturgy in which both music and drama combined to produce an aesthetically 
uplifting effect. There had to be artistry demonstrated in divine service because through it 
the soul was nourished. Where this subjective criterion was not met people would be ‗sent 
empty away‘. This was Rechnitz‘s main criticism of Lutheranism. He notes at length that 
Luther still wanted to retain the essentials of Catholic worship. Indeed, as Rechnitz quite 
accurately observed:  
 There is no doubt that [Luther] intended to remain within the Roman Church; the 
Augsburg Confession tried to restore the broken unity by showing that Protestantism was 
in no respect either contrary to the Bible or to the Catholic Church or to Rome; only some 
abuses need to be rectified. The Protestant ideal of culture based upon a supernatural 
foundation and guided by the Church, is medieval. It is also Catholic so far as Luther 
intended to reform the whole Christian world. The supernatural is the principal element in 
Luther's religious life; he does not only experience God as far as He reveals Himself to men, 
but far more by all that is not revealed; His majesty and awe, as they are described in the 
book of Job: in other words, God is the true numen tremendum. It was fatal for the 
development of Protestantism that the following generations rejected this part of Luther's 
doctrine as non-Lutheran or Roman.12 
 Recent German research on the social status of pastors in Prussia and Imperial 
Germany confirms that in effect they had lost most of their priestly identity and function, 
having become, especially in the countryside, all but local officials of the State. 13  The 
Erastian degradation of the Church led almost to its relegation to oblivion, but it was 
rescued from this fate by the fact that it retained a residual continuity with the medieval 
Church. That it was in profound need of revival in a Catholic direction was recognised by 
poets and writers such as Gerhard Hauptmann, Stefan George, Rainer Maria Rilke, Wilhelm 
von Scholz and Ricarda Huch whose novels Rechnitz knew intimately. The works of world-
renowned scholars such as Adolf von Harnack (1851-1930), Ernst Troeltsch (1865-1923) 
and Karl Barth (1886-1968) were critically evaluated by Rechnitz for their analyses of the 
nature of the Church and their ecumenical awareness. As well, Rechnitz made extensive use 
of the publications of highly influential theologians such as Friedrich Heiler (1892-1967) 
who, for example, had been actively urging from the 1920‘s on the recovery and restoration 
of lost Catholic values and practices. And Rechnitz quotes the Roman Dominican scholar 
                                                 
12  MS  ‗The Anglican Churches and Central Europe‘, pp. 35-36. 
13 Oliver Janz, Bürger besonderer Art: Evangelische Pfarrer in Preussen 1850-1914 (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter 
1994). 
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Yves Congar (1904-1995) as observing that all these strivings were typically Anglican.14  
 It is clear that Rechnitz was deeply conversant with the ecumenical literature of the 
interwar and immediate post-war period in all major languages, at least in English, German 
and French. With this ability he would have far outstripped the capacity of any Australian-
based scholar, certainly in the Anglican Church. The only example of the latter that 
Rechnitz cites is the survey of Anglican history produced by Canon Farnham Maynard in 
1930, The Continuity of the Church of England, that hardly represents a work of pioneering 
scholarship. With his undoubted ability Rechnitz constituted a resource of incalculable value 
to the Australian church, had its leaders at the time been in a position to exploit it.  
 What Rechnitz concluded from his study of the movements of the inter-war period 
on the Continent was that there was a striving for a more Catholic ritual with its variety of 
expressions that ‗would draw the worshipper away from his own self, direct his mind 
towards God and unite him with his fellow worshippers whose aim is the same. But there is 
no need for creating something new: Anglicanism would be the best way to comply with all 
wishes, both in faith and ritual‘. 15  This observation is the basis for advocating the 
introduction of Anglicanism on the Continent in collaboration with what Rechnitz called the 
‗the non-Roman Block‘, that is those Lutheran Churches, such as the Swedish, the Old 
Catholics and those Orthodox with whom a close working relationship had been achieved. 
Out of its own post-Reformation history the Church of England had developed the 
appropriate synthesis of the best of both the Protestant and Roman worlds and this, 
Rechnitz argued, was precisely what would satisfy the ‗German mind‘. The evidence was 
there in the movements that sought to recover the ‗Catholic‘ Luther. It needed, however, to 
be encouraged from outside by presenting the example of a non-Papal Catholic Church that 
was a world-wide reality. The local European Old Catholic movement would not have the 
capacity on its own to drive such a project. Consequently, the experience of Anglicanism was 
a source of ecumenically progressive ideas that could have been exploited to the advantage 
of the European Churches, Roman and Protestant, who, for historical reasons had become 
frozen in their mutual suspicion and hostility. If and when Roman exclusivity could be 
replaced by Anglican inclusiveness there could be a creative thaw on a broad front.  
 It is highly significant, though, that for Rechnitz, only Anglicanism in its Catholic 
manifestation that would be qualified for this task. The reason for this was not simply the 
via media position of Anglicanism in the historical-theological sense, but particularly the 
Anglo-Catholic openness to both the beauty of visual art and music in church decoration and 
                                                 
14 Divided Christendom (1930), pp. 153; 158, translation of Chretiens désunis (1937). 
15 MS: ‗The Anglican Churches and Central Europe‘  p. 67. 
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the liturgy. Rechnitz had translated some 275 Anglican hymns for use in a future German 
version of the Anglican Eucharist. The beauty of Anglo-Catholic worship conformed to 
Rechnitz' concept that art drew the individual soul out of him or herself towards Almighty 
God. It was, therefore, and indispensable component of true Christian worship.  
 Clearly, this extremely high expectation of the potential of Anglicanism for effecting 
an ecumenical revival on the Continent was undoubtedly the result of Rechnitz‘s initial sense 
of wonder engendered by his experience of the Church of England in the years 1934-1940 
prior to his internment in Australia. Once he was confronted by the ignorance and 
mediocrity of the Anglican leadership in Australia, of which he had a deal to say in his 
memoirs, he used to say, ‗The Anglican Church is a good thing in bad hands‘. That is 
nothing less than a commentary on the lack of education, culture and, consequently, vision 
that characterized many of the bishops at the time. Other factors peculiar to Australian 
Anglicanism that functioned to stultify the growth of such a vision are not expressly 
evaluated by Rechnitz in the texts consulted. But suffice it to say in conclusion that ‗The 
Anglican Churches and Central Europe‘, completed as it was in 1947, is a work of inspired 
prophesy. In it Rechnitz urged the continuation of the Malines Conferences, and that has 
effectively happened through the institution of the Anglican Roman Catholic Commission with 
well publicized positive results. The same can be said of both the Lutheran-Roman and the 
Lutheran-Anglican dialogues on an international basis.  
 
Conclusion 
What is very noticeable at the present time, however, is the higher profile being taken by the 
Diocese of Gibraltar in Europe in major European cities. Whereever there are Anglican 
Churches in France, Germany and elsewhere on the Continent the participation of the local 
population alongside expatriates for whom they were initially established, is highly 
significant, as well as the number of German pastors, male and female who have been trained 
and ordained in the Church of England and who are now active in these churches. Finally, 
the revitalised Catholic worship in some Lutheran Churches is indicative of the striving, 
already noted by Rechnitz, for greater beauty in both music and ceremonial. Evensong is 
held in the Berliner Dom regularly every Thursday afternoon and is well attended. The 
Anglican presence in Germany, however small at present, has become part of the 
ecclesiastical landscape. Its potential in the optimistic sense outlined by Wilhelm Rechnitz is 
yet to be realised.  
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